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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the core technologies which underline the principle of virtual reality and the way it is being applied today in industry. In a more general sense
virtual reality provides a true 3D interface to a range
of computer applications. The essence of virtual reality
is immersion, which is the ability to immerse the computer user in a computer generated experience, as an
active participant, as opposed to a passive viewer.
Hence this paper provides an introduction into the methodology of virtual reality, including its historical
background, as well as some basic taxonomy, that are
helpful defining the elements of a virtual reality, that
are used to create immersive and interactive experience. Moreover this paper report about industrial case
study examples of Virtual Reality as an advanced
computational method in modeling and simulation of
complex dynamic systems.
1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality (VR) can be described as a synthetic 3D
computer generated universe that is a perceived as the
real universe. The key technologies behind virtual reality systems (VRS) and virtual environmental systems
(VES) are
•
•
•

Real-time computer graphics
Colour displays
Advanced software

Computer graphics techniques have been successfully
applied for creating synthetic images, necessary for
virtual reality and virtual environments. Creating an
image, using computer graphics techniques are used to
store 3D objects as geometric descriptions, which can
then be converted into an image by specific information of the object, such as colour, position, and orientation in space, and from what location it is to be viewed.
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Due to this possibilities computer graphics is now
well established and developed as a standard for Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems. With a CAD system e.g. one can render perspective views of the scene
under development. The success of CAD has been
greatly influenced by the advances of computer
architecture due to the microminiaturization of computer chips, and the instruction level parallelism of computer architectures, realized as pipelined instruction
processing and superscalar instruction handling in
modern microprocessors, that allow to build low cost
graphic workstations that can support the real-time
intensive manipulation of large graphic databases.
Real-time computer graphics techniques allow the user
to react within the time frame of the application domain, which finally results in a more advanced man
machine interface, which is the whole rationale for
virtual reality systems and virtual environments. This
has been possible by overcoming the delays that occur
e.g., while rendering of very large database, since the
computer power increase and henceforth the graphics
performance, due to the instruction level parallelism.
An unpipelined processor is characterized by the cycle
time and the execution times of the instructions. In
case of pipelined execution, instructions processing is
interleaved in the pipeline rather than performed sequentially as in non-pipelined processors. Defining the
performance of pipeline processing the performance
potential of the pipeline equals the number of independent instructions which can be executed in a unit
interval of time.
Colour displays are used for displaying the views of
the virtual reality and virtual environment universe to
provide a visual sensation of the objects from the realworld domain (industrial physical application) into the
virtual domain. The colour displays are of great variety, such as monitors fixed to the windows of the simulator cockpit for visual sensation of flying in a flight
simulator (see Figure 3), or Head Mounted Displays

which visually isolates the user from the real world. A
head mounted display (HMD) can provide the left and
right eye with two separate images that include parallax differences, which supplies the users eyes with a
stereoscopic view of the computer generated world,
which is a realistic stereoscopic sensation.
Advanced software tools are used to support the realtime interactive manipulation of large graphic databases, which can be used to create a virtual environment,
that can be anything from 3D objects to abstract data
bases. Moreover, 3D modelling and simulation tools
are part of the advanced software tools. Hence, a 3D
model can be rendered with an illumination level simulating any time of the day, or using OpenGL, a quasi standard for 3D modelling and visualization, one
can create geometrical bodies of every shape and size
for simulating the different views of geotechnical and
geophysical parameters e.g. of a tunnel scenario, as
shown in Figures. 1 and 2, which can be moved in size
in real time, using advanced simulation software tools,
such as NURBS or the MBA algorithm. The image
realism can be improved by incorporating real-world
textures, shadows, and complex surfaces, etc.
Example 1: Based on OpenGL, a quasi standard for
3D modeling and visualization, one can create geometrical bodies of every shape and size and move them
in real time, within a virtual reality simulator, as
shown in Figure 1, that shows the sequence of a “flight
through a tunnel”. Figure 1 top line from left to right:
overall scenic view of the landscape; scenic view and
different geological structures; scenic view, different
geological structures and tunnel inlets. Figure 1 bottom line from left to right: different geological
structures and tunnel portals; different geological
structures at the tunnel portal; scenario inside the
tunnel with the end of the tube in front of the view.

Fig. 1. Virtual reality tunnel simulation scenario
Due to intuitive interaction with the virtual reality
techniques new scenic presentations are possible, as
shown in Figures. 1 and 2, which offers concepts for
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modelling and simulation of complex real-world
systems with parameterized or non parameterized
topologies within a unique framework. This results in
rapid prototyping based on flexible modelling tools
with concepts for geometry, motion, control, as well as
virtual reality components like images, textures,
shadowing, rendering, animation, multimedia, etc.
The technical complexity associated with developments in the virtual universe requires the use of metric
values, which can then be converted into several
important factors that relate to the metric values themselves, especially metric dimensionality, metric attributes, metric types, etc.

Fig. 2. 3D model of the virtual reality tunnel simulation scenario of Figure 1.
Top: General 3D NURBS model view
Middle: 3D NURBS model view of the tunnel and the
geological structure with tunnel portals
Bottom: 3D Geological formation model view
The primary goal using virtual reality is to unite the
power and flexibility of virtual reality methodology
with the insight of ubiquitous computing which can be
stated as computation in space and time, based on:
• Image processing, which contains the two sub-topics of image acquisition and image analysis, that
are necessary to produce 3D information to generate a useful representation of the environment
• Computer graphic and visualization, which is necessary for modelling virtual environments, creating stereo visions and rendering images, whereby
the time to render an image has always been a
major issue of computer graphics, especially with
animated sequences
• Synthetic scene generation
• 3D modelling based on splines, NURBS and other
innovative algorithms such as V-NURBS or VTNURBS
Henceforth very new scenic presentations are possible,
containing branch specific elements and knowledge in

the respective application domain. Moreover the effect
of immersion, which means the realization of space
depth, allows the user, a fast adaptation to processes in
space and time. Virtual reality offer a concept for modelling complex systems with parametric as well as
nonparametric topology within a unique frame. This
results in rapid prototyping, based on flexible virtual
reality modelling tools with concepts for geometry,
motion, control, as well as virtual reality components
like images, textures, voice, animation, multimedia,
video, etc.
The technical complexity associated with developments in the virtual reality domain require for the introduction of characteristics of metric values. In the
development of utility metric values, several important
factors that relate to the metric values itself must be
considered. These areas that are
• Metric dimensionality
• Metric attributes
• Metric types.
A very easy and straightforward approach for realisation of metric valuated dimensions could be found using
one-dimensional scaling. Methods of one-dimensional
scaling, however, are generally applied only in those
cases where there is good reason to believe that one
dimension is sufficient.
But metric valuated accuracy and presentation fidelity
leading for a multidimensional scale. A multidimensional scale is necessary for an adequate images quality
description, if additional information would probably
be required. Therefore a multi-dimensional scale must
be developed.
Metric valuated attributes are actual quality parameters
measured along each quality dimensions, which are:
• Realism: defined as degree of fidelity of representations compared with truth. The degree of realism
vary from task to task. To enhance levels of realism often certain kinds of standard features and
effects are used.
• Interpretability: corresponds to the level of resolution, which coarsely could be defined as the smallest feature that can be distinguished in an image.
This, in turn, directly impacts the level of information that can be interpreted from an image.
• Accuracy: deals with the correctness of objects represented in the scene, and their correct locations.
Accuracy depends of source materials used, like
geometry derived from imagery, physical models,
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etc. as well as the fidelity of the transformations
used.
There are a number of possible metric valuated types
that could be used for the dimensions of a quality assessment metric. These types are [Yachik, 1998]:
• Criteria based ( on a textual scale which define the
levels of the scale)
• Image based (on a synthetic scene where a rating is
assigned by identifying the standard image having
a subjective quality that is closest to that being
rated)
• Physical parametric based (on measured values
based on integrated power spectrum, or mensuration error, etc.)
Methodology developers realized that logical constraints or axioms are necessary in order to enhance
with mathematical meanings, like [Yachik, 1998]:
• Monotonic ⇒ as items increase in values, the scale
number increases
• Continuity ⇒ intermediate scale values have meaning
• Transitivity ⇒ if item a > item b > item c; then
item a > item c.
Several scales can be developed that satisfy these axioms to various degrees.
Virtual Reality is a natural domain for collaborative
activities because VR allow users doing things they
normally cannot do in reality, e.g. being within a molecule, being inside the combustion chamber of an automobile engine, walking through a tunnel in „outer
space“ etc.
The big challenge of virtual reality techniques is that it
takes us one step closer to virtual objects by making us
part of the virtual domain. Computer graphics techniques used in the virtual reality systems of today providing visual images of the virtual universe, but the
systems of tomorrow will also create acoustic images
of the virtual universe, which can be introduced as sonification or the 5-th dimension of the virtual reality
technique – while time is the 4-th dimension – that can
stimulate recognizing sounds in virtual environments.
One could imagine that more modalities of user interaction, such as tactile and hap tic modalities for touching and feeling of virtual objects, can complete the
sensation of illusion in virtual worlds, which can be
introduced as the 6-th and higher dimension of virtual
reality techniques. Moreover, smelling and tasting may
also become imaginable in virtual environments, en-

hancing the order of dimension. Henceforth multi-modality, that cover the sensation in virtual worlds, has
become one of the major topics in the design of virtual
environments. The benefits of the technique of virtual
reality are manifold, that is why this technique is so
vital to many different application domains, ranging
from applications in the automotive and avionics
industry, applications in the more advanced military
industry, as well as molecular and medical topics, catastrophic management, education and training, etc.,
and ends up into the different academic research
domains. Based on features offered through computer
graphics techniques, meaning visualization of highly
realistic models, and through the integration of realtime computing, virtual reality enables the user to
move around in virtual environments, such as walking
in the environment of a tunnel or walking through the
through a tunnel, as shown in Figure 1, or to acquire
flying skills without involving real airplanes and airports, as realized in virtual training environments for
pilots, as shown in Figure 3, etc.
Based on the spatial and temporal geometric description, which can then be converted into an image by
specifying the respective information behind, virtual
reality techniques can be used as the basic concept for
virtual-world simulation, as well as for analysis and
prognosis of complex processes in virtual worlds.

data describing the flight controls to simulate the
behaviour of the airplane under regular as well as under non-regular flight conditions.
During flight simulation, the pilot – as well as the copilot – sit inside a replica cockpit and gaze through the
forward-facing and side-facing windows, which are
200o panoramic displays reflecting the computer-generated graphical virtual universe. The flight simulator
creates a realistic sensation of being in a real-world
plane flying over some 3D landscape, as shown in Figure 3. But today, the flight- simulator panoramic displays do not contain stereoscopic information, the fact
that the images are collimated to appear as though they
are located at infinity creates a strong sense of being
immersed in a 3D world.
Furthermore, immersion can be enhanced by allowing
the users head movements to control the gaze direction
of the synthetic images that provides the users brain
with motion-parallax information to complement other
cortical pathways of the visual cues in the brain. This
requires tracking the users head in real time, and if the
users head movements are not synchronized with the
images, the result will be disturbing.

Furthermore, underlying databases in virtual-environments offer the ability to store and retrieve heterogeneous and huge amounts of data for modelling virtual
worlds. Hence, virtual reality can be seen as a specific
type of a real-time embedded system combining differrent technological approaches that are integrated
within one environmental solution.
In the case of a flight simulator, as shown in Figure 3,
the computer graphics techniques are used to create a
perspective view of a 3D virtual world, and the view
of this world is determined by the orientation of the simulated aircraft. Simulating the complex behaviour of
the aircraft requires a sophisticated modelling technique and embedding of several real-time systems, such
as engines, hydraulics, flight dynamics, instruments,
navigation, etc., as well as weather conditions, and so
on, which are components and modes of the flight simulators virtual-environment. The information necessary to feed the flight simulator with real-world data
are available from the databases of the aircraft manufacturer and the manufacturer of the aero engines.
They describe the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft
when taxiing on the ground, or flying in the air, or
engine temperature and fuel burn rates, etc. The flight
models used in the flight simulator are based on the
data obtained from the manufacturer as well as the
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Fig. 3. Hydromechatronic flight simulator mock up (top) and
cockpit view from inside the flight simulator (bottom)

When visually immersed within a virtual environment
there is a natural inquisitive temptation to reach out
and touch virtual objects as part of interaction possibilities in the virtual universe, which is impossible, as
there is nothing to touch and to feel, when dealing
with virtual objects. But, the users sense of immersion
can be greatly enhanced by embedding tactile feedback mechanisms in the virtual environment. Embedding tactile feedback needs some specific hardware
components, such as data gloves, which enable the
user to grasp or to sense real-time hand gestures.
Hence data gloves will provide a simple form of
touch-and-feel stimulus where small pads along the
fingers stimulate a touching and feeling sensation.
Thus, if a collision is detected between the users virtual hand – the data glove – and a virtual object, the data
glove is activated to stimulate the touch and feel condition. However, the user may not be suddenly aware
of the objects mass, as there is no mechanism for engaging the users arm muscles. Therefore, it is necessary to transmit forces from the virtual domain to the
user interface, meaning there is a need for embedding
articulated manipulators in the virtual environment
that could create such forces.

•
•
•

Accuracy due to subject specification: means real
world models can be built with great accuracy as
they are based upon CAD data of the real objects
Flexibility: means building virtual representations
of anything as well as interacting with this representation due to the virtual reality front ends
Animated features: means animation of sequences, objects, etc., in space and time

Example 2: Combining these aspects for real-time simulation in virtual environments can be based on the
integration of the overall information, but only a few
approaches maintain this problem and have been developed like cave automatic virtual-environments, or digital mock up (DMU) in the avionic industry, shown
in Figures. 4 and 5, allowing the user a real-time interaction that is not only restricted to the 3D model itself,
it also is parameterized, which could lead to a better
framework for real-world system analysis, such as
•
•
•

Statistic and cinematic interference tests
Development of new methods for DMU
application
Investigation of applicability of new technologies
within the virtual product design process

In general for virtual space applications the following
main components are available:
• Space ball and cyber gloves for tactile interaction
in virtual space
• In-transparent head mounted devices for visual interaction in virtual space; transparent head mounted devices are used for augmented reality application
• 3D geometric body creation and motion methodology for “virtual space feeling” capability
• 3D visual interactive components for definition,
manipulation, animation and performance analysis
of geometric bodies
• Object oriented data base for efficient data management
• Objects organization into single-inheritance hierarchies for virtual reality system transparency. When
objects are created, they inherit the properties and
verbs of their ancestors. Additional verbs and properties as well as specializations of inherited components may be defined to give the new object its
unique behavior and appearance
• Computing hardware for computing in space and
time
There are many advantages of working in the virtual
domain, such as:
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Fig. 4. Digital mock up (DMU) of a air planes wing

Fig. 5. Digital mock up (DMU) of an air plane wing
showing the application of virtual reality to simulate the
possibility of a maintenance procedure at the air planes
wing

In contrast to Virtual Reality (VR) Augmented Reality
(AR) deals with the combination of real and virtual
environments. The AR system supports the user, based
on semi-transparent output devices, with the relevant
computer based information. This means that the images users will see on their AR device show the geometry dependent right perspective in correlation to the
real world scenario.
2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL
REALITY
Like most technologies, Virtual Reality (VR) did not
suddenly appear. It emerged in the public domain after
a long period of research and development in Industrial, military and academic laboratories. The emergence
of VR was closely related to the maturity of other
technologies such as real-time computer systems,
computer graphics, displays, fibre optics and 3D
tracking. When each of this technologies could
provide its own individual input, a crude VR working
system appeared. But this was a very long way with
inventions and discovery. The foundations of today´s
important technologies used for VR goes back into the
twentienth century. The scientific landmarks of which
shows the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1944: Harvard Computation Laboratory completed their automatic general-purpose digital computer
1954: Cinerama was invented with 3 cinema
screens
1956: Morton Heilig invented the Sensorama, a
CRT based binocular headgear
1960: The Boeing Corporation coined the term
Computer Graphics
1963: Ivan Sutherland submitted his PhD thesis
“SKETCHPAD: A man-machine graphical communication system”
1966: NASA commence with the development of
a flight simulator
1968: Ivan Sutherland published “A Head-mounted 3D Display”
1977: Dan Sandin and Richard Sayre invented a
Bend-Sensing Glove
1981: Tom Furness developed the Virtual Cockpit
1984: William Gibson wrote about Cyberspace in
the book Neuromancer
1989: Jaron Lanier coined the term Virtual Reality
1990: Fred Brooks developed the force feedback
1991: After founding in 1990, several industries
selling their first VR System
1993: SGI announced the Reality Engine
1994: The Virtual reality was founded
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3 VIRTUAL REALITY TAXONOMY
Applying the virtual reality methodology to the industrial domain could be stated as combining distributed
virtual environments, in order to support collaboration
among distance team members developing plans and
procedures, doing measurements and data processing,
in order to attempt to manage new investigations and
organizations collaboratively, as it is needed in global
as well as international project development.
One of the most interesting new paradigms in virtual
reality methodology in this domain is that 3D representations are not only the lonely possibility of a
setting.
Many virtual space applications in today´s industry, if
not already now, will in future make use of specific
graphics. The virtual reality will be visualized in space, which means in terms of 3D, and due to dynamic
aspects in time. People that are work in VR projects
are able to interact image based within space and time,
e.g. flighting a plane, inspecting car crash behavior,
interacting with other participants through a graphical
user interface, etc. The interweaving of functionality,
distribution, efficiency, and openness aspects is very
noticeable in computer graphics. The virtual space is
graphically visualized flamboyance and for the most
part the people work in the outer space application domain will see the same images. In real industrial projects, irrespective of the number of participants, a
change of state in the virtual space needs to be communicated to all invented in the project.
Therefore, for virtual space applications, 3D multiuser
virtual reality tools have been developed for industrial
applications, consisting of the following main components:
• space ball and cyber gloves for tactile interaction
in virtual space
• head mounted devices for visual interaction in virtual space
• 3D geometric body creation and motion methodology for “virtual space feeling” capability
• 3D visual interactive system for specification, manipulation, animation and performance analysis of
industrial bodies
• object-relational oriented data base for efficient
data management in virtual reality applications
• computer hardware for the power of computing in
space and time
• objects organization into single-inheritance hierarchies for virtual reality system transparency

When objects are created, they inherit the properties
and verbs of their ancestors. Additional verbs and
properties as well as specializations of inherited components may be defined to give the new object its
unique behavior and appearance.
The presentation of process states is of importance,
which has to be realized time dependent, combining
real scenarios as well as virtual scenarios, in order to
find out optimal geometries, based on a specific
mathematical annotation, that are Non Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS).

Firstly, the polynomial order describes the curvature of
the resulting surface or curve, representing the mathematical function at a higher level of flexibility.
Secondly, the defined points can be weighted in accordance to their dominance with respect to other control
points. Hence a higher weighted point influences the
direction of the surface or curve more than a lower
weighted one. Further more, knot vectors U and V
define the local or global influence of control points,
so that every calculated point is defined by smaller or
greater arrays of points, resulting in local or global
deformations, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.

This special kind of B-spline representation is based
on a grid of defining points Pi,j, which is approximated
through bi-cubic parameterized analytical functions.
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Fig. 6. Modelling and modification of a NURBS surface
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(u ) N j ,q ( v ) wi , j Pi , j
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NURBS are easy to use, as modelling and especially
modifying is achieved by means of control points movement, allowing the user to adjust the object simply
by pulling or pushing the respective control points.

(u ) N j ,q ( v ) wi , j

0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1
This method allows to calculate the resulting surface
or curve points by varying two (surface) or one (curve)
parameter values u and v of the interval [0,1], respectively, and evaluating the corresponding B-Spline basis
function Ni,p.

1 if ui ≤ u ≤ ui +1 
N i ,0 (u ) = 
,
otherwise 
0
N i , p (u ) =

Based on these concepts a mathematical methodology
is available that allows to interpolate given sets of
points, for example the results of scanned data of the
human face surface measurements, as shown in Figure
7.
Using multiple levels of surface morphing, this multi
level B-spline approximaton (MBA) adjusts a predefined surface, i.e. a flat square or a cylinder. Constraints
like urvature or direction at special points can be given
and are evaluated by the algorithm.

ui + p +1 − u
u − ui
N i , p −1 (u ) +
N i +1, p −1 (u )
ui + p − u i
ui + p +1 − ui +1

U = {uo ,K, um }, ui ≤ ui +1 ,V analogous
The parameter values u and v can be chosen continuously; the resulting object is mathematically defined in
any point thus showing no irregularities or breaks
There are several parameters that approximate given
points and thus adapting the view of the described object, and interpolation of all points can be achieved.
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Fig. 7. Morphing, by using multi level B-splines
approximation

4 VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEMS IN INDUSTRY

placing parts and sub-systems within the car, as shown
in Figure 9.

One of the reasons that VR has attracted so much interest in the military and in the industry is that it offers
enormous benefits to so many different application
areas.
VR systems firstly have been applied at the US Air
Forces Armstrong Medical Research Laboratories developing an advanced fighter cockpit which later has
been adapted by the avionic industry as flight simulator for pilot training (see Figure 3) and used by
commercial airlines and the military for over twenty
years. They are used for training pilots in developing
new skills in handling aircraft under usual and unusual
operating conditions, and discovering the flight characteristics of a new aircraft.
Other applications deals with operations in hazardous
or remote environments, where workers could benefit
from the use of VR-mediated teleoperation. People
working in radioactive, toxic or space environments
could be relocated to the safety of a VR environment
where they could handle any hazardous materials
without any real danger. But telepresense needs further
development in tactile and haptic feedback to be truly
useful. Today one may find high sophisticated Industrial VR teleopreation applications in the field of nanoscience based on force feedback manipulation, as
shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 9. VR design in industry (for details see text)

Moreover the expensive physical car crash tests, as
shown in Figure 10, have been adapted for use in a
virtual car crash simulation environment. This requires
the mathematically description the procedures, a task
which is not trivial. In general the real problem arise in
designing an interface where such behaviours can be
associated with arbitrary geometric databases.

Fig. 10. Physical car crash test

Fig. 8. Force feedback manipulator

Many areas of design in industry are inherently 3D.
Example 3: The design of a car shape needs 3D support while the designer looks for sweeping curves and
good aesthetics from every possible view, as well as
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Furthermore, shared VR environments will allow possibly remote workers to collaborate on tasks. The VR
environment can also provide additional support for
the collaboration of industrial designer teams. For

specific application areas, such as land exploration or
architecture, caves and domes, as shown in Figure 11,
become the most important virtual reality environment.

king models, walking along an arbitrary path, fashion
shows, virtual tennis games, and cyber dancing, as
shown in Figure 13.

Fig. 12. Cyberdance in VR

Moreover VR has become part of entertainment. Current equipment in this domain is used for role playing
games. It consists of a number of units networked
together in which a team of players stand to play on
this roles.
Summarizing the above mentioned VR environments
with its specific application In general VR application
in industry can be found in:

Fig. 11. Domes and caves as VR environments (for
details see text)

More and more gesture driven interaction as a human
factor in virtual environments become of importance.
The reason behind is very simple., because if the VR
environment is designed to follow some metaphor of
interaction in space, and the objects in the environment have behaviour similar to objects in the real
world, it can be very intuitive for the user to visit and
experience this environments.
One possibility behind gesture driven interaction in
VR environments is the possibility using avatars with
hand gesture to communicate with deaf people.
The MIRAlab at Genova, Switzerland, chaired by
Prof. Nadja Thälmann, is one of the pioneers in gesture driven interaction. They build individualized wal-
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• Engineering:
o Aero engine design: where engines are designed to withstand incredible forces during operation, and must function in all types of whether, and over incredible ranges of temperature
and atmospheric conditions
o Submarine design: where VR is used to investtigate maintenance and ergonomic issues, as
well as model human figures to evaluate how
real humans cope with working in the confined spaces associated with submarines
o Industrial concept design: where collaborative
work is used to interact with virtual car concepts, and how such designs can be evaluated
for functional correctness, easy assembly and
even maintainability
o Architecture: where VR is a technological
progression that brings architects closer to
their visual designs
• Entertainment:
o Computer animation
o Games systems

• Science:
o Visualization of electrical fields
o Molecular modelling
o Telepresence
• Training:
o Fire service
o Flight simulation (see Figure 3)
o Medicine
o Military training (see Figure 13)
o Nuclear industry
o Accident simulator (see Figure 14)

together. 3D and virtual environments (VEs) meanwhile are around for many years. The simulation industry is also very familiar with modelling, displaying
and updating virtual environments in real time. Taining simulators for tanks, ships, aircraft and military
vehicles use VR and VE as a substitute for a real
working environment. But in future the modes of
interaction will increase, meaning that the VR and VE
systems of tomorrow will allow us beside the interactions of today to sense, to feel, to hear, to smell, etc.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
If we look at the relationships between computers and
humans over the past 20 years, we find out that a
merge occur bringing both world closer and closer
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ABSTRACT
In a global economy, successful organizations constantly use innovative manufacturing methodologies to
stay competitive in business. Among others, simulation
is a tool which offers interesting perspectives from the
manufacturing system optimization point of view. However, when a simulation model becomes large, and the
entire model is simulated at a high level of detail or
resolution, computing power tends to become a bottleneck. As a result, if the model is large it is seldom possible to calculate/simulate it in real time. Real time
simulation is desirable if an interactive analysis of the
manufacturing system is required within virtual environments. Secondly, in a virtual environment a user can
view only a part of the simulation model. Hence, in our
approach only this part is simulated in high resolution
with high effort of computing power. The parts of the
model, the user ignored or cannot view, are simulated
on a rough level. Consequently, if the user moves, the
area which is simulated in high resolution also moves
with the user. This way he gets an impression of a simulation in high resolution. This also enables the user to
analyze large simulations in real-time.
In this paper, we illustrate a method for detecting the
user attention based on modeling approach. These detections will stimulate adjustments in the level of detail.
After an adjustment the starting state of the newly activated models have to be generated. Methods to do this
are shown. Most of these methods have been implemented in our simulation tool d3FACT INSIGHT. Then,
a short example of a multiresolution material flow simulation is shown followed by conclusions.
OBJECTIVES
Simulation of material flow systems is a well-known
method to set up new production plants. It is easy to
analyze different scenarios and to answer questions like:
Will a faster machine raise my throughput? Besides
this, processes and dependencies can be detected easily.
For such simulations, virtual environments are often
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used to give the user a good impression of the model.
He can move freely through the model and analyze
production processes he is interested in. If he wants to
modify or perform interactions with the model, the
simulation needs to run simultaneously with the visualization. In this case it is not possible to base the calculation of the visualization on a trace file (Dangelmaier
and Mueck 03).
The execution speed of a simulation depends on the size
of the model, (which depends on the size of the system
being modeled) the detail with which the model is being
simulated and the speed of the computer calculating the
model. Rougher models leads to a faster calculation.
More detailed models need more calculation time. If the
models are large and detailed enough, it is not possible
to calculate them fast enough and further use them for
analysis within interactive virtual environments.
Typically the user can only see a small part of a large
scene. We simulate the area, which is surrounding him
(and which he can view), with a high level of detail.
The areas he is not viewing (or cannot view) are simulated on a low level of detail. If the user moves or turns
around, the high detailed area follows the user. So the
user gets an impression of a simulation which is calculated completely in high resolution. Because most of the
simulation takes place in a rough level of detail, the
required calculation time is reduced. As a result, bigger
and more detailed models can be analyzed with this
approach.
To implement this idea, first we need a representation of
models which work in different levels of detail (at the
moment these models have to be modeled individually
by another modeler). During the simulation/execution
one set of models is activated to represent the whole
simulation-model. This activation of models has to be
identified and if the user moves the activation has to
change correspondingly. Besides this, indications of the
required level of detail are also required.
For our material flow simulation the state of the system
is preserved with tokens and their assignment to objects
and an event queue. If the identification stimulates a
change in the activation of different models, the state of

the active model has to be generated. Methods will be
described later in this article.

Draft

Model
Position

An alternative approach is presented by Kim, Lee,
Christensen, and Zeigler with the System Entity Structuring and Model Base Management Approach
(SES/MB) (cp. Kim, et al. 92). They collect partial
models with different levels of detail in a model base
for working with different levels of detail. The SES/MB
contains a tree comprising possible compositions of
partial models for an overall model for the composition
of simulation models, which are based on the models of
the model base. Models with different levels of detail
can be generated from this tree and the MB. The level
of detail is determined before the simulation is computed. In other words, in this approach, a level of detail
which changes dynamically during run-time is not
planned.
These approaches do not use the user’s view as stimulation for changing the resolution of individual objects
during the execution time. Secondly, their objective is
not to reduce calculation time.

Shared
Resource
(e.g. Human)

Machine 2

Some research has been done for modeling and simulating models in different resolutions (e.g. Davis et al.
1998 or Reynolds and Natrajan 97). In these approaches
there are models of one object in different levels of
detail, between which a switching is possible during the
run-time of the simulation – if needed (especially when
two partial models want to communicate on different
levels of detail). However, if a lot of switches are successively done, inconsistencies can occur. On the basis
of this problem, Natrajan proposed to work with only
one description of the state and to provide interfaces on
each level of detail for interactions with partial models,
which are available on different levels of detail. The
information which is necessary in the interfaces is only
generated by aggregation or disaggregation when
needed. Since the interfaces information is only transformed, the description of the state is not affected by
these transformations.

Machine 1

Position

STATE OF THE ART

Position
Token

Figure 1: Modeling of production systems with a token
based approach.
To change the assignments between tokens and positions we use events. An event occurs only at one specific position. It consists of a time and type. If the simulation time exceeds the time of an event, the event will
be executed. A rule, which is part of the model, creates
depending on the position, a type of event and the current assignment of tokens to the position a new assignment of tokens to the position and potential new events.
So the connection in the material flow is modeled implicitly in the event interpretation rule.
E.g. the event which occurs, might be “Part leaves machine”. The rule now might decrease the number of
tokens in the position by one and create a new “Part
enters the machine”-event at the following machine at
the same time.
Multiresolution Modeling
To get an hierarchical multiresolution model each position can consist of a whole simulation model (see Figure 2). So if the position is simulated in more detail, the
position will be turned off and the simulation model
which is part of the position will be switched on. If the
positions of the detailed model also contain more detailed models, this will ultimately lead to an hierarchical
modeling approach.
simulation object

MODELING

interactions
Static position of less
detailed level and
accompanying detailed
model

level n+1

level n+2

As mentioned earlier we are using token-event based
systems to model material flow systems. So a model
consists of positions which represent static resources
like machines. The current state of the positions is described with the number of tokens currently assigned to
the position (see Figure 1).
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less detailed

Non-multiresolution modeling

level n

more detailed

To understand how we model multiresolution models
we first take a short look on how we model traditional
non-multiresolution models in our approach.

Figure 2: Multi resolution modeling
Events may occur on positions, which are currently not
activated. The activation always guarantees that a more
detailed model is activated. A transform rule is required

to translate the events into one (or more) events for the
more detailed model. If this model is also not activated
the rule for this model will direct the event to a further
more detailed level.

After calculating the indication of each active position,
we decide whether a position has to be simulated in
more detail (if a model is available) or a model has to be
aggregated (if possible).

In our approach the detailed models can view the positions on a rougher level. Hence, they can directly generate events for these positions. A special translation rule
is not required for this.

Generating states

EXECUTION OF MULTIRESOLUTION MODELS
Activation of the right models
As mentioned earlier, one task is to activate the models
which need to be simulated on a different level of detail.
To do this, we developed 4 indicators as follows:
A. Indication by distance: The distance between the
user and the object can be used as an indicator. Objects which are far away get low rating.
B. Indication by the direction of the view: The user
can’t see objects in his back. So objects with a great
angle between the direction of view and the direct
connection between the user and the model also get
a low rating.
C. Indication by occlusion: Often the user cannot view
the entire scene. Some objects may block the visibility of other objects. Objects the user cannot view
see are rated low with this indication. To calculate
this indication the 3D-representations of the virtual
objects (which might consist of a lot of data) are
required. If the user makes small movements the
indication can change a lot. This could led to a lot
of aggregation/dissagregation operations.
D. Indication by logistic dependencies: If the user
takes a close look on one part of the simulation, it
is logical that this part of the simulation is logistically connected with other parts of the model. With
this indication, the rating of parts which are connected to parts which already have a good rating
from other indications, will be increased.

field of view

When an aggregation or disaggregation operation takes
place, a model or a position will be added to the global
model. Vice versa a position or a model will be
switched off. But the state of the newly added part
represents the state when the part was active last (if it
was used before). This state might not be the right one
for the current simulation time.
A state for the newly activated position or model has to
be generated. The first approach is to simulate again all
events, which occur on the position/model since the last
activation.
If the last activation was done a long time ago, a lot of
events have to be simulated afterwards. With the second
approach only a part of the past which is sufficient for
leveling out of the model will be recalculated. The considered events are selected by the time difference between the actual simulation time and the time assigned
to the event. So old events will not be considered. This
leads to incorrect states but it can reduce the needed
calculation effort enormously.
The re-simulation and the time limited re-simulation are
methods for the generation of states which only calculate approximately consistent states. This is due to the
fact that potential interaction with other parts of the
simulation are not taken into account. If these errors are
not acceptable in an application, those methods are not
applicable. The models/objects to be activated are calculated without taking the environment into account.
Regarding the re-simulation with observation of interactions, the positions to be activated are not calculated
without the rest of the simulation. If there are interactions from the model/object to be activated with another
position, the model/object is integrated into the calculation of the position. If the position interacts with another position in a different way, this position has to be
integrated from this time on, too. Therefore, the number
of elements to be simulated increases strictly.

invisible area
indication by distance

Instead of doing a re-simulation it is also possible to
model specific functions, which translates the current
state of the position/model, which will be deactivated,
into a state for the active position/model. This method
requires additional modeling efforts.

indication by the direction of the view

invisible area

ESTIMATION OF THE REDUCTION OF
NEEDED CALCULATION EFFORT

indication by logistical link
indication by occlusion

Figure 3: Different indications for the user attention

The needed calculation time to execute a model depends
on the size of the model. If the user builds a hierarchical
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multiresolution model where at least each position of a
rougher layer consists out of 2 positions of the more
detailed layer, the size of each layer will be the half of
the size of the more detailed layer. If the model has got
l layers and p positions on the most detailed layer, the
number of positions of the roughest layer will be less
than p 2 l .
At one point in time only a small part of the simulation
should be activated on the most detailed layer. Most of
the Simulation be carried out on the roughest layer. Lets
assume that the size of the detailed activated small
model is s d . Then the size of the whole activated
model will be less than s d + p 2 l . Remember that s d
should be small. So the activated model is something
around p 2 l . Compared to the model the detailed
layer, which has p positions, the size is decreased by
2 l . If we assume that the needed calculation time depends linear on the size of the model, the execution
speed-up will be at least 2 l .
Up to now the calculation didn’t take the needed efforts
for the calculation of the activation and the generation
of states into account. In the following we are showing
a rough estimation of the additional needed calculation
efforts to give the reader an idea about it.
Only the indication of the activated positions have to be
checked. As mentioned before the number of activated
positions is much less than the number of the positions
on the detailed layer. So the needed calculation efforts
are small compared to the efforts of calculating the
whole model. The need time to generate the state of a
new activated position/model depends on the method,
which is used to calculate the state. If the calculation is
carried out by methods, which are in the model, the
calculation time will depend on these methods. The
calculation is a local operation so the calculation time
will not depend on the size of the overall model size. If
the overall model is huge the calculation time will be
small.

IMPLEMENTATION
Models represented with XML
Based on the informal description of the chapter “Modeling” we developed a formal description for multiresolution material flow systems. We developed a XML
based description language which describes our model.
In addition to the simulation model, the description also
contains a lot of information for the visualization during
the simulation run. Each position has a location and a
link to a .x file, which contains a 3D representation
(mesh and texture) of the position (e.g. a 3D model of a
machine). The code example (Figure 4) gives a brief
expression for a position called BL. The first lines describe the localization. Palette.x is the .x file which
contains the 3D Model and potential link to a texture
file. Delta is the beginning of the rule for processing the
events occurring at the position BL.
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…
<Position Name="BL">
<PX> -7 </PX>
<PY> 0</PY>
<PZ> 0</PZ>
<F>palette.x</F>
<Delta>
<Type>In</Type>
…..

Figure 4: XML-Sample
More detailed models are directly included in the description. The XML syntax allows to follow the hierarchical multiresolution approach with an recursive notification. E.g. the more detailed model of a position
called L consists of two positions called BL and HL.
This sub-model can be modeled as a traditional single
resolution model and be included in the notification (see
Figure 5). If these positions also include more detailed
models, an hierarchy will be modeled implicitly.
<Position Name="L">
<PX> 0 </PX>
<PY> 0 </PY>
…
<Positions>
<Position Name="BL">
<PX> -7 </PX>
<PY> 0</PY>
…
</Position>
<Position Name="HL">
<Name>HL</Name>
<PX> 7 </PX>
…
</Position>
</Positions>
</Position>

Figure 5: Notation of a position with a more detailed
model
Execution of the software
The simulation software d3FACT INSIGHT needs an
xml description as described above as input. A visual
model is generated automatically from the description in
the model.
After starting the simulation the user can walk freely
through the simulation. The number of tokens assigned
to the position is visualized with little red cubes. During
the execution of the simulation the assignment is constantly changing. So the user can analyze the simulation
within a virtual environment.
For activating more or less detailed models, at the moment, the indication by distance and indication by the
direction of the view are used. A mixture of 90% distance and 10% direction leads to good results during
tests.
An Example

Lets assume a production process where parts arrive,
put to stock, processed and then dispatched. To model
this on this level of detail we need 4 positions. In this
example they are called WE (arrival), L (stock), B
(processing) and WA (exit). Lets assume the stock (L)
and the processing (B) consist of more detailed models.
The more detailed model of L should consist of the
positions BL and HL and B consists out of ST and P
(See Figure 6).

Tokens
assigned to HL

Tokens
assigned to BL

Token
assigned to ST

Rough Model

WE

L

WA

B

HL

Detailed
Model

ST

P

BL
ST

Figure 8: The User is close. The Simulation model
works in high resolution.

P

FURTHER WORK

HL

In the near future, the missing indications and state
generation methods will be implemented. Results about
the quality of the generated states are also missing at the
moment.

Figure 6: Model of the example process
At the beginning of the simulation run the user is standing far away from the whole model. The rough model is
completely activated (see Figure 7).

As far as the speed up of the simulation calculation is
concerned, some theoretical analysis already exists. But
they need some assumptions. Most importantly, measurement with realistic models is also still needed.

XML-Code
Generation

Token

WE

BL

L

CONCLUSION
Large simulations with a high resolution model cannot
be analyzed interactively. But the user also cannot take
care of everything at once. He only views small parts of
the simulation. In our approach, only the parts the user
is viewing are simulated in high resolution. Everything
else is simulated with an rough model. If the user
changes his interests to other areas, the high resolution
area will follow him dynamically. This leads to an experience of a simulation, which is simulated completely
in high resolution without the needed calculation efforts. As a compromise the calculated results are not as
accurate as a complete detailed simulation.

Token

B

WA

Figure 7: The user is far away. L and B are simulated
with a rough model
If the user comes closer, d3FACT INSIGHT activates
the more detailed models. States for the newly activated
positions are generated and the 3d-representives of the
more detailed positions are also activated. Figure 8
shows the situation after the activation of the most detailed level.

For this we developed a modeling technique, which
allows the modeler to set-up models, which can work in
different levels of resolution. Rough models are not
generated automatically, but the modeler has to build
them. This paper demonstrates methods which can be
used to analyze large models interactively in virtual
environments.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the results of a simulation
study for the performance evaluation of certain batching
strategies in a multi-product semiconductor wafer fabrication facility (waferfab). Batching in waferfabs means
that we can process different lots at the same time on
the same machine. As opposite to common scheduling
and dispatching decisions in manufacturing beside assignment and sequencing decisions we have to make
decisions on the content of a batch. Batching decisions
have a large impact on the performance of a waferfab
because of very long processing times. In this simulation study, we extend previous work on the evaluation
of batching strategies from the two product-case to the
case of a larger number of products and different pro
duct mix scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
In semiconductor manufacturing, integrated circuits are
produced on silicon wafers. This type of manufacturing
is very capital intensive. Lots are the moving entities in
a waferfab. Each lot contains a fixed number of wafers.
The process conditions are very complex (Uzsoy et al.
1094, Atherton and Atheron 1995, Schönig and Fowler
2000). We have to deal with parallel machines, different
types of processes like batch processes and single wafer
processes, sequence dependent setup times, prescribed
customer due dates for the lots, and reentrant process
flows. Very often, we also have to face with an over
time changing product mix including a large number of
different product.
Batch machines can process several lots at the same
time. However lots of different families cannot be processed t ogether due to the chemical nature of the process.
Lots that can be processed together form one family.
The processing times of batch operations are usually
very long compared to other processes. Therefore batching decisions may effect the performance of the entire
waferfab. Especially in the case of a multi-product
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waferfab, the dynamic of the waferfab is influenced by
the treatment of batches.
Depending on customer requirements lots of different
products have to meet different internal and external due
dates. Furthermore, based on customer importance some
lots can have a higher weight (priority) than other.
Scheduling and dispatching of batching machines is
challenging because beside the common assignment and
sequencing decisions batch forming decisions are necessary. Due to unequal ready times of the lots on a certain
batch machine (or group of batch machines working in
parallel) it is sometimes more favorable to form a nonfull batch, in other situation it is better to wait for next
lot arrivals in order to increase the fullness of a batch.
Batching issues are intensively discussed in the scheduling and industrial engineering literature. We refer to
(Mönch and Habenicht 2003) where some related literature is discussed mainly from a deterministic scheduling
point of view. Look-ahead strategies for batching are
surveyed by Van der Zee 2003.
The authors study the performance of different dispatching and scheduling heuristics for batching tools with respect to minimize due-date oriented performance measures in (Mönch and Habenicht 2003). This work
considers only the rather limited two product-case.
However, as pointed out for example by Akçali et al.
2000, the performance of batching strategies can be different in multi-product environments. Therefore, we extend our previous work by performing a simulation
study for multi-product waferfabs under different product mix situations.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we summarize two batching heuristics from (Mönch and
Habenicht 2003) that are used in this study. Then, we
describe the simulation model and our experimental design. We present and discuss the results from simulation
experiments in the last section of the paper.
BATCHING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we summarize two batching heuris tics
from (Mönch and Habenicht 2003) that are relevant for
this study. We are interested in two questions. We want
to analyze how much we can gain from considering future lot arrivals in a multi-product setting. The second
research question is the following one. How does the

number of lot families influences the performance of
our batching strategies?

group) for a given schedule. This measure is defined as
follows:

Notations
We consider one fixed batch tool group. Making a
batching decision, we have to decide whether we form a
batch only from the set of lots waiting in front of the
tool group for processing or to wait for future lot arrivals which means leaving a certain tool idle for a certain
period of time. Figure 1 illustrates this issue for a tool
group with incompatible families
Incompatible families
Family B

TWT :=

I ij,stat

FamilyC
Family C

Family A

ij

ij

− d ij

)

+

.

(1)

Static Batch Dispatching Heuristic (SBDH)
The first heuristic is a modification of the well-known
Apparent Tardiness Cost Dispatching Rule (Ve psalainen and Morton 1987). In the work of Mason et al.
2002 this rule was adapted to the scheduling of batch
machines. We calculate the static batch ATC index
I ij,stat (t ) for job i belonging to family j at time t

Family B
Family B

∑ w (c

(

 d − p −t
ij
j

=
exp  −
pj
kp


wij

)+ 

 .


(2)

The parameter k is a scaling parameter and p represents the average processing time of the remaining jobs.
We sequence the lots of one family waiting in front of
the batch tool group in descending order with respect to
their I ij,stat (t ) index. We take the first B lots of this

FamilyC
Family A

Figure 1: Batching issue with incompatible families
The following notation is used throughout the rest of the
paper.
1. Lots belonging to different incompatible families
cannot be processed together. The exist F such
families.
2. There are n lots that have to be scheduled.
3. The fixed tool group contains m identical machines in parallel. The maximum batch size of the
tool group is denoted by B .
4. There are n j lots of family j to be used for form-

sequence in order to form the batch that has to be processed next for this family. We choose the batch with
highest sum of the I ij,stat (t ) indices of the lots of the
batch among the families. This batch will be processed
next.
For the purpose of finding an optimal k parameter with
respect to the total weighted tardiness of the lot waiting
for processing, we repeat the calculation for different
values of k and choose for implementation the schedule
that leads to the smallest TWT value.
This heuristic is a full-size batch strategy and does not
take any future lot arrivals into account.

F

ing and sequencing of batches:

∑n j = n.
j=1

5.
6.

Lot i of family j is represented as ij .
The priority weight for lot i belonging to family
j is represented as wij .

7.

The ready time of lot i in family j is denoted by

rij .
8.
9.

Dynamic Batch Dispatching Heuristic (DBDH)
The second heuristic takes future lot arrivals into account. Therefore, we define a time window (t, t + ∆t ) .
Usually, we chose a fixed portion of the average processing time of the waiting lot as ∆t . The set of lots from
family j that are ready for processing at time t or will
arrive inside the given window is denoted by

{

}

The due date (with respect to the batching tool
group) of lot i of family j is represented as d ij .

M ( j, t , ∆t ) := ij | rij ≤ t + ∆t .

The completion time of lot i of family j on the

The elements of M (i, t, ∆t ) are sorted in descending order with respect to the index

batching tool group is represented as cij .
10. The processing time of lots in family j is denoted
by p j .
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 d ij − p j − t + rij − t
I ij,dyn (t ) =
exp  −
 . (4)
pj
k
p




wij

We use the notation x + = max( 0, x) for abbreviation.
We frequently refer to the total weighted tardiness as
performance measure (with respect to a fixed tool

(

(3)

In the next steps, we only consider the first # lots lots
of the sorted set M (i, t, ∆t ) . Here, # lots is a fixed
number that is a parameter of the heuristic. We build all
batch combination using these lots. We calculate the
batch index

I bj (t ) =

wbj
pj

 (sl + rt ) +
exp  −

kp



n

 min  bj ,1
 B 





(5)

for each formed batch. Therefore we denote by
d bj := min d ij : minimum due date among all jobs bei∈ Bbj

( )

longing to the batch,
rbj := max rij : maximum ready time of the jobs asi∈B j

( )

signed to the batch,
wbj : average weight of the lots contained in the batch,

nbj : number of lots in the batch.
For

abbreviation,

(

we

use

)+

sl := dbj − p j − t

and

rt := rbj − t .
This strategy does not necessarily form full batches.
Sometimes, it is more profitable to wait for an important
lot instead of processing a batch with unimportant lots.
From the previous study (Mönch and Habenicht 2003),
it is known that DBDH is sensitive to the size of the
time window and to the parameter #lots.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Framework for Experimentation
We use a discrete-event simulation tool and a simulation
model of a waferfab to evaluate SBDH and DBDH. Our
basic architecture is described by (Mönch et al. 2002).
The center point is a data storage (called data model)
which contains all information required to run the dispatching and scheduling algorithms. We extend the data
model by additional classes and attributes to adapt it to
the two algorithms. The data model connects the manufacturing process emulated by the simulation tool and
the proposed production control schemes.
We use the MIMAC test data set 1 (Fowler and Robinson 1995) in a modified version. The original model
consists of two different product flows (A, B) with
about 200 process steps and more than 80 tool groups.
We create new product flows based on product flow A
and B to build a multi-product environment.
The simulation model contains 16 batching tool groups.
Tool group OXIDE_1 is bottleneck of the waferfab. In
Table 1, information of this batching tool group are provided.
Table 1: Bottleneck Batching Tool Group Information
Tool
#
B min Bmax p min p max UtiliGroup
tools
zation
[%]
OXIDE_1
3
2
6
135 1410
84.19
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In Table 1, we denote by B min the minimum batch size
and by Bmax the maximum batch size given in lots.
The minimum processing time (measured in minutes) is
represented by p min and the corresponding maximum
processing time by p max . The given utilization of the
tool group was determined by simulation experiments
with the First In First Out (FIFO) dispatching rule. We
decided to apply the SBDH and DBDH rule to this tool
group.
For the remaining tool groups, we used a slack-based
dispatching rule (SLACK). For the calculation of the
slack of the lots waiting in front of a certain tool group
we calculate a schedule by simply multiplying the processing time of the steps with a dynamic flow factor. For
that purpose, we calculate the remaining time of the lot
with respect to the due date. Based on this information,
we assign a flow factor to each lot (cf. Habenicht and
Mönch 2002 for more details). This scheduling method
allows us to determine the end dates of the single process steps, in particular future lot arrival information. The
end dates serves as internal due dates. We repeat the
calculation of the flow factors every 24 hours.
In our experiments we use a moderate workload of the
system. Machine failures are exponentially distributed.
The model is initialized by using a work in process distribution of the waferfab. The length of a simulation run
was 100 days. We take five independent replications of
each simulation run in order to obtain statistically significant results.
Performance Measures
The following performance measures are used:
Total weighted tardiness (with respect to the entire
waferfab) of the lots that are released and finished
within the planning horizon under consideration.
We define the weighted tardiness of a lot i as follows:

(

Ti := wi C r − d i
i

),
+

(6)

where Cir represents the realized completion time,
d i the due date and wi the weight of the lot i . In
order to calculate the performance measure we
sum the Ti for all lots. We denote this quantity by
-

TWT total .
Average cycle time: CT .
Throughput of the waferfab (number of completed
wafers): TP .

Design of Experiments
In (Mönch and Habenicht 2003) we studied the behavior
of the batching heuristics under different system condition. We identified different parameters which influence
the performance of the batching heuristics. We distinguish two groups of parameters. The first group of parameter characterizes the manufacturing systems:
number of incompatible families,
due date settings,

weight settings.
Parameters that are used for settings in the heuristic, especially the DBDH rule, belong to the second group:
length of the time window,
maximum number of lots used for considering all
batch combinations,
setting of the parameter k .
In (Habenicht and Mönch 2003), we limited the number
of families by considering only two products. In this paper, we extend these investigations by considering more
products. In our experiments, we vary the time window
settings as exclusive parameter of the second group. We
fix the other parameters of the heuristics by investigating only the case of optimal k value setting as described before. The maximum number of lots #lots used
for considering all batch combinations is ten. The due
date is chosen by using a fixed flow factor of two. We
consider the case of two, eight, and sixteen different
products. An incompatible family is formed by all lots
of the a product.
The used factorial design is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Factorial Design for this Study
Level
I
II
III
Number of
2
8
16
Products
Factor
Level
I
II
Relation of
1:1
2:1
Product
Appearance
Weight
With probability:
With probability:
p1 = 0.7
p1 = 0. 5
Factor

wj =1

wj =1

with probability:
p1 = 0. 25

with probability:
p1 = 0. 3

wj = 3

wj = 3

with probability:
p1 = 0. 05

with probability:
p1 = 0.2

w j = 10

w j = 10

COMPUTIONAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of simulation experiments with the suggested heuristics. The resulting
performance measures are presented in terms of the ratio of the performance measure value of the heuristic
and performance measure value obtained by using the
SLACK dispatching rule.
Because we do not take future lot arrivals into account
for SBDH, we have to consider only the first three factors from Table 2. We use the tupel (dispatching rule,
level from factor 1, level from factor 2, level from factor 3) in order to describe the used factor combination.
Table 3 shows the results for the SBDH-based batching
strategy for the 2 product-case, Table 4 for the 8 product-case, and Table 5 for the 16 product-case.
Table 3: Results for SBDH for Two Products
Factor Combina- TWT total
CT
TP
tion
SLACK (I-I-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (I-I-I)
0.8409
1.0000
1.0032
SLACK (I-I-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (I-I-II)
0.6312
1.0037
0.9988
SLACK (I-II-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (I-II-I)
1.2190
0.9997
1.0002
SLACK (I-II-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (I-II-II)
1.1052
0.9977
1.0029
Table 4: Results for SBDH for Eight Products
CT
TP
Factor Combina- TWT total
tion
SLACK (II-I-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (II-I-I)
0.9885
1.0034
1.0063
SLACK (II-I-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (II-I-II)
0.9850
0.9995
1.0033
SLACK (II-II-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (II-II-I)
1.0378
1.0077
1.0044
SLACK (II-II-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (II-II-II)
1.1227
1.0194
1.0042
Table 5: Results for SBDH for Sixteen Products
CT
TP
Factor Combina- TWT total
tion

Time Win- 25% of the average 50% of the average
dow Size
processing time of processing time of
the lots queuing in the lots queuing in
front of the batch- front of the batching tools
ing tools
For the case of eight products, we copy product flow A
and B four times and for sixteen products eight times
respectively. Each product flow, created in this way,
represents a certain product.
Using DHBH, we derive a new schedule for the tool
group every time a lot arrives in front of the tool group.
If a batch formed by the time window approach is not
full, then we try to increase the fullness of the batch by
choosing lots among the waiting lots, but eventually unimportant lots of the same family.
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SLACK (III-I-I)
SBDH (III-I-I)
SLACK (III-I-II)
SBDH (III-I-II)
SLACK (III-II-I)
SBDH (III-II-I)
SLACK (III-II-II)
SBDH (III-II-II)

1.0000
0.9895
1.0000
1.0385
1.0000
1.0113
1.0000
0.9769

1.0000
1.0106
1.0000
0.9953
1.0000
0.9968
1.0000
1.0032

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0143
1.0000
0.9966
1.0000
1.0062

From the experiments with SBDH, we can verify that
the batching heuristic outperforms the slack rule only
for the case of a homogenous product mix. In the inhomogeneous case, only a small number of lots of the sec-

ond product exists. The SBDH-based batching strategy
is a full-batch strategy, which leads to longer waiting
times for lots belonging to families with less lots.
There is an even smaller improvement in the 8 productcase and the 16 product-case which confirms this thesis
because the number of lots for a single product is even
more smaller compared to the 2 product-case.
For the DBDH-based batching strategy the fourth experimental factor (time window size) is also important.
The results for DBDH are shown in Table 6 and 7
Table 6: Results for DBDH for Two Products
Factor Combina- TWT total
CT
TP
tion
SLACK (I-I-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (I-I-I-I)
1.1061
1.0033
0.9965
DBDH (I-I-I-II)
1.2252
1.0082
0.9974
SLACK (I-I-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (I-I-II-I)
0.6994
1.0027
1.0002
DBDH (I-I-II-II)
0.7386
1.0039
0.9951
SLACK (I-II-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (I-II-I-I)
0.8551
0.9920
1.0116
DBDH (I-II-I-II)
0.8582
0.9947
1.0004
SLACK (I-II-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (I-II-II-I)
0.6748
0.9917
0.9994
DBDH (I-II-II-II)
0.5956
0.9869
1.0006

This becomes more clear when looking at the utilization
data of the batching tool group. In Table 8, batch utilization (average number of lots that form a batch), tool
group utilization and average queue size of the factor
comb inations II-I-I and II-II-I are shown.
Table 8: Utilization of the batching tool group
OXIDE_1
Factor CombinaBatch
Utilization Average
tion
Utilization
Queue
Size
SLACK (II-I-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (II-I-I-)
1.0125
0.9931
0.9652
DBDH (II-I-I-I)
1.3451
0.6125
3.9745
DBDH (II-I-I-II)
1.2982
0.6153
4.5564
SLACK (II-II-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
SBDH (II-II-I)
0.9994
1.0036
0.9736
DBDH (II-II-I-I)
1.0070
0.8855
1.1583
DBDH (II-II-I-II)
1.0223
0.8262
1.3493
In the case II-I-I, considering future lot arrivals leads to
a larger batch utilization and a larger queue size. The
tools wait for lots which will arrive during a given time
window. In the case II-II-I, the increment of those
measures is less. This is caused by the effect that the
starting non-full batches is a preferred decision.
The influence of the considered time horizon is pointed
out in the results of the 16 product-case shown in Table 9. Especially in situations with a small number of
lots per product, the arrival frequency of lots of the
same product is very small. Therefore, it is reasonable
to enlarge the time horizon for considering future lot arrivals in order to improve batching decisions.

Table 7: Results for DBDH for Eight Products
CT
TP
Factor
Combina- TWT total
tion
SLACK (II-I-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (II-I-I-I)
0.9621
1.0091
0.9789
DBDH (II-I-I-II)
0.9307
1.0065
0.9753
SLACK (II-I-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (II-I-II-I)
0.9052
0.9952
0.9957
DBDH (II-I-II-II)
0.8858
0.9839
0.9856
SLACK (II-II-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (II-II-I-I)
1.1447
1.0266
0.9982
DBDH (II-II-I-II)
1.2222
1.0412
0.9991
SLACK (II-II-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (II-II-II-I)
1.1568
1.0236
1.0029
DBDH (II-II-II-II)
1.2261
1.0425
0.9914
Both batching strategies, SBDH and DBDH, are sensitive to product mix and weight settings. It is interesting
to see that in the 2 product-case the DBDH-based strategy outperforms the other batching strategies only for
inhomogeneous product mixes. Considering future lot
arrivals allows to decide whether it is advantageous to
wait for the next incoming lot of a family with smaller
number of lots or to start a non-full batch.
In the 8 product-case, the results are not the same as expected from the 2 product-case. The number of lots for a
single product becomes so small for the inhomogeneous
product mix that the waiting times for filling a batch are
huge. Especially the minimum batch size (Bmin = 2 )
enforces this effect.
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Table 9: Results for DBDH for Sixteen Products
Factor
Combina- TWT total
CT
TP
tion
SLACK (III-I-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (III-I-I-I)
1.0079
1.0255
0.9860
DBDH (III-I-I-II)
0.9797
1.0207
0.9689
SLACK (III-I-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (III-I-II-I)
1.0504
1.0186
0.9864
DBDH (III-I-II-II)
1.0196
1.0175
0.9726
SLACK (III-II-I)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (III-II-I-I)
0.8407
0.9624
0.9342
DBDH (III-II-I-II)
0.8391
0.9566
0.9244
SLACK (III-II-II)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
DBDH (III-II-II-I)
0.7843
0.9141
0.9708
DBDH (III-II-II-II)
0.7619
0.8978
0.9589
SUMMARY
In this paper we evaluated two strategies for batching in
a waferfab. We studied the influence of the number of
products on the performance of two strategies that we
suggested in (Mönch and Habenicht 2003).
The first strategy does not take any future lot arrivals
into account. In contrast, we defined a certain time window in which future lot arrivals are considered for the

second strategy. We presented results for a different
number of products and different product mixes.
The results show that the number of lots in one family is
a very important factor for the performance of the strategies. Hence, it is useful to assess the performance of
batching strategies in case of product mix changes.
The performance of the two heuristics can be improved
by determining more meaningful internal due dates and
future lot arrival estimates. A finite capacity scheduling
algorithm working on an aggregated model (cf Habenicht and Mönch 2002) may lead to more accurate lot
arrival information and hence to a better batch decisionmaking.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, in modern manufacturing the trend is the
development of Computer Integrated Manufacturing,
CIM technologies which is a computerized integration of
manufacturing activities (Design, Planning, Scheduling
and Control) that to produce right products right at right
time to react quickly to the global competitive market
demands. The productivity of CIM is highly depending
upon the scheduling of Flexible Manufacturing System
(FMS). Shorting the makespan leads to decreasing
machines idle time which results improvement CIM
productivity. Conventional methods of solving
scheduling problems such as heuristic methods based on
priority rules still result schedules, sometimes, with
significant idle times. To reduce these, the present paper
proposes a new high quality scheduling method. This
method uses multi-objective optimization and simulation.
The method is called “Break and Build Method”, BBM.
The BBM procedure has three stages, in the first
Building stage; the steps are to build up some schedules
using any scheduling methods for example: heuristic ones
which are tested by simulation. In the second Breaking
stage, optimum sizes of batches are determined. In the
final Rebuilding stage, the most proper schedule is
selected using simulation. The goal of use of simulation
within manufacturing scheduling is to achieve the two
following objectives: first is the visual representation of
manufacturing process behavior of a chosen schedule.
The second is testing and validation of schedules to select
the most proper schedule what can be successfully
implemented. There are two-objectives achieved by BBM
to the given simple example, one is improved
productivity by 31.92% and the other is meeting delivery
dates.
The method produces a new direction of manufacturing
scheduling using differential calculus, gives a new results
and new information for solving simple manufacturing
scheduling problem.
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INTRODUCTION
Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) is an automated
manufacturing system which consists of group of
automated machine tools, interconnected with an
automated material handling and storage system and
controlled by computer to produce products according to
the right schedule.
Manufacturing scheduling theory is concerned with the
right allocation of machines to operations over time.
FMS scheduling is an activity to select the right future
operational program and/or diagram of an actual time
plan for allocating competitive different demands of
different products, delivery dates, and/or sequencing
through different machines, operations, and routings that
for combination the high flexibility of job shop type with
high productivity of flow-shop type and meeting delivery
dates.
FMS Scheduling system is one of the most important
information-processing subsystems of CIM system. The
productivity of CIM is highly depending upon the quality
of FMS scheduling. The basic work of scheduler is to
design an optimal FMS schedule according to a certain
measure of performance, or scheduling criterion. This
paper focuses on productivity oriented-makespan criteria.
Makespan is the time length from the starting of the first
operation of the first demand to the finishing of the last
operation of the last demand.
Conventional methods of solving scheduling problems
such as heuristic methods based on priority rules (FIFO,
SPT, SLACK…) determined the corresponding schedule
but usually, still having idle times. To reduce these and
improving CIM productivity, this paper presents a new
method so called “Break and Build Method”, BBM. The
paper can be classified into forth parts as follow:-First
Part: Scheduling using BBM. Second Part: Application of
BBM to the simple scheduling problems. Third Part:
Conclusion, and References.

SCHEDULING USING BBM
BBM is a multi-criteria optimization and simulation
approach in which the optimum schedule of tasks of High
Number of Parts (HNP) are divided into optimum subseries (batches), then rebuild the schedule again and
overlapping production can be realized at certain

condition and tested using one of simulation methods
(e.g.: Taylor ED). BBM has two-objectives for this
situation, one is a higher productivity and the second is
meeting delivery dates.
BBM Procedure
The BBM procedure is consists of the following three
stages:1. Building Stage
In the building stage, the steps are to built up an optimum
schedule using any scheduling methods such as heuristic
method and tested by simulation
Scheduling Problem
The shop considered in this paper consist of 2-different
independent machines M1, M2 of load, L1, L2
respectively will process 2 demands, d1, d2 of units, X1,
X2 .Each demand processed by 2 operations O1,O2 each
operation consists of run time t and set up time δ with
precedence relationship O1 precedes O2 and the
processing times are P1, P2 respectively, The due date of
d1 and d2 is D. Data is summarized at demand table in
fig.1. The Objective is to determine the best schedule
using productivity criteria.
Table (1) Demand Table.
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demands = 2 . The priority rules used in the present paper
are FIFO and SPT as following:a) SPT rule
Table (2) SPT Table
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b) FIFO rule
Table (3) FIFO Table
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Notations

Oiom :O (Operation time), o (operation number) ,
m (machine number),i (demand number) , t

om
i

: run time,

r: ready time, s: start time, f: flow time, S t : Schedule
time, Π s :Number

Heuristic Scheduling Methods
A heuristic is a rule of thumb procedure that determines a
“good-enough” , satisfactory and feasible solution within
certain constraints, but not necessarily guarantees the best
or optimal, solution to a problem. A good heuristic is
generally within 10% of optimality, the amount of error is
not known and degree of optimality is not known.
Heuristic methods based on priority rules for job-shop
scheduling problem are not a convenience but a necessity
for selecting which job is started first on certain machine.
Some of the rules used to scheduling problems are FIFO
(First In First Out), SPT (Shortest Processing Time) and
SLACK…. rules. in this paper the number of schedules to
be evaluated is Π s = n!=2 schedule, where, n: number of

of

schedules,

T:

Makespan

Mathematical Model
The mathematical model for the formulated problem is
Objective Function:
Minimize
11

T = t1 +

22

11

22

t1 + t 2 + t 2 + 4δ ….(1)

Subject to

11

22

11

22

t1 Æ t1 , t 2 Æ t 2

Lmax:bottleneck machine load, η :Schedule Productivity
Index, ηR :Schedule Productivity Rate
Assumptions
1. No Cancellation. No Breakdown. No Preemption.

T1 = Lmax + t1 , where Lmax= max (L1, L2) = L1

2. Operating cost is constant.

T2 = Lmax + t 2

3. δ is constant , r =0

Since t 2 ≤ t1 , Lmax = constant
T2 ≤ T 1

11

22

30

22

22
22

22

Demand chart as in fig. (1), shows how much time
required to processing each demand P1, P2 , . Load chart
as in fig. (2) Shows how much time to be loading each
machine L1, L2 required to produce the two demands.
Solution
As in fig. (3), Gantt chart clearly display that the
schedule is satisfied according to the precedence
relationship but it is infeasible schedule due to the
conflict of overload.

11

t1 ≥ t1 ≥ t 2 ≥ t 2 , L1 ≤ T ≤ D ≤ S t

T2 =

22

∗

22

11
om
om
T = Lmax + t 2 , Lmax = O11
1 + O 2 Oi = t i +

δ
∗

11

11

22

T = t1 + t 2 + t 2 + 2 δ …(2)
The makespan of FIFO (T2) T2 is better than of SPT
(T1) but it is not the optimal.
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TIME

The solution of equation (2) can be tested by one of
simulation methods (e.g.: Taylor ED) as shown in fig.(7
). Then, build up the proper design of schedule model,
∗

but, still there is idle time in machine 2 and also T ≥ D.
∗

To minimize (optimize) T and to meet the delivery date,
the following breaking stage of productivity criteria
oriented-makespan is used.
2. Breaking Stage
By dividing the bottleneck machine times (L1) into subdivision of batches of time q with total set up times of
Bottleneck machine 1, (qδ), the last sub-division of batch
of time of last operation time at idle machine 2 is the
22

Schedule Black Box ( t 2 /q), as shown in the Gantt chart
fig.(6).The purpose of breaking stage is to determine the
schedule breakeven point using breakeven analysis. The
schedule breakeven point is defined as the optimal subdivision quantity of time at which the total set times (qδ)
of Bottleneck machine is equal to the Schedule Black
22
2

Box ( t /q),At the schedule breakeven point the
makespan is a minimum and the schedule productivity
rate is a maximum.
*

Determination of Schedule Breakeven Point B t
11

T3 = t 1 +

11

22

t 2 +qδ + t 2 /q …………(3)

11

Since, t1 and

11

t 2 are constant,

11

11

11

11

Bt =T3 - ( t1 + t 2 ) and called “Schedule Break time”

∂B t
t
=δ∂q
q

=0Æ

B *t = 2 t 222δ
B *t

∗

q =

t

22
2

δ

11

11
1

.. (5)

T =t +t
∗

time) , Length of batch time (h/batch of time)

τ iom , and :

τ 1L22

: Last batch length (h/batch) also it can be specify
the time required to process one unit of batch of demand
through certain machine, α (min/unit). Approximation
can be done if required. The following formula are used.
11

∗

11

11

11

11

11

∗

*
t

11

11

q1 = t1 * q /( t1 + t 2 ) , q 2 = t 2 * q /( t1 + t 2 )
11
11
11
11
11
22
∗
11
τ 1 = t1 / q1 , τ 2 = t 2 / q 2 , τ 1L = t 2 / q

22

11

11

11

11

11

X 1 =X1/ q1 , X 2 =X2/ q 2 , X 122L = X 1

22
τ
α 111 = τ 1 / X 1 , α 11
2 = τ 2 / X 2 , α 1L = 1L / X 1

11

11

11

22

11

11

3. Rebuilding Stage
In this stage the most proper schedule is selected using
simulation. The simulation model rebuild up a gain
according to the new condition due to the effect of BBM
that to design the final Simulation Model. Corrective
actions could be taken if necessary, then, testing and
validation of schedules guaranteeing to select the most
proper schedule and can be successfully implemented.

22

22

X2= 540 unit, D=2000 h
Table (4) Demand Table

∗∗

d

O1

O2

P

d1
d2

1000
900
1904

800
700
1504

1804
1604
3408

L

… (7)

∗∗

η =( T / T ) Æ η R =( η -1)*100 …(8)
It concluded that as the number of sub-division of batches
q increases, E.(3), the total time(qδ) increase, the
22

Schedule black box( t 2 /q) decrease.(4), makespan
decrease and schedule productivity rate increase.(8) until
certain point which is schedule breakeven point

B *t ,E.(6)

(batch of

11

22

B

om

operation of demand through machine m, qi

t 2 =900 h, t 2 =700 h, δ = 1.75 h, X1=1200 unit,

t2 + 2 t2 δ
11
2 +

number of units of last batch (unit/batch of time). it must
be determined first, the Number of batches of time per

11

If T3 ≤ T2 and T3 ≤ D , then, T3 = T
∗∗

X 1L22 which is the

As shown in demand table fig,(4) t1 =1000 h, t1 =800 h,

(6)

11

(unit/batch) and

Building Stage

is called “Schedule Breakeven Point”

T3 = t 1 +

om

To find out X i

Application of BBM

22

Bt =T3 - ( t1 + t 2 )= qδ + t 2 /q, … (4)
Taking the derivative of Bt w.r.t q and equaling zero
22
2
2

om

Determination of Optimum Units Per Batch X i

at which the makespan T is minimum and

schedule productivity rate ηR is maximum.
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Solution
Lmax=L1=1903.5h
SPT: T1 = 2703.5 h
FIFO: T2 =2603.5 h
∗

∗

T2 ≤ T1Æ T2 = T
But, T ≥ D.
so, the following breaking stage must be done.

Fig.(7) Simulation Model

Value

Schedule Productivity Diagram
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140
130
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110
100
90
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70
60
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40
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20
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0
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31,92

20
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
No. of cases

No. Sub-Division

Total Setup Time

Sch. Black Box

Sch. Break Time

Sch. Productivity Rate

Fig.(8) Schedule Productivity Diagram
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types), a new method is proposed to use the above
approach. The proposed BBM (Break and Build Method)
provide solution for the problem. The results clearly show
the effectiveness of the given approach. Future research
should be directed to generalize the method to multipart,
multi machine group cases.

Breaking stage
Determination of Schedule Productivity Rate
∗

q = 20 (batch of time) , T3 =1973.5 h
T3 ≤ T 2 , T3 ≤ D T 3 = T

B

*
t

∗∗

=1973.5 h ,

REFERENCES

= 70 h Æ η R = 31.92 %

The schedule breakeven point

B *t (70h)at which the

Minimum makespan T(1973.5h) and the maximum
schedule productivity rate ηR are(31.92%) as shown in
figure (8).
Determination of Optimum Units Per Batch of Time
11

11

11

=100h/batch, τ 2 =100h/batch, τ 1L =35 h/batch

q1 =10 (batch of time), q 2 = 9 (batch of time)

τ1

11

11

22

11

X 1 = 120 (unit / batch of time), X 2 =60 (unit/ batch of
22
time) , X 1L = 120(unit/batch of time)
22
α 111 =50 min/unit, α 11
2 = 70 min/unit, α 1L =17.52
min/unit
Rebuilding Stage
According to the previous figures of the breaking stage, it
could be design the optimum schedule of such problem
and tested by simulation
CONCLUSION
The sub-division of batches is a powerful tool for
improving the quality of FMS scheduling. In the present
paper, for the simplest case (two machine group, two part
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them in advance. As a result, the total time for the
integrated simulation tends to be longer than needed.

KEYWORDS
Dynamic configuration, Distributed simulation,
Integrated simulation, Manufacturing, Synchronization
ABSTRACT
We are developing an integrated simulation
environment for manufacturing systems, in which
simulators are synchronized in order to guarantee timed
consistency among the simulators. We propose a
dynamic configuration method in distributed simulation.
It automatically configures distributed simulators during
integrated simulation and enables efficient execution of
large scale integrated simulation. In this paper, we
illustrate the proposed dynamic configuration method,
and we show its evaluation results under various
conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing systems have become increasingly large
and complicated, and they consist of various kinds of
equipment. We usually use simulation technology to
verify their behavior when setting up a new factory or
carrying out improvements. High accuracy simulation is
necessary to reduce implementation costs.
Many simulators have been already developed in the
manufacturing field. They are not easy to combine with
each other for an integrated simulation because of the
asynchronous execution of the simulators. To solve the
problem, several methods of synchronization between
simulators are proposed (Carothers et al. 1997, Dahmann
et al. 1997, Defense Modeling and Simulation Office 1998).
We proposed more efficient synchronization
mechanism for manufacturing systems (Furusawa and
Yoshikawa 2002).
In simulation for manufacturing systems, various kinds
of simulators are integrated. The integrated simulators
are so many that they are necessary to be distributed to
several PCs in order to reduce the simulation load. The
configuration of the distributed simulators are usually
decided by the user of the simulators. It is not, however,
easy to estimate the PC's load and effectively configure
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In order to solve the above problem, it is useful to
dynamically configure the integrated simulators during
simulation according to the current situation. From the
viewpoint of fault tolerant, the dynamic configuration of
distributed simulators is proposed (Welch and Purtilo
1997, Welch and Purtilo 1999). Those purposes are
recovering simulators from unexpected troubles.
Improvement of the simulation efficiency is not
discussed very much. We propose a dynamic
configuration method to reduce the total simulation time.
In the proposed method, the load of each PC executing
simulation and the traffic of data communication
between PCs are periodically monitored, and the
configuration of the distributed simulators are
dynamically and automatically changed during
simulation. It enables simulator users to easily simulate
a large scale manufacturing system without considering
the configuration of the simulators.
INTEGRATED SIMULATION
Simulators for PLC, CNC, robot, etc. have been
developed in the manufacturing field. We can check the
control program for the controller using the simulator.
However, it is hard to verify the behavior of the whole
manufacturing system which consists of lots of
machines.
An integrated simulation environment, which can
connect many simulators, is useful for testing a whole
manufacturing system. Connecting various simulators is
possible by communicating control signals and other
information between them. Using only data
communication does not accurately simulate an actual
manufacturing system consisting of many machines, if
the simulators are executed asynchronously. The
simulation,
which
does
not
consider
data
communication delay between simulators, is not
sufficient for system simulation. Moreover, integrated
simulators are necessary to be distributed on several
PCs, since an integrated simulation for manufacturing
systems consists of many simulators. Therefore the

integration of different kinds of simulators involves the
following issues:
- Synchronization management
- Communication management
- Configuration management
Synchronization management
Figure 1 illustrates an example of simulation flow, in
which three simulators are integrated asynchronously.
The cycle times of the simulators are 100, 70, and 130,
respectively. Each simulator executes a cycle of
simulation, and exchanges data with connected
simulators, then executes next cycle of simulation. In
Figure 1, a vertical line is actual time, and an italic
figure is logical time of the simulator. A rectangle is
execution of simulation, and an arrow is a data flow
between simulators.
In Figure 1, when the simulator2 (S2) sends data to the
simulator1, 3 (S1, S3) at time 490, the S1 and S3 have
already arrived at time 500 and 520, respectively. The
simulation does not guarantee the timed consistency,
since the S1 and S3 receive a past data.
Simulator 1
Cycle time = 100

Simulator 2
Cycle time = 70

Figure 2 illustrates a simulation flow in case of
synchronous simulation. In this case, the S1 is blocked
starting simulation at time 500, since the simulation of
the S2 at time 490 is not finished. The S3 is also
blocked at time 520 in the same way. It is possible to
guarantee the timed consistency by synchronizing
connected simulators.
Communication management
Integrated simulators have their I/O (input and output),
and they are connected to others by exchanging data
through the I/O.
Synchronous data exchange
guarantees the timed consistency.
There are many types of communication lines between
equipment in manufacturing systems, for example a
serial line, Ethernet and so on, and the data transfer
speed depends on the line type (Figure 3). The
simulation,
which
does
not
consider
data
communication delay according to the lines, is not
sufficient for manufacturing systems.
Equipment 1

Ethernet

Figure 3: Data communication

260

280

400

Configuration management
390

Manufacturing systems consist of many pieces of
equipment, and a large number of simulators are
integrated and executed simultaneously when they are
simulated. It is difficult to execute the all simulators on
a PC, since the simulation needs a lot of processing
power in general. Consequently, the simulators are
necessary to be appropriately distributed on several PCs
and be synchronously executed exchanging data for
each others (Figure 4). Configuration management is
important for a large scale of simulation like
manufacturing systems.

Time
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Figure 1: Simulation flow (asynchronous)
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Figure 4: Configuration management of simulators
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CONFIGURATION OF SIMULATORS
We already proposed the method of the synchronization
management and the communication management in the

Figure 2: Simulation flow (synchronous)
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integrated simulation (Furusawa and Yoshikawa 2002). In
this section, we discuss the configuration management.
Configuration in an integrated simulation
In the integrated simulation of manufacturing systems,
the various types of simulators are integrated. Some of
them require a lot of processing time for their execution.
For example, a simulator of a motion controller has very
short cycle time, and it usually needs high CPU power
to simulate it. If many simulators, which require much
processing, are executed on only a PC, its load becomes
very high and the execution of the simulation needs a
lot of time. As a consequence, the whole simulation
does not advance effectively, even if all of the
simulators on other PCs finish their simulation cycles.
To solve the above problem, the integrated simulators
must be appropriately distributed to several PCs. It is
necessary to estimate the capability and number of the
PCs corresponding to the type and number of the
simulators in advance, and to arrange the simulators to
each PC.
Static configuration
In this section, the static configuration is explained,
which defines the configuration of the used PCs and
assignment of the simulators to the PCs before
executing simulation.
Configuration of PCs
Optimizing the efficiency of the integrated simulation
using the limited resources involves the following
issues:
- Number of PCs
The more simulators the integrated simulation
executes, the more PCs it requires.
- Capability of PCs
The more the simulators need the amount of
computation, the higher performance PC the
integrated simulation requires.
- Network between PCs
The network configuration must be decided
considering the location of the PC. For example, in
case of executing a high load simulator on a high
performance remote PC, the simulator might be
connected to others via the internet.
Configuration of simulators
The assignment of the simulators to the PCs is
necessary to be decided after the configuration of the
PCs. The simulators should be appropriately distributed
to the PCs in order to uniform their CPU load. In order
to decide the desirable configuration, it is necessary to
estimate the required CPU load, in advance,
corresponding to the types of the simulators.
The communication traffic is another factor to decide
the configuration. For example, when some simulators
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communicate their large data to each other, the
communication traffic becomes very heavy if they are
distributed to different PCs (Figure 5). The whole
simulation time could be longer. In this case, executing
the simulators on the same PC might improve the
efficiency. The assignment of the simulators should be,
therefore, decided considering the communication
traffic between the simulators.
PC 1
Sim1

PC 2

Simk

Sim2

PC m
Sim m
Sim l
Sim 3

Simn

Communication

Figure 5: Communication traffic between simulators
Problems in static configuration
The static configuration is comparatively easy to
implement a simulation environment, since it is usually
defined before simulation and it is fixed during
simulation. From the viewpoint of efficiency, however,
there are problems in the static configuration as follows:
- Unbalance of the CPU load
In the simulation for manufacturing systems, there
are many types of simulators and the scale tends to be
very large. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the
CPU load of the used PCs in advance. They are also
changeable according to the condition. Under the
static configuration, however, the distributed
assignment of the simulators is fixed, and it could
cause the unbalanced CPU load.
- Unbalance of the communication traffic
It is difficult to estimate the communication traffic
between simulators, and it is changeable as well. The
static configuration could cause the unbalanced
communication traffic.
- Inefficiency of the simulation execution
The unbalance of the CPU load and communication
traffic leads to decreasing the throughput of the PCs.
As a result, the required time for simulation becomes
longer, and the execution of the whole simulation
becomes inefficient.
- Difficulty of deciding the configuration
In case of the static configuration, the simulation user
must estimate the specification and number of used
PCs, and assign the simulators to them appropriately.
It is so heavy a burden, and requires high skill and
experience.
DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION
The static and fixed configuration causes the problems
shown in the previous section. Dynamic configuration
solves them. We propose a dynamic configuration
method, which enables distributed simulators to
dynamically change their configuration during the
simulation.

The proposed dynamic configuration is realized by
gathering the information on the CPU load of the used
PCs and the communication traffic between them, and
dynamically moving the simulators to the appropriate
PC when the load and the traffic exceed a certain level
during the integrated simulation.

which is able to be executed per unit time on the Pk , is
pk .
The required time for the data transfer on the Pk in a
cycle of simulation, TCk , is expressed by the following
expression:

Flow of dynamic configuration

km k

In this section, we show the flow of the dynamic
configuration in the integrated simulation. The flow is
as follows:
Step1 Gather the information for reconfiguration
The information about the CPU load and the
communication traffic between simulators is gathered.
The information is used in order to judge whether the
reconfiguration of the simulator is carried out.
Step2 Judge the reconfiguration
The information gathered in the Step1 is applied to
the conditional expression of the reconfiguration, and
then the necessity of the reconfiguration is judged.
Step3 Decide the reconfiguration
The new configuration is calculated. It improves the
efficiency of the integrated simulation.

n

TC k = ∑ ∑ d ij D ij

(2)

i = k 1 j =1

where the amount of transferred data between S i and
S j , is Dij , and the required time for transferring a unit
data between S i and S j is d ij .
The required time for the integrated simulation on the
Pk , Tk , is expressed by the sum of Equation (1) and (2).

Tk = TS k + TC k

(3)

The standard deviation of the required time on a PC, σ ,
is expressed by the following expression:

σ=

1 m
∑ (Tk − T ) 2
m k =1

(4)

Step4 Stop the integrated simulation
The integrated simulation is stopped before its
reconfiguration.

where P1 , P2 , K , Pm are PCs used for the integrated

Step5 Execute the reconfiguration
In order to change the present configuration to the
new one calculated in the Step3, the information on
the simulator, for example the current status, is
transferred to the reconfigured PC, and the simulator
is prepared starting on the new configuration.

Finally, the conditional expression
reconfiguration is the following expression:

Step6 Restart the integrated simulation
The integrated simulation is restarted on the new
configuration.
Conditional expression of reconfiguration
As we explained above, the conditional expression is
used to decide the necessity of the reconfiguration. The
necessity of the reconfiguration is judged based on the
balance of the PC's load and the communication traffic.
The conditional expression is lead by the following
steps.
The required time for a cycle of simulation on a PC Pk ,
TSk , is expressed by the following expression:
kmk

TS k =

∑L

k =k1

pk

k

(1)

where the simulators on the Pk are S k 1 , S k 2 , K , S km ,
k
and the amount of computation required for the
simulation of S k is L k , and the amount of computation,
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simulation, and T is the average of the required time
T1 , T2 , K , Tm .

σ
T

≥r

of

the
(5)

where r is a judging parameter ( 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 ). When the
conditional expression (5) is true, the present
configuration is judged not to be well-balanced and the
reconfiguration is carried out. If the parameter r is
small, the reconfiguration occurs frequently.
EVALUATION OF THE METHOD
In this section, we validate our dynamic configuration
method by simulation.
Assumption
In order to validate our dynamic configuration method,
we simulated it under various conditions. In the
simulation, the number of the integrated simulators is 40
( S 1 , S 2 , K , S 40 ) , which is supposed to be components
of manufacturing systems. The number of used PCs is
10 ( P1 , P2 , K , P10 ). The method is evaluated changing
the following three conditions:
- Performance of PCs
- Amount of computation for each simulator

- Amount of transferred data between simulators
The details of the conditions are shown in Table 1,
Table 2 and Table 3. On the performance of PCs, two
cases are evaluated as shown in Table 1. The all PCs
have the same performance in the one case, and three
types of performance in the other case. The required
amount of computation for simulators and the amount
of transferred data between simulators are randomly
fluctuated inside the range shown in Table 2. The
interval of their changes is also randomly fluctuated
inside the range shown in Table 3.
In Table 1, the performance of PCs means the amount
of computation, which can be computed per unit time.
In Table 2, the amount of computation means the total
amount of computation, which is required for a cycle of
simulation of each simulator. All of the integrated
simulators are supposed to communicate with each
others, and the transferred data means the total amount
of data sent and received per cycle of simulation. To
simplify the problem, the two conditions for the amount
of computation and the transferred data are combined,
though they are independent conditions. And the
required time for data transfer between two simulators
on the different PCs is supposed to be 0.001 sec/KB,
and the one between two simulators on the same PC is
supposed to be 0.00001 sec/KB. And the cycle time of
the every simulator is supposed to be 0.1 sec. The
judging parameter r is 0.1, and the reconfiguration is
judged at 60 sec interval. The simulators are initially
assigned based on the performance of the PCs.
Table 1: Condition (PC performance)
Condition

From the view of simulation efficiency, the
configuration minimizing max(T ) in consideration of
all PCs and simulators is the optimal one. However, the
combination of P1 , P2 , K , Pm and S1 , S 2 ,K , S n is m n ,
and it costs too much time to evaluate all patterns and to
optimize them. In our evaluation, therefore, we selected
two PCs, whose max(T ) is the largest and the smallest,
and then we optimized the assignment of the simulators
on these two PCs.
Evaluation results
We evaluated the required total simulation time under
various conditions. In our evaluation, the required total
time using our dynamic configuration is compared with
one not using it. The required total time includes the
time for computation of simulation and transferring data,
and the overhead for reconfiguration of simulators, for
example moving simulators, restarting them, and so on,
is not included. It, however, has not so large influence
on the efficiency of the simulation, since the
reconfiguration interval is sufficiently long. We show
the results of simulation. The duration of the simulation
is 10000 sec (almost 3 hours).
Firstly, in the cases using the same performance PCs,
the results of the simulation are shown in Figure 6 and
Table 4. The case of short fluctuation interval and the
case of long one are evaluated. The improvement of the
required total simulation time is not confirmed, when
the fluctuation range of the amount of computation and
the transferred data is small. The larger the range is,
however, the larger the reduction of the total simulation
time is.

Performance of PCs

Cp1

400 [10 PCs]

Non-reconfigured (short interval)

Cp2

1000 [1 PC], 400 [4 PCs], 200 [5 PCs]

Reconfigured (short interval)
Non-reconfigured (long interval)

Table 2: Condition (simulation load)
Amount of
computation

Condition

Reconfigured (long interval)

transferred data
(KB)

Cc1

1

0.01

Cc2

Min 1, Max 2

Min 0.01, Max 0.02

Cc3

Min 1, Max 5

Min 0.01, Max 0.05

Cc4

Min 1, Max 10

Min 0.01, Max 0.10

Cc5

Min 1, Max 20

Min 0.01, Max 0.20

Cc6

Min 1, Max 40

Min 0.01, Max 0.40

Cc7

Min 1, Max 80

Min 0.01, Max 0.80

Cc1 Cc2 Cc3 Cc4 Cc5 Cc6 Cc7

Table 3: Condition (change interval)
Figure 6: Required total time (condition Cp1)
Condition

Change interval (sec)

Ci1 (short)

Min 60, Max 120

Ci2 (long)

Min 480, Max 960

Secondly, in the cases using the different performance
PCs, the results of the simulation are shown in Figure 7
and Table 5. Unlike the first cases, the improvement of
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the required total time is confirmed, even when the
fluctuation range of the amount of computation for
simulating and the amount of transferred data is small.
The larger the range is, the larger the reduction of the
required total time is, in the same way as the first cases.
And the reduction rate is twice as high as the first cases.
Table 4: Reduction rate of total time[%] (condition Cp1)
Interval

Cc1

Cc2

Cc3

Cc4

Cc5

Cc6

Cc7

Ci1 (short)

0.0

0.0

-4.2

-8.9

-6.3

1.8

9.9

Ci2 (long)

0.0

0.0

3.8

9.0

13.3

15.7

17.2

Non-reconfigured (short interval)
Reconfigured (short interval)
Non-reconfigured (long interval)
Reconfigured (long interval)

not discussed. It should be also evaluated in the real
situation, in order to examine the effect of the overhead
and verify the practicality of our method.
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Figure 7: Required total time (condition Cp2)
Table 5: Reduction rate of total time[%] (condition Cp2)
Interval

Cc1

Cc2

Cc3

Cc4

Cc5

Cc6

Cc7

Ci1 (short)

0.0

6.5

4.4

4.0

6.4

13.8

20.0

Ci2 (long)

0.0

13.0

20.6

22.7

26.1

29.2

30.6

CONCLUSION
We proposed the dynamic configuration method of the
integrated simulation for manufacturing systems. The
proposed method can automatically adjusts the
configuration of the large scale integrated simulation,
and the user of the simulator can efficiently carry out
the complicated simulation without considering the
configuration, using the limited resources. We evaluated
our method and it is confirmed that the required
simulation time is drastically reduced, especially when
the range of fluctuation of simulation load is large,
though the overhead of the reconfiguration is not
included in the evaluation.
In this paper, our method is evaluated by only
simulation, and the overhead of the reconfiguration is
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses the job shop scheduling problem
and schedule measurement techniques, especially
outlining the methods that can be applied in a dynamic
environment. The authors propose a periodic
rescheduling method by taking the rescheduling interval
and schedule stability factor as input parameters into
consideration. The proposed approach is tested on a
simulated environment in order to determine the effect
of stability parameters on the selected performance
measures.
INTRODUCTION
The broad goal of manufacturing operation
management, such as a resource constrained scheduling
problem, is to achieve a co-ordinated efficient behaviour
of manufacturing in servicing production demands
while responding to changes in shop-floors rapidly and
in a cost effective manner.
In theory the aim is to minimize or maximize a
performance measure. Regarding complexity, the jobshop scheduling problem (and therefore also its
extensions), except for some strongly restricted special
cases, is an NP-hard optimization problem (Baker 1998;
Williamson et al. 1997).
The above mentioned job-shop scheduling is a static
case, where all the information is available initially and
it does not change over time. Most of the solutions in
the literature concerning scheduling concentrate on this
static problem. However, in many real systems, this
scheduling problem is even more difficult because jobs
arrive on a continuous basis, henceforth called dynamic
job shop scheduling (DJSS). According to
Rangsaritratsamee, et al. (2004), previous research on
DJSS using classic performance measures like
makespan or tardiness concludes that it is highly
desirable to construct a new schedule frequently so
recently arrived jobs can be integrated into the schedule
soon after they arrive.
Scheduling techniques addressing the dynamic – in the
current case job shop – scheduling problem are called
dynamic scheduling algorithms. These algorithms can
be further classified as reactive and proactive
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scheduling techniques. Depending on the environment,
there may be deviations from the predictive schedule
during the schedule execution due to unforeseen
disruptions such as machine breakdowns, insufficient
raw material, or difference in operator efficiency
overriding the predictive schedule. The process of
modifying the predictive schedule in the face of
execution disruptions is referred to as reactive
scheduling or rescheduling (Szelke and Monostori
1999). The reaction to the realised disruption generally
takes the form of either modifying the existing
predictive schedule, or generating a completely new
schedule, which is followed until the next disruption
occurs (Kempf et al. 2000).
The practical importance of the decision whether to
reschedule or repair has been noted in (Szelke
and Kerr 1994), while an additional categorization of
scheduling techniques relating to the stochastic or
deterministic characteristics of the problem can be
found in (Kádár 2002).
It is important to outline, that while rescheduling will
optimize efficiency using classic performance measures
(makespan or tardiness) the impact of disruptions
induced by moving jobs during a rescheduling event is
mostly neglected. This impact is frequently called
stability (Rangsaritratsamee et al. 2004; Cowling and
Johansson 2002). In related previous works, the number
of times rescheduling takes place was used by Church
and Uzsoy (1992) as the measure of stability and it was
suggested that a more frequent rescheduling means a
less stable schedule. Other approaches defined stability
in terms of the deviation of job starting times between
the original and revised schedule and the difference of
job sequences between the original and revised
schedules. One of the shortcomings of these approaches
is that they ignore the fact that the impact of changes
increases as they are made closer to the current time.
Rangsaritratsamee, et al. (2004) propose a method
which addresses DJSS based on a bicriteria objective
function that simultaneously considers efficiency and
stability, and so let the decision maker to strike a
compromise between improved efficiency and stability.
In the approach, two dimensions of stability are
modelled. The first captures the deviation of job starting
times between two successive schedules and the second
reflects how close to the current time changes are made.

Vieira, et al. (2000) presents new analytical models that
can predict the performance of rescheduling strategies
and quantify the trade-offs between different
performance measures. Three rescheduling strategies
are studied in a parallel machine system: periodic,
event-driven and hybrid, similarly to the work (Church
and Uzsoy 1992). They realized that there is a conflict
between avoiding setups and reducing flow time, and
the rescheduling period affects both objectives
significantly, which statement is coincident concluded
by Rangsaritratsamee, et al. (2004).
In order to decide what action we should take in
response to an event, we should have some idea of the
value of our current schedule. In the following section
evaluation classes of production schedules are
introduced.
EVALUATION OF PRODUCTION SCHEDULES
This part of the paper discusses the problem of schedule
measurement and especially outlines the techniques
which can be applied in a dynamic environment.
The quality of factory scheduling, generally, has a
profound effect on the overall factory performance. As
stated in (Kempf et al. 2000), an important aspect of the
schedule measurement problem is whether an individual
schedule or a group of schedules is evaluated.
Individual schedules are evaluated to measure its
individual performance. For a predictive schedule, the
result may determine whether it will be implemented or
not. There might be different reasons for evaluating a
group of schedules. One of them is to compare the
performance of the algorithms with which the different
schedules were calculated. The comparison of different
schedule instances against different performance
measures is an other option in the evaluation of a set of
schedules for the same problem.
According to Kempf, et al. (2000), relative comparison
assumes that for the same initial factory state two or
more schedules are available, and the task is to decide
which is better. The task is to decide which one is better
from two schedules, or which one is the best from a
group of schedules generates additional questions. In a
complex manufacturing environment different schedules
will probably perform better against different
performance measures. Therefore, the selection of the
best schedule will always depend on the selected
performance measure(s) and thus, on the external
constraints posed by the management of the enterprise.
An absolute measurement of schedule quality consists
in taking a particular schedule on its own and deciding
how „good” it is. This requires some set of criteria or
benchmarks against which to measure.
Regarding the predictive schedules, a set of decisions is
made on the base of estimates on future events, without
knowing the actual realizations of the events in question
until they actually occur. Taking this fact into
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consideration, Kempf, et al. (2000) differentiate
between the static and dynamic measurements of
predictive schedules. A static measurement means the
evaluation of the schedule independently of the
execution environment.
Contrary to static measurement, the dynamic
measurement of a predictive schedule is more difficult.
In this case, beyond the static quality of the schedule,
the robustness of the schedule against uncertainties in
the system should also be taken into consideration.
Another aspect in the evaluation of schedules is the state
of the manufacturing system after the execution of the
schedule. In (Kempf et al. 2000) these parameters are
compared as state measurements, which evaluate the
end effects of the schedule at the end of the schedule
horizon.
Regarding the evaluation classes listed above, a
dynamic measurement of individual predictive
schedules will be presented in the following sections.
SIMULATION IN DYNAMIC SCHEDULING
Simulation captures those relevant aspects of the
production planning and scheduling (PPS) problem,
which cannot be represented in a deterministic,
constraint-based optimization model. The most
important issues in this respect are uncertain availability
of resource, uncertain processing times, uncertain
quality of raw material, and insertion of conditional
operations into the technological routings.
The features provided by the new generation of
simulation software facilitate the integration of these
tools with the production planning and scheduling
systems. Additionally, if the simulation system is
combined with the production database of the enterprise
it is possible to instantly update the parameters in the
model and use the simulation parallel to the real
manufacturing system supporting and/or reinforcing the
decisions on the shop-floor.
The reason of the intention to connect the scheduler to a
discrete event simulator was twofold. On the one hand,
it serves as a benchmarking system to evaluate the
schedules on a richer model; on the other hand, it covers
the non-deterministic character of the real-life
production environment. Additionally, in the planning
phase it is expected that the statistical analysis of
schedules should help to improve the execution and
support the scheduler during the calculation of further
schedules
In the proposed architecture the simulation model
replaces a real production environment, including both
the manufacturing execution system and the model of
the real factory.
Simulation also generates continuously new orders into
the system, while these new orders are scheduled and
released by the scheduler.

• schedule

Scheduler
• create new schedule

Simulation
• execute schedule
• machines • generate disturbances
• process- • create new orders
plans
• initiate rescheduling
• orders
• preloads

Figure 1. The rescheduling process initiated form the
simulation side
The outline of the developed architecture is presented in
Figure 1. Rescheduling action can be initiated when an
unexpected event occurs or if a main performance
measure bypasses a permissible threshold.
The dynamics of the prototype problem have been
constructed to preserve realism as closely as possible
and make the problem manageable for analysis.
This way simulation is capable for interaction with a
specified scheduler, because all the required parameters
are available any time for both systems, and so
formulating an environment for further analysis on e.g.
order pattern or sensitivity on significant parameters.
PROPOSED METHOD
The study analysis the impact of the rescheduling
interval and the rate of schedule modification on
classical performance measures as system load,
efficiency as well as stability in a single machine
prototype system.
From the practical point of view in scheduling it is not
possible to create schedules in every minute, however,
the (theoretically) best performance of the whole system
could be realized if schedule could be able to adapt to
any changes, disruptions occurring in real-time. Most
industrial planning and scheduling systems create
schedules at idle time of the production e.g. at nights,
while creating schedules for larger job-shop mostly
requires a lot of computational time.
The process of modifying the schedule in the face of
execution disruptions is referred to as reactive
scheduling or rescheduling – detailed in the previous
sections. The reaction to the realized disruption
generally takes the form of either modifying the existing
(predictive) schedule, or generating a completely new
schedule, which is followed until the next disruption or
rescheduling event occurs. The first technique is
described in (Vieira et al. 2000; Rangsaritratsamee et al.
2004), while the second is presented in (Bidot et al.
2003; Cowling and Johansson 2002). The importance of
stability is outlined in the selected studies (see
“monotonic and non-monotonic approach” in (Bidot et
al. 2003), or “2D stability” in (Rangsaritratsamee et al.
2004). The most important point is that while
scheduling will optimize the efficiency measure, the
strategy generates schedules that are often radically
different from the previous ones. From the practical
point of view the scheduling technique mentioned first
seems to be better, while in industrial applications
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constructing completely new schedules during schedule
execution process must be avoided.
Schedule modification can be executed in given time
periods (periodic rescheduling strategy), or related to
specified events occurring during schedule execution
(event-driven rescheduling strategy). Combining the
two methods hybrid rescheduling strategy can be
defined under which rescheduling occurs not only
periodically but also whenever a disturbance is realized
in the system (e.g. machine failures, urgent orders).
Define the time at which a new schedule is constructed
as the rescheduling point and the time between two
consecutive rescheduling points as the rescheduling
interval (RI). At each rescheduling point, all jobs from
the previous schedule that remained unprocessed are
combined with the jobs that arrived since the previous
rescheduling point and a new schedule is built.
In the previous sections the problem of DJSS and
related stability measurements were introduced as well
as the proposed simulation environment for dynamic
rescheduling. In order to prove whether the rescheduling
interval and the newly introduced variable schedule
stability factor have a significant effect on schedule
quality as well as stability an experiment for simulated
single machine case was realized.
Efficiency
The system to be scheduled is a single machine system
with continuous job arrivals, but without any due date
limitations. According to Baker (1974), the current
scheduling problem can be classified as a single
machine sequencing case with independent jobs and
without due dates. In these situations the time spent by a
job in the system can be defined as its flow time and the
“rapid turnaround” as the main scheduling objective can
be interpreted as minimizing mean flow time. The
objective function is calculated as follows:

F=

1 n
∑ (c j −r j )
n j =1

(1)

where

F is the mean flow time
n is the number of total arrivals
rj is the point in time at job j entered the system
cj is the completion time of job j, calculated
when job j leaves the system
Stability
In our study stability is calculated for each available job
in the system during schedule calculation by giving
penalty (PN) values, using the relation penalty =
starting time deviation + actuality penalty. Starting time
deviation is the difference between the start time of the
job at the new and previous rescheduling points.
Actuality penalty is related to a penalty function
associated with deviation of the start time of the job
from the current time. Penalty values are only calculated
in case starting time deviation is greater than 0. A
schedule with less penalty value can be considered as a

3.

more stable schedule. The mean value of stability PN
is calculated for all schedules as follows:

PN =

1
n pn

⎡
100
⎢ t ' j −t j +
∑
t j −T
j∈B ⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

4.

(2)

where
B is the set of available jobs j that have not
begun processing yet and |tj’- tj|>0
npn is the number of the elements in B
tj is the estimated start time of job j in the
current schedule
tj’ is the estimated start time of job j in the
successive schedule
T is the current time
Schedule Stability Factor
When minimizing the objective function Equation (1),
in a single machine case the optimal dispatching rule to
be selected is SPT (shortest processing time) detailed in
(Baker 1974). In the current case we use a truncated
shortest processing time (TSPT) rule, in which the
schedule stability factor (SF) can be introduced as the
measure of the importance of schedule continuity or
monotony. SF is the continuity rate of the schedule
creation. In case SF equals zero, the new schedule may
completely differ from the previous one, in case SF
equals 1 the “old” jobs in the successive schedule must
have the same position as in the previous one.
Schedule Creation
SPT based scheduling means, that the priorities of the
available activities are calculated by taking only the
length of the processing time into consideration. On the
other hand, the TSPT rule we introduce – see Equation
(3) – generates schedules using SF in order to override
the priorities of the activities given by the SPT rule, this
way ensuring a more stabile schedule. Each priority
must have an integer value and it is calculated as
follows:

prio ' j =( prio j ×SF + prio j ,SPT ×(1 − SF ) )INT

(3)

where
A is the set of available jobs j that remained
unprocessed in the previous schedule
prioj’ is the modified priority of job j ( j ∈ A )
in the successive schedule
prioj is the priority of job j in the previous
schedule
prioj,SPT is the temporary priority of job j
calculated using SPT rule
At each rescheduling point the following scheduling
procedure is executed:
1.
2.

new jobs are added to set A
create a priority list of jobs in set A by using
SPT rule
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5.

compare current and previous priorities for
“old” jobs and calculate new priorities by using
Equation (3)
add remaining priorities to new jobs and sort
the list by priority, calculate penalties by using
Equation (2)
apply successive schedule and continue the
schedule execution until the next rescheduling
point defined by RI, then return to 1.

ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The above mentioned method was tested on a simulated
single machine prototype system in order to measure the
characteristics of stability measures in a simple
environment.
The simulation system was developed using eM-Plant
object oriented, discrete event driven simulation tool,
which will be helpful during the extension of the current
problem to larger, job shop problems.
In single machine case, minimizing mean flow time we
applied SF and RI as input at given shop utilization
levels. As output we considered F , npn and total penalty
which is the sum of all PN values multiplied by npn
calculated at the end of each simulation run.
It was experimentally determined that the results from
the first 2000 arrivals should be eliminated from
computations to remove transient effects. Hence, each
simulation run in this study consisted of 12000 arrivals
of which the final 10000 were used to compute the
performance and stability measurements reported. Each
experiment was replicated 10 times to facilitate
statistical analysis.
The interarrival time (b), i.e. the average time between
arrivals for jobs and are generated from exponential
distribution with mean calculated using Equation (4):

b=
where

p ×n o
U ×m

(4)

p is the mean processing time per operation
no is the number of operations in a job, in the
current case equals 1
U is shop utilization level
m is the number of machines in the system, in
the current case equals 1

Experiment 1
The main goal of Experiment 1 was to analyse the
impact of system utilization level on F , where SF was
set to 0. Figure 2 shows, that both the system utilization
and RI have a significant effect on F . In the following
experiment, where stability is examined we would like
to use a relatively high utilization level in order to
provide as much work-in-process as possible.

U=0.85

U=0.8

Mean Flow Time

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
500

1000

1500
2000
2500
Rescheduling Interval

3000

3500

Figure 2. Effect of rescheduling interval and utilization
level on mean flow time
As it is expected, extremely high utilization level lead to
undesirable system instability, namely increasing the
standard deviation of the resulted values and worsening
the quality of the experimental results. The maximum
acceptable value for U in the current case is 0.9.
Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to prove the assumption
that applying the proposed stability criterion increases
the stability of schedule execution however it reduces
schedule efficiency. As a second scope of the
experiment the effect of schedule stability factor on
performance measurements was analysed.
In this experiment U = 0.9 and p = 140 with a triangle
distribution {140, 1, 300}, then the mean of b equals
160. Three rescheduling interval were considered 500,
2000 and 3500 to have results from a wide range of RI.
The second group of input parameters was SF, set to 0,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.
As we assumed, the lengthening of the rescheduling
interval increases stability but decreases the efficiency
of the system. Figure 3 shows the illustrative results
where SF was set to 0. Efficiency measurement F is
represented by the linear increasing dotted line, while
the penalty values of the stability measurement are
represented by the continuous line having a negative
steepness. The penalty values decreased, because a
higher number of modification made in the schedule at
RI=500 with lower PN values resulted a greater
product than the same parameters at RI=3500.
F

3500

900000
700000

2500

0.98
0.97
0.96
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RI=500
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RI=2000
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400000
300000
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200000
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SF = 0.75

SF = 1

Schedule Stability Factor

Figure 4. Effect of SF on normalized mean flow time at
different rescheduling intervals
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RI=3500

500000
400000
300000
200000
100000
0
SF = 0.25

SF = 0.5

SF = 0.75

SF = 1

Comparing PN values at different SF and RI parameter
settings, it is interesting, that a penalty value given for
SF=0 and RI=3500 is less than a penalty value for
SF=0.5 and RI=500, while the efficiency is much better
for RI=500.
Applying a limit for penalty values, e.g. let total PN be
ab. 2*106, then the optimal SF values can be selected for
the given rescheduling intervals RI=500, 2000 and
3500. These values from Figure 5 are 0.7, 0.4 and 0.25
respectively.

100000

0

SF = 0.25

Figure 5. Effect of SF on penalty values at different
rescheduling intervals

Penalty for Stability

Mean Flow Time
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Schedule Stability Factor

800000
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1.01

SF = 0

PN

3000

500

The effect of the parameter SF on penalty values given
for stability and efficiency measurement F at
different rescheduling intervals are shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5.
Figure 4 shows for all RI curves, that the values
increase in a monotonic way, i.e. increasing SF
decreases system performance (increasing F ) in each
case. Comparing the results to SF=0, in case SF was set
to 1, the outcome of the simulation showed an 8%
increase of the performance measurement F , in case RI
was set to 500. Analyzing the other two cases, when RI
was equal to 2000 and 3500, the performance of the
system worsened only a few percent. Using these results
it can be stated, that the negative effect of a higher SF
level on F decreases as the length of the rescheduling
interval is growing.
On the other hand, penalty values decreased
significantly at each RI (see Figure 5), because the
higher SF values reduced the total PN values, i.e.
enabled less modification in the schedule.
Normalized Mean Flow Time

U=0.9

Penalty for Stability

U=0.95

4000

3500

Figure 3. Effect of rescheduling interval on mean flow
time and penalty values, in case SF=0
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper discussed the job shop scheduling problem
and schedule measurement techniques, especially
outlining the methods that can be applied in a dynamic
environment. The results of the simulation study based
on the proposed architecture showed that both
rescheduling interval and the newly introduced variable
schedule stability factor have a significant effect on
schedule quality as well as stability. In case applying
limitations for stability, then for the given rescheduling
intervals the optimal SF values can be determined. This
significantly improves stability measurements but
inconsiderably reduces system performance.
FUTURE WORK
We would like to extend this experiment to a multi
machine job shop system, using the results on stability
gathered in this study. We propose a hybrid
rescheduling strategy in a dynamic job shop
environment defining two types of rescheduling events.
The first type is done periodically (e.g. daily or weekly)
using RI, releases new orders and involves tasks
associated with order release. The second type is done
when a disturbance occurs. It does not release new
orders but instead reassigns work to off-load a down
machine or utilize a newly-available one.
We assume that finding the appropriate schedule
stability factor for each given rescheduling situation
may results a compromise between the stabile schedule
execution and schedule quality.
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New products and an increasing number of variants define
the requirements to production planning in food industry. In
the milk processing industry, production planning and production control are particularily complex as the sequence in
which aggregates are provided with different products is
highly influential on cleaning effort and therefore on the
productivity of the facility. Due to storage life restrictions,
pre-defined periods of time for aggregate occupancies have
to be respected in the production process. In addition, the
products are produced at the latest moment possible in order
to meet the retailers’ and consumers’ demands for fresh
products.

ABSTRACT
In the light of high capital expenditure for manufacturing
facilites in food and process industry, an increasing number
of variants and frequentliy changing sales developments,
simulation models are becoming more and more important
for the support of capacity and production planning.
In the following, the use of a simulation toolset for the support of tactical capacity planning and operative production
planning is presented. It was implemented in cooperation
with a global player of food industry.

Statements whether the facilities can produce the forecast
order size on schedule or capacity adaptations are necessary
were difficult to make up to now. For production planning,
there were no software tools at the orderer’s disposal which
made it possible to calculate aggregate occupancies on the
basis of weekly bottling plans (figure 1) [1, 2].

The challenge of the project was the implementation of a
backward simulation. Instead of filling food from a tank into
cups, the computer simulates the process inversely. The advantage of the chosen procedure is that the provision of all
components of a dessert or yogurt product at the time of filling as well as an efficient utilization of resources is ensured.

THE SIMULATION PROJECT
Our customer decided to approach the problem by representing the existing dessert and yogurt production in a simulation model. Thus, the task was to conceive and develop a
flexible simulation model and to train the employees of the
company in handling the simulation tool.
The existing facility and its aggregates, facility topology and
product-specific facility occupancies was represented in the
simulation model. Aggregate- and product-specific cleaning
restrictions were included in the model. The aggregates are
at the simulation model’s command in the form of a library.
The advantage of doing so is the possibility to transfer this
library into other simulation models. Thereby, development
time for new facility topologies of comparable facilites can
be significantly reduced.
The simulation model is parametrized by an Access data
base. Specific know-how about the simulation software
therefore is not necessary for the application as it is controlled via the data base. The master data of the aggregates,
products, restrictions and facility topology are stored there
and can be modified by the user. In addition, even the strategies for facility occupancy can be influenced by the user via

Figure 1: Picture of a production line
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the data base. The existing control logic, which guarantees
an optimum load of the filling lines and a resource-saving
aggregate occupancy, are accounted for in the simulation
model.

The challenges in daily planning are the following:
−

The lines should never stand still as they are determinative for the throughput.

THE YOGURT AND DESSERT PRODUCTION

−

The production of fresh milk products is a multi-level process. In the following, this process is presented very roughly
only, as the process wanted to be kept secret by our partner.

Cleaning is to avoid as this is waste of material and
expenditure.

−

The number of tank occupancies should be as small
as possible in order to economize cleaning effort.

−

Simultaneous filling and draining of tanks cuts
down throughput time.

−

Combining filling orders of the same flavor which
are filled into different coutry-specific packings in
the last production step.

1.

Preparation of mixing = Pumping milk, sugar, vanilla powder from storage containers via pipelines
into mixing tanks.

2.

Mixing = The ingredients are mixed during a certain period of time.

3.

Storing in tanks = The mixed matter is stored until a
production line is prepared.

CONTINUOUS PROCESSES IN THE DISCRETE
SIMULATOR

4.

Production = The dessert (cream) matter is heated
via pipelines and afterwards chilled again.

5.

Incubating = The heated yogurt matter is filled into
tanks. Subsequently, a bacteria culture is added and
the matter has to maturate for about 12-36 hours.

6.

Chilling = The yogurt matter is chilled at a cooler to
slow down bacteria activity.

In discrete simulation, only defined points of time on a fictive time bar are taken into account. Discrete here means
isolated resp. disjoined. When a mobile object enters a resource, the simulator puts a mark shifted of the processing
time. The administrator of the incident, who controls all
chronological simulation activities, subsequently jumps directly to the next discrete point on the time bar and executes
the given orders.

7.

Storing = The finished dessert matter is stored until
the filling facility is prepared.

8.

Filling = The dessert matter is frothed up with
whiskers and then filled into cups.

The production considered here is a batch-oriented production. But many decisions go on at discrete points of time so
that modelling takes place both batch- and incident-oriented.
Incident-oriented: In the receptacles, the semi-finished and
finished products are represented as single objects (object
with one volume resp. one mass). Advantage: easy batch
management in the simulator. Realization of a decentral control.

As it becomes clear, it is a long way from milk to yogurt and
dessert. Several aggregates, each with specific properties as
throughput, capacity, cleaning time etc., are necessary to run
this process.
−

Tanks: Filling tanks, incubation tanks, mixing tanks
with their properties as mass flows, volume, cleaning restrictions.

−

Filling lines with the properties throughput in
cups/h, cleaning restrictions, changeover.

−

Production lines with their properties throughput in
liters/h, sterilization processes, line occupancy.

−

The yogurt and dessert matter which is continuously transforming during the process from raw
milk to the cup.

Continuous: In the continuous processes (e.g. production
line), there is a flow-oriented representation, i.e. no disintegration of batches into a multitude of objects, but an exact,
mathematically correct representation. Advantage: higher
simulation speed.
As control and scheduling logic made up for the main complexity in the project, a discrete simulator was used in the
presented project and the continuous processes were emulated.

Dessert and yogurt products mostly consist of 2-3 components (semi-finished products), which – in different flavours
– are filled into cups of different dimensions. Thus, two
semi-finished products, e.g. yogurt and strawberry, have to
be filled synchronously. Though, the production start of the
semi-finished products thereby is totally different.
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SCHEDULING LOGIC

start date of
backward simulation

In this paragraph, it is shown why a pure forward simulation
is not target-oriented. The backward simulation-based approach was realized [3, 4, 5].

time

Forward simulation-based approach
By forward simulation, we understand the simulation of production orders in the direction of the material flow. Starting
from the start date, the production orders are dispatched to
production until they leave production after the processing.

Figure 3: Backward simulation

In some cases, the backward simulation is insufficient for
complete scheduling of dessert production as not all processes can be exactly inverted. For instance, many restrictions
can only be formulated forwardly. Furthermore, in a pure
backward simulation no statements about receptacle occupancies etc. can be made. Thus, subsequent to the backward
simulation, a forward simulation is executed.

For a better illustration, a production and assemply process
is represented in figure 2. A module consists of three components. Each sphere symbolizes a process step. When the
three components are completed, assemply can begin.

Forward simulation (subsequent to backward simulation)

time
start dates

The above-mentioned cognitions show that neither a pure
backward simulation nor a pure forward simulation bring
about satisfactory results. When executing a forward simulaiton after a backward simulation and taking over the start
dates of the components, the advantages of both simulations
are unified (figure 4).
By this combined backward-forward simulation, advantageous start dates of the components are obtained whereby
short throughput times result. The modeling discrepancies
which may occur because of backward simulation can be
compensated by a forward run that can be exactly modeled.

Figure 2: Forward simulation

A weak point of pure forward simulation is that only in a
special case all components are completed at the same time.
In figure 2 unwanted waiting time arises for the components
in the two upper rows.
In order to minimize throughput time, the start dates of the
components can be varied. When the processing procedures
interact, it is not sufficient to only begin the start times delayed by the waiting times. Such an interaction exists when
the processing procedures of different components are executed on the same resources.

start dates from
backward simulation

A backward simulation is recommended in order to minimize unwanted waiting time.
Figure 4: Backward-forward simulation

Backward simulation-based approach
The backward simulation corresponds to the inversion of
forward simulation. The clocks quasi run backwards. The
finished products are “decomposed” into their components
in the course of time. In figure 3, the “decomposition” of a
finished product into its components is depicted. As start
date of simulation, the delivery date is is chosen.
-

-

For each work step we get the latest start and finish
date. Thus, short throughput times can be obtained.
When a work step starts later than the corresponding basic date, this unavoidably leads to scheduling
delay.
The completion date of the last work step can be
used as start date for forward simulation.
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time

depicted graphically. The aggregate occupancy of an order
can be retraced in this depiction.

REALIZED SCHEDULING LOGIC

The model had to be proved shortly after completion for real
planning tasks. One question was “What influence do new
product variants have on my facility?” resp. “Are the existing capacities sufficient for the forecast sales development?”
Furthermore, the consequences of a planned capacity expansion were analyzed.

The starting point of utilization planning are the delivery
dates of customers’ orders. Hence, the desired finish dates of
a filling order resulting thereof are taken as starting point for
the simulation. The decisive question is at which point of
time the first process step has to be started at the latest.
This task is solved by undertaking the aggregate occupancies
backwards, starting from the last process step “filling” at the
desired point of time. The material flow and the time recording comport inversely to reality in the simulation model.
A disassembly of yogurt into its basic ingredients can be
clearly imagined.

Within a short period of time, these questions could be answered comprehensibly. Capacity bottlenecks could be identified by the aid of evaluation facilities and the eventual necessary capacity adaptation could be found and proved.

The chosen approach has the advantage that provision of all
ingredients of a dessert or yogurt product at the time of filling as well as an efficient resource utilization are ensured.
For instance, a classic product of our partner from food industry consists of pudding and cream. It has to be ensured
that, at the time of filling, enough pudding and cream are
provided in tanks.
The challenge for the developer team in the project therefore
always consisted in thinking “backwards” in relation to the
production run. After some doubts at the beginning it became clear that rules and restrictions of any kinds in the production run are reversible.
THE CONFIGURABLE SIMULATION TOOLSET
Higher planning security in tactical capacity planning
Figure 5: Evaluation of a simulation run – load

A requirement of our industrial partner was to make reliable
statements for tactical capacity planning. The requirement
was fulfilled by parametrizing all important master data in
the model via the data base. The capacity of an aggregate
can be varied, an aggregate blocked and a thitherto in the
real facility non-existing “virtual” aggregate can be added.
Cleaning restrictions can be abolished or tightened or the
facility topology, i.e. the aggregate sequence, can be modified.

Higher quality and less effort in operative production
planning
Another requirement was supporting operative production
planning.
Validation of the results showed a discrepancy of the simulaiton results of less than 5% from reality. The discrepancies
are related to the highly fluctuating efficiencies of some aggregates.

The user has the possibility to act out manifold scenarios in
the model, e.g.:
-

This lead to high acceptance of the employees in production
planning. Another benefit is the short duration of a simulation run. Weekly planning on a standard computer lasts less
than three minutes.

“Can the order load also be produced at the right
time with one tank less?”,
“By how many tons can the filling quanity be augmented when investing in one additional tank?” or
“What influence does easing of a cleaning restriction have on load and productivity?”

Production can be controlled by defining the latest possible
start dates for production orders and detailed aggregate occupancy in the Gantt diagram (figure 6).
Furthermore, the user can check the influence on the facility
occupancy by exchanging orders and thus, by trying, carry
out a sequence optimization of order processing.

So as to answer these questions, the user can dispose of a
detailed automatically generated evaluation of a simulation
run. For a fast analysis, the user can consult load diagrams of
the aggregates generated in HTML (figure 5). For a detailed
evaluation, manifold key figures are calculated and the complete occupancy is shown in a Gantt diagram. In this Gantt
diagram, the aggregate occupancy in the course of time is
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Figure 6: Evaluation of a simulation run – Gantt

BENEFIT FOR OUR CUSTOMER
A requirement of our industrial partner was to make reliable
statements for tactical capacity planning. The user gets the
chance to do so by configuring the production, acting out
scenarios in the model and analyze them by the aid of detailed evalutations.
Capacity bottlenecks can be identified by means of evaluations and necessary capacity adaptations can be found and
proved.
The simulation model has also been used for other plants
since it has been completed. Its modular construction makes
possible – with little effort only – to picture other plants, too.
The project shows the considerable use of simulation models
in automized process industry. It is obtained by higher planning security, quality and speed. Thereby, the ability to
quickly react to altered general conditions is increased.
CONCLUSION
The project shows the considerable use of simulation models
in automized food industry. It is achieved by higher planning
security, high quality in production planning and an increase
in planning speed. The ability to quickly react to altered general conditions is increased.
Withal, development costs of a simulation model mostly
only make up for a trickle of the costs caused by a misinvestment.
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ABSTRACT
Simulation has long been an analytical tool of
significant importance and power for process
improvement.
Historically, the earliest and most
widespread uses of simulation were in manufacturing
industries; however, it was not long before the power of
simulation was applied to improve productivity and
assess the relative merits of process change alternatives
within various service industry segments such as travel,
hotel and restaurant, retail stores, and entertainment
venues such as theatres and amusement parks. The
study described in this paper describes the successful
application of simulation to process management and
improvement within a business devoted to aftermarket
repair of privately owned automobiles and trucks. We
describe the problems encountered by the client and
how the simulation study illuminated a pathway to
significant improvements in customer service and
financial profitability.
INTRODUCTION
Discrete-event process simulation originally proved
its worth and power as a process improvement tool
within the manufacturing sector of the economy (Miller
and Pegden 2000).
Somewhat more recently,
simulation has likewise become highly respected, and
its use widespread, in various service industries (Herbst,
Junginger, and Kühn 1997). Indeed, a variety of
published results attest to the value of simulation within
the service sector of the economy. For example,
(Pichitlamken et al. 2003) used simulation to analyze a
telephone call center handling both inbound and
outbound traffic. (Palacis 2000) described the use of
simulation to improve the business processing of
accounting transactions within supply chains in the
timber industry. (Nanthavanij et al. 1996) described an
application in which simulation was used to improve
services provided by car-park systems.
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In this study, the client was the management of a
repair and service shop for privately owned vehicles;
this shop provides repair and replacement service for
exhaust systems, brakes, steering, suspension, and
climate-control vehicle systems.
The numerous
franchised and licensed shops do business in locations
as widely dispersed as Brazil, Morocco, New Zealand,
and Spain, in addition to locations within the United
States, the country of origin of the business nearly half a
century ago. Deteriorating economic conditions among
consumers, as have prevailed recently within the United
States, provoke postponement of new vehicle purchases
and hence increase demand for aftermarket repairs of
increasingly used vehicles (Nash 2003).
At the particular franchise location in question,
management had noticed significant declines in
productivity, efficiency, and profitability accompanied
by an increase in operational costs, particularly labor
costs. Furthermore, increasing service and waiting
times, coupled with deterioration of service quality,
were eroding consumer goodwill. As examples, more
than 12% of total labor time was expended on rework,
the number of customers served had just suffered a 23%
year-to-year decline, a large work backlog routinely
occupied nearly ? of the available floor space, and, due
to overtime, total labor cost was increasing markedly.
The urgency of these problems impelled the managers
to seek counsel and recommendations for improvement.
PROCESS ANALYSIS
Spurred by this urgency, client management and the
analysts first identified four performance metrics:
1.
Overall productivity = labor hours sold ÷
available hours
2.
Labor utilization = actual hours worked ÷
available hours
3.
Customer satisfaction, as measured by surveys
given all departing customers
4.
Overtime = hours required to service all
customers – regularly scheduled working hours
All these metrics were strongly and directly related
to the problems provoking the study.

Next, with extensive help from client management,
the analysts constructed a process map. As background,
services may be conveniently classified in either of two
ways. From the customer’s viewpoint, service sought is
either periodic preventive maintenance (keep the vehicle
in good operating condition) or demand maintenance
(restore the vehicle to good operating condition). From
the service providers’ viewpoint, service is either a
minor repair (short duration) or a major repair (long
duration). Typically, minor repairs are inspections;
major repairs are replacement or restorative work to one
or more of the vehicle systems listed previously. The
process map comprised seven primary operations:

3.
Customer approval (estimating the repair cost
and obtaining the customer’s approval to undertake
the work),
4.
Classification of repair (into major or minor;
occasionally, both types are required for one
vehicle),
5.
Performance of repair(s),
6.
Final inspection (possibly requiring a short test
drive, and certainly requiring cleaning the vehicle of
grease or smudge),
7.
Invoicing and billing (collecting payment from
the customer and returning the vehicle to the
customer’s custody and use).

1.
Reception (greet the customer and inquire into
the motivation for the customer’s visit),
2.
Inspection (examine the vehicle to detect all
problems meriting attention, possibly extending
and/or revising the work deemed necessary at the
initial reception),

Next, the project team (client management and
analysts) developed fishbone diagrams (Stevenson
2005) to identify direct causes of the problem. These
causes were identified as low productivity and low
customer satisfaction, as shown in Figures 1 and 2
below.

Training
Knowledge of Operations
Wear & Tear of
Tools & Equipments

Equipment Downtime
Labor Efficiency
Skills
Man

Machine/Tools

Low Productivity
Material

Method

Infrastructure

Personnel Training

Space constraints

Availability of Parts
Poor layout
Sequence of
Improper utilization
of resources

Improper scheduling

Operations

Figure 1. Low Productivity Fishbone Chart

Knowledge of
Operations
Personnel
Training

Waiting Time
Knowledge
Rework

Man

Material

Availability of
parts

Method

Low Customer
Satisfaction

Infrastructure

Space constraints

Figure 2. Low Customer Satisfaction Fishbone Chart
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A “Questionnaire Form” was used to evaluate
the
customers’
opinions
concerning
implementation of an appointment system and also
to find the preferred time slot(s) for servicing.
Implementing an appointment system would
presumably guarantee proper workflow of the
overall system, which in turn would ensure proper
utilization of resources. Hence an appointment
system would be expected to improve
productivity, efficiency of labor utilization, and
customer satisfaction.

After these fishbone diagrams were used to identify
these problem causes, preparation of a diagnostic chart
(Figure 3, below) helped identify the primary
controllable factors. The cause-&-effect mapping was
iterated until the primary controllable factors were
identified as: inefficient and undisciplined scheduling,
inadequate operator training, and sporadic and
ineffective equipment maintenance.
DATA COLLECTION
Extensive data collection efforts examined (a)
historical data spanning the six months immediately
prior to the beginning of the study, (b) direct
observational data covering ten complete workdays
(two per week for five weeks), and (c) a Customer
Satisfaction Survey personally given to and retrieved
from every customer during those ten sampled work
days. Therefore, the last two phases of data collection
entailed 100% sampling. Process times were collected
for all seven phases of the process map above. Data
were fitted to closed-form distributions whenever
appropriate, using the distribution fitter (“Input
Analyzer”) within the Arena® simulation software
(Bapat and Sturrock 2003). The Weibull, triangular,
uniform, or normal distributions fitted most
observational data sets well, with p-values (for
rejection of H0 : “Data set plausibly comes from fitted
distribution”) typically greater than 0.1, and often
greater than 0.4. When p-values fell below 0.1, the
observed data were used directly via an empirical
distribution.

2.

Additional training of service personnel.
With the aim of increasing personnel
efficiency, a vigorous personnel-training program
could be implemented on a periodic basis. Such
an implementation presumably would decrease
rework and excessive “work in process”. These
decreases would then improve utilization of
resources, reduce waiting time of the customers,
and thereby improve the overall productivity, labor
efficiency, and customer satisfaction.

3.

Establishment of formal preventive and predictive
maintenance procedures.
In this scenario, the service personnel would be
required to follow a daily cleaning schedule of
tools and equipment prior to the end of the day. In
addition to this expectation, a weekly preventive/
predictive maintenance would be scheduled.
Implementation of this alternative presumably
would decrease equipment downtime and work in
process, in turn leading to better utilization of
resources, reduced customer waiting time, and
increased efficiency and customer satisfaction.

4.

Hiring additional service personnel.
The number of bays cannot be increased due to
space constraints, but in this scenario additional
employees would be hired on a permanent basis.
From a deterministic spreadsheet model, the
investigators identified major repairs as the
bottleneck; an additional employee already having
the required skills to undertake such repairs could
be hired. With the help of the additional worker,
the process would presumably flow more
smoothly than before, and this alternative should
also reduce excessive WIP as well as overburden
on employees. It could also be expected to
improve customer satisfaction by reducing waiting
times.

THE SIMULATION MODEL AND ANALYSES
The simulation model itself was built using
Arena®, a well-known and versatile simulation
software package used at both Wayne State University
and the University of Michigan – Dearborn for the
teaching and practice of discrete-event simulation
modeling (Kelton, Sadowski, and Sturrock 2004). This
model routinely used standard Arena® modules such
as Create (customers’ vehicles enter the system),
Dispose (customers’ vehicles leave the system),
Process (vehicles undergo evaluation, repair, or
inspection), or Assignment (attributes such as type of
repair, cost of repair, and duration of repair are
assigned to a vehicle). Since the model was built,
verified, and validated as a team effort, techniques such
as structured walkthroughs (Weinberg 1971), tracing of
individual entities, deterministic runs in which all
distributions were replaced by their means and results
compared with spreadsheet computations, degenerate
tests, and extreme condition tests were applied early
and often (Sargent 2003). The versions of the model
considered the base case (current operations) and four
alternatives:
1.

The first three alternatives represented direct
responses to the primary controllable factors previously
identified during process analysis.
Modeling
alternative #1 entailed making the arrival rate of
customers nearly constant. For alternative #2, mean
cycle times for both major and minor repairs were
reduced to 90%-92% of their base case values, and
rework was likewise decreased by 8%. For alternative

Use of an appointment system – customers are
expected to make appointments in advance.
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of every 80 hours) of potential work time to preventive
maintenance would extend mean times to failure by
30% and decrease repair times by 25% were hazy.
These estimates also emerged from client estimates,
and additionally corresponded reasonably well with
case studies cited by (Leemis 1995) extolling the
values of preventive maintenance. The second author
vividly remembers hearing a wise supervisor and
mentor remark years ago (Crabb 1975), “It’s amazing
what preventive maintenance will prevent.” Due to the
uncertainly surrounding these estimates, all of them
were examined in detail via sensitivity analyses, both
for verification and validation and to assess the degree
to which model results depended on the accuracy of
these assumptions (Balci 1998).

#3, mean times between failures were increased by
30%, mean times to repair were decreased by 25%, and
the preventive/predictive maintenance was scheduled
to last ½ hour after every 40 hours of operation. For
alternative #4, one additional Arena® Resource,
representing an employee sufficiently skilled to
undertake both major and minor repairs, was added to
the bottleneck process, i.e., Major Repair.
The assumptions that alternative #2 (training)
would reduce repair times to 90% -92% of their
baseline values, and that rework would decline by 8%,
was acknowledged as uncertain by both client
management and the simulation analysts.
These
assumptions emerged from the client’s estimates, and
those estimates in turn emerged from discreet
observations of both fraternal and competitive
franchises in the aftermarket vehicle repair business.
Certainly it is widely recognized that predictions of
training effectiveness are difficult to make and
inherently uncertain (Wickens, Gordon, and Liu 1998).
Likewise, the predictions that devoting 1¼% (½ hour

The various alternatives called for changes in the
ongoing
process,
organizational
structure,
infrastructure and technology used in the organization.
The anticipated changes with respect to various
alternatives are shown in Table 1:

Alternatives

Process

Organizational

AS-IS
Appointment
System

No Change
No Change

No Change

Training of
the Service
Personnel

Preventive &
Predictive
Maintenance

Hire
Additional
Service
Personnel

An additional
responsibility of making all
appointments as well as
maintaining documents,
keeping track of
Appointments.
Vigorous Personnel
The Management is
Training program is
required to arrange a
implemented on a
Training Program for the
periodic basis.
service personnel as well
hire certain instructor who
trains the employees.
The Service Personnel are Responsibility is to be
required to follow a daily given to the Service
cleaning schedule of tools Personnel to clean the tools
& equipments prior to the
and equipments prior to
end of the day.
the end of the day. In
addition to this a weekly
preventive / Predictive
Maintenance is
Scheduled.
An additional labor cost is
No Change
incurred, and also the
organization should ensure
that the new hired
employees are skilled.

Technology /
Infrastructure
No Change
There will be an additional
requirement of some kind of
scheduling software, which
will help in implementing
Appointment System.

Training
Manuals/documentations/
visual aids are to be
generated to aid in training
program.
The Service Station has to
invest in the purchase of
necessary Tools to perform
Preventive / Predictive
Maintenance.

No Change

Table 1. Anticipated Process, Organizational, and Technology Changes under Various Scenarios
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Primary
Controllable
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Equipment
Downtime

Low
Productivity
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Operators

Labor
Efficiency

Process
Variability

Rework
Waiting
Time
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Satisfaction
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Figure 3. Diagnostic Chart
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Productivity Vs Alternatives

Add Service
Personnel

Training

Preventive &
Predictive
Maintainence

Appointment
System

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
AS-IS

Productivity

Since the repair shop runs five eight-hour days per
week plus necessary overtime to complete that day’s
incoming work, it was modeled as a terminating
system. All alternatives were run for ten replications,
and each replication comprised ten eight-hour days
(two calendar weeks), thereby permitting the routine
construction of confidence intervals using the Student-t
distribution inasmuch as results from these replications
were pairwise independent.

Alternatives

Mean performance metrics for the base case and the
five alternatives were:
Labor
Utilization
0.39
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.45

Base case
Appointments
Training
Maintenance
New Service
Personnel
Table 2. Average Results for Five Scenarios

Various graphs (Figures 4, 5, and 6 below) were
plotted to assist client engineers and managers in
comparing the different alternatives against the
performance metrics of productivity, overtime, and
labor utilization.

Add Service
Personnel

18
15
12
9
6
3
0
AS-IS

Overtime

Overtime Vs Alternatives

Training

Overtime
(hours/week)
15.4
16.6
7.8
13.1
11.0

Preventive
& Predictive
Maintaince

Productivity
1.38
1.61
2.10
1.85
2.09

Appointment
System

Model

Figure 4. Predicted Productivity Under Various
Alternatives

Alternatives

Figure 5. Predicted Overtime Under Va rious
Alternatives
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The factors considered for Cost Benefit Analysis
were:
1. Overall Productivity
2. Labor Efficiency
3. Overtime
4. Total Cost
On the basis of Cost Benefit Analysis, it was found that
Alternative 2 (Training of Service Personnel) was the
best alternative.

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Add Service
Personnel

Training

Preventive
& Predictive
Maintaince

0

Appointment
System

0.1
AS-IS

Labor Utilization

Labor Utilization Vs Alternatives

Sensitivity analysis of the alternatives was done by
increasing & decreasing the values of the factors
considered for Cost Benefit Analysis . On the basis of
Sensitivity Analysis, it was found that Alternative 2
(Training of Service Personnel) was also the most
robust alternative.

Alternatives

Figure 6. Labor Utilization Under Various
Alternatives
It is particularly notable that adding an employee
(alternative #4) increased labor utilization; typically,
exactly the opposite would be expected. The franchise
managers were intrigued to learn from the model that
the bottleneck (major repairs) would be sufficiently
ameliorated by addition of one worker to increase the
utilization of many other workers by reducing their
time spent waiting for tasks to arrive, and hence
improving overall workload balancing.

Therefore, management selected the training
alternative for immediate implementation. Data on the
four performance metrics were collected again for a
six-month period, beginning three months after the
training ended (to allow it to achieve full effect).
These metrics showed improvements consistent, to
within 6%, of those predicted by the simulation
analyses of alternative #3. Furthermore, both semiformal surveys of employee mora le and informal
observations of it (e.g., noting a reduction in employee
turnover) showed improvement, and management felt
justified in attributing at least a portion of this
improvement to the increased security the employees
felt in their careers and the decreased frequency with
which unwilling employees had to be dragooned into
working unwanted overtime.

Attractive as this improvement in utilization
appeared, the client management was even more
enticed by the promise of alternative #2 (training),
which the analyses predicted would increase
productivity as much as adding a new employee,
achieve a marked reduction in overtime, and maintain
overall labor utilization. The overtime reduction was
important to both management (containment of costs)
and the workers (greater predictability of their work
schedules and hence freedom to schedule activities
within their personal and family lives). Both managers
and workers realized that the reduced overall amount
of overtime could more readily be assigned to those
workers more eager to work it – workers’ attitudes
toward overtime, as is typical in a diverse workforce,
varied across the entire spectrum from alacrity to
revulsion. From an economic viewpoint, training (as
compared to addition of a worker) would increase,
rather than decrease, the franchise’s ability to adopt to
inevitable fluctuations in amounts and types of repair
services demanded by the marketplace. Furthermore,
almost all workers viewed the training as an
enhancement of their long-term employability and as
evidence of the willingness of management to invest in
them.

In conclusion, we remark that the thorough process
analysis and mapping completed before construction of
the simulation model, and used to identify alternatives
worthy of modeling and analysis, closely match the
recommendations of (Eldabi, Lee, and Paul 2003)
relative to business process simulation. Certainly
nothing inherent in the training alternative precludes
the additional alternatives of increasing preventive
maintenance and/or hiring an additional worker;
therefore, the client’s involvement with simulation has
extended itself into further investigation of these
strategies.
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Thorough analysis of the criteria must precede
making a decision; making the decision then requires
consideration of various economic and stochastic
scenarios. Cost Benefit Analysis gives us the best
economically sound alternative, whereas Sensitivity
analysis is used to check the robustness of the best
alternative.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a tool for description, and for
simulation of dynamic system. Our starting point is the
aggregation concept, which was developed for
multicriteria decision making. Using a continuous logic
operator and proper transformation of sigmoid function
we build positive and negative effects. From the input
with the aggregation operator we calculate the output
effect. This algorithm is comparable with the concept of
fuzzy cognitive maps. We show this new technique,
which could be much more efficient then the FCM.
INTRODUCTION
Handling sophisticated systems we face serious
difficulties, because we have to approach dynamic
systems. Modeling a dynamic system can be hard in a
computational sense. In addition formulating a system
with mathematical model may be difficult, even
impossible.
Developing the model requires effort and specialized
knowledge. Usually the system involves complicated
causal chains, which may be nonlinear. It should be
mentioned to, that numerical data may be hard to get
and even uncertain.
Our approach overcomes the above mentioned
difficulties. It is qualitative approach, where enough to
know rough description of the system and not necessary
deep expert knowledge.
First type of this approach proposed by Kosko (Kosko
1986; Kosko 1992; Kosko 1994), and called Fuzzy
Cognitive Map (FCM). FCM’s are hybrid methods lie in
some sense between fuzzy systems and neural networks.
Knowledge is represented in symbolic manner, states,
processes and events. All type of this information has
numerical values.
FCM allows to performing qualitative simulations and
experiment width the model. Compared FCM either
expert system and neural networks it has good
properties as it is relative easy to use for representing
structured knowledge and the inference can be
computed by numeric matrix operation instead of
applying rules.
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BASIC CONCEPT OF PLIANT COGNITIVE MAP
(PCM)
In this paper we make closer the FCM concept to the
real world modeling. We will use the cognitive maps as
a formal way of representing knowledge and modeling
decision making, which was introduced by Axelrod
(Axelrod 1976). Kosko used fuzzy values and matrix
multiplication to calculate the next stage of the concepts
representing by cognitive map. Instead of values we will
use time dependent functions like an impulse function
representing the positive and negative influences.
Another improvement is dropping the matrix
multiplication concept, because on one hand it not
works using continuous logic (or fuzzy logic), where the
truth value has 1 and the false is 0 as usually used and
the negative effect build by negation. The other hand
more general operators could be more effective.
Logic and the cognitive map model correspond each
other, and much more easy for the expert to build up
and construct the system and from the identified system
extract the knowledge.
Combining cognitive maps with logic can avoid many
of knowledge extraction problems instead of rule based
system. The classical knowledge representation in
expert system is made through a decision tree. This
form of knowledge presentation can not model the
dynamic behavior of the world.
The cognitive map describes the whole system by a
graph showing the cause effects along concepts. It is a
directed graph with feedback, that the world as a
collection of concepts and causal influences between the
concepts. From logic point of view the causal concepts
are unary operators of a continuous valued logic, which
may negation operators in the case of inhibition effects.
The value of node reflects the degree of the activity of
the system at a particular time. Concept values are
expressed on a normal range denoting a degree of
activation rather than an exact quantities value. The
inverse of the normalization could express the values
coming from the real world. In spite of Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps we do not use thresholds to force the values
between 0 and 1. The mapping is a variation of the
“fuzzification” process in fuzzy logic, but this destroys
getting the possibility of quantitative results. In pliant
logic we use only continuously strict monotonously
increasing functions, and the inverse function always
corresponds the real world values with the logical
values.

In FCM the causal relationship are expressed by either
positive or negative signs ordered by different weights.
As we mentioned this will be replaced by unary
operators.
Let {C1,…Cm} be concepts. Let define over the
concepts a directed graph. A directed edge wij from
concept C i to concept C j measures how much C i

[ ]

causes C j . wij ∈ 0,1 where

1
is the neutral value,
2

0 is maximum negative and 1 is maximal positive
influence or causality (In FCM wij ∈ − 1,0,1 ):

[

•

]

1
indicates direct (positive) causality
2
between concepts C i and C j . That is the
wij >

increase (decrease) in the value of C i leads to

state vector. Repeatedly calculate with the aggregation
operator the new state until the system convergence (i.e.

aio − ain < ε ). We get the resulting equilibrium
vector, which provides the answer to the “what-if”
question. The PCM can be used all the areas covered by
FCM.
AGGREGATION AND ITS PROPERTIES
Beside the developed logical operators in fuzzy theory
appears a non logical operator. The reason was
insufficiency of using either conjunctive or disjunction
operators for real world situation [Zimmermann].
General class of the fuzzy operators is called t-norm and
t-conorm (disjunctive case). Denoting by c ( x, y ) the

c( x, y ) ≤ min( x, y )
d ( x, y ) ≥ max( x, y )

increase (decrease) on the value of C j .
•

1
indicates inverse (negative) causality
2
between concepts C i and C j . That is the

In the real world situation often occur that an
aggregation value a ( x, y ) is

increase (decrease) in the value of C i leads to

The rational form of an aggregation operator is (Dombi
1982a):

wij <

decrease (increase) on the value of C j .
•

In

d ( x, y ) the disjunctive

conjunctive operator and
operator then

1
indicates no relationship between
2
C i and C j .
wij =

pliant

case

wij

depends

on

time(t)

i.e.

w(t ) = (wij (t ) )n×n The activation level ai of concept

min( x, y ) ≤ a( x, y ) ≤ max( x, y )

a ( x1 ,K , x n ) =

FCM has the advantage that we get the new state vector
a by multiplying the previous state vector a by the edge
matrix W showing the effect of the change in the
activation level of one concept to another concept. In
the pliant concept we aggregate the influences instead of
summing up the values. The result is always remaining
between 0 and 1, so we can avoid to normalization as an
artificial step. The aggregation is pliant logic is general
operation, which contain the conjunctive operators and
disjunctive operators as well. Depends on the parameter
– called neutral value – of aggregation operator we can
build logical operators (Dombi operators). Using PCM
(Pliant Cognitive Maps) can be used to answer “what if”
question based on an initial scenario. Let a 0 the initial
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or

a( x1 ,K, xn ) =

C i calculated by an iteration process. In FCM is
 n

ain = f  ∑ wij aio  where ain is the new activation
 i =1

o
level of concept C i at time t+1, ai is the activation
level of concept C i at time t and f is threshold function.
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Where ν is the neutral value or previous value of the
node (see later).
The corresponding negation function is

nν ( x) =

nν ∗ ( x) =

1+

1 −ν 0

ν0

⋅

1
1 −ν

ν

⋅

x
1− x

1
2

 1 −ν ∗ 
x
 ⋅
1 + 
 ν∗  1− x

The aggregation operator is axiomatically based and it
has several good properties as
1. defined on (0,1) and the values are also in (0,1)
2. associativity

3.
4.
5.
6.

continuously
strictly monotonously increasing
continuous on [0,1) interval
a(0,0)=0 and a(1,1)=1

1.
2.
3.

Aggregation is connected to negation operators. The
proportions of that negation are
1. defined on (0,1) and the values are also in (0,1)
2. n(0)=1
3. n(1)=0
4. continuous
5. strictly decreasing function
6. involutiv (the double negation is the identity)
n(n(x)=x
We can ordered to a negation a

ν∗

fixed point such

n(ν ∗ ) = ν ∗ or defined ν 0 the so called common
threshold and neutral value than n(ν ) = ν 0 .
Usually ν 0 =

The properties of the aggregation are natural: 1,
aggregating positive values and negating it is the same
if we aggregating negative values; 2, aggregating
positive and negative values we get the neutral values
back; 3, aggregating x with the neutral value we get
back x.
The property ensures that we can replace the sum
function with the aggregation function of the pliant
logic. The neutral value here is ν 0 instead of 0 using in
FCM. The neutral value corresponds the aggregation
width the logical connectives to.
It can be proved that
1. if x, y ≤ ν than a ( x, y ) ≤ min( x, y )
2.
3.

1
2

n(a ( x, y )) = a(n( x), n( y ))
a( x, n( x)) = ν 0
a( x,ν 0 ) = x

if x, y ≥ ν than a ( x, y ) ≥ max( x, y )
if x ≤ ν ≤ y than

min( x, y ) = x ≤ a( x, y ) ≤ y = max( x, y )
First means that if the values are less then neutral value
then the aggregation is conjunction.
Second means that if the values are larger then neutral
value then the aggregation is disjunction.
Third means that the aggregation of positive and
negative values is always between the two values.
We can model conjunctive and disjunctive operator with
the aggregation operator. If ν is close to 0 then
operation has disjunctive character and if ν is close to
1 then the operation has conjunctive character. From
this property it can be seen, that using aggregation we
have much more possibilities instead of using the sum
function in FCM. Changing in the nodes the neutral
value different operation can be carried out.

Figures 1: Negative function width ν ∗ threshold

PRODUCING INPUT INFLUENCES
Our starting point is the sigmoid function.

δ at (t ) =

1
1 + e −λ (t − a )

Figures 2: Negative function width ν neutral value and

ν0

threshold

The negative function and aggregation operator is
closely related. It can be seen easily that
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Figures 3: Sigmoid function

It is easy to see:

1
2

1.

δ a( λ ) (a) = (= ν 0 )

2.

δ a' (a) = λ
δ a( − λ ) (t ) = 1 − δ a( λ ) (t )

3.

The sigmoid function natural way maps the values to
the (0,1) interval. Positive (Negative) influences can be

δ aλ (t ) , δ bλ (t ) and conjunctive operator
λ1 > 0 , λ 2 < 0 and a < b ( λ1 > 0 , λ 2 < 0

build with
where

1

2

and b < a ).
Using the Dombi operator (Dombi 1982b) and sigmoid

c( x1 , w1 , K, x n , wn ) =

1
 n
 1 − xi
1 +  ∑ wi 
 i =1  xi






α

1

α




Figures 5: Transformation of two influences

a p = 4, b p = 6, λ1p = 2, λ 2p = 8
a n = 1, b n = 3, λ1n = 2, λn2 = 6

function with proper weights we can get

δ aλ,b,λ (t ) =
1

1

2

where

1+

λ2

λ1 + λ 2

⋅ e −λ1 ( t − a ) +

λ1

λ1 + λ 2

⋅ e −λ1 ( t −b )

λi > 0 and a < b .

For the aggregation we have to transform P (t ) the

1 

positive influence into  ,1 interval and N (t ) the
2 

1 

negative influence into  ,0 interval:
2 
•
•

(

)

(

)

1
1 + δ aλ,1b,λ2 (t )
2
1
N (t ) = 1 − δ aλ,1b,λ2 (t )
2

P (t ) =

Figures 6: Aggregation of transformed positive and
negative input influences

Figures 4: Asymmetrical influence on [0,1]

a = 1, b = 3.5, λ1 = 10, λ 2 = 2

Figures 7: Aggregation influences
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VALUE TRANSFORMATION
To complete the Pliant Cognitive Map we have to give
unary transformation on the values produced by the
aggregation. In the pliant logic the general form of the
modification operators are:

1

λij

κν ( x) =
ij

 1 − ν ij 1 − x 

1+ 
⋅

 ν
x

 ij

λij

λij means

that it is a positive or negative

influence, the value of

λ mean the sharpness and ν ij is

The sign of

the actual value of C j .
Figures 10: Modification operator with the parameters

λ = 1,ν = 0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.8

CONSTRUCTION PCM
It is easy to build PCM. The following steps should be
carries out:
1. Collect the concepts
2. Define the expectation values of the nodes (i.e.
threshold values of the aggregations)
3. Build a cognitive map (i.e. draw a directed
graph between the concepts)
4. Define the influences (i.e. are they positive or
negative)
The iterative method:
1. Use the proper function to the input nodes

Figures 8: Modification operator with the parameters

δ aλ,b,λ

ν = 0.5, λ = 1,2,4,8

1

2.
3.

2

Build the P (t ) and N (t ) for every nodes
Aggregating in the nodes the positive and
negative influences, where the ν ∗ value is the
previous value of C j

The system now ready to make simulation test. We are
developing a program to test the system. First we are
studying artificial situation, and this shows that the
system is very flexible, and easy to adapt to various
situation. For the real world application we invent
learning process finding the best parameter. This lead to
a nonlinear problem.
APPLICATION
Our model consists of four interacting sector:
population, food consumption, sorghum production, and
animal production. As the model contains
approximately 200 variables, it is impossible to discuss
it in detail. Figure 11 presents a feedback diagram of the
part of the model structure.

Figures 9: Modification operator with the parameters

ν = 0.2, λ = 1,2,4,8
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Figures 11: Feedback diagram of model structure
We generate several input function, and calculate it’s
effects of the nodes. The model works as it was
expected. In the future we will work on an identification
process i.e. based on historical data. We would like to
find the proper parameters of the modification
operators.
CONCLUSION
We propose a new type of numerical calculus modeling
complex systems based on positive and negative
influences. This concept is similar to FCM, but the
functions and the aggregation procedures are quite
different. It is based on a continuous valued logic and
all the parameters have semantic meaning.
We are working a real world application and on an
effective learning of the parameters of the system.
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paper-industry by-products (wood chips, sawdust, and bark)
which would be waste and c) diverting municipal solid
wastes from landfill.
Beside the economical and environmental advantages, there
are several difficulties with burning bio fuels and municipal
wastes. The combustion of those fuels or fuel-mixtures has
different properties compared to the conventional fuels
(coal, gas, and oil). Bio fuels and municipal wastes are very
inhomogeneous. The properties (heat value, moisture
content, homogeneity, density, mix ability) may vary in a
large range. It causes non-steady, agitated combustion
conditions; even if steady fuel feed volume is maintained,
leading to increase in the emission level and variation of the
generated heat flow. Those property variations are not
predictable or directly measurable, only their effects on the
combustion, on the steam generation and on the power
production can be observed through the O2 content of the
flue gas. This paper presents an ANFIS system, which
determines the amount of fuel fed to the combustion
chamber. Combined with a stoichiometric model, it predicts
the flue gas properties, including the O2 content.

Abstract
It is difficult to achieve effective control of time
variable and nonlinear plants such a fluidized bed
boiler. A method of designing a nonlinear fuzzy
controller is presented. However, its early application
relied on trial and error in selecting either the fuzzy
membership functions or the fuzzy rules. This made it
heavily dependent on expert knowledge, which may not
always available. Hence, an adaptive fuzzy logic
controller such as Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS) removes this stringent requirement.
This paper demonstrates the application of ANFIS a
nonlinear Multi Input Single Output fuel feeding and
combustion system and a fuzzy controller design for the
system with optimization with Genetic Learning
Automata (GLA).
An ANFIS model has been developed to determine the
exact amount of fuel fed to a combustion chamber. This
property is impossible to measure directly, but it is
required for improving combustion control.
The control of the combustion base on two TakagiSugeno type controllers, which were optimized by
GLA. The control system has been validated on
experiment data obtained in a case-study power plant.
The results have shown that the system is able to
capture the nonlinear feature of the fuel feeding system.

2. Description of the neuro-fuzzy controller
Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) has played an important role
in the design and enhancement of a vast number of
applications. The proper selection of the number, the type
and the parameter of the fuzzy membership functions and
rules is crucial for achieving the desired performance and in
most situations, it is difficult. Yet, it has been done in many
applications through trial and error. This fact highlights the
significance of tuning fuzzy system.

Key words
Combustion control, non-linear systems, ANFIS,
Combustion control, Genetic Learning Automata

Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems are fuzzy Sugeno
models put in the framework of adaptive systems to
facilitate learning and adaptation [1]. Such framework
makes FLC more systematic and less relying on expert
knowledge.[2],[3] To present the ANFIS architecture, let us
consider two-fuzzy rules based on a first order Sugeno
model:

1. Introduction
In the last decade, the interest of burning multifuel has
arisen in Finland using mainly fluidisation technology.
The multifuels are usually mixtures of different bio
fuels (peat, woodchips, sawdust, and bark) but in some
case, coal and municipal wastes are burned with. The
more intensive use of multifuels can be explained by: a)
the increasing demand of using domestic fuels (e.g.
peat), b) the thermal utilisation of the high caloric-value

Rule 1: if (x is A1) and (y is B1) then (k1 = p1)
Rule 2: if (x is A2) and (y is B2) then (k2 = p2)
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Layer 3: Nodes in this layer are also fixed nodes. These are
labelled N to indicate that these perform a normalization of
the firing strength from previous layer. The output of each
node in this layer is given by:

One possible ANFIS architecture to implement these
two rules is shown in Fig. 1. Note that a circle indicates
a fixed node whereas a square indicates an adaptive
node (the parameters are changed during training). In
the following
presentation OLi denotes the output of node i in a layer
L.
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Layer 5: This layer has only one node labelled S to indicate
that is performs the function of a simple summer. The output
of this single node is given by:
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Fig. 1 Construct of ANFIS controller

The ANFIS architecture is not unique. Some layers can be
combined and still produce the same output. In this ANFIS
architecture, there are two adaptive layers (1, 4). Layer 1 has
three modifiable parameters (ai, bi and ci) pertaining to the
input MFs [4]. These parameters are called premise
parameters. Layer 4 has one modifiable parameters (kii,).
That parameter called consequent parameter.

Layer 1: All the nodes in this layer are adaptive nodes, i
is the degree of the membership of the input to the
fuzzy membership function (MF) represented by the
node:

O1,i

P Ai x

i=1,2

3.
(1)

O1,i

P Bi 2 y

i = 3 ,4

Standard genetic or genetic searching algorithms are used
for numerical parameter optimization and are based on the
principles of evolutionary genetics and the natural selection
process [5].
A general genetic algorithm contains, usually, the next three
procedures: selection, crossover and mutation. These
procedures are responsible for the “global” search
minimization function without testing all the solutions.
Selection corresponds to keeping the best members of the
population to the next generation to preserve the individual
with good performance (elite individuals) in fitness function.
Crossover originates new members for the population, by a
process of mixing genetic information from both parents,
depending of the selected parents the growing of the fitness
of the population is faster or lower. Among many other
solutions, the parent selection can be done with the roulette
method, by tournament, random and elitist [6]. Mutation is a
process by which a percentage of the genes are selected in a
random fashion and changed. The population of the bit
string chromosome is genetic algorithms is replaced by a
corresponding string of binary-action learning probabilities.
The value at the ith position of each member of the
population defines the probability of the allele value in the

Ai and Bi can be any appropriate fuzzy sets in parameter
form. For example, if bell MF is used then,

1

P Ai x

ª§ x  c · 2 º
i
1  «¨
¸ »
«¬© ai ¹ »¼

bi

i=1,2

(2)

where ai ,bi and ci are the parameters for the MF.
Layer 2: The nodes in this layer are fixed (not adaptive).
These are labelled M to indicate that they play the role
of a simple multiplier. The outputs of these nodes are
given by:

O2,i

wi

P Ai x P Bi y

i=1,2

Optimization of the Fuzzy controller using
Genetic Learning Automata

(3)

The output of each node is this layer represents the
firing strength of the rule.
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corresponding bit string of being 1 at the position. The
probabilities are initialized to pi(0)=0.5 for all i , so
there is equal probability a 1 or 0 being selected at each
position. The system therefore has a very high degree of
randomness for the initial generation. A population of
the bit strings that directly determines the phenotype is
generated stochastically at each generation by sampling
the probability distribution of the population.

In the implemented algorithm a population of 60 individuals,
an elitism of 6 individuals was used, the crossover of one
site splicing is performed and all the members are subjected
to mutation except the elite. The mutation operator is a
binary mask generated randomly according to a selected rate
that is superposed to the existing binary codification of the
population changing some of the bits.[8] Crossover is
performed over half of the population, always including the
elite. The individuals are randomly selected with equal
opportunity to create the new population.
Dynamic crossover and mutation probability rate was used
in the GLA operation, as they provide faster convergence
when compared to constant probability rate [9].

The probabilities at each position are regarded as the
action probabilities of a binary-action discrete stochastic
learning automation. The two actions of the learning
automata are generating a 0 and generating a 1 at the
corresponding position in the phenotype string in each
generation. Since there are two actions, only the
probability of one of the actions is required. In this
paper we have defined the probabilities stored in the
population as being the probability of selecting a 1.

4. Model of combustion
The role of the combustion process is to produce the
required heat energy for steam generation at the possible
highest combustion efficiency. The efficiency depends on
the completeness of burning and the waste heat taken away
in the flue gas by the excess air flow. The higher the burning
rate and smaller the waste heat is the higher efficiency.
However, excess air is required for ensuring complete
burning. The O2 content of the flue gas is directly related to
the amount of excess air. The aim of the combustion control,
from the efficiency point of view, is to keep the O2 content
around 3-5 % [10]. In multi-fuel fired fluidised bed power
plants (see Fig. 2), it is a difficult task due to the
inhomogeneous properties of the fuel.

Probabilities are updated at each generation on the with
the Linear Reward/Penalty algorithm. [7] The
probability pi is the probability of a 1 being the action
generated at the ith position of the bit string. This is
updated at each generation by the following
if the ith position is 1 at generation n

pi n  1

pi n  4% n 1  pi n

(7)

if the ith position is 0 at generation n

pi n  1

pi n  4% n

pi n

(8)

where Ĭ is the learning rate parameter and Ǻ(n) is
generated by adjusting the raw fitness in the current
generation. The value of Ǻ(n) for jth string at generation
n is given by

%j n

f j (n)  min f

(9)

max f  min f

Here is min(f) and max(f) refer to the minimum and
maximum raw fitness in the current population and
fj(n)is the raw fitness of the jth string.

Fig. 2 Fluidized bed power plant

The fitness function in our case is
N

¦(y

Comb

f j ( n)

N

 yˆComb )

1

N

¦(y

O2

 m*

The combustion model, utilising the ANFIS structure based
on [11], calculates the combustion power (Pcomb) and flue
gas components (Cf), including the oxygen content, from the
fuel screw QHz, signal primary airflow Fp, secondary airflow
Fs. (see Fig. 3)

 yˆO 2 )

1

N

(10)

where the m is a weighting factor. In our case m=2 to
emphasize the importance of oxygen content which is
directly related to the flue gas emissions.
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Fig. 5 Membership function of the Combustion power error
The outputs MFs of the controllers are constants, which
mean in our case six parameters.

Fig. 3 Control system of combustion process.
The fuel and primary air fuzzy controller (see Fig.3)
consists of two parallel Fuzzy controllers. The error
signal form the oxygen content drives the fuzzy
controller of the primary airflow, while combustion
power is controlled by the flue screw signal.

5. Experimental results
The system was optimized for a power level change and the
fuel flow disturbance.
After 392 generation the optimal parameter for the fuzzy
controller was found.

The reference signals for the fuel screw QHz, primary
airflow Fp and secondary airflow Fs signals are
calculated by the linearization model as a function of
the reference of the combustion power such as:

QHz

KPHigh
KPMiddle

0.2663Pcomb  9.7207

FP

0.0737 Pcomb  10.912

FS

0.2663Pcomb  4.0049

KPLow

(11)

1

middle

0.4681
0.7814

KOHigh
KOLow

(12)

0.5682

KOMiddle

The error signal for the controllers divide in three
region low, middle and high. The membership functions
are show by fig. 4 and 5
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The model have limitation on each inputs, the
combustion power change has also limitation. The set
point function and the fuel flow disturbance for the
optimization were the follow:
500 1000 1500 2000 2500
Time [s]
Set point [MW]
102 102
115
115
115
Fuel disturb [kg]
-5
+5
+5
-5

for the combustion power is taken from the measurement
data. The simulation shows that by applying the new
controller structure together with the ANFIS model, much
smaller deviation in the oxygen content can be achieved
while satisfying the same demand for combustion power.
120

PI
0.2812

RMSE
Comp. time

PI with GA
0.2412
32 hours

Combustion power [MW]

The result is compared by the self-tuned PI and a
Genetic Algorithm tuned PI controller [11], [13]
Fuzzy GLA
0.1324
78 hours

The table shows the improvement of the control by the
RMSE value, the drawback is the optimization time.
The optimization was running 78 hour on a Pentium 2.4
GHz computer.
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Fig. 7 Combustion power response: comparison of the
achievement in real process and in the simulated control
system.
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Fig. 5 Fuzzy combustion power controller optimization
with GLA
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Fig. 8 Oxygen content response: comparison of the
achievement in real process and in the simulated control
system.
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6. Conclusion

4.4

In this paper, ANFIS neuro-fuzzy controller was studied via
optimization by Genetic Learning Automata. Neuro-fuzzy
controller combines the theory of artificial neural networks
and fuzzy systems. GLA providing successful parameter
optimization for the ANFIS controller. The drawback of the
method is the time consuming computation.
Simulation result revealed that neuro fuzzy model was
capable of closely reproducing the optimal performance.
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Fig. 6 Fuzzy Oxygen content controller optimization
with GLA

In the following, the performance of the new controller
based on the ANFIS model will be compared to the
performance of the real process. The reference signal
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ABSTRACT
This paper is focused on the development of a model for
applying Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) on
complex system by integrating simulation and artificial
intelligence (AI); the application is related to
maintenance planning of groups of gas turbine power
plants. This paper will explain the reasons, the
criticalities and the lessons learned during the
development of the research, leading to the realisation
of a Fuzzy Logic Schedule Evaluator (FUSE).
INTRODUCTION
Complex industrial systems are subjected to the impact
of many stochastic components especially in
maintenance procedures; in effect the market evolution
during the last years provided a growing opportunity in
development of maintenance services. It was evident
during the last 10 years that complex objects, such as
planes, helicopters, gas turbines, and even big vehicles
could provide interesting opportunities in service
improvements. Improving the maintenance it becomes
possible to increase reliability and availability with
direct impact on final user costs and savings; for
instance a SAR (Search and Rescue) fleet of helicopters
could be drastically reduced if the availability is
improved by a more efficient maintenance planning, in
this case some component have a “restoring time” of
over 18 months, so reducing lead time of some of these
element to 12 months (i.e. by a better inventory
planning and spare parts use) could provides the same
quality of service reducing 30% the aeromobile fleet
and saving several million dollars per helicopter.
Similar problem impact bus fleets of a mass
transportation company, obviously with different impact
of availabilities, lead times and costs, but very
interesting saving on the large fleet of vehicles.
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
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These cases are related to complex entities, where a
predefined preplanning of operations is requested in
order to guarantee the safety and efficiency; obviously
in these cases, where maintenance is mostly preventive,
it becomes possible to have high margins by a smart
organization respect to cases where the breakdowns are
mostly pure stochastic events with very large standard
deviation respect mean expectations.
To provide an additional case it is interesting to
compare the problem of maintenance in Fossil Power
Plants and Gas Turbines; the first kind of plants are
usually very high tailored, and pre-planned maintenance
have a different impact respect Gas turbines, where the
high solicitation requires very detailed pre-planned
actions at precise time events. In this framework to use
models in order to improve the overall efficiency it is
quite critical and could provide significant savings. This
paper present a case study just related to a group of Gas
Turbines distributed over 11 plants; it is interesting to
note that during the last 10 years the Service Business
Unit was growing to a leading positing in term of profits
in all major Power Plant providers, guaranteeing usually
50% of the profits with just 10% of the personnel; this is
a confirmation of the investments of the Power Plant
users in this sector and of the interesting opportunities
for providing additional improvements in the sector,
guarantee a durable benefit. In most case, advanced
Power Plant users, today requires special contracts
supporting not only turn-key, but operation and
management and even more; the case presented is
related to an user interested in establishing a set of
procedures and tools for guaranteeing a on-line control
of Service performances and actions for continuous
improvements.
APPLICATION FRAMEWORK
If we consider the problem to manage effectively the
service of Gas turbine power plant it is important to
define the boundaries of this framework; first of all each
of these plants produce several thousand dollar of power
each day and so each additional day of “non-

production” introduce very high costs. In addition the
dynamic components of turbine and generators requires
continuous special inspections due to high
mechanical/thermal solicitations, where the intervals are
technically predefined and related to the use of the
different machines. It is evident that Gas Turbine use is
strongly dependent on a large quantity of stochastic
components, first among the others the behaviour of the
demand and the market evolution; based on these
parameters the request could require to work
intensively, to put the machines “out of line” or to
operate at “110%” with additional stress; the
consumption of Equivalent Hours (the technical
parameter for use of these components) is highly
variable for each machine. In addition during each
inspection the quantities of components to be
substituted is variable based on a very unpredictable set
of technological aspects. In term of management the
lead time to have the spare parts available, due to their
“construction complexity” and high technologies
involved, is sometime pretty long (over 6 months) and
involve sensible investments; these lead times are
obviously stochastic as well as the related costs (due to
the market situation and to the urgency of the requests,
introducing expensive expedition activities). Similar
problems affect the refurbishment/revamping of
components (i.e. blades) that due to the nature of the
processes (i.e. recoating) involve stochastic times,
quantities and quality. All these factors combined
provide a very complex framework with many
interactions among different aspects. In addition the
preventive planning of the power plants, especially if
the number of turbines is quite high, introduce strong
correlations among the different events: for instance two
inspections in the same site could not be feasible due to
available space for mounting/dismounting the
components, while technical constraints could request to
stop a turbine before to overpass some limit threshold.
The Power Plant users have additional needs, often
stated in a contract, to guarantee to have minimum
production capability during the different part of the
days/week/year,
and/or
concentrating/distributing
maintenance operations. In addition the relationship
among the different site considering the planning
horizons of about 5/10/15 years with 10 power plants it
is evident that a delay/shift in an inspection affects all
the following events with possible critical results.
This brief description provide an evident framework of
the necessity to move forward to extensive use of
modelling and simulation as support for developing an
effective planning also in the simple case of a single
user single provider with a limited number of power
plants. In effect the authors developed in the past
several models for being applied to this sector,
involving case with multi users scenarios, geographical
service clustering operation, new warehousing solutions
etc.; in effect the research presented year is based on a
case developed in cooperation between BRB, DIP
Genoa University for a Power Plant Provider, on a
group of about 11 combined cycles of a common user.
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These power plants planned to be completed in 20032004 have a related service agreement introducing the
necessity to apply maintenance procedures in accord
with the RCM theory; this explicit request from the user
justified the development of an ad hoc model for
analysing the planning and simulating the inventory
level of inspection kits.
PROJECT OUTLINE
It is interesting to provide an overview of this project
timeline in order to report the evolution of this M&S
(Modelling & Simulation) project and the impact of
reusability, portability and other aspects that affects
these developments. As already mentioned the authors
had experience in cooperation with major Power Plant
Providers in developing models in the past to face
different aspects (development of new regional
maintenance organisations, introduction of outsourcing,
optimal planning etc.); around the beginning of the new
millennium the authors developed for a Construction &
Engineering company, with a Power Division, a
solution for being integrated with ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) for supporting management of
service division; this solution had to face a wide set of
open issues:
• Large Set of Information Dbase and Tools
• Overlaps among Management Systems
• Miss-Integration in IT systems
• Management Gaps in Covering Service Processes
• “Early Preliminary Phase” of new ERP
Implementation Project
• New Logistics and Organisational Changes
• Limited Historical Experience in Gas Turbines
• Short Delivery Time
Due to these scenario the author proposed a solution
based on the development of new system to be
integrated with ERP based on well defined business
procedure, but able to support decision making process
from managers also stand alone.
The Solution integrated a Simulator, as core engine for
providing
estimations,
risk
analysis
and
time/cost/quality figures, a new common database, a
decision-making module, and some optimisation units
for inventory management and inspection scheduling.
This solution was applied to some industrial cases with
success, however it was requesting significant
investments to be acquired and implemented.
The origins of this project were to develop a support for
a specific project (service contract for 11 power plants)
imposing a reduced budget and development time for
providing a solution to this case; the application case
was very similar to the previous mentioned however the
final power plant user provided just guidelines and fixed
budget for guaranteeing application of RCM policies to
the acquired power plants.
The Power Plant Provider requested a specific ad hoc
solution that was able to provide real benefits to the
final user and eventually to be extended to other cases,

but obviously confirmed the constraints in term of time
and budget and look around for possible providers to the
different requested lines (i.e. FMECA analysis).
The authors presented a modular proposal and started to
negotiate the details; it was immediately evident that the
full integrated solution (even if this company was using
an ERP already supported for integration) was not
suitable due to the resources involved in this specific
project. During the contacts it emerged the interest for a
module able to provide a smart evaluation/optimisation
of the gas turbine planning; in this way it was possible
to provide a convenient proposal based on the reuse of
conceptual models developed by the authors for the
integrated solutions, to be implemented in a light tool.
The modules originally were two fuzzy evaluators, one
focusing on inventory management (estimating the
critical level of the items/components combining costs,
lead time, critical level on inspection etc) and another
one focusing on scheduling issues; both modules was
applying fuzzy rules in order to consider the stochastic
nature of the parameters and were integrated with the
simulator in order to have an iterative automated
optimisation/validation of the results.
The critical arising point was that the simulation model
to be used in this case was not including many
parameters fundamentals for some optimisation module
(i.e. details of the item logistics and material flows due
to the fact it is much less detailed) so it was difficult to
reuse the optimisers within this project. Vice-versa the
schedule evaluator was much more reusable and it was
possible to be implemented by available data as support
for the critical phases of settings and validation. So the
project was outlined, however due to the fact that a
significant amount of resources was allocated to
traditional FMECA analysis to another provider, it was
decided in this phase to develop just the schedule fuzzy
evaluator without optimisation. The fuzzy optimiser in
effect was using a simulator in close loop for iterating
the alternatives and evolving to overall planning
improvements; the solution defined was to develop the
fuzzy evaluator and to keep open space for further
developments of the optimiser. The technical
requirements were fixed and the conceptual model was
verified in order to guarantee the consistency,
introducing changes and updates based on the specific
case; for instance the original model was much generic,
emphasising multi-customers/users, while in this case
the single user allowed to a different tailoring with more
attention on single power plant site reports. Reporting
and Key Performance indexes were redefined based on
the user needs as well as user interface and database
integration. In the middle of the project, after the
completion of conceptual model definition, during early
phase of implementation a specific management
problem show up. The Power Plant Provider had the
necessity to evaluate different kit configuration to serve
these power plants, based on some preliminary analysis
carried out; however the evaluation was required in
pretty short term and without increasing the budget, so a
part of the development phase, that was proceeding
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quite efficiently, was moved to adapt a Monte-Carlo
simulator for inventory evaluation.
The authors decided to provide quickly two alternative
models for evaluating these phenomena: an analysis
based on queue theory and a Monte-Carlo simulator
adaptation from a similar case already available. This
approach was very satisfactory because allowed in very
short time, whit the resource available, to support the
decision, providing a comparison between the
preliminary independent estimations developed by the
company and the queue model, but also correcting these
quantities by the more comprehensive Monte-Carlo
model. The results obtained allowed to support the
relation between power plant user and provider in
defining the kits to be used in the inventory.
In the meantime the project evolved and the
implementation was completed; the first critical issue
was the model setting, originally based on similar case
experience from the authors.
However during the accreditation procedure with the
model users, it arises that some of the hypotheses from
the developers were too general and don’t guarantee to
provide a common baseline with the traditional
reference of the company; so it was decided to proceed
to a supervised setting & testing in order to guarantee
the model consistency; this approach required some
additional time, due to the necessity to coordinate
developers and users, however it was necessary to
guarantee the accreditation. After this phase common
tests were developed and the results were evaluated as
fully satisfactory from the evaluation model.
After the completion of the project, during the final
phase of period of guarantee, the team of the Power
Plant Company, more directly involved in overall
planning of inspections was interested to review the
models and the simulation; this provided an opportunity
to define possible developments in order to cover
additional aspects with special attention to a stochastic
more detailed simulation of planning and inventory
levels. Currently the authors are finalising a proposal for
proceeding in this direction by the development, in
multi steps, of different modules for simulating others
groups of power plants with high details and introducing
evolutionary optimisers (in close loop with this new
simulator) for inventory and schedule; while the final
phases of the project expect to have a full integration
with global “industrial optimisation” of the planning.
These new modules will be integrated with original
fuzzy evaluator for providing support to the hierarchical
estimation of the critical components of a planning
provided by the optimiser.
FUZZY MODEL INTRODUCTION
The idea of realising a Fuzzy Schedule Evaluator was
born from a real case to be analysed. The biggest Italian
company specialised in Power Plants realisation and
maintenance, had to build for an major customer a
group of 11 Combined Cycle Plants. The agreement

between the company and its customer included the
maintenance service for all the plants following the
principles of RCM (Reliability Centred Maintenance).
The previous fruitful cooperation among the company
and the authors, led to think to a possible advanced
research to be presented to the final customer as a value
added service. In effect the Authors had previous
experiences in developing ERP-Integrated set of tools
for maintenance and stock level control, applied in
different real industrial contexts, including software for
Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA/FMECA), a
scheduler and a simulator integrating Artificial
Intelligence (AI) techniques such as Genetic Algorithms
(GAs). The interest on the subject, led the research to be
developed on the subject of scheduling maintenance
actions on the plants. Combined Power plants in fact
have various kind of maintenance interventions, the
most important of them are Minor Inspections and
Major Inspections, that are made respectively each year
and each three years of activity of the plant, depending
on the Equivalent Operative Hours (EOH) of work,
typical of each turbine. Different kind of maintenance
requires also different kind of maintenance kits,
composed by spare parts characterised by utilisation
probability coefficients and time for refurbishment. This
is the reason why another theme on which the study in
object had focused was the determination of the
criticality of each different kit of spare parts. Usually,
the starting point for the definition of maintenance
planning is the fixing of the start-up date for each plant,
called PAC date. PAC dates of all plants are usually
distributed on a timeframe in such a way to optimise
resources and successive maintenance plans, in order to
have a homogeneous distribution of workloads. Starting
from the settled dates, the maintenance interventions
could be planned based on a series of limits and
constraints. Policies and constraints in a maintenance
plan for power plants could be of various kinds, but the
most important are:
- Strong constraints (e.g. contractual the customer does
want the stop for maintenance in a specific month of
the year)
- Regular constraints (e.g. the distance between two
minor inspections, where the turbine producer provide
just recommendations of the review interval)
- Weak constraints (e.g. requests of preference. not
specified in the contract framework)
These and other rules are the basis of the logical
processes introduced in the FUSE model. All the
constraints have been introduced in the schedule
evaluation system following the rules of Fuzzy Logic.

criticalities, so that experts can correct punctually the
main weaknesses of the planning.
The rules on which the evaluation schedule model is
based are the rules of maintenance for Power Plants,
plus specific rules introduced by the company for a
better management of the resources. Every rule has been
introduced in the model according to Fuzzy Logic. This
technique allows considering a wider range of
possibilities than traditional techniques. Introducing a
different weight for different kind of constraints and
considering more cases than simply true or false for the
respect of each condition, the Fuzzy Logic allows to
analyse in a more precise way a problem like the
evaluation of maintenance planning of power plants,
that is typically very complex, non-repetitive and so not
very provided with historical data.
The complexity of the problem is increased by the fact
that power plants to be maintained can be property of
different customers, or located on different sites, or both
conditions. These conditions have been considered in
the logic of the model because are fundamental for the
definition of some of the rules that allow to evaluate
planning. An additional problem is connected to the
availability of resources for maintenance in terms of
spare parts. As previously mentioned, different kits are
used for different inspections, and inside kits there are
different spare parts with their own usage/consumption
probability and lead-time for refurbishment. In order to
determine the need of spare parts and their availability
in relation to the maintenance plan, a further analysis on
the kit criticalities has been made in the framework of
the cooperation. The problem was in effect to define if
the forecast number of kits for each kind needed was
sufficient for the basic hypothesis on which the plan
was structured. As mentioned, the PAC dates of each
plant will determine more or less the period of the years
in the timeframe in which the different maintenance
inspections of each plant should be made. So, defining
the occurrence in the same time of same kind of
inspections on different plants, it is possible to define
how many kits for each kind are necessary to respect the
sequence of inspections, considering contemporaneous
or too near interventions. The Company divided the
plants into groups considering them as they were
belonging to different customers, based on an
homogeneous distance among different PAC dates, but
mostly on the analysis of different kits criticalities. The
groups of customers cycle among their plants the
different kits they have, so the planning and the kit
availability are very strictly connected.
THE LOGIC RULES AND CLASSES

THE FUZZY EVALUATION MODEL
The goal of FUSE research was to determine an
evaluation system based on advanced techniques in
order to provide a measurement of performance for a
maintenance plan determined by Subject Matter Experts
(SME), and able to identify where are located
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Fuzzy Logic principles need to follow a process based
on Fuzzyfication and Defuzzyfication of data. For this
reason the authors followed the below mentioned
approach. First of all, the model considers some
parameters that are typical of each plant, such as EOH

conversion coefficient (in hours), last minor inspection
date, last major inspection date, customer name and site.
Plants information is one of the input files of the model,
containing all constraints, while a second input file with
maintenance planning completes the data set. The data
available include among the others:
- Group id. Number and Name,
- Location Site (different plants could be on the same
site),
- Customer name (the same customer can hold various
groups on different sites),
- Last information update instant (if not yet working,
it’s the forecasted start up date),
- Working hours in the last update (delta from the last
major inspection)
- EOH factor for considering strain and stress of
components
- Last minor inspection date (this includes also major
dates due to the fact that major inspection includes
always a minor one)
- Last major inspection dates
- Interval between two minor inspections, same group
- Interval between two major inspections, same group
- Weight for the constraint on interval between two
major same group
- Interval between a minor inspection and a major
inspection, same group
- Weight for the constraint on interval between a major
inspection and a minor inspection same group
- Interval between two minor inspections on different
groups on same Site
- Weight for the constraint on interval between two
minor inspections on different groups on same Site
- Interval between two major inspections on different
groups on same Site
- Weight for the constraint on interval between two
major inspections on different groups on same Site
The scenario to be analyzed is really complex, in fact it
was necessary to consider intervals and constraints for
each planned maintenance. In order to do this it was
implemented a Fuzzy Logic Module inside. Also to
carry out an estimation of the maintenance planning
considering all the intervals and the constraints it was
applied Fuzzy Logic.
MINOR INSPECTION CONSTRAINT
8900
TV
V
G
L
TL

0
4150
8300
10375

0
4150
8300
10375
12450

4150
8300
10375
12450

0.00
0.00
0.71
0.29
0.00

After this session the model estimate if it is possible
stop the group in the month for the planned
maintenance. It was possible to define five different
classes to convert this constrain in Fuzzy Values where
TV means Too Close, V means Close, G means Perfect,
L means Far and TL means Too Far. In the example the
interval between the next Planned Maintenance and the
previous activate the G Class with a value of 0.71 and
the L Class with a value of 0.29. In the same way it was
defined the class for the interval between two major
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inspection, a minor and a major on the group the site
and the customer. Due the importance to respect of the
constraint between two major inspections in the
definition of the classes it’s necessary to assign a
specific weight to the respect of the different intervals.
Schedule Performance Metrics
The origins of these initiatives are related to the market
evolution of power plant service, with special attention
to Gas Turbine, obviously in this area the target
functions are related to some aspects:
Quality of the service
Power Plant Availability
Delays in Operations
Cost of the Services
Inventory Costs
Expedition Extra Costs
Direct & Indirect Costs
Constraints Respect
Contractual Terms
Technical Requirements
Other Aspects
The authors decided to use for measuring the overall
performance to combine together the different terms by
applying the overall fuzzy model by a hierarchical
approach that was able also to consider the time
distance in the future of the event versus an horizon
fuzzy factor, defined by the user, to have a smooth
estimation of impact of far future problems (i.e.
overlapping of two major inspection in 15 years in the
future is much less critical than the same event in the
next 12 months, because in the first case it could be
easily correct in advance, while the second don’t leave
degree of freedom). The Model attributes excellence to
the planning with a reading key, which enables to
understand where the most critical points are. The
simulator uses a hierarchical approach to identify the
excellence of the input planning. The final excellence is
the results of the excellence of the planned maintenance
of the each group of the scenario. The planned
maintenance quality is defined using Fuzzy Rules in
order to estimate the respect of the constraints. For each
planned maintenance the model calculates the intervals
between each planned maintenance in order to verify the
compatibility with the input constrains and these are
converted in Fuzzy measures using Triangular
Membership Classes with 50% overlapping.
Simulation Model Metrics
The simulator was estimating delays on the inspections
due to the unavailability of kits; the different kits with
their lead times and with the necessity to refurbish part
of the relative inventory was defined as stochastic
components; obviously these delays represent usually
just shift from the predefined planning, however they
could introduces additional problems as well as power

plant stoppage with very high costs. The authors
developed a risk level factor as metrics, this was the
probability to overpass a cumulative number of delays
during a timeframe over a set of turbines; to this risk
level corresponded an expected mean and standard
deviation on the delays on major and minor inspections
(aspects with different impact). By the simulation it was
possible to obtain an estimation about the current
situation, and the obtainable situation with a different
number of kits; these results provided a significant
improvement in term of delay reduction. Currently the
results obtained are confirming the expectations and the
statistical database of effective performance is growing.
CONCLUSIONS

8.

9.

10.

11.

Based on these developments it was possible to
complete in quite short term, with very reduced
resources a challenging problem. The stronghold in this
development was an extensive development of the
expertises and experience in this field: it was evident
that previous conceptual models were well defined and
guaranteed possibility to be tailored. Vice-versa the
implementation, data integration, and target functions
were
requesting
a
significant
cooperation
developers/users. It was confirmed that management
criteria are heavily related to the case study, however
the flexibility of the original model architecture allowed
to proceed successfully in retuning the model to new
policies, providing satisfactory reference baseline.
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ABSTRACT
One of the main thesis of different simulator vendors is
that all good simulators are arranged internally more or
less in the same way. It is not the truth. The article describes and compares 3 generations of simulation technologies for fossil power plants.
INTRODUCTION
This article is devoted to the consideration of different
technologies for developing the models of fossil power
units used by development engineers in the world. Depending on the used technologies for developing these
models the authors distinguish the three generations of
simulators for fossil power plants. The main features of
models of each generations are described below.
One of the main thesis, which, as a rule, the development
engineers of different companies uphold, consists of the
fact that all good simulators are arranged more or less in
the same way. Therefore the question, where to place the
order for a simulator, consists for the Customer mainly of
the price and the personal preference.
SIMULATORS WE ARE SPEAKING ABOUT
First of all, we must mention, which simulators are involved here.
The persons of different specialties are engaged in the
electricity production. It is clear that all of them must be
trained, and the different specialists must be trained in the
different way and with the different means of training.
In this article it is a question of training means for the
boiler and turbine operators.
The professional skill of operators includes as minimum
the two main components:
• Theoretical knowledge, for example, the knowledge
of maintenance manuals
• Skill (or practical skills) to control the power unit.
In this article we don’t concern the theoretical knowledge, while we discuss only the simulators, the main goal
of which is the training of practical skills.
Now the following question is natural: which practical
skills of operators should be trained? It is evident, for
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example, that the operators need the practical skills including the motor ones and for working with control system installed at the unit – it can be either the traditional
automatic control system (ACS) with operating board or
the modern DCS. In this case, even if ACS covers completely all the regimes of equipment operation, while this
completeness is realized far from always, and even if the
ACS utilization factor is high, the situations appear frequently in the real operation, when the operator must
make decisions on controlling the power unit and to carry
out them in operation under conditions of rigid limit of
time. This skill must me trained.
It should be noted beforehand that many development
engineers of simulators, which can be used in the best
case for training the operators to work with ACS, try to
persuade the potential customers that if the simulator can
be used for training to work with ACS, it can be used the
more so for training the operators to control the power
unit in the complicated technological situations. But it is
not the same in reality.
WHAT DETERMINES THE INSTANTANEOUS
VALUES OF PARAMETERS IN A REAL LIFE
Before describing the different technologies for simulating the dynamic processes it is necessary to give to the
reader, which is far from dynamics problems, the explanation, what determines the instantaneous values of different physical parameters in the real physical system.
We take for it the example. Let us have a cold room,
where we have just switch on a heating device. What
determines the air temperature in this room in 1 minute?
In 5 minutes? In other time?
It is clear that the more powerful are the heating device,
the warmer is in the room in 1 minute and in 5 minutes.
Thus, a temperature in the room depends in each moment
on the “consumption” of coming heat. We put intentionally the word “consumption” relatively to heat in quotation marks, because we don’t speak in such way about
heat in our everyday life, though just this word defines
the essence of matter.
And what is when a small hinged window pane or even
the window are open in the room. It is evident that the
temperature in room will be in 1 minute less than in the
first case, but by how much less, it depends on the fact,
what is open – the small hinged window pane or the window itself.

Thus, really the temperature in the room depends in each
moment of time on imbalance of the flows of coming and
leaving heat.
On what else does the temperature in the room depend in
1 minute after beginning of heating from? That is evident
that it depends on the initial temperature in room. On
what else? From the sizes of the room itself – than less is
the size of room, the quicker it is heated with the same
heating devices. It means that the less is the size of room,
the warmer will be in it in 1 minute after beginning of
heating with the same other conditions.
Thus, if to use the more formal language, the air temperature in a room is an integral of the flows of coming and
leaving heat. The integration rate depends on the room
sizes in the reversed proportion and more formally – on
the general heat capacity of the room.
We considered the question of temperature. The same
judgments and conclusions are applied to pressures, but
in the case flows are a consumption of substance. The
pressure in some point of real physical system is the integral of imbalance of coming and leaving substance. The
coefficient at integral is inversely proportional to the inner volume (capacity) of the given point.
It will be shown furthermore that the application of these
ideas to the development of power units models was the
serious step forward in the technology of simulating fossil power plants.
GENERATIONS OF SIMULATORS
In this Chapter three generations of simulators are determined on the basis of approach used for the creation of
object models, and their characteristics are given.
Simulators That Include A Model Directly Reproducing The Known Processes Of The Object
For simulators of the first generation (S1G) the models
are constructed on the basis of known static and dynamic
characteristics of the object. In the most cases the experimental data obtained directly at the operating object
are the source of these characteristics. The off-line calculation methods can be sometimes used to obtain some
characteristics. For example, in the past for some simulator projects in Russia the curves of transient response
were first calculated on the basis of so called “Normative
method of calculating the dynamic characteristics of onethrough boilers”, while then the model was developed on
the basis of these transient response curves. On the whole
the model is constructed as a software system, which reproduces the known regimes and processes of the object.
In this case the model structure reproduces primarily the
structure of channels, which link the input effects with
the outlet variables. In essence the object becomes the
black box: its technological structure and design characteristics, which lie in the basis of how it works, remain
outside the model frameworks. The dynamic characteristics, on the reproduction of which the model is based, are
usually treated as the linear ones. In the very insidious
cases the coefficients of transfer functions approximating
them put in a dependence on some parameter that is considered to be a decisive one, for example, on the load. It
is natural that the principle of superposition is used for
calculating the reactions on a combination of inlet effects.
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This principle can apply to any linear system. The intermediate regimes and processes, for which the experimental (or off-line calculated) data are absent, are realized by
means of an interpolation. The regimes and processes
outside the region of known data are obtained by using an
extrapolation.
The essential advantages of such models are:
• a problem of securing the solution stability is practically absent, because the number of feedback’s is
minimal; it allows to carry out the calculations with
the relatively large steps in time, i.e. with the small
expenditure of computer time, and it reduces substantially the demands of calculating capacity of
computers used for simulation;
• a possibility to separate strictly the work on development models between the specialists of different
professions: some of them determine the characteristics and construct the scheme of channels, while the
other ones reproduce these scheme and characteristics in the computer; the latter specialist – mathematicians and programmers – must not at all understand
the technology and physics of the processes.
On the other hand this approach has some essential shortcomings:
• low accuracy being the result, first of all, of the fact
that the substantially nonlinear object (the power unit
is a perfectly such object) is reproduced as a linear
one and, secondly, due to the fact that any initial
characteristics obtained in experiments on a real object are known to have not a high accuracy;
• low reliability of the processes, which can be reproduced with such model for the intermediate (interpolation) regimes and especially those coming outside
the frameworks of experimental data (extrapolation),
in particular, for the start-ups;
• such model can’t be constructed for the object, for
which the experimental characteristics haven’t been
determined, i.e. for the object being in the stage of
design, construction or mounting.
The result of low model’s accuracy and reliability consists of the fact that the thermal and mass balances are
quite often not fulfilled in them, and the users first of all
define this shortcoming.
Simulators That Include A Model Based On Conservation Equations With Coefficients Obtained From
An Experiment
The recognition of fact that the models must be constructed directly on the basis of physical laws, which define the functioning of real object, became a significant
step ahead in the area of developing the models of power
units. First of all, they are the laws of conservation of
energy (heat), mass and momentum. For example, the
application of laws of conservation for developing the
models has obtained in the USA the name of application
of «the main principles». They are the same laws, which
we spoke about in the previous chapter.
The laws of conservation are mathematically written as
the differential balance equations. The heat balance is
described by an equation, where the time derivative for
temperature or heat content is proportional to the difference between the consumption’s of heat supplied and

removed from the working medium. The temperature
itself, or heat content, is calculated by integrating this
difference (imbalance).
The heat balance equations are written for all components
and working media under consideration, for example, for
steam flowing through the superheater bank, flue gases
given the heat to this bank, metal of bank tubes and so on.
The mass balance can be described by an equation, where
the time derivative of pressure is proportional to the imbalance of flow rates of supplied or removed working
medium (steam and/or water, flue gases etc.). The pressure itself is calculated by integrating this imbalance.
The object is already not a black box in the model based
on the set of differential balance equations. As the equations are written for the interconnected object’s components, the structure of balance equations and their interconnection reflect the structure of object’s components.
The principal questions are: how to determine the heat
consumption or flow rate of working medium (steam,
water, gases) being present in the balance equations as
well as to determine the coefficients of derivatives, from
which the dynamics of processes in simulator depends.
We will consider it on the example of heat balance equation for the metal of bank tubes of platen superheater of a
boiler (not taking into account the metal distribution
along the wall length and thickness):
Mּ cm dtm/dτ = αout Sout (Тg - Tm) - αin Sin (tm – t)
where M is a metal mass of bank tubes,
cm is a specific heat of metal
αout is a coefficient of outside heat transfer (from gases to
metal)
Sout is a heating surface on the gas side
αin is a coefficient of inside heat transfer (from metal to
steam)
Sin is a heating surface from the steam side
Тg is a temperature of flue gases (average)
Tm is a metal temperature (average)
t is a steam temperature (average)
τ is a time.
The difference between the heat flow from gases to the
outer metal side (usually that is a heat supplied to metal)
and the heat flow from inner metal side to steam (usually
that is the heat removed from metal) is written in the right
side of equation. The flows link this equation with balance equations of other components:
• balance of gases heat in the area of platens, where
the same flow that is outer for metal is the heat removed from gases;
• heat balance of steam, where the heat flow that is
inner for metal is the heat supplied to steam.
The calculation of these flows during simulation represents some difficulties. First of all, it concerns the determination of heat transfer coefficients and especially the
coefficient of heat transfer from gases to metal. The problem consists of the fact that in the area of platens there
are both heat transfers by radiation (due to the high gases
temperature) and convection (due to the velocity of gases
motion). The heat transfer coefficient for each kind of
these heat transfers depends on the composition of flue
gases, their temperature, the geometric characteristics of
platens and gas duct etc.
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The accurate calculation of these heat rates for all operating regimes of boiler could be fulfilled on the basis of
formulae and recommendations of the widely known in
Russia “Normative method of thermal calculation of
boiler plants”, which contains for it all necessary recommendations. However, this procedure is very complicated
and demands a large number of initial design data.
It is much easier to determine these rates from the experimental data obtained at the real object. It is possible
to see that these two heat flows for metal (supplied and
removed ones) are equal in a steady mode of power unit
operation. It is quite simple to calculate the heat flow to
steam for a steady mode of the real unit, if the steam flow
rate and pressure as well as the steam temperature before
and after platens are known. All these parameters are
measured, as a rule, on all power units. If a development
engineer has the information for some steady modes, he
can try to invent an approximating function for calculation of heat flows from gases to metal and from metal to
gas depending on some parameters really measured at the
power unit. For example, it is possible to construct the
approximation function depending on the gases temperature in some point of gas path, where the gases temperature is measured at the real power unit. In our case it is
not obligatory if this gases temperature were the gases
temperature in the platens area, because there is a correlation between the gases’ temperatures in the different
points of gas path. At last it is possible to approximate
not the heat flows themselves, but to make the approximation of heat transfer coefficients from gas to metal and
from metal to steam on their base. Then it should be necessary to calculate in simulator the heat flow by multiplying the “supposed” value of heat transfer coefficient obtained on the basis of approximation procedure by the
heat transfer surface and the temperature difference.
The same approach can be also used for another components of boiler and turbine.
It should be specially spoken about the coefficient of derivative, on which the dynamic properties of metal temperature in the area of platens (in our example) in the
model will depend. In its physical sense this coefficient
represents the general heat capacity of platen metal. The
basic meaning of this heat capacity, which should be adjusted in the dynamic calculations depending on the current metal temperature, can be determined on the basis of
detailed analysis of initial design and constructive data.
Another method consists of the simple using as adjusting
coefficients the coefficients of derivatives in the balance
equation (not only for the heat and not only for the
metal). For any particular transient process (unloading,
shut-down, cold start etc.) by changing and adjusting
these coefficients you can realize the dynamic properties
of power unit, which correspond to Customer’s understanding or interpretation of how the power unit works.
Of course the customer’s understanding is based upon his
experience. I.e. again the coefficients of model equation
are determined on the basis of experimental data.
The coefficient of derivative can be tuned to satisfy the
customer’s interpretation if some static parameters (heat
transfer coefficients, temperature differences, heat fluxes
themselves) are calculated very accurately. Some authors
call it the separation of static and dynamic problems

(while the nature “solves” these problems jointly – as the
only problem).
We call the simulators using the models of such type as
the second generation simulators (S2G). They have the
substantial advantages before S1G, first of all because
they reproduce in much more details the object’s structure and the physics of processes. The balance of heat and
mass in all components and in the model on the whole is
brought together in principle. It is easier to obtain the
initial information from the real power plant, which the
development engineer of S2G is using in the development, than for S1G, for which the much higher accuracy
is required. It is here mainly a question of information on
the static (steady state) and dynamic regimes of equipment operation, which can be obtained in some cases
without the special tests of equipment – by the method of
passive experiment.
However the same shortcomings are inherent in these
models as in the models S1G:
• uncertainties in the accuracy and reliability of reproducing the unsteady regimes, for which the experimental data are absent (for start-ups, for not expected
modes etc.)
• difficulties in developing such model for the object,
which has no working prototype
• etc
These shortcomings are the result of the fact that in developing such models as well as the models S1G, though
to a lesser degree, the development engineers come «from
processes to processes» - from the processes that in one
way or the other are fixed at the real object, to the processes, which are implemented on the model. Such models
are quite convenient for the simulator development engineers, because in developing them they are responsible
not for the model adequacy in any processes and regimes
of objects, but for its adequacy only in the regimes, the
data for which were received from Customer. The main
goal is to satisfy the Customer’s expectations. There appears to be the main reason, why the majority of simulators’ development engineers not only in Russia, but in the
world are still developing S2G.
Simulators That Include A Model Based On Balance
Equations With Coefficients Obtained From Design
Data
The static and dynamic characteristics of real power unit
are determined by a large number of factors, which can
be arbitrarily divided in the following groups:
• main design parameters of equipment that are chosen
in the design stage and are subject to the accurate
evaluation such as:
•
values of heating surfaces in the different zones
of boiler,
• cross section for gas passing through the different zones of boiler,
• amount and design parameters of high-pressure
heaters and low-pressure heaters,
• metal mass of separate components of equipment
• etc
• Parameters generalizing some set of made design
decisions, which are at the design stage not subject to
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the accurate calculation for the concrete equipment;
however basing on the designs the values of such parameters can be preliminarily evaluated on the basis
of statistical data generalization for the similar
equipment; the preliminarily estimates can be later
adjusted after the completion of mounting and the
putting the equipment into operation; for example,
such parameters include:
• rate of use for different heating surfaces
• thermal resistance of insulation
• height of flame in furnace
• etc
• Outside factors not depending on the design parameters of power unit such as:
• Composition of fuel coming at the present moment (for example, in some moment of time the
fuel may have the elaborated moisture content or
the boiler can operate with the mixture of different fuels)
• Ambient air temperature
• Temperature of cooling water
• etc
• Factors depending on the distinctions of power unit
maintenance such as:
• Degree of heating surface contamination in boilers, of tubes in condenser etc
• Value of air suctions in the different boiler elements and in the turbine condenser,
• etc
The operator interprets the properties of power unit
through automatic control system installed on the object.
Therefore the additional factors effecting on the perception of power unit properties by a man are:
• properties of measuring transducers and special features of their mounting,
• Properties of DCS
To take into account all these factors is so difficult, when
the simulator is developed. It is also one of the reasons,
why the technology of developing the models S2G was
for a long time the main technology for developing the
power unit models.
However the technologies has to evaluate, and it was
necessary to make the next principle step. The result of
this step was the technology of developing the models for
simulators of the third generation (S3G).
The main features of modeling technology S3G are the
following:
1. The modeling is based on the so called main principles:
• laws of balancing heat, mass and momentum,
• equations of water, steam and gaseous mixtures
equations,
• criteria equations of heat transfer
2. The united system of differential and algebraic equations, which describes its behavior in all operating
regimes (from the cold start-up initial state till the
nominal state of unit operation with full load) is constructed for the power unit being modeled.
3. All coefficients of this system of equations are directly of indirectly determined on the bases of design
data of modeled object.

4.

The values of a main amount of coefficients in these
equations (no less than 95% from them in accordance
with our estimation), which depend on the design
equipment parameter that are subject to the accurate
estimation, can be precisely calculated. These values
are determined at the initial stage of simulator development and are the final ones. It means that the development engineer doesn’t change the values of
these coefficients in the process of adjustment and
testing. A case represents the exception, when the
mistake is found in determining some coefficient.
5. The values of statistically estimated and generalized
parameters are evaluated. The coefficients in equations, which depend on them, are calculated by
means of these values. In Russia the statistical
evaluation of generalized parameters for boiler plants
are taken from “Normative method for calculating
boiler plants”. For example, there are the statistical
estimates of heat loss in environment, air flows in
flue gases in the regenerative air heaters, rate of use
for the heating surfaces in gas ducts of the boilers of
different type and so on.
6. The method of statistical evaluation is also used for
the factors depending on the special features of
power unit operation.
7. If necessary, the values of statistically estimated parameters are furthermore corrected.
8. The external factors effecting on the equipment behavior must be for the models S3G the boundary
conditions, which can be effectively changed in the
process of operation. It means, for example, that a
start-up of unit can be begun at S3G with the usual
fuel and finished with a wet fuel.
An example of statistically estimated coefficient is the
coefficient connecting the heat loss in environment with
the difference of current metal temperature and ambient
air temperature. If it will be so in future that within the
frameworks of simulator and with these coefficients the
power unit is cooled quicker or slower than in reality, the
coefficients are corrected in the corresponding side - and
nothing more.
The technology S3G makes the following important steps
in comparison with S2G:
• the calculations of heat flows, water and steam flows
in all regimes of modeled equipment operation are
carried out on the basis of accurate formulas, and no
approximation is used
• the heat capacities and inside volumes of all elements
of power unit are taken correctly into account; in this
case their values are not used as the adjusting coefficients for achievement of the necessary dynamic
characteristics; the object model works directly with
the initially calculated specific quantities of metal
and the inside volumes of all power unit elements
Due to all above mentioned, S3G has the following important consumers’ properties:
• sufficiently accurate reproduction of any static regime of equipment operation; for example, a special
testing of a few S3G installed in training center of
Moscow 26-th power plant showed that the discrepancy of values of the main static parameters of power
unit operation at the simulators and at the similar re-
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gimes of real equipment operation falls in the measurement error
• sufficiently accurate reproduction of any dynamic
regime of equipment operation
• there is a possibility to train the personnel to power
unit start-ups from any thermal conditions
• the models S3G allow to Customer to pay attention
on the potential problems of measuring devices of
real objects (transducers, thermocouples) or real
DCS, because if a parameter of a steady mode in
simulator and real object are not coincided, in many
cases just the parameter in simulator is correct, while
there is a problem at the real power unit either with
the DCS or with the measurement devices
It is reasonably safe to say that S3G go not from the processes to the processes, as S1G and S2G do, but they go
from the design data to the processes. The task of S3G
development engineer consists of the fact to model correctly on the basis of design data the static and dynamic
properties of separate elements, which form the power
unit (furnace, platen superheater, pipeline, turbine valve,
condenser, high- and low pressure heaters etc.); and then
any variant of start-up, correct or not correct, can be reproduced in simulator from any thermal condition by
natural way without the additional adjustments of simulator.
In fact the S3G is more than just a tool for training of
beginners. In addition it is a tool for increasing the skill
of the most experienced and skilled operators. They can
test here any situations, which rarely occur. An adequate
and explainable reaction will be in the result.
There is a sufficiently simple method for Customer to
understand, either the development engineer creates S3G
or not. As a result of development of simulator the Customer will receive in the best case S2G, if the development engineer:
• asks as the initial data for modeling from Customer
the information on dynamic properties of real object,
but not only the design data
• drag the specialists of Customer to the development
of simulator before the moment of beginning its tests
COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATORS OF
DIFFERENT GENERATIONS
The models S1G are still used by the developer engineers, for which the creation of simulators is not the main
professional activity. These models can be used for the
following purposes:
• connection with a model of real DCS for the debugging of relatively simple DCS components and training of operator for working with these components
• initial training of the beginners, for which it is still
early to fulfill at simulator the complex regimes and
which can not yet evaluate the adequacy of simulator
model
The S2G is a serious step ahead to the quality of modeling in comparison with S1G. As a rule the developers of
S2G simulators are professionals in the field.
At present the most part of commercially developed
simulators are the S2G simulators. The S2G allows to
achieve the acceptable quality of technological process

modeling with its careful implementation in the case, if
the main goal of training is formulated in such way:
• the training is limited by some multitude of beforehand defined operations
• the training is begun from the beforehand coordinated initial conditions (for example, the unloading
of power unit from 100 to 70%, the power unit startup from the beforehand agreed initial conditions)
• the training is carried out by the beforehand known
scenarios (the unloading of power unit from 100 to
70% must be fulfilled only by the beforehand determined way)
Many development engineers of S2G are proud by the
fact that they drag the Customer’s specialists to the simulator development at the early stages of the development
and that they use the data from the real object. They declare that it is the only way to approach the simulator to
the real power unit.
Reading this description of simulators’ generations,
somebody from S2G development engineers can assert
the following:
• All leading development engineers develop S3G.
Only the procedure of determining the same coefficients in the same equations is different.
• The practice showed that there is a possibility to determine the same coefficients on the basis of static
and dynamic properties of the power units.
Is it so? The equations of S3G models operates on the
concept of metal mass (and by means of mass the heat
capacity of this metal is calculated for the current temperature of metal) of not heated boiler surfaces: headers,
by-pass tubes etc. The concrete values of mass for all
such elements (for example, the by-pass tubes before the
1st injection, the supply headers, a header of the 1st injection, the outlet header and so on) are calculated in S3G by
development engineers on the basis of design data, and
they are placed in the model. Due to the distribution of
object in the space, the not heated element has an independent meaning, and its mass can’t be simply added to
the mass of heated element. It is impossible to determine
separately the mass of heated and not heated surfaces on
the basis of experimental dynamic properties of boiler:
unlike the direct problem of determining the sum by the
items the reverse problem of division of sum to the items
has no solution. Therefore, if a simulator development
engineer is using in the process of model development the
dynamic data from object or if he attracts the Customer’s
specialists to the development of simulators before the
tests, it means that such simulators use the other equations in comparison with S3G. For example, these other
equations unlike the S3G equations don’t take into account the distribution of specific amount of metal along
the spatial coordinate. To our knowledge, practically nobody from the leading world producers of simulators for
fossil power plants even don’t ask the Customer to present the detailed data on the not heated surface of boiler.
It means that their equations don’t take into account the
heat storage in metal of these surfaces.
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THE PRESENT STATE OF THE ART IN THE
WORLD SIMULATOR ENGINEERING
The Russian company “Power plant simulators” takes the
leading positions in Russia in the area of development of
simulators for training the operators of boilers and turbines due to the development of S3G.
In January 2004 the specialists of company took part in
the annual conference “Fossil Simulation and Training”,
which was organized within the frameworks of “2004
Western Simulation MultiConference” by International
Society for Computer Simulation (SCS). A lot of leading
world simulator vendors participated in the conference.
The Russian company “Power plant simulators” has
demonstrated at this Conference the abilities of its simulators and made a plenary report.
The main subject of Russian representatives’ report was
the technology of developing models for S3G, which is
successfully used by this Russia company at the Russian
market already for more that 10 years. More than 20
simulators were developed by this technology and are
used successfully in Russian electric power industry.
What is more, it is exactly due to the high quality of
models the simulators of this Russian company were chosen as the basic software for organizing the International
competitions of professional skills of fossil power plants
operators - Cyberthon. These competitions have been
twice successfully organized in the beginning in Republic
of South Africa and then – in Russia. It is planned to
carry out in October of 2004 the next international competitions of professional skills of fossil power plants operators - Cyberthon-2004.
At the discussion, which took place at the Conference
“Fossil Simulation and Training”-2004 after the report of
Russian representatives, it was evident that no one companies participated in the Conference is ready today to
develop a simulator for fossil power plant on the basis of
design data as it was done by company “Power plant
simulators”. All of them demand the intensive participation of Customer’s specialists in the process of developing simulator from the beginning. In fact it means that all
of them are developing only S2G.
Why does the simulator engineering stop at the boundary
of S2G? Is it possible that the leading world producers
were not able to create the simulation technologies for
S3G? Certainly they could do it. But the conditions in the
simulator engineering industry were developed in such
way that the technology of creating S2G was extremely
convenient for the development engineers including as
well from the commercial point of view. And the Customer knew nothing that was better. It was explained to
Customer that there was no other way for developing the
qualitative simulator. IAEA (International Atomic Energy
Agency) helped unintentionally to the simulator development engineers in this problem: IAEA made a decision
that each nuclear power plant has to have s simulator. It
signified that the power plant has not only to spend
money for simulator, but it has in addition to be pleased
with this simulator (if the simulator is not suitable for
training the personnel, it is formally impossible to maintenance the nuclear power plant). The development engineers explained to Customer that if the situation has been
formed, when the Customer was interested essentially in

the quality of simulator more than the development engineer itself, the Customer has to help to the development
engineer to create a good product. So the Customer really
became the coauthor of simulator. Using it the development engineer shifted to the Customer a responsibility for
the simulator quality: the Customer provides its own engineers and presents the regimes, while the development
engineer makes in essence “all you wish”.
Gradually such approach has migrated from the nuclear
power plants to the fossil ones, because the Customers
from fossil power plants were constantly “educated” that
the experience of developing the simulators for nuclear
power plants was the most advanced in the world.
In fact the transfer to S3G means for development engineer that he takes all the responsibility for himself. In this
case the Customer keeps away from the development, and
its natural role of outside critic of simulator quality is
returned to him. Who needs in such responsibility, if the
Customer doesn’t require it?
About 10 years ago, when the favorable scientificresearch contacts between Russia and West were begun,
the “advanced” technologies of developing S2G prevailing in the world came in Russia and mainly in the nuclear
power industry. The situation is natural in the world,
when the same companies that specialized in simulators
for nuclear power plants receive the large contracts and
develop also the simulators for the fossil power plants.
There is another situation in Russia: the leading Russian
producers of simulators for NPP have yet not managed to
develop no one serious simulator for a fossil power unit
or power plant. One of the reasons consists of the high
prices, with which these development engineers got used
to work (if a nuclear power plant is obliged to have a
simulator in any case, it is possibly to increase the price).
However we believe that the question concerns not only
the price. First S3G began to appear in Russia approximately in the same time, and from year to year the more
and more power engineers know that these simulators are
of very high quality.

•

CONCLUSIONS
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To get a next contract for simulator, the development
engineers bring forward often as the evidence of their
successful activity the examples of other “successful”
projects claiming that the Customer was pleased with its
simulator. The situation in simulator engineering, when
“the Customer is pleased”, convinces little somebody.
There are many reasons, why a Customer can be pleased
with simulator. The different people can be pleased on
the side of the same Customer. For example, a chief manager of a power plant can be pleased in public with simulator, while the ordinary operators can be not pleased.
The chief manager can be pleased in public, because he
paid money for the simulator and, he can’t confess that
these expenditures didn’t justify the expectations. Another reason, why somebody can be pleased with the
available S2G, simply because he was not familiar with a
S3G.
The conclusion that S3G use the different equations and
the different technology for simulating the power unit in
comparison with S2G, which was substantiated above in
this article, can explain many things:
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why the situation is practically unbelievable, when
an operator of high class, which is well acquainted
with some S3G, can be not pleased with it and at the
same time to be pleased with some S2G
• why it is possible successfully to carry out with S3G
the competitions of professional skills of fossil
power plants operators including the international
ones and suggesting to the participants to fulfill the
most complicated tests continuing for hours; the different teams of operators fulfill in these tests the
hundreds of different control operation in the different sequence, while the simulator reacts adequately
on all their actions
• etc
To order of a S2G instead of a S3G can be justified from
the viewpoint of Customer only in a case, if the S2G
simulator is in few times cheaper than the S3G, because
the customers’ qualities of S3G and S2G simply cannot
be compared.
At present according to our understanding of the situation, no one leading world simulator vendor for fossil
power plants except of Russian company “Power plant
simulators” has not even declared that he has been developing a S3G. Even if somebody will start today to change
his own technology of simulation to S3G, he needs a few
years for creating the necessary software and for development his first S3G.
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According to the Kalman’s approach (Kalman et al.
1969), the state space model of the continuous processes
U, X, Y, x (0), f , g, t
(1)

ABSTRACT

is described by the transition (f) and output (g) functions
in the continuous time t:

In Direct Computer Mapping the simple building blocks
of the conservational and informational processes are
mapped onto the generic “active” and “passive”
elements of an executable program. The recently
developed Generic Bi-layered Net model provides a
common framework for the simulation of the hybrid
(continuous and discrete, quantitative and qualitative)
balance-based and rule-based processes. The common
features of the process models are represented by a bilayered net of variable structure that also determines the
network (ring) structures of the influence routes and
flux routes, as well as the Ganntt Chart view of the
process.
INTRODUCTION
The computer modeling of the continuous and discrete
processes have been evolving in three different ways.
The processes are usually described by a set of
algebraic, differential and/or integral equations IPDAE
(Pantelides, 2001). The ‘a priori’ (white box) models are
derived from the simple first principle primitives, and
then they are transformed into various sophisticated
mathematical constructs. The ‘a posteriori’ (black box)
models differ only in the origin, but the numerical
solution of the identified mathematical equations is
similar.
Artificial Intelligence developed various knowledgebased methods without the explicit consideration of
domain specific structures and of fundamental
conservation laws. The attempts to bridge this gap, with
various kinds of qualitative models were not successful
enough,
because
the
qualitative
knowledge
representation evolved on its own, without effective
connection to the quantitative modeling. The execution
of the hybrid, discrete / continuous models is a difficult
question, because the usual integrators do not tolerate
the discrete events, while the usual representation of the
continuous processes cannot be embedded into the
discrete models conveniently.
The general formal models of the systems had be
developed before the powerful computers appeared.
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•

x (t ) = f ( x ( t ), u ( t ), t )
y(t ) = g( x ( t ), u ( t ), t )

(2)

where,
u ( t ) ∈ U = the input variables,
x ( t ) ∈ X = the state variables and
y( t ) ∈ Y = the output variables
of the process. The abstract automaton representation of
the discrete processes describes the same in the discrete
time k.

The General Net Theory (Brauer 1980) describes a
generalized net model for the description of the
structures. Many net models, like the early appeared and
very innovative Petri Net (Petri 1962), as well as the
various State-Transition Nets belong to the above
family.
Many recently used engineering methods had been
established before the onset of powerful computers.
Modeling starts either from the consideration of changes
in characteristic measures, or from the rules and signs.
Next this is transformed into mathematical construct. It
usually cannot be solved, should be discretisized, and
finally, the computer executes simple arithmetical steps.
In Direct Computer Mapping DCM (Csukás and
Bánkuti, 2003a), we can map the simple building blocks
of the conservational and informational processes onto
the generic “active” and “passive” elements of an
executable program (see Fig.1.). The balance elements
and the signs, as well as the elementary transitions and
the rules can be described by brief uniform programs,
executed by the same kernel algorithm. Direct
Computer Mapping of process models allows the
computer to know explicitly about the very structures
and bounds of the physical world. In this knowledge
representation, the model is organized rather by the
transitions, than by the state. The key issue is that the
computational software (and hardware) can copy the
natural structure and building elements of the
investigated problem.

where X j contains any structured data set, and operator
Mathematical construct

ψ j describes how y j changes the state via the channels

g j . The active elements A are characterized by the
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Figure 1: The idea of the Direct Computer Mapping
GENERIC BI-LAYERED
COMPLEX PROCESSES

NET

MODEL

OF

The recently developed Generic Bi-layered Net model
(Csukás and Bánkuti, 2003b) is a theoretically
established and practically validated powerful
realization of the Direct Computer Mapping. It is a
special case of the General Net Theory on the one hand,
as well as an explicitly structured, generic combination
of the state space model and of the abstract automaton.

that comes from the passive elements through the
channels b i :
 x i [b i ]
(16)
∀ a i → ϕi ∈ Φ; ϕi = 

i
i y ig 

[ ]

The operators ψ i ∈ Ψ and ϕ i ∈ Φ may be anything
from a simple input/output mapping to a brief
program, calculating the elementary process or the rule.
Variable r designates the geometrical and/or the
property coordinates of the distributed systems and/or
population balances. As an example, the GBN
implementation of a simple hybrid automaton (of the
Single Switch Server problem) is shown in Fig. 2.

The generic, bi-layered net model can be defined by the
ten-tuplet of
P, A, B, G, X, Y, Φ, Ψ , r, t
(6)
where

P, A , B ∪ G

(

)

)

∃ j b(τ ) | ∀ p j (τ ), a i (τ ) ∈ j b(τ )
i

(

)

(10)

and active→passive data flows
G (τ ) ⊂ A(τ ) × P(τ )
i g j (τ ) = a i (τ ), p j (τ ) ∈ G (τ )

(11)
(12)

(
)
∃i g(τ) | ∀(a i (τ), p j (τ))∈ i g(τ)
j
∃g j (τ ) | ∀(a i (τ), p j (τ))∈g j (τ)
i

A

fA

(13)
(14)

a1 a7

cA

p5

B

p8 p3

fB

cB

p6

C

p9

fC

p14 p11

cC Σt

TS

p10 p13 p12
Σx ΣP

ST

connections for the j-th passive element. Similarly,
index i defines the ordered sets of the existing output
( i g (18)) and input ( b i (10)) connections for the i-th
active element. Variable τ denotes the optional points or
intervals of the continuous or discrete time t, declaring
the existence of the respective elements and relations.
The passive elements P are associated with state
variables X j and with an operator, describing the

[ ]

y g 
∀ p j → X j ∈ X; ψ j ∈ Ψ; ψ i =  j j  (15)
j
 jx jb 

[ ]
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a2 a8

a3 a9

a12 a11

a10 a4 a5 a6

Figure 2: The network view of a simple hybrid model
Two examples for the passive elements and one
example for an active element are the followings:
 ∆M A1 =1 y1 ∆M A 4 = 4 y1 
p1 → Ψ1 : 

1x 7 = M A 
 1 x1 = M A
(17)
∆M A := M A + ∑ i y1
i

respectively. Index j designates the ordered sets of the
existing output ( j b (9)) and input ( g j (14))

change of the state:

p7 p2

p4

(7)
(8)
(9)

∃ j b(τ ) | ∀ p j (τ ), a i (τ ) ∈ j b(τ )
i

M

is a net. The communication

channels B and G determine the passive→active
B(τ ) ⊂ P(τ ) × A(τ )
j b i (τ ) = p j (τ ), a i (τ ) ∈ B(τ )

(

p15
p1

p10 → Ψ10

St =11 y10 St =10 y10
:
∀ i 10 x i = St






St = Prod A ∨ Prod B ∨ Prod C ∨ Setup ∨ Wait
(18)
In the network view of the net we can interpret the
alternating,
connected,
ordered
set
of
the
communication channels
(19)
j1 b i1 , i1 g j2 , j2 b i 2 , i 2 g j3 , jn b i n , i n g jn +1

{

}

They are called influence routes, which determine a
special network structure. The influence routes carry the
influence. E.g. the perturbation of the content X j1 of
the element p j1 affects the content X jn +1 of the element
p jn +1 , according to the influence:

{j ∆x i (t1 ) , i ∆y j , j ∆x(t 2 )i , ... , i
1

1

1

2

2

2

n

∆y jn +1

}

(20)
where j ∆x i and i ∆y j refer to the perturbation of the
state and the change, respectively. The sensitivity and
its special forms, such as observability and
controllability can be studied by means of the influence
route network. The minimal (generating) influence
routes are the basic edges. The maximal influence
routes are the transferring routes and the complete
loops. The simplified structure of the influence routes is
a special ring, where the two algebraic operations are
the concatenation and the common part.
As we have emphasized, the existence of elements A, P,
B and G, as well as the contents X and Y of the
communication channels depend on the time while τ
denotes the well-defined points or intervals of the
continuous or discrete time t, when the given element,
channel or sign does exist. This temporal behavior of
the system of variable structure can be seen from the
Gannt Chart view (see Fig. 3).

Conservational process is a special case of the balance
process, where there are constant measures C
determined by the model specific conservation laws.
Simultaneously all of the measures M can be combined
from these constant measures, according to the
respective stoichiometry S, i.e.:
∃ C ∃ S | M = S⋅ C
(23)
0 = Γ ⋅ M = Γ ⋅S⋅C
(24)
where Γ is the process rate matrix.
If the operator ϕ i can be determined by a well-defined
single rate v i , then the change of the conservational
measures the expression of
•

M( t ) = STΓ ⋅ v( t ) ⋅ V

(25)

can be written for (where V is the reference measure,
e.g. the volume).
As an example consider in Fig. 4 the GBN model of a
simple enzyme reaction, where the active elements
correspond to the elementary processes of the a1:E+S
→ ES; a2:ES → E+S; a3:ES+I → ESI; a4:ESI → EW;
a5:EW → E+W and a6:E+W → EW reactions, as well
as of the a7, a8, a9 = transportations.

G

t

p1

p2 p3 p4 p5

S

ES

I

p6 p7

ESI E EW W

G

B
v7
a7

Gannt Chart
View

v8 v1 v2
a8 a1 a2

v3

v4 v5 v6 v9
a4 a5 a6 a9

Figure 4. GBN representation of an enzyme reaction
Figure 3: The Gannt Chart view of a hybrid model

where e.g.

CONSERVATIONAL PROCESSES
An important special case of net (6) is the class of
balance processes, where the basic part of the state X j
is a measure and, the operator ψ j summarizes the
simultaneous rates. Depending on the discrete or
continuous time, operator ψ j generates also the
appropriate

( )

ψj yj =

[ ] ≈ ∆X j [p j ] =

dX j p j
dt

∆t

∑ iyj

(21)

i

difference or differential equations, called balance
equations. In the balance model the descendent of the
mappings, ϕi can be divided into two disjunct parts,
corresponding to the increases (+) and decreases (-) of
the characteristic measures:

[ ] = i y + [i g + ] ∪ i y − [i g − ]

i y ig

(22)

The active elements of the balance process models
describe the various transportations and transformations.
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y , y , y


p1 → S; ψ1 :  8 1 1 1 2 1 
=
=
x
:
c
,
x
:
c
S 1 1
S
1 8
∆M S
∆M S = 8 y1 +1 y1 + 2 y1 ; c S =
V
x
c
,
x
c
,
=
=

ES 3 3
I 5x3 = k3 
a 3 → v 3 ; ϕ3 :  2 3

 3 y 2 = − v 3 , 3 y 3 = v 3 , 3 y 4 = v 3  (26)
v 3 = k 3 ⋅ c S ⋅ c I ⋅ V ⋅ ∆t
The respective measure vectors and stoichiometric
matrices are the followings:
−1 1 0 0 0 0 
4 4 4 0
S
 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 
4 4 4 0
 ES




 
C
 0 0 −1 0 0 0 
0 2 1 0
I
H




 
C=  M=ESI S=4 6 5 1 STΓ = 0 0 1 −1 0 0 
O
−1 1 0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 1
 E
 




 
E
 0 0 0 1 −1 1 
4 6 5 1
EW
 0 0 0 −1 1 −1
4 6 5 0
 W




 
(27)

In the balance process models the alternating,
connected, ordered set of the communication channels

{g

−
+
−
+
j1 i1 , i1 g j2 , j2 g i 2 , i 2 g j3 ,..., jn

g i−n ,

+
i n g jn +1

}

(28)
is called flux route. Flux routes determine another
network structure, which carry the constant and
conservational measures. For example, if we modify the
value of measure X j1 in element p j1 , then this change
effects on measure X jn +1 of the element p jn +1 , i.e.:

{ ∆y
j1

( )

−
+
i1 t 1 , i1 ∆y j2

(t 2 ), j2 y i−2 (t1 ),..., in −1 ∆y +jn (t n )}
(29)

The

∆y +j / −
i

values refer to the dispersion of the

changes in the rate of subsequent processes (multiplied
by the stoichiometric coefficients).
The minimal
(generating) flux routes are the basic edges. The
maximal flux routes are transferring routes and the
complete loops. The simplified structure of the flux
routes is a special ring, where the two algebraic
operations are the concatenation and the common part.
INFORMATIONAL PROCESS, AS A SPECIAL
PART OF CONSERVATIONAL PROCESS

It is to be noted that a part of the above conservational
model, responsible for the enzymatic control, can be
replaced for a simplified model of rules and signs,
respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. where the signs
are symbolized by circles and the rules are represented
by bar nodes.

determining the control signs and rules. Fig. 6 shows an
example for the GBN model of a controlled heat
exchanger. In the Figures V and W, as well as H and Q
refer to the volume and the enthalpy of the inside and
outside liquid, respectively. The inlet and outlet flows of
the inside and outside agents are signed by the symbols
Vb and Vk as well as Wb and Wk respectively. The heat
transfer is symbolized by the elementary process Ht.
The temperature T is measured by the thermometer m,
and it is compared with the set point a. With the
knowledge of this difference, the PID controller
calculates the control action u. In the right hand side the
Generic Bi-layered Net model of the heat exchanger and
the controller are represented by a connected pair of a
conservational and an informational process. In the
practical realization the informational process is carried
out by another physical (electronic / electric, hydraulic
or pneumatic) process (i.e. another conservational
process). The apparently paradox, but meaningful
notion of conservation based informational processes is
illustrated in Fig. 7 more plausibly. Here the liquid flow
through the jacket of the heat exchanger is controlled by
another liquid flow through another vessel. By
decreasing the size of the heat exchanger and by the
simultaneous increase of the upper right hand side
Vb
Vk
Wk

m

T

V
H

∞

a

X

V H

PID
u

Vb

u

Q W

a

Wb
m

Wb

W,Q

T

Vk Ht

PID

Wk

Figure 6: A conservational / informational process
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Figure 5: An example for the conservation based
information process
Examples for the ψ and ϕ mappings of a sign (p6,
evaluation of W), and of a rule (a5, calculation of the
reaction rate) are as follows:
y


p6 → cW ; ψ6 :  6 6 
 6 x5 = cW 
cW = MW / V

volume, the exciting question appears whether the parts
changed their relative position. It means beyond a
certain point we recognize that the heat exchanger
controls the other unit. From theoretical point of views,
this results a new interpretation of the informational
process. Accordingly, a given part of the conservational
process behaves as an informational process with
respect to its complementary part, if this special part
consumes and produces significantly less conservational
measures, than the complementary process, while, along
the feedback influence loops and transferring influence
routes the informational process exerts more influence
on the complement, than the completing part on it.
mb
m
Vb

 x = cS , 4 x 5 = c I , 6 x 5 = c W 
a 5 → r5 ; ϕ5 :  2 5

5 y5= k 3

 (30)
k 3 = F(c S , c I , c W )

T

mk

Vk
Wk

The human made “artificial” processes often do not
have the above described self-determined control, but
they can be supplied by an informational process,
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Figure 7: Plausible visualization of a conservation based
information process

The informational process can be a special part of the
self-determined natural processes (e.g. neural system,
enzyme regulation), or it can be a supplied part of the
non-self-determined artificial one (e.g. control systems).
The essential feature of the informational process is that
it
•transports negligible amount of conservational
measures with the complementing part and with the
environment,
•while it has a greater influence on the
operation of the complementing part than vice versa.
If the above criteria are fulfilled, then it is not necessary
to describe the conservational processes for this special
subsystem. Instead, we can read, calculate and overwrite
the appropriate signs simply. Accordingly, we neglect
the conservational process carrying these signs, and deal
only with the informational process carried by the
vehicle conservation process.

executes the rules. The brain and the computers can
work as conservational processes, themselves. It is to be
noted that there might be also fictitious processes,
outside of the set of the informational processes.
SOFTWARE / HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The generic elements of the proposed hybrid simulator
are brief programs, organized in a bi-layered
architecture. The programs in the passive and active
layers, as well as the communication between them
have different functionalities, which makes possible to
execute the continuous changes and the sequential
events with the same kernel. The brief programs Φ
associated with the “active” elements A, with the
knowledge of the output of the “passive” ones P,
calculate the changes or rules, and then modify the input
data of the “passive” layer. Finally the brief programs Ψ
associated with the “passive” elements P are executed.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE PROCESS MODELS

The above described relation between the
conservational and informational processes can be
overviewed by the classification of the processes
according to Fig. 8.
The set of balance processes is a subset of the Generic
Bi-layered Net processes. Conservational processes are
in a subset of the balance processes. Both of the balance
and conservational processes might have a special part
that consumes and produces less additive measures, but
exerts more influence on the completing part. These
special parts can be transformed into the respective
informational processes. Marginally the whole balance
or conservational process can be mapped into an
informational process. Another case is, when the
balance or conservational process is supplied with an
informational process. In addition there are also primary
informational processes.
GBN processes

Balance processes
Special part

Fictitious processes
Supplemented
Informational part

Primary inform.
process

Special part

Conservational processes

Transformed part

Informational processes

Figure 8: The classification of the GBN processes
On the other hand, all of the above described
informational processes must have a vehicle
conservational process that carries the signs and
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When building a simulator for a completely new class
of problems, only the respective new executing
prototypes of the active and passive elements have to be
supplied in the mappings’ database The various
applications use the same data structures, core
algorithms and interfaces; that is why the individual
simulators of various abilities can easily be integrated
with each other. In GBN models the passive P and
active A elements are described by the passive
p(Identifiers, Kind, Time, Location, Content,
Call_for_Operators, Others);
and active
a(Identifiers, Kind, Time, Location, Inputlist,
Call_for_Operators, Outputlist, Others)
dynamic database or program partitions. These dynamic
partitions are executed by a general and optionally
extendable kernel. Accordingly the execution consists
of four, cyclically repeated consecutive steps, as
follows:
(1) active elements read the Content (X) from the
associated passive elements according to the
Inputlist (B);
(2) operators Φ calculate the changes (Y),
(3) passive elements are changed according to the
Outputlist (G)
(4) operators Ψ calculate the new state.
The method offers robust solution for the hard, hybrid,
multidimensional and non-linear problems, as well as
supports parallel programming.
The hardware implementation of the Generic Bi-layered
Net can be solved by a hypothetical multiprocessor
computer (see Fig. 9), consisting of two classes of small
Neumann machines. Programming means the
configuration of processor network, the declaration of
the initial conditions and the distribution of the brief
elementary programs amongst the units. Execution is

based on the wired or wireless communication between
the two layers of processors, having their own unique
broadcast and multiple receiving frequencies. The four
steps of the run are: the P→A broadcasting, the
execution of the ‘active’ units, the A→P broadcasting
and the execution of the ‘passive’ units, respectively.
Programmer

Ψ

Output

S cS I

cI k3 cW W

Φ
Figure 9: Software implementation of the GBN
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

The methodology has been applying for the solution of
various difficult practical problems. A couple of typical
examples are the followings: Simulated Moving Bed
preparative chromatography with cyclically changing
initial and boundary conditions (Temesvari et al. 2004);
batch, controlled co-polymerization of directed structure
in partially mixed volume, with discrete feeds (Csukás
and Balogh 1998); macro level simulation of a chicken
poultry (common use of quantitative and qualitative
knowledge); metabolic networks: underdetermined
systems with roughly estimated model parameters
(Csukas and al. 2003); planning and scheduling of an
agricultural farm (including cost analysis and year long
cash-flow calculation); quantitative health risk analysis
of a multi-product plant (changing allocation of
contaminant sources and workers).
CONCLUSIONS

In Direct Computer Mapping we map the simple
building blocks of the conservational and informational
processes onto the generic “active” and “passive”
elements of an executable program, directly. Direct
Computer Mapping of process models allows the
computer to know explicitly about the very structures
and bounds of the physical world. The recently
developed Generic Bi-layered Net model is a
theoretically established realization of the Direct
Computer Mapping. It is a special case of the General
Net Theory on the one hand, as well as an explicitly
structured, generic combination of the state space model
and of the abstract automaton. The Generic Bi-layered
Net model provides a common framework for the
simulation of the hybrid (continuous and discrete,
quantitative and qualitative) balance-based and rulebased processes. The common features of the process
models are represented by a bi-layered net of variable
structure that also determines the network (ring)
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structures of the influence routes and flux routes. The
advantage of the new methodology is that the
computational model is specified by the very structures
and building elements of the process to be modeled.
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model, we need the initial and boundary conditions
including, among others, supply airflow rate and
temperature—both of which could be derived from the
design procedure. The current design guidelines (in the
absence of sufficient computer capacity and software)
are still very much in practice.

KEYWORDS
Displacement ventilation, CFD simulation,
measurement, analytical method
ABSTRACT
Computer simulations are used to determine information
that current design regulations do not take into account
and that would be either impossible or uneconomical to
discover through direct measurement. At the same time,
these simulations depend on data provided by the design
regulations. In this article, I describe how I used
Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to design a simulation
of the occupied zone, compared the results with those of
direct measurement, and applied an analytical method to
verify the results. By entering measured values for the
inlet velocity, the inlet temperature, the outlet
temperature, and the radiator average surface
temperature into equations and running 290 points of
iteration, my method yielded field distributions of the
air temperature and velocity in part of the occupied
zone. The analytical method I used was based on
REHVA (Federation of European Heating and Airconditioning Associations) guidelines.
INTRODUCTION
For the user of the premises, the occupied zone is the
most important element of the air conditioning system.
The evaluation of the entire system depends on whether
the draft and thermal comfort criteria are met there, as
well as whether the contaminant requirements are
satisfied. The current design regulations and standards
are based on average values which do not provide
information concerning the fields for air temperature, air
velocity, and contaminant concentration. Therefore we
cannot reach any conclusions regarding the potential
recirculations and the thoroughness of the ventilation
within the occupied zone. Experimental methods or
computer simulations can yield such information.
Prior to the 1980’s, direct measurement was the only
method available to determine the fields for air
temperature,
air
velocity,
and
contaminant
concentration. With the arrival of Computational Fluid
Dynamics codes, however, came the possibility of a
comprehensive analysis of the occupied zone. To solve
the partial differential equations, describing the chosen
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
ISBN 1-56555-286-5(book) / ISBN 1-84233-106-x(CD)
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MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The measurements were taken at the Ventilation
Laboratory of our department on the air distribution
measuring system.
The examination chamber is inside our Laboratory so
the “outside” temperature was constant during the
measurements. We disabled any radiation from outside
by putting shade on the windows. The measurement
started after the temperature became steady which we
could monitor with the help of the gradient measuring
pole.
The collection of the temperature and velocity data
happened in three surfaces perpendicular to the inlet
face (see Fig. 1.). Data were collected on all three
surfaces at 8 heights in 51 points each through a
computer and evaluated with excel.
A radiator served as our heat source with 51ºC forward
and 42ºC return warm water temperatures.
The measured air flow rate was 0.22m3/s which entered
the chamber through a low velocity air terminal device.
The outlet was in the middle of the ceiling.

Fig. 1: Measurement setup

COMPUTER FLUID DYNAMIC SIMULATION
The computer simulation solves a set of partial
differential equations with a numerical method. These
partial differential equations are the conservation of
mass,
momentum,
energy,
and
contaminant
concentrations.
A three-dimensional steady-state numerical simulation
has been performed to examine the displacement
ventilation in cooling conditions according to the
measurement setup.
The simulations have been implemented using the
commercial code FLUENT. A computational grid of
152460 cells has been chosen, after having verified the
grid independence of the results. The reference
calculation hypotheses are:
- fixed temperature boundary conditions at the radiator
surface,
- other walls are adiabatic,
- standard k-ε turbulence model,
- standard wall functions,
- velocity inlet on the round face of the inlet unit
- pressure outlet on the ceiling.
As a result this method provides the field distributions
of the air temperature and velocity (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED DATA
AND SIMULATION RESULTS
With CFD simulation there are countless small details
which need to be worked out in order to get the most
reliable model, and thus the solution closest to the real
case. The CFD simulation method provides the most
detailed information about the entire room. However,
validation of this method is necessary. On the other
hand relying only on measurement results is not
sufficient due to the multiple ways in which errors can
occur (instrumental, human, recording, etc.).
There is always a question of how to compare the
different results. In my work I have created the mesh for
the CFD simulation but the points I got after the
iteration were too many to handle. I had to create certain
surfaces (on which data were collected during the
measurements) in my model. (Fig. 4.)

Fig. 4: Grid of the numerical method
After that I created and listed only the points of interest,
where the measurements were taken with coordinates,
temperature, and velocity values. Only then was I able
to compare the two results and derive the necessary
consequences. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the velocities from
the measurement and the simulation. As can be seen
from these figures the CFD model follows the real
experimental setup so the measured values are within an
acceptable range.
u [m/s]

Fig. 2: Velocity vectors colored by temperature
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Fig. 5: Measured (dotted line) and calculated (CFD,
continuous line) velocity magnitudes at different height
(distance from the inlet unit was 1015mm)

Fig. 3: Velocity vectors colored by velocity
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4. It is necessary to ensure contaminant
concentrations lower than the allowed value in the
& ;[m3/s])
occupied zone, so the supply air flow rate ( V
s

u0/ueff

0.5
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0.15
0.1
0.05
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CFD

above the inhalation level (1.1 or 1.7 m) must be kept in
balance with the sum of ascending air flow rates from
the heat sources, minus descending air flow rates from
M

the cooler surfaces ( ∑ V
& conv,i

;[m3/s]).

i =1
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Fig. 6: Measured (dotted line) and calculated (CFD,
continuous line) dimensionless velocity magnitudes at
different height (distance from the inlet unit was
1015mm)
CHECKING RESULTS WITH ANALYTICAL
METHOD
The design procedure used for validation was developed
by REHVA.
The determination of the supply airflow rate depends on
the goal of the air conditioning (or ventilation). On the
basis of this the procedure distinguishes between design
criteria for contaminant stratification and for excess
heat removal.
As our subject is non-industrial premises, the
contaminant is CO2. The indicator for the process taking
place in the room is: ∆h/∆x=+∞.
Design criteria for contaminant stratification
1. Determination of the Input data
The input data required for both design criteria are
the following:
• room size
• location and number of people, type of human
activity
• location, number and specification of other heat
and contaminant sources
• requirements for the occupied zone: design air
temperature of the occupied zone (at theheight of
1.1 m for sedentary, 1.7 m for standing
occupants), acceptable maximum air velocity near
the floor, acceptable maximum contaminant
concentration at inhalation level, air temperature
difference between the head (1.1 or 1.7 m) and
ankle level (0.1 m), and the required air flow rate.
2. Selection of stratification height
The height of the lower stratification layer must be
set slightly above the height of the inhalation level.
3. The condition of contaminant stratification is that
the density of the contaminant is less than the density of
the air surrounding it. With the help of appropriate
literature, we determine the convection air flow rate
around the various heat sources at a given height on the
basis of convective heat emission, location and
characteristic measurements. (M is the number of the
heat sources.)

5. Calculation of the exhaust contaminant
concentration (ce;[mg/m3])
In light of the following conditions, the contaminant
concentration of the exhaust air can be calculated with
the help of equation (2).
Conditions for equation (2):
& =constant)
- the air-conditioning is continuous ( V
s
- the contaminant concentration of supply air
(cs;[mg/m3]) is constant
- the indoor air is uniform,
& =V
& ),
- there is no local exhaust in the room ( V
s
e
&
- the source of contamination is constant ( C ;[mg/s])
ce = cs +

&
C
&
Vs

6. Evaluation of the contaminant concentration of
the inhaled air (cexp;[mg/m3])
As a result of human heat sources, fresh air replaces
the ascending air. At the point of inhalation the air
quality is higher (in our case CO2 level is lower) than
measured with no person at that point. This process can
be expressed numerically with the help of the Personal
Exposure Index (εexp):
ε exp =

ce − cs
c exp − c s

(3)

From equation (3) the inhalation contaminant
concentration:
c exp =

1
ε exp

⋅ (c e − c s ) + c s

(4)

where εexp can be derived from the literature as the
function of the supply air flow rate.
Another way to determine the inhalation
contaminant concentration is to assume that the
inhalation and the supply contaminant concentration
difference is 0.5-0.7 times the exhaust and the supply
contaminant concentration difference. Assuming a value
of 0.5, the inhalation contaminant concentration:

c exp = 0,5 ⋅ (c e − c s ) + c s
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(2)

(5)

In the event that the inhaled contaminant
concentration determined by either equation (4) or (5) is
above the acceptable level the increase of the supply air
flow is necessary
Design criteria for excess heat removal
1. Determination of the Input data
2. Calculation of the cooling load
The calculation of the cooling load can happen
according to standards or cooling load programs.
3. Calculation of the maximum temperature increase
from supply to exhaust air
The design procedure assumes constant vertical
temperature gradient in the room. The temperature of
the supply air along the floor increases from Ts to Tf.
According to the so called “50% rule” Tf temperature is
the arithmetic mean of the supply air and exhaust air
temperature (Te) (see equation 6) and can be calculated
with the design air temperature (Toz) and the maximum
acceptable temperature gradient (  ∆T  ;[K/m]) (see
 H  max
equation 7). The air temperature rises from Tf to Te. The
desired temperature difference, then, can be calculated
with the aid of the maximum acceptable temperature
gradient (see equation 8).
Ts + Te
2
 ∆T 
Tf = Toz − 
 ⋅z ,
 H  max

(6)

Tf =

z=1,1m

 ∆T 
Te − Ts = 2 ⋅ 
 ⋅H ,
 H  max
where H;[m] is the interior height

(7)
(8)

4. Determination of the supply and exhaust air
temperature
The supply air temperature from equations 6 and 8:
 ∆T 
Ts = Tf − 
 ⋅H
 H  max
 ∆T 
Te = 2 ⋅ 
 ⋅ H + Ts
 H  max

(9)
(10)

5. Determination of the supply air flow rate
The supply air flow rate can be calculated from the
heat removed from the space according to equation 11.

& =
V
s

&
Q
t
ρ ⋅ c p ⋅ (Te − Ts )

(11)

6. Recalculation of the temperature increase along
the floor (Tf-Ts)
The temperature increase along the floor according
to equation 12 [2,3]:
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Tf − Ts =

1

1
1
& ⋅
ρ ⋅ cp ⋅ V
+
s 
 α rad α conv


 + 1


⋅ (Te − Ts )

(12)

Common last steps for both criteria
7. Verification of the calculated supply air flow rate
against codes and standards
8. Selection of the supply air flow rate
& ) is
The supply air flow rate for the system ( V
s,s
chosen as the biggest among the calculated air flow
rates from equations 1 and 11, and the required air flow
rate according to the regulations.
9. Recalculation of the vertical temperature
distribution in the room and estimation of the pollutant
stratification height
The temperature difference between the exhaust and
supply air can be calculated from equation 11 as follows
in (13):
&
Q
t
(13)
Te − Ts =
&
ρ⋅c ⋅V
p

s,s

 ∆T  (Te − Ts ) 1
⋅

=
2
H
 H 
 ∆T  ,
Tf = Toz − 
⋅z
 H 
 ∆T 
Ts = Tf − 
⋅H
 H 
 ∆T 
Te = 2 ⋅ 
 ⋅ H + Ts
 H 

(14)
z=1,1m

(15)
(16)
(17)

In the event of  ∆T 〉 ∆T  the increase of the supply
 H   H  max
air flow rate is necessary, with the increased air flow
rate the vertical temperature distribution in the room
needs to be recalculated with equations 13-17.
The pollutant stratification height can be determined
with iteration from the sum of the convection air flows
around the various heat sources which is balanced with
& ).
the supply air flow rate for the system ( V
s,s
10. Selection of diffusers, verification of the
adjacent zones
A suitable diffuser needs to be chosen to achieve the
required performance. It is strongly recommended to
use diffusers from manufacturers who supply their
products with reliable documentation. The calculation
of the adjacent zone depends on, among others, the
discharge angle and the type of the diffuser.
With the help of this method the airflow rate, the supply
air temperature, and the exhaust air temperature can be
calculated. The results of the calculation can be seen on
Fig. 7. The inlet velocity can be computed from the
airflow rate with the help of the effective area given by
the inlet catalog.
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Mechanical Engineering 2004, Volume 2 pp. 321-325
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for Displacement Ventilation (part 2.)", Magyar
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Fig. 7: Temperature diagram
CONSEQUENCES

Checking the results with an analytical method is
relatively quick and it is the key in validating the CFD
simulation. The measuring equipment is very expensive,
and often it is not even possible to measure the desired
parameters for instance when the building does not even
exist yet. Doing the calculations right and comparing
them with the measured data would give us a powerful
tool which together with the CFD simulation creates a
fast way to evaluate the desired system.
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ABSTRACT
The method of Spectral Analysis proposed by
Heidelberger and Welch (SA/HW) is an effective and
efficient way of calculating the error of a sample mean
in sequential simulation. A simple modification to the
method improves the coverage of the resulting
estimators in the case of sequential simulation.

independent are used to construct a confidence interval.
Two problems with Batch Means are: in sequential
simulation the granularity imposed by the batch length
means that runs may be longer than needed; and finding
an easy algorithm to reliably determine the size of the
batch length is difficult. Figure 1 illustrates this problem
for a particular algorithm. Here Batch Means has been
used to produce supposedly 95% confidence intervals
(the horizontal line.) However the actual coverage (see
Section 2) of the confidence intervals drops off as the
traffic intensity (and hence correlation of waiting times)
in an M/M/1 queue increases.

INTRODUCTION
Sequential stochastic discrete-event simulation, i.e.
stochastic simulation with on-line analysis of output
data, is generally accepted as the most effective way to
secure representativeness of samples of observations
collected during simulation (Law and Kelton 2000). In
this scenario, a simulation experiment is stopped when
the statistical error of the estimate(s) reaches a required
(low) level.
The method of Spectral Analysis proposed by
Heidelberger and Welch (1981), which we abbreviate to
SA/HW, has proved to be an effective and efficient way
of calculating the statistical error. While more
sophisticated spectral methods have been proposed (e.g.
Lada, Wilson and Steiger, 2003), SA/HW is the only
currently known method of sequential estimation of
steady-state mean values in which designers have large
freedom for deciding about the granularity of sequential
data analysis, since SA/HW can be applied after
grouping data in blocks of arbitrary size. This makes it
an attractive choice for parallel simulation executed
under the Multiple Replications in Parallel (MRIP)
scenario (see Ewing, Pawlikowski, and McNickle,
2002.) In this paper we consider a simple modification
of the SA/HW algorithm which improves the coverage
of the estimators still further.
THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHOD
Simulation output often consists of highly correlated
sequences of observations, for example waiting times of
successive customers in a queue. Estimating the error in
the mean waiting time thus requires techniques that
account for this correlation. The best known method is
that of Batch Means, where the means of batches of
observations chosen large enough to be almost
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
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Figure 1: Coverage produced by an automated Batch
Means Method. M/M//1 queue
The reduction in coverage turns out to be almost
entirely due to the fact that the algorithm for
determining batch length has produced batches that are
too short. Daley (1968) gives formulas for the serial
correlation of M/M/1 waiting times. Law (1977)
outlines the steps needed to calculate the serial
correlations between the batch means from these
correlations. Using this method we can estimate the
expected coverage (plotted as a dashed line) from the
average batch lengths that the algorithm has produced.
Thus almost all of the reduction in coverage appears
able to be explained by the fact that the batches are too
short. Since reliably estimating small correlations is
difficult, the method of Batch Means always carries this
risk: that the batches will be too short and hence batch
means will remain significantly correlated.
On the other hand the Spectral Analysis method of
estimation of the variance of a steady-state mean from a
correlated sequence of observations x0, x1,… explicitly
takes account of correlation between the observations. It
was originally proposed as a simulation output analysis
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(a) M/D/1
1.00

Coverage

method in Heidelberger and Welch, (1981). The
variance is obtained as the value of the periodogram
P(f) (of the analysed sequence of observations) at
frequency f=0. Because of high variability of a typical
periodogram at low frequencies, in SA/HW its value at
f=0 is obtained through a regression fit to the logarithm
of the averaged periodogram, where fitting is done
using a polynomial of degree d (typically d = 1 or 2).
The fitting is done using K fixed points of the
periodogram. As shown in Heidelberger and Welch
(1981), if d=2, then the confidence interval of the
sample mean can be obtained using quantiles of the
Student t-distribution with 7 degrees of freedom (if
K=25). The periodogram can be calculated either over
the sequence of individual observations or over the
sequence of their batch means. Thus SA/HW can be
also applied to sequences of batch means of arbitrary
size, instead of individual observations, greatly reducing
storage and processing costs. In a subsequent paper,
Heidelberger and Welch (1981b) considered a range of
alternative values for d, and adaptive smoothing
techniques. However they concluded that for both fixedlength and sequential simulation, the modifications
offered no substantial improvement over their original
recommendation of d=2 and K=25 points.
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(b) M/M/1
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Coverage analysis is widely used for assessing the
quality of different methods used for constructing
confidence intervals on the basis of simulation output
data. By performing a large number of experiments we
estimate the fraction of the generated confidence
intervals which actually contain the true value of the
parameter. If the method is accurate then when the
theoretical confidence level has been set for example to
95% this fraction should also be close to 95%.
We performed sequential analysis of coverage, using the
methodology described in Pawlikowski, Ewing and
McNickle (1998), to produce coverage of SA/HW
estimates with a relative precision of 0.01 at the 95%
confidence level. It is worth noting that for each setting
of the parameters of the reference models, getting
coverage results with the statistical accuracy required
meant that up to 14,000 separate experiments were
needed.
Experiments were conducted for a number of reference
models: M/M/1, M/D/1 and M/H2/1 and some simple
network models. Here we give only the results for the
queueing models, with traffic intensities ranging from
0.1 to 0.9. Figure 2 shows the coverage produced by the
original SA/HW algorithm in sequential simulation for
estimating the mean waiting time in the queue, plotted
against the load.
There are two effects that can be noted. The first is that
the coverage becomes poorer as the models become
more variable. And the second effect is that the
coverage reduces slightly, but steadily as the load in
each of the queues increases.
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Figure 2: Coverage for SA/HW,
M/D/1, M/M/1, M/H2/1 Queues
We are using the sequential version of SA/HW
described in Pawlikowski (1990) in which the
observations are grouped into a number of batches, and
only the batch means are used as data. Our hypothesis is
that that this fall-off in coverage is due to the increased
run lengths required for more variable models, or as the
traffic intensity increases, which in turn have resulted in
batches of larger size. Large batches, we claim, may
result in an inappropriate but easily fixed shape of the
fitting polynomial.
A MODIFICATION TO SA/HW
As mentioned previously, one attraction of the method
is that it can be applied to grouped data, with essentially
no change in the algorithm. Grouping the data reduces
storage and network costs, so this is an attractive option.
As the batch length increases the spectrum becomes
flatter, tending towards the constant needed to estimate
the variance of the overall mean. Heidelberger and
Welch recommend approximating the log of the

periodogram by a low order polynomial, preferably of
order d=2, in order to estimate the log of the
periodogram at zero. For problems where the acceptable
relative error is fairly high (e.g. greater than 10%) we
have found that this works reasonably well, because the
spectrum does have a shape that decays away from zero
frequency. However where a very small degree of
relative error is required we have found that the
simulation can stop too early, with coverage well below
the specified level.
The reason for this appears to be that the fitted
polynomial is often convex upward when the simulation
stops. In fact over the range of queueing models we
have observed that about 90% of the simulations using
SA/HW with d=2 stopped with a convex upward
quadratic.

over their original recommendation. However the
fraction of sequential simulations which actually stop
with a convex upward quadratic suggest a simpler
approach which appears to work well.
Since grouping has reduced the periodogram to close to
that of an independent process, an obvious modification
is to replace the polynomial by simply averaging the
values in order to estimate the intercept, in cases where
an inappropriate (i.e. increasing at zero) polynomial
occurs. This is equivalent to fitting a polynomial of
degree zero.
Thus if: d=2 and the slope of the quadratic at f=0 is
positive, we use the average of the periodogram points
as the estimate of P(0). The Heidelberger and Welch
method requires two constants: C1(K,d) to produce an
unbiased estimate of P(0), and C2(K,d) to give the
approximate degrees of freedom of the t-distribution.
For d=0, the values, which were not included in the
original paper, are:
Table 1: Constants for the Average Fit

-6.0

K

D

C1(K,d)

C2(K,d)

25

0

.987

76

50

0

.994

154

-7.0

Thus if the stopping criterion appears to have been met
and the slope at f=0 is positive, we use the average
value and the parameters in Table 1 to re-estimate the
variance. The simulation only stops if this estimate of
the error is small enough.

-8.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Figure 3: Typical Quadratic and Average Fits to the Log
of the Averaged Periodogram at Stopping Time
-6.0

For example Figure 3 shows the average and quadratic
fits to grouped data, with a batch length of 1024, of
waiting times for an M/M/1 queue with a traffic
intensity of 0.8, at the time when the simulation stopped
with an estimated relative error of 0.05, for a 95%
confidence interval.
The upper and lower dashed lines show the values that
must be reached for the simulation to stop for d=2, and
d=0 respectively. Thus this simulation will stop if a
quadratic fit is used, but will not stop if d=0.
Since the stopping criterion is satisfied when the y
intercept falls below a prespecified level it is clear why
this form of fitting polynomial is most likely to occur at
the stopping time. However a quadratic (d=2) with a
positive slope at zero is unrealistic, since the
periodogram from simulation output should be a
reducing function of frequency, especially after
batching. Heidelberger and Welch (1981b) commented
on the relative values of d = 0, 1 and 2, and suggested
three adaptive methods for picking or altering the
degree of the polynomial during the run. They
concluded that for both fixed-length and sequential
simulation, they offered no substantial improvement
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Figure 4: A Case where the Average Fit results in a
Reduced Variance Estimate
It should be noted that if the quadratic fit has a positive
slope at f=0 this does not guarantee that the average
will produce a larger variance estimate, as Figure 4
shows. In this example the upper dashed line is the

1.00

Coverage

stopping criterion for d=0, while the lower line is that
for d=2. Thus in this case the simulation will stop if an
average is used, but will continue if we use the
quadratic fit, in spite of the quadratic having a positive
slope at f=0.
Thus we consider two versions of the modification: if
the slope of the quadratic at f=0 is positive, we use the
average unconditionally to re-calculate the variance,
(“Slope Protection”), and using the average only if it
provides a larger estimate of variance than the quadratic
(“Conditional Slope Protection”).
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RESULTS
Figure 5: SA/HW with Slope Protection
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The simulation were carried out using the Akaroa2
Simulation package (Ewing, Pawlikowski, and
McNickle, 1999.) The implementation of SA/HW,
except for the modification as above, is as described in
Pawlikowski, (1990)
Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of these two schemes
on the three queueing models. The coverage is
uniformly increased, with the larger increase coming
from the conditional scheme. The results for other
reference models were consistent with those for simple
queueing models presented here.
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Figure 6: SA/HW with Conditional Slope Protection
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CONCLUSIONS
The method of SA/HW has been found experimentally
to produce coverage values which agree well with those
expected. Further improvements in coverage of SA/HW
in sequential simulation can be obtained by adding a
simple extra step to the calculation of the stopping
criterion to check if the fitted quadratic is increasing at
zero. When this happens using the average value of the
periodogrsm instead of a fitted quadratic to estimate the
variance of the mean provided coverage levels that were
almost exactly those required. The conditional use of
the average only if it gave a larger estimate of the error,
produced results which were typically slightly above the
specified level of coverage and could be considered as
providing an additional margin of accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
It is well-known, that differential equations are
used to describe the processes of engineering, economics...etc. It is often necessary to solve a system of
N first order ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
of the following format:
0

y (x) = f (y(x), x),

y(x0 ) = y0

(1)

The majority of differential equations does not have
an analytical solution, only a limited number of
ODEs (see (1)) have an exact analytical solution.
It is often the case, that even quite simple systems
might have a complicated nonlinear differential equation representation, or it could be very difficult or
even impossible to give the differential equations exactly. With the advent of digital computers, complex
equations or systems of equations could powerfully
and exactly be solved with various numerical methods. Computers can handle large amounts of data
easily and quickly. Probably the most serious drawback of numerical methods is that they can only
approximate the continuous solution with a series of
discrete points. A large number of formulas were
developed to solve these kinds of equations. AdamsBashfort and Runge-Kutta methods are used fairly
extensively nowadays. Both methods use discrete
points to approximate the integral of functions from
xi to xi+1 where x is the variable of function.
In this paper an algorithm is proposed to approximate the Taylor series of the solution of equation (1)
in given points. The proposed method can be useful
for solving ODEs with continuous methods and for
evaluating numerical derivatives.
THE ALGORITHM
Let us consider the differential equation (1) with its
initial condition. Let us presume that the values of
y 0 (x) and f (y(x), x) in xi are known, and f (y(x), x)
satisfy the Lipschitz condition in every x and y1 , y2 :
|f (x, y1 ) − f (x, y2 )| ≤ Lf |y1 − y2 |

(2)
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Where Lf is a scalar number (Lf ∈ R). Let us introduce a new variable ξ in the vicinity of xi .
x = xi + ξ

(3)

The Taylor series of y 0 (x) in the neighbourhood of xi
is given in the following format:
y 0 (xi ) =

∞
X
ξp

p!
p=0

y (p+1) (xi )

(4)

When integrating equation (4) the approximate value
of y(x) around xi results. Predictor methods (like
Adams-Bashfort) can be based on this formula because it traces the progress in variable x. The increment of function y(x) is determined by
Z xi+1
∞
X
y (p+1) (xi ) p+1
4y =
y 0 (x)dx =
ξ
(5)
(p + 1)!
xi
p=0
On the other hand the increment of the function can
be approximated with another formula, with the use
of a discrete Runge–Kutta method.
4y =

∞
X

αp ki,p (ξ)

(6)

p=1

Coefficients ki,p (ξ) of the previous formula are calculated with
ki,1
ki,2

ki,p

= ξf (y(xi ), xi )
= ξf (xi + A2 ξ, y(xi ) + A2 ki,1 )
(7)
..
.
p−1
X
= ξf (xi + Ap ξ, y( xi ) +
Ap,q ki,q )
q=1

where αp and Ap,q are constants. By using the formulas of partial differentiation, let us expand the n th
order differentials of y(x) according to the format in
(4). The results are
y 0 (xi ) =
y 00 (xi ) =
..
.

f (y(xi ), xi )
¯
∂f
∂f ¯¯
+
f
∂x
∂y ¯x=xi

(8)

The Taylor series of f (y(x), x) around xi is determined by the following equation:
f (y(xi ) + k(ξ), xi + ξ) = f (yi , xi ) +
¯
¯
∂f (x, y) ¯¯
∂f (x, y) ¯¯
+
k(ξ)
+
ξ + ···
∂y ¯xi
∂x ¯xi

(9)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Coefficients of equation (6) can finally be reproduced
like Runge-Kutta method. After that there are two
formulas available to determine function 4y(x). Let
us assume that the two formulas are equal.
∞
X
y (p) (xi )
p=1

p!

ξp =

∞
X

αp ki,p (ξ)

(10)

p=1

By using this equation the Taylor coefficients of y(x)
can be taken. However, a problem arises: The formula in the left side of (10) is determined by p th order
functions of ξ, while the right side is determined by
a first order function of ξ. As the coefficients are calculated ki,p has to written as a function of ξ p . By
using equation (7), let us consider a new function:
Ki,p (ξ) = f (xi + Ap ξ, y(xi ) +

p−1
X

Ap,q ki,q (ξ)) (11)

q=1

Let us suppose that the Taylor coefficients up to z th
order (z ∈ Z) are supposed to be calculated. First the
Runge-Kutta coefficients ki,p (ξ), αp and Ap,q have to
be taken (i = 1...z, z th order Runge-Kutta method).
As Ki,p is determined as the polynomial of variable ξ,
the series expansionPdepending has to be given on ξ of
p−1
f (xi + Ap ξ, y(xi )+ q=1 Ap,q ki,q (ξ)) around (x0 , y0 ).
It can be done numerically. Let us consider h as a
step of variable x, (xi + h = xi+1 ) and determine the
value of Ki (ξ) in points ξt = th where t = 0, 1, 2, ..., N
and N ≥ z, (N ∈ Z). After that a set of points
z
{{ξt , Kp,t }N
t=0 }p=1 result. Now, let us find function
Ki (ξ) in the following format:
Ki,p (ξ) ≈

N
X

ai,p,t ξ

t

where ai,p,t are unknown constant coefficients. Values of ap,t are determined with the help of the least
squares method. After replacing the coefficients into
equation (10) and equalizing the identical indices of
attends, the approximation of Taylor coefficients in
xi are calculated.

y 00 (xi )

=

2

z−1
X

αm ai,m,1

(13)
(14)

m=1

y (n) (xi )

= n!

z−1
X

αm ai,m,n−1

In this section the performance of the method is
analyzed. Two application examples are presented.
The first example is the simpler one, where Ki (ξ)
could be written as a polynomial of variable ξ, and
there is no need to use the least squares method.
In the second example a more general differential
equation with f (y(x), x) function is examined. After the Taylor coefficients of the solution of ODEs
are calculated, let us compare the results with the
coefficients that were determined by the analytical
solution in both examples. Let the problem be the
same in both cases: the Taylor coefficients of the
solution of given differential equations up to fourth
order have to calculated, with the consideration of
this initial condition y(x0 = 0) = y0 . Let us consider
the following equation as the first example
y 0 (x) = y(x)x

(15)

m=1
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y(0) = 1

(16)

First let us determine the analytical solution of equation (16) by using the separation of variables method.
After the conversion the result is
Z y
1
x2
ds =
(17)
2
y0 y(s)
After the expansion of equation (17) the analytical solution of Eq. (16) and its derivatives are determined
by the following formulas:
µ

y(x)

=

y 0 (x)

=

y 00 (x)

=

y 000 (x)

=

y (4) (x)

=

(12)

t=0

y 0 (xi ) = f (y(xi ), xi )

Along the given order of Taylor coefficients, the precision of the proposed method can be extended, when
the number of approximate points N are increased,
however it is not necessary to calculate coefficients
Ki,p (ξ) up to the z th order.

¶
x2
2
µ 2¶
x
x exp
2
µ 2¶
¡
¢
x
1 + x2 exp
2
µ 2¶
¡
¢
x
3x + x3 exp
2
µ 2¶
¡
¢
x
2
4
3 + 6x + x exp
2
exp

(18)

By using formulas (3), (5) and (18) the increment of
y(x) around x = 0 has the following format:
4y =

3
1 2
ξ + ξ 4 + · · · + O(ξ 5 )
2
24

(19)

Now the Taylor coefficients are calculated numerically and 4y is written. As the Taylor series up to

fourth order is to be calculated by using formula (11)
the Runge-Kutta equation has the following form:
4y =

1
2
2
1
k0,1 + k0,2 + k0,3 + k0,4 +...+O(ξ 5 ) (20)
6
6
6
6

where,
k0,1

=

k0,2

=

k0,3

=

k0,4

=

ξK0,1 (ξ) = ξf (x0 , y0 )
k0,1
ξ
)
ξK0,2 (ξ) = ξf (x0 + , y0 +
2
2
ξ
k0,2
ξK0,3 (ξ) = ξf (x0 + , y0 +
)
2
2
ξK0,4 (ξ) = ξf (x0 + ξ, y0 + k0,3 )

x=0

By using these results the Taylor series of y(x) around
x = 0 has the following form:

and f (y, x) = xy. By using the values of x0 and
y0 and the form of k0,p , K0,p (ξ) functions could be
calculated. The formulas of these functions are
K0,1 (ξ) = 0 · 1 = 0
ξ
ξ
K0,2 (ξ) = · 1 =
2
µ2
¶
ξ
ξ2
K0,3 (ξ) =
1+
2
4
µ
¶
2
ξ
ξ4
K0,4 (ξ) = ξ 1 +
+
2
8

, k0,1 = 0
ξ2
, k0,2 =
2
ξ2
ξ4
, k0,3 =
+
2
8
ξ4
ξ6
, k0,4 = ξ 2 +
+
2
8

1 2
3
ξ + ξ 4 + · · · + O(ξ 5 )
2
24

(21)

y(0) = 1

(22)

The analytical solution of equation (22) is determined
by the following form:
y(x) = C exp (sin (x))

(24)

As the Taylor coefficients are calculated numerically,
the K0,p , (p = 1, 2, 3, 4) coefficients in the RungeKutta method have to be written as a polynomial of
variable ξ. In the first example it is easy to write
K0,1 . It is known that f (x, y) = y cos (x) , by using
this the first coefficient can be calculated.
,

k0,1 = ξ

(25)

Let us say that K0,1 does not depend on variable ξ.
In the next step let us consider a stepsize h = 0.1
and the number of interpolation points N = 6. Let
us determine K0,2 (ξ) in given points (See in Table 1),
where
ξ
k0,1
K0,2 = f (x0 + , y0 +
)
(26)
2
2
and the values of K0,2 (ξ) :
Table 1: The values of K0,2 (ξ) in given points

Comparing the given result to the analytical form of
4y it is evident, that the two expressions are equal.
It was easy to see that how to write K0,p as a polynomial of variable ξ and the basis of the method. In the
next example let us consider the following equation:

y 0 (x) = y(x) cos (x)

1
3
y(x) = 1 + ξ + ξ 2 − ξ 4 + · · · + O(ξ 5 )
2
24

K0,1 = 1 cos (0) = 1

By using formula (20) the numerical approximation
of 4y is determined by a following equation:
4y =

write the derivatives of y(x) in the point x = 0 :
h
i
y 0 (0) =
cos (x) exp (sin (x))
=1
h³
´ x=0
i
2
y 00 (0) =
sin (x) + cos (x) exp (sin (x)) = 1
x=0
h
(3)
y (0) =
(− cos (x) − 3 sin (x) cos (x)+
´
i
3
+ cos (x) exp (sin (x))
=0
x=0
h³
2
2
y (4) (0) =
sin (x) + 3 sin (x) − 4 cos (x) +
´
2
4
−6 sin (x) cos (x) + cos (x)
i
exp (sin (x))
= −3

(23)

By using the initial conditions C = 1 results. Let us
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ξ
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

K0,2 (ξ)
1
1.04868
1.09450
1.13708
1.17608
1.21114

To determine the polynomial the points have to be
interpolated and the method of least squares has to
be used. The format of the approximate polynomial
is the same as in the previous section in equation
(11). According to the method of least squares the
coefficients of the approximate polynomial of K0,2 (ξ)
have the following format (The values of coefficients
up to fifth order are shown in Table 3):
K0,2 ≈ 1 + 0.5ξ − 0.125ξ 2 + 0.0625ξ 3 + . . .

(27)

By using this result up to the third order the value
of k0,2 is obtained.
k0,2 = ξ + 0.5ξ 2 − 0.125ξ 3 + 0.0625ξ 4

(28)

Substituting the given k0,2 to K0,3 = f (x0 + 2ξ , y0 +
k0,2
2 ) and resuming the method k0,3 is
K0,3 (ξ)
k0,3 (ξ)

≈ 1 + 0.5ξ − 0.1249ξ 2 + 0.1241ξ 3 + . . .
= ξ + 0.5ξ 2 + 0.1249ξ 3 − 0.1241ξ 4

and k0,4
K0,4 (ξ)
k0,4 (ξ)

≈ 1 + 1.0001ξ − 0.0022ξ 2 + 0.3572ξ 3 + . . .
= ξ + 1.0001ξ 2 − 0.0022ξ 3 + 0.3572ξ 4

as a polynomial of variable ξ. (Table 2 shows the
values of K0,3 (ξ) and K0,4 (ξ))
Table 2: The values of K0,3 (ξ) and K0,4 (ξ) in given
points
ξ
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

K0,3 (ξ)
1
1.05111
1.10390
1.15741
1.21057
1.26223

By using formula (14) the numerical approximation
of Taylor coefficients is determined by the following
forms:
µ
¶
1 2 2 1
y 0 (0) ≈
+ + +
=1
6 6 6 6
µ
¶
2
2
1
y 00 (0) ≈ 2
0.5 + 0.5 + 1.0001 =
6
6
6
=µ2 · 0.50001 = 1.0002
¶
2
2
1
000
y (0) ≈ 6 − 0.125 + 0.1249 − 0.0022 =
6
6
6
= 6 · −0.0004 = −0.0024
µ
¶
2
2
1
(4)
y
≈ 24 − 0.0625 − 1.241 − 0.3572 =
6
6
6
= 24 · −0.1217 = −2.9208
The analytical and numerical solutions are compared,
see Table 4, 5 and 6. These tables contain the Taylor coefficients along with the value of h. The tables
show that when decreasing the stepsize h the error
of Taylor coefficients is also decreasing along given
conditions.
Table 3: The forms of approximate polynomials

K0,4 (ξ)
1
1.09959
1.19646
1.28718
1.36760
1.43296

K0,1
K0,2
K0,3
K0,4

ξ0
1
1
1
1

ξ1
0
0.5
0.5
1.0

ξ2
0
-0.125
0.1249
-0.002

Figure 1 shows the values of Ki,p in discrete points,
and their numerical approximations with a polynomial of ξ. The forms of approximate polynomials can
be seen in Table 3.

Analytical
Numerical

y (0)
1
1

K0,p

ξ5
0
0.0013
0.0156
0.1006

Analytical
Numerical

K0,2
K
0,3
K0,4
K0,1

y 00 (0)
1
0.9644

y 000 (0)
0
0.4141

y(4) (0)
-3
-4,8992

Table 5: h = 0.1
0

1.3

ξ4
0
0.0026
-0.063
-0.400

Table 4: h = 0.5
0

1.4

ξ3
0
-0.0625
-0.1241
-0.3572

y (0)
1
1

y 00 (0)
1
1.0002

y 000 (0)
0
-0.0024

y(4) (0)
-3
-2.9208

Table 6: h = 0.01

1.2

Analytical
Numerical

y 0 (0)
1
1

y 00 (0)
1
1

y 000 (0)
0
-5·10−7

y(4) (0)
-3
-3

1.1

CONCLUSIONS
A general algorithm designed for the approximation
of Taylor coefficients of the solution of first order
ODEs has been presented. This method gives a continuous approximation, it can approximate the solution with a z th order polynomial in any points where

1
0

0.1

0.2

ξ

0.3

0.4

0.5

Figure 1: The numerical approximation of Ki,p (ξ)
functions
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the function of solution is interpretable. The presented method based on the standard Runge-Kutta
method, but it takes the constants used by RK as
a function of a local variable. Therefore the main
difference between this method to other standard
methods for example discrete Runge-Kutta, AdamsBashfort, Adams-Moulton etc. while the standard
methods give a discrete approximation point by point
this method approximate the function of solution by
a continuous polynom in given points it is show more
information the behavior of the solution in the neighborhood of approximated points. This method only
the first step to the simulation it can take as a predictor method so it can be decisive the integration
with variable stepsize to determine the value of the
stepsize or the order of approximation. The method
can be useful in determining the derived functions of
solution up to z th order.
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search

solution and subsequently having the computer
evaluating it” (Gama and Norford 2002).

methods,

Phase 1. ABSTRACTION

ABSTRACT
A qualitative and quantitative comparison of
simulation optimization methodologies is presented to
specifically study the importance of the objective
function on the election of the algorithm to generate
the alternatives to be simulated. If a capability index is
used in conjunction with a powerful rejection
algorithm and a efficient metaheuristic, the average
number of repetitions per simulated alternative is to be
decreased significantly, facilitating the simulation of
more alternatives. The probability of the convergence
of the algorithm increases then considerably. The
credibility in the solution is also raised since the
decision is made both in terms of average behavior and
variability.

Phase 2. SIMULATION
Phase 3.
OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION
DEFINITION
AND
EVALUATION

Phase 4.
GENERATION
ALGORITHM

Figure 1. Simulation Optimization Methodology
The origin of any SOM resides in the impossibility of
analyzing the huge set of alternatives that are under
study. The size of the subset of the alternatives that a
methodology is able to simulate basically depends on
the calculation speed of the computer.

INTRODUCTION/PROBLEM DEFINITION
The problem is to optimize a simulation vector of
responses Ψ over a region Θ ⊂ ℜP with respect to an
ordered p-tuple of input factor settings X = (x1, x2, …,
xp,… xP) ∈ Θ (Jacobson and Schrueben 1989). In other
words, a p-tuple (or alternative or combination) must
be selected among a full set in terms of several
responses (or criteria or fitness).

If the number of alternatives is not excessive and each
and every one of them might be simulated in the
required time, the WHOLE SET should be analyzed
and no generation algorithm is needed. The problem is
reduced to the evaluation of each alternative.
If, as it is usually the case, the set is too large because
the execution of one repetition is too slow or because
there is a continuous variable under consideration, then
a SUBSET is to be analyzed. The generation algorithm
is crucial and will be dependent on the shape Ψ over
the region Θ, which depends on the objective function
that has been defined. “The success of the optimization
procedure depends on the choice of the objective
function and its functional relationship to the control
parameters” (Hilgers and Boersma 2001).

The difficulty to solve the problem is triple. First, each
of the J individual responses Yj ∈ Ψ is a random
variable Yj = f(X), which must be estimated. Second,
the individual responses must be aggregated in an
overall response or objective function Y = f(Ψ), which
is then also a random variable. Third, the total number
of p-tuples to evaluate, I, might be very large.
The solution comes in the form of a simulation
optimization methodology (SOM) which combines a
generation algorithm of a subset of p-tuples to be
simulated and the evaluation of an objective function.

What follows is the qualitative and quantitative study
of the available SOMs, grouped not only in terms of
their different formulations but also on their desirable
characteristics. The study is performed first in terms
just of the objective function to explain the way it is
defined and evaluated. Then, the focus is in the
combination of an objective function and generation
algorithms and how they affect the final solution.

Figure 1 summarizes a simulation optimization
methodology within the framework of a generic
optimization methodology, particularizing it for a
simulation study. The system is first represented in a
simulation model and then an iterative procedure is
followed: “simulations are normally used in a scenarioby-scenario base, with the designer generating a
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
ISBN 1-56555-286-5(book) / ISBN 1-84233-106-x(CD)
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DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

OF

The second is the number of runs made per alternative
(R). The more runs performed, the higher the
credibility, since the estimation of the individual
objective functions is improved, unless a small number
guarantees that the alternative is not optimal but
subpar, and therefore is subject to be rejected.

THE

Many SOMs have been developed. They all try to find
a satisficing alternative, with a fitness value close to
that of the optimum alternative, without having to
analyze all the available alternatives, that is, in a
reasonable execution time.

Efficiency or the total number of runs, NTOT
Efficiency is the time spent to select an alternative among
those included in the available set.

A desirable search methodology must accelerate then the
selection of satisficing alternatives. The optimum
simulation search methodology will be one in which
the defined multicriteria objective function allows for
the simulation of only a few alternatives, among which
the subpar alternatives are run only one time or not
simulated at all, and the real candidates are run a small,
preset number of times (Rmax). In summary, and since
the response surface Ψ is a random variable, the
objectives of a SOM are to “maximize statistical power
and psychological validity” (Wager and Nichols 2003).

Quantitatively, the efficiency is measured as the total
number of simulation runs (NTOT), which might be split
into the following factors:

NTOT =

It is possible to improve the efficiency by reducing either
factor of the expression. Depending on the objective
function to estimate, the number of runs might be
different (first factor) and also the method to select the
subset of alternatives to simulate (second factor).

Let’s separate the above objectives into three
characteristics, namely, efficacy, efficiency and
credibility (Law and Kelton 1991).
Efficacy and credibility

The above formula might be further specified if the
number of runs per alternative depends on the
objective function of an alternative. If the estimation of
the value of the objective function makes an alternative
feasible, more repetitions should be made than if the
estimation makes an alternative clearly infeasible or
subpar.

The two characteristics are closely related. If efficacy
is a measure of the distance to the ideal objective
function value, the credibility is the psychological
measure that the solution obtained is the optimum one.
Efficacy is to be calculated as follows:

⎛
Y −Y*
⎜
EFFICACY = 100% * 1 −
⎜
Y*
⎝
where:

Runs
* Alternatives
Alternative

Then, the distribution of the repetitions per alternative,
Ω, might be defined as:

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

p(Ω = R) = p(R)

∀R∈[0,Rmax]

where:

o Y = objective function value for a particular
combination or p-tuple
o Y* = objective function value for the optimum
combination, which is not known, unless all of
the combinations are analyzed.

o R is the number of repetitions that are to be
performed per alternative
o Rmax is the maximum number of repetitions
o p(R) = IR/I; probability of running an alternative
R times
o I = total number of alternatives
o IR = number of alternatives that are run R times.

Credibility is the confidence of the decision maker in
the solution obtained, that is, the degree of belief that
the optimum solution has been obtained. It will be
quantified as a number between 0 and 100.

Therefore, the total number of runs is the sum of the
total number of runs for each R:

Efficacy and credibility are affected by two factors.
The first is the percentage of simulated alternatives.
The more alternatives are run, the higher the credibility
will be. If the whole set is evaluated, efficacy of the
selected alternative is 100%, since Y* is known and
Yselected = Y*. If only a subset is evaluated, there is no
certainty that the selected alternative is the optimum
one. That is why a good methodology should search
for P(Yselected = Y*)→1.

NTOT =

Rmax

∑ NTOT
R =0

R

which is the number of alternatives times the number
of runs for each R:
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NTOT =

1. Subjective: comes from someone’s mind.
2. Give an idea of preference: alternatives are to
be compared and ordered.

Rmax

∑R I
R =0

R

which might be calculated also as the total number of
alternatives times the average number of runs per
alternative:

NTOT =

Rmax

Rmax

R =0

R =0

∑ R I p( R) = I

Each criterion must be optimized, either by:
1. Maximizing its value, for example, service
level.
2. Minimizing its value, for example cost.
3. Searching for a target value, for example
budget.

∑ R p( R) = I * R

mean

NTOT might be lowered then by either reducing I
(simulating only a small subset), decreasing Rmax per
evaluated feasible alternative, or altering Ω (shifting
the weight towards the lower values of R). Any of the
factors are dependent on the objective function used.

In all three cases, both an aspiration level Tj and upper
and lower satisfaction levels (LSLj and USLj) are
subjectively set (Barba-Romero and Pomerol 1997),
levels that define the acceptability or feasibility of a
given alternative.

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION DEFINITION AND
EVALUATION

Then, it is necessary to estimate the performance of
criterion j for each alternative i in a measure vij = f(Yij)
and compare it with the desirable values. The
probability distribution of vij is to be estimated from R
repetitions of the simulation model.

An important step of the SOM is to define the
objective function that is going to evaluate the fitness
of an alternative, that is, the capability of an alternative
to meet requirements. This objective function is an
aggregation of several individual criteria, and must
include an idea of risk.

Aggregated criterion
It is not trivial to develop a multicriteria measure vi =
f(vij) that aggregates the individual criteria. The
individual measure for each criterion has to be selected
and then combined all together into a single measure.
The bigger problem is to put all the measures in the
same unit.

It is necessary, first, to define a fitness value per criterion
that allows for a satisfaction and aspiration analysis
following the multicriteria decision making theory
(Zeleny 1982). An alternative will be satisfactory if it
fulfills certain satisfaction requirements and it will be
ideal if it reaches certain aspiration levels. The fitness
value must include the information provided for each
criterion (satisfaction limits - or worst permissible values
- and aspiration level - or ideal value) and the random
variables Yj obtained by the repetitive execution of
simulation models.

Even in the same units, priorities or ranking between
the criteria might be set. Therefore weights that
combine priorities and change of units are to be
determined.
Setting the subjective values
As already mentioned, the determination of the
objective function is subjective in nature, since the
weights, the targets and the specification limits are
subjectively assigned.

The fitness value must quantitatively reflect the degree
of fulfillment of requirements. Therefore, it must
include in the analysis the whole output distribution
per criterion, and not only its mean behavior. The
proposed alternatives must simultaneously generate
values inside the satisfaction limits, avoiding adverse
situations, and a mean behavior close to the ideal value
or aspiration level.

In terms of the weights, several procedures are
available (for example, Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) (Saaty 1980)) to give some sense to the
assignment process.

Then, a multicriteria fitness value must be defined to
aggregate individual fitness value, in order to perform an
optimization or search process with a single objective and
select among the alternatives that are within the
satisficing subset. This multicriteria fitness value
summarizes the degree of satisfaction of all the individual
criteria.

Regarding the other parameters (USL, T, LSL), it is
usually possible to correctly assign those values since
the decision maker knows the system in hand,
especially for the target.
To conclude, it should be mentioned that it is usually
easier to set the specification limits than the weights
(Barba-Romero and Pomerol 1997), since each
criterion is studied independently.

Individual criterion
The main characteristics of one criterion must be:
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF OBJECTIVE
FUNCTIONS

measure estimated. This measure is called Process
Capability Index (PCI).

In this section, the two main types of multiple objective
functions are introduced.

There are several capability indices (Kotz and
Lovelace 1998). However, two have come up as the
ones more commonly used in industry. One is Cpk,
whose value is above 1 if the whole distribution is
between the specification limits regardless of where the
average or the median lie with respect to the target, and
Cpm, which aggregate the satisfaction of the limits and
the closeness to the target.

Average
Usually, the individual average value for any
measure, vij , is used, and its confidence interval given
to provide an idea of variation.

The CpmF index has also been proposed (Otamendi
2001) to combine the two previous indices in to a
single measure:

The multicriteria fitness value is generally a linear
combination of the averages for each criterion, where
the weights are used to change units and measure the
relative importance of each criterion:

⎧⎪Cpm ij ∀MCpk ij ≥ 1
CpmFij = ⎨
∀MCpk ij < 1
⎪⎩0

vi = ∑ w j vij
J

where:
The weaknesses of this fitness value is that it only
includes mean behaviour and that several criteria with
different units are aggregated.

C pm ij =

Economic = Profit - Penalty

Yij
sij
Pk ij

= standard deviation of the data
= k% percentile of the data

The CpmF index takes a value of 0 if the alternative
does not fulfill requirements, and Cpm if all the
requirements are met. In other words, subpar
alternatives are given a value of 0 and the rest a value
which combines the distance to the ideal and the
requirements. This objective value is to be maximized.

Deviation
Each objective function j has its own target value, Tj.
The deviation zj is calculated as the difference between
that target and the average value for the criterion, Y j :
zj = - | Y j -Tj|

In the multicriteria case, besides the linear combination
option presented for the averages, there is also a
possibility that makes sense to develop the MPCI
(Multicriteria PCI). Since the capability indices are
unitless, and the philosophy is to fulfill requirements, a
conservative option is to assign the fitness value of the
worst criterion to the alternative:

If subjective numeric weights are assigned to each
criterion, wj, the aggregated objective function is then:
J

j

2

and MCpk is just the generalization of the Cpk index for
non-normal distributions.

This objective value is to be maximized.

j =1

2

= upper specification limit (criterion j)
= lower specification limit (criterion j)
= target value (criterion j)
= average of the data (alternative i, criterion j)

USLj
LSLj
Tj

Economic
Both individual criteria must be converted to the same
monetary units. If a criterion is not monetary, it is
incorporated as a penalty for not fulfilling requirements
(Hilgers and Boersma 2001):

∑w z

6 sij + (Yij − T j )

⎡ USL j − P 50
P50 ij − LSL j ⎤
ij
⎥
,
MC pk ij = min ⎢
⎢ P 99.865ij − P 50 ij P 50ij − P 0.135ij ⎥
⎣
⎦

The following are two possible aggregations and how
they are optimized.

Deviation =

USL j − LSL j

j

CpmFi = min (CpmFij ) ∀j = 1... J

This objective value is to be minimized.

The strength of this type of aggregation is that each
criterion is first evaluated on its own, and then
combined into the unique measure. Each and every
criterion must be fulfilled for the alternative to be valid
and the aggregation performed.

Process capability index (PCI)
The second option comes from the field of quality
control. The whole distribution Yij is compared with
both the specifications and the target and a summary
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The weakness of the capability indices is that extreme
percentiles are used for their calculation. These Pk are
estimated with more repetitions than the ones needed to
estimate average behaviour.

Table 2 includes the results for the best 20 alternatives.
Table 2. Results for Economic Objective Function
FACTORS / PARAMETERS
REVIEW
REORDER MAXIMUM
INTERVAL
POINT
LEVEL

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
A case study is presented to quantitatively compare the
objective functions mentioned in the previous section.
This case study will also be used later in the article to
compare SOMs that include a search algorithm.
The system
The inventory system under study has been adapted
from (Taha 1988), by changing the given random
variables to non-normal, asymmetric distributions.
Four products are stored and sent to customers.
Stock level is revised periodically (review interval, RI).
If it falls below the reorder point (RO), a call is made
to the supplier to ask for the needed quantity to reach
the maximum inventory level (ML).

3

675

3500

373.44

100.00%

4

700

3500

373.31

99.96%

3

700

3500

373.30

99.96%

4

725

3500

373.16

99.93%

3

725

3500

373.16

99.93%

4

750

3500

373.00

99.88%

3

750

3500

372.94

99.87%

2

675

3600

372.59

99.77%

2

700

3600

372.08

99.64%

2

725

3600

371.90

99.59%

2

750

3600

371.69

99.53%

2

750

3700

371.60

99.51%

2

750

3800

371.24

99.41%

2

700

3900

370.82

99.30%

2

425

4000

370.82

99.30%

2

450

4000

370.73

99.28%

2

725

3900

370.71

99.27%

2

675

3900

370.70

99.27%

2

750

3900

370.70

99.27%

2

475

4000

370.66

99.26%

Optimum

373.44

The results are very similar for all of the first 20 ptuples, with the best alternative presenting a review
interval of 3. For comparison purposes, in the last
column, a measure of efficacy is included.

The possible values for each factor are:
RI ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
RO ∈ {250, 275, 300, ..., 725, 750}
ML ∈ {3500, 3600, ..., 5400, 5500}

OBJ. FUNCTION
Economic
Fitness
Efficacy

Deviation
Table 3 includes the results for the best 20 alternatives,
for subjective weights of 90% and 10% for the service
level and cost, respectively.

6 levels
21 levels
21 levels

for a total of 21*21*6 = 2646 possible combinations or
alternatives (RI, RO, ML) to choose from.

Table 3. Results for Deviation Objective Function
FACTORS / PARAMETERS
REVIEW
REORDER MAXIMUM
POINT
LEVEL
INTERVAL

The decider looks to minimize cost without reducing
the level of service. The target for the cost is 7% with
an upper limit of 12%. For the service level, the target
is 99.5% and the lower limit is 95%.
The estimation of the aggregated objective function for
each alternative is based on Rmax = 100, so the total
number of runs performed for the WHOLE SET are:
NTOT = Rmax * I
= 100 * 2646 = 264600 runs.
Economic
It is calculated as:

4

575

3600

0.13

100.00%

2

600

3900

0.14

88.17%

4

575

3500

0.15

87.36%

4

625

3600

0.15

86.36%

2

650

3900

0.15

81.94%

4

700

3500

0.16

77.39%

2

625

3800

0.16

75.65%

3

700

3500

0.16

75.20%

4

625

3500

0.16

74.53%

4

675

3700

0.16

74.36%

3

625

3500

0.16

73.76%

2

575

3800

0.16

73.11%

2

650

3800

0.17

69.94%

2

600

4000

0.17

69.83%

2

700

3900

0.17

69.64%

4

675

3600

0.17

68.79%

2

675

3900

0.17

68.66%

2

600

3800

0.17

68.11%

2

650

4000

0.17

67.65%

4

675

3500

0.17

66.74%

Optimum

Economic = Profit – Penalty

OBJ. FUNCTION
Deviation
Fitness
Efficacy

0.13

For this objective function, the best alternative is one
in which the review interval is set to 4, and a low
66.74% efficacy for the 20th alternative is obtained.

where the profit is a monetary value in currency units:
Profit = Gross income - Costs

Process capability index CpmF
Table 4 includes the results for the best 20 alternatives.

and penalty is a subjective monetary value assigned to
the lack of service, for example, 10000 m.u. (monetary
units) per day of lateness:
Penalty = 10000 * Late Days
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Table 4. Results for CpmF Objective Function
FACTORS / PARAMETERS
REVIEW
REORDER MAXIMUM
INTERVAL
POINT
LEVEL

CpmF index for the best 20 alternatives are included in
Table 6.

OBJ. FUNCTION
CpmF
Fitness
Efficacy

2

500

3800

0.65

100.00%

4

575

3600

0.64

99.77%

2

550

3700

0.60

92.52%

2

600

3700

0.58

90.04%

2

600

3900

0.58

89.13%

4

575

3500

0.57

88.59%

4

625

3600

0.57

2

600

3800

2

500

2

Table 6. Sensitivity Analysis
FACTORS / PARAMETERS
REVIEW
REORDER MAXIMUM
INTERVAL
POINT
LEVEL

Economic
Fitness
Efficacy

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Deviation
Fitness
Efficacy

Fitness

CpmF
Efficacy

4

575

3600

184.40

49.38%

0.13

100.00%

0.26

100.00%

2

600

3900

367.04

98.29%

0.14

88.17%

0.23

89.34%

4

575

3500

134.28

35.96%

0.15

87.36%

0.23

88.79%

87.71%

4

625

3600

183.98

49.27%

0.15

86.36%

0.23

87.91%

0.56

86.64%

2

600

3800

360.43

96.52%

0.17

68.11%

0.22

86.84%

3900

0.56

86.48%

2

575

3800

357.30

95.68%

0.16

73.11%

0.22

86.29%

2

650

3900

368.31

98.63%

0.15

81.94%

0.22

84.63%

575

3800

0.56

86.09%

4

700

3500

373.31

99.96%

0.16

77.39%

0.21

81.54%

2

550

3900

0.55

85.90%

2

625

3800

361.25

96.74%

0.16

75.65%

0.21

80.36%

2

650

3900

0.54

84.43%

3

700

3500

373.30

99.96%

0.16

75.20%

0.21

80.17%

4

625

3500

290.71

77.85%

0.16

74.53%

0.21

79.73%

2

475

3800

0.54

83.29%

4

675

3700

253.80

67.96%

0.16

74.36%

0.21

79.64%

3

625

3500

337.97

90.50%

0.16

73.76%

0.20

79.24%

2

700

3900

370.82

99.30%

0.17

69.64%

0.20

76.58%

2

675

3900

370.70

99.27%

0.17

68.66%

0.20

76.15%

4

675

3600

248.76

66.61%

0.17

68.79%

0.20

76.08%

2

650

4000

369.74

99.01%

0.17

67.65%

0.19

4

675

3500

364.04

97.48%

0.17

66.74%

0.19

75.10%

2

650

3700

0.53

82.84%

2

550

3800

0.53

82.83%

4

700

3500

0.52

81.35%

2

525

3800

0.52

80.88%

2

625

3800

0.52

80.18%

3

675

3500

373.44

100.00%

0.17

65.10%

0.19

74.17%

3

750

3500

372.94

99.87%

0.18

64.56%

0.19

73.86%

3

700

3500

0.52

79.98%

2

575

3700

0.52

79.93%

Optimum

Optimum

373.44

0.13

75.54%

0.26

0.65

The best option shifts from the p-tuple 2-500-3800 to
the p-tuple 4-575-3600. Even four of the previously
first ten acceptable alternatives become unacceptable.

The review interval is found to be 2 for this measure.
Comparison
Table 5 includes a comparison of the results obtained
for each objective function, for the best 20 alternatives
found feasible according to the CpmF index.

Again, the decision changes in terms of the objective
function and its subjective parameters. And the choices
are going to affect the performance of the generation
algorithms of the subset of alternatives to be simulated.

Table 5. Comparison
GENERATION ALGORITHMS
FACTORS / PARAMETERS
REVIEW
REORDER MAXIMUM
POINT
LEVEL
INTERVAL

Economic
Fitness
Efficacy

500

3800

575

3600

-4.40

-1.18%

0.13

100.00%

0.64

99.77%

2

550

3700

297.98

79.80%

0.63

-286.86%

0.60

92.52%

2

600

3700

82.95%

0.17

66.46%

0.58

90.04%

2

600

3900

363.64

97.38%

0.14

88.17%

0.58

89.13%

4

575

3500

-105.52

-28.26%

0.15

87.36%

0.57

4

625

3600

-4.82

-1.29%

0.15

86.36%

0.57

87.71%

2

600

3800

349.23

93.52%

0.17

68.11%

0.56

86.64%

2

500

3900

364.27

97.54%

0.37

-84.57%

0.56

86.48%

2

575

3800

342.90

91.82%

0.16

73.11%

0.56

86.09%

2

550

3900

363.98

97.47%

0.19

51.87%

0.55

85.90%

2

650

3900

366.11

98.04%

0.15

81.94%

0.54

84.43%

2

475

3800

264.69

70.88%

0.21

40.46%

0.54

83.29%

2

650

3700

336.57

90.13%

0.18

62.60%

0.53

82.84%

2

550

3800

342.99

91.85%

0.38

-95.17%

0.53

82.83%

4

700

3500

373.31

99.96%

0.16

77.39%

0.52

81.35%

2

525

3800

334.32

89.52%

0.21

34.94%

0.52

80.88%

2

625

3800

351.05

94.01%

0.16

75.65%

0.52

80.18%

3

700

3500

373.30

99.96%

0.16

75.20%

0.52

79.98%

2

575

3700

297.84

79.76%

0.20

44.66%

0.52

79.93%

373.44

0.47

0.13

-162.90%

0.65

CpmF
Efficacy

4

309.78

85.69%

Fitness

2

Optimum

319.99

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Deviation
Fitness
Efficacy

There exist several algorithms to generate the subset of
alternatives that are going to be simulated. The main
first distinction has to be made among the analysis of
the WHOLE SET (like the example presented in the
previous section) or just part of it, SUBSET, which
depends on the size of the set, I, and therefore, on the
nature and size of the input factors.

100.00%

88.59%

If all the factors are discrete, the size of the available
set has a combinatorial status. Its size value is the
multiplication of the number of the settings for each
parameter (fp):

0.65

It is surprising that the best alternative produces a very
low value for Deviation and the second a low value for
Economic. It is clear then that the final decision
depends on the objective function used. And each
decider might choose a very different response
measure.

P

I=

∏f

p

p =1

If any factor p is continuous, then I grows to infinity
since fp is also infinity. The only possibility is then to
make the possible factor settings discrete so fp is finite.

Even the choice of subjective values for the parameters
within the three objective functions might vary the
final solution. To study the robustness of the final
decision, a variation in the subjective values of the
monetary penalty, the criteria targets and specification
limits is tested. For the monetary value, a smaller value
of 5000 m.u. is proposed instead of the original 10000
m.u. For the cost criterion, the target value is kept at an
almost achievable value of 7% whereas the upper
satisficing value lowered from 12% to 9%. For the
service criterion, the target is set at 100% and the lower
satisficing limit raised to 98%. Again, it looks like it is
easier to set the values for the targets and limits than
the one for the penalty. The results obtained for the

Whole Set
If the total number of runs is manageable, meaning that
NTOT can be performed, simulating each and every
alternative in the feasible set is possible and should be
done. Therefore, the probability of not running and
alternative is p(R=0)=0.
In terms of the characteristics, efficiency is then not a
problem, 100% efficacy is fully achieved and
confidence in the solution is total.
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relies heavily on the initial solution (Shelokar et al.
2004). For that reason, several improvements on the
original methodologies are being proposed. For
example, in order to generate a good set of initial
solutions for a genetic algorithm, a linear program is
used (Yokohama 2002).

Subset
One proposed classification for the SUBSET
generation algorithms is the following (Jacobson and
Schrueben 1989):
o Path search methods: in which a direction of
improvement is determined and followed in
repeated steps. The main examples are
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) (Rees et
al. 1985), Stochastic Approximation (SApprox)
(Kiefer and Wolfowitz 1951), Perturbation
Analysis (PA) (Ho 1984) and the Likelihood
Ratio Method (LRM) (Glynn 1987).
o Pattern search methods: in which a pattern in
the behavior of the observations is obtained.
The main examples are Hooke-and-Jeeves
method (HJ) (Hooke and Jeeves 1961) and the
Simplex Method (SM) (Nelder and Mead 1965).
o Random methods: in which a randomly selected
subset of alternatives is analyzed.
o Integral methods: in which the analysis is done
by space- or region-covering and it is specially
designed for global optimization.

QUALITATIVE COMPARISON OF REPORTED
SOMs
An extensive literature review has been performed to
see the combinations of objective functions and
generation algorithms that have been reported. Using
electronic versions of databases, the keywords
“simulation and optimization” provide many
references. For example, Science Direct includes 3854
articles, Springer 214 and Kluwer 649.
The vast majority of references include SUBSET
SOMs with an aggregate average cost function that is
being optimized using simulated annealing, an
evolutionary algorithm or a neural network or a
combination of them. Obviously, the research focus is
on trying to improve the convergence of the algorithms
to the optimum value in problems with many
alternatives.

Several new methods have arisen in the last decades.
They have been named as combinatorial methods, or
metaheuristics (April et al. 2003). Three different
subgroups might be mentioned:

Among the reported combinations, genetic algorithms
have been used to find a good local area, which is
studied using hill-climb algorithms (Hart et al. 1998).
Simulated annealing finds a subset of good-quality
alternatives which are compared using comparison and
selection (Ahmed and Alkhamis 2002). Neural
networks are used as a filtering step prior to simulating
alternatives generated using Genetic Algorithms
(Glover et al. 1996, Johnson and Rogers 2001, Laguna
and Martí 2002, Yu and Liang 2001). Scatter search
(Glover 1977) follows the same principle but with tabu
search and neural networks.

o Simulated annealing (Eglese 1990), in which a
new alternative is selected in the neighborhood
of the last simulated alternative.
o Evolutionary algorithms like tabu search (TS)
(Karaboga and Kalinli 1997), and genetic
algorithms (GA) (Goldberg 1989). They search
by building and evolving a subset of
alternatives.
o Metamodels , like neural networks (Hopfield
and Tank 1985). They are used to algebraically
represent the simulation model, facilitating then
the optimization procedure.

In terms of the WHOLE SET, the number of references
is not high, and again an average cost function is what
is reported in conjunction with the traditional
comparison and selection (CS) method. The major
drawback is that the possible number of alternatives to
evaluate cannot be too high (usually less than 20) for
the selection errors not to be too large (Law and Kelton
1991).

All these methods have been reported to be very useful
when I is very large compared to the other methods
mentioned, since they have good convergence
properties. The solution of the scheduling problem in
flexible manufacturing systems (for example,
Fazlollahi and Vahidov 2001) is one of the examples
most commonly mentioned.

The only combination reported in which the objective
function is the capability index is GESAS (Otamendi
1999), with its upcoming natural continuation GESAS
II (Otamendi 2004). This SOM has been successfully
applied in studies with many alternatives: one with
2646 (Otamendi 1999), other with 288 (Rivera 1998).

The main thrust of this group of methodologies is to
evaluate the smallest possible subset, that is, the
smallest percentage of alternatives, so a satisficing
alternative is found in the required time. That means
that p(R=0) > 0, increasing efficiency, but then 100%
efficacy and credibility is not guaranteed. A good
compromise between efficacy and efficiency is sought,
even knowing that the relationship efficacy-efficiency

What follows is a comparison of SOMs by studying in
detail the characteristics of the two opposite leading
methodologies: GESAS, which tries to evaluate the
WHOLE SET of alternatives (increasing the speed
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while maintaining 100% credibility), and pure EA,
which tries to evaluate a small SUBSET in which the
optimum is included (improving credibility while
maintaining efficiency). A combination of the two
methods is also presented.

GESAS II
100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
Rmean

Whole Set - GESAS II

60.0
50.0
40.0

It is the first attempt to use a multicriteria process
capability index (MPCI) in a WHOLE SET simulation
study. The focus is on trying to reduce
NTOT = I * R mean via reducing Rmean, making it possible

30.0
20.0
10.0

The use of a MPCI instead of an average cost function
allows for the definition of a rejection algorithm
(Otamendi 1999) that discriminates easily between
good and subpar alternatives. The number of
repetitions R is not fixed anymore but dependent on the
fitness of the alternative. The satisfaction limits (USL
and LSL) are also updated as better alternatives are
found (Otamendi 2004). For feasible alternatives, Rmax
runs are performed, but for subpar alternatives a lower
number of executions of the model is needed.

90

70

50
30

0.9
10

0.5

P(1)

0.7

0.1

to evaluate more alternatives I, while keeping efficacy
and credibility at 100%.

0.3

0.0

Rmax

Figure 2. Rmean for GESAS II
For common values of Rmax = 50 and p(1) = 0.80, Rmean
= 10.8.
Subset - Evolutionary algorithms
It is clear that the main research is being done in the
area of evolutionary algorithms. The reason is simple:
there are many problems in which only a subset of
alternatives is to be simulated, with the corresponding
possible loss in efficacy and in psychological
credibility.

Hence, the distribution of the number of runs Ω in the
whole range of possible value of R (R=0, ..., Rmax) is:

⎧ p (0) = 0
⎪ p (1) = p (1)
⎪
pGESASII ( R ) = ⎨
⎪ p ( R) = 0 ∀R = 2,..., Rmax − 1
⎪⎩ p ( Rmax ) = 1 − p(1)

The focus in this group is then primarily in increasing
credibility, via convergence to the optimum solution,
and efficiency, via reduction of the simulated subset.
The objective function is an Average function, and the
number of runs is constant within the simulated set.
Hence, the distribution of runs in this case is:

Since all the alternatives are evaluated, p(R=0) is 0.
And the performance of the algorithm is such that
usually a large percentage of the alternatives are
simulated only once, and the rest Rmax. To facilitate the
upcoming comparison, the small percentage that will
be run between 2 and Rmax-1 is not considered.

⎧ p (0) = p (0)
⎪ p (1) = 0
⎪
p SA ( R ) = ⎨
⎪ p ( R ) = 0 ∀R = 2,..., Rmax − 1
⎪⎩ p ( Rmax ) = 1 − p (0)

The resulting quantification of the efficiency is:

NTOT = I

Rmax

∑R p
R =0

R

Many alternatives are not simulated and Rmax runs are
made of the rest. The total number of runs is:

= I * Rmean

= I ∗ 1 p (1) + Rmax [1 − p (1)]

NTOT = I

Rmax

∑R p
R =0

R

= I * Rmean

= I ∗ 0 p(0) + Rmax [1 − p(0)]

The value of Rmean and NTOT for GESASII then
depends on Rmax and p(1). Figure 2 shows the possible
values for Rmean if p(1) is varied between 0 and 0.999
and Rmax between 10 and 100.

= I ∗ Rmax [1 − p(0)]

The value of Rmean and NTOT for EA then depends on
Rmax and p(0). Figure 3 shows the possible values for
Rmean if p(0) is varied between 0 and 0.999 and Rmax
between 10 and 100.
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⎧ p (0) = p (0) EA
⎪ p (1) = (1 − p (0) ) p (1)
⎪
EA
GESAS
p GESASii + EA ( R) = ⎨
⎪ p ( R ) = 0 ∀R = 2,..., R max − 1
⎪⎩ p ( R max ) = (1 − p (0) EA )(1 − p (1) GESAS )

EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM S

100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
Rm ean

so the quantification of the efficiency is:

60.0
50.0
40.0

NTOT = I

30.0

Rmax

∑R p
R =0

20.0

R

= I * Rmean

= I ∗ (1 − p (0 )EA ) p (1)GESAS + Rmax [1 − p(1)GESAS ]

10.0

90

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the possible values for Rmean if
p(0)EA is varied between 0 and 0.999 and p(1)GESAS is
varied between 0 and 0.999 for different values of
Rmax.

Rm ax

Figure 3. Rmean for Evolutionary Algorithms

GESAS II + EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
(Rmax = 30)

The graph looks very similar to the one for GESAS II.
Using the same values of Rmax = 50 and p(0)=0.80,
Rmean = 10.0.

100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
Rm ean 60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

0.2

P(1) -- GESAS

The MPCI and the rejection algorithm of GESASII are
powerful tools that must be used to reject subpar
alternatives without performing Rmax runs, so more
alternatives are analyzed in the same amount of time
(bigger SUBSET). If still the WHOLE SET cannot be
analyzed, evolutionary algorithms look like a good
choice, but need to improve the convergence.

0.9

P(0) -- EA

0.8

0.7

In terms of the desirable characteristics of a
methodology, credibility is increased as p(0) is reduced
and Rmax is increased, but then efficiency is reduced.
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As a summary of what has been presented so far is that
WHOLE SET methodologies favor credibility and
must improve efficiency and SUBSET methodologies
favor efficiency and must improve credibility.

0.5

THE NEW METHODOLOGY – GESAS II+EA

Figure 4. Rmean for Combination (Rmax=30)
GESAS II + EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
(Rmax = 50)

An improvement on EA might be achieved by the
inclusion of CpmF as the objective function instead of
the aggregated average cost. Again, the performance of
the search algorithm might be dependent on the
objective function as well as on the stopping conditions
and the initial alternative.
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If EA and GESAS are combined into a new SOM,
GESAS II + EA, an improvement looks possible. More
alternatives will be evaluated per unit time, improving
the efficacy for the same number of repetitions.
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The distribution of Ω for GESAS II + EA is:
Figure 5. Rmean for Combination (Rmax=50)
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It looks like the efficiency of GESAS II is very good
since uses only 2.39 more time that the super optimal
alternative. SA, which is included for comparison, is
the quicker methodology but it does not achieve the
optimum. GA almost attains the optimum, and its
convergence rate is about 5 times greater than that of
GESAS II alone.

GESAS II + EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
(Rmax = 100)
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The area of simulation optimization is too complex to
develop universal search methodologies. It is very
difficult to come up with a multicriteria objective
function that includes risk and that might be evaluated
with a small number of runs. The selection of the
search algorithm is also not easy. So the combination
of both objective function and search algorithm is
complicated.
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Figure 6. Rmean for Combination (Rmax=100)

It has been shown in this article that the performance
of the simulation optimization methodology depends
heavily on the definition and evaluation of the
objective function, although most of the ongoing
research is on the improvement of just the search
methodologies over an average response surface.

Using the same values of Rmax = 50, p(0)EA = 0.80 and
p(1)GESAS = 0.80, Rmean = 2.2, five times lower than in
the two separated SOMs.
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF SOMs

The analysis has been performed introducing a detailed
factorization of the variable NTOT, or total number of
repetitions made in the analysis. The separation
between runs per alternative, which might be variable,
and total number of alternatives, which is usually a just
a small subset, helps define and quantify the
probability distribution Ω of the number of runs per
alternative.

The inventory problem has been used again but with a
small modification. The size of the space has been cut
in half by reducing the set of available values of the
review interval to 2, 3 and 4, eliminating the subpar 5,
6 and 7.
The following methodologies are analyzed (Table 8),
all with the CpmF index as the objective function:

The use of evolutionary algorithms, on one hand, helps
reduce the number of runs by reducing the size of the
subset to run. The use of a capability index, on the
other hand, helps by reducing the number of runs per
alternative. The combination of both techniques then
reduces drastically the total number of runs without
reducing credibility in the solution, as demonstrated
quantitatively in the inventory example.

o SuperOptimum: infeasible methodology in
which one simulation is performed for each
alternative except for the selected one, which is
run Rmax times
o Mesh: each alternative is run Rmax times
o GESAS I: mesh with variable number of
repetitions
o GESAS II: GESAS I with updating of
satisficing limits
o SA
o GA

So the future looks promising. Improving each
technique independently and coinjontly is the way to
go. Studies are being carried in the quality area to
define new aggregate indices, so stronger rejection
algorithms might be developed, and larger problems
simulated exhaustively using GESAS II.

Table 8. Comparison of SOMs with PCI fitness
METHODOLOGY

VARIABLES

Name

Rmax

I

RI

RP

ML

SuperOptimum

30

1323

4

575 3600

EFFICACY

EFFICIENCY

Efficacy

NTOT

Reps/ Alt.

Speed
Ratio

100.00%

1352

1.02

1.00
29.36

MESH

30

1323

4

575 3600

100.00%

39690

30.00

GESAS I

30

1323

4

575 3600

100.00%

7548

5.71

5.58

GESAS II

30

1323

4

575 3600

100.00%

3205

2.42

2.37

SA

30

1323

2

425 4000

73.23%

199

0.15

0.15

GA

30

1323

3

675 3800

92.39%

636

0.48

0.47

There is research being done in the evolutionary
algorithms area to increase the convergence rate and
the credibility of the solution.
And tests must be performed to relate both the
objective function, crutial part of any SOM, and the
search method.
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During modelling the steam superheating process can be
understood as a combination of two subprocesses: the
hydrodynamic and the thermal. Dynamic time constants
of these two processes are significantly different, the
hydrodynamic changes happen in tenth of seconds
meanwhile the magnitude of the time constants of the
thermal process are the tens of second. Therefore these
processes are usually modelled separately. The model
presented in this paper concerns only the thermal
process.

Abstract
The paper presents a MISO Wiener-Hammerstein
cascade model describing the thermal process of a
single steam superheater stage. The non-linear static
part is based on the energy balance of the medias
involved in the process. The linear part involves the
time dependence of the process.
The derivative of the model can be easily obtained,
which allows applying the Levenberg-Marquadt method
for identification. The identification and the validation
of the model is presented on the measurement of the
second superheater stage of a 180 MW fluidized bed
boiler.
The proposed model is simple and transparent, its
identification is not demanding. According to the
validation result, the model is suitable to test
superheater control structures on it.

The models are generally considering the first-principle
equations (mass, momentum and energy balances) and
the phenomenological correlations (e.g. heat transfer
correlations.). According to the time and spatial
distribution of the temperature in the superheater, the
process is described by partial differential equations,
that solution may be complex.

Nomenclature
T
A
V
m
ρ
c
h
Q
α

temperature,
surface area,
volume,
mass,
density,
specific heat,
enthalpy,
heat flow,
heat transfer coefficient,

Different approaches for modelling the superheater are
already available in the literature. The aim of these
models is to describe the dynamic behaviour of the
temperature of the steam leaving the superheater. The
models could be sorted according to the extension of the
derived process. Namely whether it covers only the
steam side process assuming the transferred heat flow
being known; or it also contains the heat transfer
phenomena (approximating the heat transfer
coefficients) as well, or even the combustion process
(heat release).

K
m2
m3
kg
kg/ m3
kJ/(kg·K)
kJ/kg
kJ/s
kJ/(s·K)

indices
st
steam,
fg
flue gas,
m
fg_rad representative temperature of the combustion
chamber,
m
metal of the pipe,
in
inlet,
out
outlet,
conv
convective,
rad
radiative.
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
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Zima (2001) presented a model applying the powerful
method of the finite difference method for the solution
of the partial differential equations. In his model, the
heat transfer coefficients were assumed to be known and
constant.
The distributed parameter problem was also addressed
by the Profos model (Profos 1962). The model based on
the one-pipe approximation of the process. This
linearized model is derived by performing Laplace
transformation once by the time and again by the spatial
variable on the partial difference equations. The
extended Profos model presented by Czinder (1996)
incorporates the dynamical behaviour of the outlet
temperature of the flue gas flow.

Oda et al. (1995) introduced a simplified model for
testing a model reference controller. The model
implements the same phenomena as the previous ones,
but the distributed parameter problem was solved by
applying two of the same concentrated parameter
model-block. The fuel flow also appears among the
model inputs, and the temperature of the flue gas is
estimated. In the model, only radiative heat transfer was
assumed. The presented validation data shows good
matching between the estimation and measurement of
the steam temperature.
Maffezzoni (1997) presented a model to describe the
boiler turbine dynamics. The proposed simple linearized
model concerns only the steam side phenomena utilising
the heat flow assumed to be known.
For the simulation of the superheater process, black box
models are also proposed in the literature. For example,
Alippi and Piuri (1995) reported a computationally
simple, distributed non-linear model; however their
model covers not only the superheating process, but the
whole power plant. The identification of their neural
model was performed on a 320 MW one-through boiler.
The inputs of their superheater model were the same as
the inputs of the model proposed in this paper.
In this paper, the Wiener-Hammerstein cascade model is
applied for the modelling of the superheated steam
temperature behaviour. The Wiener and Hammerstein
models are widely used for modelling of non-linear
process, because of their transparency, the capability to
capture well the behaviour of the process and because of
the feature to be identified easily. The heat transfer
coefficients are not known, thus the model identification
must include the approximation of this parameter. For
the identification the gradient based LevenbergMarquadt algorithm was applied.

Wiener Hammerstein Cascade process
model

this model structure it is easy to incorporate it into
the model.
The simple Wiener-Hammerstein cascade model (Haber
and Keviczky 2002) consists of linear dynamic parts
and one non-linear static term connected in series, as
shown in Figure 1.
u (k )

non-linear
linear
static
dynamic
part

linear
dynamic
part

linear
linear
dynamic
dynamic
part
part

Figure 1. The Wiener-Hammerstein cascade model

The superheater model
In the case of the superheater, the static part is a multiinput single-output function. Thus the first linear
dynamic part in Figure 1 contains several linear
dynamics. The more detailed model for the superheater
is given in Figure 2
Tst _ in (k )
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static
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Bdynamic
O (q )
AO (part
q −1 )

linear

The Wiener and Hammerstein models have several
advantages, the most important ones:
• the function can be derivated by the parameters of
the static part and by the parameters of the linear
dynamic parts as well;
• the linearity of the dynamic part simplifies not only
the parameter estimation, but also the (closed loop)
system analysis, modelling of disturbance, and
controller design;
• the a priori knowledge about industrial processes
usually concerns the steady state relations. With
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Tst _ out (k )

Figure 2. The Wiener-Hammerstein cascade model for the
superheater

All the dynamic parts are chosen to be second order
transfer function with unit gain. Thus one dynamic
model has only three parameters:

( )
B (q ) = b

Ai q −1 = 1 + ai ,1q −1 + ai , 2 q −2

In many cases, the behaviour of non-linear process can
be approximated by linear transfer functions for
describing the system dynamics, and a non-linear static
function describing the non-linearity. Wiener and
Hammerstein structures are typical examples of such
structures.

y (k )

−1

i

i ,0

q −1 + (1 + ai ,1 + ai , 2 − bi , 0 )q −2

(1)
(2)

The nonlinear static part is based on a concentrated
parameter static model of the superheater process. The
output temperature is expressed from the energy balance
equations of the steam (3), flue gas (4) and wall (1), and
from the convective (5,6), and radiative heat transfer (7)
equations.
The energy balance of the wall:

Q& st = Q& fg + Q& r

(3)

The energy balance of the steam flow:

Q& st = c st ⋅ m& st (Tst _ out − Tst _ in )

(4)

The energy balance of the flue gas flow:

Q& fg = c fg ⋅ V& fg ⋅ ρ fg ⋅ (T fg _ in − T fg _ out )

(5)

The heat transfer from the wall into the steam
(6)

The convective heat transfer from the flue gas flow to
the wall:

Q& fg = α fg (T fg − Tm )

(7)

The radiative heat transfer from the combustion
chamber to the wall:

Q& r = α rad (T fg _ rad − Tm )

(8)

The average steam and flue gas temperature.

Tst =
T fg =

Tst _ in + Tst _ out
2
T fg _ in + T fg _ out
2

(9)
(10)

In this function the convective heat coefficients are
approximated as linear functions of the fluid flows
around the surface, thus
(11)
α st (k ) = a st ⋅ m& st (k ) + bst
(12)

After a series of substitutions and arrangements the
output steam temperature can be expressed:

Tst _ out = f (Tst _ in , m& st , T fg _ in ,V& fg , Trad )

J (θ ) =

1
T
R(θ ) R(θ )
2

(14)

where the components of the R vector are

rk = Tst _ out (k ) − Tst _ out _ meas (k )

(15)

where k=1,2,…,N, and N is the number of data records.
The Levenberg-Marquadt iteration is given:

To facilitate the expression of the output steam
temperature the following approximations were applied:
• the radiative heat transfer is approximated to be
linear to the temperature difference (7);
• the representative temperatures for the convective
heat transfer calculations are the linear average of
the inlet and outlet steam and flue gas temperatures
(8,9), and not the logarithmic means, as it is
suggested in the literature.

α fg (k ) = a fg ⋅ V& fg (k ) + b fg

The minimization was performed by a gradient based
second order method, the Levenberg-Marquadt
algorithm as it is given in Ikonen (2001). The cost
function is:

(13)

Identification and Validation
The identification of the model was performed on the
measurement data of a 185 MW Bubbling Fluidized
Bed Boiler.
The aim of the identification is to determine the model
parameters: the bi,1 ai,1 and ai,2 coefficients of the
dynamic parts and the ast, bst, afg, bfg and αrad parameters
of the static part. The parameters to be identified are put
into the θ vector.
Most of the input variables (steam mass flow, steam
inlet temperature, flue gas inlet temperature and
representative temperature of the combustion chamber)
were taken directly from the measurement. The flue gas
volume flow was calculated by an Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Interference System (ANFIS) that describes the
combustion process. The applied ANFIS model is
presented by Hímer (2003) in details.
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[

]

θ (l + 1) = θ (l ) − G (θ )T G (θ ) + µ (l )I G (θ )T R(θ )
−1

(16)
where the elements of the G matrix are:

gk , p =

∂rk
∂θ p

(17)

and the µ(l) is increased whenever the step would result
to an increased value of the cost function, otherwise
reduced.
Since the optimization algorithm is a gradient based
method, the derivatives of the cost function according to
the parameters to be optimized must be calculated. (This
is the main reason why the steam outlet temperature
must have been expressed explicitly, and (7-9)
approximations were needed.)
During the iteration, the estimated Ai polynomials can
happen to become unstable. To avoid the unlikely result
of applying the unstable transfer function, in every
iteration round the new parameters are checked. If
instability was encountered, the parameters were
projected towards the stable region.
The estimated and the measured steam outlet
temperature on the identification data range are shown
in Figure 3. The inputs (steam inlet temperature, mass
flow, etc) are illustrated in Figure 4.
The validation of the identified model was performed on
another measurement series from the same boiler. The
model performance is presented in Figure 5; the inputs of
the model are given in Figure 6.
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Figure 3. The measured and estimated outlet steam
temperature in the identification
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Conclusions
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This paper described a Wiener–Hammerstein cascade
non-linear model for superheater steam temperature.
The model steady state characteristic is based on the
phenomenological equations; meanwhile the dynamic
behaviour is merely identified.
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The validation data shows good results. The applied
structure seems satisfactory for this problem and
undemanding from the computational burden point of
view. The model is suitable to test superheater control
structures on it.
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Figure 4. The model input variables (steam inlet temperature,
steam mass flow, flue gas inlet temperature, flue gas volume
flow, flue-gas representative temperature in the combustion
chamber respectively) on the time range applied in the
identification
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THE ORDER PICKING PROCESS

ABSTRACT

Planning and Disposition

In profit-oriented environments, such as warehousing,
the minimization of labor costs, and thus the flexibility
of labor force is an increasingly important issue.

Based on the customers’ orders, the operative planning
of the order picking process in a Warehouse
Management System (WMS) is completed in the
following steps (Ten Hompel and Schmidt 2002):

Such an operating policy requires effective capacity
planning methods to determine the number of personnel
and equipment per activity and scheduling procedures to
define the sequence of tasks by considering their strict
deadline.

1.
2.
3.

In the following, the use of a discrete event simulation
model for multi-criteria scheduling optimization of
order picking activities in a warehouse with genetic
algorithm (GA) is presented.
The operative planning system consists of a database, a
discrete event simulation model, an application for
capacity estimation and a scheduling algorithm. The
system was designed to support operative warehouse
management personnel in order picking process
scheduling and planning.
INTRODUCTION
Flexibility of labor in a warehouse means that available
personnel are redeployed during shifts to activities
(storage, order picking, replenishment, etc.) where extra
capacity is required. In case the available labor capacity
is not sufficient, temporary staff can be hired from
specialized agencies.
Order picking – retrieval of products from storage to
meet customers’ demand – is often the most labor
intense activity in a warehouse. The human hand as a
“handling equipment” is hard to replace and economical
automation of retrieval of products is seldom possible.
Therefore, the costs of order picking may amount to
about half of the operational costs in a warehouse, so
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Download of customers’ orders from the Host
system;
Separation of orders into one-unit and multiunit orders;
Appointment of the pick position of each
product;
Drawing up internal orders (pick lists) based
on the external (customers’) orders;
Calculation of the number of empty pallets
needed per pick list;
Determination of the retrieval (lead) time of
each pick list;
Disposition of resources to each pick list by
considering different constraints.

Retrieval of Products
A so called picker-to-part order picking method is
implemented in the presented planning system. The
order pickers receive information about their next task
at a designated location (depot) in the warehouse. First
they drive their pallet truck to pick an empty pick device
(pallet). Then the order pickers ride along the pick
positions in the aisles of a multi-block warehouse. The
order pickers pick the proper quantity manually from
the lowest level of the racks to the pallet on the truck.
Following each pick, they confirm the action and then
they read information about the next pick location.
When the pick device is full or the picking list is
completed, the pickers ride to the area of the warehouse
where the shipments are controlled and prepared before
loading them on the trucks. After dropping off the pick
device the pickers return to the depot to receive the next
task (Gudehus 1999, Tarnai 2000).

THE MODEL

Database

The object of the developed model is to determine on
the one hand the number of order pickers, on the other
hand the sequence of the retrieval of the pick lists so
that the total cost of order picking is minimal. The
objective function describing the optimization problem
consists of the following three terms (Kljajić 2002):
Minimization of the labor costs;
Minimization of earliness/tardiness costs;
Maximization of resource utilization.
The labor costs are determined by the number of order
pickers and the specific labor costs which may vary per
each shift.
The pick lists must be ready for shipping by the internal
deadlines calculated by the tour-planning module of the
WMS based on delivery dates of the customers’ orders.
Deviation from these cut off times induces incidental
expenses. If the orders are prepared earlier, then these
must be stored temporarily, so storage costs occur and
in addition, useful space is occupied from other
warehousing activities. However, if the trucks must wait
because the orders are not picked on time, then
transports may arrive late to customers, service level of
delivery declines and extra labor and other costs may
occur.
In order to convert the objective function into a
minimization problem, the maximization of resource
utilization is formulated as the minimization of idle
times. Idle times refer to the times when order pickers
do not work during the shift and they are not taking a
rest but have no task to perform.
The model determines the optimal sequence of the
completion of the pick lists in three phases:
Experiment;
Estimation;
Optimization.
In the first phase the time needed to pick each list is
evaluated. Based on the mean times, the number of
required order pickers is estimated for each shift. In the
third phase, the optimal schedule can be produced
(Figure 1). In the following, the three phases of the
model are described.

Pick lists
Time calculation
Data
Estimation of personnel
Available resources
Scheduling
Acceptable solutions
Visual simulation
model
Results presentation
Order picking plan

Figure 1: Scheduling and decision support process for
order picking planning
To simulate order picking processes, the times needed
for:
Preliminary activities,
Picking up and dropping off loads,
Acquisition of information, recording of data,
Concluding activities (fastening of the load
etc.),
and the physical properties, the speed and acceleration
values of the applied equipment must be analyzed. For
validation purposes and to handle the changes in the
performance of the order pickers, the stochastic of the
activities, the structure of the shifts, and to complete
planned experiments the model was implemented in
Enterprise Dynamics 5.1, a visual interactive modeling
and animation simulation package. The model is
depicted in Figure 3.
In the Experiment phase, the retrieval time of each and
every list is measured separately. The number of
measurements is a variable set by the user. The results –
the single time values, the average and the standard
deviation of times measured – of an Experiment of 10
runs with 5 pick lists are shown in Figure 2.

EXPERIMENT
The model supports the last two steps of the operative
planning of the order picking process described
previously, so it is assumed that the pick lists are
already produced. The lists must contain the ID number,
the pick location and the pick quantity of each stock
keeping unit (SKU) on the list, and the deadline of
completion. The lists are processed in tab delimited file
(.txt) format in order to make the system independent
from the type of the database in which the lists are
stored.
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Figure 2: Results of the Experiment phase

Figure 3: The Simulation Model for the Order Picking Process
ESTIMATION

OPTIMIZATION

A good order-picking schedule means good resource
utilization while respecting cut off times and other
constraints in the warehouse (pauses during the shifts
etc.).

The change of the management interest from
productivity improvement to inventory reduction, the
introduction of information technologies that enable it,
and the emergence of new management philosophies
like Just-in-Time (JIT) production, demand warehouses
to deliver lower volumes but more frequently with
shorter response times from a significantly larger
assortment of products.

Based on the deadline of completion, the lists are sorted
into shifts. In this phase the deadlines inside the shifts
are not taken into consideration. The application –
developed in the Delphi programming environment –
estimates the number of order pickers needed per shift
so as to complete all lists during the given shift by the
most balanced load on the pickers. The input of the
application is the result table of the Experiment phase
with the average retrieval times of the pick lists. The
output of the Estimation phase is shown on Gantt charts.
Figure 4 represents 34 pick lists in a shift picked by five
order pickers.

As a result of these trends, the number of customer
orders has increased and the punctuality of deliveries
has become essential. Since the complexity of the
scheduling problem grows factorially with the number
of tasks to be carried out, traditional methods are not
able or consume too much time to find a suitable
solution.
Constraint programming (CP) is a technique to solve
non-linear problems, mostly in planning and scheduling.
The problems are solved by imposing constraints and
choosing an appropriate search strategy. Genetic
algorithms are proven search methods with good
quality/speed ratio (Goldberg 1997).
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms represent the solutions of a problem
by a set of parameters. These parameters are regarded as
the genes of a chromosome, and a set of chromosomes
is named population. In case of permutation problems,
the best representation technique is to use the indexes of
the tasks in the permutation, and so is one chromosome
a sequence of integer numbers (Derhán 2002).

Figure 4: Gantt chart – Estimation
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The chromosomes of the GA in the Optimization phase
represent the order in which the pick lists are released to
the order pickers to be retrieved from storage. Figure 5
shows the logic of the optimization with GA.
Set of Pick
Lists

The program for scheduling optimization was developed
in the Delphi programming environment, and for the
evaluation of the objective functions, the model in
Enterprise Dynamics 5.1 – described in the Experiment
phase –was used.

Data
nth generation

Replacement

The objective function (O) can be described in the
following discrete form:
O = Σ(Pi*CLi)+E*Ce+T*Ct+I*Ci

Objective
function

GA
operators

Offspring are created until a new generation is not
complete. The new generated population is used in the
further run of the algorithm. The creation of new
populations is repeated until the end condition is not
satisfied. From the last generation the best solution is
returned.

where
O: the total cost of order picking in the
planning time horizon
i: number of shifts
Pi: number of order pickers in shift i
E: total time of earliness
T: total time of tardiness
I: total idle time of pickers
CLi: labour cost of a picker in shift i
Ce: the unit time earliness penalty (cost)
Ct: the unit time tardiness penalty (cost), in
practice, generally Ct > Ce
Ci: the unit idle time penalty (cost)

Fitness function
evaluation

Crossover
Mutation
Selection,
Elitism

(1)

Individual Fitness
values

The operative warehouse management personnel set the
CLi, Ce, Ct and Ci values. The simulation model
evaluates each chromosome in a population separately,
calculates the time difference between the cut off time
and the actual finish time of every pick list and stores
the idle time of the pickers.

New
generation

Last generation

The objective value O is mapped into a fitness value F,
by the Power Law Scaling method, where the actual
fitness value is taken as a specific power (k) of the
objective value (Man 1999):

“Optimal”
schedule
Figure 5: Optimization with GA

Fi = (Omax-Oi)k + Omin
st

The GA prepares an initial population (1 ) of
chromosomes based on the data extracted from the
database. The number of genes in a chromosome is
equal to the number of pick lists in the scheduling
problem. The number of the chromosomes in each
population is fixed and may be set by the user at the
beginning of the scheduling. With the help of the
simulation model, the objective functions of each
chromosome in a generation is evaluated. Based on the
objective function values, the fitness of each member of
the given generation is calculated. According to their
fitness, parent chromosomes are selected and they form
an offspring with GA operators, like crossover and
mutation. The offspring is placed in the new (nth)
generation.
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(2)

where
Oi:
Omax:
Omin:
Fi:
k:

objective value of chromosome i
the largest objective value in the
population
the smallest objective value in the
population
fitness value of chromosome i
constant, set by the user

The selection technique selects two parents at a time
and employs the Roulette Wheel Mechanism (Man
1999). After selecting two parents, the offspring is
formed by applying the Order Crossover (OX)
technique, described in Figure 6. In case of Order
Crossover one randomly selected segment (8,7,3) from
Parent 1 is copied to the same place in the Offspring.
The remaining empty positions in the Offspring are
filled from Parent 2, by keeping the sequence but
skipping the already used points.

Order picking process scheduling and planning
As mentioned in the Estimation phase, the number of
pickers is evaluated per shift, based on the total number
of pick lists but only partially considering their final
deadline. It is also stated that good scheduling means
good resource utilization while respecting constraints of
the order picking process. To achieve good resource
utilization, the number of pickers evaluated in the
Estimation phase must be tested and – if necessary –
refined.
The model’s feature is that the number of pickers per
shift is not a fixed number but can be varied in an
interval. The middle of the interval is the number of
pickers defined in the Estimation phase, and the radius
can be set by the user. The default value of the radius is
1, which means, in case of an estimated number of 5
pickers in a shift, the model will also evaluate the
scenarios, when 4 and 6 pickers are working in the
given shift. If there are three shifts in a warehouse, that
means 27 possible scenarios.

Figure 6: Order Crossover
The Offspring is mutated with a mutation probability –
which also can be set at initialization – using the
Inversion mutation technique (Figure 7). This method
inverts the genes between two randomly selected
segments of the chromosome.

Figure 7: Inversion Mutation
The chromosomes created with the GA operators after
selection are added to the new population. Elitist
selection is the other method to add chromosomes to the
new population. Elitism means that the fittest
chromosomes survive. A user set parameter determines
the number of fittest chromosomes which are selected
and placed in the new population without any
manipulation. When the new population is complete, the
previous population is replaced and the search for the
solution continues.
When the end condition is fulfilled, the Algorithm stops
the search process. The result is the sequence of the pick
lists in which they should be released to the floor to
achieve the best solution by considering all of the
predefined constrains.
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The model evaluates all the possible scenarios
separately and searches for the best sequence of the pick
lists. When the best solution for each scenario has been
determined the results are presented to the user. As the
output of the model, the operative warehouse
management personnel receive the following data per
scenario:
Number of order pickers in each shift
Best sequence of the pick lists returned by the
Genetic Algorithm
Total labor cost
Total cost of earliness/tardiness and idle times
Based on these data, the operative warehouse
management personnel can decide the number of order
pickers to be deployed per shift to retrieve orders from
the warehouse. For every scenario, the best sequence of
fulfilment of the pick lists is presented. By analysing the
costs, the management can decide if they undertake the
risk of preparing some orders later than the deadline
determined by the tour-planning module of the WMS or
employ more order pickers with higher labor costs, if
necessary.

CONCLUSION
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The model represented in this paper also uses the
benefits of simulation optimization. The designed
system supports operative warehouse management
personnel in order picking process scheduling and
planning. By evaluating a number of scenarios, the
number of the order pickers per shift, and the best
sequence of releasing the pick lists to be retrieved from
storage are determined.
It is the management’s responsibility to monitor and
control the order picking activities in the warehouse
continuously and force the adherence to the schedule. If
all order picking activities are realized according to the
schedule, then the planning of the replenishment of the
order picking places is also possible. The goal of the
author of this paper is to further develop the above
described planning system and include the scheduling of
these activities, too.
The connection to the database of the WMS with the
simulation model already exists and so it is possible to
determine when the last products will be picked from
each picking place and when replenishment is
necessary. By applying advanced search methods – like
Genetic Algorithms – the optimal schedule for the
replenishment of the picking places can be evaluated.
The objective function must reflect the goal of planning
the replenishment process so that the order picking
processes can be executed continuously and undisturbed
– products are available at the picking place and the
congestion in the aisles is avoided.
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ABSTRACT
The inventory control systems are responsible for the
optimal operation of the inventory processes of a
company. Generally, the optimisation of the inventory
control system manifests itself in a target conflict
representing the implementation of the optimal
operation in economic and reliability terms. For the
process optimisation, the control parameters of the
regulation system should be defined. Their actual
settings determine the time of placing orders and the
required quantities for the optimal operation of the
processes defined above. This article presents a
particular method of exploitation of the opportunities
provided by the computer aided simulation and the
genetic algorithms for the optimisation of inventory
control systems applying classical inventory
mechanisms.
THE PROBLEM
A stock is generally composed of several stock keeping
units (SKU). We supposed in our examinations that the
optimisation of the inventory processes for each SKU
provides the optimum of the entire inventory system as
well. This is the principle of the so called SKU based
inventory optimisation (Chikán 1983). Hereafter, this
paper analyses the problems of the SKU based
inventory optimisation.
The SKU based inventory optimisation is a complex,
multi-criteria optimisation problem. The main points are
the following:
The basic problem is the expansion of the reliability of
the system and the reduction of the operation related
costs are conflicting requirements in terms of inventory
planning. The continuous operation of the process
requires the expansion of the stock levels, while the
economic efficiency demands their reduction.
In addition, the parameters of the processes triggering
the inventory system change in time, i. e. the dynamic
features of the processes can not be disregarded. The
varying character of the customers' demand in the
inventory control system influences the operation of all
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other processes in the system shows a simple example
for this statement. Consequently, the actual values of
the parameters controlling the system should also be set
dynamically, i. e. an adaptive inventory control system
should be established being able to determine the actual
optimum values of the control parameters considering
the changes taking place in the inventory system. This is
an essential criterion, as - due to the temporal changes
in the system - the actual optimum parameter setting
may not be optimal in the future.
Accordingly, the optimisation of the inventory
processes implies the obtainment of minimum total
costs concerning the inventory process for a given
period and/or maximum probability of the satisfaction
of all demands entering the system within a specified
period. Theoretically, the achievement of these
objectives is possible by controlling the inventory
processes by setting of the various control parameters
so that the above mentioned costs and reliability
indicators tend to the right direction.
When establishing the inventory control system among others - two basic questions should be answered
(Chikán 1983):
(1.) What control parameters are required for the
optimisation of the process according to the
criteria indicated above?
(2.) How to determine dynamically the values of the
control parameters to achieve the objectives?
The various inventory mechanisms and the inventory
models modelling their operation can be applied to give
exact answers to these questions. The control
parameters are exactly determined by the inventory
strategies applied, while for the calculation of the actual
parameter values exact mathematical models are
available. Up to now, the operations research specialists
developed approximately four hundred various
inventory models to model the various inventory
strategies and describe them mathematically. However,
experiences show that there are very few practical
applications (as compared to the number of models).
The main reasons of this situation are:

−

−

−
−

The application of the models is frequently tied to
constraints that can not be met in the real stochastic
processes.
The application of an exact mathematical formalism
to define the target function required to the
optimisation is usually very difficult or even
impossible.
The target function of the models is able to manage
only the cost or only the reliability parameters.
If the target function is available, the next problem is
the exact solution of the extreme value searching
problem.

Consequently, the goal is to develop such an inventory
modelling method which eliminates the above described
problems when calculating the actual values of the
control parameters.
ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
Surveys about practical inventory management show
that there is demand for the development of an
inventory management system comprising both the
above mentioned inventory mechanisms and the
methods modelling their operation (Ten Hompel and
Schmidt 2002). A system like this could be used to the
backing of the decision preparation process required to
the inventory planning and the automation of the
adaptive, dynamic inventory management. The main
units and unit parts of the system are as follows:
Input unit:
− Query database (to store the data created during
the operation of the real inventory system);
− Data conversion system (to create the data groups
required to the simulation of the processes taking
place in the inventory system);
− Input database of simulation (to store the data
groups created by the data conversion system);
Core unit:
− The simulator of the inventory mechanisms (to
simulate the operation of the inventory system
considering the specified inventory mechanism);
− Output database of simulation (to store the data
groups created during the simulation);
− Comparative system (to compare the data created
by the simulation system model and the real
system, i. e. verification of the inventory
simulator);
Output unit:
− Optimizer (to specify the actual values of the
control parameters of the applied inventory
mechanism);
− Database of optimum solutions (to store the
output data groups of the optimisation);
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− Optimizer adjuster (to set the optimum values of
the optimisation parameters).
The above described control system is able to use
adaptively and dynamically the data created during the
operation of the stockpiling system for the creation of a
data structure modelling the real system. A further
advantage is that, simulation techniques and special
optimisation procedures can be integrated in the system
by which the actual value settings of the parameters
controlling the system can be calculated.
Nowadays, various enterprise resource planning
systems (ERP) are yet able to log continuously the
transactions in the inventory system. The data set
needed to the estimations are mostly available or they
can easily be created from the stored data (query
database). A more problematic issue is to evaluate the
possible fields of application and the most rewarding
ways of application, i. e. how to extract the data groups
important for the inventory planning from these logged
data (input and output databases of the simulation) and
how to determine the actual values of the control
parameters applied in the inventory management system
in the simplest, most proper and most dynamic way
(database of optimum solutions). The simplified process
of the operation of an adaptive, dynamic inventory
management system is shown in Figure 1.

Query
Database
Data Conversion
System
Input
Database of
Simulation

ERP
Transactions

Simulator of
Inventory
Mechanism

Output
Database of
Simulation
Optimizer
Database of
Optimum
Solutions

Figure 1. Process of the dynamic inventory
management
The simulator of the inventory mechanisms and
optimizer are in tight connection with each other, as one
part of the data required to the optimisation is provided
by the simulator of the inventory mechanisms through
the output database of the simulation.
Hereafter, the presentation of the operation of the
simulator of the inventory mechanisms will be
explained and a simulator of the inventory mechanisms

and genetic optimizer developed by the author using
MS Excel and Visual Basic will be presented.
SIMULATION OF INVENTORY PROCESSES
The job of the simulator of the inventory mechanisms is
the simulation of the operation of the inventory system
by the specified inventory mechanism using the data
contained in the input database of simulation. In case of
the application of classical inventory mechanisms this
can involve the following strategies (Chikán 1983):
- [t;q] – placing fixed orders (q) in fixed intervals (t);
- [t;S] – placing orders in fixed intervals (t) and
ordering such a quantity, which - when received completes the stock level to a previously specified
maximum level (S);
- [s;q] – the order should be placed, when the stock
level falls below a specified minimum (s) and the
quantity to be ordered is fixed (q);
- [s;S] – the order should be placed, when the stock
level falls below a specified minimum (s) and the
order specifies a volume, which - when received completes the stock level to a previously specified
maximum level (S).
It is obvious for every classical mechanism, the
optimum values of two control parameters (hereinafter
A and B) should be found. In fact, the simulator of the
inventory mechanisms is controlled by the optimizer. In
every iteration step the optimizer runs the simulator of
the inventory mechanisms by setting the actual control
parameter. After having run the simulation, the output
results should be stored in the output database of the
simulation. The optimizer can reach all the required data
from this database any time.

parameters characterising the analysed SKUs for the
examination period (T):
Table 1. The simulation vectors
Process element
Interval
Quantity
vector
vector
Customers' orders
t VR
q VR
Deliveries

t ki

q ki

Warehouse orders

t RR

q RR

Supply processes

tp

–

Intakes

t be

q be

Using the elements of the vectors indicated in Table 1.
the following output parameters for every time slot of
the examination period (i) can be determined:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

opening stock level – Qny(i);
quantities demanded by the customers – qVR(i);
quantity delivered – qki(i);
unsatisfied demand – qst(i);
quantity ordered by the warehouse – qRR(i);
received quantity – qbe(i);
stock in transit – Qut(i);
closing stock level – Qz(i);
operation related total cost – K(i).

These output parameters should be stored in the output
database of simulation. The above indicated parameters
enable the calculation of all important parameters (e. g.
costs, reliability) concerning the simulated operation of
the inventory system for the examination period.

The input database of simulation should contain the
following important data by SKU:
−

−

−

−
−

the statistical parameters describes the elementary
processes taking place in the real system (e. g. type of
distributions and their parameters describing the
demand and supply processes);
specific cost parameters concerning the operation of
the real system (e. g. specific warehouse unit cost,
ordering costs by commodities);
reliability parameters concerning the operation of the
real system (required probability levels of the
satisfaction of demands);
parameters characterising the analysed period (e. g.
time sections, length of the time sections);
other auxiliary parameters (e. g. opening stock level,
simulation constants).

When initiating the simulation running, the discrete
event simulator coded in the simulator of the inventory
mechanisms starts to function. The simulator generates
the vectors indicated in Table 1. considering the control
parameters of the mechanism applied and the
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Figure 2. Operation of the [t;q] mechanism (stock
levels)

actual values of the control parameters. The basic
condition of the process optimisation is the existence of
a target function by which the above set of
(contradicting) criteria can be managed and the optimal
settings of the control parameters of the mechanism
chosen can be found.
The determination of the inventory related costs is not
problematic, as with the application of the specific costs
of the process related total cost can be calculated. The
two basic specific cost parameters of the model
presented are as follows:
− ordering cost (kt=HUF/order), and
− specific warehousing unit cost (kr=HUF/pcs*day).

Figure 3. Operation of the [t;q] mechanism (costs)
As show on Figures 2. and 3. the simulated operation of
a classical [t;q] mechanism. The graphs indicate clearly
the quantitative processes taking place in the inventory
system and the time function of the characteristic costs.
The most important relations between the above
parameters are shown below:
Q ny (i ) = Q z (i −1) ,

(1)

Q z (i ) = Q ny (i ) + q be(i ) − q ki (i ) − qst (i ) , where

(2)

q be (i ) = q RR (i − t P ) .

(3)

If Q ny

(i )

then q ki
If Q ny

If Q ny

(i )

(i )

then q ki

= q VR

(i )

and q st

=0.
(5)

= Q ny (i ) + q be (i ) and q st (i ) = q VR (i ) − q ki (i ) .

+ q be (i ) < q VR (i ) and Q ny (i ) + q be (i ) < 0

(i )

Table 2. Correlation between the specific deficit cost
and the system's reliability
kf and kr
P(deficit)
Reliability
relation
kf >> kr
Small
Big
kf ≈ kr
Medium
Medium
kf << kr
Big
Small
where P(deficit) = the probability of the deficit

(4)
(i )

+ q be (i ) < q VR (i ) and Q ny (i ) + q be (i ) > 0

(i )

(i )

then q ki

+ q be (i ) ≥ q VR (i ) ,

One possible solution for the evaluation of the
reliability is a target function being a cost function in
which even the reliability of the system is expressed in
the form of cost. By means of such a target function
both optimisation aspects could be handled on cost
basis. A solution for this purpose is the specific deficit
cost (kf=HUF/pcs*day), indicating the losses arising
when the system is unable to satisfy the customers’
demands. The analyses confirmed unambiguously the
points summarised in Table 2. which can be explained
by the learning ability of the system.

(6)

= 0 and q st (i ) = q VR (i ) .

The size of the travelling stock ( Q ut (i ) ) depends always
on the date(s) of orders placed before the ith time
element, the quantity (quantities) ordered and the
expected date of intake(s).

The effective reliability of the system can be calculated
after the simulation runs and compared with the
required reliability. The exact value of the specific costs
depends always on the inventory system under review
and the commodity. The target function (7) can be
written in the form:
T

∑K
i =1

(i )

T

=

∑K
i =1

T

OPTIMISATION OF INVENTORY
PROCESSES

where

In case of SKU based inventory process optimisation
the conditions of the optimisation specified earlier
should be met, namely:
− the total cost relating to the inventory process for the
given examination period should be minimized and/or
− the probability of the satisfaction of the demands
entering the system should be maximised.
Of course, the efficiency of the inventory system
depends greatly on the mechanism chosen and on the
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(i )
t

∑

K (ti ) =

∑

K (ri ) =

∑

K (fi ) =

i =1
T

i =1
T

i =1

T

+

∑K

(i )
r

i =1

T

∑q
i =1
T

RR

T

+

∑K

(i )
f

⇒ MIN! , (7)

i =1

(i )

⋅ kt ,

furthermore

∑

Q z (i ) ⋅

sgn(Q z (i ) ) + 1
⋅ k r , and
2

∑

Q z (i ) ⋅

1 − sgn(Q z (i ) )
⋅ kf .
2

i =1
T

i =1

OPTIMISATION WITH A GENETIC
ALGORITHMS

The optimum values of the control parameters of the
inventory mechanism chosen will be determined by a
binary genetic optimizer. The two parameters (A and B)
will be coded by the algorithm in binary form, handled
in binary form during the running of the genetic
algorithm, then the optimised parameters (Ao, Bo) will
be decoded. The operation of the genetic algorithm is
shown in Figure 4. (Goldberg 1997).
START
I.

− A BIN
min

Bm − Bmin
BBIN
m

NO

Replacement of
Previous Population
with the New
Generation of

Initialize a First
Population of Random
Chromosomes

− BBIN
min

=

A max − A m

(8)

BIN
A BIN
max − A m

Bmax − Bm

=

(9)

BIN
BBIN
max − B m

The connection between the simulator of the inventory
mechanisms and the genetic optimizer will be
established at the determination (IV.) of the fitness
values belonging to the new individuals of the
generation. The fitness values belonging to the actual
individual will be calculated by the genetic algorithm
pursuant to the mathematical expectation (M(∑K)) of
the total cost determined by the simulator of the
inventory mechanisms by "N" simulation runs. Before
the simulation runs, the control parameters belonging to
the examined individual should be decoded, as the
simulator of the inventory mechanisms manages the
control parameters in decimal system. After the
calculation of the mathematical expectation of the total
cost belonging to the mth individual, the genetic
optimizer computes the fitness values by the following
formula (10) (Man and Tang and Kwong 1999):

III

IV.
Evaluation of Fitness Value
of each Chromosome using
Simulation

i=G
YES

V.

Bbit
Abit
→ A BIN
= [000...000] A max → A BIN
= [111...111]
min
max

A m − A min

i=i+1

NO

E m = [110...101][001...110] considering that

A BIN
m

i=1

B BIN
m

Bmin → BBIN
= [000...000] Bmax → BBIN
= [111...111]
min
max

i=1

II.

A BIN
m

A min

Preparation of
Optimization

YES

while the control parameter "B" at the lower Bbit bits.
The coding will be carried out by the following scaling
formulae (8) and (9) (Man and Tang and Kwong 1999):

Optimum Value of Control
Parameters

STOP

Fm = M

Figure 4. General flowchart of the operation of the
binary genetic optimizer
The main phases of the preparation (I.) of the
optimisation:
− selecting the inventory mechanism to be optimised;
− setting the upper and lower limits of the parameters to
be optimised (Amin; Amax), (Bmin; Bmax);
− setting the number of the simulation running cycles
(N);
− setting the number of the generations (G);
− setting the number of individuals in the generation
(EG);
− setting the number of the offspring in the generation
(UG);
− setting the crossover probability (pk);
− setting the mutation probability (pm);
− setting the power of the selection pressure (k).
In case of random initialisation of the chromosomes
(II.), a specified (mth) individual of the generation will
be created in such a manner that the control parameter
"A" is coded in binary form at the upper Abit bites,
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(∑ K )

min

( (∑ K )

+ M

max

−M

(∑ K ) ) . (10)
k

m

The continuous refreshment (III.) of the chromosomes
of the generation takes place by the roulette-wheel
selection method following the sequencing of the
individuals by fitness value, four-point crossover and
mutation. Two parents will be selected randomly, and
two offsprings are formed, if the relation
Random(0;1)<pk is met. The mutation of the offspring
created by the crossover will take place, if
Random(0;1)<pm. This process ensures that the iteration
results better and better solutions (combinations) and,
simultaneously, the diversity of the combinations is
maintained (to avoid that the algorithm sticks at a local
optimum). After the creation of the appropriate number
of generations (G) (V.) - i. e. the execution of the
specified number of iteration steps - the algorithm
selects the optimum setting values of the control
parameters from the last generation by the target
function and decodes them by the following formulae
(11) and (12) :

A o = A min + A BIN
⋅
m
BIN

Am

A bit

, where

25

(11)

Incidence

2 −1
is the binary conversion of parameter A .
BIN

B o = B min + B m
B BIN
m

(A max − A min )

⋅

Relative Incidence

120,00%

qo [pcs]

100,00%

20

80,00%

(B max − B min )

15

, where
(12)
bit
2B − 1
is the binary conversion of parameter B.

60,00%
10
40,00%
5

20,00%

RESULTS

Results (at a confidence level of 95%):
12.37 days < to = 13.65 days < 14.92 days
3935.28 pieces < qo = 4313.12 pieces < 4690.95 pieces
HUF 428340.6 < Ko= HUF 455023.6 < HUF
481706.5
The second important parameter – the runtime of the
optimisation – is depending largely on the capabilities
of the computer used. A test carried out on a computer
of 1.33 GHz and 128 MB SDRAM, resulted in 69.24
sec < Topt = 69.99 sec < 70.73 sec. The distribution of
the results and the runtime is shown in Figures 5., 6.
and 7.
25
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Figure 6. Distribution of the ordered volume
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To test the [t;q] mechanism, 15 experiments were
carried out. The binary genetic optimum searching
algorithm was run with varying parameter settings (e.g.
number of generations, number of entities or
offsprings), but identical input data 100 times.
According to the experiences, the search for the
optimum parameter setting of the search algorithm is a
quite time consuming process, it requires several testing
operations and the statistical evaluation of the results.
Based on the results of the evaluations, the optimum
parameter settings for a given job can be approached by
successive approximation. The optimum of the 15
experiments will be shown below.

Figure 7. Distribution of the costs
SUMMARY
The simulation inventory model presented in this paper
and the binary genetic optimising algorithm determining
the control parameters showed beneficial properties in
managing of stochastic inventory processes. For the
establishment of proper applications, it is worthwhile to
examine also the services rendered by the genetic
algorithms operating with real number representation,
as it is possible that this type of algorithm is able to
provide the same results in a faster, more accurate
way. Experiences show that the inventory processes in
the future may constitute a special application field of
the simulation supported optimisation with genetic
algorithms.
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for glucose monitoring at steady state. An other
mathematical model have been used for the description of
steady state and transient behaviour of a multi-membrane
multi-enzyme amperometric biosensor (Jobst et al. 1996),
a finite difference scheme was used for the discretization
of the model equation. (Caras et al.1985a,b and c) have
developed a model to simulate the behaviour of a
potentiometric biosensor where only a membrane enzyme
layer zone is considered, a method of line was used to
solve numerically the model. (Bacha et al. 1995 and
1996) have developed a model that take into account a
variety of configuration designs to describe the behaviour
of amperometric biosensor for glucose monitoring. A
finite volume method is used to solve the model.

KEYWORDS:
amperometric biosensor, homogeneous enzyme kinetic,
enzyme membrane, diffusion, modelling, simulation.
ABSTRACT:
A mathematical model is used to analyse the transient
response of amperometric biosensors has been
developed. The model is based on non stationary
diffusion equations containing a non linear term related
to Michaelis-Menten kinetics of the enzymatic
reaction. The numerical simulation is performed with
finite volume method and results are compared with
known analytic solutions obtained for some restricted
parameters value’s at steady state.

Recently (Baronas et al 2003a) have developed a
mathematical model to examinate the dynamic response
of amperometric biosensors as well in stirred solutions as
in non-stirred ones. The authors in another paper examine
the influence of the thickness of the membrane on the
response of amperometric biosensors (Baronas et al
2003b). The authors use a finite difference scheme to
solve the model equations. The same authors (Baronas et
al 2002) have already used slightly the same model to
study the response of biosensors to a mixture of compounds.

Numerical results have shown that best performances
are obtained for biosensor when the biosensor operate
under internal diffusion control and this may be
obtained either by a high loading of the membrane with
enzyme and/or by ensuring a good stirring of the
solution.
INTRODUCTION
Biosensors are defined as analytical devices
incorporating a physicochemical transducer or
transducing system and biologically active material
integrated with it. Biosensors yield a signal witch is
proportional to the concentration of a measured analyte
or group of analytes.

In the present work, we have developed a mathematical
model in order to describe and evaluate the performance
of amperometric biosensors. The chosen configuration is
the most used in the design of nowadays enzymatic
biosensor realizations such as the use of polymeric
matrices as an enzyme support and the mass production
of biosensors by the screen printing technique.

Amperometric biosensor is one of the most types of
biosensors witch typically rely on an enzyme system
that catalytically converts electrochemically non-active
analyte into products that can be oxidized or reduced at
a working electrode. This is electrode is maintained at
an appropriate potential with respect to a reference
electrode.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The sensors considered in this study consist of a
metallic electrode surface, a membrane hold against the
surface electrode. According to operating conditions, a
diffusion layer adjacent to the outer surface of the
membrane is considered.

Modelling of biosensors is of a crucial importance to
understand their behaviour. Biosensor modelling have
began with the work of (Gough et al. 1985) which have
simulated the performance of a cylindrical biosensor

Consider an enzyme-catalysed reaction
S + E

Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
ISBN 1-56555-286-5(book) / ISBN 1-84233-106-x(CD)
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ES

kcat

E + P

(I)

In this scheme the substrate (S) binds to the enzyme
(E) and converts to the product (P).
P is electroactive; it can be oxidized or reduced whether it is considered as a reductor or an oxidant
respectively- electrochemically at a specified potential.
P’ ±

ze-

P
Electrode

P

diffusion layer

membrane

(II)

E

S

S

eP’

Let us assume the symmetrical geometry of
electrode
and
homogeneous
distribution
immobilised enzyme in the membrane. Coupling
enzyme catalysed reaction in enzyme layer with
one-dimensional-in-space diffusion, described
Fick’s second law, leads to the following equation:
∂[C ]
∂ 2 [C ]
= Dc
+ Rc
∂t
∂x 2

the
of
the
the
by

Figure1: Scheme of simulated biosensor and build-up

(1)
The following table summarize the whole parameters
used in this work.

Where [C] is the concentration of any species involved
in both enzymatic and electrochemical process, Dc its
diffusion constant and Rc is a term related to its
production or consumption by the enzyme kinetics.
Rc = ±

v
max

v [C ]
ks + [C ]

Table 1: Dimension and Dimensionless Parameters
Parameter

(3)

The current density is calculated by estimation the
gradient of the electroactive species at the surface of
electrode:
i (t ) = zFD p

∂[ P]
∂x x=0

(4)

z is the number of electrons involved in the
electrochemical reaction, Dp is the diffusion constant of
the electroactive species and F is the Faraday number
(F =96485 C/mole).
The biosensor configuration is given in figure 1 and
In order to work with a minimal amount of parameters,
mass balance equations of involved species are
transformed to dimensionless ones where parameters of
reference are the Michaelis-Menten constant ks, the
membrane thickness lm and the substrate diffusion
constant Dsm.
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Dimensional

Dimensionless

t (s)

T=

t Dsm
2
lm

Membrane
thickness

lm (m)

δm =

lm
=1
lm

Diffusion layer
thickness

le (m)

δe =

le
lm

Distance from
electrode

x (m)

X =

x
lm

Substrate
concentration

[S]
(mol.m-3)

S=

[S ]
ks

Product
concentration

[P]
(mol.m-3)

P=

[ P]
ks

Michaelis-Menten
constant

ks
(mol.m-3)

Ks =

Substrate diffusion
coefficient
1- Membrane
2- Diffusion layer

2 -1

Time

(2)

v
v max
is the maximal rate of enzymatic reaction which is
obtained with a given amount of enzyme [Et]:

vmax = kcat [ Et ]

δe

δm = 1

ks
=1
ks

Dsm = 1
Dsm (m .s )
Dse (m2.s-1)

Product diffusion
coefficient
1- Membrane
2- Diffusion layer

Dpm (m2.s-1)
Dpe (m2.s-1)

Current density

i (A.m-2)

Dse =
D pm =
D pe =
Ψ=

Dse
Dsm
D pm
Dsm
D pe
Dsm

i lm
zF Dsm ks

∂S
(11)
= 0.
∂X X = 0
The electrochemical reaction is assumed to be fast
enough to ensure a nil concentration at the electrode

By converting equation (1) to dimensionless form, a
dimensionless quantity arises in the source term which
is similar to the Thiele Modulus. This parameter
describes the relative importance of diffusion and
reaction in the enzyme layer:
Φ = lm

vmax
Dsm ks

P X =0 = 0.

(5)

At the membrane-diffusion layer interface the mass flux
density of both S and P must be continuous, this is
provided by:

When Φ is small, the kinetics are the predominant.
In contrast, when the Thiele modulus is large, diffusion
limitations are the principal determining factor.

∂S
∂X

Another dimensionless number, namely the Biot
number is needed to express the ratio of the internal
mass transfer resistance to the external one is given by:
Bi =

lm / Dsm
D l
= se m
le / Dse
Dsm le

D pm

∂P
∂X

X =1−

S
P

The governing equations of the model are written in
the two regions witch represent the physical domain of
both biosensors, namely, the membrane and the
diffusion layer in witch mass transfer is occurring only
by diffusion. In the bulk solution the transport is
carried by convection and the concentration of all
species is assumed to remain constant thanks to the
stirring of the solution.

= D pe

∂S
∂X

∂P
∂X

(13)
X =1+

(14)
X =1+

X =1+δe

X =1+ δe

= S0

(15)

= 0.

(16)

The dimensionless current density due to the mass flux
of P at the electrode is provided by:
Ψ (T ) = D pm

In the membrane, the model is described by the two
following equations in which, three terms are present,
the accumulation term, the diffusion term and the
kinetic one.

∂P
∂X

(17)
X =0

Description of the Numerical Method:
The previous equations governing the dynamic of the
biosensors considered as well as boundary conditions are
solved by the finite volume method (FVM) which is a
simple variant of the well known finite element method
(FEM). The FVM use the same weighting function in the
entire domain.

(7)
(8)

W(X) =

In the diffusion layer, equations are the same as in
the membrane except there’s no kinetic term within the
diffusion layer:
∂2S
∂S
= D se
∂T
∂X 2
∂P
∂2P
= D pe
∂T
∂X 2

X =1−

= D se

At the diffusion layer-bulk interface, during biosensor
operation all concentrations are supposed to be constant.

(6)

Transient Mass Balance Equations:

S
∂S ∂ 2 S
=
− Φ2
2
1+ S
∂T ∂X
S
∂P
∂2P
= Drm
+ Φ2
1+ S
∂T
∂X 2

(12)

1 X ∈ [ XW , X E ]
0

otherwise

The entire physical domain Ω (membrane + diffusion
layer) which is divided into subdomains Ωi (∆Xi) in which
mass balance equations are integrated assuming a
piecewise profile of the dependent variable S and P.

(9)
(10)

W

xi −1

Boundary Conditions

E

x

i

xi +1

∆X i

The substrate is not electroactive, its mass flux
density is thus nil at the surface of electrode:

Figure 2: One dimension finite volume
discretization scheme.
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A great advantage of the finite volume integration is
that there’s no problem if the space gird is enlarged or
reduced in any part of the integrated domain. For
example, applying this basis to the governing equation
relative to the substrate, this leads to:
E

E

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
The model presented below is applied to simulate the
response of the biosensors versus many parameters such
as the amount of the immobilized enzyme, the membrane
thickness and the thickness of the diffusion layer witch is
estimated by the Levich relation for the rotating
electrode:

E

S
∂S
∂2S
dX =
dX − Φ 2
dX
2
∂T
∂
1
+
X
S
W
W

∫

∫

W

∫

le = 1.61 D1/3ν1/6ω-1/2

After linearization of the non-linear term related to
the enzyme kinetic and integration of each term we
obtain a system of algebraic equations that has the
following form:

D: diffusion coefficient (m2/s).
ν : viscosity of the solution equal to 1.02 10-6 m2/s.
ω: Speed of rotation of the electrode (rad/s).
le is inversely proportional to the stirring strength.

a in S in−+11 + bin S in +1 + c in S in++11 = d in

Influence of the Internal Resistance on the Signal
Magnitude:

Where a in , bin , c in and d in are constant that depend on
previous calculated values of S..

In Order to study the effect of the internal resistance, a
diffusion layer thickness is taken deliberately to equal to
0. This leads to a value of Bi = ∞ . The following
parameters are taken for all the simulation experiment
(Bacha et al. 1996) and (Baronas et al 2003a):

S in−+11 S in+1 and S in++11 are the current value of S at points
i −1

∑
k =1

i +1

i

k∆X k ,

∑

k∆X k and

k =1

∑ k∆X

k

at time (n + 1)∆t .

k =1

Applying the same treatment to the product mass
balance equation we obtain finally two systems of
algebraic equations to solve simultaneously:

lm= 50 µm, Dsm = Dpm = 3.0 × 10-10 m2/s.
Dse= Dpe= 2 × Dsm.
ks =0.1mol/m3, [S0] =0.1 mol/m3.

AS( n ) * S n+1 = DS( n )

Value of vmax are taken in such a manner to have a
decades of Φ ranging from 0.1 to 7.

AP( n ) * P n+1 = DP( n )
AS(n ) and A(np ) are tridiagonal matrixes of

ain , bin and

Equations (7)-(10) and the corresponding boundary
conditions (11)-(16) are solved to simulate the behaviour
of the biosensor. Initial conditions are taken according to
following assay protocol:

n
i

c elements respectively for S and P.
DS( n ) and D (pn ) are second member vectors respectively
for S and P.

At t=0 S=0 for 0 ≤ X p 1
X ≥1
S=S0
P=0
∀X

The two systems of algebraic equations are solved
numerically by Thomas algorithm. The algorithm is
written in Visual Fortran and run on a Pentium III PC
(733 kHz) processor.
General Considerations:
One of the most problems encountered in biosensor
modelling is the lack of information about numerical
value of each parameter and the scope of their
variation. Many parameters are not accessible or not
known
with
sufficient
accuracy.
Explicitly;
independent experiments must be carried out before
simulation. Nevertheless, this can be avoided if one
studies the influence of a group of parameters on
biosensor’s output in stead of examining the influence
of each parameter taken lonely. It is still possible when
introducing dimensionless number such as Thiele
modulus and Biot number.

Figure 3a : The dynamics of the biosensor current i at va
Thiele modulus values ranging from 1 to 7.0
Other parameters: lm=50µm, [S0]=ks=0.1 mol/m3 and Bi= ∞
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dimensionless current density Ψmax versus Thiele
modulus is linear up to a value of Φ=2. No further
increase of Ψmax is obtained beyond this value whatever is
the Thiele’s modulus value.
Effect of External Resistance to Mass Transfer

(b)

To study the effect of external resistance to mass
transfer, values of Φ=7 and Φ=1 are taken to perform the
simulation. The diffusion layer thickness δe is chosen to
ensure value of Bi from 0.5 to 50 (i.e. for diffusion layer
thickness δe varying from 200 to 2µm). Figure 5a show
the biosensor response obtained with a value of Φ =7
which correspond to diffusion control. The magnitude of
the response increase with the decrease of the diffusion
layer thickness. One can see response 7 and 8 in figure 5a
obtained respectively for Bi=1 and Bi=0.5 show a peack
of 6.6 µA/cm2 approximately at t=4s, this may be
attributed to the excessive thickness of the diffusion layer
(100µm for Bi=1 and 200µm for Bi=0.5). This layer was

Figure 3b: The dynamics of the biosensor current i at
various Thiele modulus values ranging from 0.1 to 1.
Other parameters: lm=50µm, [S0]=ks=0.1 mol/m3 and Bi= ∞

Figures 3a and 3b show the response to the biosensor
for a wide range of Φ value. One can see that the
maximal magnitude of the biosensor which
corresponds to the steady state current increases with
the increase of the amount of enzyme since v max is
directly related to the enzyme concentration. All
current’s curve have an S shape and the response
reaches 99,99 % (which is considered the response
time) of the steady state value as faster as the value of
Φ is important.
Response time is less than 5 seconds for a Φ value of
5.0 or beyond (i.e. for a response controlled by
diffusion).
Another interesting feature is that the maximum
current density does not exceed a limit of 11.56
µA/cm2 regardless the amount of immobilized enzyme.
One can take advantage of that remembering the
deactivation of the enzyme during the storing of the
biosensor and this may keep the same magnitude as
long as the response is controlled by diffusion. Figure 4
illustrate this well, as we can see the maximum

Figure 5a: The dynamics of the biosensor current
versus Biot number at Φ=7.

Other parameters: lm=50µm, [S0]=ks=0.1 mol/m3

initially loaded with the substrate, which induced fast
reaction in the membrane, when most of substrate had
been consumed, diffusion from the bulk of the solution
was too slow to maintain the high initial reaction rate.
The maximum current density at Bi value of 50 is (well
stirred solutions) 1.8 times its value at Bi value of 1
(weak stirred ones).
Responses obtained when reaction is the limiting factor
(i.e. for Φ=1) in figure 5b does not show any peak. This
is well understood because the diffusion rate of the
substrate in the diffusion layer has at some extent the
same order of magnitude as its consumption in the
membrane.
The obtained current densities are ranging from 2.5 to 3
µA/cm2 and do not exceed the later value despite the
wide scope of Bi value. In such situation stirring would
decrease the maximal current density (curve n°4 Figure
5b). Biosensor’s responses obtained are slower than those

Figure 4: Dimensionless maximal current
density versus Thiele modulus.

lm= 50µm, [S0]=ks=0.1 mol/m3 and Bi= ∞
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obtained previously with Φ=7.0 and the strength of
stirring seems not to have commonly a drastic
influence on response magnitudes.

0=

d 2S
−Φ2S
dX 2

(a)

d 2S
−Φ2
dX 2

(b)

Or
0=

According to whether we assume S >> 1 (equation a)
or S << 1 (equation b). Equations a and b are linear
ordinary second order differential equations which can be
integrated analytically without any problem and provide
as well the steady state current density as the steady state
substrate or product profiles.
Figure 7 show the comparison between steady state
current density obtained by both finite volume method
and finite difference method (FD) in one hand to the
analytical solution obtained at steady state (equation b) in
the other hand in the case S<<1). Comparison shows that
the relative error in percent does not reach 0.1% when the
number of space points Imax exceed 51. This demonstrate
the power of the FVM for a relatively little effort of
calculation.

Figure 5b: The dynamics of the biosensor current
versus Biot number at Φ=1.

Other parameters: lm=50µm, [S0]=ks=0.1 mol/m3

Effect of Internal Resistance on the Linearity of the
Biosensor Response

Ψanal-Ψnum
Ψanal

100

Relative error (%)

As we have seen in the previous section, best and
fast responses are obtained for biosensor operating
under diffusion control, investigations are made to
check the linearity of the biosensor response versus the
amount of enzyme loaded in the membrane. Figure 6
show that the widest interval of concentration in which
the relationship with the steady state current density is
linear.
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Figure 7: Relative error evolution versus the
maximal number of space points.

The comparison of both substrate and product
numerical profiles at steady state and analytical ones
show that the numerical method (the FVM) is in good
agreement all above in the region located near the
electrode (see product profile).
CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Steady state current density versus
dimensionless concentration.

The described model has shown interesting features in
investigating amperometric biosensor performance. It is
useful to explain the sensing mechanism and provide a
basis for interpretation of the response in order to
incorporate further improvements in amperometric
biosensor design.

MODEL VALIDATION
The model is validated by comparing numerical
solutions obtained at steady state to analytical ones
obtained for some limited cases. For example the
substrate masse balance equation (7) may be
approximated to the following equations:

Numerical results demonstrate that best performances
are obtained when the biosensor operate under internal
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diffusion control. High loading membrane with enzyme
will provide, in addition to a maximal and fast signal
for a given substrate concentration, a wide range of
linearity and may keep somewhat a regular biosensor
signal during the storing of the biosensor as long as the
biosensor is under diffusion control.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the case of a simulation study of
the Swedish Prison and Probation system regarded as a
queuing system. The situation in Swedish prisons today
is not acceptable with a utilisation over 100 per cent.
The short-term solution of the problem has been to
overcrowd the prisons. The purpose of this work is to
describe the relations between waiting time in remand
prison, the official number of cells in prisons and the
degree of differentiation regarding to the expected torrent of criminals. Differentiation is the attempt to keep
different categories of clients apart during their prison
time. The degree of differentiation is defined as the
number of defined categories used for client placement.
The conclusions from this study is that there are not
enough number of prison cell available. The situation
for male inmates/clients is more critical than for female
clients. The results from the study suggest that there
needs to be approximately 11,000 prison cells in total to
meet the unofficial recommendation of a maximum of
seven days in remand prison.
INTRODUCTION
The situation in Swedish prisons is strained. This has
resulted in long waiting times for inmates (here called
clients) before they can receive a suitable placement to
serve their prison time. The queues in remand prison are
not acceptable and the degree of occupancy has gone
over 100 per cent according to the official statistics. The
short-term solution of the problem has been to overcrowd the prisons. In the beginning of the year 2004
there was officially 4,571 number of prison cells to be
shared between clients of both sexes. The target is to
build 1,150 new places prior to 2007 which will result
in a total capacity of 5,721 places. It is not clear that this
expansion will result in an elimination of waiting time
in remand prison, or even a reduction to the regulated
maximum of seven days after that sentence have been
made official.
The degree of differentiation is one of the regulations
that makes this planning problem suitable for a more indepth analysis. Differentiation is the attempt to keep
different categories of clients apart during their prison
time. The degree of differentiation is defined as the
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number of defined categories used for client placement.
The degree of differentiation have a direct influence on
the waiting time in remand prison. With a high degree
of differentiation (many different client categories) the
chance of receiving a suitable placement decreases as
the number of options for placements are few.
Tarling (1986) reviews the use of statistical analysis in
criminology and describes a simulation model depicting
the interrelation between the police, court, prison, and
probation systems. With the proposed model it is possible to e.g. evaluate different strategies for trial priorities
in order to reduce waiting time before the trial. Most
statistical applications reported in Tarling (1986) covers
the prediction of prison population. Barnett (1987) follows in the same field research with a projection model
for future prison population based on historical data.
Lattimore and Baker (1997) studies the effect of limited
prison capacity on the average time a client serves.
They use a input/output process model with feedback.
Other, similar applications of simulation has been reported in the healthcare sector. In Ridge et al. (1998) a
simulation model (coded in Pascal) is used to capture
the capacity need in an intensive care unit. The capacity
planning in this environment is similar to that of the
remand prison queuing system. The waiting is to be
kept to a minimum by planning the capacity in the later
parts of the flow.
The purpose of this work is to describe the relations
between waiting time in remand prison, the official
number of prison cells and the degree of differentiation
regarding to the expected torrent of criminals. This
analysis is done with use of discrete event simulation
where the process of waiting to be placed, the placement and the serving time is considered as a queuing
system. Each client will be provided with his/her own
treatment program during the prison time. This treatment program is called a treatment chain since the client
is routed through different instances of treatment in a
specific order.
The methodology, using discrete event simulation, is a
novel application for the National Prison and Probation
Administration of Sweden. On hindsight, the most useful results came from the fact that a conceptual model
was created that eventually all concerned personnel
could agree upon. This conceptual model depicted a

system that none of the personnel had the complete understanding about. The methodology and results are of
interest for other practitioners in the same field, but also
for fellow researchers that are interested in the queuing
system of a prison. There are also some modelling aspects of these kinds of systems that would be of interest
for both practitioners and researchers.
DIFFERENTIATION
All government activities are regulated by law or more
loosely, by recommendations. This work is no exception. Statutory instruments must be followed and if it is
possible, the visions and goals of the Swedish Prison
and Probation Service. One of their goals is the degree
of differentiation which influences the prison system
behaviour and sets the boundaries for possible solutions.
There are three main grounds for differentiation; (i) sex;
male and female clients are separated, (ii) security; open
prisons, closed prisons, or closed prisons with extra
high security, and (iii) age; younger, first time clients,
are separated from older clients with a high return rate
to crime and prison. Besides these three differentiation
grounds, clients are also separated based on the nature
of their crimes or on their need for treatment for drug or
alcohol abuse.
Clients that have committed sex-related crimes are separated from other clients because the sex-offenders rank
lowest among criminals. There is a risk for reprimands
from those who rank higher in the unofficial ranking
system. Another group that is separated is the clients
with drug abuse. These clients are often in different
treatment programs and need special care and competent supervision.
Today, there exists twenty-six different categories for
differentiation, see table 1 for a limited selection of
categories. As defined earlier, the degree of differentiation is equal to the number of available categories. The
question is what categories should be utilised and how
many places (cells) should each category have?
Table 1: Categories of Differentiation
Male
Normal (open)
Normal (closed)
Drug free
Youth
Youth with motivation
High security
Treatment for drug abuse
Treatment for alcoholics
Sexual offenders
…

Laws and recommendations given by the Swedish government clearly states that a client must be placed in a
suitable category or remain in remand prison. Temporarily, the normal category is utilised as placement
while the client waits for a suitable categorised place to
become available. There is also a desire not to move
clients between different categories or placements and
in some cases between different prisons. Each time a
client is moved, he or her must adapt to a new environment and new prison personnel.
SIMULATION MODEL
The used simulation methodology follows the steps
described in Persson (2003) and does not differ from
the methodologies described in e.g. Law and Kelton
(1991), and Banks (1998). The first step (i) is the project planning or problem formulation where the outline
of the study is determined. The next step (ii) is the conceptual modeling. The conceptual model describes the
system under investigation. The conceptual model is
validated as the next step (iii). The computer-based
model is created as step (iv). This model must be verified (v) and validated (vi). Model verification aims at
estimating if the simulation model is a valid representation of the conceptual model while model validation
aims at estimating if the model is a valid representation
of the system. The experimentation step (vii) consists of
experimental runs with the simulation model. The results of these runs are then analysed (viii) and the result
of that analysis is the base for the recommended decision or implementation (ix).
Conceptual Model
The conceptual model is described in different levels.
The highest level describes the model as a whole and
contain few details. The sub levels are more detailed
and shows the exact flow of each of the treatment
chains. A treatment chain consists of the different instances that the client is routed through during the
prison time in the system (the prison organisation). Note
that the treatment chains are the ideal sequence of client
activities during the prison time.
An example of a treatment chain is the treatment for a
client that has problems with drug abuse; he/she gets an
initial placement at a motivation wing. After the motivation (if the client is motivated), the next step is the
treatment wing. After a successful treatment or when
the prison stay has ended and the client is ready to
leave, he/she has the possibility to continue the care
outside the prison on a contract basis. Figure 1 shows
the treatment chain for drug addicted males. Note that if
no cell is available for in the treatment wing or in the
motivational wing, the clients stays in remand prison
until prison capacity is released.

Female
Normal
Treatment for drug abuse
…
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Remand
Prison

This section contains information about some special
features included in the simulation model.

Drug or
other
forms of
abuse?

CENTRAL
PLACEMENT

Yes

Treatment
placement
available?

Treatment

Treatment/
Motivation?

Motivation

Motivation
placement
available?

Yes

Yes

Treatment placement
for drug abusers
(Closed)

Clients with drug abuse have the opportunity to get the
last part of the sentence in care outside the prison. As
these clients get care outside the prison, capacity is
made available at an earlier stage than anticipated. To
implement this into the model all clients that were suitable fore care outside the prison were given a reduction
of their sentence. If the client had a sentence shorter
than 30 days this treatment is not an option.

Treatment placement
for drug abusers
(Open)

No

Motivation placement
for drug abusers
(Closed)

No

Motivation placement
for drug abusers
(Open)

Release
process

CENTRAL
PLACEMENT

Remain in
remand prison

To measure the time that a client had been waiting for
the requested treatment, time-attributes had to be added
before entering and leaving the queue (remand prison).
The difference between the two attributes is then measured as the time in queue. The number of days in queue
are stored in a counter for statistics, which later is exported to MS Excel.

Figure 1: Treatment chain for male drug abusers
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During the modeling effort, one of the larger problems
was the warm up period. As the model runs for ten
years the simulation should have a relative long warm
up period. This did not work due to that the model
showed an instable behavior due to the lack of capacity.
Therefore, a shorter warm up period were chosen than
was intended.
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Figure 2: Conceptual Model – Highest Level
The high level conceptual model is depicted in figure 2.
The model includes all initial placements to prison and
placements in-between prisons. Individual prisons are
not modelled, just the cells with different treatment programs. The remand prison has infinite capacity since the
objective is to study the queues or waiting time for all
differentiation categories.
The conceptual model is represented as a computerbased model in the simulation software Arena (version
7.0). A graphical user interface is provided in MS Excel. The user is able to adjust parameters that affects the
output without any interaction with Arena. Parameters
to use in experimentation is; torrent of criminals per
year, number of places in different categories and the
percentage share in different categories, both from remand prison and for persons liable to be detained but
not yet deprived of liberty.
Computer Model
The computer based model (the discrete event simulation model) is constructed in ARENA (version 7.00).
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The following assumptions are made when constructing
the computer based model.
• Different prisons are not separated in the model,
all prison cells are kept together as one whole unit.
• The number of cells in remand prison is unlimited.
This will not affect the final result.
• The client will stay in remand prison as long as
there are no places available. With this assumption
it is possible that the client serve the whole sentence in remand prison.
• When changing the degree of differentiation, clients previously belonging to categories that are
removed are placed in the normal wings (open or
closed).
Model Validation
Basically, a simulation model can be divided into two
distinct parts; i) the model logic, and ii) the statistical
data for time between events and the stochastic occurrences of events. In this case, the model logic is easy to
validate. Although there are several different opinions
about how the prison system works, consensus about
the model was reached by the system experts. The statistical data are more difficult to validate. Much data
were collected from the official statistics of the National
Prison and Probation Administration and must therefore
be associated with a high degree of credibility. Other
data that were needed for the simulation model proved
difficult to obtain and were in the end estimated by the

proper personnel. These data might have less credibility
but are still the best estimation possible.
When dealing with people’s opinions about whether or
not a model is valid, there is always a risk of including
personal beliefs in the model validation process. The
validity of a model that has been validated with subjective methods like a model walkthrough can be criticised
due to the subjectivity in the technique itself. Nevertheless, subjective validation methods are, due to the simplicity in application, much used in practise. In this
case, the model was validated using a walkthrough
where experts found the model valid.
Graphical User Interface
One of the objectives stipulated by the National Prison
and Probation Administration is an easy-to-use interface
for the simulation model. The model will be used as a
planning tool at the National Prison and Probation Administration by personnel who is unfamiliar with simulation methodology. A graphical user interface is therefore used to define each scenario and start the simulation. The user interface (built in MS Excel) is connected
to ARENA and the user needs only a basic familiarity
with MS Excel. After a simulation run, experiment data
are collected in the same interface and communicated
by graphs and numbers.

waiting time to a minimum. In the last experiment, the
proposed expansion of an additional 1,150 prison cells,
is tested and evaluated. If the number of clients continue
to increase, this expansion will be insufficient in a couple of years.
The experiments are controlled by the MS Excel user
interface. Each experiment starts with a warm-up period
of one year and continue with a run length of ten years.
Experiment 1
To find the relationship between the degree of differentiation and utilisation, five scenarios are created with an
increasing degree of differentiation. The first scenario
contains the lowest degree (as stated by law) and the
fifth scenario contains the maximum degree of differentiation that is possible to obtain.
The results of experiment 1 shows that with today’s
number of clients, the utilisation soon reaches 100 % in
each category. Even with the expansion with 1,150 new
prison cells, the utilisation still reaches maximum. The
situation is better with female clients than for male clients. Without a heavy expansion in prison capacity for
male clients, it is impossible to find a relationship between utilization and degree of differentiation.
Experiment 2

To be able to get a high acceptance of the user interface,
a hand drawn model of the MS Excel sheet was initially
presented to the intended users. This model was
changed many times before it was finalised and coded
in MS Excel. In all, five intended users were used to test
the interface before all involved were satisfied. The
connection to ARENA was created with Visual Basic.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The experiments provide data to answer the following
three questions:
Q
1

What are the utilisation of available places of different categories as a function of the chosen degree
of differentiation?

Q
2

What are the minimum number of places in each
category and the composition of categories to be
able to reach the objective of maximum seven days
in remand prison?

Q
3

Given the forecasts of number of new clients, what
is the number of places needed in ten years time?

The first experiment is based on the idea that a large
number of different categories will show a low overall
cell utilisation since some categories can be empty and
not used by other categories. The second experiment
follows the same reasoning since a small number of
categories with a large number of cells will keep the
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The objective concerning a maximum of seven days of
waiting time in remand prison is evaluated by the best
scenario in experiment 1. The percentage of clients that
are placed in the correct category within seven days
after that the sentence has been finalised is varying between 0 % (non of the clients) and 100 % (all clients).
On average, 19.8 % of the clients in remand prison are
given a correct placement within the stipulated seven
days.
Experiment 3
The third experiment examines the influence of a forecasted increase in clients during the next ten years. Also
in this case it is clear that more capacity is needed to be
able to estimate the effect of an increasing number of
clients. The poor results in experiments 1, 2, and 3 resulted in a forth experiment to capture the need of extra
capacity.
Experiment 4
The result of this experiment shows that the total prison
system needs to be expanded with 6,700 new cells for
male clients with the lowest degree of differentiation.
This massive expansion is totally out of the scope of the
planned expansion of 1,150 prison cells.
Results
The main result from this study is that the system in its
present form very quickly becomes full and the waiting

time in remand prison steadily increases. For female
clients, the situation is within the desired specifications.
A scenario with shorter waiting time in remand prison
then seven days can be found for a high degree of differentiation. In the case of the male clients, an additional 6,700 prison cells are needed. This number is
outside the scope for this project since the expansion is
planned for a modest 1,150 prison cells.
CONCLUSION
It is clear that the situation in Swedish prisons is critical. The planned expansion of 1,150 prison cells is far
from enough. The situation for male clients is more
critical than for female clients, who exhibit a far better
situation. The female client population is also very
small compared to the number of male clients (approximately 5 % of the prison cells are dedicated to
female clients).
According to the results from the simulations the prison
system should be expanded to include 11,000 prison
cells in a few years time. It will otherwise be impossible
to meet the recommendation of a maximum of seven
days waiting time in remand prison.
These results are valid for a constant torrent of clients
of 10,200 every year and a minimum degree of differentiation. There may be some uncertainty connected to the
statistics due to the fact that some input data are estimates done by prison personnel. Nevertheless, this is
the still the best estimate available.
The risk of heavily overcrowded prisons will force the
National Prison and Probation Administration to increase the rate of expansion from the planned 1,150
new prison cells to the suggested 11,000 cells. Other
activities that could decrease the need for traditional
prison cells are the use of electronic supervision such as
foot cuffs.
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ABSTRACT
In the paper we discuss a problem of planning and
coordination in a multi robot system. We consider a
team of robots that performs a global task in a humanmade workspace of complex structure. A hybrid
architecture of the team motion control system is
considered. The system can be split into two layers: the
planner module and the behavior based collision free
motion controller, that is designed to perform several
elementary navigation tasks. The role of the planner is
to plan and coordinate execution of elementary tasks by
individual agents to obtain performance of global task.
We presents the method of elementary tasks planning
based on N-person game. The Nash equilibrium concept
of the game solution is applied. An algorithm of multi
robot workspace exploration is presented as an example
of application of the proposed method. Simulation of
the algorithm was carried out, and its result is presented
and discussed in the paper.
INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental requirements for mobile robot
control system is its autonomy which is defined as an
ability of operation without control of a human operator
in an environment model of which is unknown and react
a dynamical changes of this environment. Meeting these
requirements implies the system has to cope with and
solve many complex problems like task planning,
collision free trajectory generation, operating on the
basis of imprecise and uncertain information,
environmental model building. Mobile robot control
systems can be generally divided into three groups:
deliberative, reactive (behavior-based) (Althaus and
Christensen 2003; Arkin 1998; Skrzypczyk 2002) and
hybrid systems. The most effective approach seems to
be the third one that brings together advantages of
reactive and
deliberative systems (Fox et al. 1998; Shim et al. 2000).
Operating by a robot in a real-world environment of a
complex structure such as an office for instance, without
any a’priori information about the environment usually
leads to inefficient task execution. Therefore, if robot is
designed to work inside definite workspace it is
reasonable to introduce partial knowledge of the
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workspace to the control system (Althaus and
Christensen 2003). When we consider a work of a team
of robots, that are intended to perform some complex
task (workspace exploration for instance) the additional
problem of coordinating actions (tasks) of individual
robots needs to be taken into account. Wrong
coordination may lead to ineffective task execution or
even to inability of completion the task. Therefore a lot
of attention has been paid to this problem (Burgard et
al. 2000; Gerkey and Mataric 2002; Golfarelli and
Meuleu 2000; Lawton et al. 2003; Sequierra and Ribeiro
2001; Schneider-Fontan and Mataric 1998). The
problem of coordination of multiple robots can be stated
as a conflict situation between individual robotic-agents
and can be modeled as a decision making problem. The
game theory is convenient tool for modelling problems
of conflict nature. Therefore applications of game
theory in the context of multi-agent coordination have
been widely reported in the literature (Golfarelli and
Meuleu 2000; LaValle 2000; Li and Payandeh 2001).
Unfortunately most of the works lack the treatment of
application aspect of game theoretical approach. They
only consider the problem as a theoretical one, without
taking into account limitations of a control system
framework. In this paper we discus an approach to
coordination of multiple robots operating in an
environment of a complex structure, performing
complex task which example is the environment
exploration one. We model the problem of coordination
of elementary tasks as a N-person, noncooperative team
decision problem. We present a hybrid architecture of a
system that is designed to control the work of agents
that perform the stated task. In the end of this work we
present and discus the simulation results of the proposed
system.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A general structure of the control system is presented on
the block diagram below (fig.1). The system can be split
into two layers. The first one that is intended to be
implemented on mobile platform and the second, that
provides information of robots location and
communication between robots. The first one that is
considered in this work has typical hybrid structure. It
consists in behavior-based motion controller that is
responsible for executing elementary navigational tasks
(modeled further by operators) and non-cooperative
game based planner. The role of the planner is to choose
from admissible actions the one that provide execution

of a part of primary mission (in our case the mission is
the workspace exploration). Of course the planner has to

related to some costs of moving robot from the i-th to
the j-th vertex (object). In this work we define the costs
using some heuristic formulae:

(

)

 L (1 + c ) 1 + e −α O j if v ∈ V ∩ v ∈ V
i
i
S
j
D
 i, j

1
wij =  Li , j (1 + c j )
if vi ∈ VD ∩ v j ∈ VS (2)
oi




 Li , j 1 + 0.5 ( ci + c j )  if vi ∈ VS ∩ v j ∈ VS

It is worth of noticing that the model describes only
invariable features of the workspace. The layout of
objects (furniture, equipment) placed inside sectors is
not known. Moreover it can undergo dynamic changes.

Figures 1: A Diagram of the Hybrid, Multi-Robot
Control System
take into account all possible actions of other agents and
provide their proper coordination.
The world model
Robots are intended to operate inside a well structured,
complex human made workspace. In order to simplify
the navigation problem a partial knowledge about the
environment is introduced to the system. In the fig. 2a
an exemplary office environment plan is presented. An
overall workspace is divided into regions named
sectors. Each sector represents an area occupied by a
room, corridor or a part of a corridor. Moreover
passages between rooms are distinguished and
introduces to the model as door-objects called further
door for simplicity. The workspace model is stored onto
two layers: topological and geometrical. The first one is
given by weighted graph:
M = (V , W ) V = {v1 , v2 ,...vM } , W ⊂ V × V

(1)

which nodes represent objects of the environment:
sectors VS and doors VD where V = VS ∪ VD. On the
topological level each object is described by a real
number that is an "cluttering coefficient" ci in case the
object is a sector and by a probability of being opened oj
when the object is a door. The first coefficient reflects
the number of objects placed inside of the given sector.
On a geometrical level i-th sector is represented by
coordinates of its top left corner ( xit , yit ) , bottom right
corner ( xib , yib ) , and a center point ( xip , yip ) . Similarly

the j-th door-object is described by a circle of radius rj
and a center of the circle ( x jp , y jp ) . The edges of the
graph define relations of neighborhood
between
environmental objects related to vertices of the graph.
Weighting factors fixed to the edges of the graph are
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Figures 2: An Exemplary Workspace Layout (a) and its
Topological Model (b)
The behavior-based controller
The role of this module is to execute elementary navigational tasks. It is designed using the behavior-based
idea of control (Arkin 1998). It is composed of six
behaviors that process the state and sensory information
into proper set-points for motion controller which are
values of linear and angular velocity. The coordination
of behaviors activities is made by fixed priority arbiter.
For more detailed description of this module refer to
(Skrzypczyk 2002). For the purpose of this article that is
enough to consider the module as the one which is able
to execute four different elementary tasks, represented
by following operators:
• FindDoor(D) - the task of moving the robot inside
the area of door-object D;
• TraverseDoor(D,S) -the task of going through the
door-object D to the sector S;
• Wait() - the simple command that stop the robot;

GoTo(S1,S2) - the task of moving robot from the
sector S1 to S2;

•

All of the operators are related to a task of collision free
moving robot from a given initial location to a desired
one which are specified by arguments of the operator.
The difference between individual tasks lies in the set of
parameters associated with a given operator that is sent
to the controller. The parameters are priorities of
individual behaviors as well as velocity limits.
The planner
From the perspective of this work the planner is the core
of the system. It consists of three modules: local
coordinator, decision process modeling module and the
solution computation one. The work of the planner can
be briefly described in a following way. The local
coordinator receives information of location of all of the
robots. Moreover it is provided with a world model and
a primary task data. Depending on a type of the task,
location of all of teammates and a state of the task
execution, a model of a decision process is built. The
model is in fact the cost function that depends on
actions made by individual agents and a state of task
completion. Next the problem is solved and the solution
computed. The solution of the problem determines an
elementary action which is optimal for a given agent
from the point of view of primary task execution.
Detailed description of the process of building the
model (taking an exploration task as an example) and
the methods of solution shall be presented in further
sections.
AN EXPLORATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
As we mentioned before, we want to present the method
of coordination of multiple robots that provides
completion of the task of exploration of the workspace
the topological model of witch is known to the system.
This task can be generally stated as a problem of
visiting a given part of the workspace by teammates
with a cost as low as possible. Exemplary interpretation
of the exploration task is delivering parts in a large plant
by multiple robots. In terms of this work the exploration
task is defined as visiting a part M V ⊂ VS of the
workspace M in a number of steps as small as possible.
Here in this work, we model the problem as a sequence
of one stage, non zero sum games in a normal form.
Modelling the Problem of Exploration
Let us first introduce a notation that will be used
hereafter. The state of a team of robots is denoted by a
set:
X = {xi } i = 1, 2,...N , xi ∈ V

(3)

what is equivalent to the fact that there is the i-th robot
inside the area described by the vertex xi. The set of all

possible robot actions described by operators is given by
the set:
A = {a1 , a2 ,...aM }

(4)

where M is a number of all operators (in this work
M=4). A set of possible actions of the i-th robot in the
state xi is defined by :
Ai ( xi ) = {a1 , a2 ,...aK }
(5)
and it is determined by precondition lists of individual
operators. In our case they are as follows:
FindDoor(D)

{

}

preconditions = xi ∈ VS , wxi , D ≠ ∞
TraverseDoor(D,S)

{

}

preconditions = xi = D ∈ VD , wD , xi ≠ ∞
Wait()
preconditions = φ

GoTo(S1,S2)
preconditions = { xi = S1 ∈ VS , w S1,S2 ≠ ∞}
In the terms of the decision making process model of an
action ak⊂Ai is a mapping:
ak : xin → xin +1 xin ⊂ X xin +1 ⊂ V ai ⊂ Ai

where xkn is the current state of the i-th robot, and xkn +1 is
a state the robot will be in as a result of the action ak.
The primary task of the team of robots is to visit all
objects defined by a set M G ⊂ VS . We introduce an
auxiliary set defining objects that have already been
visited and we denote it by M V ⊂ M G . Using this
notation we can precisely formulate a goal of the team
as satisfying the equality: MV = MG. The task of the
planning algorithm is to choose for each robot one of
the possible action, that applied to the robot will result
in performing a part of the primary task. The problem of
selection of proper action is in this work perceived as a
game between individual robotic-players. The result of
the game related to the defined task depends on
decisions made by individual game participants.
Moreover the task of exploration has a specific nature
that can be classified as a team-work problem where all
of the players (robots) want to optimize one
performance index. Although the environment is in
principle dynamic we model the problem of action
planning as a sequence of static N-person games in a
normal form. Therefore we need to define for each stage
of the planning process the single cost function value of
which depends on actions made by all of teammates and
on the task completion state. We propose to define the
cost function as a sum of three components:
I ( a1 ,..., ai ,...aN ) = − I R + I E + I D
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(6)

(7)

The first one is related to a some value of ”reward” that
is given to robots for exploring unvisited part of the
workspace and it is given by:

I1 ( a10 ,...aN 0 ) ≤ I1 ( a1 , a20 ,...d N 0 )

N

I R ( a1 ,..ai ,...aN ) = ∑ Ri ( ai )
x in+1 ∈ M G ∩ xin +1 ∉ M V

(8)

the solution reduces to minimization of the cost function
I. Thus we have:

where R
is a positive number that denotes the reward
value. The k is a number of robots visiting the same
object as a result of their actions. The value of the
second component IE is dependent on an amount of
energy necessary to make an action ai which is
proportional to a cost of transition of robots between
environmental objects defined by the model M:
N

I E ( a1 ,..ai ,...aN ) = ∑ w ( xin , xin +1 )

(9)

i =1

Third component denotes cost of moving the robot to
the nearest (in the sense of costs defined by W)
unexplored object. Let us first denote a path of minimal
cost between an object n and m as:

pmin ( n, m ) = {vn ,...vk ,...vm} ⊂ V

(10)

and let the set of unexplored objects is given as
M U = {ul } = M G \ M V . Then the cost ID is given by:
N

I D ( a1 ,..., ai ,..., aN ) = ∑ Dmin,i
l

i =1

n +1
i

, ul ) 

I N ( a10 ,...aN 0 ) ≤ I N ( d10 , d 20 ,...d N )

In case of a team-problem, where I i = I , i = 1, 2,..., N

otherwise

Dmin,i = min  pmin ( x

(12)

M

i =1

1
 R > 0 if
Ri =  k
 0

to our problem, the solution is the equilibrium point if
following inequalities are satisfied by the set of the
decisions { a10 ,...aN 0 }:

(11)

S ∗ = {a10 , a20 ,..., aN 0 } = min I
a1 ,..., aN

THE ALGORITHM OF EXPLORATION
In this section we present an overall algorithm of
workspace exploration for a team of robots. The block
diagram of the algorithm is presented in the fig.3. First,
the global task is stated by the set MG and the state of
the robot team X is determined using information of
robots location. In the next step of the algorithm
admissible actions of individual robots are determined
taking into account the current state X of robots and
environmental model M. Then, the model of the process
is calculated according to equations (7)-(11). The
solution of the problem is computed using formulas
(12),(13) and it determines for each robot an elementary
task (action) to be performed. The action code is sent to
the motion-controller. A robot that executes an action as
a first sends a message to the coordinator. That causes
the state X of a team as well as the state of the primary
task completion are updated. The process described
above is repeated until the task is completed M G = M V .
Input: N, M,MG, X,
Set: MV = X

where Dmin,i is the cost of moving the i-th robot from the
state xin +1 to the ”nearest” unexplored object.

M V = MG

Y

Stop

N

Determine sets of
admissible actions
Ai(xi)={a1,a2,...,aP}
i=1,2,...N

Solution
In the previous section we derived a model for a single
stage of the exploration process. Now, we look for a
solution of the problem defined above. The solution will
be a set of actions of individual robots
S ∗ = {a10 , a20 ,..., aN 0 } that if performed lead to execution
of a part of primary task. The problem of exploration is
in principle cooperative one but taking into account a
fact that robots can not communicate each other during
an action execution implies that the problem has
features of noncooperative one. Thus we try to find the
solution for a single decision-making stage, considering
the problem as a noncooperative one. One of the best
known concept of solution of such problems is the Nash
equilibrium one (Basar and Oldster 1982). Applying it
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(13)

Create the process model I(ai)
ai in Ai i=1,2,...,N
Find the soultion
{a10, a20, ... ,aN0}
Tasks execution
N

Update X, MV

Check if any
task completed?
Y

Figures 3: The algorithm of exploration

SIMULATION EXAMPLE
In order to show how the approach discussed in the
paper works we present a result of an exemplary
simulation. We implemented the method using a
simulation environment M.A.S.S. (Multi Agent Systems
Simulator) which was created and has been developed
by the author. This application allows to create a model
of a well-structured workspace and simulate the work of
differentially-driven mobile robots inside of the
modeled workspace. The layout of a workspace we
modeled is shown in the fig.4.

the one that is almost for sure closed. That is the reason
of this ”strange” task execution. Yet another aspect is
worth of commenting. The algorithm presented in paper
make only ”one step ahead” planning. It causes that the
task execution may be not optimal. Using other
planning algorithms we would obtain better or even
optimal solution. But such an approach would be valid
if the environment was static as well as we assumed
perfect result of each action.
Table 1: A Sequence of Operators that Provides
Completion of the Exploration Task
n

Robot 1

Robot 2

Robot 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

FD(‘D3,4’)
TD(D3,4,S3)
FD(D2,3)
TD(D2,3,S2)
W()
W()
W()

FD(‘D9,10’)
TD(D9,10,S10)
FD(D10,11)
TD(D10,11,S11)
FD(D11,12)
TD(D10,11,S12)
W()

FD(‘D1,2_1’)
TD(D1,2_1,S1)
FD(D1,8)
TD(D1,8,S8)
GT(S7)
GT(S6)
GT(S5)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Figures 4: The Layout of a Workspace Used for a
Simulation
It is an example of a typical office environment. It
consists of twelve sectors VS = {v1 , v2 ,...v12 } that
represent rooms and parts of corridors, and thirteen
passages (doors) between rooms Vd = {v13 ,..., v25 } . The
area of the workspace is of a size 15 × 10 [m] (width,
height). Various pieces of furniture and equipment are
placed inside of individual rooms (fig. 5) and it is
modelled by different cluttering coefficients cj fixed to
each sector. In the presented simulation they are equal
C={0.7,0,0.1,0.6,0,0,0,0,0.2,0,0.3,0.2}. All of probabilities oj that doors are opened are equal one except the
door D3,6 which is open with probability o5=0.2. That
corresponds to the fact that this door most time is
closed. The robot model used for the simulation is
typical differential driven one, with 8 range sensors
placed around the disc-shaped platform of diameter
0.55[m]. We consider the following exploration task. A
team of three robots (N=3) is intended to explore the
workspace what is equivalent to visiting all of the
sectors. Thus the goal of exploration is defined as
M G = VS . Initially, robots are located inside of sectors
X init = {v4 , v9 , v2 } so MV=Xini . In the fig.5 successive

stages of simulation of exploration process are
presented. A sequence of operators that was used to
perform the task is presented in the table 1. The symbols
FD, TD, GT, W denote operators: FindDoor,
TraverseDoor, GoTo, Wait. We can see that algorithm
works well, providing completion of the task stated
above. One can notice that robot 1 perform only a small
part of the task, exploring only one room. But it has to
be taken into account, that the door D3,6 is modeled as
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In this paper we discussed a problem of planning and
coordination of tasks in a multi robot system. We
considered a team of robots that was intended to
perform a task of exploration of a human-made
workspace of complex structure. We proposed both the
hybrid architecture of a control system and method of
coordination of multiple robotic agents. In the paper we
also presented an algorithm of exploration of
workspace. The core of the algorithm is the model of
the process that is stated as a noncooperative game in a
normal form. We applied the Nash equilibrium concept
to generate a solution of the problem. Although the
result of only one simulation was presented, we had
made a numer of simulation experiments using both
various parameters and workspace configurations. In all
cases we obtained correct task execution. On the basis
of simulations we carried out we can conclude that this
algorithm works well and provides effective exploration
of even very complex-structured environments.
However, the algorithm can not guarantee optimal task
performance. It is caused the algorithm uses only onestep-ahead planning method. But this approach on the
other hand has other advantage - it allows to track
dynamical changes of the environment and it does not
need the assumption that a given action is always
executed in a perfect way. The simulation environment
allowed us to verify this approach. Taking into account
the results of simulations we can state that the approach
presented in the paper seems to be promising. Therefore
our future researches shall be focused on applying it to a
real multi robot system.
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Figures 5: The result of the exemplary simulation
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ABSTRACT
The Minority Game (MG) is a simple, generalized
framework, belonging to the Game Theory field, which
represents the collective behaviour of agents in an
idealized situation where they have to compete through
adaptation for some finite resource. it generalizes the
study of how many individuals may reach a collective
solution to a problem under adaptation of each one’s
expectations about the future. It is assumed that an odd
number of players take a decision at each step of the
simulation; the agents that take the minority decision
win, while the others loose. The Minority Game in its
original formulation state that there is no
communication among the agents involved in the
simulation; the idea in this paper is to introduce in the
model a sort of a social network, in order to see how the
links among certain agents can change the results of the
simulation. A software model is built, in which the user
can define the number of the agents involved and the
number of links among them; some examples are
studied and analyzed in order to find some general rule.
Besides, two communication protocols are implemented
in the model: the asynchronous one, in which the agents
act sequentially. So the first agents which act take their
decision, and from then on they reply to the other agents
with the new decision taken. The synchronous protocol
states that the agents always communicate to the others
their original opinion: they broadcast their opinion to all
the agents which are linked to them. Finally, after
having collected all the opinions of their friends, they
reconsider their choice. We examine the difference
among the two protocols using the same starting
parameters in the simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Game Theory is a distinct and interdisciplinary approach
to the study of strategic behaviour. The disciplines most
involved in game theory are mathematics, economics
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
ISBN 1-56555-286-5(book) / ISBN 1-84233-106-x(CD)
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and the other social and behavioural sciences. Game
theory (like computational theory and so many other
contributions) was founded by the great mathematician
John von Neumann. The first important book was The
Theory of Games and Economic Behaviour, which von
Neumann wrote in collaboration with the great
mathematical economist, Oskar Morgenstern. Certainly
Morgenstern brought ideas from neoclassical economics
into the partnership, but von Neumann, too, was well
aware of them and had made other contributions to
neoclassical economics.
The key link between neoclassical economics and game
theory was and is rationality. Neoclassical economics is
based on the assumption that human beings are
absolutely rational in their economic choices.
Specifically, the assumption is that each person
maximizes her or his rewards - profits, incomes, or
subjective benefits - in the circumstances that she or he
faces. This hypothesis serves a double purpose in the
study of the allocation of resources. First, it narrows the
range of possibilities somewhat. Absolutely rational
behaviour is more predictable than irrational behaviour.
Second, it provides a criterion for evaluation of the
efficiency of an economic system. If the system leads to
a reduction in the rewards coming to some people,
without producing more than compensating rewards to
others (costs greater than benefits, broadly) then
something is wrong. Pollution, the overexploitation of
fisheries, and inadequate resources committed to
research can all be examples of this.
In neoclassical economics, the rational individual faces
a specific system of institutions, including property
rights, money, and highly competitive markets. These
are among the "circumstances" that the person takes into
account in maximizing rewards. The implications of
property rights, a money economy and ideally
competitive markets is that the individual needs not
consider her or his interactions with other individuals.
She or he needs consider only his or her own situation
and the "conditions of the market." But this leads to two
problems. First, it limits the range of the theory. Whereever competition is restricted (but there is no
monopoly), or property rights are not fully defined,
consensus neoclassical economic theory is inapplicable,
and neoclassical economics has never produced a
generally accepted extension of the theory to cover these
cases. Decisions taken outside the money economy were
also problematic for neoclassical economics.

Game theory was intended to confront just this problem:
to provide a theory of economic and strategic behaviour
when people interact directly, rather than through the
market. In game theory, "games" have always been a
metaphor for more serious interactions in human
society. Game theory may be about poker and baseball,
but it is not about chess, and it is about such serious
interactions as market competition, arms races and
environmental pollution. But game theory addresses the
serious interactions using the metaphor of a game: in
these serious interactions, as in games, the individual's
choice is essentially a choice of a strategy, and the
outcome of the interaction depends on the strategies
chosen by each of the participants. On this
interpretation, a study of games may indeed tell us
something about serious interactions.
In neoclassical economic theory, to choose rationally is
to maximize one's rewards. From one point of view, this
is a problem in mathematics: choose the activity that
maximizes rewards in given circumstances. Thus we
may think of rational economic choices as the "solution"
to a problem of mathematics. In game theory, the case is
more complex, since the outcome depends not only on
my own strategies and the "market conditions," but also
directly on the strategies chosen by others, but we may
still think of the rational choice of strategies as a
mathematical problem - maximize the rewards of a
group of interacting decision makers - and so we again
speak of the rational outcome as the "solution" to the
game.
THE MINORITY GAME
The Minority Game (MG) is a simple, generalized
framework, belonging to the Game Theory field, which
represents the collective behaviour of agents in an
idealized situation where they have to compete through
adaptation for some finite resource.
While the MG is born as the mathematical formulation
of “El Farol Bar” problem considered by (Arthur, 1994),
it goes way beyond this one, since it generalizes the
study of how many individuals may reach a collective
solution to a problem under adaptation of each one’s
expectations about the future. In (Arthur, 1994) the “El
Farol Bar” problem was posed as an example of
inductive reasoning in scenarios of bounded rationality.
The kind of rationality which is usually assumed in
economics – perfect, logical, deductive rationality – is
extremely useful in generating solutions to theoretical
problems, but it fails to account for situations in which
our rationality is bounded (because agents can not cope
with the complexity of the situation) or when ignorance
about other agents ability and willingness to apply
perfect rationally lead to subjective beliefs about the
situation. Even in those situations, agents are not
completely irrational: they adjust their behaviour based
on what they think other agents are going to do, and
these expectations are generated endogenously by
information about what other agents have done in the
past. On the basis of these expectations, the agent takes
an action, which in turn becomes a precedent that
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influences the behaviour of future agents. This creates a
feedback loop: expectations arise from precedents and
then create the actions which, in turn, constitute the
precedents for the next step.
The original formulation of “El Farol Bar” problem is as
follows: N people, at every step, take an individual
decision among two possibilities. Number one is to stay
at home; number two is to go to a bar. Since the space in
the bar is limited (finite resource), the time there is
enjoyable if and only if the number of the people there
is less than a fixed threshold (aN, where a<1). Every
agent has his own expectation on the number of people
in the bar, and according to his forecast decides whether
to go or not. The only information available to the
agents is the number of people attending the bar in the
recent past; this means that there is no deductively
rational solution to this problem, but there can be plenty
of models trying to infer the future number according to
the past ones.
The other very interesting aspect of the problem is that
if most agents think that the number of people going to
the bar is > aN then they won't go, thus invalidating
their own prevision. Computer simulations of this model
shows that the attendance fluctuates around aN in a
(aN,(1 - a)N) structure of people attending/not
attending. The “El Farol Bar” problem has been applied
to some proto-market models: at each time step agents
can buy (go to the bar) or sell an asset and after each
time step, the price of the asset is determined by a
simple supply-demand rule.
The MG has been first described in (Challet and Zhang,
1997) as a mathematical formalization and
generalization of “El Farol Bar” problem. It is assumed
that an odd number of players take a decision at each
step of the simulation; the agents that take the minority
decision win, while the others loose. Stepping back to
“El Farol Bar” problem, we can see it as a minority
game with two possible actions: a1 = 1 (to go to the bar)
and a2 = -1 (not to go to the bar). After each round, the
cumulative action value A(t) is calculated as the sum of
each value given to the single actions. The minority rule
sets the comfort level at A(t) = 0, so that agent is given a
payoff -ai(t)g[A(t)] at each time step with g an odd
function of A(t).
INTRODUCING
AGENTS

COMMUNICATION

AMONG

The “El Farol Bar” problem, as well as the Minority
game in its original formulation state that there is no
communication among the agents involved in the
simulation; the idea in this paper is to introduce in the
model a sort of a social network, in order to see how the
links among certain agents can change the results of the
simulation. A social network is defined as “a set of
nodes - e.g. persons, organizations - linked by a set of
social relationship - e.g. friendship, transfer of funds,
overlapping membership - of a specific type” (Laumann,
et al., 1978).

In our case the minority rule will be very easy: a set of
N agents will have to choose between (-1) and (1). Who
is in the minority (denoted with n < N) wins and gets a
payoff equal to N/n: the fewer agents stay in the
minority, the higher the payoff. Also the social network
involved will be quite simple, just linking an agent to
others with a relation limited to the possibility of asking
a question: “will you choose (-1) or (1)?”. Not all the
agents will be connected, though, so that some of them
will have to make a prevision just considering the past
few results, exactly like in the original MG. The
described situation is depicted in figure 1 (in which we
have twelve agents and eight links).

Figure 1: A Simple Social Network
It’s important to notice that the versus of the arrow is
crucial; it means that agent A can ask agent B, but not
necessarily agent B can ask agent A. An example of the
possible relations is given in Table 1.
1 2 3 4 5
1
x x x
2
x
3 x
x
4 x
x
5
Table 1: definition of relations among agents
In the example we have five agents involved in the
simulation: agent 1 can ask agents 2, 3 and 4, while
agent 2 can ask agent 3 and number 3 can ask number 1
and number 5; agent 4 can then ask number 1 and
number 5, while number 5 is a lonely agent (he can’t ask
anyone, even if two other agents can ask him what he
will do).
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AGENT BASED SIMULATION
In (Ostrom 1988), agent based simulation is described as
a third way to represent social models, being a powerful
alternative to other two symbol systems: the verbal
argumentation and the mathematical one. The former,
which uses natural language, is a non computable way
of modelling though a highly descriptive one; in the
latter, while everything can be done with equations, the
complexity of differential systems rises exponentially as
the complexity of behaviour grows, so that describing
complex individual behaviour with equations often
becomes an intractable task. Simulation has some
advantages over the other two: it can easily be run on a
computer, through a program or a particular tool;
besides it has a highly descriptive power, since it is
usually built using a high level computer language, and,
with few efforts, can even represent non-linear
relationships, which are tough problems for the
mathematical approach. According to (Gilbert, Terna
2000):
“The logic of developing models using computer
simulation is not very different from the logic used for
the more familiar statistical models. In either case, there
is some phenomenon that the researchers want to
understand better, that is the target, and so a model is
built, through a theoretically motivated process of
abstraction. The model can be a set of mathematical
equations, a statistical equation, such as a regression
equation, or a computer program. The behaviour of the
model is then observed, and compared with
observations of the real world; this is used as evidence
in favour of the validity of the model or its rejection”
In Remondino (2003) we read that computer programs
can be used to model either quantitative theories or
qualitative ones; simulation has been successfully
applied to many fields, and in particular to social
sciences, where it allows to verify theories and create
virtual societies. In order to simulate the described
problem, multi-agent technique is used. Agent Based
Modelling is the most interesting and advanced
approach for simulating a complex system: in a social
context, the single parts and the whole are often very
hard to describe in detail. Besides, there are agent based
formalisms which allow to study the emergency of
social behaviour with the creation and study of models,
known as artificial societies. Thanks to the ever
increasing computational power, it's been possible to use
such models to create software, based on intelligent
agents, which aggregate behaviour is complex and
difficult to predict, and can be used in open and
distributed systems. The concept of Multi Agent System
for social simulations is thus introduced: the single
agents have a very simple structure. Only few details
and actions are described for the entities: the behaviour
of the whole system is a consequence of those of the
single agents, but it's not necessarily the sum of them.
This can bring to unpredictable results, when the
simulated system is studied.

There are many toolkits and frameworks that can be
used to build agent based simulations; for this work JAS
was selected (http://jaslibrary.sourceforge.net) since it
includes graph support for Social Netwok Analysis. In
the basic model we present in this paper we only
examine how many agents change their own opinion,
when increasing the number of direct relations among
them; further work will address some other issues, such
as the correctness of the agents’ choice, and so on.
THE SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
At the beginning of the simulation, during the setup, we
create a simple world populated by N agents. These
agents can be considered as the vertexes of a social
network and the links among them (relations) as the
edges. The network is directed and every arc is
composed by two edges with opposite directions. Every
agent has a list of F (friends) other agents (called
friendsList) to whom he can ask. This list is composed
by the neighbors, i.e. the vertexes linked to the
examined vertex (the agent).

their friends, elaborate them and then take a final
decision.
In the output graph we can read the time on x-axis (1000
iterations of the game), and we plot two lines: the red
one (the lower one in the graphs) depicts the decisions
changed while the blue one (the upper one) is for
unchanged decisions.
In y-axis we read the number of decisions (changed or
not) the scale (10^1, 10^2, 10^3) depends from agents
number.
We choose as standard example a world of 100 agents
and 500 relations (figure 2), in which an average of 65
out 100 preserve their original decisions.

Here follows a brief description of the simulation
process:
• At the beginning of each simulation step, every
agent has its own forecast. The forecast is absolutely
random between two choices –1 and +1.
• The decision taken by each agent (before
communicating with others) is denoted with a “certainty
index” equal to 1 (100%).
• Now an agent is randomly chosen. He starts asking
to the first in the list; if this one has the same prevision,
then the certainty index is increased by a value of 1/F,
while if the prevision is different, than the certainty
index is lowered by 1/F
• After having asked to all the friends in his list, the
agent takes the final decision: if the certainty index is
equal or greater than 1, then the decision will be the
original one. If it’s lower than 1, then the decision will
be the other possible one
• Another agent is then randomly chosen, and so on
(the same agent can’t be chosen twice during the same
turn). Note that an agent that’s been asked can still
change his mind, basing on the agents he will in turn ask
Before starting the simulation, we can change two core
parameters: the number of the agents involved and the
number of the links among the agents. Here we examine
three runs of the simulation, one with 1000 agents and
500 total links (an average of one link every two
agents); the other one with 100 agents and 500 links (an
average of five links for every agent) and the last one
with 100 agents and 5000 links (fifty links for every
agent). In every run we iterate the minority game for
1000 times.
The model could be considered as some groups of
friends that must choose between two alternatives: pub
and disco. They communicate the selected choice to
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Figure 2: 100 agents and 500 relations
In a second run we imagine a different situation, in
which the agents have many more relations among
them: an average of fifty for every inhabitant (figure 3).
A simple common sense rule states that the more
relations, the higher is the probability to change opinion.

Figure 3: 100 agents and 5000 relations
This example proves the rule to be right and our model
to be consistent with real world results; we can now try
a counter example, i.e. a poor relations world, as the one
in figure 4; one thousand inhabitants with a total of just
five hundred relations.

Figure 6: 100 agents and 500 relations

Figure 4: 1000 agents and 500 relations
Here we can observe that less than 20% of the agents
changed their opinion. In order to test the extreme
situation, we also imagined a world with no relations
among the agents (like in the original MG).

In the first example (figure 6) we have a ten percent
more changed opinions, than we had in the sequential
model.

Obviously in a world with one thousand unlinked agents
we have no changing of opinion (figure 5).

Figure 7: 100 agents and 5000 relations
The best result is in the second run (figure 7): the world
rich of relations. The two lines are quite overlapped
(even if there is a high variance in data).

Figure 5:1000 Agents and Zero Relations
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION
A step further is the implementation of a different
communication protocol among agents.
The first we used is an asynchronous one: the agents act
sequentially. So the first agents to act take a decision,
and from then on they reply to the other agents with the
new decision taken. We wonder if this method can be
realistic, so we decided to explore also a synchronous
communication process, which seems more similar to
the one we would have in a real world.

We can now express a second simple rule coming from
this analysis: a synchronous communication among the
agents increases their attitude to change opinion, which
is at least ten percent higher.
The proof is the third run, in which again we have an
higher result when compared to the asynchronous case.

Now the agents always communicate to the others their
original opinion: they broadcast their opinion to all the
agents which are linked to them. Finally, after they
collect all the opinions of their friends, they evaluate the
certainty index and reconsider their choice.
We executed the simulation with the new rule and the
same parameters as before.
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Figure 8: 1000 agents and 500 relations

CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the general aspects that motivated the
construction of the MASim methodology, aimed for
development of agent-based simulations. MASim employs
features common to the development of agent-based
software as well as to the development of simulation
models. MASim is described in terms of agent-based
concepts. It also borrows concepts used in mainstream
software engineering process frameworks, defining
workflows where users, simulation modelers, software
developers, testers and experts of the simulation domain
collaborate with the purpose of streamlining the
development and reuse of simulations and agent
components.

INTRODUCTION
The development of agent-based software has been largely
increased in the last years (Deravi et al. 2003; Canuto et al.
2003). Examples of successful application of agent-based
software can be found in electronic commerce, industry,
web, etc. As a consequence, several methodologies for
developing agent-based software have been proposed to
help workers in developing efficient agent-based software.
Most of the existing methodologies, such as
CommonKADS (Schreiber et al. 2000), GAIA (Wooldridge
et al. 2000), TROPOS (Bresciani et al. 2003), MASe
(Wood 2000) etc., are mainly focused on the specification
of concurrent software components (agents), describing its
roles, goals, functions, communication etc. Those
methodologies are supposed to be suitable for most
agent-based applications.
On the other hand, simulation systems provide the
capability of deriving statistically meaningful conclusions
for a computer generated synthetic world. Simulations are
crucial in providing advice to natural resource managers,
for training and management purposes. The use of the
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multi-agent paradigm for building simulation leads to a
more powerful and user-friendly computer environments
often based on parallel processing, being also able to
model the spatial data (positions in the environment) of a
system, hardly represented in some mathematical
modeling approaches. Multi-agent simulations are
becoming increasingly relevant in the simulation field
(Campos and Hill, 1998), and can be applied to various
areas, to simulate social systems (Gilbert and Troitzsch,
1999).
However, the development of simulations is not as usual
as information systems development, given that in the
design of a simulation it is necessary not only to model
the software components themselves, but also the
simulation model behind the application. The process of
specification, development and calibration of simulation
models may require several iterations, demanding
stronger approaches to the tasks of verification and
validation. Thus, a methodology for simulation should
adapt standard software development methods including
V&V processes.
As a solution for the aforementioned problem, this paper
proposes a methodology to develop agent-based
simulations, named MASim – Multi-Agent Simulation
Methodology. MASim employs aspects common to the
development of agent-based software as well as to the
development of simulation models. MASim is described
in terms of agent-based simulation concepts (agents,
roles, resources, dependencies, interactions, etc). It also
borrows concepts used in mainstream software
engineering process frameworks, defining workflows
where users, simulation modelers, software developers,
testers and experts of the simulation domain collaborate
with the purpose of streamlining the development and
reuse of simulations and agent components. The use of
workflow-based processes emerged from the need to
better organize the development process of simulation
environments. MASim has been applied to the design
and implementation of a simulation environment dealing
with human organizations, referred to as SimOrg.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows: Section 2
describes the state of the art in software development
methodologies, focusing on the main agent-based
development methodologies. It also presents the main
differences between methodologies for agent-based
development and methodologies for developing simulation
models. Section 3 presents the general idea of the proposed
methodology. Afterward, roles and phases of the
methodology are exposed in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
The last section is dedicated to final remarks on this work
and presents further work.

BACKGROUND
Simulation and reality are at the extremes of a spectrum of
systems, end there is a myriad of intermediate situations
between them. In general, the goal of a simulation is to
model a real system whose nature is sometimes marked by
concrete (vs. informational or abstract), physical (vs.
symbolic), analog (vs. digital), or continuous (vs. discrete)
aspects. In order to obtain this simulated representation, the
system must be mapped to the discrete computational
domain. This differs from the goal of usual information
systems, which is to enhance the manipulation of
information already formalized in human-centric
organizations. Given this need for translation from a natural
to a synthetic domain, simulation models are developed
through several iterations, each one producing an enhanced
model of a system, that is defined, implemented, verified
and validated. This cyclical process goes on until the model
satisfies the objectives of the model user (as Minsky says,
“To an observer B, an object A* is a model of an object A
to the extent that B can use A* to answer questions that
interest him about A” (Minsky 1965)).
Thus, the approach of an iterative simulation development
differs from the approach of most information systems
engineering processes. Indeed, a simulation is also a
software system. The point is that, while in the simulation
development process, iterations aim to evolve from a single
initial model until a useful (consistent) one, the cyclical
iterations in the information systems engineering process
aim to achieve new and interrelated system and software
functions. This is achieved by an incremental and modular
construction of pre-planned chunks, usually driven by user
scenarios, like use cases or user stories. In other words, in
the development of information systems, the various
functions to be developed are generally well known and
have a representation close to the information that must be
used in the user organization. This way, the information
systems usage tends to provoke changes over its user
organization. Conversely, when developing simulation
applications, the simulation model outcomes are meant to
give indications on how close the model is approaching the
real system that is of interest to the user. However, the
usage of the simulation does not induce or precludes a
change to the real system.
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The success of a simulation is thus measured on how
close it is from the real system it may mimic, while. On
the other hand, the success criterion of an information
system is how close it is to provoke enhancement on the
manipulation of the information model in the user
organization.
Methodologies for the development of Agentoriented software
In this subsection, some of the existing agent-based
development methodologies are described. The main
advantages and disadvantages of each methodology are
presented, considering its application in development of
multi-agent simulation software.
Most agent-based methodologies are proposed for the
development of information systems software. Due to
this
intended
application,
sometimes,
these
methodologies lack some important specific aspects of
other specific types of applications. In analyzing the
advantages and disadvantages of each methodology, this
paper aims to understand the degree of suitability of
these methodologies for the specific domain of multiagent simulation.
GAIA
Gaia is a methodology for agent-oriented software
analysis and design. The Gaia methodology is both
general, in that it is applicable to a wide range of multiagent systems, and comprehensive, in that it deals with
both the macro-level (societal) and the micro-level
(agent) aspects of systems (Wooldridge 2000). Gaia is
intended to allow an analyst to go systematically from a
statement of requirements to a design that is sufficiently
detailed that it can be implemented directly. Analysis
and design can be thought of as a process of developing
increasingly detailed models of the system to be
constructed. During the analysis phase, role and
interaction models are created and agent, services and
acquaintance models are created during the design
phase.
The possibility that different agents may be implemented
using different programming languages, architectures,
and techniques as well as the fact that it deals with both
the macro-level (societal) and the micro-level (agent)
aspects of systems are very important aspects of this
methodology. However, Gaia does not explicitly attempt
to deal with systems in which agents may not share
common goals (self-interested agents) and in conflict
situation. Furthermore, the environment modeled by
Gaia is closed and static. For a multi-agent simulation,
these aspects are very important and this is a drawback
of this methodology.
Nevertheless, even if a multi-agent simulation requires
some features not provided by the Gaia methodology, it

could be observed that it is essential only in the macrolevel. The idea of roles and its junction into agent types can
be very useful for the design of the agents which compose
the simulation model.
MASe
The MASe (Multiagent Systems Engineering) methodology
has focused on the development of practical agents
(Wood 2000). It defines multi-agent systems in terms of
agent classes and their organization. MASe defines its
organization in terms of which agents can communicate
using conversations. There are basically two phases in
MASe: analysis and design. The first phase, Analysis,
includes three steps: capturing goals, applying use cases,
and refining roles. In the Design phase, it transforms the
analysis models into constructs useful for actually
implementing the multi-agent system. The Design phase
has four steps: creating agent classes, constructing
conversations, assembling agent classes, and system design.
The main advantage of this methodology is its simplicity
since it defines clearly how a designer should act at any
moment of the process of the development of a software
However, MASe lacks some abstractions which are
important in the modeling of agent-based software. In this
case, it is very similar to an object-oriented methodology
and this is an important drawback of this methodology.
TROPOS
Tropos is a software development methodology allowing a
designer to exploit all the flexibility provided by
agent-oriented programming (Bresciani et al 2003).
TROPOS is intended to support all analysis and design
activities in the software development process, from
application domain down to system implementation. There
are five main development phases of the Tropos
methodology: Early requirements, late requirements,
architectural design, detailed design and implementation.
One of the main features of Tropos is the crucial role
played by the early requirements, which has been added to
the phases of an agent-based development process. It helps
in the development of agent-based software, including
multi-agent simulation. In addition, the way in which the
phases are distributed allow the designer to have a great
understanding of the system as a whole. Finally, the fact
that the environment and system models are being built in
an incremental way, being refined and extended at each
step, is very attractive for the development of multi-agent
simulation. The main drawback of this methodology is the
complexity behind the models to be created, which
becomes even worse in complex applications.
Due to the aforementioned facts, it can be concluded that
Tropos is a very attractive methodology for developing also
multi-agent simulations, mainly in a macro-level
perspective.
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Useful characteristics from software
engineering methodologies
The most known generic framework for software
engineering is the Unified Process (Jacobson 1999). The
unified process is marked by the adoption of the
following
principles:
Iterative;
Risk-driven;
Requirements based; Architecture based; Visual
modeling-based; Continuous quality assurance; and
Change management
Furthermore, the Unified process states that there are
nine specialization areas, called disciplines, that involve
the work of diverse experts. The areas are: Business
modeling; Requirements Analysis and Design;
Implementation; Test; Deployment; Environment;
Project Management; and Configuration and Change
Management
The activity inside all disciplines is marked by a
structured work around the concepts of roles, tasks and
workflows. Some of these disciplines are closely related
to technical aspects of simulations and agents, namely:
Business modeling, Requirements, Analysis and Design,
Implementation and Test.
The point is that in order to streamline the development
of simulations, it is important to provide a clear set of
paths for development and validation of systems. Given
that the methodology is aimed to guide the work of
simulation developers, working inside an organization, it
is suitable that the methodology has to lead towards an
application on the same concepts employed in the
development of the simulation.

MASIM: A METHODOLOGY FOR
DEVELOPING MULTI-AGENT
SIMULATIONS
MASim is a process framework specifically focused on
the development of multi-agent simulations. Before
presenting the methodology it is worth commenting on
its purposes and the type of applications it tackles. As
multi-agent simulations are well-suited for studying
complex-adaptive systems (Gilbert and Troitzsch 1999),
the proposed methodology is supposed to be
appropriated to develop large-scale applications for
simulating such type of systems. It is also intended to
provide, through the simulation, foundations for
modifying the system itself.
Agent concepts are used in the methodology mainly to
model the process roles, the interactions, the
dependencies, etc. It considers the individuals running
the methodology as components of a multi-agent system,
which compose indeed a real organization.
MASim consists of five phases, presented below:

- The requirements phase, which consist in identifying
the scope of the simulation model as well as the needs
of the application for handling such a model;
- The modeling phase, which aims to construct an
abstract model of the system, presenting its elements
and the dependences between themselves and the
system as a whole;
- The architectural and design phase, which translate
the model into a set of concrete specifications able to be
easily implemented. This phase also intends to identify
patterns to be reused in other simulations of the same
domain;
- The implementation phase, where the specifications
are coded in programming language;
- The verification, validation and accreditation
(VV&A) phase, which confronts the overall simulation
results with the real system and determines if the
simulation application is suitable for the initially
required purposes.
The whole process is cyclical, as most of the modeling
methodologies. However, it also goes forward and
backward through the phases, verifying the codification of a
specification in a higher level of abstraction and validating
the proposed specification, as shown in the Figure 1. This
idea of several V&V phases follows the pragmatics
observations of Swartout and Balzer, who says that any
specification S might be seen as an implementation of
another specification S’ of a higher level of
abstraction (Swartout and Balzer 1982). Nonetheless, the
last phase is explicitly concerned with V&V in order to
confront the produced simulation software with the
requirements initially exposed. In other words, it analyzes
the implementation of lowest level of abstraction in the
perspective of the highest-level specification.

MASIM ROLES
In large-scale systems development, it is impractical that
the same individual performs all tasks in different phases
of the system development. Tasks requiring different
abilities must be executed by individuals fulfilling their
specific requirements. In order to optimize this process
according to the abilities required in its activities,
MASim defines seven roles that different individuals
might play.
Those roles are also introduced in order to better
characterize the objectives and responsibilities of each
individual in the process. Nevertheless, for small-scale
simulation applications, a unique individual might play
different roles. The same happens when developing non
agent-based systems. A software process, like RUP,
identifies several roles, but this does not mean that there
is a person for each role. A typical scenario for the
development of simulation systems consists at the
minimum a domain expert and a developer. However, if
one consider the development of large-scale simulation,
it is necessary to involve several individuals, each one
playing a specific role in the software development
process. An example is some simulation games like
SimCity, where several individuals are involved.
MASim preview they following roles:
- End-user, an individual (or organization) for whom
the simulation application is under development. The
end-users are responsible for setting up the
requirements for the application. They should target
the objective of the simulation and, defining what
they expect from the simulation as results;
- Domain expert, an individual (or several ones) who
has deep knowledge about the domain being
simulated;

Requirements
Modeling
Design
Implementation
V&V

organizational structures and interaction protocols) must
be implemented.

- Modeler, who is responsible for, along with the
end-user and the domain expert, to construct the
simulation model;

VV&A

- Software architect, who is responsible for defining
software patterns and/or simulation model
components that might be reused in other simulations
as well as defining the whole simulation framework;

V&V
V&V
V&V

Figure 1 - Phases of the methodology and their internal
verification and validation
MASim encourages reusability in the architectural and
design phase by the architect role. The architect is
responsible for defining structures patterns for the whole
application and for specifying how those patterns (e.g
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- Designer, who is responsible for transforming the
simulation model constructed by the modeler into a
software design, able to be more easily implemented;
- Developer, who is responsible for implementing the
model designed by the designer;

They aim to achieve reusable components of
software and simulation model.

- Tester, who is responsible for verifying and validating
the application according to the pre-established
scenarios.

4) The computational model is constructed by the
designer from the organizational model and the
standards previously mentioned. The main different
between this model and the organizational one is the
approach (concept vs. coding-oriented) and their
level of detail.

Figure 2 shows the whole process of MASim, involving all
the roles previously described. The diagram, an adapted
version of the workflow diagram of the Unified
Process (Jacobson et al. 1999), shows the process in the
following steps:

5) It is then used by the developer to implement the
simulation software, which it will be used by a tester
in a process of verification and validation and by the
end-user for accreditation.

1) The process begins when the end-user and the domain
expert describe the organization and what is expected
from the simulation through a collection of scenarios;
2) The scenarios are then used by the modeler and the
domain expert to construct the model of the
organization (macro level), its individual elements
(micro level) as well as their interrelationships.

6) The process starts a new iteration, taking into
account the results from the current developed
simulation.
The next sections present the phases of the methodology
and how the previously mentioned activities are involved
in each one of them.

3) The architect identifies patterns in the previous model
and defines standards for designing the simulation.

Domain Expert

End-User

Accreditation results

Scenarios
V&V results
Modeler
Organizational model
Architect
Designer

Tester
Standards

Computational model
Developer
Simulation Software

Figure 2 – Workflow showing the activities performed by individuals playing different roles

MASIM DEVELOPMENT PHASES
Requirements phase
All requirements in MASim are expressed as scenarios. As
in information system requirement analysis, those scenarios
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also describe what is expected from the application being
developed. However, instead of being based on which
changes the application must introduce in the real system,
the requirements in MASim are based on what is expected
to reproduce from the real system. The observations
provided in the scenarios are used to define the scope of the
simulation model and application.

As shown in Figure 2, the scenarios might come from two
sources: the end-user, who knows what the application must
produce, and the domain expert, who knows how to
produce. The scenarios are described in an informal way
through a schema containing the involved elements, a
description of the initial conditions of the elements, the
events identified in the scenario case and a description of
the conditions of the elements after the events. It is also
possible to make some notation about the mechanisms
responsible for the condition changes. The Figure 3 shows
an example of scenario schema.
Scenario schema: scenario name

q

Peer-to-peer interactions: this scenario identifies the
dependencies between two or more subsystems and
how they influence each other.
External events

External events

Peer-to-peer
interactions

Version: num

Macro-micro
interactions

Micro-macro
interactions

Involved elements:
Subsystems involved.
Pre-conditions:
Description of the initial situation of the elements
Events:
Description of events happening to the elements

Figure 4 – Scenarios used for defining the scope of the
model

Pos-conditions:
Description of the final situation, after the events

Modeling phase

Possible mechanisms:
Description of the mechanism or the hypothesis about the element
changes

Figure 3 – Schema of a scenario form
The objective of such schema is not to extensively
document all possible scenarios of the organization in order
to provide all the information (as the unique input) for the
modeling phase. The scenarios are mainly used to define
the scope of the simulation model as well as the application
handling such a model. It specifies what the activities in the
modeling phase must focus on.
In the proposed methodology, requirements are also driven
by scenarios describing what it was intended for the
application. However, instead of presenting requirements
based on changes (early and late requirements), the
requirements are based on what it is observed from the real
system. The observations compose several scenarios that
are used to define the scope of the model.
The scope of the model is defined through four types of
scenario. The first one specifies the boundaries of the
system being modeled. It describes external events that
influence the system as a whole and how the system reacts
to them (exogenous events). The other types of scenarios,
illustrated in Figure 4, are related to internal interactions in
the system (endogenous events), describing:
q

Macro-micro interactions: this type of scenario reflects
how the behavior of the system as a whole changes the
behavior of its subsystems.

q

Micro-macro interactions: on the opposite way, this
type of scenario aims to present how individual
subsystem activities alter the whole system.
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The modeling phase consists in identifying, from the
scenarios previously specified and face-to-face interactions
between the modeler and the domain expert, entities,
groups, roles, tasks, activities and dependencies between
those elements. Its main aim is to construct a model of the
organization in a macro (society) and micro-level
(individual).
Modeling activities
During the modeling phase, several views of the system are
constructed, each one provided by a different modeling
activity. They are:
q

Resource modeling: It consists in identifying and
modeling the existing roles and actors playing those
roles within the system. It is important to emphasize
that the roles defined in this activity are not the same as
the ones presented in the previous section. While the
former represents roles in the methodology, the latter
represents roles in the system model. In MASim, roles
are abstract concepts representing general activities
performed by individual elements. Consider, for
instance, that a human organization, like a business
company, is being modeled. The company has roles
such as CEO, directors, and so on. Those roles are
positions with well-established objectives, activities
and permissions (or restrictions). They will typically
correspond to: individuals or groups (for instance, a
department of a company). Roles are then defined in
terms of: objectives, activities and permissions. The
agent modeling will identify the agents which play one
or more roles in the system. Actors can be viewed as
concrete instances of the existing roles. There is no
actor in the system without playing a specific role

within it. Furthermore, there is no one-to-one mapping
between roles and actors. An agent might play several
roles as well as a role might be played by several
agents. However, agents playing the same role might
behave in a different way to achieve the objective of
such a role. It depends on the agent beliefs and
behavior patterns (mental models).
q

q

Dependency modeling: It consists in specifying the
dependencies between roles as well as the activities
performed by individuals playing different roles. Roles
and activities dependencies provide a basis for
modeling the organization structure. It defines, for
instance, how hierarchical the organization is (role
dependencies), how groups are constituted (role
dependencies),
and
how
centralized
the
decision-making processes are (activity dependencies).
Interaction modeling: It consists in defining the set of
protocols of interactions used by the actors for
accomplishing the objective of their roles. While the
dependency modeling activity models what is
dependent for a specific activity, the interaction model
details how a specific activity is performed. It points
out the mechanisms used to transform the resources
and how those transformations flow during the
execution of the different activities.

Architectural and Design phase
In this phase, the conceptual model must be detailed
according to the programming approach to be used in the
next phase.
This phase is mainly concerned by the system architect and
the designer. The former is responsible for defining the
system global architecture according to previously
developed simulation in the same domain. It must identify
multi-agent architectural patterns for the software as well as
for the simulation model, in terms of component
reusability. For instance, consider that a simulation has
been developed for the department of marketing of a
company in which resources, activities, individuals and
roles are similar to a simulation of another company which
a simulation has already been developed (notice that the
role of the end-users differs from the role of the developers,
and so they – end-users – might be clients of a simulation
development company – the developers). In this case,
several agent-based components must be reused in order to
facilitate the simulation development. Reusability, as a key
concept of software engineering, is one of the strongest
points of the MASim methodology.
The designer takes charge of the specification of the
internal design of each component, using modeling
languages like AUML (Bauer et al. 2001), where objects,
agents, and agent communication protocols are well
represented.
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Implementation phase
MASim is intended to be independent of a programming
paradigm. However, the approach presented here concerns
the object-oriented paradigm due to the lack of enough
mature agent-oriented programming languages. As
consequence, most of the multi-agent applications currently
developed is implemented in an object-oriented approach.
Although the existence of several tools has been proposed
to implement multi-agent simulations, like MadKit
(Gutknecht and Ferber 2000), they fall down in the
object-oriented paradigm as they are implemented in
object-oriented
languages
(Java
and
Smalltalk
respectively).
Other approaches might be suitable in case they provide a
robust way for transforming the agent-oriented design into
a computational language. Among the existing
agent-oriented languages, Brahms (Sierhuis et al. 2000)
seems to fulfill the requirements for developing a
multi-agent simulation where the system is viewed as an
organization.
Verification, Validation and Accreditation phase
Before a simulation model can be used with confidence by
the end-user, it must be verified, validated and accredited.
Those activities are performed in this phase of the
methodology. As mentioned before, verification and
validation activities are performed during the various
phases, checking errors generated when implementing
specifications of a lower level of abstraction (verification)
and checking if the specification corresponds to the model
of a higher level of abstraction (validation). However, this
phase was introduced to link the first specification
(requirements) to the last implementation (software).
Verification and Validation can be a complex matter.
Indeed, depending on the characteristics of the model, they
might become a hard task to perform. Several methods are
proposed in the literature, including grounding, calibration
and statistical comparisons. For such reasons, those
activities are performed by an individual playing a specific
role, the tester.
While the V&V process is performed by the tester, the
accreditation activity is performed by the end-user. In fact,
accreditation refers to evaluate how useful is the simulation
application (and model) for the specific purposes it was
targeted to. The only person able to execute this task is the
end-user.

MASIM USE CASE: SIMORG
The proposed methodology has been used for the
construction of applications and tools for simulation human
organizations, through a project named SimOrg Simulation of human Organization. SimOrg aims to define,
implement to validate an agent-based computational model

able to represent complex organizational behavior arising
from people interactions.
As SimOrg deals with the study of organizational behavior,
various experts in organizational psychology are jointly
working in the project as domain experts, tackling the
following aspects:
q

q

q

next versions of the methodology, it is intended to fulfill
this gap through the support to represent all the agent-based
concepts described in Section 5.2. More specifically, it is
intended to provide tools to formally describe roles,
objectives, permissions, activities, agents, beliefs, behavior
patterns, dependencies and interactions.

The process of planning, elaboration and evaluation of
working flows in order to describe and systematizes the
efficacy required in organizational positions and
functions;
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25 years) can be compared to the biggest retail banks in
Hungary considering number of clients and aggregate
loan stock.

ABSTRACT

The origin of this Hungarian model goes back to Milton
Friedman who was the first to introduce the idea of a
self-sustaining, income contingent student loan system
(Friedman 1962). Several authors joined to this thought
(Cohn and Geske 1996]) but it was tested in practice
only in the 70’s in the United States when some
universities (Duke, Yale, Harvard etc.) set up incomecontingent plans. The most famous example is the TPOplan at Yale University designed by James Tobin. In
this special model one had to pay a fixed percent of
her/his income until the whole debt of the cohort was
repaid. Later, differences in income led to such a crossfinancing effect that wasn’t acceptable any more, so in
1999 debts were cancelled and the system was
abolished. The failure of Tobin’s model contributes to
the belief that an income-contingent student loan system
cannot work in a self-sustaining manner.

In order to maintain the financial stability of the zeroprofit student loan system continuous control and
periodical intervention is inevitable. In this article we
focus on the problem of the calculation of the risk
premium, which assure the self-sustaining operation,
when the repayment rate is given. We introduce a so
called “top-down” simulation technique to create
individual income paths which is quite simple to use
and fits well the available cross-sectional database. We
conclude that in a society where individuals income
relative to others can easily change in time the risk
premium of the student loans can be much lower.
SELF-SUSTAINING,
INCOME-CONTINGENT
STUDENT LOAN SYSTEM
In 2001 a new institution was implemented in Hungary
whose aim is to provide loans to the students of higher
education. The repayment is income contingent (ICLscheme), conditions (e.g. eligibility, interest rate,
repayment rate, maximum allowance per month) are the
same for everybody and it is declared that the system
must operate in a self-sustaining (zero-profit) way,
which means that the default risks and operating costs
should be financed by the risk cohort of the debtors so
in principle it must work without any direct state
subsidy. Almost every student borrows up to the
maximum possible amount of the loan, which is
administered on individual accounts and the actual
interest rate starts to accumulate. The repayment period
begins just after graduation. There is always one interest
rate and repayment rate valid for everybody but these
parameters can be changed year to year. The incomecontingent repayment lasts until full repayment or
retirement (in case of early death or disability debt is
cancelled).
Until now the Student loan Centre Plc. made over
170 000 contracts and granted loans of over 70 billion
HUF. Estimations show that the mature system (in 20Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
ISBN 1-56555-286-5(book) / ISBN 1-84233-106-x(CD)
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The first national ICL system was created by the
Australian government in 1989, New Zealand and
Great-Britain followed suit in 1992 and 1996 (Chapman
2002; Barr 2001). These student loan systems are
considered fundamentally successful, but the plans are
considerably subsidised (interest rates are often lower
than corresponding treasury bond yields), not
surprisingly they go along with huge governmentexpenditure. Another difference relative to the Tobin’s
model is that debt is registered on individual, rather than
cohort level, so cross financing cannot be so high.
If the Hungarian model proves to be sustainable it can
serve as an example for other developing countries or
countries in transition whose governments cannot
increase significantly the budget deficit.
MICROSIMULATION OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME
PATHS – A TOP-DOWN MODEL
The field of dynamic micro simulation originates from a
paper by Orcutt (Orcutt 1957). He suggested the
development of simulation models using micro-agents
for policy use. In recent decades with the development

of information technology micro simulation models
were elaborated in a lot of countries (USA, Canada, UK,
France, Australia) for several purposes (i.e. analysis of
redistribution effect of the tax system, pension and
health care systems, financing of education etc.)
(Harding 1996).
In these models hundreds of stochastic equations and
deterministic algorithms are used to represent complex
life events. Events are mainly represented by transition
matrices or multi-nominal logit relations which are
supposed to be dependent on the actual status of the
individual or in the simpler models are constant over
time. Events influencing job history and income path
can be: carrier effect, job change, unemployment,
disability, geographical mobility etc. Wage equations
can include age, race, sex, education, experience,
marital status as explanatory variables with the residual
randomized to create some earnings mobility. These
residuals represent nonsystematic effects and are
independent from one individual to another.
The main advantage of this kind of modeling is that it
allows to capture the full distributional impact of some
policies, whose full effects take a considerable amount
of time to filter through. However model building
requires enormous computing, data and manpower
resources. Another problem is that greater complexity
increases the risk that the model functions as a ’black
box’ and the validation of the model also requires
special considerations.
In the case of student loaning it is quite straightforward
that we should use micro simulation techniques. First, if
everybody would be exactly like a representative agent,
there would be no problem at all. Every time we use
averages and not the whole distribution of income we
under- or overestimate the risk-premium needed to selfsustaining operation. Second, the task is relatively
simple: we have to simulate the basis of the repayment:
the official yearly gross income. We do not have to take
into consideration black revenues or the effects of taxes
or social insurance. Third, according to the government
decree, the Hungarian Student Loan Centre Plc. is
annually obliged to calculate the zero-profit risk
premium, so it’s worth to make an effort to construct a
complex model. And finally, after some decades of
operation the student loan company will have all the
representative panel data on the income of graduates.
Actually we face some fundamental problems:
- We do not have enough data to evaluate
regression equations yet.
- In our economy in transition we do not know
how the present relations and relevant
macroeconomic factors can evolve in a
medium or a long time.
We were searching for a micro simulation model which
doesn’t need a huge and detailed database but captures
the relevant characteristics of the income paths of
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individuals and can be calibrated to some available
cross-sectional information about current incomedistribution.
The main characteristics of income paths in reality are:
- High diversity.
- Positive trend (nominal decreasing is less
probable than increasing).
- Positive autocorrelation along the income path.
- Special carrier pattern (income increase more
in the first years than later).
- Lognormal-nature of cross-sectional income
distribution.
The available database, we had:
Survey on graduates’ income in 2001. From OMMK
(National Labour Centre).
The steps of the simulation:
Simulating Income Paths (using Mathematica)
1.

We simulate only one generation, because we
do not want to allow for intergenerational
redistribution. It means that in theory every
generation should operate in a self-sustaining
manner.

2.

The simulation operates in discrete time. One
period is one year.

3.

The t=0 point represents the minute just after
graduation. At the end of the first year every
debtor is 23 years old. The model covers N=39
years until the retirement age (62 years).

4.

At the beginning of the repayment period the
generation consists of Q0=10 000 individuals,
who have the same amount of debt: H0=2.4
millions of HUF.

5.

Every year, d percent of the debtors disappears
definitely (died, disabled, emigrated etc.).
Their total debt is cancelled. While probability
of death and disability can be known precisely,
other types of disappearance are rather difficult
to estemate and they have much larger effect.
Taking d constant the number of the debtors in
the cohort in the t-th year ( Qt ) equals:
Qt = Q0 × (1 - d )

t

We used d=1%.
6.

Those who have not disappeared can be
inactive, unemployed or working. It is only
w=80% of the remaining population who work.

7.

Inactive and unemployed debtors always have
to pay a=6% of the official minimum wage

M t = M 0 × at

8.

We suppose that the aggregate cross-sectional
distributions of income above the actual
minimum wage (Mt) follow lognormal
distribution with mean mt and standard
deviation st .

9.

We estimated average carrier growth factors of
the t-th year (ct) emanating exclusively from
the advancement of the carrier (promotion or
job change) using the OMMK cross-sectional
database. The standard deviations were
estimated the same way. We supposed a
steady-state world in the sense that we
assumed that the carrier path remains the same.

10. The essential point of our model is that the t-th
year’s gross income of the i-th individual is
determined by his income rank, ki,t, which is a
natural number between 1 and Qt . The

12. In the t-th year, the ki rankings come from a
special stochastic “reshuffling” process. It is
quite probable that the ranking of a given
individual changes a little bit every year, but
there is little chance to have a big jump. We
use two kinds of normally distributed random
numbers: one for the noise around the latest
ranking, and another for the big jumps that
represent significant changes in the individuals
carrier or social status. We use a Bernoulli
random number for signaling if there is jump
or not. Adjusting the parameters of the random
numbers’ distributions we can achieve high or
low variation of rankings and so we can
analyse the effects of the income-variability.
This model can easily be generalized by using
parameters depending on time, age, sex, industry etc.
One can replace the lognormal distribution with another
– empirical or hypothetic – distribution. It seems
however that already in this simplicist form, this model
is able to catch all the main caracteristics of income
paths mentioned above. In a few years we will have
enough data to further refine the parameters and to bring
the model to the real world phenomena. Figure 1. and
Figure 2. shows some income paths given by the model
in four special cases.

individual with income rank 1 has the lowest
income of the population and the individual
with income rank Qt has the highest income.

a) Incom e paths:
average and m inim al
14 000
12 000

The 20 percent of the population with the
lowest income ranks are inactive or
unemployed and they earn the minimum wage,
M t . The t-th year’s gross income of the
individuals who work is determined by the
following function (l):

10 000
8 000
6 000
4 000
2 000
0
1 2

3 4 5

6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
years

ìï
Mt,
ki,t £ (1- w) Qt
Bi,t = í
ïîMt + l ( ki,t , qt , mt - Mt ,st ) , ki,t > (1- w) Qt

b) Incom e paths:
no change in ranking

where l represents the discretisation of the
lognormal distribution with mean mt - M t and

14 000
12 000
10 000

st

and qt = wQt , the
number of people who work.

8 000
6 000
4 000
2 000

11. The mean income of the working population in
the t-th year (mt) is determined as follows:

thousands of HUF

i=1,2....qt

standard deviation

thousands HUF

(Mt, which is currently M0=53·12=636
thousands of HUF per year). The minimum
wage is assumed to increase by a=1,071 year
by year just like the average nominal income of
all employees. (Which comes from 5%
inflation and 2% real income growth.)

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
years

t

mt = m0 × Õ a × c j

Figure 1: Income paths without reshuffling

j =1

and m 0 (the mean of the average income
above the minimum wage at time t=0) is 11053)·12=57·12= 684 thosusands of HUF.
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we call this model “top-down”: we start with the
aggregate relationship and force individuals to match it.
In traditional microsimulations the distribution of
incomes is only the result of the complicated
correlations estimated from long panel data (“bottomup”). In traditional microsimulations individuals have
independent noises in their incomes, here ranking is
noisy as well, but a kind of interdependence still exist.

c) Incom e paths:
low variability case
12 000
10 000
8 000
6 000
4 000
2 000

thousands of HUF

14 000

0

The Calculation of the Risk Premium

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
years

We had 10 000 income paths in each of the four cases.
Keeping these income paths fixed we examined the
effect of possible risk premiums on the net profit/loss of
the Student Loan Company. Profits or losses are
expressed in HUF and in present value. (The present
value of the whole debt is Q0 × H 0 = 24 billions of
HUF.)

d) Incom e paths:
high variability case
14 000
10 000
8 000
6 000
4 000

thousands of HUF

12 000

1.

2 000
0
1 2 3 4

Calculating individual debts year by year
( Hi,t ) along every income path.

H i ,t = max (r × H t ,t -1 - a × B i ,t ;0 )

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
years

where r is the interest factor of the student
loan, which consists of two elements: factor of
the cost of financing (f) and risk premium (p):
r = f + p. We assumed f=1,071.

Figure 2: Income paths with reshuffling
Case a): The official risk premium calculation takes the
assumption, that there is only two status of every debtor
still in the cohort: average wage and minimal wage.
Case b).: We introduce the lognormal distribution of
incomes, but still disregard the “reshuffling” effect:
everybody preserves her/his initial ranking.
Case c): Lognormal distribution with light “reshuffling”
effect.
Case d): Lognormal distribution with strong
“reshuffling” effect.
The logic of this and the traditional income simulation
are quite different. We accepted the available crosssectional income distribution relevant and stable but we
did not examine what forces had created it. This is why

2.

Calculating individual repayment cashflows ( Ci ,t ) along every income paths.

Ci,t = min(r × H i,t -1 ;a × Bi,t )
3.

p =

Calculating aggregate profit/loss of the
lender ( p ):
Q0

N

ååC
i =1 t =1

i ,t

× f

-t

- H 0 × Q0

Results are summarized in the Figure 3.

Net profit/loss of the lender (thousands of HUF)
6 000 000
4 000 000
2 000 000

0,5%

1,5%

2,5%

3,5%

0
4,5%
-2 000 000
-4 000 000

risk prem ium

-6 000 000

Figure 3: Net profit/loss of the lender
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no change in
rankings
low variability of
rankings
high variability of
rankings
average and
minimum

The lender wants to operate on zero-profit level, thus we
can numerically determine the risk premium where
profit is just zero. Table 1. shows zero-profit risk premia
in cases a)-b)-c)-d).
Table 1: Zero-profit risk premia
average and minimal
no change in ranking
low variability case
high variability case

1,79%
3,44%
2,07%
1,51%
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It is interesting that taking income distribution without
“reshuffling” effect causes as high risk premium as
3,44%. Inserting the “reshuffling” effect will reduce the
risk premium to 2,07% and 1,51% depending on the
variability. We can summarize that from the point of
view of the lender the most favorable situation is when
the standard deviation of the cross-sectional income
distribution is low, but the reshuffling of rankings is
high. We can draw another conclusion as well: as
current practice disregards both the cross-sectional
standard deviation and the reshuffling of rankings it can
happen that the two effects roughly compensate for each
other and the official estimate of the risk premium is
quite accurate.
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because it is hard to accept the reports based on small
data sets both in mathematical and in economical sense.
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ABSTRACT
The term of microsimulation
The microsimulation procedure examines social and
economic changes by assessing the effect of each
provision with small units and the description of the
overall effects is derived from these assessments.
Relevance of the results relating to the society as a
whole is ensured by the database which is a national
representative sample of the units or households of such
size that guarantees the required statistical reliability.
Naturally, the range of social and economic changes
that can be modelled in this way is defined by the
information available on the microsimulation units in
the database.
Objectives of the project
In the past few years the Hungarian Central Statistical
Office (KSH), the Ministry of Economic Affairs (GM),
the Ministry of Finance (PM) and other departments of
the government have had no opportunity to analyse
large data sets to establish policy proposals.
The available analytical systems – usually based on
EXCEL – are, in methodological respect, questionable,
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A research group was founded for the project jointly by
the Research Centre for Financial Economics of the
Budapest University of Technology and Economics and
Új Calculus Bt. The aim of the project is to develop and
maintain a model system which allows analysing data
collections and databases available in the administration
for economists. Naturally, this methodology can also be
used for processing other types of data too.
In accordance with the international applications the
research group creates technical and methodological
conditions for analysing large data sets and developing a
SAS Software based microsimulation modelling system.
Till now a methodology to assess the impact of
government programs has not been available.
By utilizing research experience of the university more
exact analyses could be prepared to qualify and quantify
policy options.
As an outcome of this project a Microsimulation
Modelling System will be developed which will be
suitable for modelling the decisions of economic and
social policy, and – complying with the national and
international requirements – well-founded analyses can
support the policy proposals of the government.
The following description will present the recent results
of the project in a framework in which great number of
university theses have been developed.

THE MICROSIMULATION SERVICE SYSTEM

command of the language), it is very easy to translate it
into any other language.

As it can be seen in the Main menu, the language of the
program is adjustable. At the moment English and
Hungarian versions are available, but because the
system works from a dictionary and the compilation
doesn’t need any special knowledge (only the

Project selection
Prior to running a particular simulation a Project is to
be selected (or created, if it does not exist), because the
next steps are related to the data we want to use.
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(nomenclatures and numeric values). By
pressing Dictionary the dataset of languages
can be found. After selecting or creating the
Project or selecting a task, the Project
Handling frame will appear:

Without selecting a project 3 tasks can be
chosen. By selecting ‘Authorize’ rights of the
users can be set. By pushing the button ‘Meta
dictionary’ the data’s of meta can be read or
set, which are independent in any project
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modify it. Numeric values, structures of datasets, and
the file catalog will be shown in similar frames.

Datahandling
Manipulating the input data

Estimation algorithms

The system can handle text form and SAS files.
Expanding the types of importable external files is one
of the tasks of the next developing period.

The parameter charts of estimation algorithms can be
filled with the help of a graphical user interface, so
economists can determine the internal algorithms
without any SAS programming knowledge.

Data protection
Due to the public environment use of a password entry
and different levels of users is unavoidable.

One of our most important goals is to complete these
mathematical algorithms to provide opportunity for
making appropriate analysis.

Meta Dictionary

One of the frames, which helps to fill in the ‘Value
assignment upon distribution’ parameter chart can be
seen below:

The Meta Dictionary contains all the information about
the data and datasets: identifier, type, length and name
of nomenclatures and pointers, structures of input
datasets. Also the file catalog is the part of the meta.
On the following screenshot the list of nomenclatures
can be seen with a user friendly screen to view or

Micromodules
Micromodules are Base Sas codes. During the
simulation the selected micromodules will run on every
record of the input dataset. This means that
micromodules set the changes, which will occur. Here
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we prepared the platform for making micromodules
without the knowledge of Base Sas. The code will be
generated from the rows of modul steps (down, left)
made by the user using almost only the mouse.

be set, and here the micromodules can be selected to run
from the list of the premade micromodules.

Running the simulation
This frame is to set all the parameters of the simulation.
Input file(s) can be chosen, name of the output file must
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Analysing
After running the simulation it is very important to have
opportunity to analyse the input and output data. The
Statistical Matching
Statistical Matching is to pair the records of two data
sets without having any key variable. The records of the
secondary data sets are separated into groups by their
selected attributes (they can be defined in the section of
parameter charts, by selecting ‘statistical matching parameter chart of teams’ from the list of type of table).
The statistical matching goes through on every records

PRACTICE
Real application of the Microsimulation System started
in the Hungarian Central Statistical Office last year.
The known errors of Household Statistics 2002 were
corrected using standard simulation technics.
Income Distribution was modified with statistical
matching, based on administrative income registration
system.
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Analyse function of the system can help analysts, who
are not experienced in SAS programming. For Analysis
the procedures of SAS can be used very well.
of the primary data set. By the attributes of the record
the member of the appropriate group (which is a record
of the secondary data set) will be paired with this
record.
If there is only one data set and the records of the same
dataset are intended to be paired (like the simulation of
marriage), it is also solved in the microsimulation
system.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes some of the results of a search
for a microsimulation software and analyzes new
software technologies (among others Web-based
application development), which can be applied to
develop microsimulation models.
First, the application field and some of its major
characteristics and requirements are introduced. After a
short introduction and classification of microsimulation
models,
basic
technological
approaches
for
microsimulation model implementations are presented.
Next, two major technologies, the database-oriented and
the web-oriented approaches are discussed in detail.
The two major solutions for realizing Web-services are
J2EE and .NET. These two technologies are compared
and their impact on microsimulation and related
software technology shortly discussed. Final remarks
conclude the paper.
INTRODUCTION
Microsimulation is a method able to handle complex
socioeconomic systems by creating and studying a
model that makes intensive use of the statistical data of
the observed objects. These objects are the so-called
micro units of the socioeconomic system; the person,
the family or the household. The microsimulation
models use simulation techniques in order to study the
behavior of micro level units in time (see also Orcutt et
al. 1961).
Microsimulation is generally accepted by decisionmakers and widely used in Australia, Canada, Europe
and the USA to prepare political decisions (see
O’Donoghue 2001). Not just highly developed
economies, but economies in transition also face many
problems especially in demography, pension systems,
health care, and taxation. Microsimulation can be a very
useful tool to a model-based study of related problems
and possible solutions.
Generally, two different microsimulation model
classes were developed in order to build realistic
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models: data-driven models and agent-based models.
Despite the different modeling approaches, both model
classes handle model data and methods in a similar
way; in both cases, significant amount of data must be
analyzed and processed.
One of the most important technical problems of
microsimulation model implementations is the
integration and usage of different data sources available
for microsimulation models. Historically, three different
approaches have been developed:
x File processing approach (e.g., Heike et al.
1994)
x Database-oriented approach (e.g., Sauerbier
2002)
x Agent-oriented approach (e.g., Pryor et al.
1996)
These approaches use mainframe or PC technology
and as such, are not portable and architecture neutral. In
the 90-ies, new network-oriented technologies were
developed in order to support applications (like modelbased analysis) using heterogeneous hardware and/or
software platforms. Nowadays, the development of
networked multi-platform microsimulation applications
is not just necessary but also technically possible;
beyond networked data access distributed computing
can also be realized.
In Hungary, after joining the European Union, more
and more signs indicate an increasing demand for
instruments of macroeconomic analysis and prediction,
coupled with a tendency of more willingness to
budgetary spending for microsimulation. There is an
urgent need to find and/or develop advanced software
tools, which support the achievement of the following
goals:
x Network oriented data and model access.
x Distributed model execution.
x Multi-platform
hardware
and
software
solutions.
x Open standard based software solutions.
x Data and network security.
x User friendliness
x Efficiency

MICROSIMULATION
Microsimulation models have different data
elements: initial model data, intermediate and/or final
simulation data; all of these data are stored for further
analysis. Model behavior in micro-simulation models is
described using algorithms, which reflect the behavior

Input data

processes of the micro units and represent their
environment. Special care is taken to do the data
analysis and the estimation of simulation model
parameters. The microsimulation model is working in
an experimental framework in order to study the effects
of policy changes on the microsimulation model
behavior. See Figure 1.

Micro simulation
model
(algorithms
and
parameters)

Intermediate
and/or final
results data

Figure 1: Microsimulation model
Input data, intermediate and/or final results’ data are
carefully analyzed and special techniques have been
developed to improve data quality (e.g., imputing,
merging, synthetic data). Model verification and
validation also uses different methods and techniques
(see e.g., Rubin 2004; Little and Rubin 2002; Schofield
and Polette 1998)
TECHNOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES
Considering the
available
network-oriented
technologies, Web-enabled microsimulation models can
be developed using different technologies. Following
the IT industry main trends, two basic approaches can
be distinguished’:
x Database-oriented approach
x Web-service approach
Database-oriented Approach
The database-oriented approach is based on
RDBMS technology — models are implemented and
used in a RDB environment using different analytical
tools and technological standards (incl. also Web
technologies, mathematical and or statistical program
packages and advanced user control and interface).
The network-oriented RDBMS provides a
possibility to develop advanced microsimulation
applications using architecture as depicted in Figure 2.
This architecture emphasizes data management and
provides
a
multi-platform
accessibility
for
microsimulation data over the network. Applications
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processing these data are not considered as “special,”
but rather as “usual” DB applications.
Several commercial software products are available
that can take over the main burden of networked
database management (e.g., Oracle Application Server
2003). Microsimulation algorithms can be developed
using Java; data analysis and parameter estimation can
be prepared by special mathematical and statistical
software tools (e.g., SAS, SPSS).
The elements of this technology are widely
available and well proven, industry-standard, vendorneutral and platform-independent solutions are
extensively used.
Web service Approach
Web service is a transition to service-oriented,
component-based, distributed applications. Web
services are applications implemented as Web-enable
components with well defined interfaces, which offer
certain functionality to clients via the Internet. Once
deployed, Web services can be discovered, used/reused
by consumers (clients, other services or applications) as
building blocks via open industry-standard protocols.
Web service architecture is built on open standard,
vendor-neutral specifications. Services can be
implemented in any programming language, deployed
and then executed on any operating system or software
platform.
The software architecture of Web services is
presented in Figure 3.

C. Bank

Application
Server

Tax O.
Government

Clients
Database

Microsimulation
data warehouse

Data filtering

Application
Server

Models

Parameters

Developers’ Server
Developers’
clients

Other data

Figure 2: Database-oriented architecture
The model behind Web services is a loosely coupled
architecture, consisting of different software
components working together. Before invoking a
service, consumers must first locate the application
offering the service needed, discover the interface and
then configure their software in a way that it is able to
collaborate with the Web service.
Consuming Web services is based on open
standards managed by broad consortia. The Universal
Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is
responsible for publishing, locating and binding Web

services to consumer software. The service, requested
by the consumer is determined by a contract between
the service provider and the client, who will consume
the service. The contract can be formulated using the
Web Services Description Language (WSDL). Using
the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the parties
involved will agree upon a common message and
protocol. The data interchange format, used during all
communications, is also standardized; the Extensible
Markup Language (XML) is used.

UDDI
request/response

Web
service
consumer

Request
Response

Client
Invocation platform

UDDI
registry

Invocation

Web
Service
Services
Execution platform

Figure 3: Web service architecture
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Currently, two main platforms are used to develop
Web services: Microsoft .NET and J2EE.
These
technological
developments
will
fundamentally question and/or extend previous
network-oriented simulation technologies (e.g., Miller
et al. 1998 and Miller et al. 2001). HLA-based solutions
(e.g., Lantzsch et al. 1999) can further extend the
possibilities of Web services and allow the user to
develop large, multi-platform, network-oriented
microsimulation models.
Unfortunately, sufficient experience is not available
yet. The obvious advantages will certainly further
attract simulation software developers in the future;
consequently Web services will play a viable alternative
for microsimulation software development as well.
Microsoft .NET Technology
Microsoft .NET is a new Windows platform for
developing and deploying web services. The platform is
a combination of new and old tools and approaches;
.NET is optimized for XML and designed around
XML-based Web Services. .NET extends the Visual
Basic paradigm to all programming languages on the
platform; any language can be used and they can also
inter-operate. The most important .NET languages are
Visual C# .NET and VB .NET. The platform
incorporates a run-time environment called Common
Language Runtime (CLR), which is similar to Java VM
and referred to as “managed execution environment”,
which allows compiled programs to run on any
platform. The framework also consists of other Web
service related components like ASP.NET and
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS)
Java Technology
Java technology includes the Java programming
language, the runtime environment, the platform
editions, and the application programming interfaces
(APIs). The current platform editions are: J2ME, J2SE,
and J2EE (Micro, Standard and Enterprise Editions),
each of them with the Java language and its portable
bytecode at the core. The major J2EE application server
vendors are IBM, SUN, Borland, Oracle, and
Macromedia. J2EE runs on several platforms, but only
supports the Java language.
In a J2EE-based Web-service environment, different
software elements, provided by different vendors, must
work together, which can make the program
development more difficult. Therefore development
requires more professional attention, because process
and code generation is not a highly automatic process,
like in the case of .NET. To increase programming
efficiency, it is strongly suggested to use an IDE
(Integrated Development Environment), like IBM Websphere or SUN One.
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One of the most critical elements of the
development is the data communication between client
and service provider (see Figure 3); both client and
service provider must have the same elementary data
type or have the map the given data types between Java
and SOAP.
Comparison of .NET and Java Technologies
Comparing and evaluating application software,
decision-makers usually examine the following criteria:
TCO, software performance, development and other
abilities (CGI Group Inc. 2002).
From the software developer point of view, the
arguments and opinions are also very extensively
discussed (see Benchmark comparison 2001 and The
Middleware Company, 2003).
.NET was designed as "the platform for XML Web
Services", while Web service technologies are not yet
standardized in J2EE. Despite these facts, .NET and
J2EE can, must and will coexist. Businesses or
governmental institutions rejecting single vendor lockin or preferring high level reliability, security or
stability, might avoid .NET, but will miss out
advantages, offered by the .NET platform.
CONCLUSIONS
The increased interest in microsimulation in
Hungary creates an obligation to review the existing
practices and get acquainted with the new technologies,
which can be applied to new projects.
Converting traditional microsimulation models into
Web-enabled ones provides for their effective and
efficient use in modern integrated information systems.
New technologies like Web service provide userfriendly and powerful tools for new model
development.
Web-enabled microsimulation models can be used
to develop Web-enabled model bases consisting of
different type of microsimulation models and creating
Web-enabled decision-support systems. The presented
software-environments are generally available in
contemporary IT environments.
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ABSTRACT: It is apparent that developing dynamic
models of business processes prior to their change could
increase the success of business renovation (BR)
projects. Simulation has an important role in modelling
and analysing the activities in introducing BR since it
enables quantitative estimations of influence of the
redesigned process on system performances. An
example is presented to investigate some of the potential
benefits and outcomes of introducing new or redesigning
existing processes that could be assessed in advance by
using simulation modelling.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a period of commercial metamorphosis,
organisations, large and small, are finding it increasingly
difficult to deal with, and adjust to, the demands of the
current business environment. Process renovation is a
re-engineering strategy that critically examines current
business policies, practices and procedures, rethinks
them and then redesigns the mission-critical products,
processes, and services (Prassad, 1999).
Many leading organizations have conducted
business renovation (BR) in order to improve
productivity and gain competitive advantage. However,
regardless of the number of companies involved in reengineering, the rate of success of re-engineering
projects is less than 50% (Hammer and Champy, 1993).
Some of the frequently mentioned problems related to
BR projects include the inability to accurately predict
the outcome of radical change, the difficulty in capturing
existing processes in a structured way, the lack of
creativity in process redesign, the level of costs incurred
in implementing the new process, and the inability to
recognize the dynamic nature of the processes. The
methods of BR, which combine business process
modelling and simulation modelling, enabling
quantitative estimations of alternative renovated
business processes (Harmon, 2003), are one of the
possible approaches to address the above-mentioned
problem of the evaluation of alternative solutions.
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The main objective of this paper is to develop a
simulation model of the IT Support function of a
multinational construction firm using simulation
software tool Simul8. A brief overview of simulation
and business process modelling methods is presented in
Section 2. A problem definition and model design using
Simul8 is provided in Section 3. The evaluation of “ASIS” model results and “TO-BE” model development are
presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 outlines the
main findings of this research and provides concluding
remarks.
2. SIMULATION AND BUSINESS PROCESS
MODELLING
Many different methods and techniques can be used
for modelling business processes in order to give an
understanding of possible scenarios for improvement.
IDEF0, IDEF3, Petri Nets, System Dynamics,
Knowledge-based Techniques and Discrete-Event
Simulation are only some examples of widely used
business process modelling techniques (Eatock, et.al,
2000, Seila, 2003). As noted by Hommes and Van
Reijswound (2000) the increasing popularity of business
process modelling results in a rapidly growing number
of modelling techniques and tools. The list of the
available business process modelling tools supporting
simulation includes over 50 names (Hommes, 2001).
This makes the selection of the proper tool very
difficult. In (Kettinger et al, 1997), an empirical review
was made of existing methodologies, tools, and
techniques for business process change. The authors
also developed a reference framework to assist the
positioning of tools and techniques that improve reengineering strategy, people, management, structure,
and the technology dimensions of business processes.
Simulation modelling is being widely used in
manufacturing, but also in areas such as health care, the
service industry, network communications, traffic
modelling and the military. The simulation of business
processes is suggested for use in BR projects as it allows
the essence of business systems to be understood, the
processes for change to be identified, process visions to
be developed, new processes to be designed and
prototyped and the impact of proposed changes on key

performance indicators to be evaluated (Greasley and
Barlow, 1998). The reasons for the introduction of
simulation modelling into process modelling can be
summarized as follows: simulation allows for the
modelling of process dynamics, the influence of random
variables on process development can be investigated,
re-engineering effects can be anticipated in a
quantitative way, process visualization and animation
are provided, and simulation models facilitate
communication between clients and an analyst. The final
reason for using simulation modelling is the fact that it
can be increasingly used by those who have little or no
simulation background or experience (Irani et al, 2000).
Despite the numerous advantages of simulation
software, it is apparent that some user requirements are
still not adequately met. The survey on the use of
simulation software conducted by Hlupic (2000)
revealed that there are two different groups of users:
academics and industrial experts. Over three-quarters of
academic users and over half of industrial users use
simulators. Both groups stated that the main positive
features are ease of model development and visual
facilities, while the main problems for industrial users
were the lack of flexibility (in comparison to simulation
and general purpose programming languages), the lack
of links with other packages (software compatibility)
and the lack of interfaces for data input. It is obvious
that no single simulation package could incorporate all
desirable features and its selection depends on the
application area and the problem complexity.

3. PROBLEM

DEFINITION

AND

MODEL

DESIGN
The chosen case study is based around the IT
Support function of a multinational construction firm,
more specifically, the support of approximately 3.000
users within the London offices. Support is provided
through the provision of two helpdesks. After an
outsourcing agreement, the network infrastructure,
hardware and standard office automation application
would be managed by the external contractor (Helpdesk
1). This left the company to provide support for the
engineering applications and CAD design hardware
(Helpdesk 2).
Helpdesk 1: Receiving approximately 139 calls per
working day, this helpdesk employs 21 full time
technicians, of which 5 are employed to receive and log
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telephone calls. Upon receipt of a call, the operator logs
the callers details and a brief description of the problem.
The operator then attempts to resolve the problem over
the telephone, a tactic that resolves around 20% of all
received calls. However, it the telephone operator is
unable to resolve a problem over the telephone, the call
is assigned to the team of technicians located in the
users building. The technicians check the system for
calls, and visit the user at the earliest opportunity.
Average waiting time for users is estimated at 2 hours
and 30 minutes dependant on workload and staff
availability.
Helpdesk 2: This helpdesk is staffed by one
operator, who allocates calls to any of the eleven
technicians, dependent upon the nature of the problem.
Dealing with approximately 30 calls per working day,
each call is logged and prioritised according to the
urgency of the problem. The helpdesk application then
acts upon the call, sending an e-mail to the nominated
technician, informing them of the call, and a description
of the problem. The technician, upon receipt of the email, acknowledges the call, and takes action to resolve
the problem, which must be completed within a
predefined time.
Problem areas: There are several problems related
to the chosen case study. Primarily, each helpdesk refers
a substantial number of calls to the other because users
are not sure of (a) who to call and (b) whether the
problem is with the software application, or the
underlying hardware or network. This problem is further
exacerbated by the two helpdesks using incompatible
software applications, resulting in greater delays for
users.
Inefficiencies are also evident in the operations of
Helpdesk 2, as technicians spend a fair amount of time
travelling between the numerous company buildings.
Translating the analysis documentation that had been
prepared previously into initial model outlines was quite
a simple. Process maps of “AS-IS” model were based on
flowcharts (Figure 1) as a very useful, simple and wellknown graphical modelling technique (Giaglis, 2001).
The next step was to translate the graphical
representation of “AS-IS” model into the simulation
model using SIMUL8 software model-building tool
(Hauge and Paige, 2001).

Figure. 1: Diagrammatic representation of “AS-IS” model
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ID

Name

1

Start

2

Receive
Call

3

Available
Operators

4

5

6

Ascertain
Call
Nautre

Prio
rity
5

Type

Calendar

Starter

Total
Open
Hours

Time
Option
Suspend

Queue

5

5

This
Helpdesk
?

4

Refer
Call

4

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Path
Routing
Probability

Path ID
To
Receive
Call
To
Available
Operators
To
Ascertain
Call
Nature

On
Demand
Total
Open
Hours

Team 1
Shift

Team 1
Shift

Team 1
Shift

Suspend

Finish
Task

Parallel

Probability

Suspend

Suspend

To This
Helpdesk?

Probability

Probability

Fixed
Time
Exp.
(4.633m)

Proba
bility
100%

Required
Resource

Qty

Basis

Usage

Helpdesk
Operators
(Early T.)
Helpdesk
Operators
(Late T.)
Helpdesk
Operators
(Early T.)
Caller

1

Activ.

Inspect

1

Activ.

Inspect

1

Activ.

Concurrent

1

Activ.

Concurrent

Helpdesk
Operators
(Early T.)
Caller

1

Activ.

Concurrent

1

Activ.

Concurrent

-

-

Normal

100%

(2m,0.25m)

To Refer
Call

18%

To Log
Problem
Details
To
Finish

82%

1m

100%

Table 1: Model definition table
Having sequentially established the processes and
decisions of each submodel, the behavioural
characteristics were defined (Table 1): the activities
were labelled, a priority was assigned, a calendar was
assigned (defining what hours it would be operational
between), the path ID for the activity was defined
(specifying the next activity in the model, and the

Name

Type

Distrib.

Av.

Calls
Received
Received
Calls
Queue
Ascertain
Call
Nature
Refer
Call

Work
Entry
Queue

Exp.

29.17

Work
Centre

Normal

2.7

Work
Centre

Fixed

1

Log.Assign.
Prioritise

Work
Centre

Normal

7

Queue for
Technicians
Fixing
Process
Close
Call

Queue
Fixed

0

11

Fixed

3

1

Work
Centre
Work
Centre

statistical distribution data defining the time this process
takes to complete). Having specified the behavioural
details of the submodels, the resources for each helpdesk
were defined. Information about the resources cost,
hours and usage were defined. Finally, all the submodels
and subprocesses were linked together and presented
using SIMUL8 objects and parameters.

Std.
Dev.

Repl.

Routing In

Routing Out

Resources

Actions

0.5

1

Received
Calls Queue

1

Ascertain
Call
Nature
Ascertain
Call
Nature

20% Refer Call
80% Log.Assign.
Prioritise
100% Completed
Calls

Helpdesk
Operator
Caller
Helpdesk
Operator
Caller
Helpdesk
Operator
Caller

Callers Wage x 25
Helpdesk Operator
Wage x 8
Callers Wage x 25
Helpdesk Operator
Wage x 8
Callers Wage x 25
Helpdesk Operator
Wage x 8

Helpdesk
Technician

Helpdesk Technicians
Wage x 20

1.8

1

Queue for
Technicians
Problem Fixing
Problem Fixing
Problem Fixing
Problem Fixing
Problem Fixing
Problem Fixing

100% Queue
for Technicians

(FC)
(FN)
(FS)
(RH)
(RN)
(RS)

100% For Call
Priority Routing
100% Completed
Calls

Table 2: Model definition table in Simul8
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Using the symbol set available within Simul8, the
work entry points, work centres, queues and work exit
points that constituted the top level of the submodels
were defined (Table 2). All the objects were connected
together using the simple arrow facility, and the finer
details of the models were entered using the properties
tab (Figure 2).

Figure. 2: Simul8 Activity Properties Tab
As mentioned before, to handle the complexity of
some of the models, several layers were necessitated.
Each submodel was validated and tested both, under its
normal working conditions, as well as under increased
volumes of calls and reduced levels of staffing.

4. EVALUATION OF MODEL RESULTS AND
“TO-BE” MODEL DEVELOPMENT
From the experiment conducted, it appears that
operators are operational for 23% of the business day,
with the technicians not far ahead on only 26% and most
alarmingly the supervisors being involved with helpdesk
for 2% of their business day. Calculating the mean
resource utilisation, indicates that the personnel
resources for Helpdesk 2 are only occupied for 18%
each working day. An examination of the resource
utilisation in Helpdesk 1 illustrates that they are
occupied for 75% each working day.
Prior to initiating the actual reengineering activity, a
selection of "what-if" queries has been run on the
implemented model. One of the questions examined
was: What if both helpdesks were merged together? The
aim is to ascertain whether, by pooling the resources of
both Helpdesk1 and Helpdesk2, there would be a
noticeable drop in the waiting times and quantity of calls
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being left until the next working day. The results show
(Table 1) that, without fundamental redevelopment of
the model, there is a marginal improvement in the time
taken to get a response from an operator, but a profound
improvement in the responsiveness of the technicians,
with the maximum waiting time nearly third of it’s
present value.
As the “what-if” analysis proves (Table 3), the first
problem that needed to be addressed was the matter of
how to improve the response times to callers, both for
the operators and technicians. It was proven that the
overall time taken to deal with user calls was only
marginally improved when the number of operators was
merged between the two helpdesks. To overcome this
problem, the reengineered process would comprise a
pre-screening operator, responsible for picking up calls
as soon as they arrive and quickly ascertaining what
their problem is, from where the call is routed to the
correct people. Behind this, helpdesk 1 would have
reorganised their shift system as follows: 2 operators on
the early shift, 1 operator on the normal business day
shift, 2 operators on the late shift. This would ensure
that the busiest times of the day were covered and
hopefully lead to an improvement in the response times.
With regard to improving the response times of the
helpdesk technicians, the reengineered model would
have had the 11 technicians from helpdesk 2 located in
teams in the different buildings, so as to get breadth of
knowledge but to benefit from the decreased travelling
times. Furthermore, the adoption of the information
system that is presently in use in helpdesk 2, is
proposed. This would mean that technicians would no
longer have to log into the system to find their calls,
they could simply read their e-mails.
Results
Wait for an operator (av.)
Wait for an operator (max.)
Wait for a technician (av.)
Wait for a technician (max.)
Work items in
Work items out
Work in progress

Old Times
24s
7m 22s
63m 59s
165m 13s
131
75
56

New Times
14s
6m 57s
2m 24s
60m
157
97
60

Table 3: The results of the “what-if” analysis

5. CONCLUSION
It is evident form the material presented within this
research that simulation modelling is the "cost-effective"
method of exploring "what-if" scenarios quickly, and
finding a solution to or providing a better understanding
of the problem, as this method is supported by a number
of software tools (similar to Simul8) that provide a
graphical representation of the business processes
through executable models.

By engaging dynamic modelling techniques, an
examination was made of a chosen case study. Based on
the data presented from the modelling already
undertaken, a reengineered business process was
proposed and refined. Additionally, the effects of
reengineered model were created by performing "whatif" analysis. In this phase of the research a "prototype"
of the “TO-BE” model was developed. The
improvements made in the process were evaluated
presenting the simulation results to the managers and
end-users. The model was well accepted by both of them
and management was impressed enough to plan to make
simulation modelling an integral part of its business
renovation plans. The authors plan to explore the
benefits of the developed model through further research
and the model implementation
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The focus of this paper is on process modelling with
the purpose of business process renovation. This is a
re-engineering strategy that critically examines current
business policies, practices and procedures, rethinks
them and then redesigns the mission-critical products,
processes, and services (Prasad 1999). The objectives
of modelling during business renovation projects are
usually to fulfil the first two of the above-mentioned
goals.

ABSTRACT
Many different methods and techniques can be used for
modelling business processes within business process
renovation (BPR) projects. There are several
techniques and tools that attempt to effectively
represent all modelling perspectives and fulfil all goals
and objectives but as such generate complex models
that are hard to understand and reduce their ease of use.
One of widely used techniques for process modelling is
process maps. They are based on flowcharts and one of
their most important advantages, that is extremely
important in early phases of BPR projects, is that
models are easily understandable to all members of a
project group. It is believed that this technique can
provide only basic facilities in representing processes
and is inappropriate for simulation. The main objective
of this paper is to show that enhanced process maps
have all elements required for simulation, they can
serve as a foundation for IS modelling, and they are
very suitable for business renovation. However, a
single technique cannot cope with a variety of different
aspects related to modelling without becoming too
complex and thus less useful in phases where
communication of models is very important.

Models of business processes play an important role in
different phases of business process (re)design
regardless of the methodology used (Desel and Erwin
2000). Several definitions of business processes can be
found in literature but, as observed by (Giaglis et al.
1999), all of them have something in common. Most
authors agree that processes have internal or external
customers and have to produce an output for them.
Business processes are decomposed into a number of
more elementary steps (activities) that are being
executed according to certain rules. During their
execution, activities have to be coordinated (Desel and
Erwin 2000). Resources have to be provided where
needed for the execution of activities. A process has to
be described in a way specifying which activities have
to be executed in what order and what resources are
needed for the execution of these activities.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need to deal with business processes has caused an
increased need for suitable techniques and tools for
their identification, modelling and analysis. The
increasing popularity of business process modelling
results in a rapidly growing number of modelling
techniques and tools. Kettinger et al. (1997) report
about at least 72 techniques and 102 tools, while
Hommes’ (2001) survey revealed about approximately
350 business process modelling tools. No single
technique or approach can capture the whole spectrum
of requirements posed by different people and
applications. The choice of a modelling technique for a
particular project should be based on matching the

Business process modelling has emerged as an
important research and application area within
organizational and information system design.
Business process models can be used to serve a wide
number of applications, for example to drive a strategic
organizational analysis, to renovate existing processes
as a part of business renovation, to derive requirements
and specifications for information systems design, or to
support (semi)automated execution of processes or so
called work flows (Paul et al. 1999). Curtis et al.
(1992) had identified several modelling goals and
objectives: facilitate human understanding and
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
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virtues and limitations of various techniques with the
objectives of the project (Paul et al. 1999). Giaglis
(2001) proposed an evaluation framework and a
taxonomy of modelling techniques.

analyzing organizations and therefore contribute to a
higher level of understanding and designing
organizational structures (Giaglis et al. 1999).
Simulation of business processes creates added value
in understanding, analysing, and designing processes
by introducing dynamic aspects. It enables the
migration from a static towards a dynamic process
model (Aguilar and Rautert 1999).

There are several techniques and tools that attempt to
effectively represent all modelling perspectives and
fulfil all goals and objectives. As already observed in
(Curtis at al. 1992) such modelling techniques generate
complex models and reduce the ease of use for any
single particular application. On the basis of our
involvement in some business renovation projects we
came to a conclusion that complex models are a big
obstacle especially in early phases of such projects
when the focus is on human understanding and
communication.

Simulation is generally defined as a set of numerical
and programming techniques for representing
stochastic models and conducting sampling
experiments on those models using a digital computer
(Seila et al. 2003). It is important to note that
simulation is a set of techniques belonging to analysis
methodology. It is not a specific type of model, as
would be implied by the often-used term simulation
model. Instead, simulation involves methodology for
extracting information from a model by “observing”
the behaviour of the model with the use of a digital
computer. The term simulation model actually means a
model that has been adapted to be analyzed with the
use of simulation.

On the other hand, processes need to be analysed and
different scenarios have to be evaluated to support their
improvement. The methods of business renovation,
which combine business process modelling with
analysis of process performance are one of the possible
approaches that can be used for the analysis of the
existing processes and for the evaluation of redesigned
processes. Simulation can provide a valuable
mechanism for addressing the problem of quantitative
and qualitative evaluation of business processes. It can
facilitate experimentation with and study of multiple
perspectives of organizations, thus contributing toward
increasing the quality of change decisions.

There are some modelling requirements specific to
simulation-assisted business renovation modelling
(Giaglis and Paul 1996):

Flowcharting is one of the first graphical modelling
techniques. Nowadays flowcharts are very useful as a
simple, graphic means of communication, intended to
support understandable descriptions of processes
(Giaglis 2001).
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section
simulation modelling of business processes is
discussed. Section 3 describes process maps modelling
techniques and illustrates a case. Process maps
suitability for simulation modelling in BPR projects is
analysed in section 4. Conclusion remarks and some
further research directions are the content of the last
section.



Processes need to be formally modelled and
documented.



Modelling should take stochastic nature of
business processes into account, especially the
way in which they are triggered by external
factors.



There is a need to quantitatively evaluate the
value of proposed alternatives.



The evaluation is highly dependent on the
objectives of the particular study.



Modelling tools should be easy to use to allow
users of the processes to be involved in the
modelling process.

Simulation can serve as a tool for deriving new
knowledge on current business processes, such as
additional in-depth understanding of how the process is
executed and the identification of the sources of the
problems observed during the process execution
(Bosilj-Vuksic et al. 2003). A first phase of business
renovation project usually consists of identifying,
describing and mapping (modelling) the processes of a
company. The results have to be communicated
carefully so that everybody in the company
understands the concept of process orientation and the
mapping results. By introducing dynamic parameters
of the process, like times, volumes, capacities and costs
simulation
fundamentally
enhances
process
performance analysis. It provides a much better picture

2. BUSINESS PROCESS SIMULATION
MODELLING
Business process modelling and the evaluation of
different alternative scenarios for improvement are
usually the driving factors of the business renovation
process (Bosilj-Vuksic et al. 2003). Techniques that
enable modelling business processes, evaluation of
their performance, experimenting with alternative
configurations and process layouts, and comparing
between diverse proposals for change, are highly
suitable for organizational design. Computer based
simulation models of business processes can help
overcome the inherent complexities of studying and
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of bottlenecks, hand-over times and dynamic
performance than a static analysis. In order to detect
weak points and opportunities for improvement
process performance is evaluated and benchmarked
(Aguilar and Rautert 1999).

processes and is also implemented in the majority of
simulation software is the discrete-event simulation DES (Seila et al. 2003). Discrete simulations allow
system quantities to change only at discrete points in
time that are called events (for example arrival of a
new customer). Computer-based discrete-event
simulation relates to a symbolic representation of
processes in ways that can be made persistent,
replayed, dynamically analyzed, and reconfigured into
alternative scenarios (Paul et al. 1999).

The main impact of simulation is directed towards
performance analysis and design of future processes as
illustrated in Figure 1 (Aguilar and Rautert 1999). With
a help of process simulation tools we normally assign
values to activities and then run a number of cases to
see how the business process will respond (Harmon
2003). Thus, simulation has also an important role in
analyzing the activities before changes are introduced,
since it enables quantitative estimations to be made on
the influence of the redesigned process on system
performances (Bhaskar et al. 1994). Any envisaged
change in process design can be anticipated and
evaluated by simulation. The experimentation results
can significantly contribute to the decisions about
future process design.

Simulation offers a wide range of possibilities for
analysing time/cost/resources aspect of a business
process. In the context of other process improvement
methodologies, there are two general areas to which
simulation modelling may contribute uniquely. These
areas dynamically measure activity utilization and
system workload. There is a need for integrating
component simulation results obtained from alternative
process design considerations (Paul et al. 1999).
Simulation can aid business decision makers in
prioritizing improvement actions and resource
allocation decisions. Simulation in BPR can be used
not only for modelling the As-Is and To-Be processes
but also for marketing, communication, educational,
and benchmarking purposes (Bhaskar et al. 1994).
Mature process companies will maintain simulations
and routinely use them for process improvement
projects (Harmon 2003).

Identify, Describe and
Map Processes

Communicate Process Map
and Process Thinking

Supported by
Simulation

Asses As-Is

Measure and Analyse Process
Performance

There are many techniques and tools that support them
for simulation modelling of business processes. Since
our focus is on modelling to support human
understanding and communication and to support
process improvement, it is very important that a model
is understandable, because communication between
members of a project team is extremely important
(Kawalek and Kueng 1997). Visual interactive
simulation (VIS) meets this request. The basic features
of VIS can be summarised as the ability to build and
modify simulation models on-screen, execute graphic
simulation models, animate models as they execute,
present simulation output graphically, and interact with
the model during execution (Seila et al. 2003). It can
contribute to communication of process thinking and to
the acceptance of simulation results.

Develop future Process Design
Build To-Be

Enable and Implement Future
Process Design

Figure 1: The main impact of simulation in BPR
(Aguilar and Rautert 1999)
Simulation further supports the communication and
implementation steps illustrated by the light grey areas
in Figure 1. Modelling and simulation of entire process
helps all participants adapt a process perspective,
understand their contribution to the process result and
reflect about the interactions with others in the process.
Therefore simulation facilitates communication and
redirects people to the most important objective:
improving process performance (Aguilar and Rautert
1999).

Simulation of business processes is very useful in
many areas and many tools for its implementation are
available. Besides simulation usefulness and tools
availability there are still many open issues around to
which practitioners and researchers have been devoting
their attention. Among these issues there are data
collection issues (many data have to be collected for
running simulation, which is sometimes very time
demanding), hierarchical decomposition modelling
issues and granularity issues (the level of details has to
be balanced with project goals). Some of these issues
are discussed in next sections and can be overcome by

Thus, simulation is a technique that uses a model to
make predictions about a system or process (Harmon
2003). There are different types of simulation, some
more informal and some more formal. The technique
that is the most suitable for simulation of business
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a suitable process modelling technique and tool
selection.

“bottleneck” areas in the process. At the stage of
simulation model execution VIS can be carried out.
Figure 2 shows an example of using the EPM
technique, an EPM model of a renovated process that
was previously presented in (Jaklic et al. 2003). The
figure also shows sample details collected for an
activity.

3. PROCESS MAPS
Processes can be modelled with different techniques –
most of them are graphical. One of the most popular is
process maps. Process maps are a proven analytical,
communication and management tool intended to help
process participants understand real business
processes, make improvements to them or to
implement a new process-driven structure in order to
renovate business processes (Hunt 1998). They were
initially developed and implemented by General
Electric as part of their integrated strategy to
significantly improve their bottom-line business
performance (Boehringer 2003).

Table 1: EPM symbols
Symbol

Process maps are based on flowcharts. A flowchart is a
graphic representation of all major steps in a process. It
is used to provide understanding of processes, help in
identifying critical stages of processes, locate problem
areas and show relationships between different steps in
a process. By reviewing articles in the fields of
business process renovation and business process
management a set of standard flowchart symbols most
commonly used to model business processes can be
identified (see symbols 1 – 3 in table 1). Many authors
address flowcharts and process maps as synonyms.
Some advanced flowcharts might show some of the
inputs, but rarely take into account all of the process
information. Enhanced process maps (EPM) on the
other hand, provide additional process information
opposite to simple process maps (van Ackere et al.
1993). EPM consider information as time, resources
(personnel, material and equipment), environment
(functions or departments), outputs, etc. For each step
in the flowchart we add the EPM information and thus
have a real understanding of the process. Each graphic
symbol (see table 1) can be additionally described in a
structured text format and for the purpose of simulation
tools usually enable associating these information to
graphic symbols. Association of information to graphic
symbols is usually not seen on the model graphic.

Indicates

1

Start / finish

2

Activity

3

Decision point

4

Delay

5

Sub process

6

Organisational
unit

7

Process flow

Examples
Receive sales
report
Customer arrives
Check
merchandise
Prepare
customer invoice
Approve /
Disapprove
Accept / Reject
Waiting for
customer’s
response
Ship
merchandise
Sales department
Marketing

Over the past years, several new software tools have
been developed specifically for modelling business
processes and their simulation. Most of these tools
define business processes using graphical symbols.
Special characteristics of each process or activity may
then be attached as attributes of the process. Many of
these tools also allow for some type of activity-based
costing or simulation analysis depending on the
sophistication of the underlying modelling technique.
Boehringer (2003) divides process mapping tools into
three general categories: flow diagramming tools (e.g.
ABC Flowcharter, EasyFlow, Flowcharting), CASE
tools (e.g. Design/IDEF and Workflow Analyzer,
Action Workflow) and simulation tools (e.g.
PROMODEL,
SimProcess,
Simul
and
iGrafx/Optima!).

The authors of this paper understand EPM as a
technique for graphic representation of logical steps in
a process by considering activities (including duration,
resources, constraints and costs), resources (types,
number and costs), process delays, hierarchical
decomposition and organizational structure (e.g.
departments). Modelling elements (symbols) are
connected with links that describe the process flow.
EPM are described by activities placed in one or more
departments (e.g. organizational units performing these
activities). A process can be broken down into subprocesses to get a more detailed view (the level of
detail is defined by the goal of the model). Delays are
clearly noted in order to ease fast spotting of potential

4. ANALYSIS OF THE PROCESS MAPS
SUITABILITY
As discussed before, business process modelling has
several modelling goals and objectives which result in
different requirements for modelling techniques. Curtis
et al. (1992) proposed five different goals and
objectives presented in table 2.
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1.18
Sending mail,
recording

Dispatch
centre

1.19
Receiving
mail, recording

Start

1.3
Application
sorting

1.2
Application
acceptance

1.10
Sending mail,
recording

1.4
Sending mail

Yes

Waiting for
a dispatch
note

No

1.17
Recording

Start

Yes

1.16
Signing in
record
End

Waiting for
the complete
application

Application
complete?

Decision
statement
handed in?
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Figure 2: Renovated process Promotion of employees in education to a higher educational title
process modelling: correctness, relevance, economic
efficiency, clarity, comparability, and systematic
design. Guideline of clarity is extremely subjective and
postulates that the model is understood by the model
user. Clarity of models is especially important when
the objective of business process modelling is to
facilitate human understanding and communication or
to support process improvement. Although several
different graphic notations are used to present process
maps, it has to be observed that in the analysis and
design phase it is important to use a notation which is
easily understandable to the process participants. The
actual notation used is of secondary importance; it is
more important that the process team feels comfortable
(Kawalek and Kueng 1997).

In BPR projects process modelling mostly addresses
the first two goals, i.e. support human understanding
and communication and support process improvement.
Overlooking communication is identified as one of
four most damaging practices in reengineering work
(Bhaskar at al. 1994). Therefore the first requirement
or criteria for selecting a technique in a BPR project
would be clarity for the intended users.
Table 2: Goals and objectives of business process
modelling (Curtis et al. 1992; Giaglis 2001)
Modelling Goals
and Objectives
Support human
understanding and
communication
Support process
improvement

Support process
management
Support process
development
Support process
execution

Requirements for Modelling
Techniques
Comprehensibility,
communicability

As suggested by Harmon (2003), many different
groups are involved in business process modelling.
Predictably, different groups use different types of
diagrams. The key thing to think about in selecting any
notation is who is going to use it. As the main target
audience of the process models in BPR projects are
people who perform processes and other members of
BPR team it is clear that the elements of the process
models that are only used to describe software
conventions should be omitted. Without a readable,
understandable, useful model all other efforts become
obsolete.

Model process components,
reusability, measurability,
comparability, support
technology selection and
incorporation, support process
evolution
Support reasoning, forecasting,
measurement, monitoring,
management, and coordination
Integrate with development
environments, support for
process documentation,
reusability
Automate process tasks,
support co-operative work,
automate performance
measurement, check process
integrity

To accommodate the objectives and goals of BPR, a
model must be capable of providing various elements
to its users. Such elements include, for example, what
activities constitute the process, who performs these
activities, when and where the activities are performed,
how and why they are executed, and what data
elements they manipulate (Giaglis 2001). For the
business process analysis in BPR projects the data
about who performs activities, other required
resources, duration etc. are important regardless of the

In Guidelines of Modelling Becker et al. (2000)
stressed six principles that are important for business
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fact if simulation is going to be used as an analysis
technique or not.

(information) models contain all the information
needed for developing DES simulation models of an
enterprise. Van Ackere et al. (1993) argue that simple
process maps do not typically provide sufficient
understanding of the process to know what to change.
Van der Aalst (1992) suggests that the intended
analysis dictates the type of modelling that is done. The
goals of a reengineering effort are most often related to
business improvement measures. The process maps
helps to understand the problem, but to help in
knowing what to change, the process map must be
supplemented with quantitative analysis.

The EPM technique enables modelling of business
processes in a way that is as easy to understand as
possible, while it is still possible to describe (Harmon
2003) all of the basics that need to be described for the
intended purpose i.e. process analysis for BPR and
communication. Process maps can be very effective
communication tools that facilitate, across internal and
external organizational boundaries, in a very simple
visual format, transmission of ideas concerning what is
actually happening in business and ways to improve
the business.

Our experience on BPR projects shows that for a
detailed analysis of existing business processes,
required by process renovation, more elements of the
process model than just activities and process flow are
required. A complete viewpoint may be difficult to
establish using only fixed-process map descriptions.
They address aspects of processes for which static
activity and data modelling are inadequately suited,
because they cannot cope with the impact of resource
flow. Resources (permanent entities) and their costs,
organizational structure, duration of activities and
waiting times, events and their frequency are the
necessary elements of a carefully prepared process
model for a process (organizational) analysis. Process
maps provide detailed information about observed
processes, usually presented on separate sheets that are
filled in as the process map is developed. This brings to
the conclusion that a properly designed process map
model contain all the necessary information for DES
analysis of a business process.

As follows from the work of Curtis et al. (1992), the
second criteria for selecting a modelling technique for
BPR projects is the possibility to model process
components,
measurability,
compare
different
scenarios etc. The static model description models the
components that make up the system, but it does not
tell how they interact (Seila et al. 2003). A complete
model description must also include the system
dynamics. The dynamic model description provides a
set of rules telling how the components interact as time
advances.
The process view represents system dynamics by
joining a sequence of events and activities to follow the
progress of a temporary entity through the system. A
process consists of a routine that describes the
sequence of related events (where the system state
changes) and activities (the interaction between
different entities over a specific length of time) for the
entity - permanent or temporary (Seila et al. 2003).
Giaglis et al. (1999) define process from the simulation
point of view as a time-ordered sequence of
interrelated events (activities) which describes the
entire experience of an entity as it flows through a
system. From these definitions one can see that a
simulation is just a way in which one can analyze a
business process. In other words, simulation modelling
techniques are by nature process-oriented (Giaglis et
al. 1999).

The only element of simulation that is not fully
supported by process maps is an explicit definition
(presentation) of events. In a certain other more
structured modelling techniques, such as eEPC
(extended Event-Driven process Chain) each activity is
triggered by an event and the result of each activity is
an event. With process maps this is not a case, however
we do not consider this as a weak point of the process
maps technique considering the purpose of modelling
in our case, i.e. process analysis and renovation which
requires a great deal of communication and therefore
comprehensibility. Also, from the formal point of view
an activity consists of a starting event followed by an
ending event that is scheduled by the staring even
(Seila et al. 2003), which implies that it is not
necessary to model events separately. We found more
formal technique regarding modelling of events as less
understandable.

The main required elements for a DES simulation
model are therefore: events, activities, time, permanent
(resources) and temporary (tokens) entities, and
sequence (flow). Harrel and Field (1996) argue that
much of the process definition used in a simulation
model is contained in a process map, yet insufficient
data are provided in a process map for running
simulation. Therefore additional information has to be
manually added on the simulation side. Giaglis et al.
(1999) state that several attempts of integrating process
mapping and simulation have been made, although
with not very successful results. In their opinion this is
due largely to incompatibilities in both purpose and
paradigm. On the other hand Srinivasan and Jayaraman
(1997) stated that activity (function) and entity

Another important issue in process modelling and
simulation is the support for hierarchical
decomposition and design modularity (MacArthur et
al. 1994), which is also enabled by the EPM technique.
Today many tools for process maps modelling support
process decomposition, and appropriate simulation
decomposition.
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Advances in software technology support integration
of technologies such as process mapping and
simulation that previously functioned only as standalone applications (Giaglis and Paul 1996). The fact is
that today many of the more powerful business process
tools offer simulation. While a certain amount of
expertise is required to build models with most
simulation languages, process modelling solutions
usually offer a possibility for an easy to use appropriate
simulation performance measurement in the assessment
of alternative designs for BPR.

It has to be observed that the properties are not
orthogonal. For example, van der Aalst (1993)
suggests that the complexity and detail are essential to
sound analysis, however excessive complexity and
detail can impede human understanding of the process.
Using theoretical findings from the reviewed literature
and our own experience from several BPR projects we
have evaluated the EPM technique based on these
criteria. Additionally, we have to evaluate for each
criteria/property the importance for the purpose of
modelling which is in our case business process
renovation.

Bhaskar et al. (1994) proposed a set of requirements
that should be met by tools used for modelling and
simulation of business processes. These requirements
can be divided into five groups: process
documentation, process redesign, performance
measurement, communication, and institutional
learning. Based on our analysis and our experience
from BPR case studies we believe that EPM based
tools meet these requirements.

As seen from the table 3 our estimation is that the EPM
technique performs well for the criteria that are of high
importance for the BPR projects.
Table 3: Evaluation of the EPM technique
Criteria
Expressiveness
Arbitrariness
Suitability
Comprehensibility
Coherence
Completeness
Efficiency
Effectiveness

Hommes and van Reijswoud (2000) have developed a
framework for the evaluation of business process
modelling techniques. They propose eight evaluation
criteria which can be divided into two groups: one
related to the conceptual modelling in general and
another group related to the business process modelling
in particular. They refer to the quality of the way of
modelling and the way of working of a modelling
technique respectively. These criteria are:


Expressiveness - the degree to which a given
modelling technique is capable of denoting the
models of any number and kinds of application
domains;



Arbitrariness - the degree of freedom one has
when modelling one and the same domain;



Suitability - the degree to which a given
modelling technique is specifically tailored for a
specific kind of application domain.



Comprehensibility - the ease with which the
way of working and way of modelling are
understood by the participants;



Coherence - the degree to which the individual
submodels of a way of modelling constitute a
whole;



Completeness - the degree to which all
necessary concepts of the application domain
are represented in the way of modelling;



Efficiency - the degree to which the modelling
process utilises resources such as time and
people;

Effectiveness - the degree to which the
modelling process achieves its goal.

Importance
Low
Medium
High
High
Low
Medium
Medium
High

Score
Poor
Good
Good
Good
Good
Limited
Good
Good

Levas et al. (1995) discuss some of business process
simulation issues (such as problem definition, data
collection, socio-political issues, hierarchical and
modular modelling, granularity, integration, and multiperspective issues) needing attention in BPR projects.
We found the EPM technique very suitable for solving
socio-political issues (by enhancing communication
and understanding in a project group), hierarchical
issues (by providing hierarchical (de)composition
features), and granularity issues (by easily allowing
modelling at different levels of details).
5. CONCLUSION
Simulation modelling has many benefits for BPR
projects for analysing the existing processes and
evaluation for alternative scenarios of their
improvement. In the paper we have analysed suitability
of the process maps technique for simulation based
process analysis.
From the literature review and our own research work
we can conclude that flowcharts and simple process
maps do not have all the required elements for
simulation modelling. However, enhanced process
maps as defined in the paper have all modelling
elements formally required for simulation. With
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additional benefits, such as clarity of models, tools
based on this technique can be very efficient for the
first two modelling goals that are related to BPR
projects.
Process models built by using EPM technique can
serve as a base for identifying information
requirements and planning of information system
development projects. They are also very suitable for
the introduction of workflow management system.
Therefore, enhanced process maps can serve as a
foundation for IS modelling. However, a single
technique cannot capture all different aspects of
modelling without becoming too complex and as a
consequence less useful for early phases of BPR where
communication of models is very important. Research
on bridging the gap between business process and IS
modelling is left for our future work.
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Abstract
This paper describes, analyzes and evaluates algorithms and implementations for calculating
potential future credit exposures borne by financial institutions. As potential future exposure
belongs among the most important measures of counterparty risk, it needs to be calculated
precisely and on a daily basis. This creates a very high demand on computer power where single
computers can not cope with the high number of calculations within the given time. This paper
focuses on a grid-type computer solution, the optimal number of computers connected to the grid,
the speed gain of connecting an individual computer to the grid and the order in which the
subtasks are assigned to the grid. The results indicate that using a grid for simulating potential
future exposure profiles is a feasible solution for credit risk management practitioners.
Key words: potential future exposure, parallelisation, grid, Monte - Carlo simulation
After a brief introduction of credit markets,
a short discussion on advanced measures of
risk, namely potential future exposure, is
provided in section 2. The main part of the
paper describes the calculation the exposure
profiles, and how to come to terms with the
huge amount of computation power that is
needed to estimate a percentile of portfolio
prices at a number of points in the future. In
section 3 the simulation process is briefly
described, followed by section 4 where the
management of maintaining an acceptable
precision within run-time constraints. In
section 5 the findings and results are
summarised.

1. Introduction
Let us imagine a model situation: We lend
money to a friend for 5 days and then we
start to ponder how much we might lose in
the unlikely event of the friend dying 3 days
from now. If we are engaged too deeply in
such pessimistic thoughts, we would rather
need a good psychologist, not a complex
grid of computers to solve the problem. For
a bank where the number of institutional
debtors tends to be large, portfolios are more
complex and usual investment horizons may
be measured in decades it might be not too
crazy to try to determine a potential future
loss in the case where one of the debtors
“dies” or, rather, defaults. Then the complex
approach is worthwhile and may end up
with the need of heavy calculations. It is
especially likely when the bank wants to
know every day the potential future loss for
every debtor and for the entire maturity term
of the portfolio. The remainder of this paper
will show one of the ways how this common
problem may be effectively tackled in
reality.

2. Credit market developments and
the need to know future exposures
In recent years credit and derivatives
markets (Hull [1993], Hull [2002]) have
increased in volume, importance and
complexity and hence credit risk
measurement has grown proportionally.
Structured
credit
instruments
have
increasingly liquid markets; products where
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the credit risk can be transferred from one
dealer to the other and price risk can be
separated from the holder of the underlying
instrument. Using credit default swaps,
credit risk can be separated from the bond or
other obligation one keeps in the balance
sheet. Looking at developments in the credit
and derivatives markets from another angle
shows
that
handling
counterparty
transactions at portfolio level has important
benefits: e.g. the effect of legal rights like
close out and collateralisation can be
measured. These considerations can
dramatically change the amount of credit
risk exposed to a given counterparts,
especially when the amount one bank is
owing to the trading partner is collateralised.
The portfolio context is preferable also as it
takes into account correlation between
transactions. For effective measurement of
all associated risks the portfolio approach
requires advanced techniques to be properly
deployed.

the expected shortfall of the future value of
the portfolio with 95% confidence. Exposure
profile will be the potential future exposure
numbers plotted against time.
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probabilities and recovery rates on board.
These profiles are good measures of
potential exposure by themselves, but are
crucial from control aspects allowing risk
takers to ensure that they stay within an
institution appetite for credit risk on a
particular name (that is, comply credit
limits).

Potential future exposure
The starting point of any risk calculation is
to calculate the exposure, the maximum
amount the bank loses in case the debtor or
counterparty defaults. Exposure today is the
current positive value of the portfolio.
Potential exposure, however, in a given
future point is an estimated percentile of the
distribution of the future value(s) of the
portfolio – the value of the portfolio depends
on the market prices and rates, so it can be
thought of as a random variable. Say, that
we estimate the potential exposure in such a
way that it is not exceeded by the loss with
95% probability. This means that an
estimate of the 95% percentile of the
distribution of the future value(s) of the
portfolio is needed. For a number of reasons
the expected shortfall1 is used instead, this
being the expected value of the range that
exceeds the percentile. In the following
example potential future exposure will be

3. Calculating exposure profile
Estimates of the percentile of a potential
portfolio value distribution at a given date
are given here. First one has to simulate the
market drivers that – through the pricing
function – will determine the value of the
portfolio (Duffie [2001]). A one factor
model for yield curves and foreign exchange
rates is used here:

dr

f (t,r) dt  g(t,r) dz ,

(1)

where f(t,r) and g(t,r) functions are
described in the model (Rebonato [1996],
Jarrow [1998]), dz denotes the standard
Wiener process, and t stands for time. In fact
not one driver but a handful of factors are
modelled since each currency has its own
process (exchange rate, interest rate, etc.).
So, rather, one should write:

1

The same quantity is also called eVaR (excess
value-at-risk) and CVaR (conditional value-atrisk) in the literature.

'R
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F(t,R)  G(t,R)'Z ,

(2)

where R is a vector of market factors, F is a
vector function, G is a matrix containing all
the correlations between the drivers, and let
Z denotes a vector of independent Wiener
processes. As soon as the market drivers are
simulated, the portfolio can be priced. One
goes along all transactions and calculates the
price of each of them; having the prices so
determined one adds the prices together
according to the applicable legal rights (if
netting agreements are in place, prices are
added together otherwise only the positive
values are aggregated). The above can be
formalized as:

p(t) P(Rt ,t,Pt1,Pt2, ...) .

It is obvious that this process can use
immense computing power. Monte Carlo
methods are not famous for their speed, and
on top of that, the measure to be estimated is
the expected shortfall and not the expected
value; for estimating 95% percentile one
uses only 5% of the simulated data.
The details of why as many simulations as
possible are needed will not be addressed
here, except to recall the adage: to halve the
length of confidence interval four times the
work is needed.

(3)

Why time steps are needed?
As already discussed the portfolio price
function, which takes the input of market
drivers and returns the price of the portfolio,
is non-continuous. This means that there can
be – and in fact there are – discontinuities
when moving along the time axis. If the
granularity of the time axis is generous and
there is a value step-up and a step-down
shortly after each other, there is a high
probability that a peak is “missed”. Missing
a peak is a danger as it may underestimate
potential credit exposure. Also the fact that
peaks appear on some days and not on other
ones undermine the statistical robustness
and the reliability of estimating the
percentiles.

Here, p is the price of the portfolio at any
time t. The function P(. ,t) defines the price
of the portfolio using the R(t) set of market
drivers. The P function has explicit t
dependence because of the portfolio, and is
not continuous2 in t. If collateral agreements
are present, P is also conditional on its own
previous values.
Considering the above one can easily see
that even if a Wiener process is applied for
market drivers (i.e. no jumps), the portfolio
structure itself introduces non-continuity to
the problem. This means that there is no
easy way to forecast exposure profile points
using previously calculated points3.
Having completed the pricing of the
portfolio once, one simulated value for the
portfolio price distribution is obtained. For
estimating the percentile of this distribution
one has to repeat simulating market drivers
and pricing the portfolio again and again.

4. To cut a long story short
There are, generally speaking, two possible
ways how to decrease run-time. Either one
has to decrease the amount of work to be
done or increase the capacity of the
processing devices. Optimising the code,
trying to make the Monte Carlo method
more effective will fulfil the former;
enabling the task to use more computing
power is the solution to the latter.

Having the percentile estimated for one date
point, one has to re-calculate the estimate of
the percentile for a number of other date
points in order to get the potential future
exposure profile.

Variance reduction techniques
2

Consider the P function just before and after a
payment has been made.
3
Except, when having additional information on
the portfolio, such as there are no payments, etc.

There are existing techniques to increase the
efficiency of the Monte Carlo (Glasserman
et al. [2002]) however, the outlined problem
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movements are necessary. However, it
already has been pointed out that different
date points are not necessarily independent
in the case where collateral management is
included in the calculation. Thus, it is
necessary to divide the simulation space
along another dimension: the number of
simulations. The problem here is that one
can not do the statistics inside the blocks but
will need to store the simulated data, and
there should be a block that collects all the
data and does the final statistics.

is quite specific and does not behave like a
”typical Monte Carlo”:
x Random number generation is not
an issue.
x The goal is to avoid – as far as
possible – any calculation, not just
speeding up the random number
generator.
x Typically the re-simulation of
market drivers and random number
generation is less than 1% of the
total workload for a portfolio where
there are more than a handful of
trades.

To examine what is the condition for being
it worth sending the calculation to the grid,
let us break our processes into the following
sections:

Also, for specific portfolios, some of the
standard speed-up techniques may be
deployed. It includes antithetic paths,
control varieties, stratified sampling or
importance sampling to mention just the
most obvious candidates. However, as the
Monte Carlo calculation is to be used to
calculate credit exposure profiles for a
variety of different portfolios with very
different features, there is no simple recipe
which ones should be used.

Ttotal

Tinit  Tsim  Tfinish .

(4)

Ttotal is the run time of the whole
calculation, Tinit is the time spent on
initialising the task, Tsim is the time spent on
the actual simulation, and finally Tfinish is
the time spent finishing the task, preparing
the statistics. Going one step further let us
break the simulation into N blocks as one
wants to describe the situation on the grid.
Rewriting the formula above yields the
following:

Increasing computing power
It is always tempting to increase the
‘efficiency’ by purchasing new processors,
however each computer has a limit whereas
the computing power that Monte Carlo
estimates can use up is unlimited.

Ttotal

T̂init

N  (W init  W sim (N)  W finish (N))  T̂finish

A better solution seems to be parallel
processing, which cannot only use
multiprocessor machines but also can be run
on grid type of hardware configuration.
Monte Carlo simulation is the perfect
candidate for parallel runs. One has to study
the task and determine how the simulation
can be cut into smaller blocks. A natural
selection would be that one profile point is
calculated in one block, thus the whole
simulation would be divided into blocks so
that each block calculates the distribution of
the potential portfolio price, does the
statistics, and returns one number: the
excess percentile of credit exposure. It is
easy to implement, and no large data

(5)
Here, Tˆinit is the time that the whole process
spends on initialising the grid computing
components, whereas W init is the time that is
needed to initialise one single block (reading
input data for example). W sim is the time
spent on the simulation inside the block and
W finish is the time spent on finishing the
process

(saving

the

results

to

the

network/database etc.); Tˆ finish is spent on
retrieving the results from the network or
from a database ( Ti / o ) plus the time to
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finish the post processing ( T post ), like

Ttotal

calculating the statistics, preparing the
output. Note, that W finish and W sim might
depend on N. The dependence is thought to
be inverse: in case of increasing N,
obviously W sim (as W sim Tsim /N ) and
hence W finish should decrease. The reason for
the second statement being true is that as the
work the block is supposed to do is
decreased, it is logical to assume that the
amount of data processed is smaller as well.
Here, the relation may not be that straight
forward as for the simulation. However, it
can very well be the case that for one third
of work, the time spent on finishing the
work is one half. The dependence of W init on
N is thought to be minimal; hence the
function argument is omitted from now on.

T̂finish  N  Tgrid
(6)
First, the whole task has to be initialised
then it has to be cut into N pieces. Each
piece is running on a different machine,
hence the waiting time is the completion
time of one block, then the results are to be
collected and the statistics done.
The last part of the formula Tgrid contains all
the time that is spent managing the grid5,
communicating between the processors, etc.
This is increasing when the number of
blocks is increasing, however, normally still
stays relatively small.
Pros and cons

If all the blocks are running on the same
machine (memory is shared) the saving of
data at the end of each block ( W finish ) and the

To be able to compare single block
calculation with grid computing let us recall
the general run-time equation (5) and the
grid run-time formula of equation (6). For
the single block calculation one can write:

collecting of the data at completion of the
whole process ( Ti / o ) can be saved. Thus,

Tˆ finish

T post and W finish

T̂init  (W init  W sim (N)  W finish (N))

0 . This is the

Ttotal

case when one block after the other is to be
run on the same machine4. On top of all
these, for one machine calculation the
initialisation of the grid can be also skipped:
Tˆinit 0 .

Tinit  Tsim  T finish

W init  N  W ( N ) sim  T post

(7)

Running the whole calculation in one bunch
has one advantage that is worth mentioning:
skipping the collecting bit of T̂finish that is
Ti / o .

Another special case will be running several
blocks on a grid of computers/processors
where the number of processors, M is
greater than the number of blocks, N. Also,
for the sake of simplicity let us assume that
the speed of all processors is the same.
Then,

T finish

T post

Tˆ finish  Ti / o

(8)

Let us have a closer look at equation (6) and
equation (7). This is to determine whether it
is worth breaking a task into blocks and
running it on the grid, versus running it as

4

Note, that here it does not make much sense
breaking up the process into more than one
block, as for each block W init time is needed to

The more blocks one has the more workload on
the grid is generated; that is why we have
N  Tgrid in the formula. That work includes the

get the block initialised, and the simulation does
not take any shorter breaking it into many blocks
as one follows the other one.

communication between the machines, auditing
the processes, querying the progress made on the
jobs, etc.

5
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one task. Comparing the two equations the
condition of using the grid boils down to the
following:

T̂init  Ti / o  N  Tgrid  W fin (N)
 (N 1)  W sim (N)

Conceptually this means that it is not
enough to wait for only one block, but for
] N blocks. Also, note that not only the
finishing bits are present on the cost side of
the equation, but also the initialisation ( W init )
bits, that is due to the fact, that if two or
more blocks are running after each other,
they have to be initialised separately. It is
easy to see that the optimum for run-time on
the grid is when N = M, supposing that
W finish ( N )  W sim ( N ) still holds. However, if
N is just one bigger than M, then the
completion time nearly doubles. One needs
to wait

(9)

Just a quick look on the formula yields the
following remarks: the left hand side
contains costs of the grid whereas the right
hand side the benefits. Supposing that the
number of machines on the grid M is large
enough not to violate the assumption of M >
N, and W finish ( N )  W sim ( N ) ; now it is
beneficial to increase the number of blocks.
However, there is a limit (apart from the
number of processors on the grid) as while N
is increasing, W sim (N) is decreasing faster
than W finish ( N ) .

W fin ( N  1)  W init  W sim (N  1)

more, as the last block will run on a single
machine while the other machines will be
idle. This cost in run-time can be substantial
unless one is careful with the issue.

Away from ideal

If N = 2M+1, the situation improves, as the
idle machines will be waiting for completion
of the last task only for shorter time:

Let us summarise the assumptions made
about the grid so that the above equation can
be derived: (i) the number of computers
available is large (ii) all computers are the
same (iii) each block to be sent to the grid
contains equal amount of work. In the
following section let us try to come up with
formulas for the less ideal case.

W fin (2 N  1)  W init  W sim (2N  1)

1 2W sim ( N ) W sim (2 N ) .

If N gets larger than M, then it is not enough
to wait for one block to finish, as there are
not enough processors to distribute all the
blocks. Hence, the equation (6) is to be
modified as:

(] N  1)  W init  ( N  1)  W sim (N )

§N 1·
¸ .
© M ¹

(14)

Thus, breaking one task into many blocks
seems to be a good idea, as the residual tasks
that one might have to wait for are shorter,
however, increasing the number of blocks
costs run-time (managing the blocks on the
grid, initialising each block, etc.).

(10)

If the number of machines on the grid
fluctuates, or it is not known in advance, the
tasks can be split into N >> M blocks in
order to minimise this residual cost (one or a
few blocks remaining running at the end).
Of course one also has to keep in mind the
additional cost of doing so. This would
determine the upper boundary of N.

and

] N 1 int¨

(13)

as the workload of one task decreases if we
increase the number of tasks. The simulation
part for example:

Relaxing: number of computers is large

T̂init  Ti / o  N  Tgrid  ] N  W fin ( N )

(12)

(11)
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times (time is denoted by t on the horizontal
axis).

In the following section we focus our
attention on a grid where the computing
units are not the same anymore. Here, we
have to address the issue as setting M = N
does not solve the problem any more.
Relaxing: all computers are the same

The result of equation (10) holds, because of
the assumption that all computers are the
same in terms of computing power.
Relaxing this assumption brings two issues
to the fore: (i) the need of measuring the
performance of each computer on the grid
(ii) the ability of the grid to distribute task
blocks accordingly.
Figure 2: Step function describing how many
blocks have been finished on the grid by time
t. The blocks plotted next to each server,
symbolise one unit of task.

The question is not only whether it is worth
running the task on a grid or not. It is also
the question how to schedule the blocks in
such a way that the tasks finish as soon as
possible. The scheduler should be able to
estimate workload on each processor on the
grid, and based on this set of information the
scheduler should decide how to distribute
the blocks of tasks.

Now, let us write ;(t) in the following
form:

First a function that will measure how many
blocks are completed in a given time is
constructed. Ignoring the time cost of
maintaining the grid, the following can be
written:
M

;(t)

§

t

·

¦ int¨©v  w(N) ¸¹,
i

v

i 1,M
 t  - (t, M,...)
w(N)
;'(t)  - (t, M,...)

;(t)

(17)

This would then translate into the following
figure:

(15)

i 1

where w is the time consumption of one
block

w(N) W init  W sim (N)  W finish (N)

(16)

and vi is the speed (CPU power) of the
processor for the i-th machine on the grid
(for i=1…M). Let us illustrate the formula
above on the figure below (see fig. 2.). It
depicts four servers, each running on
different speed, so for each of them
calculating the unit block takes different

Figure 3: The exact and ‘average’ step
function is plotted against time describing how
many tasks have been finished by a given time

The symbol v means the average of the
machine speed on the grid, and the term incorporates all fluctuation around the linear
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term. Thus, on average the time needed to
get another block finished is exactly w / v .

How many jobs finishing on the same time?

It is interesting to note, that the fluctuating
part of

Going back to the criteria for breaking up
the task one finds that as far as the formula
below holds

Tgrid 

W fin (N)  W init
M



1
2

]N  

v
v
,

w(N  1) w(N)

N
M

(20)

is known quite well7. If the system is
random enough the distribution of the time
needed to get another task finished is
described by the so-called Poisson statistics8
developed in the framework of Random
Matrix Theory [Mehta 1967].

(18)
it is worth increasing the number of blocks,
as one gains more on average having shorter
blocks than loosing on increasing the cost of
doing so on the grid. The context of this
formula is probabilistic, as it is not known in
advance how the scheduler is going to
schedule the blocks, because of the
inhomogenity of the grid. Note, that ] N is
replaced with a smooth term such a way that
the expected value of the difference between
the original and the new term is zero:

Poisson
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

1
2

]N  

N
M

0.

0.2

(19)

0
0
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Blocks: not equal workload

The last case left to handle is the case when
one cannot guarantee that the workload of
the blocks of tasks remains the same. Most
of the results from the last section remain
however true. There is a trick with which
one can decrease the run-time easily: if the
workload of each block is known in
advance, the large blocks should come first,
and the small ones later. This way it can be
ensured, that until the very last seconds the
full computing power of the grid is utilised,
and it is not likely that the completion of the
task waits only for one of the largest blocks
to finish6. Scheduling the jobs this way is
similar to packing a suitcase: big shoeboxes
come first, filling up the gaps with socks
last.

Figure 4: Decay of the Poisson spacing
statistic

As seen on the density function of the
Poisson statistic most of the time intervals
are close to zero and for large N and M it
will have a substantial effect on the network
traffic. However, the tail of the distribution
is decreasing more slowly than the normal
distribution, thus relatively large time lags
between two subtasks finishing after each
other still occur. If the system is
7

There are a few assumptions required for this
result. The speed of the computers has to be
‘heterogeneous enough’ meaning that the speed
of the computers should be different, also the
size of the blocks should vary.
8
The time between two blocks finishing on the
grid has the same statistical properties as e.g. the
energy level differences (spacing statistics) of a
class of one dimensional quantum graph.

6

Just by rearranging the order of subtasks, at
EBRD a 20% decrease in run-time was realised.
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3.5

homogenous (lot of computers with the
same computation capacity/speed on the
grid), the distribution will be even more
concentrated around zero. This shows that
even in case of a heterogeneous system
(different computers, different size of
blocks) there will be times when many
things will happening at once, like many
jobs finishing at the same time (bad news for
the grid/network) followed by calmer times
when the capacity of the grid will not be
fully utilised. The result is warning us that
the whole construction of the grid (network,
broker, etc.) should be designed such a way
to be able to cope this clustered workload
peaks. Another way would be to implement
such mechanism that would repulse those
finishing times that are too close to each
other in order to smoothen out the workload
on the grid over time.
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5. Summary
One of the problems when generating
potential future exposure profiles for
complex portfolios lies in the huge amount
of simulations to be performed. The issue
can successfully be tackled by deploying
grid-type computer architecture. It has been
shown that the number of computers
connected to the grid contributes to the
performance in a step function manner. It
was also demonstrated that the speed of each
individual computer has a nonlinear impact
on the speed of the grid. The last but not
least point made confirms that the order in
which the subtasks are assigned to the grid
has a substantial effect on the total speed.
All together the paper demonstrates that
using a grid for simulating potential future
exposure profiles is an efficient and feasible
approach and the associated difficulties are
not difficult to surmount.
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with the logarithmic mean-reverting model used
by Detemple-Osakwe [2000]. This gives a good
description of volatility on the stock market, and
Detemple-Osakwe priced volatility options by
these processes. Therefore, the results of the
paper are comparable with theirs.1
This paper shows that although the option on
volatility is an adequate asset to hedge the
volatility exposure, it can have very special price
changes depending on the value of the
correlation between the two processes. If the
correlation changes, the main characteristics of
the option on straddle can change essentially. It
means, that banks selling this asset and hedging
synthetically will face an other source of risk:
the correlation risk.
The results were obtained using the Monte-Carlo
simulation method. In the preparation of the
programmes and in solving simulation-related
problems Gábor Benedek provided valuable
help.

KEYWORDS
Option pricing, Stochastic volatility, Volatility
trading
ABSTRACT
The risk of volatility – even if many have not
observed this yet – is as old as options. Together
with the development of financial markets,
newer and newer options, securities and forms of
investments with embedded options appeared.
As they spread, so grew the number of
institutional and private investors running the
risk of volatility.
In the eighties and nineties, markets became
more and more volatile, thus the frequency of
losses originating also grew. In parallel with
those losses, demand to reduce the exposure to
volatility also emerged. And demand creates its
own supply. Banks seemed to be especially
active in selling volatility products: they sold
swaps and options on volatility. The risk so
taken, they tried to hedge by the synthetic
creation of the same volatility products.
However, a good financial product not only has
to be attractive for the market, but also has to be
synthetically replicable.
Brenner at al [2002] tried to dissolve this
contradiction. They offered investment banks an
option on a combination of options (on a
straddle) instead of options on volatility. This
compound option becomes hedgeable without
any major problem.
In this study, this new product was examined in
two continuous time models. One of them is the
Hull-White model [1987], which has always
been considered as a benchmark in literature. In
addition, in this case the correlation between the
two processes – that of share price and volatility
– is also easy to analyse. The other model dealt

THE OPTIONS ON STRADDLE
Brenner, Ou and Zhang [2002] propose that the
underlying of the option should not be volatility
itself, but a product sensitive to it, a straddle with
an ATM strike price. A great advantage of the
latter is that it is traded, investors speculating on
volatility have been using it for long, they know
it well.
The structure of the contract is the following.
The owner of the option can buy an ATM
straddle in time T1 at the maturity of the option,
which expires later in time T2. The only problem
is that it is not yet known what the ATM value
1

(Further below I refer to the Hull-White model as
HW, and to the Detemple – Osakwe model as DO. By
process I mean the processes driving the share price
and volatility.)
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model being – as they have shown – a
continuous extension of the EGARCH model,
hence it gives a good description of the
American share prices. Accordingly, the
parameters of the equations can be calculated as
functions of the parameters used in the
EGARCH model.

will be in time T1. Brenner, Ou and Zhang
extended their model for both the case of
deterministic and stochastic volatility, from
which the stochastic one is interesting for us.
Brenner, Ou and Zhang chose a mean-reverting
process. Although in their model the stochastic
element is a Wiener process, the size of the
random element is independent form the current
value of volatility.
The process followed by the underlying and that
followed by volatility are the following:
dS t rS t dt  V t S t dZ t1
(1.)

dV t

G T  V t dt  [dZ t2

dS PS dt  VS dw
d ln V
D  O ln V dt  [ dz
Where V is the volatility2, dw and dz are the two
U correlated Wiener processes, P is the expected
return of the share, D is the long-term
logarithmic volatility value, O is the speed of
mean-reversion, and [ is the volatility of
volatility.
Notwithstanding the previously mentioned
mean-reverting log model was analysed when
pricing another volatility product by this process,
that of the option on volatility. The
characteristics of a put on straddle also were
investigated.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed all
through the analysis that the underlying is a
share, which will not pay any dividend during
the time examined.

(2.)

where T is the long term mean of volatility, G is
the speed of reversion to this mean, [ is the
volatility of volatility and Z1 and Z2 are two
independent Wiener processes.
Brenner et al. showed that the value of this
product is only a function of volatility and the
share price. Delta hedging with the underlying of
the primary option results in a volatility product
depending only on volatility.
THE PROCESSES
Literature offers many kinds of procedures to
model the evolution of volatility as perfectly as
possible. Below we deal with two models. One
of them, often treated as a benchmark in
literature, is the Hull-White model:
dS PS dt  VS dw (17)
dV IV dt  [V dz (18)

ABOUT THE NUMERICAL METHODS
Form of denoting the processes
Similarly to the original articles, the logarithmic
form of processes was used. This coincides with
the format used by the authors in the original
articles, and it ensures that the share price cannot
have a negative value. The form of the two
processes used in the simulations were the
following:
Hull – White model:

where V V 2 , dw and dz are correlated Wiener
processes, with a U correlation coefficient, P is
the expected return of the share, I is the drift
(expected growth rate) of the variance, V is the
volatility, and [ is the volatility of volatility.
Hull and White assumed that the two processes
can be correlated. The application of this model
in this paper is also justified by the fact that it
makes it possible to examine how correlation
between the two processes effects the value of
the option on straddle. Brenner, Ou and Zhang
did not address this question.
The other model was taken from the article of
Detemple and Osakwe. Detemple and Osakwe
examined several processes, nevertheless they
considered the mean-reverting log process as the
most important. This was argumented by this
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Note that here the second process is the one driving
volatility and not variance as in the Hull-White
model!
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and volatility, and not having tools to mitigate
the risk of the latter. Several ideas came up to
solve this problem. One of the simplest is to
assume, that there is a product, the underlying of
which, is volatility itself; and by using this,
volatility, risk can be mitigated. In other words:
the market is complete, all risk factors are
traded. This assumption is used, for example by
Johnson and Shanno [1987].
In this case, the objective is to price such a
volatility product. Therefore to assume that such
a product already exists would not be too elegant
and effective. Hence the other assumption
widespread in literature – and also applied
among others by Hull and White – was used,
according to which volatility risk can be
diversified and thus volatility has no systematic
risk.
One should notice that from this point on there
are two correlations in the models. On the one
hand, it is sometimes assumed that processes
driving the share price and volatility are
correlated (in certain cases they are uncorrelated
to some extent), while it is always assumed that
correlation between the volatility of the share
price and the expected return of the market
portfolio is zero. The first assumption will be a
subject of the analysis while the second ensures
the completeness of the market.

't ·¸ º
¹ »¼

The description of the simulation
The length of the period was one year. Both the
maturity of the option on straddle and that of the
vanilla option was six months. For the sake of
clarity, a year contained 360 days, which means
180 days in six months. In the simulations where
the results of this paper were compared with that
of Detemple and Osakwe, the maturity of the
compound option was changed.
The programmes necessary for the simulations
were written in Delphi programme language.
The Gasdev random number generator was used,
often used in economic simulations, to obtain
random numbers.3
Each realisation was a result of a 1 000x1 000
simulation. To minimise the error in the results,
each simulation was carried out ten times, and
their arithmetic average was used in the analysis.
As the simulation of one phase consisted of 180
periods and two random numbers were generated
for one period, each compound option price was
built 10x360 360 000 random numbers in order
to minimise the noise of the random number
generator.
Unfortunately, there is no closed analytical
formula for these processes therefore the BlackScholes setting was used for tests. The
programme taking the average of ten realisations
converged well to the reference values: as a
result of ten realisations the difference (in
absolute terms) remained between 0.1% and
0.2%.
Based on the tests, the Detemple and Osakwe
model seemed to be more stabile, as the results
converged faster to reference values.

THE RESULTS
The values of the options of straddle
In this paper, the effects of the initial volatility,
the volatility of volatility, and the correlation of
the two processes driving the share price and
volatility on the value of options on straddle
were analysed. In most cases, the results were
similar to that of vanilla options, nevertheless
sometimes they were different from Brenner et
al’s results.
As far as the initial volatility is concerned, the
option on straddle behaves well: the value of
CoST is a positive, while that of PoST is a
negative function of initial volatility for both
models. But not always a convex function! In the
HW model convexity is a function of the
correlation coefficient. In case of negative
correlation, the value of the call on straddle will
be a concave function of the initial volatility.

Assumptions used for pricing
One of the most important questions when using
stochastic volatility models is how to treat the
problem of having two risk factors, share price
3

For more details on the theory and practice of
simulations see Knuth [1987] and Benedek [2003].
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price of the compound option, while in case of
OTM put options, it is going to increase the
same.
There was no such problem in case of call on
straddle, they behaved as an option on volatility
independent from the correlation coefficient.
In the end, it is worth to note, that all throughout
the analysis of Brenner et al., the compound
option behaved regularly, it was a positive
function of the volatility of volatility. Of course,
it should be mentioned that they only dealt with
call options, in this sense my results do not differ
from theirs.
The effects of the correlation between share
price and volatility processes were also analysed.
The issue of correlation was important as it was
not addressed by Brenner et al., whereas it is a
general observation on the market that there is
negative correlation between the volatility and
the share price.
In the case of the HW model, the results were
interesting. The hint can be put this way: in case
of close-to-ATM options, the increase of the
correlation coefficient increases the value of
both CoST and PoST. As in general, ATM
options are the most frequently traded on the
market, this rule is going to be the most
important one for banks selling these types of
combined derivatives. However, it is good to
know that when trading with an exercise price
different from ATM, the effect might change. Of
course in practice, it is also an important
question, whether the HW model gives a good
estimation of reality, the evolution of the share
price and volatility.
In case of the DO model the value of CoST is
more sensitive to changes of correlation, than
that of PoST.4 The value of the compound
options – both calls and puts – changes
parabolically as a function of the correlation
between the two processes. While in case of
CoST, the price is the highest by zero
correlation, in case of PoST is the value of the
compound option the lowest.
By CoST, regardless of whether we differ
positively or negatively from zero correlation,
the value of the option reduces. By PoST, the
effect is the other way round. Zero correlation

In the DO model, puts continue to behave
regularly, that is their value is a concave function
of volatility. In case of the CoST the effect is
very interesting. By a correlation coefficient of
plus or minus one, the compound option is a
concave function of volatility, while in other
cases convexity was observed.
These results are not unique. Detemple and
Osakwe – using the mean-reverting log process–
experienced that the value of options by a high
initial volatility became a concave function of
volatility.
Interesting was the influence of the volatility of
volatility as well. The volatility of volatility was
examined by Brenner et al., too. In their model,
the compound option behaved absolutely
“regularly” as a function of the volatility of
volatility. But not in these models.
In the HW model, this issue can be addressed
only together with that of the correlation
coefficient, thus also the next question is
answered partly. In the case of zero correlation
both CoST and PoST behave regularly, while in
case of strong negative correlation the volatility
of volatility can have a reducing effect on the
value of options in certain phases. The issue is
even more important as in practice volatility and
share price are typically negatively correlated.
Unique characteristics can also be found in the
DO model. The atypical behaviour of option is
not only a function of correlation. In case there
was zero correlation between the two processes,
the CoST did behave as a vanilla option. But not
in the case of put options. By higher exercise
prices the value of the PoST was a negative
function of the volatility of volatility! At the
same time by reducing the exercise price the
order was restored.
The question is raised whether this relation
changes by changing the correlation coefficient.
Therefore, the analysis of the value of the PoST
should be continued. The value of PoST was
analysed by correlation coefficients of minus and
plus one.
It can be easily observed that the behaviour
observed is independent from the correlation
between the two processes, the sensitivity of the
option’s price to the volatility of volatility will
be a function of the exercise price. By a high
exercise price, in case of strongly ITM put
options, the volatility of volatility reduces the

4

The strength of the effect also depends on the
volatility of volatility.
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position by using options on straddles, we will
have a correlation sensitive position. So we
change one source of risk for another one.
On the other hand, the value of puts on straddle
was analysed as well. As can be seen, calls and
puts can work differently in certain situations. In
some cases puts can be more attractive products
for hedgers than their call counterparties.

gives the lowest option price. As the absolute
value of U grows, PoST becomes more valuable.
The importance of the results obtained can again
be supported by practice. The value of
correlation between share price and volatility can
change, therefore the option might be mispriced.
When disregarding correlation, call options are
systematically overpriced and puts are
systematically underpriced.
Changing the exercise price did not cause such a
difference as in the HW model. The influence is
mostly the same by all exercise prices.
The effects of the correlation between the two
processes and of the volatility of volatility are
interdependent, the simultaneous increase of the
two factors will increase the value of CoST and
reduce the value of PoST. In case the latter is
zero, the correlation between the two processes
ceases to exist. Accordingly the higher the
volatility of volatility, the stronger effect will
correlation have.
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CONCLUSION
To sum it up, calls on straddle can have special
characteristics by other processes than that
analysed by Brenner et al.. They not always
behave regularly. As it was shown, the
correlation of the two processes has a significant
effect on the value of the compound options. As
a consequence, if we create a volatility neutral
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offers an efficient way of generating series of
predetermined paths for pricing both American and
European options (contingent claims on European
options can only be exercised at maturity, while
American options may be exercised at intermediated
dates, not just at maturity. For a comprehensive
exposition on derivatives, see Hull (2000)).
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ABSTRACT
We employ a new numerical approximation technique
for valuing multiple assets that are correlated. For any
number of underlying variables, this procedure can
simulate a set of correlated assets that follow geometric
Brownian processes.
In addition to the joint
approximation of multiple series based on binomial
lattices and Monte Carlo simulations, we introduce a
straightforward extension of a structural lead-lag
approach to capture the linear relationship between
assets in the bid to improve computational accuracy on
the proposed algorithm. We show that when applied to
a series of correlated assets, the proposed algorithm is
consistent, efficient and stable.

By and large, binomial trees can be configured in
different ways according to a set of parameters for
probabilities of ‘up’ and ‘down’ steps, and step size
(see Jarrow and Rudd, 1983 and Leisen and Reimer,
1996 for example). In this paper, we employ the Cox,
Ross and Rubinstein (1979) procedure where asset
prices are modeled such that the product of up and
down price multipliers equals to unity in a risk-neutral
valuation environment. Clearly, as the number of
replications in the lattice increases, the simulated value
converges to that of the Black-Scholes pricing solution.
Existing papers on lattices are usually built upon a
single-asset problem with time-dependent volatility, or
multiple assets with constant correlation and volatility.
Boyle, Evnine and Gibbs (1989) extend the Cox, Ross
and Rubinstein approach to multiple assets but admit
their technique is vulnerable to negative martingale
probabilities when the correlation between assets is too
large or if the volatilities are time-dependent. These
negative martingale probabilities can lead to unstable
pricing structures and if the number of state variables is
large, the exponential complexity of the multidimensional binomial approach can prove to be a
computational burden. Other extensions of the lattice
procedure that can be computationally exhaustive
include that of Boyle (1988) and Kamrad and Ritchken
(1991) where trinomial algorithms are used to estimate
multiple state variables.

INTRODUCTION
The need for evaluating contingent claims on more
than one state variable is not uncommon in most
financial investment decisions. Though many
numerical methods (most approaches can be classified
into three broad classes: Lattice methods of Cox, Ross
and Rubinstein, 1979, Monte Carlo simulations of
Boyle, 1977, and finite difference methods of Brennan
and Schwartz, 1977) have been proposed for pricing
options in the financial literature, an outstanding
challenge in computational finance is the simulation of
portfolios with more than two correlated assets.
Lattices or trees were first introduced by Cox, Ross
and Rubinstein (1979) to complement the Black and
Scholes (1973) closed-form solution model where asset
prices follow stochastic processes with multiplicative
sequences of variable drifts (i.e., geometric Brownian
motion). To obtain the terminal value for an option,
the expected option payoff is weighted by its
probability via the lattice and the expectation is
discounted back at the risk-free rate. Using discrete
binomial distributions to approximate the continuous
lognormal distributions in the Black-Scholes model, it

Monte Carlo simulation on the other hand, entails the
generation of asset price paths with a stochastic
process. It is known to be ill equipped to handle
problems involving early exercises (i.e., American
options) but it enjoys computational advantages over
pure lattice approximations for multiple-asset
scenarios. With a new algorithm that is
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computationally efficient and stable, Otamendi and
Hon (2004) demonstrate that it is possible to construct
a combination of binomial lattice approximation with
Monte Carlo simulation where probabilities stay
positive even if the multiple state variables are highly
correlated geometric Brownian processes.

For a correlated two-asset series, the recursive
equations (Haug 1998) are:

1 2 D
D
V1,t=V1,t-1 exp  r − ν 1  + ν1 α1t

2
T 
T


D
1
2 D
V2,t=V2,t-1 exp  r − ν 2  + ν 2 α 2 t

T 
2
T


In this paper, we simulate time paths for a portfolio
with multiple correlated assets using a new joint leadlag binomial lattice-Monte Carlo approximation
proposed by Otamendi and Hon on four assets that are
arbitrarily chosen from the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE) and the National Association of Securities
Dealers (NASDAQ): Boeing Company (NYSE: BA),
International Business Machines (NYSE: IBM),
Hewlett-Packard (NYSE: HPQ) and Microsoft
Corporation (NASDAQ: MSFT).

where:
Vk,t = value of the asset k at period t
α1t = ε1t
2
α 2 t = ρ ε1t + ε2 t 1 − ρ

ρ = correlation between the two assets
Binomial Tree

This article is organized as follows: We first present a
numerical exposition of existing two-asset simulation
models. The new algorithm for a two-asset case
follows. The proposed algorithm is further extended to
cover a three-asset example before we present a
generalized k series elucidation of the methodology
with a built in lead-lag structure. Finally, we apply the
algorithm to a portfolio of four assets to show that the
model is consistent, efficient and stable.

With a binomial tree, the path taken by the asset at
each time step is either a positive upward (u) jump with
a probability p, or a negative downward move d, with a
probability (1-p). At time t=0 with an initial value V0,
the successive values Vt are obtained with the
following recursive equations:

EXISTING TWO-ASSET MODELS

where:

V t −1 u ∀U[0,1] ≤ p
V t −1 d ∀U[0,1] > p

Vt = 

Most existing two-asset models are either based on
Monte Carlo or lattice approximations.

ν D

u= e T
d = 1/u
p = (f-d)/(u-d)
f = 1+(rD/T)

Monte Carlo Simulation
This particular type of simulation is based on the
continuous evolution of the series where the movement
process follows a Brownian motion, and the variability
a Wiener process. If the time period D is divided by
small intervals T (t=0,…,T), the recursive equation to
estimate Vt is (see Haug 1998):

The pseudo-code for simulating VT is as follows:
Obtain V0, D, T
Calculate p, u, d
t←0
While t<T
Generate a random sample τ=U[0,1]
If τ<p
Vt+1=Vt u
Else
Vt+1=Vt d
t←t+1


1 D
D
Vt=Vt-1 exp  r − ν 2  + ν ε t

2 T
T 


where:
Vt = value of the series at time t

The binomial tree model can be modified (Rubinstein,
1994) to simulate two assets with correlationρ. For
asset 1, u and d are redefined:

r = annual interest rate
ν = volatility of the series
D = time horizon (expressed in years)
T = number of intervals per time period D
εt ~ N(0,1)


1 2 D
D
u1=exp  r − ν 1  + ν1

T 
2
T


Note that the consecutive independent samples follow
a normal distribution. To estimate VT and T,
independent samples must be generated for each time
period t.


1 2 D
D
d1=exp  r − ν 1  − ν1

2
T 
T

p1=(f-d1)/(u1-d1)
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and the correlation of Xi and Xj is then defined to be

For asset 2, A and B are defined as the time-step jumps
u2 and d2 if asset 1 moved to u1; C and D are the timestep jumps u2 and d2 if asset 1 moved to d1:

(


1
D
2 D
ρ + 1 − ρ2
A=exp  r − ν 2  + ν 2
2
T
T


Corr(Xi, Xj)= ρ(Xi, Xj)=

)


(

)

(

)

(

)

Var ( X i )Var ( X j )

If Xi and Xj are independent, then ρ=0. The proposed
algorithm is formulated in part with a correlation-based
lattice. If we have a correlation of ρ=1 between the two
assets, both assets will have identical co-movements
(e.g., if asset i moves to the upper bifurcation in the
binomial tree, asset j will move in the same direction).



1
D
2 D
ρ − 1 − ρ2 
B=exp  r − ν 2  + ν 2
2
T
T




1
D
2 D
ρ − 1 − ρ2 
C=exp  r − ν 2  − ν 2
2
T
T



1
D
2 D
ρ + 1 − ρ2
D=exp  r − ν 2  − ν 2
2
T
T

p2=0.5

Cov ( X i , X j )

If ρ=-1, the movements per time step will be exactly
the opposite for both series. And when ρ=0, there is no
relationship between the two series (i.e., they are
independent).



The pseudo-code to simulate the two assets is:

Simulating the lattice for a two-variable (asset 1 and
asset 2) case based on the above exposition is
straightforward: In time period t, we first simulate the
path for asset 1. If it experiences an upward movement,
asset 2 must follow a downward movement if ρ=-1, a
random movement if ρ=0 and a corresponding upward
movement if ρ=1. In other words, the probability of
matching co-movements is β=0% in the first case,
β=50% in the second, and β=100% in the third case.

Obtain V1,0, V2,0, ρ, D, T
Calculate p1, u1, d1, A, B, C, D
t←0
While t<T
Generate a sampleτ1=U[0,1]
If τ1<p1
V1,n+1=V1,n u
Generate a sample τ2=U[0,1]
If τ2<0.5
V2,n+1=V2,n A
Else
V2,n+1=V2,n B
Else
V1n+1=V1n d
Generate a sample τ2=U[0,1]
If τ2<0.5
V2,n+1=V2,n C
Else
V2,n+1=V2,n D
t←t+1

The structural relationship between the coefficient of
correlation ρ and the probability of co-movement (β),
might then be set over the entire range of possible
values for ρ (-1<ρ<1) with a simple linear
transformation:

β = 0.50 + 0.50 ρ

∀ -1<ρ<1

The pseudo-code based on the proposed co-movement
probability model is as follows:

PROPOSED MODEL

Obtain V1,0, V2,0, ρ12, D, T
Calculate u1, d1, p1, u2, d2, β1,2
t←0
While t<T
Generate a random sampleτ1=U[0,1]
If τ1<p1
V1,t+1= V1,t u1
Generate a random sample τ2=U[0,1]
If τ2 < β1,2
V2,t+1= V2,t u2
Else
V2,t+1= V2,t d2
Else
V1,t+1= V1,t d1
Generate a random sample τ2=U[0,1]
If τ2<(1-β1,2)
V2,t+1= V2,t u2
Else
V2,t+1= V2,t d2
t←t+1

The models introduced in the previous section are
useful for two assets, but they cannot be generalized
for three or more variables. We now introduce the
proposed model that can be generalized for two or
more assets.
Proposed Two-Asset Model
Because asset returns often exhibit a high degree of
correlation in practice, we have to simulate correlated
normal random variables to proxy for the correlated
returns.
Let Xi and Xj be two random variables. The covariance
of Xi and Xj is defined to be:
Cov(Xi, Xj)=E[XiXj]-E[Xi]E[Xj]
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where β1,2 is the probability of co-movement between
the assets 1 and 2 - obtained from the structural
relationship between ρ and β specified above (β = 0.50
+ 0.50 ρ ∀ -1<ρ<1).

The results are displayed in Table 1 (with a 99.73%
confidence level).
Table 1. Confidence Intervals for the Correlation Coefficients

Asset 1
9
0.70
4%
63
0.25
39%

Minimum
Confidence Interval (Inferior)
Mean
Confidence Interval (Superior)
Maximum

Asset 2
14
0.70
4%
63
0.25
25%

PASS

PASS

PROPOSED MODEL FOR THREE ASSETS
Formulation
The generalization of a three-asset bifurcation is shown
in Figure 2. Note that as a function of co-movements
between asset 1 (C1=2) and asset 2 (C2=4), asset 3
contains eight possible outcomes at each time period
(C3=8):

SERIES 1

k=1

150
100
50
0

-0.6751
0.5966
0.6542
0.7052
0.9898

-0.6976
0.5934
0.6514
0.7027
0.9929

As both confidence intervals contain the theoretical
values 0.70, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

The frequency distributions for assets 1 and 2 are
shown in Figure 1 below:
350
300
250
200

k=2

u1

34.0

31.0

28.0

25.0

22.0

19.0

16.0

13.0

10.0

7.0

c= 1
4.0

1-2

1-2

To demonstrate that the asset value at maturity for the
proposed model follows a lognormal distribution (and
that the correlation between the two assets is ρ), we
perform two separate simulations: A Monte Carlo
Brownian process and the proposed model based on
the following parameters:
Initial Value (V0)
Correlation (ρ)
Annual Interest (r)
Interval (T)
Time (D)
Volatility (ν)

PROPOSED
MODEL

BROWNIAN
MODEL

Validation of the Proposed Model

c= 1

c= 1

u1u2

c= 2

u1d2

c= 2
c= 3
c= 4

SERIES 2

k=3

βkc

u1u2u3
u1u2d3

β 31
+ =1
β 32

u1d2u3
u1d2d3

β3 3
+ =1
β3 4

d1u2u3
d1u2d3

β3 5
+ =1
β3 6

d1d2u3
d1d2d3

β3 7
+ =1
β3 8

350

c= 5

300

c= 2

250
200

c= 3

d1u2

c= 4

d1d2

d1

150
100

c= 6
c= 7
c= 8

50

PROPOSED

Figure 2. Probability Generalization for k Assets at Time t (βkc is the
probability of co-movement for asset k and the bifurcation (c))
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Figure 1. Frequency Distribution for Asset 1 (Series 1) and Asset 2
(Series 2)

Because the eight outcomes are incompatible in
general, the sum of the probabilities for each outcome
is 1. However, with regard to the probability of comovement between assets (β), we have pair-wise
incompatibility. To generate the value of asset 3, a
starting point is required (after generating asset 2). If
for example, the starting bifurcation (c) is at the first
branch for asset 2 (u1u2), we can generate bifurcation
c=1 (u1u2u3) or bifurcation c=2 (u1u2d3) for asset 3. As
a result, the co-movement probabilities β31 and β32 sum
up to unity (1). Likewise, the same transpires in pairs:
β33 and β34, β35 and β36, β37 and β38.

2

A χ goodness-of-fit test (see Law, 1991 for more on
statistical tests for simulations) is used to test the null
hypothesis that both models yield identical results.
Even with intervals T as small as 63, we fail to reject
the null with a confidence level of 99.73% (a total of
2000 simulation runs were performed).
We also test to see if the correlation at maturity is what
it should be (see Ruiz-Maya and Martín Pliego, 1995
for example):
H0: ρ=0.70
H1: ρ<>0.70

The probabilities β31 and β38 are the identical since
they represent the occurrence of bifurcation c=1 and
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Obtain V1,0, V2,0, V3,0, ρ12, ρ13, ρ23, D, T
Calculate u1, d1, p1, u2, d2, u3, d3
Calculate β1,2, β1,3, β2,3, β31, …, β38
t←0
While t<T
Generate a random sampleτ1=U[0,1]
If τ1<p1
V1,t+1=V1,t u1
Generate a random sample τ2=U[0,1]
If τ2< β̂1,2

bifurcation c=8, which happens to be the case where
the co-movements for all three assets match. Based on
the same argument, we observe that β33 = β36 since
there is co-movement between asset 1 and asset 3, but
not with asset 2.
Consequently, before simulating asset 3, we know a
priori that:

β31=β31
β35=β34=1-β33
β32=1-β31
β36=β33

β33=β33
β37=β32=1-β31
β34=1-β33
β38=β31

V2,t+1=V2,t u2
Generate a random sample τ3=U[0,1]
If τ3< β31
V3,t+1=V3,t u3
Else
V3,t+1=V3,t d3
Else
V2,t+1=V2,t d2
Generate a random sample τ3=U[0,1]
If τ3< β33
V3,t+1=V3,t u3
Else
V3,t+1=V3,t d3
Else
V1,t+1=V1,t d1
Generate a random sample τ2=U[0,1]
If τ2<(1- β̂1,2 )

The crucial values left are β31 and β33. They can be
obtained using simple probability theory (with the
definition of classical probability).

β31 is the probability of asset 3 moving to u3 divided by

the probability of moving to the upper bifurcation or
lower bifurcation (u3 or d3); if assets 1 and 2 have
moved to u1 and u2 respectively. The jump to u3 is
equivalent to the condition that the correlations of ρ13
and ρ23 exist and that it has been converted to the
probability of co-movement using the structural
relationship between β and ρ (β1,3 and β2,3). The
movement to d3 can also be derived from (1-β1,3) and
(1-β2,3):

β31=

V2,t+1=V2,t u2
Generate a random sample τ3=U[0,1]
If τ3< β35
V3,t+1=V3,t u3
Else
V3,t+1=V3,t d3
Else
V2,t+1=V2,t d2
Generate a random sample τ3=U[0,1]
If τ3< β37
V3,t+1=V3,t u3
Else
V3,t+1=V3,t d3
t←t+1

βˆ 1,3 βˆ 2,3
(1 − βˆ 1,3)(1 − βˆ 2,3)+ βˆ 1,3 βˆ 2,3

In the case of β33, the outcome for u1d2u3 is:

β33=

βˆ 1,3 (1 − βˆ 2,3 )
(1 − βˆ 1,3)βˆ 2,3 + βˆ 1,3 (1 − βˆ 2,3)

The pseudo-code for a three-asset approximation
described above is:

Note that the correlation matrix may not always be
valid: A congruent matrix is required (a positive
definite or positive semi-definite correlation matrix Morrison, 1990). For example, it is unlikely that we
will obtain a perfect correlation between asset 1 and
asset 2 (ρ=1). If the correlation between asset 1 and 2
is perfect, the correlation between assets 1 and 3, and
assets 2 and 3 will be zero.
Proposed Model Validation
A third asset is added to the two-asset example that
was used previously for validation of a two-asset case
(the data is the same from the previous section for the
first two assets - the correlation matrix is positive
definite (Schmidt (1981)):
Initial value (V0)= 18
Volatility (ν) = 28%
Correlation (ρ) between asset 1&3 = 0%
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Correlation (ρ) between asset 2&3 = -5%

For distinguishing the specific lead-lag effects (the
number of possibilities is Pk = k!), we use the
following system of equations (for conciseness, we use
a two-asset example):

The frequency histogram for asset 3 is depicted in
Figure 3.
SERIES 3
350
300
250
200

Rti = ai + bij Rt j−1 + bii Rti−1 + ε ti
Rt j = a j + b ji Rti−1 + b jj Rt j−1 + ε t j

PROPOSED

where coefficients ak are intercepts, bk are slope
coefficients and εk are error terms. To capture the serial
correlation of returns on each asset, the preceding
returns at time t-1 are included as explanatory variables
(the inclusion of this term will not affect the estimation
process in any substantial way).
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31.0

28.0

25.0

22.0

19.0

16.0

13.0

10.0

7.0

4.0

150
100
50
0
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Figure 3. Frequency Distribution for Asset 3 (Series 3)

The results with a 99.73% confidence level show that
the proposed model follows a lognormal process. Table
2 confirms that the correlations between assets are
valid.

The coefficient bij (bji) measures the effect of the daily
returns of asset i (j) on the following returns of asset j
(i). If the returns on asset i (j) influence the subsequent
returns on asset j (i), bji (bij) should be positive.

Table 2. Asset Correlation

1-2

1-3

2-3

-0.6751
0.5966
0.6542
0.7052
0.9898

-0.6976
0.5934
0.6514
0.7027
0.9929

-0.9396
-0.1408
-0.0468
0.0481
0.9377

-0.9571
-0.1419
-0.0480
0.0469
0.9378

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

1-2
Minimum
Confidence Interval (Inferior)
Mean
Confidence Interval (Superior)
Maximum

If the signal quality of asset i (j) is better (in terms of
its ability to signal a “lead” on the returns of asset j (i))
than that of asset j (i), we will have bji > bij.

PROPOSED
MODEL

BROWNIAN
MODEL

The proposed model uses iterated seemingly unrelated
regressions (ITSUR) to estimate the above system of
equations for all k assets simultaneously. By allowing
cross correlations between error terms of all k assets,
this procedure delivers more efficient estimates of
coefficients than ordinary least squares (OLS)
regressions in large samples. If the error terms are
assumed to be normal the ITSUR technique will yield
equivalent maximum likelihood estimators.

It is clear at this point that the proposed model can be
generalized for two or more assets.
PROPOSED MODEL FOR K SERIES
In this section, we present the generalization for three
assets or more. If K is the total number of assets, an
algorithm can be developed to simulate asset k as a
function of the k-1 series previously simulated. As in
the two- and three-asset models, the bifurcations are
generated for each of the asset and the probabilities of
co-movements obtained. The assets are further
simulated for each time period till the maturity period.

Proposed Model Formulation
The number of bifurcations for individual asset k is
Ck=2k. They are generated as follows:
Ii←1
While I1<2
I2←1
While I2<2
…
IK←1
While Ik<2
mI1, mI2, …, mIK
Ik← Ik+1
…
I2← I2+1
I1← I1+1

Incorporated Lead-Lag Structure
To capture the lead-lag (i.e., the order of k asset
simulation) transmission between assets in the
proposed model, we first define the changes in daily
returns:

Pt k
Let R = Log ( k )
Pt −1
k
t

k

k
t −1 )

where Pt ( P

where mIi=ui if Ii=1 and mIi=di if Ii=2.
The βkc variables are equal in pairs:

represents the closing price of asset k

βkc=βkCk-c+1

on day t (t-1).
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∀ c = 1,…, Ck cases

The pairs β and β
follows:
c
s

c+1
s

Obtain Vk,0, ρ, D, T
Calculate uk, dk, p1
Calculate βkc
t←0
While t<T
k←2
Generate a random sample τ1=U[0,1]
If τ1<p1
c←1
V1,t+1=V1,t u1
While k<K
Generate a random sample τk=U[0,1]
If τs<βs2c-1
Vk,t+1=Vk,t uk
c←2c-1
Else
Vk,t+1=Vk,t dk
c←2c
k←k+1
Else
c←2
V1,t+1=V1,t d1
While k<K
Generate a random sample τk=U[0,1]
If τk<βk2c-1
Vk,t+1=Vk,t uk
c←2c-1
Else
Vk,t+1=Vk,t dk
c←2c
k←k+1
t←t+1

(when c is odd) are calculated as

k −1

β kc= k − 1

∏ H i,k
i =1

∏ Hi,k + ∏ (1 − Hi ,k )
i =1

k −1
i =1

βkc=1-βkc+1
where:
Hi,k = βi,k
Hi,k = 1-βi,k

∀ ui
∀ di

For K = 4 assets, the 24=16 bifurcations are:
c=1
c=2
c=3
c=4
c=5
c=6
c=7
c=8
c=9
c=10
c=11
c=12
c=13
c=14
c=15
c=16

u1u2u3u4
u1u2u3d4
u1u2d3u4
u1u2d3d4
u1d2u3u4
u1d2u3d4
u1d2d3u4
u1d2d3d4
d1u2u3u4
d1u2u3d4
d1u2d3u4
d1u2d3d4
d1d2u3u4
d1d2u3d4
d1d2d3u4
d1d2d3d4

CASE STUDY
In the sections to follow, we present the simulation
results for the proposed joint lead-lag binomial latticeMonte Carlo approximation. The real assets were
selected arbitrarily from the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) and the National Association of
Securities Dealers (NASDAQ): Boeing Company
(NYSE: BA), International Business Machines (NYSE:
IBM), Hewlett-Packard (NYSE: HPQ) and Microsoft
Corporation (NASDAQ: MSFT). The assets are
simulated independently but with an imbedded
correlation and lead-lag algorithm. The terminal values
Vtk are aggregated according to the weights wk to
calculate the value of the portfolio VT.

To obtain β45 which corresponds to u1d2u3u4, we have
to assess H1,4, H2,4 and H3,4:
β45={H1,4(1-H2,4)H3,4}/{[H1,4(1H2,4)H3,4]+[(1-H1,4)H2,4(1-H3,4)]}
β46=1-β45
β411=β46
β412=β45
Once the co-movement probabilities βkc are calculated,
a general algorithm can be applied:

To benchmark the proposed model, we perform an
independent Monte Carlo simulation with no
correlation or lead-lag structure (i.e., each asset path is
simulated independently) where the asset values at
maturity Vtk are aggregated according to weights wk to
obtain the value of the portfolio VT.
The sample data spans from 23 August 2002 to 2 April
2003. The initial time t=0 is set at 2 January 2003.
Before the actual approximation, we perform the leadlag ITSUR analysis to obtain the order of simulation:
MSFT -> IBM -> BA -> HPQ.
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The summary statistics 90 days prior to simulation are
as follows:
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of simulated values of VTk; and 4) VaR of the
portfolio= α-th percentile of the distribution of
simulated values of VT. For added robustness, we
employ three different measures of volatility: 1)
constant volatility; 2) variable volatility (lag = 90
days); and 3) exponential weighted moving average
(EWMA) (with decay factor λ = 0.94).
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Table 4. Simulation Results with No Correlation and No Lead-Lag
(Independent Model)
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The results are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4:
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Table 3. Simulation Results with Correlation and Lead-Lag
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From the absolute errors Di (real value at maturity less
average simulated value), it is clear that the optimal
procedure is the proposed joint lead-lag binomial
lattice-Monte Carlo model approximated with a
EWMA volatility.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we employ a new numerical
approximation technique for valuing multiple assets
that are correlated, using jointly binomial lattices and
Monte Carlo simulation. We show that when applied to
a series of correlated assets (BA, IBM, MSFT, HPQ),
the proposed algorithm offers a higher level of
consistent, efficient and stable results.
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ABSTRACT
Recently it has become obvious that the creation of an
information society in accordance with the eEurope
objectives presumes governmental support. The
programs and action plans, that are to support and
accelerate the transition, have been developed in almost
every country. However, at developing the strategy the
policy-makers have to consider the complexity of the
environment and the diverseness of potential effects.
This complicates the forecast of the impact of the
different measures. The scope of the research was to set
up a model in order to support decision- and policymakers. With the model the ones responsible will be
able to estimate the impact of different measures, and
the alternatives can be compared with each other.
INTRODUCTION
Since the possible advantages of the development of
Information Society and the disadvantages of a delay
have been understood the decision-makers have tried to
support the development. The decision-makers can use
many tools to support the development of Information
Society. Some of these have a straight effect on the
economic processes. These are the direct economy
stimulating steps, the effects of which are easily
measurable and can be simply evaluated. Nowadays
these direct influencing tools are being replaced with
indirect solutions. Their effects usually last longer and
affect every actor of the economy, but the evaluation of
the results is highly complicated. Such indirect tools in
building the information society are:
•

Citizen friendly administration

•

Improvement of education and health care

•

Improvement of administration

The fact that the decision makers cannot foresee the
necessary resources for the actions can raise difficulties
when forming the specific plans. The complexity of the
problem comes from the chain reaction possibility of the
effects of our interventions. An accelerator effect is also
present because of the connections of the economic
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This accelerator effect and its impacts on the economy
must be estimated and it must be built into the model in
order to achieve a more effective decision-making.
Nevertheless the governmental actions bring results that
can hardly be measured. Such result is for example the
higher sufficiency of the customers caused by a possible
improvement of public services. Despite the difficulties
in their evaluation the impacts of these actions cannot
be disregarded.
Another important problem is the estimation of the time
factor during the development of the action plans and
measurements. After some time supplementary support
could be necessary in order to achieve our original goal.
However, the final goal is to establish a self-sustaining
system by making self-financing possible. An
indispensable condition for this is the creation of an
economical balance where the supply and demand of the
services are more or less equal. As long as the society
cannot achieve this aim, supplementary actions are
necessary. We can see that forecasting whether the
necessary balance can be achieved with the current
preconditions and predicting the time when information
society will reach the state of sustainability have a high
importance.
On basis of the problems mentioned above, the need for
a method to determine the effectiveness of
governmental actions in different areas is apparent.
Neither the EU strategies nor the national initiatives
provide a measurable technique to define the desirable
points of intervention and to evaluate the effectiveness
of the actions, although they do contain indicators for
estimations. With Hungary’s accession to the EU a
proper method to measure the effectiveness of spending
is even more substantial. To be able to use the EU funds
in an efficient way a weighting system for the different
areas is essential. To solve these difficult issues a
modeling approach is very suitable. Our research has
been aiming at these questions.
Recently our team have came across with the very
active Information Society related information policy
making, due to the above the average government

commitment of speeding up internet and internet related
services penetration. Under the framework of the
National Research and Development Program a two
years research project were launched in 2001 aiming the
investigation
of
the
sociological,
economic,
administrative and technical preconditions of the more
intensive development and progress. Our team focused
on the macroeconomic modeling and forecasting. The
model have been developed is suitable for testing and
experimenting several type of policies, the scale goes
from the orthodox Keynesian approach to the ultra
liberal type of decisions.
The System Dynamics is one of the most powerful and
well-acknowledged simulation tool for modeling amongst other - macroeconomic decisions. Applying
System Dynamics in the modeling of information
society is also quite unique in our research. With this
methodology it is possible to give advise for the
decision-makers about the most effective ways and the
most effective points where spending can have the most
beneficial effect on creating the information society.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The action plans are made to help obtaining the main
goals by creating actions to draw the real situation
towards them. However, we have encountered a few
difficulties already. During the creation of action plans
we have to face some problems, as during the
decomposition one has to pay attention not to lose the
original focus. It can often be experienced that our
action plans are defocused and they are not able to
support us in answering the original question. Another
problem factor is getting realistic feedback on the
process to achieve our goals.
Naturally, the development of the actions must be
continuously observed in order to bring in the necessary
corrections. These results however, cannot be defined in
all cases and the collection of data can cause difficulties.

For this purpose we used the aspects of the eEurope
Benchmark 2005 (eEurope 2005, 2002).
The European Commission has drawn up a list of
twenty basic public services to be benchmarked. These
include twelve public services aimed at individual
citizens and eight for businesses. By identifying the
main factors of the Information Society, these
benchmarks offer help in the structure for data
collection and can be used as starting points for model
creation. The benchmark indicators ensure the
international comparison as well.
To minimize the foreseeable difficulties we decided to
use System Dynamics (SD) tools for modeling, research
and interpretation of the results (John D. Sterman,
2000). System Dynamics – a technique created almost
half a century ago (Paulré 1980) – made it possible to
represent the factors of Information Society in all their
detailed complexity. SD also helped to form the model
in a way that it helps in creating deductions regarding
the operation of real-life processes. The model itself
was created with the help of the SD modeling software
VenSim. Developing a useful model is difficult enough;
using modeling to help implement new policies is even
harder. As in our case the basic data were incomplete
and the actions of the sub-systems were hardly
predictable the deployment of a well-formed framework
was a must. Since effective modeling rests on a strong
base of data and understanding of the issues, the rules
and instructions of framework inspired us to disclose the
problems thoroughly.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model reflects to the findings of a recent done
nationwide research in which the relevant influencing
factors of the penetration of the information society (IS)
paradigm were thoroughly investigated. The sub-models
are working with statistical variables, mainly defined by
the EU Benchmark 2005. The logic of the model can be
demonstrated with the following figure.

Parameter 1

Increment 1

Multiplier 1

Parameter 2
Component 1

Correction 1

Correction 2

Start
value
1

Altogether 2

Altogether 1
Variable

Figure 1: The Logic of the Model
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Component 2
Start
value
2

Increment 2

Multiplier 2

In the model each variable is made up of some
components. During the examination of the simpler
parts we only have to consider the effects of two
components at the same time, but in the more
complicated parts of the model the development of the
variable is influenced by more than ten components.

correction we can ensure the consistence of the
simulation model.
The complex model is built up from of seven submodels:

We have statistical data for the value of the variables to
start with that later can be regarded as given values.
During the simulation, these start values are increased
by the multiplier that can be established with statistical
data series or with professional estimate. The
development of the components can be influenced by
the acceleration rate through the alteration of other
variables.

•

E-economy (B2B, B2C)

•

Quality of Access (Expenditures on Security)

•

Infrastructure Development

•

Public Service / Administration (services for
individuals, services for enterprises)

By taking these factors into consideration the values of
the components valid for the given period and determine
the value of the desired variable. The appropriate
weights of components permit the differentiated
consideration of the effects. The components have to
match the value of the developed variables. The
corrections reduce the potential failure of the model, as
without correction the value of the components can
secede from the weight of the variable. With the

•

Corporate Access and Use

•

Individual Access and Use

•

Tariff, which are connected to each other.

The scheme of the model can be seen on the following
figure.

Individual access

Infotaintment
+
+

+

B2C

+

+

+
+
+ +

Expenditures on security
+
+
+

B2B +

+

e-health

Individual usage +
+

+
Services for individuals
Quality of service

+

e-Procurement

Infrastructure
+

Public administration access
+

+
+
Public administration usage

+
Services for enterprises
+

+
B2B Marketplace

e-learning

Cost
+

Corporate rate of access

+

+
Corporate number of access
+

Figure 2: Overview of the Information Society Penetration Model
Each sub-model contains 2 to 12 components,
connected through the growth ratio. The connections
between the sub-models are inserted with specifiable
parameters, therewith assuring that the strength of crosseffects can be regulated. The accelerator effect
influences the growth of the individual areas in a direct
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or indirect way. As the growths of the different
partitions are not the same, the indicators’ value will
lead to several combinations. The model starts with
realistic statistical values and the different strategies and
policies are translated into the concrete values of the
growth parameters.

The SD model is implemented in Vensim 3.0.
MODEL SCENARIOS AND RESULTS
The model can be used to conduct several simulations
depending on the scenarios and partly on the decision
makers’ attitude (more market-oriented or committed to
the public expenditure).
These scenarios are constructed on the basis of different
preconditions – supplemented with the examination of
sensitivity – and they are giving the most important
results of the modeling. The results of the model were
examined in seven scenarios: (1) a realistic situation, (2)
Public service dominated scenarios a) Public services
for individuals and enterprises b) Infrastructure

development c) Public e-procurement enhancement, (3)
Competitive sector dominated service scenarios a) B2B
b) B2C c) E-health.
Applying the methods detailed above a multitude of
simulations can be made and various conclusions can be
drawn. In this paper we can only illustrate the most
important implications regarding the two basic
concepts: public service dominated scenarios and
competitive sector dominated service scenarios Further
analysis still can be made. The interpretation of data is
always partly affected by convictions; however in this
case the results of simulations create a well-defined and
determinate basis.

B2B

0.0784

0.0605

0.0425

0.0246

0.0066

2002

mi EBIZ
mi EBIZ
mi EBIZ
mi EBIZ
mi EBIZ
mi EBIZ
mi EBIZ
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2004

2005

2006
Time (Year)

2007
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B2B : eprc
B2B : infr
B2B : publ
B2B : b2b
B2B : b2c
B2B : ehealth

2008

2009

2010
százalék
százalék
százalék
százalék
százalék
százalék
százalék

Figure 3: Business-toBusiness EC
The main question of our research was whether the
development of internet-penetration is the task of the
government or public organizations. In order to answer
the research question, the impacts of 6 examined
approaches have been compared in selected key areas.
The results are the following:
•

In order to develop B2C commerce market
solutions and the improvement of market
organizations are more adequate comparing to
other approaches, which require governmental
sponsorship.

•

In the area of B2B commerce both market and
governmental intervention can be successful.
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Beside the market based development of B2B,
the introduction of e-procurement can support
this area, which is strong governmental role.
•

The development of infrastructure can be based
both on governmental and market resource. In
short
term
the
direct
development
(infrastructure investments, subventions) can
be the most successful, but in long term the
other approaches have approximately the same
effect. All approaches based on government
service improve the state of infrastructure,
while among the market-based approaches the
development of B2B has the most powerful
effect.

•

for
individuals
or
enterprises). The
development of the infrastructure can improve
the usage of Internet, as well.

The individual and corporate usage of Internet
can be improved by both approaches. The
familiarization of users to Internet by means of
other services has the most powerful effect in
this area (services of e-health or public services

Individual Usage of Internet

3.425 M

3.034 M

2.643 M

2.252 M

1.861 M

2002

mi INDA USEN :
mi INDA USEN :
mi INDA USEN :
mi INDA USEN :
mi INDA USEN :
mi INDA USEN :
mi INDA USEN :

2003

2004

2005

2006
Time (Year)

2007

alap
eprc
infr
publ
b2b
b2c
ehealth

2008

2009

2010
fõ
fõ
fõ
fõ
fõ
fõ
fõ

Figure 4: Individual usage of Internet
All this concludes to the implication that Information
Society building requires the intervention of the
government in the short terms, however the penetration
is expected to grow by itself – or rather by the actions of
the participants – from a point onwards. The
Information Society can become a self-sustaining
system.
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ABSTRACT
For Russia for the first time a fully digitized complete
engineering model of a power plant electric circuit that is
able to work in the real time in a frame of a computer
simulator has been developed. The model and the simulator can be used by the power plant operational personnel
to predict what operation mode of the power plant electric
circuit shell happen at the real equipment as a result of a
required change over.
INTRODUCTION
According to the existed circumstances the main facilities
of Russian Federation power plants were put into operation in a short time of the second half of XX century. The
same situation was arisen as well in the West European
countries, the USA, Canada and some other countries.
From this it follows that the equipment with finished service life should be substituted by the new one in the
comparatively short time and in large qualities. It is necessary to attract for it the huge funds. At the same time
the investigations showed that the service life could be
continued, if the equipment is maintained under soft conditions.
The new software system, which is able to help in providing of the soft conditions of electrical equipment operation, is described in this article.
STATEMENT OF A PROBLEM AND GENERAL
TOPICS
When a power utility dispatcher makes an order for a
power plant to output certain power along the requested
transmission lines, neither this dispatcher nor the power
plant specialists beforehand know well, which regime of
electrical equipment operation would be installed as a
result of operating this command. The assessment of obtained result can be made only after operating the order.
However the necessary volume or the amount of measuring devices is traditionally not installed at some electric
circuits, and therefore even after operating the dispatcher
order the personnel has not the full and accurate estimation about the formed regime of electric equipment operation. But if even after operating the dispatcher command
it became evident that one of the elements of electrical
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
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equipment works with overload, it is still not clear, how it
should be necessary to change the regime to avoid this
overload and at the same time to fulfill the dispatcher
order.
Until recently there was no technical means to forecast on
the fly the mode of operation of a power plant electric
circuit as a result of a planned switching over. The available systems for calculating the parameters of electrical
regimes are oriented for the long preparation of initial
data in a certain format, they have not a convenient user
friendly interface, and in addition the time of calculating
one regime by means of such software is still quite large.
All these facts limit their utilization at the real power
plants. Another systems (the simulators of switches) that
have a user friendly interface are not able for the most
part to calculate the operating conditions of electrical
equipment.
The Russian company “Power plants simulators” managed together with the electric stations’ chair of Moscow
Energy Institute (MEI) to solve first the pointed problem
in the full scale.
The technical problems, which had to be solved, concern
the following areas:
• Algorithms of functioning the separate elements of
electric circuit;
• Optimization of the rate of solution;
• Organization of software structure;
• Complex debugging of complicated systems.
As a result the “Complex analyzer of the processes of
power plants’ electrical equipment functioning” (CAEE)
was developed, while the high accurate model of electrical equipment functioning lays in the basis of it. Being
created for a particular power plant with taking into account all its distinctive features, this model allows to calculate the main parameters of the power plant electric
circuit under any switching over.
It is evident that in order to successfully forecast the operating conditions of electrical equipments of a power
plant, CAEE must manage to simulate in full-fledged
manner:
• generators of any kind including their excitation systems,
• transformers,
• switches
• and so on.
It is extremely important that the developed software system allows to execute the calculations of processes occurring in the electrical equipment in the real time.

CAEE doesn’t demand the exhausting preparation of initial data for calculations. It has a user friendly interface
that allows easy to learn how to use it.
If we have the high accurate model, it is possible not only
to forecast the operating conditions of power plant’s electric part, but to analyze as well the occurred emergency
situations. A function of creating the oscillograms of
“fast” transient processes was included in CAEE for facilitating the analysis of emergency situations by means
of the CAEE. It is supposed to use as a “oscillograph",
for example, Microsoft Excel, while CAEE is able to
create the data that are necessary for it.
Moreover, if the additional means for training the personnel are included in CAEE, it is possible to obtain a high
quality simulator for training of electricians, which is
totally adopted with the special features of given power
plant. The CAEE development engineers envisaged a
possibility of its equipment with the subsystem supporting the personnel training. In such configuration the
CAEE can be equipped with the following features:
• additional protection and blocking, which are absent
at the real power plant, but which prejudice the
trained person about approaching to the emergency
situation in a few steps before it;
• subsystem of calculating the residual reliability of
electric circuit during any switches over and an integrated estimation of the whole transient process from
one regime to another in accordance with the conditions of reliability;
• the traditional servicing functions of training simulators such as:
• loading an initial state;
• saving the current state;
• real/accelerated time modes;
• run/freeze modes;
• a feature that a previously performed exercise
can be later repeated in automatic mode,
• and so on;
• the CAEE can be run on a few computers interconnected to a LAN
The Russian company “Power plant simulators” has already more than 10 years occupied the leading positions
in Russia in the area of development of simulatorsanalyzers of thermo mechanical processes of thermal
power units. In this period the company delivered to the
customers in Russia and abroad more than 20 simulators
of different type. The joining of its advanced simulation
technologies with the advanced scientific research of the
leading specialists of MEI electric stations’ chair resulted
in the development of the software product, which has no
analogues not only in Russia, but in our opinion also
abroad. The software product can allow the electric
power plants and utilities to reduce substantially the expenditures for running repair and updating of electrical
equipment.
A development of the first CAEE for Moscow power
plant number 26 is completed in April 2004. The main
circuit of electrical connections at the power plant reproduced in CAEE consists of the following elements:
• 32 nodal points (points of electrical connection of the
groups of elements),
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•
•
•
•

more than 300 switching elements (switches and
disconnectors),
ten 220-500kV-transmission lines,
14 transformers with power from 32 to 400 MVA
7 generators with power from 120 to 320 MWт

REGIMES THE CAEE REPRODUCES
The regimes of possible overloads of equipment on current and voltage are most important in the context of preserving the service life of electrical equipment.
Based on the accurate mathematical modeling, CAEE
allows to reproduce practically all steady-state and transient regimes of generators, transformers, switching
equipment etc. including both the normal and abnormal
regimes.
In this chapter we will enumerate some most frequently
met and most important regimes of electrical equipment
operation, which are reproduced in CAEE.
Transformers
The overload of coupling transformers (generator switchgear - GSG) of generator voltage and OSG (outdoor
switchgear) of HV (high voltage), OSG of MV (middle
voltage) is possible with the generators operation along
the schedule of heat production and the reduction of 6-10
kV-local consumer load. In this case the disconnection of
one coupling transformer will result in the overload of
another ones. The duration of this overload is determined
either by the duration of transformer disconnection or the
time, which is necessary for the readjustment of technological conditions of heating system and the unloading of
generators required. The level of overload can be significant and exceeds the systematic overloads admissible by
Russian State Standards (GOST) as well as the admissible short-term overloads permitted by the “Rules of technical maintenance” (RTM). For the transformers, for
which the service life is about over, such overload can
result either in the final malfunction or in the failure of
devices for VCL (voltage control under the load) or for
SWE (switch without the excitation). The disconnection
of the transformer can be caused both by the failure of the
transformer itself and the failures in the work of switching equipment in its circuit. CAEE allows to the operating personnel to analyze all possible ways going out the
formed critical situation with the full control of operating
conditions.
The overload of coupling autotransformers HVSG (highvoltage switchgear) – MVSG (middle-voltage switchgear) in the power systems with the relatively short
transmission lines are caused, as a rule, by the power system regime. Taking into account, that the relation of inductive reactance’s in the transformers of power units and
transmission lines constitutes 5-10 in such systems, the
capacity redistribution at the generators of power units
effects poorly on the transit flow through the coupling
autotransformer. The solution of a problem is possible
only by the combined actions of operating personnel of
the power plant and the power utility. For the electrically
remote power plants the mentioned regime can be corrected by means of load redistribution between units
switched for HVSG and MVSG. In all these cases CAEE

gives the exhaustive information on the possible consequences of operating personnel actions and the operating
conditions.
The overload of unit transformers at the units of Russian
power plant is unlikely, because their rated power exceeds the power of unit generators. The overload of reserve transformer for auxiliaries in the regimes, when it
works simultaneously for a few units, is possible, if there
is a failure of some working transformer of auxiliaries. In
this case the overload duration is determined by the possible overswitching in the circuit of reserve power supply
of power plant auxiliaries or the duration of unit outage.
CAEE covers the pointed regimes and allows to forecast
the optimal actions of operating personnel.

•

Generators
The steady-state regimes of generators’ operation at real
power plants are also conducted in some cases by the
overloads exceeding the permissible ones. We enumerate
the most often met regimes, which are successfully implemented by CAEE.
• Separation of a part of power plant to a stand-alone
system with the formed shortage of active power of
the separated part. The pointed regime is accompanied by the reduction of the separated part frequency,
the increase of generators’ excitation with the possible overload of rotor and stator on current. The many
ways are known for going out the critical regime including: the disconnection of a number of consumers; the attempt of resynchronization with frequency
difference exceeding the permissible one for the
conditions of accurate synchronization; the transfer
of a local consumer feeding that doesn’t require the
uninterrupted power supply to the reserve system of
buses with temporary disconnection of its power
supply, etc. CAEE is modeling both the development
of situation and the possible ways of going out and
returning to a allowed regime.
• The voltage reduction in network is a special phenomenon in the deficit power systems, when a part of
the system is separated in a stand-alone system. In
this case depending on the adjustment of voltage deviation channel in ACE (automatic controller of excitation), a series of the alternative regimes of generator operation is possible: from the overload on rotor
current to going out the synchronism under conditions of static stability. CAEE allows to predict in
advance the consequences, to install the desired distribution of reactive power between generators and to
select the optimal ACE adjustment by means of
pointed channel.
• The loss of generating facilities is dangerous in the
deficit power utilities. Therefore, when in such
power utilities a generator comes to the asynchronous regime, there are the attempts to keep it in operation in spite of some difficulties to keep its thermal regime. In excess power utilities, the generator
that felt to asynchronous regime is, as a rule,
switched off. In the same time the rules of technical
maintenance don’t forbid for some generators to
work in the asynchronous regime during a limited
time. When the generator works in the asynchronous
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•

•

regime without excitation it consumes a large
amount of reactive power, it compensates the generators, which are adjacent with it and are working with
excitation. In this case the generators, which have the
largest excitation control factor for the voltage deviation, are overloaded for rotor current and stator current by 20-30%. The pointed regime is successfully
implemented in CAEE. The power plant personnel
obtains a possibility to set up beforehand the limitation of overexcitation of adjacent generators, which
is switched on in the asynchronous regime of one of
them.
At the present time the existence of prolonged 500
kV-networks results in the voltage growth both in
500 kV-networks as well as in the 220 and 110 kVnetworks connected with them in the case of excess
generation of reactive power in the pointed networks.
The considerable differences in the consumption of
reactive power in daytime and at night promote to it.
When the consumption of reactive power in system
is insufficient, some generators must be transferred
in the regime of reactive power consumption. In this
case they are working with the considerable underexcitation. It can result and results in the loss of dynamic stability of generator, if the lengthy short current coincides with this regime. In addition the overexcitation of transformers and autotransformers as
well as the increase of voltage for auxiliaries are observed in such regimes. CAEE allows to forecast the
pointed emergency regimes and to find the optimal
regimes of generators’ operation for the reactive
power output within the frameworks of dispatching
active load curve.
Some power systems yet currently use the method of
switching on the generators in network by means of
self-synchronization in the emergency regimes. It accelerates the process of putting the facility into operation if there is a power deficit but creates the dangerous situations both for the generator and the
power system. CAEE implements the pointed processes in full as well as the regimes appearing with
failure of autosynchronizers and not synchronous
connection of generators to network.
The regime of transferring from the working excitation to the reserve one for electric machines is of
great importance for the generators that have not
100%-reserve in the thyristor excitation systems.
There were the emergencies with the difficult consequences in some power plants. CAEE implements all
these regimes appearing during the transfer to the reserve excitation.

Switching Devices
The current overload of switching devices and current
transformers, which is possible with the different
switches in the ring circuits, is an abnormal phenomenon
because it is not predictable. In the ring circuits with 3/2
and 4/3 of switches for connection, the current distribution takes place on the basis of inductive impedances of
buses’ sections and resistances of contacts. The repair and
after-emergency regimes are possible in such circuits, and
during these regimes the separate switches will be over-

loaded on current. In the case of current overload the superheat of contact system occurs, and that is undesirable.
A software block, which allows to calculate continuously
the pointed regime and correspondingly to forecast it, was
included in CAEE.
The similar phenomenon takes place in the switching
devices of generators, which are equipped by sectional
current-limiting reactor. The concrete current-limiting
reactors for the rated current 4000 A are not produced in
Russia since 1990. The service life of pointed reactors is
25 years, and this is determined by the period of service
life of concrete. At the present time the majority of
pointed devices exhausted their service life. In the same
time the overload of pointed reactors is limited similar to
the dry-type transformers. The serious emergencies connected with distortion of pointed devices took place at
some power plants. The initial analysis of operating regimes of switchgears’ sections allows in the case of existence of reserve system of buses to provide the optimal
operating conditions for the sectional current-limiting
reactor, which eliminate the overloads.
MATHEMATICAL BASES OF CAEE
The special features of block diagrams of the simulated
electric circuits, which are typical for power plants and in
many cases also for modern power systems, were used
during development of CAEE.
For the most part the structure of electric circuit at power
plants is represented by the nodes of this electric circuit
with series connection. These circuits are begun from the
nodes embodying the external power system, and they
exceed greatly in power the modeled generators connected into other nodes. A number of cross linkages between such circuits is negligible. As the investigations of
networks existing in Russia showed, the similar structures
are typical for the circuits adjacent to the power plants.
The networks with voltage 110 kV and in some cases also
with 220 kV are radial even in the compact power systems. Such structure is used, because the short-circuit
current are too large in the complicated loop networks,
where there are many jumpers.
Under such conditions the modeling of network like quasi
complicated loop circuit, especially for the inside circuit
of power plant, seems to be not expedient.
The use of methods for calculating the ladder circuits
allowed to avoid in modeling power plant circuit the difficulties, which appear with using the methods that are
characteristic to the complicated loop circuits.
In our mind the complex technology of processing the
sparse matrixes is unnecessary in this case.
The presentation of general circuit in a form of ladder
elements with actively inductive couplings allowed also
to decline the use of global coordinate system. In this
case the ladder circuit is modeled by the power flows
from a node to a node by means of solving the system of
nonlinear algebraic constraint equations.
The methods for solving the pointed system of equations
was developed. They give the steady-state solution,
which is calculated at the modern computers in real time
scale.
The advantage of used method is a presentation of a
branch of a network within the frameworks of general
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iterative process as a separate element, in which the
power flows between the nodes of electric circuit are determined on the basis of vectors of voltages in nodes and
without connection with the general system of coordinates.
The use of global coordinate system seems to be necessary only for modeling the cross-linkages. They include
the coupling autotransformers of switchgears with different voltage and the sectional reactors.
The determination of magnitudes and phases of voltage
vectors in the nodes by means of power balance allows to
use locally the diacoptical method for finding the currents
in any element of circuit.
The generators are modeled in the orthogonal system of
coordinates d, q by means of the full Gorev-Park’s equations. In this case the modeling of network by a balance
of powers in nodes allows to avoid the so called coordinate converters.
If the ac generator with rectifier is used in the generator
excitation system, this generator is modeled as well by
means of the full Gorev-Park’s equations, while the rectifier is modeled by means of its characteristics.
The turbines is modeled in CAEE as a complex of automatic frequency control of generator rotation without
taking into account the mechanical processes in details.
Thus, the application of above mentioned methods in
CAEE allowed to obtain:
• Full modeling adequacy in all operating regimes of
power plant’s electric circuit for the periodic component of forward sequence currents,
• Full modeling adequacy in all operating regimes of
power plant’s electric circuit for the flows of active
and reactive power,
• Full modeling adequacy in all operating regimes of
power plant’s electric circuit for the electromagnetic
moments in generators,
• Full modeling adequacy in all operating regimes of
power plant’s electric circuit for the voltages in
nodes of an electric circuit,
• Determination with insignificant error, which is admissible by Guiding documents in calculating the
short-circuit currents, of aperiodic components in the
currents of any element,
• Periodic currents and voltages for the regimes of not
symmetric short-circuits by using the equivalent circuit for local section and the equivalent reaction of
another part of circuit.
The mathematic methods used in CAEE allowed to avoid
the difficulties, which are inherent to the solution of a
problem in the global formulation. On the other hand,
they allowed to realize the all-regime model of electric
equipment operation in the modeling system, in which
practically all variables of modeling have the concrete
physical meaning. It allowed to lighten greatly the debugging of model, because the diacoptical method allows
to fulfill the adjustment of each element model separately.
The model debugging and testing are greatly complicated
with the global problem statement, when that is the problem of modeling electric circuit of power plant. It is connected with the fact that the separate element can not be
allocated from the general model in the known computa-

tional techniques with the global problem statement,
while its parameters are the part of generalized parameters of global model, which can’t have a concrete physical meaning.
The means of looking for errors are especially important
for the system, which has a few ten thousand of variables.
It is extremely important for the solution of a problem of
forecasting the power plant, because there is not standard
solution for the majority of regimes.
The structure of mathematical provision and software of
CAEE allows to develop and to adjust the models of electrical equipment operation for the circuits of practically
any complexity.
CONCLUSIONS
At the present time the prolongation of electrical equipment service life represents the serious problem for electric power industry of all the country, and this problem
needs the comprehensive solution. The software complex
CAEE described in this article can help to solve the problem due to its unique capabilities.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a generic approach for compiling fast
execution-driven simulators, and applies the approach to
simulating the effects of program execution in computer
hardware. Our approach is based on using static program
analysis to guide partial evaluation and slicing of simulators. Because results of some simulation operations are
known before execution, a cache simulator program can be
partially evaluated during its compilation. Program slicing
can be used to remove the computations that have no effect
on the simulation result.

the run-time behavior of a program without executing it
with a specific input. Static analysis is usually motivated
by its ability to simultaneously give results for a set of inputs, often for all inputs of a program.
For some analysis tasks, simulation methods are slow, and
any speed-up of simulation is useful. Our approach is to
use partial evaluation and program slicing guided by static
analysis to compile fast simulators.
In our presentation, we concentrate on a specific application: simulating the cache memory behavior that is caused
by an execution of a computer program. Such cache performance evaluation is a demanding program analysis task,
and thus a good test of the applicability of our approach.

Understanding memory performance of computer programs
is hard. The steps executed and the related memory referOur experimental work with cache analysis shows that our ences can be seen from the code of a program. However,
approach significantly speeds up simulations. Fast cache cache misses and the related executions stalls cannot be
simulation is needed in development of both computer soft- seen. Typical hardware does not support analysis of memware and hardware. To properly understand the cache be- ory operations (Horowitz et al. 1996). Therefore, the memhavior caused by a computer program, simulations must be ory operations caused by program execution are often simdone with sufficiently many inputs. Traditional simulation ulated.
of memory operations caused by a computer program can
The traditional cache analysis method is trace-driven simube orders of magnitude slower than execution of the prolation (Uhlig and Mudge 1997). A trace-driven simulation
gram. Our approach reduces the time needed in cache perhas two main phases. In the first phase, an access trace
formance evaluations without losing accuracy of the results.
is collected. Because hardware support for tracing is rare
(Horowitz et al. 1996), the collection is typically done by
INTRODUCTION
augmenting the subject program with trace emitting code.
In the second phase, a memory simulation is executed usThis paper discusses how static program analysis can be
ing the collected trace as the input.
used to compile fast execution-driven simulators. In an
execution-driven simulation, the execution of a computer Execution-driven simulation can yield more accurate results
program is interleaved with the simulation that describes than trace-driven simulation. In an execution-driven simubehavior implied by the computer program.
lation, the execution of a software is interleaved with the
Execution-driven simulation is a straightforward approach
to analysis of computer programs. It is performed by simply executing a subject program with instrumentations that
collect the analysis data and simulating the behavior that we
are interested in.
Static program analysis is an other approach to analysis of
computer programs. In static analysis, we try to understand
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simulation of the underlying hardware. Thus, executiondriven simulation allows feed-back from the hardware simulator to the software. Such a simulation technique is useful in program performance analysis and simulating parallel
and distributed systems.
Simulation is a flexible and accurate method, but simulating memory operations of a program can be orders of mag-

nitude slower than execution of the program (Uhlig and
Mudge 1997). To properly understand the memory behavior of the program, simulation must be done with sufficiently many inputs. This leads to simulation times that
are often infeasible in system development.

ory.

Cache memories consist of blocks called cache lines, which
are used to store frequently used blocks of memory. We
denote the length of a cache line by L. Cache lines are
organized into cache sets of equal size. The size of a cache
Because of the central role of simulation in cache perfor- set is also called associativity of the cache (typically, it is
mance analysis, a variety of methods have been developed 1–16 lines), which we denote by A. We denote the number
for speeding up simulations. Many of the methods are de- of cache sets by N . Thus, the size of a cache is N · A · L.
signed for trace-driven simulation. The traditional speed up
methods operate between the trace generation and the trace A memory line is an aligned block in memory that is of
consumption (i.e., simulation). They modify the trace in a the size of a cache line. Each memory line (and thus also
way that makes the processing faster. Such method include, each memory address) is uniquely mapped to a set. Two
1
for example, packing methods (Ha and Johnson 1994, Sam- memory accesses (or references ) conflict if their addresses
ples 1989), stack deletion methods (Smith 1977), cache fil- are mapped to the same cache set.
tering methods (Puzak 1985), and spatial blocking (AgarBefore accessing the main memory, the computer hardware
wal and Huffman 1990).
checks whether the addressed datum is stored in a cache line
Recent methods for speeding up cache simulations often ap- (in the cache set of the memory address). If the datum is in
ply parallel and distributed techniques. Such methods di- the cache, then a hit occurs. Otherwise, a miss occurs and a
vide the simulation task into a number of smaller subtasks block in the cache is replaced for the new one. The misses
that can be simulated in parallel by a number of proces- can be categorized into three:
sors. Such methods include, for example, set and time par• Compulsory misses, the first access to a line causes altitioning (Heidelberg and Stone 1990), stack distance methways a miss.
ods (Nicol and Greenberg 1992), and methods based on ap• Capacity misses occur when the cache is too small to
plying generic parallel discrete event simulation techniques
hold all of the lines needed during an execution of a
(Fujimoto 1999).
program.
Our method for speeding up simulations is based on static
program analysis. Our static analysis finds out memory references that always cause cache hits or always cause cache
misses. Based on the static analysis, parts of the simulation task can be solved during compilation of an executiondriven simulation program. This is done by omitting simulation at references, whose effects are statically known, and
using simplified simulation at references, whose effects are
partially known.
The structure of this paper is the following. The second section discusses the problem of cache performance analysis of
programs. The third section presents a model of execution
driven simulation. The fourth section discusses static cache
analysis, and the fifth section describes how it can be used
to compile fast cache simulators. The sixth section presents
our experimental results, which show that significant speed
up can be achieved by using the method. In the last section,
we draw some conclusions.

• Conflict misses occur when the cache has sufficient
space, but the organization of the cache does not allow the data to be kept in the cache.
Because of the complexity of the memory hardware, interactions of memory references are complex. To improve performance, we must understand the cache behavior that the
references cause. Typical hardware does not support analysis of memory operations (Horowitz et al. 1996). Therefore,
the memory operations of such programs are usually simulated.
Simulation of memory operations of a program can be orders of magnitude slower than execution of the program
(Uhlig and Mudge 1997). Traditional simulation of the effect caused by a single access includes several operations:
• pass the accessed address to the simulator
• break up the address into tag, block number, and block
offset
• compute the set number

CACHE MEMORIES

• search the block in the corresponding set

Cache memories (see e.g., Przybylski 1990) improve memory access times. They reduce the number of cycles a processor is waiting for data; in the best case, the processor can
continue its operation without any stall. Present day first
level caches can give access to data two orders of magnitude
faster than main memory. Thus, memory can become a major performance bottleneck, and careful design can significantly improve performance of systems using cache mem-
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• update set status and performance metrics
Updating the set status typically consists of several operations, which depend on the cache replacement algorithm
that is used in the simulated hardware. In the following, we
will assume LRU (Least Recently Used) replacement.
1 A static read or write in a programis a reference. An executionof the
read or write at runtimeis an access.

EXECUTION-DRIVEN SIMULATION

STATIC ANALYSIS

In an execution-driven simulation, the execution of a program is interleaved with the simulation of the underlying
hardware. In the rest of this paper, we will use an abstract
model of execution-driven simulation to explain our method
of building fast simulators.

In static analysis, we estimate the execution state of a program without actually executing the program. Our static
analysis follows the concept of abstract interpretation presented by (Cousot and Cousot 1977). The concept is a formalization of flow analyses used in many optimizing compilers.

Let P be a program and O its output corresponding to input
I, i.e., the program computes:

To understand the hits and misses, our static cache analysis
approximates concrete cache states, which are simulated by
the instrumentation presented in the previous section. In
[[P ]]hIi = O
(1) the approximation, we use cache ages that describe, how
recently a data element has been referred to. The age of
To build a simulator that is driven by P , we must instrument an element can be {1, ..., A, >}, where > means that the
P with code that simulates the hardware. The instrumented element is not in cache.
program P A computes:
At each program point, we statically compute the upper and
lower bounds for cache ages of data elements. I.e., we ap[[P A ]]hI, I + i = hO, O+ i
(2) proximately compute the position of each data element in
the Qt queues described in the previous section. In must
where I + is the input for the instrumentation and O+ is the analysis of cache states, data elements are mapped to their
maximum cache age. In may analysis of cache states, data
analysis output that is measured by the instrumentation.
elements are mapped to their minimum cache age. MemIn an execution-driven cache simulator, each memory ref- ory references that always hit are found by must analysis
erence in the original program code must be instrumented and memory references that always miss are found by may
with cache simulation code. Instead of explicitly giving the analysis:
instrumentation code that is needed, we define a short ab• If the age of a referred to data element is always less
stract instrumentation for cache analysis.
than or equal to A, then the reference is always a hit.
The abstract instrumentation uses a mapping incache and
a set of queues Qt (one queue per each cache set). For each
cached line t, incache (t) is 1. Otherwise incache (t) is
0. For each cache line t, Qt is the replacement queue of the
set of the line. The queues represent the total order needed
by LRU management – they are last-in-first-outqueues. For
each cache set, the head of its queue is the least recently
used cache line.
Analysis instrumentation for a memory reference addressing line l is:
t = line(l, N, A, L);
if not incache(t) then
set_not_incache(remove_head(Qt ))
set_incache(t)
else
remove(Qt, t)
end
insert_tail(Qt , t)

• If the age of a referred to data element is newer less
than or equal to A, then the reference is always a miss.
• Otherwise, we do not know.
For example, let associativity of a cache be two. Consider
the following piece of code using four pointer variables a,
b, c, and d that point to different memory lines belonging to
a single cache set.
y := *b
x := *a
if x > y then
x := *c
if x > y then
y := *a
else
y := *d

Consider state of the cache before the second if statement.
In our must analysis the abstract state is
ˆ >)}. Thus, the maximum age of
{(â, 2), (b̂, >), (ĉ, >), ( d,
the data element pointed by a is 2. For other locations, it
is unlimited, i.e., >. In our may analysis, the abstract state
In the instrumentation, line returns the memory line referred
ˆ
to, remove_head removes the head of a queue and returns is {(â, 1), (b̂, 2), (ĉ, 1), (d, >)}, i.e., three locations may be
cached.
Thus
in
the
second
if statement, the memory referit, insert_tail inserts a cache line to the tail of a queue, and
ence using pointer a is always a hit and the memory referremove removes a cache line from the inside of a queue.
ence using pointer d is always a miss.
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COMPILING FAST SIMULATORS
Our combined analysis has three phases: a compilation
phase, an execution phase, and a summary phase. In the
compilation phase, a subject program is statically analyzed
and a simulator is built. In the execution phase, the simulator is executed (typically with several inputs). In the
summary phase, the analysis information of the compilation phase and the analysis information of the simulation
phase are combined.

• A backward slice of a program P with set of program
elements S consists of all program elements that might
affect the values computed by S.
• A forward slice of program P with set of program elements S consists of all program elements that might
be affected by the values computed by members of S.
S is called the slicing criterion. In our analysis, the slicing
criterion consists of input statements of the original program, and output statements of the analysis instrumentation.
We use our slicing criterion to compute a backward slice of
the simulator.

The execution phase follows the typical procedures of simulation studies. The summary phase simply merges the results of the static analysis and simulation. The compilation As described in the preceding, a partially evaluated analyzer
phase is special, therefore, we will describe it in detail.
computes both the original output and the analysis output:
The compilation phase consists of three program transformation steps: program instrumentation, partial evaluation,
and program slicing. The first step creates an executiondriven simulator and the last two are program specializations, which make it faster and more compact. The two
specialization steps need static analysis information (i.e.,
results of the analysis explained in the previous section).
Partial evaluation

[[PIA+ ]]hIi = hO, O+ i
We do not need the original output. Further, we do not need
the program elements that do not affect our analysis result.
We use slicing to implement a program transformation that
yields a program PIA+ S computing only the analysis output.
Let slicer be the transformation, then for all I:
[[slicer]]hPIA+ , Si = PIA+ S ⇒
+

O
Partial evaluation (see e.g., Jones et al. 1993) is a program [[PIA+S ]]hIi O= [[PIA+ ]]hIi & [[PIA+S ]]hIi =
Ø
transformation that is given a subject program with part of
O+
its input data. It constructs a new program that, when given
where S is the slicing criterion, = denotes equality of analthe remaining input, will yield the same result that the origiO
ysis output, and = denotes equality of original output.
nal subject program would have produced given both inputs.

Consider the program P A computing [[P A]]hI, I + i =
hO, O+ i. Let peval denote the partial evaluator, then
[[peval]]hP A , I + i = PIA+ ⇒ [[P A]]hI, I + i = [[PIA+ ]]hIi

Program slicing is done by analyzing relations between program elements. Program elements do computations by using values to define new ones or to control program flow. If
a value or a flow of control is not used, then the elements
defining the value or controlling the flow can be removed.

for all I. Thus, we fix the analysis initialization (input) and
evaluate statically the part of the analysis that we can.

Optimizing compilers typically apply simple forms of program slicing, e.g., dead code elimination. Dead code elimOur partial evaluation is based on static analysis of the orig- ination removes program elements that compute unused
inal program P . The static analysis is done for the same task values. Analyzing control dependencies caused by jumps
as the preceding instrumentation for the simulation (which and especially subroutine calls is more complex. Compiler
produced P A from P ). Static analysis can give us static rarely do such analysis.
values of both the original program and its instrumentation.
Consider the analysis instrumentation of our cache simulaInstead of using the complete analysis instrumentation tor. A hit removes a cache line from the replacement queue.
given in the third section, we can use simplified instrumen- If we known that a reference is always a hit, then it must
tations at references that are known to hit or miss, i.e., only be preceded by a reference that places the cache line in the
one branch of the if statement is used and the condition is queue. Thus, we have a pair of the form:
omitted. Further, we can use a faster operation line’(l) ininsert_tail(Q_t, t)
stead of the complete operation line(l, N, A, L), because N,
...
A, and L are constants.
remove(Q_t, t)
Actually, there is no need to insert the cache line in the replacement queue, because of the following hit. We know
Program slicing (see e.g., Tip 1995) is an operation that that the inserted line will never reach the head of the queue.
identifies semantically meaningful decompositions of pro- The insertion and the related removal can sliced away.
grams. Usually, two kinds of slices are identified:
Slicing
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To cope with undetected pointer aliasing we use a counter of
pending insertions for each cache line instead of the simple
incache flag. The slicing can be complicated by the branching structure of a program. We can slice away only those insertions that are definitely followed by a hit. By using such
a conservative approach, the sliced simulator computes the
same cache behavior for a program than the original simulator.
Such a code transformation may seem insignificant. However, most of references in a typical program are hits, and
sequences of hits are common. (That is the reason why
cache memories are efficient.) For such re-hits, both the
removal and the insertion are sliced away, and thus, also the
computation needed to identify the line is not needed. No
instrumentation remains after the slicing at such references.
The slicing can proceed even further. If there is no instrumentation at a memory reference, it is possible that there is
no need to compute the reference. Thus, it becomes possible to slice away parts of the original program that is driving
the simulation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We experimented with our method to show its potential. We
found out in our experiments that a relatively simple static
analysis is sufficient to yield significant speed up of simulations. In the following, we describe our experiments that
were solely based on must analysis of abstract cache state.
Instead of considering some specific hardware, we analyzed
the operation of a generic load/store architecture machine,
which we call SM (Simple Machine). SM is a register machine with a simple instruction set. The main feature of
SM is that its memory system can be parameterized to conform with various memory configurations. In the context
of cache analysis, only instructions addressing the memory
are significant. Therefore, SM is a representative for a large
set of machines using the load/store architecture.
In our experiments, we used a tool set called MSE (Memory Simulation Environment) (Hirvisalo 2004). MSE has
a compiler that generates code for SM. We used the compiler to compile three applications that were written in C
language:
• di: A message dispatcher, which receives messages,
decodes them and routes them further. The decoding
and routing is implemented hard coded. Addresses of
most memory references are dynamically computed.
• da: A relational database application, whose index
is implemented as an unbalanced binary tree. Addresses of most memory references are dynamically
computed.
• co: A control application, which operates like a device driver. The data structures of the application are
mostly static.
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We did two kinds of experiments, which we call static and
dynamic experiments. In both experiments, we used two
tools: one that built traditional simulators (as explained in
the third section) and one that built specialized simulators
(as explained in the previous section). In static experiments,
we measured and compared the simulators. In dynamic experiments, we measured and compared their execution.

appl.
di
da
co

associativity=1
static
speed
solution incr.
15%
25%
60%
110%
42%
60%

associativity=16
static
speed
solution incr.
52%
90%
62%
125%
70%
175%

The performance of the method depends mostly on the target program and associativity of the cache. Our static cache
analysis could classify 15% to 70% of the memory references. The performance of the static analysis depended
on the dynamism of the addressing and on the interleaving of the memory references. Accesses of Database are
more local than accesses of Dispatcher. They both use
dynamic addressing, but Control uses static addressing.
The actual (i.e., simulated) cache hit ratio for all the applications was typically around 90%.
We used a Pentium computer to run the dynamic experiments. The specialized simulators were 25% to 175% times
faster than the original simulators. The speed-up is mostly
caused by slicing. The direct effect of partial evaluation
is minor, but it makes the slicing possible by removing
branching in the instrumentations.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an approach for building fast simulators. The approach combines simulation and static program
analysis: it uses simulation to fill in the results of static analysis and static analysis to speed up simulation.
We use two kinds of program specialization in speeding up
simulation: partial evaluation and program slicing. They
supplement each other: partial evaluation works forwards
and slicing works backwards in the flow of control of a program.
Our approach is an abstract one. This leaves several options
available in implementing a specific analysis. The instrumentations needed in simulation depend on the analysis to
be done. Also, the instrumentation mechanism can differ.
The same is true for the static analysis suggested. Abstract
interpretation gives a theoretical framework for static analysis. Several implementations are possible within the framework, e.g., the work-list algorithm (see e.g., Nielson et al.
1999).
Alternatives exists also for implementing partial evaluation
and program slicing. For example, simple methods like

constant folding or complex methods like polyvariant specialization (Jones et al. 1993) can be used in partial evaluation. In program slicing, there exists methods, which are
based on data-flow equations, information-flow relations,
and dependence graphs (Tip 1995).
As an application of the generic approach we discussed
cache performance evaluation. Many processors have counters for cache misses and hits. Cache performance can be
directly measured by using them. However, it is very hard
to link those results with the program code and data structures. Thus, simulation has usually been the choice for performance studies and the related tools giving detailed information (e.g., Martonosi and Ga 1992).
Cache simulations can be speeded up, because most of
memory references in a typical program always cause cache
hits. The approach can be combined with parallel and distributed simulation methods. Our experimental results show
that significantly faster analysis is achieved by using our approach.
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INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
For a M/M/1-queueing system, we study a novel
queueing discipline based on on-line simulation which
seeks to optimize future performance of the system
by present decisions. Every arriving job has a due
date which should not be exceeded by its actual completion time; in case of such excess, an undesired
tardiness of the job is observed. The performance
of the system is measured in terms of the overall
mean tardiness. Basically, the queueing discipline
used is Earliest Due Date. In addition, for every arriving job, its completion time is estimated by means
of simulation; the job is rejected to be processed if
its estimated completion time exceeds its due date
(otherwise it is enqueued according to Earliest Due
Date). Since future jobs may be enqueued in front
of jobs already waiting in the queue (due to them
having earlier due dates), the simulation should include the arrival process of the system for accurate
estimations.
However, simulation of the system, particularly of
its arrival process, introduces nesting of on-line simulation in itself due to recursive calls. In previous
work, it turned out that nesting may have a signiﬁcant impact on the performance resulting from operation of a queueing discipline based on on-line simulation. In this paper, we compare the performance
of the system as it is controlled by on-line simulation
with and without inclusion of the arrival process as
well as with and without nesting of on-line simulation. It turns out that the results diﬀer signiﬁcantly
not with respect to the overall mean tardiness (as
in previous work) but with respect to the percentage of rejected jobs, which may have a considerable
impact on overall customer satisfaction in real-world
scenarios.
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Today, semiconductor manufacturing becomes more
and more customer-driven, i.e., instead of production
”to the stock”, chips are manufactured ”just in time”
(JIT) of customer demands. For such systems, optimality of their operation largely depends on their
ability to respond rapidly to customer demands as
they change over time (dynamic demands). In this
context, novel approaches for real-time scheduling of
jobs as well as injection of jobs into the system have
been proposed, e.g. [7, 5, 8, 11] and [10], respectively.
Such approaches apply simulation in order to simulate scheduling or injection alternatives and to select
the alternative which leads to best estimated performance based on the current state of the system;
as the simulation is executed during actual system
operation and initialized to the current state, it is
referred to as ”on-line simulation” [4].
On-Line Simulation
The idea is to optimize the system’s performance online by repeatedly adjusting the system’s parameters
properly. This is referred to as adaptive control. In
general, adaptive control is either reactive or proactive. The former type is characterized by adjusting the system’s parameters only after a considerable
performance drop is observed.
Proactive adaptive control tries to adjust the system’s parameters before a performance drop is to
occur, in order to avoid this drop. To this end, the
system’s future evolution is assessed in advance repeatedly. The instants of time at which the assessment of the further evolution and adjustment of the
parameters are done are called decision points. The
assessment is done as follows: First, the system’s current state is copied to several identical system models. For each of these models, certain values of the
system’s parameters are set, according to some appropriate policies that alternatively could control the
system. Once the initialization is done, the models
are analyzed in order to assess the future evolution

under each policy. As the system under control typically is complex, simulation is the only feasible analysis method. This method is referred to as on-line
simulation. With the results, the policy that leads
to the optimal future performance of the system under control is chosen to be implemented next, that
is, the system is controlled by the chosen policy until
the next decision point. This process is referred to
as decision making.
There are several problems encountered with this approach, such as setting of the decision points, repeated validation of the system model (the search
space for the parameters may vary over time) and
proper analysis of the simulation results [1]. As simulation runs consume much time, the number and the
length of the simulation runs become crucial. Since
the system under control continues to evolve while
the next policy is sought by on-line simulation, further problems arise [1]. For a detailed discussion of
on-line simulation and associated proactive adaptive
control, see [4].
For some applications of this approach for traﬃc systems and (ﬂexible) manufacturing systems, see [6]
and [11, 5, 9], respectively. However, these applications are by far not suitable for widely adoption to
the real world; they merely employ classical oﬀ-line
simulation techniques for on-line usage. By now, no
strict theoretical research has been done.
In this work, we focus on the application of on-line
simulation to the control of injection of jobs into the
system.
We have introduced on-line simulation as a means
for evaluation of diﬀerent alternative system conﬁgurations that may be operated for the time between
two subsequent decision points in response to certain characteristics of the environment in order to
avoid performance drops. There is some more speciﬁc usage of on-line simulation that has attracted
attention recently: Novel approaches based on online simulation are suggested for the adaptive control of arrival processes into a (sub)system. For example, the injection of jobs (release of work) into
a manufacturing system could be controlled in an
adaptive manner in that jobs may be re-ordered or
re-scheduled (e.g., grouped in batches) or even rejected in order to optimize overall job processing
with respect to certain performance measures such
as minimal tardiness. On-line simulation is used to
simulate injection alternatives. The key diﬀerence of
this approach to what we introduced before is that
on-line simulation is executed for every job arriving
at the system in order to make a decision (regarding ordering, scheduling and acceptance/rejection).
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Instead of choosing between diﬀerent conﬁgurations
(injection policies) that can alternatively be operated
for some time in order to make decisions regarding
injection (such as First Come First Served, Earliest
Due Date, Least Slack First, Shortest Job First etc.),
on-line simulation is used for every job individually.
Thus, the resulting injection policy itself is continuously adapting to the job injection process (it is the
only conﬁguration of the system for its entire operational lifetime). This way, it is expected to get even
better results than when applying the ”classical” approach since subsequent decision points have minimal distance regarding the external cause of state
changings of the system (as there is not any arrival
event between two subsequent decision points).
In [10], simulation-based job acceptance/rejection is
presented as a novel approach for performance optimization (of a manufacturing system). However,
the cited work is based on considerable simplifying
assumptions such as exclusion of any arrival process
from on-line simulation, questioning its applicability.
As inclusion of the arrival process leads to nesting of
on-line simulation in itself due to recursive calls (the
arrival process in turn is controlled by on-line simulation) which have to be terminated at some depth,
the impact of diﬀerent depths on the success of the
approach certainly is of great interest.
This Work
For a M/M/1-queueing system, we study a novel
queueing discipline based on on-line simulation which
seeks to optimize future performance of the system
by present decisions. As in the case of semiconductor manufacturing, every arriving job has a due date
which should not be exceeded by its actual completion time; in case of such excess, an undesired tardiness of the job is observed. The performance of
the system is measured in terms of the overall mean
tardiness T̄ . This measure is of major importance in
real-world scenarios as it has direct impact on satisfaction of customer needs resulting from the JITparadigm. Basically, the queueing discipline used is
Earliest Due Date (EDD). The basic idea of EDD
is to order jobs in the queue according to their due
dates; it gives jobs having earlier due dates higher
priority than jobs having later due dates, potentially
reducing overall mean tardiness. In addition, for every arriving job, its completion time is estimated by
means of simulation; the job is rejected to be processed if its estimated completion time exceeds its
due date (otherwise it is enqueued according to Earliest Due Date). Since future jobs may be enqueued
in front of jobs already waiting in the queue (due to
them having earlier due dates), the simulation should

include the arrival process of the system for accurate
estimations.
Of course, a trade-oﬀ between mean tardiness according to all jobs and rejection of single jobs in order to optimize overall customer satisfaction should
be found, which is out of scope of this paper. However, we show that the percentage of rejected jobs
diﬀers signiﬁcantly depending on whether the arrival
process is included in the on-line simulation or not
and whether the on-line simulation is nested or not.
This study is intended as providing further insight
into the application of on-line simulation to the control of injection of jobs; it is a supplement of previous
work [2].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In the next section, the system together with the
novel queueing discipline based on on-line simulation
is introduced in detail; following this, some experimental results according to performance of the system as it operates under the queueing discipline with
and without inclusion of the arrival process as well
as with and without nesting of on-line simulation are
given. Finally, in the last sections, we outline future
work and give an overall conclusion, respectively.

Table 1: Parameter Values of this Study
k
1
2
3

wk
0.75
0.20
0.05

λ−1
k
0.75−1
0.20−1
0.05−1

µ−1
k
0.90
0.95
1.50

fk
11
13
15

respectively; it can be shown that these subprocesses
are in turn Poissonian, with rates λk = wk λ [3].
The parameter values used in this study are given
in table 1, where the mean interarrival time over all
−1
K

λk
= 1. The system is
job classes is λ−1 =
k=1

stable regardless of the queueing discipline used, as
the mean processing time over all job classes is µ−1 =
K

wk µ−1
= 0.94. The rather high utilization of
k
k=1

the system, which is σ = λ/µ = 0.94, provides a
suﬃciently ﬁlled system for signiﬁcant observations.

On-Line Simulation (OSIM)
For every job, the following algorithm is applied:

THE SYSTEM
The system is an open queueing system with one
single job arrival process and one single resource or
server for the processing of the jobs. Whenever the
resource is busy processing a job, arriving jobs wait
in an unlimited queue (if not rejected); each job visits
the resource at most once, i.e., there is not any loop
nor any preemption. Both the interarrival times and
the processing times are assumed to be exponentially
distributed, i.e. the processes in question are Poissonian. The queueing system described is referred to
as M/M/1 [3]. With λ being the arrival rate and µ
being the service rate (λ, µ > 0), the system is stable,
i.e., it reaches a steady state, if and only if λ < µ.
We consider K = 3 job classes that may diﬀer in
(k = 1, 2, . . . , K)
their mean processing times µ−1
k
as well as in their mean relative due dates, where
we deﬁne the mean relative due date of a job class
as a multiple of its mean processing time, denoted
by the factor fk . The due date of an actual job is
its arrival time advanced by the relative due date of
its class. The weight wk of job class k is deﬁned as
the probability that an arriving job is of class k, i.e.
K

wk = 1. This way, the arrival process with rate
k=1

λ is logically split into K subprocesses with rates λk
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Copy current system state q → queue q 
Insert job into q  according to EDD
Simulate system with initial state q 
→ Let c be completion time of job
The simulation introduces parameters such as number and length of replications, conﬁdence level, relative error and warmup period. Their values will be
given when presenting the results as these are dependent from that values. In any case, the simulation is
executed fast enough to avoid actual job arrivals during simulation, so jobs are never rejected because of
inavailability of the queueing discipline OSIM being
busy.
If the length of replications is not large enough, a job
might not be completed during simulation; in such
case, c := ∞.
The job is rejected to be processed if and only if
c > Due, where Due is the due date of the job.
With the given algorithm, OSIM may reject jobs for
optimization purposes, as opposed to other queueing disciplines such as EDD. More speciﬁcally, OSIM
prevents any estimated tardiness of newly arriving
jobs. However, as a job is waiting in the queue, it
may still experience tardiness due to enqueueing of
new jobs in front of it, so the policy does not aim at

estimated performance T̃ = 0 (optimality). While a
modiﬁed algorithm could easily dequeue any waiting
job predicted to experience tardiness (as estimated
by simulation), such approach of dropping jobs initially accepted is of no general use in real-world scenarios as it is likely to reduce customer satisfaction.
The simulation based queueing discipline introduces
another parameter, which denotes the queueing discipline assumed during simulation. As job arrivals
occur during simulation, they have to be enqueued
according to some discipline, just like in case of the
real system. (Though simulated in this study, we
may refer to the actually operated system as real
system.) This way, we may even nest OSIM in itself. The Java code we have written for this study
allows us in a very simple way to do such nesting up
to any depth (for statistical correctness, with separate random number streams for any arrival process and any service process). The key question is
whether and to what depth such nesting may suﬃciently improve performance of the system. There is
an intuitive idea of such improvement by nesting as
performance estimation by on-line simulation should
be much better when assuming the actual queueing discipline (OSIM) of the real system instead of
some approximation (such as EDD, which is without
any job rejection). The nesting of OSIM is terminated at some depth by assuming First Come, First
Served (FCFS) as queueing discipline of the innermost OSIM; this way, the arrival process is eﬀectively
excluded from on-line simulation at this depth.
The major issue will be to treat nesting of on-line
simulation analytically or numerically and to ﬁnd
that way applicable approaches for the computation
of feasible and reasonable nesting depths before actual operation. The need for such approaches becomes evident facing the complexity of nested OSIM
with respect to execution time, which increases exponentially according to the nesting depth d. Clearly,
we seek for a trade-oﬀ between the expected performance gain, as achieved by application of nested
OSIM, and the eﬀort for executing such nesting.
For real-world complex systems, execution of nested
on-line simulation is likely to become a tremendous
task even for d = 2, questioning the purpose of any
research on nesting. However, in any case where online simulation may be executed suﬃciently fast (by
means of existing or future speed-up techniques), the
issue of nesting as well as the need for a solution
becomes inevitable.

Table 2: Results of OSIM without Inclusion of Arrival Process
r1
0.06

r2
0.02

r3
0.0

T¯1
0.3

T¯2
0.3

T¯3
0.6

T̄
0.3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We study the results observed with and without inclusion of the arrival process in the on-line simulation
as well as with and without nesting of on-line simulation in order to discuss the impact of nesting on
the results.
For an analytical treatment of OSIM, we need the
distribution of the response time, as any response
time less than the relative due date has to be excluded from consideration; however, there is no analytical solution yet even for the M/M/1-system, so
we use simulation instead.
We veriﬁed our simulator of the real system with the
help of some simple analytical results according to
FCFS; as OSIM in turn is implemented using the
very same simulator, all simulation results are considered as correct.
In any case, simulation of the real system is executed
at conﬁdence level 99% with a relative error limited to 10% (with respect to the performance measure). Its simulated operational lifetime is always
large enough (ﬁx at 10,000) to reach steady state,
with the warmup period being 10% of that lifetime.
EDD
Using EDD without any job rejection (without any
on-line simulation) as queueing discipline, we get a
performance of about 7.3.
OSIM without Inclusion of Arrival Process
As any experiment involving OSIM takes much time
to be completed, we limit the number of replications
of any on-line simulation to 10; however, given the
simplicity of the system, this limitation is not crucial
to the results. The length of every replication of the
on-line simulation is ﬁx at 100; as the traces show,
larger lengths are unnecessary.
The results are given in table 2, where rk is the percentage of rejected jobs of class k related to all arriving jobs of that class.
Result: OSIM leads to dramatically improved performance as compared to EDD, with an overall im-
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Table 3: Results of OSIM with Inclusion of Arrival
Process Assuming EDD
r1
0.04

r2
0.07

r3
0.12

T¯1
0.3

T¯2
0.3

T¯3
0.4

T̄
0.3

Table 4: Results of OSIM with Inclusion of Arrival
Process Assuming OSIM without Inclusion of Arrival
Process
r1
0.03

r2
0.03

r3
0.01

T¯1
0.2

T¯2
0.2

T¯3
0.2

T̄
0.2

provement of about 96%.
In order to ensure that the improved performance is
not just a consequence of random (uniform) rejection
of jobs, we compare the results of OSIM with those
of a modiﬁed version of EDD which is enhanced with
uniform job rejection, where the probabilities of rejection are given by the percentages of rejection as
observed when operating OSIM. The modiﬁed EDD
results in a performance of about 2.3; we still note an
improvement of performance when operating OSIM
of about 87%.

is just an approximation for the actual queueing discipline) and assuming OSIM without inclusion of the
arrival process (which is also just an approximation,
however a better one).
Preliminary Conclusion
The above results show that the overall tardiness depends not only on the percentages of job rejection
but also on which jobs are rejected; OSIM nested
once leads to a reduced tardiness while providing still
fairly low percentages of job rejection.

OSIM with Inclusion of Arrival Process
As discussed earlier, inclusion of the arrival process
requires that the on-line simulation assumes some
queueing discipline in order to enqueue the arriving jobs virtually. We present some results observed
when assuming EDD as well as OSIM without inclusion of the arrival process, i.e., OSIM nested once.
... Assuming EDD
The results are given in table 3.
Result: Interestingly, the performance remains unchanged (as compared to OSIM without inclusion of
the arrival process), while the percentages of job rejection now are signiﬁcantly higher (except for the
main job class); in particular, while jobs of the third
class are never rejected in the former case, we now
note a considerable percentage of rejection, resulting
in a reduced tardiness of that job class. While this
has no eﬀect on the overall tardiness (since jobs of
the third class are rare), the result shows a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between exclusion and inclusion of the arrival process with respect to job rejection, which can
be crucial in real-world scenarios.
... Assuming OSIM without Inclusion of Arrival Process
The results are given in table 4.
Result: In comparison to the former case of assuming EDD, the percentages of job rejection now are
signiﬁcantly lower among all job classes, resulting in
a tardiness being reduced by 33%. The result shows a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between assuming EDD (which
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FUTURE WORK
We seek to ﬁnd applicable approaches for the computation of feasible and reasonable nesting depths
before actual operation. Promising solutions include
analytical treatment of nesting by means of abstract
models, numerical approximation by means of iteration schemes as well as metamodeling by means of
self-referenced neural networks. We are currently
working on these issues.

CONCLUSION
On-line simulation is a promising approach for novel
job acceptance/rejection policies; however, its success largely depends on the accuracy of approximation of the actual policy by the policy assumed during on-line simulation. Nesting of on-line simulation
in itself due to recursive calls can dramatically improve accuracy, as we have shown in previous work.
More generally speaking, nesting has a signiﬁcant impact on the operation of a simulation-based policy,
depending on the deﬁnition of performance measures
and decision criteria, as we have illustrated in this
work by means of a simple yet surprising example.
However, as the eﬀort for executing nesting of online simulation becomes tremendous for real-world
complex systems, solutions must be found providing
either feasible and reasonable bounds for the nesting
depth or suﬃcient metamodels. This is considered
to be a major challenge.
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cluster tools with respect to the cycle time is complex. In
this paper we usually consider cluster tools to have two
loadlocks which is a valid assumption for most cluster
tools currently in use.

ABSTRACT

RELATED WORK

With the increase in computer performance scheduling
complex manufacturing plants with global heuristics is
becoming a realistic option. The complete factory
scheduling problem consists of the global problem and
its subproblems for each work center and machine. In
semiconductor manufacturing a lot of processing is done
using cluster tools. Cluster tools are a special kind of
machine that can be described as a small factory. We
discuss solutions for the optimization of schedules for
cluster tools which is a subproblem of the factory
scheduling problem. Our main idea is to use rules based
on slow-down factors or search approaches based on the
use of slow-down factors for predicting the cycle times.
We use simulation to evaluate the schedules.

Typical work center problems that are addressed in the
literature are single machine work centers, parallel
machines, batch machines, and machines with sequencedependent setups. Solutions and approaches for many of
these problems can be found in the book by Pinedo
(Pinedo 2001).
An important objective of the optimization problem is
the total weighted tardiness (TWT). The FORCe
scheduling project aims at globally scheduling a
complete factory using the Shifting Bottleneck heuristic
(Fowler et al. 2002a, Fowler et al. 2002b). For the
solution of the work center problems they use the
BATCS rule which is an adaptation of the ATC rule
(Apparent Tardiness Cost) for batch machines and
setups (Fowler et al. 2002b, Pabst et al. 2002).
For rather simple cluster tools Perkinson et al
(Perkinson et al. 1994, Perkinson et al. 1996) analyzed
their throughput and cycle time behavior analytically.
Others used simulation and optimized schedules with
genetic algorithms (Dümmler 1999). Dümmler already
introduces the notion of a slow-down factor, but did not
use it for scheduling. We analyzed and simulated cluster
tools to study slow-down factors ourselves
(Niedermayer and Rose 2003, Niedermayer and Rose
2004).

KEYWORDS

INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor manufacturing plants are often
considered to be the most complex factories that
currently exist. Even ignoring the size of these
manufacturing plants the scheduling problem is
extremely complex. It is a job shop scheduling problem
that includes batch machines, sequence-dependent
setups, recirculating flows, and cluster tools. While
batch machines and setups are widely studied in the
literature (Pinedo 2001) the problem with cluster tools is
not.
Cluster tools are machines that consist of loadlocks,
handlers and other machines to process the wafers of the
lots in the loadlocks. The advantage of cluster tools is
that the processing of the wafers is pipelined. Thus
compared with the cycle time of a lot using consecutive
machines the cycle time of a lot in a cluster tool is
reduced. As cluster tools are usually pumped to vacuum
the yield may also be improved and less clean-room
space may be required.
Since cluster tools are small factories themselves that
may process more than one lot at a time, the behavior of
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FACTORY SCHEDULING
Scheduling deals with allocating resources for tasks over
time. The goal is to find a solution that is optimal or
near-optimal with respect to given objectives. Initially
makespan was the main objective. The focus of
manufacturing today is often more on costumer orders
and on-time delivery, thus it is most important to satisfy
all or at least the most important due dates.
Finding an optimal schedule is not always easy. In fact,
most scheduling problems are NP-hard.

Definition: Lateness
Let ci be the completion time of lot i and
date, then the lateness

d i its due

Li of lot i is Li = ci − d i .

Definition: Tardiness
Let ci be the completion time of lot i and

Ti of
Ti = max{0, ci − d i ) = max{0, Li ) .

date,

then

the

tardiness

solution for the scheduling problem can be to iteratively
solve work center subproblems, adapt the graph and
solve the next subproblem, and so on.
In this text we focus on the solution of such
subproblems.

d i its due
lot

i

is

Definition: Total Weighted Tardiness (TWT)
In addition to the due date each lot i is assigned a weight
wi that specifies its importance. Then the total
weighted

tardiness

TWT =

of

all

lots

is

defined

as

wi Ti .
Figure 2: Schedule Graph

i

In manufacturing it is common to use dispatching rules
at the work centers or machines. Dispatching rules are
myopic methods. Hence, they are usually not optimal for
the solution of the global problem. It is likely that they
are also not optimal regarding the local objective of
interest.
PROBLEM GRAPH AND SCHEDULE GRAPH
Scheduling problems can be transformed into graph
problems. Additionally, graphs give a visual
representation of the problem.
The problem graph is a directed graph. It has a source
(o) and sink (*) node, and there is a node for each
operation. A detailed description of problem and
schedule graphs can be found in the book by Ovacik and
Uszoy (1997). Figure 1 shows the problem graph. It
includes all potential arcs for determining a schedule.
Operations at one machine or work center build a clique,
except for operations of one job.

Figure 1: Problem graph
The schedule graph (Figure 2) is a directed acyclic
graph. The arcs indicate the order of the operations. The
longest path to an operation is the time at which the
operation can start. The longest path from source to sink
is the makespan. As one can see the scheduling problem
quite naturally decomposes into subproblems at the
work centers or machines. The graph specifies the
release dates for the operations of the subproblem.
When a one machine or work center is scheduled, these
release dates for other work centers change. Hence, one
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WORK CENTER SUB PROBLEMS
The jobs for each work center or machine have to be
scheduled. A decomposition of the global scheduling
problem usually consists of such problems. The same
subproblem may be optimized several times with
different release dates as arcs in the schedule graph
change. The result is a sequence of operations in the
input queue of the work center or machine. This may
also include the assignment of an operation to a specific
resource, e.g. to a particular machine in parallel machine
problems.
Typical problems are single machine problems, parallel
machine problems, batch machine problems, problems
with sequence-dependent setups, and, as in our case,
cluster tool problems.
CLUSTER TOOLS
Since the 1990s cluster tools are becoming a more and
more integral element of wafer processing in
semiconductor manufacturing. A cluster tool consists of
a mainframe with several machines (chambers). A
machine usually processes one wafer. A cluster tool has
handlers to move the wafers from one chamber to
another. The lots are stored in the loadlocks. A handler
takes a wafer from a lot in the loadlock and moves it to
the processing chamber as indicated by its recipe. A
wafer may visit several machines until it is completed
and brought back to its lot. A lot is completed and can
leave the cluster tool when all its wafers are completed.
Since there is vacuum inside the tool the loadlock has to
be pumped after a lot enters and vented before the lot
leaves the tool.
Figure 3 shows the model of an Endura cluster tool with
2 hand-over chambers. A typical configuration could be
that the chambers in the section close to the loadlocks
are used for pre-processing steps (alignment, heating)
and post-processing steps (cooling) and the chambers of
the other section are the machines for the long
processing steps (Seidel 2001).

4 shows the basic algorithm in pseudo code. The
function TimeToNextEvent and the estimation of the
amount of work done during an overlap need the slowdown factors and the single mode cycle time predictions
for the lots.

Figure 3: Model of an Endura cluster tool
For our scheduling problem cluster tools with one
loadlock behave exactly like single machines (with lotdependent processing times). Thus, we focus on parallel
mode cluster tools with two loadlocks. Here, lots can
overlap and since they use common resources they slow
each other down during their overlap. Depending on the
compatibility of the recipes the slow-downs can range
from small (roughly 1) to large (more than 2). The result
is a rather complex behavior with respect to the lot cycle
time.
Definition: Slow-down factor
Let CT ( A, f ) be the time needed for the fraction f of
the work for lot A in the cluster tool when lot A is alone.
Let f be the fraction of the work done for lot A during
its overlap with lot B and CT ( A, A + B, f ) be the
length of this overlap. Then the slow-down factor is

SDFAB =

CT ( A, A + B, f )
CT ( A, f )

In previous papers we studied this slow-down factor and
studied how to predict it (Niedermayer and Rose 2003,
Niedermayer and Rose 2004). The slow-down factor
may be different for different kind of overlaps, e.g. our
simulator tends to prefer the lot that entered the tool
first.
The particular tool cycle times for lots in a schedule can
only be predicted for the complete schedule from the
beginning to the time of interest. This can be done using
simulation or approximation. An approximation can be
computed as follows. We assume that we know the cycle
times of all lots while they use the cluster tool
exclusively (in single mode). This can be estimated once
for each recipe by simulation or analytically.
Additionally, we assume that we know the slow-down
factors for the recipe combinations of interest. If a lot is
processed completely during an overlap with another lot
its cycle time can be approximated by

CT [ A, A + B,100%] = SDFAB CT [ A,100%]
For lots that overlap with more than one lot or only
partially overlap with one lot, the amount of work that
was done during each overlap has to be determined and
the cycle time can then be computed accordingly. Figure
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ALGORITHM
INPUT: Queue with lots in the order given by the
schedule, Time
WHILE Queue.notEmpty() and Clustertool.notEmpty()
DO
FOR all empty loadlocks DO
IF Queue.nextLotReady(Time) THEN
Add Q.next() to loadlock and set its start time.
ENDIF
ENDFOR
LengthOfOverlap = TimeToNextEvent(all lots in
clustertool);
Time = Time + LengthOfOverlap
FOR all lots in cluster tool DO
Determine the amount of work done for lot during
the overlap.
IF lot is completed THEN Remove lot from
loadlock and set its completion time.
ENDFOR
ENDWHILE
Figure 4: Basic algorithm for computing lot cycle times
of schedule for cluster tools
Compared to simulation this algorithm is very efficient
because it only needs a few floating-point operations per
lot.
From this description of cluster tools in parallel mode it
becomes obvious that parallel mode cluster tool
scheduling is a problem that is different from standard
scheduling problems with batch machines or sequencedependent setups, etc.

CLUSTER TOOL SIMULATION
For our studies we used the cluster tool simulator
CluSim that was developed by Dümmler et al.
(Dümmler 1999, Schmid 1999) at the University of
Würzburg and is also used at Infineon Technologies for
cluster tool optimization.
We used simulation for two purposes. The first one was
to determine slow-down factors for all combinations of
lots. Since the slow-down factor may vary depending on
how lots overlap and which lot is processed first, we
simulated different overlaps. We discussed this in more
detail in a previous paper (Niedermayer and Rose 2003).
This is important because in the next section we will use
these slow-down factors for scheduling.
The second purpose of simulation is to evaluate the
schedules computed by the different optimization
approaches. For the evaluation scenarios were created,
for each test set 20 scenarios with 20 lots, each lot with

weight, release date and due date. The lots were released
in a way that the cluster tool did not run out of work.
The results of the simulation runs are used to determine
cycle times, makespan and tardiness. The cluster tool
input queue in CluSim is a FIFO queue (First In First
Out). To evaluate a particular schedule the release dates
in the input file of the simulator have to be adapted to
ensure the correct order. The release date of a lot
following another lot has to be higher than the release
date of its predecessor even though it is actually released
before its predecessor.
Simulation is also important for the overall scheduling
problem. Once the operations for a cluster tool are
scheduled, the schedule can be simulated and the results
can be used to specify the processing times in the
schedule graph.
CLUSTER TOOL SCHEDULING
In this section we describe two approaches to schedule
cluster tools. We assume that we have one input queue
and that we can modify the order of the lots in the
queue.
Our first approach is a dispatching rule based on the
slow-down factors introduced in the last two sections.
The dispatching rule SDFavg works as follows. Let lot
A be in the cluster tool. From all lots that are currently
released and available in the input queue take the lot B
that minimizes

SDFAB + SDFBA
.
2

Table 1: Objective Makespan
Optimizer

Test set

FIFO
SDFavg
Random Search
FIFO
SDFavg
Random Search
FIFO
SDFavg
Random Search
FIFO
SDFavg
Random Search

Dresden 1
Dresden 1
Dresden 1
Dresden 2
Dresden 2
Dresden 2
Villach
Villach
Villach
Simple
Simple
Simple

For the test sets Simple and Villach we also computed
lower bounds for the makespan for each scenario using a
work distribution algorithm. Since precedence
constraints are ignored these bounds are true lower
bounds. Any schedule has to be worse. Table 2 gives the
details. On average SDFavg is rather close to this lower
bound.
Table 2: Comparing the schedules with a true lower
bound
Test set

To implement this rule we need to predict the cycle
times of the lots already scheduled to determine the
current time. This is necessary to identify the lots that
are released, but not yet scheduled.
Our second approach is a Random Search approach. It is
actually a variation of a genetic algorithm. It uses a
population of individuals, elitism, and the mutation is
based on permutation of lots. Schedules are evaluated
with cycle time predictions using slow-down factors for
the lot combination and single mode cycle time
predictions for the lots. We did not search for the fastest
search algorithm. We simply wanted to study which
solution such a search algorithm can find given a
considerable amount of time. Since the predictions
differ from the actual cycle times an optimum of the
Random Search is not necessarily an optimum of the
real scheduling problem.
COMPARISON
In this section we compare SDFavg, the Random Search
based on predictions with slow-down factors, FIFO and
EDD (Earliest Due Date).
First, we examined the quality of the schedulers for the
objective makespan. Table 1 shows that SDFavg
outperforms FIFO and that SDFavg is roughly as good
as the Random Search.
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Normalized
Makespan
1.152
1.036
1.032
1.129
1.015
1.033
1.135
1.045
1.037
1.293
1.031
1.060

Villach
Simple

Lower Bound
(unrealistic)
47396s
67169s

SDFavg

FIFO

54749s
78687s

61822s
101641s

As second objective we used the total weighted tardiness
(TWT). Table 3 shows that the cluster tool throughput is
sequence-dependent and that in the schedules produced
by EDD the throughput is reduced. As a consequence, a
lot of lots are not completed on time. Our rule SDFavg
on the other hand does not know anything about due
dates, but since its schedules result in high throughput
most lots are completed in time. The Random Search
with objective TWT was usually slightly better.
We can conclude that dispatching rules that ignore
cluster tool behavior produce poor throughput and may
therefore fail to achieve their primary objective. Thus,
combining them with SDFavg or similar approaches is
necessary.

Table 3: Objective Total Weighted Tardiness
Optimizer
EDD
SDFavg
Random Search
EDD
SDFavg
Random Search
EDD
SDFavg
Random Search
EDD
SDFavg
Random Search

Test set
Dresden 1
Dresden 1
Dresden 1
Dresden 2
Dresden 2
Dresden 2
Villach
Villach
Villach
Simple
Simple
Simple

Normalized TWT
1.70
1.18
1.28
1.53
1.19
1.08
1.35
1.32
1.06
1.46
1.15
1.10

LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS
To avoid long individual cycle times or to avoid poor
overall throughput it is useful to have the option to let
one lot wait and thus to avoid certain combinations of
lots.
To do this it is necessary to have combination
characteristics that indicate for the scheduler whether a
combination should be avoided. Again, slow-down
factors are a solution. To avoid long individual cycle
times one could avoid lot combinations for which the
slow-down factor of one lot is larger than a given
threshold, say 2.5. To avoid poor overall performance
one could avoid a lot combination when the average
slow-down factors are larger than a particular threshold,
say 2.0.
CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that dispatching rules based on slowdown factors are an interesting and promising approach
for scheduling cluster tools. This approach takes the
special characteristics of cluster tools into account and
avoids poor throughput and long cycle times. It is also
efficient and schedules can be computed quickly.
Larger studies are to be made. In particular, the impact
of prediction errors has to be analyzed more deeply.
Future work may also include the adaptation of the
ATC rule for the use with cluster tools and to include
slow-down factors. One might also think of combining
EDD or Critical Ratio with a rule based on slow-down
factors for local optimization. Another option is to
analyze and use other, maybe simpler, lot compatibility
measures than slow-down factors. Another field of
research could be to find other problems where such an
approach might be useful.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of our investigation is to consider a simple
dumbbell Diffserv network topology in which
performance comparison (in terms of throughput, delay
and queue length) is made between the traditional traffic
scheduling algorithms: Priority (PRI), Weighted Round
Robin (WRR) and Weighted Interleaved Round Robin
(WIRR) schedulers. Random Early Detection (RED) is
used as active queue management algorithm. An earlier
version of this paper can be found in [6]. In this paper
we investigate how the above mentioned performance
measures vary if we change the packet size.
In the core of the network there is a bottleneck link and
the consideration is performed on that node. All of our
traffic generators are Constant Bit Rate (CBR), the
transport protocol is User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
We used Network Simulator (NS, version 2) for our
simulation experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION
The history of the Internet has been of continuous
growth in the number of hosts, the number and variety
of applications, and the capacity of the network
infrastructure. A scalable architecture for service
differentiation must be able to accommodate this
continuous growth. The Differentiated Services
(Diffserv or DS) architecture [1] provides a more
flexible, scalable architecture than the existing models
of service differentiation. The specification of Diffserv
architecture appeared in 1998, but the current research
is still expanding it. The architecture is based on a
simple model where traffic entering a network is
classified and possibly conditioned at the boundaries of
the network, and assigned to different DS codepoints.
Within the core of the network, packets are forwarded
according to the per-hop behaviour associated with the
DS codepoint. A per-hop behaviour (PHB) is a
description of the externally observable forwarding
behaviour of a DS node applied to packets with a
particular DS codepoint. PHBs are implemented in
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nodes by means of some buffer management and packet
scheduling mechanisms. Two different PHBs were
developed: the Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB [2] and
the Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB [3]. The AF PHB
group provides delivery of IP packets in four
independently forwarded AF classes. Within each AF
class, an IP packet can be assigned to one of three
different levels of drop precedence. EF PHB is intended
to provide low delay, low jitter and low loss services by
ensuring that the EF packets are served at a certain
configured rate.
The Diffserv architecture achieves scalability by
implementing complex classification and conditioning
functions only at network boundary nodes, and by
applying per-hop behaviours to aggregates of traffic
which have been appropriately marked using the DS
field in the IPv4 or IPv6 headers. This architecture only
provides service differentiation in one direction of
traffic flow and is therefore asymmetric.
While many studies have addressed issues on the
Diffserv architecture (e.g., dropper, marker, classifier
and shaper), there have been few attempts to
analytically understand a flow’s behavior in a diffserv
network.
In this paper we enhance our earlier paper [6], in
which a performance comparison was made between the
traditional traffic scheduling algorithms (PRI, WRR,
WIRR) in a dumbbell Diffserv topology using packets
with size of 1000 bytes. We consider how the
performance measures vary if we use packets with the
size of 500 bytes in the same environment.
Section 2 presents the results of the simulations.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 3.
2. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations were performed using Network Simulator
[7] (NS, version 2.1b9a), which was developed at the
University of California. NS is an event-driven network
simulator, which is implemented in C++ and uses OTcl
(Object Tool Command Language) as the command and
configuration interface. We considered the simple
dumbbell topology shown in Fig. 1/a. All links have the
same fixed delay of 5 ms. The consideration is
performed on the Core node where there is the
bottleneck link. The structure of the output interface of
the core node is shown in Fig. 1/b.

a.) Simulated network topology

b.) Simulated output interface

Figure 3. Received packet ratio

Figure 1: Simulation scenario

The whole simulation scenario is the same like in
our previous investigation [6], the only difference is that
we use packets with size of 500 byte instead of 1000
byte. This means that the link buffer must have a
capacity (in packets) which is equal with the buffer
length (in packets) in original simulation multiplied by
two. Since the RED algorithm in our simulation works
in “packet mode” (not in “byte mode”) we have to
change the adequate RED parameters in the simulation
script regarding to new packet size.

We ran each simulation for 60 seconds. The traffic
generators are CBRs over UDP. The nodes 0-3 generate
AF1-AF4 traffic, while 4. node generates EF. The i-th
node sends packets to i+8-th node, i = 0,1,2,3,4. An AF
class is implemented in the nodes as a RED physical
queue with three virtual queue, while EF as a droptail
(FIFO) queue. Figure 2,3 show the Sent packet ratio
and the Received packet ratio, which was set up such
that they are equal in case of the three schedulers. We
make throughput, delay and queue length comparison
between the scheduling algorithms PRI, WRR and
WIRR and we confront it with our earlier results [6].

Figure 2. Sent packet ratio
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First of all we consider the queue length. The next three
figures show how the queue length varies in case of the
three schedulers. Currently the maximum queue length
can be 100 packets, because we use packet size which is
equal with the packet length in the original simulation
divided by two.
All the observations (see [6] for details) which were
taken in case of the original simulation are relevant to
this simulation also. We can see that in case of 500 byte
packet size simulation the queue length variation
density is twice time bigger than in case of 1000 byte
packet size simulation. This is because in case of 500
byte packet size simulation the number of generated
packets (by source nodes) is twice time bigger than the
number of generated packets in case of 1000 byte
packet size simulation.
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Figure 4. Queue length in case of PRI scheduler
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Figure 5. Queue length in case of WIRR scheduler
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Figure 6. Queue length in case of WRR scheduler
Figure 7 shows the delay variation of packets. The
delay varies exactly as the queue size varies, conform
to the well known Little-formula (Q = λ*W). This

means that the delay variation density is also twice
time bigger than in the case of original (1000 byte
packet size) simulation [6].
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a.) Delay in case of PRI scheduler
b.) Delay in case of WRR scheduler
Figure 7. Delay of packets
Because of page number limitations we only
present the delay of packets in case of PRI and WRR

scheduler, but the WIRR scheduler also holds the
above criteria.
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Figure 8. Throughput in case of PRI scheduler
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Figure 9. Throughput in case of WIRR scheduler
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Figure 10. Throughput in case of WRR scheduler
Figure 8, 9, 10 show the throughput variation, which
has the same characteristic like queue size (or delay),
namely that the variation density is bigger (twice time)
than in the case of 1000 byte packet size simulation.
Similar to the original simulation, the average
realized throughput per class is the same for all
schedulers, but the deviation (jitter) from the mean is
the smallest in case of PRI scheduler and the greatest in
case of WRR (while WIRR is between them).

The next figures show a comparison between the
original (1000 byte) and the actual (500 byte)
simulation in terms of arithmetic mean delay per class
in case of the three schedulers.
It can be observed that the packet size changing
does not have significant effect to the average delay.
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Figure 11. Arithmetic mean delays
3. CONCLUSIONS
A performance comparison was made between the
traditional traffic scheduling algorithms in a simple
dumbbell Diffserv topology. The novelty of the paper is
these comparisons since to the best knowledge of the
authors in the earlier papers only individual schedulers
were analyzed. We enhanced our earlier paper [6] and
we investigated how the performance measures vary if
we change the packet size. Future extensions of this
work will include the validation of our results with an
analytical (Markovian) model.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the simulation-based synthesis of
optimum dispatching rules for the wafer test area of a
semiconductor production plant. The target of the optimisation task is the minimum average lead time under the
constraint of maintaining on-time delivery. Dispatching is
a very fast and robust technique for sequence-planning
even when cycle times are not perfectly controlled. A
broad range of standard dispatching rules can be found in
the literature, each with its own strengths and weaknesses.
Less information is available on the use of combinations
of these rules. An analysis of the properties that influence
the lead times and delivery dates of the lots in the facility
shows that composite dispatching rules need to be used
to meet the specified target.
In this paper we describe how simulation is used to explore the design space of composite dispatching rules.
Based on a simulation model of the entire wafer test area,
we have tested various combinations of dispatching rules
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under realistic operating conditions. The optimum rule
combination thus found leads to an average lead time reduction of 15% while maintaining, or improving, on-time
delivery.
INTRODUCTION
The design and fabrication of an integrated circuit is a
complicated endeavor (Boning 1991). Modern semiconductor technology uses fabrication process sequences that
consist of several hundred process steps. An integrated
circuit (IC) is created from a raw semiconductor wafer by
sequentially applying a specified processing sequence to
the wafer. Wafers are moved through the fabrication facility (fab) in lots of 20 to 100 units. In general, more than
one processing station is qualified to perform a given
processing step in a product’s processing sequence. Product lots are routed from one processing station to the next
according to station availability. Process flows are reentrant, i. e., a lot may pass through the same group of
processing stations up to more than 20 times according to
the process technology used.
At the end of the processing sequence, which may take
several weeks to complete, basic device functionality is
verified at the parameter control measurement (PCM)
step. Finally the ICs are electrically tested against product
specifications on the test floor. Those circuits that do not

pass the test are flagged and the tested wafer is shipped to
the customer. Due to the large number of ICs per wafer
and the complexity of the circuitry, the final testing of an
entire product lot may take more than a week.
The development of new fabrication processes and new
product generations continuously pushes the limits of
knowledge of the physics involved. Fabrication facilities
and equipment involve large investments that are amortized by fabricating a large number of different product
families at a given facility. Fabrication facilities, in general, are not purpose-built for a specific product. Rather,
product and process technologies are developed for existing facilities.
The facility considered in this paper comprises more than
1000 processing and testing stations and handles between
500 and 1000 different products and several hundred
process flows in several process technologies simultaneously. Total output is about 30000 wafers per week.
Work-in-progress inventory (WIP) is a significant cost
factor, as is equipment utilisation. Demand is extremely
volatile both in total volume and in the mix of the products. An effective dispatching strategy is crucial for keeping WIP low, meeting delivery schedules, and maintaining
responsiveness to order fluctuations. The average run time
of product lots through the facility is an excellent indicator
of how well these criteria are met.
SITUATION ANALYSIS
In Figure 1 the complete process that is performed in a
production line is shown. Beginning with the arriving of a
job in the plant it makes its way through the manufacturing area and the backend of line to the parameter control
measurement (PCM).

Figure 1: Principle process flow: from silicon to a finished wafer
When a lot passes the PCM it is carried to the wafer test
area (WTA). The emphasis of this work is on the WTA at
the end of the production cycle; this area is therefore discussed in more detail.
The WTA consists of more than 100 testers. Dependent on
the product type of the specific lot it can be processed on
one to about 30 different testers. This number of variability is called the “flexibility” of the lot.
Whenever a tester finishes processing the current lot a
green light on top of the machine indicates to the operator
(skilled worker in the WTA) that it is ready for the next
lot. The operator then uses a terminal placed in the vicinity
of the tester to determine which of the lots that are cur-
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rently waiting can be processed on this specific machine.
He is presented with a sorted list of lots and he is supposed to take the one on the top. The sorting of the lots is
done by the dispatch software based on specific rules (dispatching rules).
Based on these rules the sequence of the lots through the
WTA is decided. This has enormous effect on the average
lead times and the adherence to delivery dates.
As we will show, a broad range of rules and combination
of rules are principally applicable, each with its specific
strengths and weaknesses. To identify which rules contribute most to the given objective is quite a complex and
delicate problem. Thus the problem was solved using a
detailed simulation model of the testing area as test-bed
for assessing and optimizing different rules.
OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of our project was to identify, develop and optimise new dispatching rules for the testing
area. Target of the optimisation process was to reduce the
average lead times of the lots through the WTA under the
constraint that the adherence to delivery dates has to be at
least the same as today.
The lead time of a lot (time span from entering the WTA
until leaving it) is the sum of all waiting times before
processing and all physical processing times. It is obvious
that the physical processing times cannot be reduced by
dispatching rules, so only waiting times can be affected
by. In fact dispatching rules may change lot sequences
which yield in shorter waiting times.
Most time several lots are waiting for the same resource,
respectively a tester. These lots differ in their properties,
for example:
x their flexibility (on how many testers in the
whole WTA can it theoretically be processed).
x their process time (the time it takes to perform all
the necessary tests).
x their delivery date – some lots have to be delivered earlier than others.
x set-up: Does the specific machine need to be setup, or is the lot tested before of the same type as
one of the currently waiting ones?
Because of these lot-specific properties the sequence of
lots does affect the average lead time and the adherence to
delivery date. Therefore an ideal dispatching rule has to
consider all this information in the right way. How the
properties influence the objective and how the “right” balance can be found is shown in the following sections.
APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS
Now we know that our rule consists of the right combination of the lot-specific properties; dynamic, discrete com-

puter simulation is the right way to meet this challenge.
Why?
x We have to regard that the lots in the WTA affect
each other - lots are fighting for the same resource at the same time – the WTA is a very dynamic system.
x Static analysis has already been shown to be insufficient to meet our goals.
x Similarly without any reliable test-bed human intelligence and expertise turns out to be insufficient to deal with that amount of complexity.
x The product mix of the fab (which lots are in the
WTA present at the same time) needs to be considered for finding the rule – exact quantification
of the effects can only be done with simulation.
x The real process is not available for experiments
as it operates 24 hours 7 days a week. Any application of dispatching rules that are not fully
tested would bear too much risk.
As we need only relative comparisons of different dispatching rules, we can reduce the effort for data collecting
and modelling by allowing some simplifications and abstractions between real world and the model. It is not the
aim of the project to predict absolute production values as
well funded predictions of future orders are not available
anyway. It is expected that rules showing better performance with past data will also promise a performance increase for future orders. The model will be based on the
following assumptions:
x The availability of the testers is not affected by
dispatching rules, so we don’t have to consider
machine break-downs in our model.
x The same applies to transportation times of the
lots from one machine to another – in the simulation model the transport times are zero.
x In reality the plant is operated by a limited number of machine operators. So if several machines
need to be set-up at the same time additional
waiting times may occur due to resource bottlenecks. In our perfect simulation-world we ignore
these operator based bottlenecks and assume to
have an unlimited amount of operators available.
The relative comparison is nevertheless exact.
The following chapter describes how the model was implemented.
THE SIMULATION MODEL
The model was built using the discrete event simulator
eM-Plant™ in version 7.0. EM-Plant was developed as
SIMPLE++ (Simulation in Production Logistics and Engineering programmed in C++) by Tecnomatix, Stuttgart
(Germany). Today eM-Plant is a standard software in the
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automotive industry for object-oriented graphic and integrated modeling, simulation and optimisation. Complex
systems and business processes can be represented in a
realistic way. The advantages of conventional concepts
such as modules, language and lists are integrated in eMPlant. EM-Plant is a single simulation system for production, logistics and engineering; these are the reasons for
choosing it.
Following some details about using eM-Plant for our
problem are described. Our model consists of entities,
modules, tables and methods. Entities represent the lots
travelling through the plant. All characteristics of a lot are
assigned to the entity using custom attributes. For the intermediate buffers between the machines the standard
module “storage” from eM-Plant is used; the “station”
module is used to model the testers.
The main task of model implementation was to reproduce
the correct flow of the lots through the wafer test area,
which is controlled by the specific dispatching rules. Each
lot is attributed with a product type (over 1000 different
products) and the number of wafers within the lot (between 1 and 50). Lots are generated by an order source
randomly based on distributions retrieved from historical
production data. Each lot generated waits in a storage until
a tester becomes available and the dispatcher clears the lot
for processing. The wafers are tested for a determined
time which usually varies according to the product type. If
no further inspection is needed the lot exits the testing area
and leaves for shipping.
In our model the interval for order arrival is based on an
exponential distribution. The values for the product type
and the number of wafers are sampled from empirical distributions based on data analysis of the real WTA. Controlled by these distributions the entities (lots) are created
and their attributes are assigned. Typical attributes are
product type, entering-time, number of wafers and a table
of the process sequence specified for the specific product
type (see window in figure 2). The entries for a process
step in the sequence table are process time, the code for
this process step and a table of suitable working stations
(testers).
After assigning the basic attributes the entity is sent to a
storage, where an entrance control calls a user defined
method (methods see figure 2 on the left side). This
method writes the type of the entity and some other relevant information into a custom attribute at each station
where the specific lot can be processed. This attribute is
called the “virtual-buffer” and is realised as a table containing all lots that can be processed on this specific station. Doing so for each station the “virtual-buffer” contains all actual lots that are waiting for processing.
Another method searches for all potential testers (see figure 2 middle) waiting for a lot and moves the lot the specific station.

Whenever a station finishes processing another method is
called which chooses the next lot from its virtual buffer
based on the actual dispatching rules.
The tested lot is moved to the exit method as the new one
starts processing. In the exit method all relevant statistics
are written to internal tables. At the end of a simulation
experiment the collected data are written to MicrosoftExcel for further data processing.

ProcessingTimeFirst – SPTF). Another and probably the
most important positive effect of SPTF is that the average
number of lots waiting in the WTA is reduced (see also
(Rose 2001)).

Figure 3: Effects of ShortestProcessingTimeFirst (SPTF)

To execute series of simulation runs we have implemented
an auto-experimenter. This module refreshes experimentdependent variables between every simulation run (experiment) and writes the results via ActiveX in a predefined Excel table, from which several charts and experiment summaries are automatically generated. Statistics of
interest are for example minimal-, maximal- and average
door-to-door time, maximal- and average WIP, utilisation
for each station, number of tested lots per station, maximal
numbers of entries in the virtual buffer per station or calculation time per run.
Based on the simulation results we developed and optimised the new dispatching rules for choosing the next lots
from the virtual buffer.
RESULTS
First we want to show the possibly not so obvious positive
effects that the consideration of the processing time of a
lot in the dispatching rules can have. Figure 3 shows a
scenario where two lots are competing for a tester. Let us
assume that lot 1 has a processing time of 1 time unit, lot 2
of 10 time units. In this simple case two sequences are
possible: If we process lot 2 first an then lot 1 the sumlead time of the both lots calculates to 21 time units. For
the second possible sequence – first lot 1 and then lot 2 the
sum is only 12 time units. The difference is 43% with the
higher value as base! This example shows clearly that the
optimised dispatching rule has to regard among other parameters the processing times in that way that the lot with
the shortest test time should be processed first (Shortest-
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Potential new dispatching rules
70%
reduction average throughputtime [%]

Figure 2: Screenshot: Part of the simulation-model

But unfortunately the situation is not that easy: Without
considering other lot-specific properties SPTF performs
rather poor. It does not optimise the adherence to delivery
dates and leads to a very unbalanced tester-utilisation that
in turn results in increasing waiting times.
As already mentioned, the combination of the lot-specific
properties to a single rule is the key for success. This
proofed to be true after a large number of simulation experiments. Based on heuristic optimisation and far reaching discussions with operators and process experts we
achieved our aim. A weighted linear combination of the
lot-specific properties provided the best results.
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Figure 4: Lead time reduction with optimised dispatching
rules
In figure 4 we show three graphs, each representing a specific dispatching rule. On Y-axis we have put the leadtime reduction in percent, on X-axis the average tester
utilisation. Unfortunately but understandably we are not
allowed to present the exact dispatching rules and values
of utilisation. But the effects are clear: Compared to the

“old” rules currently implemented the optimised rules
perform better, the higher the average tester utilisation is.
The reason for this behaviour is found in the fact, that an
increasing plant utilisation leads to a greater average number of waiting lots in the intermediate buffers and therefore to an increased spectrum of possible solutions for
choosing an “ideal” lot. For every rule the average leadtimes grow with increasing values of utilisation, but using
the optimised rules with a lower gradient.
The positive effects of the optimised dispatching rules for
the real WTA can be summarized as following:

The formerly developed optimised dispatching rules
minimise the average lead times by 15%, the scheduling
even up to 41%!

Lead time:
x at the average tester-utilisation of the real WTA a
reduction of about 15% is achieved!
x the relative reduction increases heavily with
higher tester utilisations (see Figure 4)
Figure 5: Dispatching vs. Scheduling (Simulated annealing)

Adherence to delivery
x guaranteed at least equal to today’s values
x in average better because of shorter lead times
Average number of lots in WTA (WIP)
x 15% less WIP caused by 15% shorter lead times
Investment necessary to implement
x no invest in new hardware necessary
x it is estimated that the implementation of the new
dispatching rules in the WTA will need an effort
of about one personnel-day
However, one interesting question is still not answered so
far: How near to the theoretical optimum perform the new
dispatching rules? Or the other way round, how much potential is still available for better rules?
To answer this question we have made the following estimation: We took a representative lot-arrival-sequence to
the WTA with a duration of three weeks and fed it into our
simulation model. During simulation execution the sequence of the lots through the WTA were logged using the
old dispatching rules. Then the new dispatching rules and
a heuristic optimisation algorithm based on Simulated
Annealing were used to optimise the order sequence in
order to reduce the average lead time to a minimum. Because of the long calculating time we allowed the heuristic
algorithm to perform, it is quite sure that the found sequence is very close to the theoretical optimum. The results are shown in figure 5.
The figure shows two Gantt-Charts representing the sequence of the lots on a section of some stations. One line
in the chart stands for one tester, each rectangle for a specific lot. The darker a rectangle on the chart represents the
longer the waiting time of the specific lot. As expected we
see that the sequence based on dispatching produces more
“dark-lots” than scheduling does and it takes longer time
to finish processing all orders.
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Now we know that our sequences generated by our dispatching algorithms are far away from the theoretical optimum, but what are the reasons for that?
The answer is quite clear: Dispatching chooses the lot to
be processed next under the number of lots that are actually waiting in front of the specific tester and has to decide
its solution based on general rules considering only local
information. Simulated Annealing does not decide on specific rules, but it tests a vast number of sequences and
takes the best it finds. Furthermore the scheduling algorithm was programmed and optimised to reach the theoretical optimum in a way to consider the lots that will arrive in future too. Dispatching cannot use this information
because it is impossible to predict exact arriving times of
lots in the real WTA.
On the other hand in the real WTA the scheduling algorithm cannot be implemented because of the limitations
found in real processes like machine break-downs, unknown or not exactly known process times and long calculation times. Anyway the result is a good estimation on
how good our new dispatching rules perform.
Finally the project-team could convince the plant manger
responsible for the WTA to implement the new dispatching rules in the real facility.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Dispatching is a very fast and robust technique for sequence-planning. A broad range of dispatching rules can
be found in literature, each with its own strengths and
weaknesses.
The most attractive rule for a given problem has always to
be customized to the special facility and the given objectives and requirements. Our project has shown that all lotand facility-properties that influence the lead-time and the

adherence to delivery have to be combined in the right
way to reach the theoretical optimum as near as possible.
Human intelligence and expertise is insufficient for dealing with that amount of complexity. Even simple combinations of rules have surprising effects. It has been shown
that computer-simulation is a very comfortable, efficient
and maybe the only tool for finding the optimal solutions
for a real facility. The return on investment of the presented project is excellent.
The next logical step for the project team is to optimise the
dispatching rules beyond the wafer test area, for the whole
fab. To find the optimum for this problem it seems to be
necessary to include one more dynamic property of the
facility, namely the actual number of waiting lots on the
downstream stations (see figure 6).
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Figure 6: Lead time reduction with optimised dispatching
rules
The figure above shows a simple scenario of two lots
waiting before station 1. Lot “P1.1” has successor “Station
2” and “Lot 1.2” the “Station 3”. If we proceed lot “P1.1”
the average lead times are shorter than otherwise. This
effect has to be considered by the dispatching rules.
First simulation experiments have shown that finding the
optimal combination is very critical but not impossible.
The project-team is confident to reach the goal again.
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peaks in which the hourly arrival rate is sometimes 100
times more than on a week day. A decision has to be
taken about the number of booths to install to cover
most of the incoming flow but without
overdimensioning the system (Gross and Harris 1985).
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flows with peaks, discrete event modelling.
ABSTRACT
A simulation model that represents a multichannel
situation with a time-dependent input flow distribution
is presented. The objective of the study of the system is
to assess its performance under different configurations
of the service stations needed to handle the peaks. A
methodology is developed based on the execution of a
simulation model in two steps. First, to look for the
satisficing alternatives, a set of constant flow
simulations is run. Second, to obtain the optimum
alternative, the model is run with real flows. The
presentation is based on standard queueing theory
terminology and includes an example of the design of a
paytoll booth in a highway in which the incoming
traffic is highly seasonal.

Queueing models are analytical models that are used to
analyse and quantify the performance of a service
station. They are analytical models that, for specific
combinations of input flow, service times, number of
servers and queue disciplines, estimate the queue
lengths and times in the system (Taha 1987). The
requisite, however, is that the capacity installed must
be enough to handle all the incoming flow.
Even if that condition holds, not all the situations
might be represented with analytical models (for
example, moving from queue to queue, not constant
incoming service rate) and other tools that provide for
a good abstraction of the system have to be used.

INTRODUCTION

Simulation models are descriptive models that might
reflect complicated queue disciplines and any
distribution for the input parameters, especially when
they vary with time.

A system is a combination of units that look for
service. An airplane (unit) trying to take-off in a given
runway (service station), a vehicle trying to refuel at a
gas station, a customer trying to make a deposit…
They are all examples of real systems, in which if the
service station does not have enough capacity, queues
are formed with the corresponding hassle for the
customers. Therefore, when designing the system
(Rubinstein 1986), there must be a compromise
between cost (or built capacity) and customer service
(waiting times in queues).

A combination of queueing theory and simulation
modelling is proposed to analyze the seasonal
incoming flow at the service stations and to design the
system to reach a satisfactory compromise between
cost and customer service.
In order to determine the capacity of the system to be
installed, it is necessary to follow a reasonable
methodology that searches through the available
alternatives and selects the satisficing one. This
methodology has to be based on the fact that both
queueing and simulation models are descriptive models
and not optimization models, since they are not used to
optimize a given situation but to describe it. That
means that, for a given set of input parameters, the
model is executed and the performance estimated.
Since the objective of the study is to search for a
satisficing alternative, then, the only way is to vary the
values of the input parameters and estimate the
objective function for each combination, with a

The decision is specially difficult when the arrival of
units is not smooth or constant but following peaks that
depend on time. More planes take off early in the
morning or late in the afternoon than in the middle
hours of the day, more vehicles stop at a gas station
early morning or late afternoon, banks usually have a
more stable arrival of customers…
The system that is the focus of this article is a paytoll
station in the highway at the entrance of a big city. The
arrival of vehicles is clearly seasonal, with tremendous
peaks almost every Sunday afternoon and the day of
the return from a regional holiday. Two or three-hour
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posterior step to compare and select the alternative
with the best values for the set of input parameters.

Let us define, then, a distribution function f(x),
measured in arrivals per unit time, and whose expected
value is λ. Its cumulative function is F(x). Figure 2
shows how the real input flows along time might be
converted into a probability distribution function.

This search process is depicted in the following figure,
which includes a four-step procedure:

Input Flow
200

Arrivals

160
120
80
40
0
Time

Input Flow Distribution

Figure 1. Search Process

f(x) - F(x)

The first and second steps are used to describe the
actual situation, including the possible input variables.
The third is to develop a suitable objective function to
compare and select among alternatives. The final step
is the iteration process in which values for the input
parameters are changed.
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Let us use this section to describe the system under
consideration. It is just a multichannel service station
in which customers arrive and ask for service.

Figure 2: From Real Flows to Input Flow Distribution
The average is in this case meaningless since it is not
constant with time. What matters is the maximum
number that can arrive per unit time.

A common way used to describe a queueing system is
Kendall’s notation in which six parameters must be
specified (Taha 1987):

Service Time

(a/b/c):(d/e/f)

Let us define throughput as the number of customers
that a single station can serve per unit time. This value
is usually not dependent on time, since the service rate
is the same regardless of the number of customers
waiting or the number of servers available. The
distribution is usually multimodal, since the customers
can be differentiated in types, each with a given
distribution. Let’s call this distribution f(y), its
expected value µ and its cumulative distribution F(y).
Figure 3 shows an example of a distribution of this
type:

where
a: input flow distribution with average λ
b: service time distribution with average µ
c: number of service stations
d: queue discipline (FIFO, LIFO, …)
e: available queue length
f: maximum number of arrivals.
Input Flow
The main characteristic of peaks is that the input flow
varies with time. There are periods in which the
number of customers that arrive is significantly greater
than the average as to determine that the distribution is
not the same along the time horizon of the study.
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f(x) - F(x)

Service Time Distribution

Available queue length
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It is the available space for queues to be formed. In the
situation under study, there is no limit since the
incoming flow waits for service even in the highway.
Size of Source
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It is the total number of possible clients that access the
service stations. In the situation in hand, the total
number of input customers is known in an hourly basis.
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MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

Figure 3: Service Time Distribution

In this section, the most important measures of
performance are defined, quantified and related
mathematically. Queueing models are used to calculate
queue lengths and times in the system, as well as
percent utilization. They are all related in terms of λ, µ
and S. In this case, let us take the queue length as the
driver and percent utilization as a summary measure.
Also, a cost criteria and idea of flow coverage are
included.

Service Stations
The service stations are set in parallel, each with its
own queue. The space in front of the stations is
arbitrarily long. The number of service stations are S,
the quantity that needs to be calculated. Notice that
usually this number has an upper bound, S’, which
depends on the space available and on budget.
The number of servers directly determines the capacity
of the system, CAP, or the average number of
customers that the whole set of stations can serve per
unit time, which is calculated as:

Cost
Let’s assume that the cost increases linearly with the
number of servers:
COST = S * $

CAP = µ * S
It is also the maximum input flow that the system can
handle without the queues growing infinitely.

where $ is the cost per service station.

Figure 4 shows this relationship in graphical form:

The idea of flow coverage specifically applies to
situations with peaks. Analytical queuing models
usually require that the input flow is less than the
capacity for the system to be stationary or stable.

Coverage
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In situations with peaks is economically infeasible to
design the system to cover all situations. The design
capacity will cover most of the income flows but not
all the peak flows. Even in these busy systems,
sometimes it is desired to install less capacity to control
the flow intensity downstream (Huang and Huang
2002).
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Capacity

Let’s define then coverage (COV) as the percentage of
income flow that corresponds with the capacity of the
system:

Figure 4. Capacity as a Function of S
For any given S, capacity can be calculated. The slope
of the line depends on the value of the mean service
time µ.

F(x=CAP) = COV
In Figure 5, the actual coverage, that is, the one that
corresponds to the capacity of the system, is calculated
using the input flow distribution.

Queue Discipline
The customers are served on a first-come first-served
basis in each of the servers. However, changing queues
is allowed. The vehicles cannot leave the system.
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Utilization
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Utilization, %UTIL, is the percentage of time the
servers are attending customers. It also might be
defined as the ratio between what arrives to the system
and what might be served:
%UTIL = λ / CAP
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where λ has already been defined as the average input
flow and CAP as the average capacity of the system.

200

CAP

Therefore, the utilization is to be calculated as:
Figure 5: From Capacity to Coverage
%UTIL = λ / CAP = λ / (µ*s)

The relationship between CAP and COV is then crucial
in the design of the system. It is obvious that the higher
the desired coverage the higher the capacity required.
Also, it must be mentioned that when the coverage is
already high, small increases in coverage require a
large increase in capacity.

Then, coverage might also be defined as the percentage
of time in which the queues are manageable or the
percentage of time in which %UTIL < 100%.
Queue Length
The length of the waiting queues (LQ) is going to vary
significantly between the normal hours of operation
and the peak hours. The relationship that must be
studied is between Utilization and LQ, which will be
something similar to the one shown in Figure 7. The
graph has been obtained using the M/M/S theoretical
queueing model (Taha 1987).

Since CAP depends directly on S, there is also a direct
relationship between the number of servers and the
coverage, which is depicted in Figure 6.
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If the utilization of the system is low (around 60%), the
queues are non-existent, whereas if the utilization is
greater than 1, the queues grow to infinity. There is a
grey area, that corresponding to a %UTIL close but
lower than 1, in which the queues are manageable but
usually longer than desired.

Figure 6. From Service Stations to Coverage
The number of servers sets the capacity, which is
equivalent to input flow. The corresponding coverage
might then be calculated.

The range of the grey area depends on the nature of
both the input flow and the service time distributions,
as well as the number of service station. An upper limit
for the %OCUP must be investigated, as it will
definitely influence on the design decision, since it is a
function of the permissible queue length.

The lack of coverage (1-COV) is also an important
measure since it is the percentage of time in which
customers arrive at a higher rate than the service rate
and large queues will be formed. That percentage
corresponds to the peaks.
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corresponding relative frequency or probability
distribution f(x) and the cumulative probability
distribution F(x) (see Figure 1).

SEARCH METHODOLOGY
The objective of the methodology is to calculate the
optimum number of servers needed to balance the
different criteria involved in the design of the system.
The more servers are included, the higher the capacity,
the higher the coverage, the smaller the queue length,
but the higher the cost.

1b. Expected value of the service time distribution, µ
Historic data of time spent in the service station per
unit is obtained and its average calculated.
Step 2: Determine the admissible input flow

With the graphs included in the previous section, a
trial-and-error procedure might be implemented so that
for any given value of S, the performance measures are
calculated, the alternatives compared against each
other and one of them selected.

2a. Define minimum coverage
The value of mCOV is defined subjectively.
2b. Calculate the minimum coverage flow
The input flow value corresponding to that coverage
value might then be calculated as:

However, this procedure can be very tedious if the
possible number of servers is too large. For that reason,
what is proposed is to perform a first step to reduce the
number of feasible alternatives to a manageable set.

F_mCOV = F-1(mCOV)
Figure 8 shows the calculation in graphical form:

The idea is to use the performance criteria also as
restrictions by setting bounds on their values. The
procedure is therefore to work on an optimization
mode, and instead of calculating the performance
measures for a given value of S, determine the number
of servers that correspond to a particular limiting value
of each criteria.

f(x) - F(x)

Input Flow Distribution

What must be a priori provided then is a set of
satisficing values on each of the measures that will
help do the balancing. Let’s define those limits as:
•

•
•

•
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BUDGET = Maximum cost that might be
invested in servers. Obviously, if money is not
a factor, the service station could be built with
as many servers as desired and no queues will
ever be formed.
ALQ = Maximum average queue length. It is
the satisficing value for the average number of
customers waiting for service.
S%UTIL = Satisficing level for the utilization
of the servers. It is defined as a level in which
the average queue length is kept below its
satisficing limit.
mCOV = Minimum coverage. It is the
minimum value of income flow that must be
attended without forming queues.

Figure 8. Calculation of coverage flow
2c. Calculate the admissible input flow
The coverage flow might be denominated also as the
admissible input flow F_ADM:
F_ADM = F_mCOV
It is then the absolute minimum flow that must be
attended without forming queues.
Step 3: Calculate the feasible range on the number
of servers
A feasible range for the number of servers can now be
calculated. For the upper bound, S’, the BUDGET
constraint is used:

The search methodology follows a five-step procedure
that includes obtaining input data and a double
simulation. The result is a range of feasible values for
the number of servers needed to satisfy the utilization,
the coverage, the queue length and the cost
requirements.

S’ = BUDGET/$
For the lower bound, ‘S, the value is estimated
knowing the minimum coverage and its desirable input
flow (calculated in Step 2c) and the satisficing
utilization, using Equation (1) as follows:

Step 1: Obtain data
1a. Input flow distribution
Historic data of flows per unit time is obtained and
converted into an absolute frequency distribution, its

‘S = sup (F_ADM / (%OCUP * µ)
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(2)

where sup() indicates rounding to the higher integer.
A satisficing value of S%OCUP might then be
estimated. This value will correspond to the maximum
%OCUP that satisfies the ALQ requirement:

Figure 9 shows the calculation of the lower bound for
different values of %OCUP:

S%OCUP = max %OCUP | LQ < ALQ
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With this value, ‘S is to be more closely estimated.
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Step 5: Compare the feasible alternatives via realflow simulation
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But obviously, the study cannot forget about the actual
flows, that is, the evaluation of the flow with respect to
time. It’s then the appropriate moment to use the
simulation model for the second time.
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With real flows, the simulation model can be executed
for the satisficing values of the variable S and the
relationship between cost and service quantified. The
influence of the peaks is then dynamically studied and
the final decision taken accordingly.

Figure 9. Calculation of ‘S
Several feasible values for S are now remaining, each
providing a satisficing compromise between cost and
service (queue length). Among these values, the greater
the S, the better the service but the higher the cost.

Graphical tools for calculating the feasible range of
servers

Step 4: Obtain the satisficing occupation level via
constant-input simulation.

The sequential procedure taken in the first three steps
might be easily performed with the use of a pair of
simple graphs. The double-graph tool is shown in
Figure 10.

The satisficing %OCUP has been defined as the one
that corresponds with a reasonable queue length, ALQ.
This S%OCUP will vary with ALQ, but also with
number of servers S and the mean service time µ.

Input Flow Distribution
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f(x) - F(x)

As it has been already demonstrated, in general, if the
%UTIL is close to 1, the queues will be too long, and if
%UTIL is close to 0, there will be no queues. But the
relationship in the rest of the range cannot be
quantified easily. A value of 60% is considered as a
lower bound below which no queues are developed.
Here is where simulation or queueing models come
into play. If an analytical model corresponds to the
situation in hand, which is not usually the case,
queueing models are to be used to calculate the average
queue length. If the situation cannot be analytically
modelled, a simulation study can be performed. This is
the case in which the input flow distribution presents
heavy peaks and the service distribution is multimodal.
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In this step, the simulation model is to be used to
evaluate the mean queue length under varying
conditions of utilization. For that reason, it is not
worthwhile to execute the model using the real flow
with peaks, but with a constant average input flow, λ.
If the simulation model is run for different values of λ
and S, but for the real values of the service distribution,
a feel for the value of the average queue length can be
obtained:
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Figure10. Double-Graph Analysis
The first one uses the minimum coverage as the input
value to calculate the admissible input flow (Steps 12). This value is used in the second graph with the
calculated satisficing occupation value (Step 4) to

LQ = f(%OCUP) = f(λ,S) for a given µ
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provide a lower bound for the number of servers (Step
3).

Step 1a: Obtain the input flow distribution
The flow was obtained for a period of 6 months,
counting the number of vehicles that had entered the
highway per hour. Figure 12 is the histogram that has
been obtained after treating the data.

An equivalent single-graph tool is shown in Figure 11.
The results obtained are the same, but information
concerning the allowable input flow is lost.
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Figure 12. Input Flow Distribution
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About 1/3 of the possible input values account for 90%
of the data. Higher cumulative frequency is only
achieved then if the arrival rate is increased
significantly, showing that few but high peaks appear.
In fact, the peaks correspond to Sundays when people
return to the big city from the mountain or the beach.
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Figure 11. Single-Graph Analysis

Step 1b: Calculate the expected value of the service
time distribution, µ

The shape of the graph, and therefore the final
decision, depends directly on the input flow
distribution and the number of classes that have been
used to develop its frequency distribution.

Historic data of time spent in the service station per
unit is obtained and represented in Figure 13. The
distribution shows two modes, corresponding to
payment using credit cards or cash.

PAYTOLL EXAMPLE
Service Time Distribution

One of the real-life systems in which significant queue
lengths are formed caused by an input flow distribution
with large peaks is the paytoll system in highways. The
design of these systems is not easy since a large
percentage of the time the input flow is not important,
whereas a small percentage of time the input flow is
tremendous. In a country like Spain, there exists a huge
agglomeration of people going in and out of the big
cities during a holiday period.
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The difference in flow between a high and a low period
makes it economically impossible to design the paytoll
system to cover all the possible incoming flows. A
design tool is necessary to balance the counteracting
effects of cost and service while representing the busy
situation over long periods of time.

Figure 13. Service Time Distribution
Step 2 & 3: Calculate the feasible range of number
of servers
The value of mCOV is first defined subjectively to
98%.

What follows is a description of the analysis that was
performed to analyze one of these paytolls, using the
methodology that is the focus of this article. The input
flow and service distributions have been altered to
preserve proprietary information.
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The use of the double-graph analytical tool is then used
to determine the feasible lower bound on the number of
service station. Figure 14 shows the process.
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Figure 15. Queue length versus Occupation
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The results show that saturation is important once the
occupation is above 90% and that the queue length
decreases slightly as the number of servers increases,
except for an occupation of 90%. The reason in this
last case is that the total number of vehicles or
admissible input flow becomes too large (heavy traffic
conditions) when the number of servers grows (Huang
and Huang 2002).
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Management then determined also that 8 cars had to be
the acceptable maximum and that 6 was probably the
target, fixing therefore the occupation level between
70% and 80%.
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Figure 14. Calculation of the Feasible Limits

Translating these results into the single-graph tool
(Figure 16), the range of the feasible number of servers
can be narrowed.

For a subjective mCOV value of 98%, the
corresponding minimum coverage flow F_mCOV is
calculated, value which is also equal to the admissible
flow FMA.

35

If no queues are to be formed (60% occupation) there
is a need for 20 service stations, whereas if the
occupation strived for is almost 100%, with 12 servers
is enough, this level becoming the lower limit ‘S.
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The budget however imposes an upper limit S’ = 17
service stations. Therefore,
12 < S < 17
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Step 4: Obtain the satisficing occupation level via
constant-input simulation.

5

The aim of this important step is to determine the
admissible queue length for the admissible coverage
flow.

Coverage

A set of constant flow simulation runs is performed,
varying the number of servers in the feasible range
between 12 and 17 and the occupation level between
60% and 100% in increments of 10%, measuring in
each case the average queue length. Figure 15
summarizes the results.
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Figure 16. Calculation of the Tight Feasible Limits
The new feasible range is between 15 and 17 service
stations:
15 < S < 17
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Step 5: Compare the feasible alternatives via realflow simulation
The simulation model with real flows over a six-month
period is run for the three available alternatives,
measuring queue length.
For the alternative with 15 service stations, there are 17
days in which the system is collapsed when the users
return from holidays (Figure 17). Almost every Sunday
the queue length is larger than the desired level. The
rest of the days, the queue is basically non-existent.

Figure 19. Simulation with Real Traffic and S = 17
At this point, management decides to eliminate the
alternative with 15 servers. Besides the sub par
performance, it presents side effects like blockage at
some entry points into the highway several kilometres
back.
The final decision was then between an increase in
performance (17 booths) and the save in money (16
booths).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 17. Simulation with Real Traffic and S = 15

A methodology is presented to design systems that
suffer short periods of very high peaks based on both
queueing theory and simulation modelling. The
proposed methodology follows a five-step procedure
that includes obtaining the input flow and the service
time distributions, a simulation model that is run both
with constant and real flows and a double-graph
summary tool.

In Figures 17, 18 and 19, the total available paytoll
area is also included to show that in certain days the
queues that are formed go beyond the paytoll area and
even collapse the highway.
For the alternative with 16 service stations (Figure 18),
the performance is obviously improved, with only 10
days collapsing the highway.

This double use of simulation has been proven very
successful since the time spent in running the model
was very small compared to the time spent in collecting
the data and developing the model. Once the model
was validated, it was used for a thorough
experimentation period that led to a strong-based
decision.
A real-life example of a paytoll system in a highway is
presented to validate the methodology. The limits on
the number of booths are set quickly and the simulation
runs help to make the final decision.

Figure 18. Simulation with Real Traffic and S = 16

Therefore, the combination of experimentation via
simulation models with quantitative queueing analysis
has been proven as an interesting tool to treat situations
with peaks that incorporates both management input
and intensive collection of data.

Finally, with 17 service stations (Figure 19), only 1 day
shows problems and 16 Sundays are above the desired
level.
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As one of the promising advantage, ETC system is
expected to make great contribution to drastically
reduce traffic jams over toll expressways, which are
mainly derived from the conventional toll collection at
toll gates, where each vehicle is required to stop to pay
toll fees. According to the survey, 30% of traffic jams
in expressway is occurred around the toll plaza, which
means that non-stop toll payment of ETC system can
drastically eliminate the traffic jams. However,
advantage of ETC has not been fully utilized so far for
several reasons. If vehicle drivers do not encounter any
traffic jams in a less traffic volume condition, ETC
vehicles can enjoy the advantage of non-stop driving to
go through toll gates. Since some numbers of toll gates
are assigned specific to ETC vehicles in each toll
plaza, the number of available toll gates for non-ETC
vehicles has been reduced. However, relatively
decreased number of non-ETC toll gates does not give
any disadvantages over non-ETC vehicles, although
non-ETC vehicles remain the same as before the
introduction of ETC system. In the mean time, if the
traffic volume becomes higher, the situation changes
worse. On one hand, ETC vehicles need to go through
heavy traffic jams towards one of the available ETC
gates at the end of toll plaza. On the other hand, less
number of available toll gates for non-ETC vehicles
makes traffic jams worse. Furthermore, non-ETC
vehicle drivers are discouraged by the fact that an open
way to ETC gate is not available for non-ETC vehicles.
As a result, overall total travel time for both ETC/nonETC vehicles around toll plaza becomes longer
because of the introduction of ETC systems.

ABSTRACT
The study proposes a process simulation-based
approach to traffic jam issues in toll plaza of
expressways with ETC gates. First, the paper describes
overview of ETC system around the world as well as in
Japan, and clarifies the issue of traffic jams, which
occurs in toll plaza of Japanese expressways and
prohibits the progress of ETC system. Then the paper
describes the process simulation model which has been
developed in this study, and also shows its internal
procedures to simulate the traffic jams. The result of
simulation provides two kinds of solution to traffic jam
issues. One is to determine the appropriate time in gate
change for combination gates. The other one is to study
the layout redesign of toll plaza to achieve more
efficient performance. Using the result of simulation,
feasibility of the approach will be discussed. Since the
goal of the study is to propose a practical solution to
the traffic jam issues which prohibits the progress of
ETC system, this paper also shows the results of
simulation of a case study and discusses what the
simulation-based approach can provide.
INTRODUCTION
Electrical Toll Collection (ETC) system was started at
Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway in the year of 2001,
which was the beginning of ETC systems in Japan.
Since then, the number of toll plaza equipped with
ETC gates has been increased gradually and steadily,
by additional construction of ETC gates or updating
conventional toll gates to ETC gates. By the end of
fiscal 2003, ECT gate will be available at every 1,300
toll plazas of expressways around the country. As a
part of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) in
Japan, ETC system is expected to provide several great
advantages; improvement of usability for vehicle
drivers, drastic counter-measures to reduce traffic
jams, a solution to environmental issues such as air
pollution or noise pollution by reducing traffic jams, a
crucial technologies to realize integrated toll collection
system, an important infrastructure for smart
intersections to enhance regional activities, and so on.

Simulation-based approach has been applied to various
areas related to transportation systems and its
feasibilities have been reported (Abbas-Turki et al.,
2001; Fernandes et al., 1998; Gale et al., 2002;
Krajzewicz, et al., 2002; Lucjan et al., 1999). Based on
a simulation-based analysis of traffic jams at toll plaza
with ETC gates (Horiguchi et al., 2000), the study
focuses on two issues to consider counter-measures to
fully utilize the advantages of ETC system; Estimation
of gate change timing for combination gate and
redesign of toll plaza. For one thing, most of the toll
plaza had already been designed and operated before
the introduction of ETC system. Some gates were
replaced with ETC gate, or some ETC gates were
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additionally installed in toll plaza, both of which were
based on the conventional layout design of the plaza.
Considering the non-conventional flow of traffic which
is generated in combination with ETC and non-ETC
vehicles, various kind of layout design of toll plaza
could be studied using a simulation-based analysis (Ito,
2004; Ito and Hiramoto, 2004). Because of the high
construction cost, however, redesign of toll plaza is not
always possible. Therefore, some gate converted to be
used as combination gate for both ETC and non-ETC
vehicles, where gate change timing is very critical but
it is not always easy to determine the most appropriate
time for gate change in actual situations. The
simulation model also helps to determine the
appropriate time of gate change.

Electrical Toll Collection (ETC) system was started at
Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway in the year of 2001,
which was the beginning of ETC systems in Japan.
Since then, the number of toll plaza equipped with
ETC gates has been increased gradually and steadily,
by additional construction of ETC gates or updating
conventional toll gates to ETC gates. By the end of
fiscal 2003, ECT gates have become available at every
1,300 toll plazas of expressways around the country.
The average penetration rate of ETC vehicles in Japan
is gradually increasing and now reaches to 12.5% as of
January 2004. However, low penetration ratio of ETC
vehicles is raising several critical issues to be solved as
pointed out in the introduction section.
PROCESS SIMULATION MODEL FOR TOLL
PLAZA WITH ETC GATE

Outlining the ETC systems around the world as well as
in Japan, the paper describes the process simulation
model which has been developed in this study, and also
shows its internal procedures to simulate the traffic
jams. The result of simulation provides two kinds of
solution to traffic jam issues. One is to determine the
appropriate time in gate change for combination gates.
The other one is to study the layout redesign of toll
plaza to achieve more efficient performance. Using the
result of simulation, feasibility of the approach will be
discussed. Since the goal of the study is to propose a
practical solution (Biacandi et al., 2000; Schwentke,
2000) to the traffic jam issues which prohibits the
progress of ETC system, this paper also shows the
results of simulation of a case study and discusses what
the simulation-based approach can provide.

This section describes process simulation model and its
internal process for traffic jams at expressway toll
plaza with ETC gates simulation. The model in this
study has been developed based on these modules.
Simulation model development
Using the following 6 modules based on several
software modules used in this study, 6 procedures are
defined for toll fee payment by vehicles at toll plaza as
follows.
CREATE module: to generate entities (objects for
simulation) based on a predefined schedule or adequate
intervals.

ETC SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD
PROCESS module: to represent major processes in
simulation, utilizing resources.

More than 30 countries have introduced electrical toll
collection system practically or tentatively, in most
case, to collect a flat fee. In Europe, ETC was started
in Norway in 1987, followed by Italy, France, Spain,
and Portuguese in 90’s. Germany made an
experimental trial of ETC between 1994 and 1995 to
collect fees from large vehicles. Since the introduction
of ETC in Texas in 1989, most of the toll ways have
been equipped with ETC system in US, which is one of
the most ETC prevailing countries in the world. More
than 70% of vehicles in commuting time enjoy the
benefit of ETC in New York area, sweeping away the
traffic jams. Canada and Mexico are also introducing
ETC systems just like US. ETC was introduced in
Hong Kong in 1993, followed by Malaysia in 1995.

DECIDE module: to determine appropriate decision in
the model.
ASSIGN module: to set appropriate values into system
parameters such as entity properties and types.
RECORD module: to collect statistical values.
DISPOSE module: to represent the final point of
simulation. Statistical values are recorded before the
destruction of entities.
(1) Generation of vehicles to toll gate: CREATE
module generates two types of entities, or general and
ETC. ASSIGN module defines toll collection time
according to the time and type in each entity
generation.

In some countries, ETC system is not compatible each
other among neighboring countries, which gives an
obstacle to prevail ETC system. International
standardization may need to be considered in the
nearest future. As for Japan, the history and its current
situation has been described in the previous section, to
collect non-flat fees.

(2) Lane selection: DECIDE module branches the way
towards which each entity take based on arbitrary
probability, entity type, traffic conditions, etc.
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(3) Travel on lane: PROCESS module gives travel time
to each entity based on the traffic condition

Td ：time delay for move [sec]
L ：distance between start and goal (A-C) [m]
qi ：number of vehicles in Queue.i
qj ：number of vehicles in Queue.j
l ：ave. distance between two vehicles in queue [m]
Ls ：distance from speed-down and halt points [m]
Sc ：ave. time for unit distance [sec/m]
Ss ：ave. time for unit distance at speed-down [sec/m]

(4) Gate selection: DECIDE module branches the gate
to each entity based on the traffic condition.
(5) Toll collection: Entity is captured by resources
based on the predefined time for payment in
PROCESS module, the entity is released.
(6) Leave gate: After time stamp by RECORD module,
entity is destroyed by dispose module.

Tg and Te represent required time from the queue-end
to toll gate for non-ETC and ETC vehicles,
respectively as shown in Scheme (5) and (6).

Definition of parameters and internal procedure in
the model
Figure 1 shows a sample of process simulation model
for toll plaza with ETC gate with 3 gates for general
vehicles and 1 gate for ETC vehicles, which represents
a typical toll plaza of expressway in Japan. The letter
A represents generation point for entity, the letter B
represents expansion point of drive lane, the letter C
represents gate point. Queue.i is defined as waiting
queue between A-B points, and Queue.j is defined as
waiting queue between B-C points.
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Entity moves from point A to point C on the queue
lines at a certain time interval as defined in Scheme
(4).
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Table 1: Conditions in 3 Cases for Simulation

tg ：time interval for incoming non-ETC vehicles [sec]
xg ： incoming hourly volume of non-ETC vehicles
[no/hr]
te：time interval for incoming ETC vehicles [sec]
xe：incoming hourly volume of ETC vehicles [no/hr]
p：ETC ratio in all vehicles [%]

T

e

ig

To analyze traffic jams at toll plaza with ETC gates,
some comparative simulation was conducted using the
process simulation model. Feasibility of the model is
also studied using layout design consideration around
the toll gate plaza. In each simulation, entity generation
is started at 500m before the toll gate with 2 driving
lanes in Queue.i, with 8 entities in each Queue.j
towards 4 gates to drive through. Triangular
distribution to calculate required time at toll payment is
used for ETC as (3, 4, 5) and non-ETC as (14, 16, 18),
respectively. Total simulation time is 1 hour.

Number of incoming vehicles per hour is defined as
Scheme (1) for non-ETC vehicles and Scheme (2) for
ETC vehicles, respectively. ETC mixing ration in
overall vehicles is defined as Scheme (3).
=

T

q t
m
q t
m

PROCESS
SIMULATION
AND
ITS
VERIFICATION BASED ON MATHEMATICAL
DATA

Figure 1: A Process Simulation Model

g

=

The model was developed using process simulation
software ARENA (Kelton, R. et al. 1998).
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General
General
ETC

Queue.j
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Tg ：time from queue-end to toll gate (non-ETC) [sec]
qig ：total number of non-ETC in Queue.i (i=1,2)
tpg ：time to pay at toll gate (non-ETC) [sec]
Te ：time from queue-end to toll gate (ETC) [sec]
tpe ：time to pay toll gate (ETC) [sec]
m ：number of gate for non-ETC vehicles

C

B
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s
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Case

The gate type to be used

Case-1

General gate*4

Case-2

General gate*3
ETC gate*1

Case-3

General gate*3
Combined use gate*1

Basic model
Table 1 shows 3 types case studies in this simulation.
All 4 gates are installed with conventional non-ETC in

(4)
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volume becomes up to 1000 as shown in the right sidebar scale in Figure 7, traffic jams in Case-2 cannot be
taken care of without the management of combination
gate in Case-3. The model well represents the current
situation of ETC gate traffic as a general case.
Estimation of appropriate time in combination gate
management
To estimate the appropriate time of gate change in
combination gate management between ETC dedicated
use and combination use, Case-2 and Case-3 are
compared.

600
400
200

ETC vehicle mixing rate : 10%

Averate total time[sec]

11
00

90
0

70
0

0

50
0

Average total
time[sec]

Case-1, 1 out of the 4 is converted to ETC in Case-2,
and the ETC gate is modified to combined gate which
can be used for both ETC and non-ETC in Case-3.
10% of ETC penetration rate was used in Case-2 and
Case-3. A non-ETC vehicle takes the lane in the
shortest queue length when traffic jam is occurred,
whereas an ETC vehicle takes the closest lane to ETC
gate.

The number of entities
Figure 2: Gate-through Time in each traffic volume

Average total time [sec]

Figure 2 shows the required time to pass the toll gate,
or drive-through time in Case-1 according to the
hourly traffic volume ranging from 500 to 1200
vehicles per hour. The time stays around 100 seconds
up to 900 vehicles, but it drastically increases when the
number of incoming vehicles exceeds over 1000,
which means that the capacity of toll gates in this
simulation is about 900 vehicles per hour.

80

100

Case-1

ETC

Case-2

General

Case-3
General

Case-3
ETC

100

600
700
800
900
The number of entities

1000

Figure 4 shows the comparison of average time for the
number of entities. Both cases are almost identical if
the hourly traffic volume is 800 or less, and the ETC
gate provides the highest performance in all of the 4
gates. However, when the traffic volume is increased
up to 800 per hour or more, average total time in Case2 is increased for both ETC/non-ETC vehicles, which
means that around 800 would be the capacity of the
gates. The results suggests that when the traffic volume
reaches this level, it would be the appropriate time of
gate change from ETC dedicated use to combinationgate in order to avoid traffic jams, and maintain the
high performance of ETC gate.
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General General
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Figure 4: Comparison of Gate-through Time in each
Traffic Volume
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ETC

Case-3

Figure 3: Comparison of Gate-through time for
ETC/non-ETC vehicles in Each Case

Study on layout design in toll plaza to achieve
higher performance

Introduction of ETC system can provide a solution to
solve the problem of traffic jam at toll gates. Figure 3
shows the comparison of drive-through time at toll
gates when the hourly traffic volume is 500/1000
vehicles. The drive-through time of ETC vehicle in
Case-2 becomes by-far less than that in Case-1,
whereas drive-through time of non-ETC vehicle
becomes longer. In Case-3, or as a result of
combination gate management, drive-through time of
non-ETC vehicle becomes the same level of Case-1,
although ETC-vehicle takes more time than that in the
dedicated ETC toll gate in Case-2. When the traffic

Management of combination gate may give a solution
to traffic jams, however, redesign of toll plaza is
sometimes required for consideration to achieve better
performance. Process simulation model in this study
can also be used to consider and to study those designs.
Figure 9 shows 2 types of simple layout examples in
different designs, in which Layout-2 is modified on the
side of ETC gate to make wider lane before the ETC
gate, whereas Layout-1 is identical to the layout used
in the basic model as shown in Figure 4. Figure 10
shows the comparison of total average time to pass the
toll plaza. As show in Figure 10, performance of
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Layout-2 is better than that of Layout-1 when the
hourly traffic volume is over 800.

Quality of simulation model plays a very important
role to apply it to actual data. To verify the model
which we have developed in this study, several
comparison were conducted between collected data
and simulated data. The measurement for data
collection was carried out between 6:00 am and 11:00
am on a single day at several measurement sites.
During the measurement, vehicles were assigned to
either small category or large category with or without
ETC equipment in the measurement. Figure 6 shows
the raw data of entities which came to the Kochi IC toll
gate from the Ramp A and Ramp B direction.

General
General
General
ETC

(a) Layout-1

The number of entities on exit per
5 minutes

General
General
General
ETC

(b) Layout-2
Figure 5: Layout Design Examples
SIMULATION-BASED
ANALYSIS
SOLUTION FOR ACTUAL TOLL PLAZA

AND

Section 3 describes the basic ideas for simulationbased approach based on mathematical data, and shows
its feasibility of this approach. Since the goal of the
study is to propose an practical solution to traffic jam
issues actually occurred in the expressway, we have
designed and developed a simulation model for Kochi
IC in Japan as a case study. Physical layout data and
measured data are applied in this model and internal
procedure is defined as well. This section shows the
result of verification on the model, and proposes some
solutions derived from the simulation of the model,
which is on the direction of promoting ETC users.

Ramp
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Ramp
car)
Ramp
car)
Ramp
car)

Entities arrivals on Ramp A and B
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40
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Figure 7: Compasion of Measured and Simulated Data
for Out-going Traffic
To verify the model, several kinds of comparison were
conducted using measured data and simulated data,
including in-coming traffic, out-going traffic, traffic
queue time and physical length of the queue, etc. As an
example, Figure 7 shows the comparison between
measured data and simulated data for out-going
vehicles, of which graphs show almost identical
results. According to the results of these comparisons,
the simulation model in this case study shows good
reproducibility.

A(Large-size
A(Small-size

Solution for actual toll plaza

B(Large-size

This section presents some practical solutions which
the simulation model can provide in the case of Kochi
IC. The model can provide some practical solution to
actual problems. For example, the estimation on the
effect of combined gate use can be made. According to
the simulation uing this model, the traffic of 200
vehicles length is supposed to reach 800 vehicles
length if the traffic volume goes up to 20%. As a
counter-measure to this traffic, the traffic length can be
drastically reduced by the introduction of combined
gate use and be remained almost the same level even if
the traffic volume goes up to 20%. Although gate
management with combined use can provide a shotterm solution, it decreases the benefits of ETC system
for ETC vehicles. To study the effect of ETC mixing
rate over the traffic jam length, the simulation-based
approach can also provide an appropriate reference
data. Figure 8 shows that the difference between
combined gate use and ETC specific gate use will be

B(Small-size

20
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0
6:00

Measurement
Simulation

60

11:00
T ime

Figure 6: Time Interval Data on Entities Arrivals from
Ramp A and Ramp B
Model verification
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almost identical if the mixing rate is increased by 25%.
This means that combined gate usage as a countermeasure for traffic jams may not be required if the
ETC penetration ratio reaches 12.5% or more from the
current level of 10%.

for their valuable advice to our research. The author
would also like to thank Mr.Tomoyuki Hiramoto, a
graduate student of Graduate School of Mechanical
Engineering at the University of Tokushima for his
assisting with the programming.
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ABSTRACT

Certain variables of dynamic system can not be measured, however they play an important role for control
system strategies. In such a situation the approximation,
computer based simulation of these variables could be
useful for further techniques. There are some estimation
methods which can determine the traffic flow in a traffic
network. Based on the knowledge of these values, the
simulation of the turning rates can be made. The paper
treats the simulation of split rates in the traffic systems
modelled in terms of linear time varying system using
different filtering approaches.
The paper proposes three methods for simulation of
turning rates in a basic traffic network. First the unconstrained Kalman filtering, and secondly the algorithm
that has been developed for traffic systems is based on
the unconstrained and constrained Moving Horizon Estimation(MHE) is presented. The constrained MHE problem for traffic systems is modelled in terms of linear time
varying system and solves the split rate estimation process. The estimation is subjected to equality and inequality constraints. A numerical example is solved to demonstrate the Moving Horizon Estimation of split variables.
INTRODUCTION

Simulation is a reliable tool that one uses for model based
design techniques of a real or an abstract system and to
conduct experiments with, in order to understand the behavior and to evaluate various theoretic strategies for operating the system.
Applications of traffic simulation can be classified in
several cases. Some basic classifications are the division
between microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic, and
between continuous and discrete time approach. According to the problem area we can separate intersection, road
section and network simulations. Special fields are traffic
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
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safety and the effects of advanced traffic information and
control systems.
A newly emerged area is the demand estimation
through microscopic simulation. The dynamic aspect of
traffic simulation in a traffic system needs the previously
measured or estimated volumes of vehicles. Though the
measurement of certain variables in the dynamic description are rather costly, one tries to estimate them. The observation of permanently varying turning rates, in a simple intersection, are rather costly, however the amount of
the turning vehicle could be applied for traffic light harmonization, generally speaking for control.
One divides the intersection into three parts such as
entry, exit and internal flows. The measurement of both
the entry and the exit flows might be assumed. Traffic
density cannot be measured without error, so the idealized flow plays role only in theoretical aspects. A model
setup of entry-exit travel demands regarding an intersection allows estimation methods to determine the internal
link flows. The key of the model buildup is the split parameter ratios. The spilt rate determines the turning percentage of the vehicles entering a traffic system. If one
assumes that these turning rates are slowly varying split
probabilities, the methods to determine probabilities are
called split ratio methods ([4],[10]). The split rates define
a turning proportion. The stochastic view on creating the
model was elaborated in [11].
There exist many estimation techniques, for giving reliable estimation on dynamic OD matrix, their results,
however, could be different. The short review on OD
estimation begins with the Least Squares (constrained
or not), statically based methods such as Likelihood
methods([11]) and Kalman filtering ([2],[3]), or Bayesian
estimator ([20]). Sometimes, combined estimators, using constraints or apriori knowledge about the intersection can be applied.
Constraints must be taken into account in course of dynamic OD estimation. A class of optimal state estimation
methods are called Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE)
methods([6],[13],[16]). The MHE can be concerned as
the dual of the Model Predictive Control, though some
special assumptions must be given for filter stability. Another advantage of Moving Horizon Estimation can be

q4

y4

where i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m. v j (k) is a zero mean
noise term. The input measurement is a noisy term, since
qi (k) = q̃i (k) + ζi (k), with the same assumption for the
noise ζi (k) as above.
Split variables are independent trials. The model and
its constraints are given by

x24
x23

y3

q1
x21

q3

xi j (k + 1) = xi j (k) + wi j
1 ≥ xi j ≥ 0

y1

(2)
(3)

m

∑ xi j (k) = 1.

(4)

j=1

y2

The random variation in split parameter is small, and the
wi j (k) is a zero mean random component. All random
components ζ, v, w are mutually independent terms.
For the sake of simplicity, let us arrange all elements
of the OD matrix in a single vector and use the following
notations:

q2

Figure 1: A simple intersection
the fact that constraints assumption can be combined in
the estimation process. In the following space the Moving Horizon state estimation method is applied in intersection model.
The paper is divided into 5 chapters. After a short introduction, the problem is setup in the first section. The
second section briefly summarizes the estimation techniques for split rate approximation and shows how to apply them for a basic traffic system. The third part gives a
numerical example. The conclusion contains further research problems.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

One of the basic elements in traffic network systems is the
intersection. A basic intersection is given in Figure 1. Let
us denote the volumes occurring in a simple intersection.
To show the problem the following variables are defined:
• qi (k) the traffic volume (the number of vehicles) entering the intersection from entrance i, during time
interval k = 1, 2, ..N
• y j (k) the traffic volume (the number of vehicles)
leaving the intersection from exit j, during time interval k = 1, 2, ..N
• xi j (k) the percentage of qi (k) (turning rate) that is
destinated to exit j, k = 1, 2, ..N.
At the intersection there are no traffic light and the right
of way is not regularized, since from point of view estimation it does not take into account, only for control
purpose has importance.
Let us consider the following intersection model
m

y j (k) = ∑ qi (k)xi j (k) + v j (k),

(1)

i=1
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xk = [xi j (k)]T
wk = [wi j (k)]T
vk = [v j (k)]T
The problem is to observe the xi j states under certain condition. The latest estimation of the split probabilities can
be treated as a filtering problem. In the following section
one tries to emphasize the effectiveness of the constraint
Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE) method as a reliable
state observer of split ratios. To understand the difference
between them Kalman filtering and unconstrained MHE
is computed and simulated as well.
TURNING RATE ESTIMATION METHODS

Usually for real systems the states can not be measured
since the output map is only a subset of the whole state
space. In many application the knowledge of the states
has particular importance for implementation, for state
feedback control problems. State estimation for control
purpose becomes primordial and many estimation technique has been developed already.
State estimation gives us the possibility to observe via
output the unmeasured states, and for stochastic systems
to reduce the state and measurement noise occurring as
well. Though for linear stochastic system different estimation methods provide quite a good approximation of
the real state, but the realization of nonlinear state estimation under stochastic noise causes problems.
In our case the turning rate estimation of a simple intersection has many control objectives, i.e. the turning
amount of the vehicle in a direction could modify the optimal traffic light control. Certain class of noisy linear
discrete time system can be described is as follows:
xk+1 = Ak xk + Bk uk + Gk wk
yk = Ck xk + Dk uk + vk

(5)
(6)

One can neglect the control input, since the split rate dynamic can be assumed as a

The batch estimator is given by
min

(x̄0 ,ŵ−1|k ,...,ŵk−1|k )

xk+1 = Axk + Gwk

(7)

yk = Ck xk + vk

(8)

Ψk

Ψk = ŵT−1|k Q−1
0 ŵ−1|k +
k−1

+ ∑ ŵTj|k Q−1 ŵ j|k +

with x0 given and with Gk = Ak = In .

j=0

where Ak shows the propagation of the states from xk
to xk+1 , the control input uk affects the dynamic system
through Bk input direction map, and Gk wk is the weighted
state noise with zero mean random signal wk . Gk is called
noise distribution matrix and colors the white noise wk .
Usually noisy systems are described with an additional
disturbance term in dynamic equation.
The output map Ck can be a time or parameter varying map deciding about measured outputs, under output
noise. When stochastic noise are presents, such as wk ,
respectively vk , the resulting state estimator one is often
called filter. Although it provides optimal estimation under the noisy, measured output information.
Stability of filter can be shown by computing the error
system for nominal case, i.e. the simulation of noiseless
filter and real system from a different initial condition.
The filter design methods needs the probabilistic description of the noisy term, such as probability density function. As an example of Kalman filter, which gives optimal
solution with minimizing covariance of state errors.
Stochastic programming framework for estimation exists as well. Stochastic optimization methods consider
zero mean random noise with Gaussian distribution.
When comparing optimal filter design methods, one
usually starts with general Least Square(LS) method,
which has been first presented in the second parts of 60’s.
Since computer based numerical solution was unable to
gain the estimation results, practical implementation was
impossible at the time. The reason why nowadays it
has been so successful is the possibility of including explicit information about estimation processes. The implementation of limitation concerning state or measurement
noise can be understood from the Nature, since unlimited
disturbance can not be interpreted.
General outlook of stochastic state estimation process
can be seen on Figure 2.
From point of view numerical realization of state estimation recursive algorithm formulation is necessary. The
most general formulation of LS for dynamic systems is
the Batch or Full Information Estimation (BE,FIE). It offers the possibility to maintain equality or inequality constraints in an infinite horizon. The main drawback of this
solution of state estimation is the computational requirements, because when applying, the entire past behavior
of estimated process is familiar for estimation.
The above estimation problem becomes a time variant
case for (8).
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k

+ ∑ v̂Tj|k R−1 v̂ j|k ,
j=0

subject to:
x̂0|k = x̄0 + ŵ−1|k
x̂ j+1|k = Ax̂ j|k + Gŵ j|k
y j = Cx̂ j|k + v̂ j|k
with R−1 , Q−1 which are symmetric positive semidefinite noise weighting matrices. While Q0 penalizes
the x̄k−N initial state, R−1 weights the output prediction
error and Q−1 penalizes all estimated state noise.
The optimization problem grows step-by-step and becomes intractable even for small dynamic systems.
The general stability property of unconstrained batch
estimation can be applied for constrained with some special assumptions. The feasibility of the constrained optimization comes, over all, from the initial values of the estimated state and noise. Naturally, for constrained batch
an unstable A could cause unstable estimator, since the
unstable true system trajectories cannot be observed with
constraints on estimator states. However, general (nominal) asymptotic stability even for unstable A can be ensured.
The Moving Horizon Estimation scheme can be seen
in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Stochastic Estimation Process

Let the generalized MHE optimization criteria be defined by the following functional
min

(x̄0 ,ŵk−N−1|k ,...,ŵk−1|k )

Ψk

Ψk = ŵTk−N−1|k Q−1
N ŵ−1|k +
k−1

+

∑

ŵTj|k Q−1 ŵ j|k +

j=k−N
k

+

∑

v̂Tj|k R−1 v̂ j|k + Ψ∗k−N ,

j=k−N

subject to:
x̂k−N|k = x̄k−N + ŵk−N−1|k
x̂ j+1|k = Ax̂ j|k + Gŵ j|k j = k − N − 1, . . . , k − 1
y j = Cx̂ j|k + v̂ j|k j = k − N − 1, . . . , k
If the expected output is small, R−1 has to be chosen
large, compared to Q−1 , and the resulting sensor noise
vector becomes small, compared to ŵ j|k . On the other
hand, if our measurements are not reliable, Q−1 should
be chosen large, compared to R−1 .
Ψ∗k−N is the so-called arrival cost, which is analogue to
the cost to go in MPC technique. The arrival cost summarizes all knowledge about the best estimation before the
N-th step. For unconstrained linear case, the arrival cost
can be expressed explicitly. If state or noise inequality
constraints, or nonlinearities are present, we have no analytic expression to generate the arrival cost. Though analytic approach is unavailable, an approximate cost may

be given. When inequality constraints are inactive, the
approximation is exact. Therefore, the poor choice of the
arrival cost leads to the filter’s instability. To find the initial condition of General MHE, one uses a batch estimation for the first N − 1 step estimates.
To slide between windows the filtered estimate update
is preferred.
Another possibility of state estimation is the use of
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter could be applied widely
in traffic systems. This has been published in numerous
papers ([4],[?]). This method, based on Gaussian distributions of random variables, is defined on a probability
framework of the unknown split parameters. Kalman filter equations ([8]) can be formulated as recursive ones
started with an initial condition. The optimal estimation
depends on the choice of state noise covariance (Q) and
on the output noise covariance (R) weights. The Kalman
estimator can be applied subject to inequality constraints
by using stochastic programming([19]). The connection
between Kalman filtering and full information estimation
is known.
EXAMPLE

To show the difference between estimation techniques let
us consider the following solution of estimation of split
ratio. The solution is based on standard Kalman filtering
approach, on general unconstrainted MH Estimation, and
constrained MH Estimation with the equality constraints
(4) and dynamic inequality constraint.
One returns to the intersection model which is now
given by:
xk+1 = xk + uk + wk
yk = Ck xk + vk ,
where Ck contains the elements of qi , a time varying output map. The structure of Ck depends upon the layout of
the intersection.
Ck =

·
q1
0

0
q1

q2
0

0
q2

¸

qk+1 = qek + ζk
and where qk is the noisy input volume of the vehicles
entering the intersection, with the sensor noise ζk a zero
mean random signal with the appropriate dimension.
The number of split parameter needs to be well chosen in our situation the x = [x13 x14 x23 x24 ]T , the
number of outputs yk = [y3 y4 ]T . One should denote
that in split parameters two types of variation are present:
the permanent systematic component, with a zero average during a time period, and the the random component
which is assumed to be small respect to 1.
Let us suppose to have 1 sample in every second. Let
the horizon comprise 1 sample, and by applying diagonals R, Q and Q0 , the following results are gained. The

Figure 3: General Moving Horizon Estimation process
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simulation covered take 1 hour, which can be seen on the
Figure 4.
Intersection model time simulation

The only difference is the estimation idea, because while
for Kalman filtering the prediction is always a forward,
the unconstrained MH approach is defied as backward
calculation.

Simulated inputs

−13

x 10

400

10

20

30

40

Split rate

200
50

Simulated outputs

600
400
200
0

10

20

30

40

50

−10

Split rate

Split parameters

0
10

20

30

40

50

For numerical computation and simulation of the estimated split states one uses quadratic programming either
for unconstrained or for constrained MH. The Kalman filtered states are computed by a recursive algorithm.
For solving MHE numerically, either one may use a
recursive algorithm, which can be derived from Lagrange
multiplier method([6]), or quadratic programming for unconstrained, respectively for constrained MH. Simulating
the split parameter for intersection (Figure 1.), the result
can be seen in Figure 5.
1

0.5

Not smoothed split rate
constrained MHE
KF
0
0
10
20
30
40
50
Turning rate estimation with constrained MHE and KF
1
Not smoothed split rate
constrained MHE
KF
0.5

10

20

30
40
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20
30
40
KF estimated approach

50

10

20

50

0.5
0
−0.5

Figure 4: Variables of the basic intersection in time domain

0
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1

0.5

Split rate

0

−20

1

Split rate
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50

30
40
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Figure 6: Equality constraints x13 + x14 − 1 = 0 and x23 +
x24 − 1 = 0 time behaviour
As it has been shown in Figure 6, the simulated turning
rates (supposed to be real), are estimated with the MHE
process.
CONCLUSION

The article summarizes the Moving Horizon Estimation
approach for a simple traffic system, an intersection. In
traffic engineering the estimation of split variables is important for further optimal traffic light control strategies.
The MHE optimal estimation method shows a possible
way for including constraints into the design procedure.
One could possibly extend the state estimation, based on
MHE algorithm with some additional constraints in inequality form on states, noise or other variables. The selection of weighting matrices and estimation horizon and
the good approximation of arrival cost influence the performance of the estimation.
A numerical example has been shown to demonstrate
how to apply the Moving Horizon technique for split rate
observation.
The general MHE technique could be applied to nonlinear processes which will be in the focus of our traffic
system estimation research.

Figure 5: x12 , x23 , x32 split parameter time behaviour
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes construction of discrete urban
traffic
simulation
model
based on
NagelSchreckenberg’s cellular automata model (NaSch
model) and its modification. These NaSch models have
been constructed for simulation of traffic on highways
and freeways. We try to modify this aproach to obtain a
model of urban traffic. The development is based on an
object oriented approach.

and just single-lane simulation. A More detailed model
is constructed by Esser and Schreckenberg (Esser and
Schreckenberg 1997). Other approaches can be found in
other papers like (Chrobok et al. 2001), (Schreckenberg
et al. 2001) and (Chopard et al. 1997). In our case a
strong combination with object oriented approach is
used. We modified the basic NaSch traffic model and
constructed the object oriented model of traffic network
that can use a modified cellular automata model as its
basis. And finally we added the leading head algoritm
into the global model to make the modification in
NaSch and communication in object model possible. So
the leading head algorithm is a micro-simulation
algorithm and also the algorithm for object oriented
model control.
BASIC NAGEL-SCHRECKENBERG MODEL

GOALS OF THE MODEL
Our objective was construction of a model that could be
used for analysis of traffic situation in urban areas, i.e.
jams, queues of vehicles, public transport programmes,
junction lights switching algoritms, etc. Another very
important requirement was object oriented character of
the designed model, because we wanted to have the
possibility of easy or half-automatic creation of
simulation map. It also means that simulation map
should be divided into parts (representing urban traffic
entities), that are connected together and the whole
simulation is performed by communication among
them.

In this section we describe the basis of the basic NaSch
cellular automata model. More detailed description can
be found in other papers (Knospe et al. 2001) or original
model definition in paper (Nagel and Schreckenberg
1992).
To ensure the completeness of our paper we explain the
basis of this model. Let’s have a look on the basic
NaSch model concerning a single lane situation only. In
this model the road is divided into cells. Each cell has
the same length of 7.5m. Each cell can be occupied by a
single vehicle. The vehicles are therefore just like items
of an array. Each vehicle has a discrete speed that
represents the number of cells that the vehicle jumps
over during its movement (see Figure 1).

CHOOSED MODEL TYPE
According to the great study of traffic flow modeling in
TBR report (Gartner et al. 1997) and the great study of
micro-simulation models in European traffic simulation
project SMARTEST (Alergs et al. 1998), we decided to
use a micro-simulation model as our basic model
(instead of macroscopic or mesoscopic types). We
choosed the Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular automata
model, because of its detailed simulation and also easy
implementation and natural character of vehicle move
modelling. But there was one disadvantage. This model
was originally designed for highway or freeway traffic
(Nagel and Schreckenberg 1992). So it was important to
make some adjustment to ensure that the simulation of
urban traffic will be also possible. There were other
approaches to do that. An example can be found in the
Simon and Nagel simplified model (Nagel and Simon
1998). They used a simplified version of street network
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
ISBN 1-56555-286-5(book) / ISBN 1-84233-106-x(CD)
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Vehicles: speeds 3, 2
1 cell = 7.5 m
2

Positions after move
1

Gap to the next vehicle = 2 cells
Figure 1: Road Division in NaSch Model
The movement is performed by steps of simulation.
During each step the vehicles are shifted about the
number of cells that equals their speeds. The positions
of the vehicles together with vehicles states constitute
the global state of the model at a specific discrete time t.
Let i be an index of the state (i.e. the value of discrete

time t). If we denote the speed of the vehicle as vi and
gap to the next vehicle as gi we can obtain next state si+1
from the actual si by applying the following basic rules
of NaSch model:
1. Acceleration: vi → min (vi + 1, v max )
Breaking: vi → min (vi , g i − 1)

2.
3.

Randomization: vi → max(vi − 1,0 ) with p

4.

Driving: xi → xi + vi

Here we can see the roots of the model. The drivers of
the vehicles want to accelerate as much as possible (step
n. 1), but they have to slow down to avoid crashes
(forbidden in the model). So the speed is restricted by
gap to the next vehicle (step n. 2). Then the vehicle can
move (step n. 4), but for realistic behaviour of the model
the 3rd step is added. The adjustment of speed at step n.
3 is performed only with probability p. This stochastic
step (others are deterministic) takes into account the
natural velocity fluctuation (human factor or road
conditions).
Now we can look at the multi-lane case. We simply take
single lanes and place each one alongside the other and
add the lane changing rules (see Figure 2) to the
dynamic mechanism.

gp gap to
preceding vehicle

2

3
3

INCLUDING SLOW-TO-START BEHAVIOUR
A very important part of the model is the stochastic step
n.3. The basic NaSch rules use a constant probability
for this step, but it seems to be insufficient for modeling
metastable states with a very high flow (Barlovic et al.
1998). These metastable states relate with restart
behaviour of stopped vehicles. To include this
behaviour to simulation in more realistic fashion new
models with slow-to-start rules are introduced, e.g. T2,
BJH and VDR model (Barlovic et al. 1998).
The Velocity-Dependent Randomization (VDR) model
is based on the idea of dependent probability. It’s
simple. The probability in step n.3 from NaSch rules is a
function of the vehicle’s speed, i.e.
p = p(v(t ))

The parameter p should be determined before the
original 1st step from the NaSch rules. Sometimes, often
for explanation, is used a very simple case of this model
with probability function with this definition:
p
p(v ) =  0
p

gs gap to
successive vehicle

1

Deadlocks occur when the vehicle that wants to change
the lane waits until the target lane is free and another
vehicle waits for it and blocks it together.

for
for

v=0
v>0

Using one of the mentioned models introduces the
restart behaviour into the model and ensures that traffic
flow characteristics will better fit realistic values.

2

ANTICIPATION IN CELLULAR AUTOMATA

observed vehicle
Figure 2: Lane Changing Situation
The lane changing rules differ in used models but their
principles are often based on checking the values of gs
and gp. A systematic approach for two-lane rules can be
found in (Nagel et al. 1998) and also good information
about this problems can be found in (Knospe et al.
1998), but mainly for highways.
When we use these rules, the simulation step is divided
into two sub-steps. The first one perform the lane
change manoeuvres and the second one perform the
NaSch rules. As we see (Figure 2), the vehicle after
applying lane change rules is in a position that is the
same as in a normal state, so you can easily perform the
standard NaSch rules without any problem. There could
be some problems when you use the vehicles with
length more than one. We discuss it later when we
describe our model that uses this approach. For another
solution of this problem, see paper (Esser and
Schreckenberg 1997). Lane change manoeuvres are also
used for modeling overtaking. There could be also
problems with deadlocks during lane changing.
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Last modification of NaSch cellular automata model is
based on introducing anticipation of the following
vehicle’s movement. It means that an anticipation rule is
added to the original set of rules. It is also useful to add
this rule to the VDR model instead of the original
NaSch model, because the slow-to-start rule of the VDR
model still helps the simulation to be more realistic in
modeling restart behaviour and therefore metastable
states.
The anticipation rule is a modification of the original
adjustment of speed. This new adjustment takes into
account the expected behaviour of the leading vehicle
(following vehicle in the direction of move). This rule
helps the model to simulate different vehicle
characteristics like acceleration more realistic. It is also
introduced in cases of different vehicle length. In these
cases the length that represents one cell is usually set to
a smaller value, e.g. 1.5 m (Knospe et al. 2001). The next
advantage of anticipation is speed-up effect for lane
changing modeling caused by reduction of changing
wait times. For systematic approach and more detailed
description of this problem including the lane change
problem, see (Knospe et al. 1998).

BASIS OF MODEL AND CELL LENGTH

TRAFFIC NETWORK STRUCTURE

The model that we constructed is based on NaSch
cellular automata as we mention above. We also used
a VDR and anticipation modification of the basic
algorithm. The original NaSch model is designed for
highways and freeways and if we use 1 second as
simulation step (as usual) the speeds of the vehicles
follow the Table 1.

We know the type and modifications of the NaSch
model and now we can deal with the traffic network
structure, because it will be very important for leading
head algorithm construction. The whole map definition
is strongly object oriented. Most of the traffic network
elements are objects.

Table 1: Original NaSch Speeds
Discrete
speed [cell/s]
0
1
2
3
4
5

Road Segment
We start from the basic element of network. The
modified NaSch algorithm is defined for set of traffic
lanes in one direction and therefore the road segment is
defined as a set of these lanes (Figure 3).

Real speed
[km/h]
0
27
54
81
108
135

Road Segment

Our model is intended to be used for urban traffic and
therefore these speeds are unusable (few values with
respect to permitted speed in cities) and also cell length
is very long for city and we want to distinguish
individual types of vehicles (mainly vehicle length).
These requests result in cell length of 2.5 m. For the
permitted speed of 50 km/h used in the Czech
Republic, the speed will be as shown in Table 2.

Real road

Table 2: Modified Speed Discretization
Discrete
speed [cell/s]
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Figure 3: Road Segment

Real speed
[km/h]
0
9
18
27
36
45
54

This segment is the basic one, because the main part of
simulation is performed here.
Crossroad Segment

This length ensures a sufficient number of needed speed
values (Table 2) and also represents approximately all
known vehicles as shows the Table 3.

Another important segment is the cross-road. Because
the dynamics at these segments are very complicated,
there must be an other mechanism than NaSch model to
perform vehicle movement. But we also wanted to build
up this mechanism on very similar principles. Finally
we meet our requirements by introducing special single
places that communicate with each other. Through these
places the vehicles pass through the crossroads. Figure
4 shows a simple crossroad’s structure.

Table 3: Representation of Types of Vehicles
Vehicle
length [cell]
1
2
3
4
5
6

Real
length [m]
2.5
5
7.5
10
12.5
15

Lanes

crossroads

Type of Vehicle
motorcycle
passenger vehicles
van
minibus
bus and truck
lorry

roads

These types of vehicle will be used in our discrete
model.
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roads

roads

Figure 4: Simple Crossroad Structure

The crossroad solutions are very different in the field of
cellular automata models. Sometime just a switching
matrix with probabilities is used (Esser and
Schreckenberg 1997), or a representation by a rotary’s
dynamic (Chopard et al. 1997) or by structure from
ramps and transfer links (Chrobok et al. 2001).
Roudabout Segment
Now we have roads and crossroads, so we can make a
traffic network as an oriented graph from roads as edges
and crossroads as nodes. But there exists another
important segment except these two. It is the
roundabout and it is also a node in our oriented graph.
We have two possibilities how to define this object. The
first is to define it same way as a crossroad, but if we
construct the model of a large roundabout, the number
of places will exceed a reasonable value. Therefore the
second possibility will be better and that is to construct
the roundabout as a road segment that ends at its
beginning. We can do that because we can join the
onramps and offramps to a road, so we can also join
incoming and outgoing roads to the roundabout. The
structure is shown in Figure 5.

roundabout

Connecting Segments by Accessplace
We have now defined several segments of the traffic
network. We know that these segments should be
connected together. A connection can be between a road
and a crossroad, a road and a generator, a road and a
road, etc. So many different segments can be connected
together in a pair. It will be usefull to find the way how
to connect these segments by general mechanism. We
establish this mechanism as a connection by an
Accessplace. An Accessplace is a special object that
knows inner structure of the participating segments.
With this knowledge it can send vehicles from any
segment to any other without condition that these
segments must know their neighbours.
The final structure of the traffic network implemented in
our model for the case of crossroad shown in Figure 4 is
shown in Figure 6.

T

R

G

R

G

T

R

R

C

R - road
C - crossroad
G - generator
T - terminator
R

G

R

T

Figure 6: Traffic Network Structure
The structure of the simulation map in Figure 6 is
shown without Accessplaces that will be between each
pair of connected segments.
LEADING HEAD ALGORITM
Figure 5: Crossroad structure
Now it seems that we have all segments we need to
build up the oriented graph that represents the structure
of the traffic network. But there are still one or two
segments more to make the network complete.
Generator and Terminator Segments
To include the environment of the simulated system we
need to create segments that will generate vehicles
following some stochastic distribution and send those to
the network. This distribution differs from place to
place (it means from road to road), so there should be
more generator segments that should be connected at a
specific place to the network.
Except generation of vehicles we probably need a
segment to terminate the life of a vehicle. This segment
can collect some statistics and check for problems.
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We have defined the structure of the traffic network and
we have defined each segment of this structure. Now
it’s time to describe our leading head algorithm (LHA)
for which this structure was built. The basic principle of
leading head algorithm is simple. We assume that the
vehicles should be with length more than 1. Without this
assumption the LHA has no meaning. The movement of
the vehicle follows these steps (when the LHA is used):
1. The head of the vehicle moves as a standard
vehicle in the NaSch model.
2. Other pieces of the vehicle are shifted over the
same way that the head was shifted before.
The principle of the algorithm is shown in Figure 7. The
important thing to notice is that testing possible
collisions is needed only for the head and the following
pieces move automatically without testing. These pieces
only occupy the cells on the road. The LHA is also a
good mechanism for sending vehicles from one segment
to another, because the algorithm only concerns the
head and the other parts of vehicle that move over the
signed path.

So they need not to pass through the communication
object in such a complicated way that the head passes.
One can say that the LHA is an algorithm for hiding the
length of the vehicle.

segments with a help of LHA and we have seen the
LHA solution of crossroad passage. Finally we have to
say that this algorithm probably doesn’t bring any
acceleration of simulation run, but it uses a general
method for vehicle moving that could help us to extend
possible developed models.
CASE STUDY
This type of NaSch cellular automata built-in traffic
network model, together with lane head algorithm is
being developed in the JUTS project (J-Sim Urban
Traffic Simulator). This project is written in Java and
uses all these principles inside its simulation core. We
are trying to create a complex simulation tool with easy
methods for editing and generating the simulation map.
We are using XML format to store and work with the
simulation map and other data.
But until these days the core has not been validated yet,
because it is still under development. For more
information about this project see (Hartman and Kačer
2003).
We cooperate with Public Transport Department of
Pilsen (a Czech city) from which we obtain data from
several observers that we want to use for half-automatic
simulation map generation. For that purpose the
designed model is well suited.
CONCLUSION

Figure 7: LHA Lane Change
The last advantage of the LHA algorithm together with
the designed traffic network is an easy way of a vehicle
passage through a crossroad. The pieces of the
crossroad are also possible positions of the vehicle, so if
the head is going through the path at the crossroad, the
other pieces of the vehicle can follow it without
problem. This situation with just the head move (the
other pieces’ moves could be easily added) is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8: LHA at Crossroad
We have seen the LHA in action during lane change
process, we have talked about communication between
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The designed model is based on the NagelSchreckenberg cellular automata model with VDR and
anticipation that have been tested several times in other
projects or smaller research works. So there is quite
great guarantee that the simulation based on this model
will approach reality.
The solution of crossroad dynamics is one of the most
detailed that is used in cellular automata models and at
the same time it allows a very simply way to pass the
vehicles through the crossroad. It involves a possibility
of changing the inner dynamics by changing the
permitted directions on the crossroad or you can simply
add any new testing of other interesting features during
passage through the places at the crossroad.
The leading head algorithm is an easy and flexible way
how to move vehicles through a segment and also
between segments. The crossroad and road are mostly
the same for this algorithm and also the roundabout
which is designed as a road in cycle is the same.
Finally we must say that the main goal of the designed
model is to make an easily extendable model for big
applications that will be able to configure the simulation
automatically from the urban traffic data that is obtained
from city measurements.

Nagel K.; D.E. Wolf; P. Wagner; and P. Simon. 1998 “Twolane traffic rules for cellular automata: A systematic
approach.” Physical Review E, American Physical
Society.
Schreckenberg M.; L. Neubert; and J. Wahle. 2001
“Simulation of traffic in large road networks.” Future
generation computers 17, 649-657.
Simon, P.M. and K. Nagel. 1998 “Simplified cellular
automaton model for city traffic.” Physical Review E,
The American Physical Society.
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ABSTRACT
Controlling crowds in airports, train terminals,
sporting events, etc., is a complex problem. This
particular problem has a great deal of interaction
between the entities themselves (i.e. among the
individual members of the crowd) and the crowd
(or individuals) with the environment in which the
crowd is placed. This complexity of this system can
be described in the much researched area of
artificial life. By combining Cellular Automata
(CA) with agents, we can construct a system to
capture and control the ebb and flow of a crowd,
including the particular characteristics of the
individuals in the crowd. To this end, we have
developed a prototype crowd control simulation
system as a test case for this kind of problem. The
imbedded CA provides a framework for flow of
people, much like traffic models (Nagel, K., and
Rasmussen, S. 1994) and (Blue, V. J. and Adler,
J.L, 2000a), while the agent reproduces the
behavior of a crowd, including subgroup behaviors,
interactions, stochastic decisions of single units etc.
This work is an extension of the web-based model
in (Bruzzone, A. and Signorile 1999).
CELLULAR AUTOMATA SIMULATIONS
AND TRAFFIC SIMULATIONS
Cellular automata (CA) are simple spatial
processing models with their origins in the early
architecture of digital computers designed in the
1940 and 1950s. CA has close associations with
complexity theory and has been employed in the
exploration of a diverse range of urban phenomena,
generally to investigate ideas about how real urban
systems operate, but from a controlled
experimental environment within computer
software. Urban applications of CA range from
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traffic simulation and regional-scale urbanization to
land-use dynamics, historical urbanization, and
urban development (Center for Advanced Spatial
Analysis website). Therefore, CA is particularly
useful in simulating complex adaptive systems
such as people movement.

There has been a great deal of interest in
studying traffic flow with Cellular Automata
models. CA models are conceptually simple, thus
we can use a set of simple CA rules to produce
complex behavior. Using CAs we can capture the
complexity of interacting traffic pattern
behavior. The basic one-dimensional Cellular
Automata model for highway traffic flow is
described in (Nagel, K., and Rasmussen, S. 1994).
The model describes a one-lane traffic road with
sequence of grid points, and each grid point is a
square representing one vehicle. There are many
variations on the basic model (Blue, V.J. and Adler,
J.L. 2000b) that consider the effects of acceleration
and delay of vehicles with high speed. The actual
speed of the car at each time step depends on the
“lambda”
value
that
can
be
adjusted
accordingly. This model captures the realistic
traffic situations where the car accelerates and
decelerates.

The rules in (Blue, V.J. and Adler, J.L. 2000b)
model are very simple, but we get complex
behavior out of a population of these rules. This
complexity is defined by methods in statistical
physics. Such models lead us away from the view
of multi-agent traffic models as fundamentally
linear where units are treated in isolation, thus
motivating us to look into combining agents and
CA.

of complex systems that combine cellular automat
at the aggregate spatial level and add entity motion
to the cells as agents. In this way, we can model
gross movement rules (the CS grid rules) and
particular individual/group rules (the agents).

CELLULAR PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC
SIMULATIONS
The one dimensional car traffic models
motivates us to develop more complex models of
movement. The area of pedestrian movement
has been used as possible application field for
the use of cellular automata (Blue, V. J. and
Adler, J.L, 2000a ) and (Blue, V.J. and Adler, J.L.
2000b)
These models contain cellular entities that have
a forward direction of movement and the idea is
to optimize the speed of the agent in a given
direction, under a maximum walk speed
constraint. Each agent will account for the position
of other agents and their direction of forward
movement. In the simplest case we could have
an environment where each agent is moving in
the same direction as every other agent. The next
increase in complexity involves flow where two
types of agents in the population move in opposing
directions.
To further increase, complexity,
consider moves that cover all possible local moves
(Blue, V.J. and Adler, J.L. 2000b). In (Dijkstra, J.,
A.J. Jessurun, and H.J.P. Timmermans. 2001),
using agents as an extension of CA was initially
discussed, However, these agents are just extension
of the movement rules in the CA, and do not have
personable attributes we consider important in
crowd behavior.
Most of these models are primarily based on
CAs to understand emerging behavior of
pedestrian’s movement. We are interested in more
than just movement models, but also pedestrian
behavior models. For example, in a museum setting,
each agent/pedestrian makes decisions on moving
both on the CA rules defined in (Bruzzone, A. and
Signorile 1999) as well as other internal rules.
These internal rules could include the, again for the
museum example, the desire to linger at a particular
exhibit. This individual pedestrian behavior affects
the total crowd behavior in interesting ways.
As modeling of spatial systems improve and
develop, systems can be modeled at finer and finer
granularity, or scale. This means that activity can
be represented in the model at various levels, (for
example, at the individual entity in the systems).
Understanding complex systems naturally mean
injecting individual behavior into the gross systems.
Therefore, individual mobility, and state are
inevitably woven into the fabric of the complex
system. Therefore, we look at developing models
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THE PROBLEM OF MODELING CROWD
CONTROL
Crowd control can be applied to many different
areas, such as police operations (Varner D., Scott
D.R. Micheletti J., Aicella G. (1998)), shopping
center design, public park re-organization
(Bruzzone A.G., Rivarolo D. 1997)),rail station reengineering (Bouvier E., Cohen E. 1995) and
epidemic diffusion. In additions, there has been a
significant advancement in studying pedestrian
traffic patterns in various environments. In
(Bierlaire, M., Antonini, G. and Weber,M. 2003),
a system based on multiple agents (MAS) was used.
The desire of the author was to create a highly
flexible system composed of actors that can be
modeled individually. In (Helbing, D., and Molnar,
Peter, 1998) pedestrian flow is discussed with some
features observered. In (Still, K, 2000), the author
presents several phenomena about crowd behavior,
the most significant being:
•
•
•
•

Edge effects
Finger Effects
Density Effects
Shockwave Effects

In (I. Farkas, D. Helbing, T. Vicsek, 2002) the
authors developed a model to investigate the
Mexican Wave phenomena in a stadium.
To achieve some of the modeling desired by
(Bierlaire, M., Antonini, G. and Weber,M. 2003)
and the flexibility and simplicity by desired by In
(Still, K, 2000), we combined CA and MAS into
one system.
To facilitate the pedestrian motion rules for the
CA, we combine the following from the discipline
of physics:
•

Fluid dynamics: This represents a
continuous modeling of the crowd by
using specific crowd characteristics (i.e.
density, speed, etc.) distributed on a grid
corresponding to environment in which
the crowd is actively moving.

•

Particle dynamics: In this approach,
each entity in the crowd is represented
as a single particle interacting with the
other particles by some predetermined
attraction/reaction
and
collisions
(Langton C. , 1997) rules.

•

Particle
queuing: This
approach
operates in similar way to particle
dynamics
but
doesn't
consider
attraction/reaction rules and instead
stacks the people on queues taking care
not to overlap the entities.

We model the individuals as a collection of
agents. We also model the agents so that they
interact among themselves to maintain consistent
groups (i.e. a family or a specified group of people)
when applicable. We capture Pedestrian decision
making for the agent based on individuality or
group membership. These attributes lead to certain
decision making on the part of the agent. Decisions
are based on Internal Forces (This is related to goal
of each entity) and External Forces (This force is
related to other entities, layout objects or external
force fields and is composed of three parts: (I)
collision avoidance, (II) group attraction and (III)
external forces).
A relational schema of the above forces is
depicted below. For the spatial aspect, consider the
need to avoid obstacles (either walls or other
individuals) and the need for maintaining the group
structure where appropriate.

Figure 1: Spatial Relationship of Forces
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Figure 2. General architecture for objects in the
model.
The general architecture of the entities is
proposed in Figure 2 above. The figure
demonstrates the hierarchical nature of our design.
For example, we have an object that is the group of
men subject to some specific methods (init,
drawing, and alarm for a group of men, changing
the behavior of the men instead of the walls or of
the attractions).

In Figure 3 below, we see the layout in the
application. As you can see, the goal of the
individuals, or groups, is to visit the objects in the
exhibition. The individuals travel along the two
floors (one lower and one upper). There are also
emergency exits. We focused, in this paper,
primarily
on
the
movement
of
the
individuals/groups among the objects in the exhibit
only, and not on the emergency exits. Monitoring
agent behavior during emergency exiting will be
will be added to our next version of the system.
After viewing the exhibit, the individuals/groups
leave.

added goal of maintaining “neighborhood” contact
with their group.
We have situations where individuals/groups of
agents linger over some specific popular exhibit,
where agents move from one room to another then
back again, and where there are areas for agents to
rest/contemplate exhibits. Some emergent behavior
from our simulations where:
Reverse Edge effects are observed
(especially on the edge closest to the
exhibit). Thus, this suggests that ample
viewing space along the sides is more
important than tunnels for the center of the
crowd. This is even more prevalent when
the percentage of the agents is groups.
Finger effects (bi-directional crowds
moving amongst themselves) are less
evident in this environment. However,
when individuals are present, and
bottlenecks occur, we observed the
“wandering” effect for the individuals to
be very prevalent.
Figure 3: Layout of the environment for the CA
and MAS crowd control system.

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
Complex Systems is a field of science studying
how parts of a system give rise to the collective
behaviors of the system, and how the system
interacts with its environment. The field of
complex systems cuts across all traditional
disciplines of science. It focuses on certain
questions about parts, wholes and relationships.
The study of complex systems is about
understanding indirect effects and observing
emergent behavior from these systems. Pushing on
a complex system "here" often has effects "over
there" because the parts are interdependent. (New
England Complex Systems Institute website)

Back pressure (especially when the
density of groups is large) is observed. As
groups approach an obvious stopping
point (descriptions on the wall or a
particularly popular object), the back
pressure increases precipitously. When we
moved such stopping points, to either
larger viewing areas or areas with more
egresses, the back pressure dropped. In
addition, the local Density effect was
reduced
Placement of resting areas can adversely
affect density in the crowd. If placed too
near a popular stopping point, a clustering
effect takes control of the crowd, causing
sever back pressure.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Based on some prior work (Bruzzone, A. and
Signorile 1999) with the addition of CA and MAS,
we ran simulations to observe the behavior of the
agents in a museum. Our agents are modeled
(randomly) as individuals, family groups (small
group of individuals) and tourist groups (larger
groups of individuals). The individual agents have
the simple goal of moving through the exhibition,
viewing the objects on display and leaving the
exhibition. The other two types of agents have the
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The study demonstrates the effectiveness of
modeling public facilities using both Cellular
automata (more basic/complex moving rules) and
agents (for behavior attributes) to improve services
in a museum setting. Clearly this framework is
extendable to modeling many events, such as
sporting events, shopping malls, rail stations,
airports, etc.

Additionally, we feel that this approach is
applicable to other complex systems such as
network reliability, supply chain management, and
management logistics. Mostly due to the nature of
this theory: massive similar entities, internal and
external forces to motivate these entities, non-linear
interactions between entities and emergent
behavior from the system.

I. Farkas, D. Helbing, T. Vicsek,
Mexican waves in an excitable medium.
Nature 419, 131 (2002).

We plan to investigate using this theory in the
above and other domains.

Nagel, K., and Rasmussen, S. (1994). “Traffic at
the edge of chaos”. In : Artificial Life IV, R.A.
Brooks and P.Maes (eds.), 222-230. MIT
Press (Cambridge, MA, 1994).
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management, and control can be anticipated and
addressed since the early stages of design.
BACKGROUND

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a distributed simulation approach
to address the logistic implications of design and assess
their impact on performance during project execution.
Relevant areas of application include large construction
projects involving the installation of multiple systems
and, simultaneously, the interests of multiple parties.
Individual models of the installation activities pertaining
to each system are built using commercial simulation
packages. These models are then linked using the Java
RMI® (Remote Method Invocation) standard to provide
global measures of project performance for both local
and central design decisions. Several uses of this
simulation approach can be identified during the
different phases of the project life-cycle, for instance to
test alternative solutions during the conceptual design
phase or to accommodate late design changes with
minimal disruptions to the project schedule and budget.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed simulation has been widely used outside the
original military context to address important
production and management problems related to the
supply chain. This paper extends the use of distributed
simulation from mass/batch production to large one-off
projects. Examples of suitable projects include for
instance the construction of large industrial and
occupied facilities. Because such projects involve the
interests of multiple parties, it is of the highest
importance that any design decisions made either
centrally (i.e. at the owner’s or at the general
contractor’s level) or locally (i.e. at the sub-contractor’s
level) are assessed and discussed using common metrics
[1,2]. This ensures that the logistic and performance
implications of the relevant design specification are
fully understood and appreciated prior to their full-scale
implementation. Specifically, the simulation approach
aims to establish unbiased criteria and measures for the
evaluation of decision alternatives to bridge the gaps
among the objectives of the different project
stakeholders. By these means distributed simulation
supports the application of a concurrent engineering
approach as potential issues in the project logistics,
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The work presented in this paper builds upon prior
research on the performance of complex large-scale
projects [3,4]. Modelling and simulation techniques, in
the form of dynamic process simulation models, were
designed to assess the performance implications of
change in the presence of inter-system process
dependencies. The initial solution worked as a single
application package and was meant for the use of the
general contractor to evaluate how changes introduced
in the design and/or in the construction means or
methods could influence project performance, as
measured for instance by project duration and cost [3,4].
The implemented simulation tool consisted of a library
of system and material specific modules, each one
representing the detailed installation/construction
activities for a particular system.
Since the early applications of the tool it was observed
that each system and material and specific model is
better maintained and customised at the sub-contractor’s
site: the detailed specifications of possible changes are
usually implemented directly by the sub-contractors,
who are also free to choose the construction means and
methods as long as they are able to meet the specified
completion deadlines. Based on such considerations, a
natural extension of the work involved the realisation of
a network of independent system and material specific
models based on the Java RMI® (Remote Method
Invocation) standard. The paper will discuss the relevant
features of the network and will present the results of a
case study based on an actual construction project.
SIMULATION APPROACH
As illustrated in the previous section, a prototype
simulation tool was first developed in the
SIMPROCESS® environment as a library of system and
material specific modules, which enabled the definition
of a project by simply dragging-and-dropping the
relevant modules. For the purposes of this research the
existing modules were extracted and readapted to serve
as simulation federates in the distributed architecture.
Special attention was devoted the definition of
appropriate variables tracking federation-wide the local

progress for the individual systems to ensure that the
next installation phases could be scheduled and
executed without introducing simulation delays. This is
especially important when dealing with the
representation of multiple interdependent processes,
where technical logical, regulatory and resources
constraints tie the relative production rates among the
systems. Specifically, the completion of one installation
process in a particular zone of the facility, allows for the
next crew to start their job in that same zone. If the
completion of the previous job is not effectively
communicated, the installation process for the next
system may be delayed in a way that is not
representative of the reality of the process.
The bulit-in capabilities of SIMPROCESS®, which
enable the adoption of the RMI standard greatly
simplify the realisation of a network and overcome
several of the problems related to the timing of
simulation synchronisation. Recent research by the
authors has focused on the timing of federation
synchronisation, when adopting the “next event”
approach within the HLA-RTI standard [5,6]. In such
applications it is critical that the frequency of
communications among simulators is as reflective as
possible of the process characteristics so as to minimise
the waste of simulation time caused by the occurrence
of asynchronous events.
With the RMI-based approach to distributed simulation,
the timing of communication is no longer a problem. A
detailed description of the RMI features and
functionalities can be found in the relevant website
[http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/rmi/]. In synthesis,
RMI® enables the programmer to create distributed
Java technology-based applications, in which the
methods of remote Java objects can be invoked from
other Java virtual machines, possibly on different hosts.
A Java program can make a call on a remote object once
it obtains a reference to the remote object itself, either
by looking up the remote object in the bootstrap naming
service provided by RMI or by receiving the reference
to it as an argument or a return value. A client can call a
remote object in a server, and that server can also be a
client of other remote objects. RMI uses object
serialisation to marshal and unmarshal parameters and
supports true object-oriented polymorphism.
Since the study represented a first application of the
distributed approach to the analysis of the logistic
implications of early design decisions in the
performance of large projects, significant effort was
devoted to the validation of both the individual models
and the federation as a whole. The validation of the
individual models was highly supported by the
availability of historical data from previous projects that
enabled cross-checking and validation of the simulated
time and performance estimates. The availability of data
from past projects allowed for the analogical validation
of the entire federation as well, by comparing the
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performance measures obtained, such as duration and
costs, to their actual values. In effects, project managers
typically refer to previous projects to estimate the
duration and costs for each aggregate project phase and
during project execution they record the actual values
for project control purposes. It is important to observe
that by looking at processes at the aggregate level (e.g.
installation of electrical wiring on the second level, or
installation of plumbing fixtures in zone A) it is only
possible to derive rough estimates for the start/end dates
of each phase. The representation of the logistic
implications of design and methods during project
execution is far more detailed in the simulation because
inter-system process links build their effects at the
detailed task and component level and these links
cannot be captured by looking at processes at the
aggregate level.
ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE OF DESIGNDRIVEN LOGISTIC CHANGES
The introduction of design and technological changes
impacts the logistics of project execution at three levels:
the system, the inter-system, and the whole project
level. Specifically, the system level observes the logistic
implications of change within the system of
introduction. The inter-system level tracks how their
secondary effects influence the installation of other
facility systems. The whole project level observes their
impact on the performance of the overall project. Prior
research, based on extensive simulated scenario testing,
has demonstrated that the impact of change can be
accurately tracked at all three levels, across multiple
dimensions of performance [3,4].
Previous studies have shown that the performance of
large construction projects is multi-attribute[3,4].
Because the interests of multiple parties are
simultaneously involved (e.g. the owner’s, the general
contractor’s and the different specialty contractors’),
depending on the particular project and party of
perspective, one aspect of performance may appear
more important than others towards the success of the
project. However, in general, the level of success
achieved in a project can only be measured across
multiple dimensions of performance [7,8]. Based on
these considerations, and on previous testing of the
individual models as stand-alone applications, a number
of performance measures were selected as suitable
indicators of project performance. These include project
duration, duration-based cost, cost of utilised resources,
percentage resources utilisation, and index of workers’
exposure to dangerous conditions (danger index).
Specifically, the duration-based cost represents the total
cost of the project, assuming that all resources are
present on the construction site for the entire duration of
their scope of activity within the project. The cost of
utilized resources represents the cost of performing
project activities and tasks, excluding resource costs of
delays and wait times introduced by process
interdependencies. The percentage of resource

utilization is the ratio of these two costs. Worker
exposure to dangerous condition is measured through an
index that builds upon tabulated values of occurrence of
injuries during the performance of specific construction
tasks [9,10] over the entire duration of the project.
It is important to observe that the choice of performance
measures targets the assessment of the impact of intersystem process dependencies. Measures such as
duration and duration-based cost in fact are “dynamic”
measures of performance, meaning that they account for
the actuality of the duration and cost of the construction
process because they reflect inter-system process
dynamics. Measures of performance such as cost of
utilized resources and workers exposure to dangerous
conditions, are not dynamic in such a sense. They are
direct functions of the number of man hours required to
complete the project and do not account for the resource
idle time determined by inter-system process dynamics.
Any discrepancies in the simulated results for these two
sets of performance measures is entirely explained by
the effects of inter-system process links.
EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
In order to assess the benefits that may be accrued from
the application of the implemented federation
architecture to the study of complex projects, an
example analysis was performed based on data from an
actual construction project. The project involved the
realization of a research facility for a large
pharmaceutical company, to accommodate both
laboratories and office spaces. The study involved the
evaluation of design alternatives for the main service
systems included in the facility: the electrical and
communication systems, the plumbing and fire
protection systems, and the heating and ventilation
systems. As part of this case study, the simulation tool
was used to compare the performance of two pairs of
design alternatives during project execution. The first
analysis focused on layout alternatives and compared
the performance of the centralised and decentralised
layout options. The second one focused on system
alternatives and compared the performance of air-based
versus water based heating.
For the purposes of this analysis the federation had to be
customised to accommodate and track the relevant
changes in project logistics induced by each design
alternative. Typical changes in project logistics are
related to changes in the bill of materials for the related
sub-systems and to their spatial distribution in the
facility. The logistic implications of these changes
include the introduction of additional accessibility
constraints, which influence the spatial and temporal
allocation of crews to different jobs and the crosssystem sequencing of installation activities. These
combined effects influence the relative production rates
among the systems and thereby generate an impact on
the overall project performance. Changes in the bill of
materials for a particular sub-system involve changes in
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the input data for each federate, however their impact on
project performance is tracked at the federation level by
observing the corresponding changes in the relative
installation rates among the systems. Progress is
especially difficult to track among different systems
because different systems use different spatial units of
progress. For instance structural systems use bays,
enclosure systems may refer to zones or levels, interior
finishing can be tracked by room, and services may be
tracked by riser/feeder group, by level, or by zone,
depending on the specified facility layout.
CENTRALISED VS. DECENTRALISED LAYOUT
Design changes in the system layout, particularly
centralisation versus decentralisation of the vertical
risers, were analysed with respect to the overall layout
of the water-based service systems (i.e. plumbing,
heating and fire protection). Centralising the layout
means shifting from a primarily vertical layout, with a
number of vertical risers close to the number of usage
points, to a largely horizontal layout, where few risers
feed the usage points through a long network of
horizontal pipes on each level.
Not only does this shift represents a significant design
change in terms of number and type of units to be
installed, but it also introduces an additional logistic
constraint that links the installation processes of the fire
protection and plumbing systems. This constraint,
driven by spatial and accessibility requirements, ties the
rate of installation of the horizontal pipes for the two
systems, because the two need to run parallel on the
different facility levels and share the same supporting
trays.
Moving from a decentralized to a centralized layout has
important impacts at the federation control level. The
progress status for the installation of the plumbing pipes
needs to be tracked at the federation level, and
synchronisation events need to be tailored to account for
their expected installation time, so that the fire
protection units can be timely released for installation
on that level.
Changes in layout have no impact on the structure of the
individual system federates. The modules are system
and material specific, and thus independent of the
particular system size and layout. Changes in the
number of units to be installed do not influence the type
of activities to be performed and, thus, are only
reflected in the input quantities (i.e. bill of materials).
The relative changes in project performance are
displayed in figure 1. The effects of centralisation
measured at the whole project level include major
increases in overall project duration (57%) and in
duration-based cost (36%). In addition, it is now the
installation of the fire protection system, instead of the
electrical system, that drives the duration and overall
cost of the project. The change in design (number and

type of units to be installed) actually reduces the cost of
utilised resources, both at the system and at the whole
project level, but also introduces changes in the intersystem installation rates, which impact the overall
progress rate and project duration. The combined impact
of these two effects is a reduction of resource utilisation
(i.e. the cost of utilized resources divided by the
duration-based cost) equal to 32%.

Because the shift to a centralised layout for the heating
system makes its installation faster, performance
benefits can be observed in the installation of the
electrical system due to a reduction in resources idle
time (resources are idle while waiting for the installation
of the heating pipes in the next zone). Figures 2 and 3
summarise these performance outcomes at the system
(heating system) and inter-system (electrical system)
levels, respectively.
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Figure 1: Performance Impact at the Project Level
One of the benefits of a distributed approach in the
study of change is the possibility of analysing
performance at the system level by looking at the
outcomes of each individual federate, when run in the
context of the whole federation. In most cases the
analysis of the federation outcomes at the system level
produces results that are quite far from the expected and
can only be explained as the result of inter-system
process dependencies. For instance, in this scenario, no
change was introduced in the design of the electrical
system, which for this project application was fairly
centralised to begin with, therefore both the cost of
utilised resources and the danger index, which are
system specific measures, do not change. However, a
decrease in duration-based cost is observed which in
turn leads to an increase of resources utilisation. The
decrease in duration-based cost for the electrical system
is explained in terms of inter-system process links,
which constrain the spatial progress on the installation
of the heating system to depend on the rate of
installation of the heating system.
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Figure 3: Performance Impact at the Inter-System Level

AIR-BASED VS. WATER-BASED HEATING
A comparison is made between a water-based and airbased heating solution for a same decentralised layout.
The shift from a water based to an air-based system
represents a shift from a closed loop type of system,
characterised by supply and return pipes, to an open
loop type of system, characterised by supply ducts only.
The most interesting aspect of this second case is that no
significant impacts can be identified at the system level:
the time required to install a given length of air ducts is
actually longer than the time required to install an equal
length of water pipes, however no return line is required
in the air-based configuration. For this particular system
size and layout, the effects compensate so as to produce
negligible changes in the performance measures at the
system level. However, important impacts can be
observed at the intersystem level: the installation of the
electrical system is faster and the associated costs are
lower. This effect is mostly determined by the different
rate of installation of both the vertical and the horizontal
units in the air-based system, as compared to the waterbased solution, which overall increases installation
efficiency for the electrical system (shorter idle time of
resources while waiting for the horizontal heating
conduits to be placed). Increased efficiency in the
installation of the electrical system has significant
impacts on the project as a whole, since any reduction in
completion time for the electrical system directly
translates in an equivalent reduction in project duration,
and consequently decreases project cost.

P ercentage change

For the purposes of this comparison the simulation
federate representing the installation process for the

Figure 2: Performance Impact at the System Level
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water-based heating system had to be substituted with
the corresponding air-based one, because the installation
activities are substantially different. However, no
relevant changes had to be made at the federation
control level, since the spatial constraint that links the
installation progress of the electrical system to that of
the heating system does not vary as the system type is
changed (i.e. the air ducts still need to be in place on
one level before the installation of electrical conduits
and wiring can start on that same level).
As anticipated above, the impacts of this change in the
nature of the heating system at the whole project level
are a reduction in project duration (-7%) and a
corresponding reduction in duration-based cost (-2%).
Changes in the cost of utilised resources and in the
danger index for the whole project are negligible. Only
a slight increase in the percentage resource utilization
can be observed (+3%). Figure 4 summarises the
relative performance results at the whole project level.
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Figure 5: Performance Impact at the Inter-System Level

This paper has analysed the logistic implications of
design changes during project execution and their
impact on project performance. The analysis of change
in complex construction projects requires a distributed
simulation approach because many of the logistic
implications of change can only be specified at the
intersystem level, and only at this level they build their
effects on project performance.
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Impact of Air-Based Heating: Electrical
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CONCLUSION

Impact of Air-Based Heating: Whole Project

-12

installation time. Figure 5 summarises the relative
performance results observed at the inter-system level

12
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Figure 4: Performance Impact at the Project Level
At the system level, no significant impacts can be
observed in the installation of the heating system. As
explained at the beginning of this section this finding is
rather coincidental, and results from the combination of
two effects. The first one is that for this particular layout
the total number of man-hours required to install the airbased and the water-based heating are approximately
the same. The second one is that the activities required
to install air ducts are characterised by the same level of
danger as those required to install heating pipes.
At the inter-system level the installation of the electrical
system is affected by the change in the type of heating
system adopted. Duration and duration-based cost for
the electrical system are both lower than the
corresponding figures for the water-based heating
alternative (-11% for both).
Since no change was introduced specifically in the
electrical system itself, both the cost of utilised
resources and the danger index remains the same in the
two configurations, while the percentage of resource
utilization increases (+12%), due to the decrease in
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A distributed architecture is especially convenient
because important construction projects involve
multiple sub-contractors who are tied to specified
completion deadlines but are otherwise free to choose
their own construction means and methods. In this
respect it is sensible to have them implement the
customisation of their specialty federate models for the
project and then observe their effects of their choices at
the aggregate level by centrally running the federation.
Design changes can be proposed and tested both locally,
at the subcontractor’s level or centrally are the
owner’s/general contractor’s level, but it is always
necessary to test their effects on the performance of the
project as a whole. Distributed simulation supports a
concurrent engineering approach throughout the
different phases of a project’s lifecycle, from the early
design stages and feasibility studies to the later stage of
project execution. The simulation-based methodology
presented in the paper favours communication among
the different project stakeholders and provides
quantitative grounds for discussion before key design
decision are made and implemented in an application
context where full-scale experiments are financially too
risky and time-consuming. The methodology also
provides extensive support during project execution to
better specify the logistics by which changes can be
implemented at such late stages without compromising
the existing project schedule and budget.
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ABSTRACT
The simulation study of networks remains attractive due
to desire to achieve better important traits such as
scalability and performance. This paper describes a
biologically inspired discrete-event modelling approach
for simulating networks. It introduces a synergistic
modelling approach by incorporating key attributes of
honeybees and their societal properties into a set of
simulation models described in the Discrete Event
System Specification. We describe our approach with
particular emphasize on how to model the behaviour of
the honeybees and their cooperation as discrete event
models. The simulation models and their experimental
results are presented and discussed.
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studies developed based on studying details of the
honeybees and their colonies. The knowledge about how
honeybees behave and interact offers key insights as how
to model inherent complexity of networked systems.
Armed with simple yet subtle emerging behaviour of
honeybees we may be able to develop models of complex
large-scale network systems that can offer desirable
performance and scalability qualities (Lunceford and
Page 2002).
In the remainder of the paper, we will review Honeybee
(Seeley 1995) and DEVS modelling techniques (Zeigler
et al. 2000). Based on a general model of Honeybee
society, we describe our approach to network modelling
where artificial and natural computational models are
combined. We then present network model specifications
using DEVSJAVA (ACIMS 2004) and associated
algorithms followed by describing simulation results and
conclusions.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. BACKGROUND

The study of complex networked systems especially
those that are large-scale are attractive for a variety of
reasons such as the analysis and design of transportation
systems, supply networks, management of social and
ecological systems. Systems that are composed of
components share common characteristics such as
hierarchy, alternative configurations, patterns of
interactions due to varying types of components and
behaviour. To model such systems, one can employ a
variety of methods to characterize structure and
behaviour – e.g., we can use communicating processes or
event systems as the basis for modelling components and
their interactions. More specifically, from simulation
point of view, we may use discrete event, differential
equations, or cellular automata to describe behaviour of
networks.

There exist many modelling approaches founded on
systems theory (e.g., Mesarovic and Takahara 1989),
agent theory (e.g., Wooldridge and Jennings 1995), and
object theory (e.g., Abadi and Cardelli 1996) to
characterize network systems such as computer networks
and natural societies such as honeybees and ants.

Some modelling techniques, not only can be developed
based on artificial computational models such as Von
Neumann, but also on natural phenomena such as Ants
societies. One of the advantages of complementing
artificial models of computation with their natural
counterparts is that we can have a rich laboratory to
develop models that can be experimented with. For
example, developing biologically inspired models such as
Honeybee enjoy from ample scientific and experimental
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
György Lipovszki, István Molnár © SCS Press, 2004
ISBN 1-56555-286-5(book) / ISBN 1-84233-106-x(CD)
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Discrete Event System Specification
Discrete event systems can be described using the
Discrete Event Systems Specification (DEVS) formalism
(Zeigler et al. 2000) where model behaviour is
characterized as events and their processing. This
modelling approach supports hierarchical modular model
construction, distributed execution, and therefore affords
a basis to characterize complex, large-scale systems using
formulation of components (atomic and coupled models)
and their interactions. Atomic models characterize
structure and behaviour of individual components via
inputs, outputs, states and functions. The internal,
external, confluent, output and time advance functions
define a component’s behaviour over time. Internal and
external transition functions describe autonomous
behaviour and response to external stimuli, respectively.
Confluent transition function is used to account for
concurrent occurrences of internal and external transition

functions. Time advance function represents passage of
time. Output function is used to generate outputs. Atomic
models can be coupled together in a well-defined manner
to form more complex models.
A coupled model specifies constructs for composing
modular models into hierarchical structures. Behaviour of
a coupled model is defined by its constituent atomic
(and/or coupled) models. With closure under coupling
feature of DEVS, coupled models can be used as atomic
models in a larger model. Coupled models can be
constructed systematically using the concepts of ports
and couplings. When a component sends messages via its
output ports, the couplings relay the messages to their
designated input ports (Wymore 1993). Upon receipt of
messages by atomic models, they immediately process
these messages which may result in new states and
generation of outputs.
Parallel DEVS is capable of processing multiple input
events and provides local control for handling of
simultaneous internal and external events. DEVS atomic
and coupled models have computational counterparts
which may be executed in parallel manner using software
engineering concepts (Sarjoughian and Singh 2004).
DEVSJAVA is an implementation of the DEVS
formalism and its associated simulation protocol (ACIMS
2004). There exist various implementations of the
discrete event system specification approach based on
single and multiprocessor environments. Parallel and
distributed environments have been developed using
technologies such as HLA (ACIMS 2004).
Agents
Agent based approaches are being widely used in
distributed network applications. This research area is
one of the most attractive and rapidly evolving software
technologies of the last decades. A software agent
concept has emerged from a specialized class of
distributed artificial intelligence and is used to describe
the concept of a software entity that automates some of
the tasks (Hayzelden and Bigham 1998). Software agents
can be defined as autonomous, proactive and reactive
computational entities that can exhibit the ability to learn,
cooperate and move. To make use of software agents in
network management applications, agents must be able to
migrate from node to node in network. Furthermore,
agents must be able to create new agents, delete
themselves, and determine their interaction with their
environment (e.g., Uhrmacher et al. 2001).
Agent-based solutions are suitable for management of
distributed systems since they are inherently distributed
and decentralized (Minar et al. 1999). Decentralization is
an efficient way to overcome scalability issues. Network
systems are dynamic and highly unpredictable systems
and therefore their control and monitoring cannot be
readily centralized.
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Honeybees
Biologically inspired modelling approaches have
imported some metaphors from biological systems to
engineering systems to develop network management
frameworks. Particularly distributed, parallel, robustness
and fault tolerant nature of some social insects (ants,
bees, and termites) have been a source of inspiration for
researchers due to their desirable distributed
characteristics. Insect societies have advanced
mechanisms to maintain colony level survivability
against environment conditions. For example, because
nectar availability can change rapidly and unpredictably,
honeybees are able to cope with such problems and scale
themselves to huge number of population (Seeley 1995).
Honeybees have sophisticated regulation mechanisms to
adapt their capacities against fluctuating and ephemeral
resources.
Foraging behaviour in honeybees is a good example to
investigate social insect metaphors such as selforganization. Honeybees collectively decide selection of
nectar and pollen resources and allocation of workers
among them through self-organization. This selection and
allocation of processes among honeybees in their hive is
performed by absence of any central authority. In a
decentralized and concurrent way, each bee obeys a set of
simple rules based on some metrics (e.g., nectar
concentration, location of the source, and travel time to
the food source). All of the metrics including parameters
such as the number of bees responsible for storing food in
the hive determine profitability of a nectar source. If
colony encounters more than one source of nectar,
highest profitable source is preferred by foragers relative
to other sources with less profitability. Foragers are
distributed among nectar sources using profitability
criterion during the course of nectar collecting process. If
nectar amount in a certain source changes, then whole
colony changes its concerns to that source. Furthermore,
the colony deploys certain portion of foragers for
searching nectar, namely scouts. Rich sources are found
by scouts and nectar availability in environments is
monitored by them (Anderson 2001). This assignment of
foragers to sources according to profitability is called
scout-recruit system in honeybees. One of the most wellknown mathematical models was developed by Seeley
and documented in his Book (Seeley 1995).
3. NETWORK MODELLING APPROACH
In order to model a distributed networked system, we
have defined a set of network component models called
nodes which communicate with one another via links (see
Figures 1 and 4). Using node and link capacity
assignments, we can develop a variety of complex
network configurations. The node and link models are
defined as the DEVS atomic components. Other network
elements such as packets and scouts are also represented
as DEVS models. With this approach, a network model
exhibits agent-like behaviour and thus supports
decentralized control.

nodes called neighbours via links. To determine the
behaviour of a node, we use two parameters: packet
process speed which directly influences processing time
of a node, and queue in which incoming and outgoing
packets are stored. By toggling these capacities, different
kinds of bottlenecks in the network can be modelled.

NODE
HIVE

Routing
Module

Global Routing Table
Routing Table

route
Scouts

route

Buffers for incoming and outgoing
packets

Foragers

Network Interface (NIC)
1… m

processing_time

IP Address
receiver
queue

sender
queue

bandwidth

Network

Figure 1: Design of a network node
To realize simulation experiments we utilize the concept
of experimental frame where the conditions under which
a model can be experimented with and observed are
defined. For this work, a typical experimental frame
consists of generator and transducer atomic models. We
employ generator in order to create network traffic and to
schedule special events such as unavailability of links or
nodes. To realize this, a generator model sends messages
(see Section 4) to all the appropriate components in the
network.
Atomic and coupled models are represented using the
parallel DEVS formalism and developed within the
DEVSJAVA modelling and simulation environment. In
this approach, the dynamics specified within the nodes
and links can be used to determine the behaviour (e.g.,
throughput time) of the network model.
4. NETWORK MODEL DESIGN
In order for modelling a distributed networked system,
we have defined a set of basic network simulation model
components including nodes and links as detailed next.
By coupling these model components in DEVSJAVA, we
can develop a variety of network configurations and
study network characteristics. Since it is assumed that
only nodes and links of a network are able to cause
bottleneck, they are modelled as atomic models and only
their states as well as input and output variables are of
interest. Other network components such as packets and
routing tables are realised as stateless entities. Network
itself is a coupled model. Defined dynamics in node and
link atomic models determine the behaviour of network
coupled model. All atomic models in our implementation
are modelled and defined using the Parallel DEVS
formalism (Chow 1996) and realisation in Java (ACIMS
2004).
Node
Each node in the network represents a switching unit
where it is able to process packets that are described
below. Due to a node can be considered as a router. With
simple changes, a node can represent other network
elements such as hub. Nodes are connected to other
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As shown in Figure 1, one of the main parts of our nodal
structure is the Network Interface. It provides the
fundamental internetworking services such as packet
exchanging with neighbouring nodes. Routing Module
reflects node’s routing capability and simple intelligence.
At each node, packets are forwarded to their destination
nodes by routing module. A routing module includes a
local routing table for local network as well as a global
routing table which can be used to manage the routing
between the local network and other parts of the global
network. Global routing table fragments the entire
network into manageable sizes and therefore it is possible
to investigate Internet-like (large-scale) networks. These
routing tables reflect state of the network and have
resemblance with distance vectors. Also, we have
equipped our node model with the beehive to implement
and test swarm-based routing algorithms. In our swarm
application, beehive launches scouts or other kind of
entities to monitor the network and to reconfigure
network resources.
Link
All links are communication channels and therefore are
viewed as pipes which are characterized with bandwidth
(bits/sec) and transmission or propagation delay specified
in milliseconds. Each link has a corresponding buffer
with finite capacity. The packets that arrive are placed in
the buffer and are transmitted to the next node using firstin first-out (FIFO) strategy. Links are modelled as
bidirectional, thus supporting concurrent bidirectional
interactions. Links are able to carry traffic of a certain
bandwidth up to the total capacity of the link. Each link
atomic model has input and output ports for connecting
two nodes in a duplex manner (see for example Link1
atomic model in Figure 4).
Data Packets
All packets that are exchanged among components in the
form of DEVS messages can be distinguished as data and
control packets. Data packets are basic IP packets which
carry information such as id and precedence (see Figure
2). Control packets allow the node to obtain whole
network view and to measure the traffic. For example,
they are Routing Information Protocol packets in our
distance vector application, while they may be
cooperative scouts or ants in swarm based routing.
Packets traverse intermediate nodes to go to their
destination. As depicted in Figure 2, all packets have a
priority field which is used for handling them in some
way. For example, while control packets and scouts have
high priority, data packets have low priority. The data
packets, therefore, are queued and served in FIFO setting.
Besides handling data packets in FIFO manner, control

packets have higher priority ranging to 7 by which their
queuing order is determined. Packets can be discarded
upon arriving at a node because of lack of queue space or
expired time to live which limits hop count. In addition,
when a packet traverses across a link, if there is no
available bandwidth on the link, the packet is lost or
dropped.
In our implementation, no arrival acknowledgement or
error notification packets are generated back to the source
of the packet. Instead, a simple flow control mechanism
is devised and implemented. The reason is that we focus
on routing algorithms by minimizing the number of
interacting components. Passing a packet within a link
suffers a delay that can be viewed as transmission delay.
Packets may also be subject to the FIFO delay.
Protocol Header

id

ttl

length

Precedence (0…7)
tabu list
Source Address

1). When a node needs to send a packet to a given
destination, decisions about which outgoing link (i.e.,
DEVS atomic output port) to be used are made by means
of the information specified in its routing table.
Each node has a routing table for every possible
destination in the network, and each table has an entry for
every neighbour (see Figure 3). According to the routing
algorithm, these routing tables are constructed previously
(in static algorithms), dynamically adapted to network
load state (in dynamic algorithms) or based on node’s
(insect’s) selection probabilities of the next node to its
destination – e.g., using swarm based algorithms. The
routing tables are initialised at the simulation start up
with routes to directly linked interfaces of cost 1. Routing
table can be imagined as a matrix in which rows
correspond to destinations and columns to neighbours.
During simulation execution new entries may be added to
table or current entries may be removed or adjusted
according to network traffic. All the values of the entries
in the routing table range between 0 and 1, a probabilistic
value. We called these entries as profitability values
through which most profitable routes can be chosen.
Generator and Transducer Models

Destination Address

Data
110100011010010010101
010001010101011111010

Figure 2: A data packet model with a protocol header
As shown in the Figure 2, we have modelled a packet
type with the following fields: source address,
destination address, source hop address, destination hop
address, packet id, precedence, total length, tabu list,
TTL (time to live) and data. All these fields excluding
data constitute protocol header and are 20 bytes in our
model. Data size can vary across applications. Packet id
characterizes the packet. In order to avoid a packet to
travel around the network for a long time, we restrict the
packet with specific hop count, namely TTL value. Total
size of packet is stored in the length field of a packet.
Packet storing sequence in queue is determined by
precedence value ranging from the lowest priority 0 to
the highest priority 7. Tabu list allows us to keep track of
visited nodes. Source and destination address fields
denote packet’s origin and final node’s IP addresses. Data
field is simply used to contain data object.
Routing Table
By equipping each node model with a routing table, data
packets can be systematically routed through the
network. The Java implementation of the routing table
consists of a collection of Route objects where each is an
instance variable of the routing module class (see Figure
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In order to experiment with the above network model, it
is necessary to model user traffic. To make realisations of
network traffic and examine specific scenarios, the
experimental frame concept and its DEVSJAVA
realisation are employed. In our implementation, a typical
experimental frame consists of an event generator and
event transducer. The generator generates packets with
fixed time intervals by randomly choosing source and
destination addresses. As mentioned earlier, generator
also can create and schedule specific events in the
network such as link down and node congestion events.
The transducer observes and analyses the network
outputs, and stores these results in trace files. Transducer
simply converts data to information which is meaningful
for us.
Coupled Simulation Models
We have developed a discrete event simulation model for
networks with varying topologies and structures. As
mentioned above, the developed framework is capable of
representing the behaviour of different routing algorithms
(e.g. shortest-path, distance vector and various swarm
algorithms). Hence, the approach serves as a framework
to test and evaluate alternative network configurations.
By using basic components and tools which have been
described above, networks can be built by coupling node
and link atomic models in DEVSJAVA simulation
viewer (see Figure 4). Furthermore, by coupling these
coupled networks, increasingly larger networks can be
systematically developed and experimented with.
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Figure 4: Synthesis of a network model
Some applications have been created in DEVSJAVA to
simulate routing algorithms over some network traffic
patterns. In our experiments, we have used a simple
packet switched network and a set of large-scale
networks with increased complexity and connectivity.
These networks hereafter are referred to as the simple and
complex networks, respectively. They have been
designed for testing the model design as well as testing
the framework itself (e.g., scalability). The simple
network would be sufficient for initial testing of whether
routing tables are updated correctly and whether, when
links go down or come alive, routing tables are correctly
updated. Large-scale and complex networks are used for
uncovering dynamics and performance measurements of
the models in the DEVSJAVA environment.
Scaling Coupled Models
To support scalability, we employed and implemented a
clustering approach. Clustering provides manageable
network sizes by abstracting a subnet to single node in a
higher level network. By considering a coupled model as
an atomic model, DEVS coupled model concept has a
resemblance with clustering. There exists a hierarchy of
networks within the total of all nodes and routers. Each
coupled model has a number of border nodes which are
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used for connecting it to other coupled networks. In our
approach, clustering is done in addressing level of nodes.
Hierarchical and modular structure of DEVS formalism
facilitates implementation of clustering approach. Border
nodes have an additional routing table consisting of the
cluster names. This approach substantially decreases the
information stored in routers.
5. CREATING HONEYBEE INSPIRED NETWORK
MODELS
To show the capability (applicability) of the modelling
approach, first we started with well-known routing
algorithms. We have implemented static link state
algorithm (Dijkstra 1959) to initialize network and
distance vector to calculate distances between nodes. In
the implementations of these algorithms, we used hop
number as a metric, but other metrics such as available
link bandwidth may also be used.
As pointed out earlier, our biologically inspired approach
was derived based on honeybees and their interactions.
For example, the movement of packets (artificial bees)
can be used to balance network loads. Focused on
biological inspired load balancing mechanism is
analogous to honeybee scout-recruit system. In honeybee
colonies, a colony deploys certain portion of its foragers

for searching nectar, namely scouts. Scouts find rich
nectar sources and monitor their availability. If colony
finds additional sources of nectar, the highest profitable
source is preferred by foragers relative to other sources
with less profitability. Foragers are distributed among
nectar sources using profitability criterion during the
course of nectar collecting process.
We have developed a set of models which are capable of
exhibiting an ensemble of scouts controlling congestion
in a distributed environment. In our implementation,
analogous to honeybee scout-recruit system, each
network node is a beehive. Network corresponds to the
world of honeybees who seek rich nectar sources, finding
paths with higher capacity to profitable nectar sources,
light-weight scout entities searching for nectar, and
control packets foraging for information to aid survival of
the network (honeybee colonies). Each hive deploys a
number of scouts to find the most profitable paths for a
given destination. Each router then uses the information
received from all the nodes in the network obtained by its
scouts to calculate the shortest path to each destination in
terms of a chosen metric. Scouts control congestion by
making alterations to routing tables in order to route new
traffic away from congested nodes. Then, packets are
dispatched from a source to a destination according to
information gathered by scouts.
The developed approach offers some useful properties
such as probabilistic routing, optimal system performance
by tuning parameters, event-driven updates based on
network flow, low convergence time, low control packet
traffic and scalability via clustering which reduces
routing information stored in a node’s memory. Social
insect inspired approaches bring a probabilistic routing
method to network routing domain, therefore we use
probabilistic cost values in order to represent source
profitability. The cost metric can be based on the
bandwidth of the link or can be dynamically measured as
in the case of delay or load.
The routing table is then updated with the new
information. In the networks we have experimented with,
initially no apriori knowledge is known about the routes.
All routes were computed in parallel during initialization
phase. Each route determined for a given destination
node based on the Dijkstra shortest path about the
minimum hop. When an event occurs, such as a link
going down or a node failing, then routing scheme has to
be able to handle the situation. An event-driven update is
selected for routing information update in response to
changes that are detected. The use of event-driven
updates rapidly disseminates the data about the failed
route, which reduces the change for growing data and
route loops to occur. By doing so, the entire procedure
can be completed in a less time than periodical updates.
6. SIMULATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In order to compute the performance of the routing
approach, we developed a set of models and
experimented with them. Using node and link models
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defined above, various network topologies can be
formed. Then, developed network models are run under
traffic load by using experimental frame model. The
simplest network modelled has 11 nodes and 18
bidirectional links (see Figure 5), while larger models has
up to 3520 components.
Each node in the network is represented a routing table
storing the neighbouring node to which traffic should be
routed. Each simulation run consisted of an adaptation to
topology (initialisation phase) and test period. During the
initialisation phase, system runs without load and initial
routing tables are formed according to the number of
hops (shortest path estimation). During the test period we
measured and recorded the network performance in terms
of average packet delay, throughput, convergence time
and packet loss ratio.
n8

n9
n11
n10
n5

n1
n7

n6

n4

n2
n3

Figure 5: A simple network
Node and Link parameters
All nodes are designed as routers and each one has own
interface(s) equal to their neighbours. Nodes have the
same buffer size (1Mbit) but have different IP addresses.
Moreover, node packet’s processing time is selected as 1
msec.
Links are bidirectional and their bandwidths range
between 1.5 to 6 mbps with propagation delays ranging
between 1 to 5 msec.
Traffic model
Traffic flows in the network are simulated by a traffic
generator model component. This model generates data
packets which are then periodically sent out to the
network using uniformly randomly selected source and
destination nodes. We observe network for one second
(see Figure 7). Generator sends 1000 packets to the
network in course of one second which packet sizes
varying from 10 bytes to 100 Kbytes.
We used two standard performance metrics: throughput
and packet delay. We avoid generation of packets with
the same source and destination. The amount of network
traffic is determined by the number of packets in the
network. Generally, many packets must wait in limited
capacity FIFO queue for processing at the nodes.
We compare our approach with a state-of-the-art
algorithm, namely RIP (Routing Information Protocol).

RIP is an instance of distance vector algorithm and still
being widely used in Internet networks (Steenstrup
1995). In Figure 6, results obtained from both RIP and
ecological approach are presented together. As mentioned
earlier, average packet delay and throughput are major
performance criteria for evaluation.
In Figure 6, it can be shown that ecological approach
shows better throughput than RIP. After a short time (~
200 msec), the throughput reaches steady values and
remains constant to the end of the simulation. This means
load balancing is achieved successfully.
Average packet delay values are almost same, 9 msec
(see Figure 7). However, bees approach’s packet delay
remains low up to 0.5 msec and later has greater values
than RIP. The reason is that probabilistic routing
forwards the packets alternative routes for load
balancing, while RIP selects shortest paths. But,
ecological approach has better load balancing and lower
packet loss ratio.

Performance of the framework
scalability and connectivity

increased

In our experiments, one of the key independent variables
was the degree of connectivity and scalability. In order to
examine the scalability aspect of our approach, we
developed various networks ranging from 29 to 3520
components (see Table 1). These models were executed
with acceptable performance in the DEVSJAVA
environment. The largest network took less than three
hours on a 2.4 GHz processor and 512MB RAM while
the simple one took a few minutes.
Table 1: Large-scale network models
Network Number of component Number of colonies
NET 1
116
4
NET 2
319
11
NET 3
960
87
NET 4
3520
125

250
Convergence time (msec)

1200
1000
Throughput (packet/sec)

on

800
600
400
200

3520
960

200
319

150
116
100

28

50

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0

Time (sec.)
RIP

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

Number of components

BEES

Figure 6: Throughput comparison of different algorithms

Figure 8: Convergence time of networks with different
scales
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Figure 9: Packet loss ratio of networks with different
scales

Time (sec.)
RIP

BEES

As shown in Figure 8, larger models exhibited lower than
expected time for convergence. This is partially due to
the DEVS discrete event modelling paradigm and its
implementation in DEVSJAVA. The maximum number
of components is partially due to the platform used for
executing the simulations. Packet loss ratio gradually
increases with the increase in the number of components.

Figure 7: Average packet delay comparison
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However, packet loss remains acceptable even for largescale networks (see Figure 9).
7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a discrete-event modelling approach
for networks. The models are devised based on
biologically-inspired routing mechanisms to tackle the
scalability aspect of large-scale networks. The approach
and its implementation are promising for handling
models composed of hundreds to thousands of
components. The routing strategy, which is based on the
behaviour of beehives, is robust and exhibits similar or
better performance compared to the contemporary
routing RIP technique. This research suggests the
proposed modelling approach can be used for the design
and development of robust and scalable network systems.
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INTRODUCTION

dynamical systems, mathematical modeling, other
computational methods

One of the most important applications of computers
is imitating, or simulating, the operation of various
kinds of real world facilities and processes. The
facility or process of interest is usually called a
system, and in order to study it scientifically we often
have to make a set of assumptions about how it
works. The assumptions, which usually take the form
of mathematical or logical relationships, constitute a
model that is used for trying to gain some
understanding of how the corresponding system
behaves.
If the relationships that compose the model are
simple enough, it may be possible to use
mathematical methods (such as algebra, calculus, or
probability theory) to obtain exact information on the
question of interest; this is called an analytic
solution. However, most real-world systems are too
complex to allow realistic models to be evaluated
analytically, and these models must be studied by
means of simulation. In a simulation we use a
computer to evaluate a model numerically, and data
are gathered in order to estimate the desired true
characteristics of the model. Application areas for
simulation are numerous and diverse. Below is a list
of the most important types of simulation areas:

ABSTRACT
Modeling and simulation of systems, especially
in science and engineering can help to reduce risk and
cost of design and testing processes. According to
Cellier, the established mathematical models can be
classified as follows: continuous time, discrete time,
quantitative models and discrete event models.
A huge number of simulation software has been
developed to support modeling and simulation efforts.
All of these software tools support the use of one or
more mathematical model classes. Despite all of these
efforts, it is hard to find simulation software, which is
capable of combining several model classes in a real
industry standard environment. The paper presents a
series of simulation software products, which have
been developed using an industry standard
programming environment widely applied to data
acquisition, process control and data visualization:
National Instruments’ LabVIEW.
The first development was the TUBSIM, a
continuous time simulation toolbox and it was
followed by the discrete event extension called
Discrete Event Simulator (DES). The elements of the
toolboxes facilitate block oriented modeling using
LabVIEW’s high level graphical editor and
calculating power of. Both LabVIEW-based
simulation libraries are widely used in education and
research. During the years several additional modules
were and are still developed, e.g., fuzzy rule-based
systems, optimization using genetic algorithm,
compartment
modeling
systems
for
pharmacodynamical
and
pharmacokinetical
applications, etc.
Applying these toolboxes one can model and
simulate complex systems where continuous and
discrete event driven parts are working together. The
continuous part can insert events into the discrete
event task list on the fulfillment of different
continuous state variable conditions. The discrete
event system can also change the value of state
variables, together with input values in the continuous
system.
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•
•
•

Continuous systems simulation formulated by
differential equations
Stochastic discrete event driven systems
Complex systems, mixture of previous types of
systems

A continuous system is one in which the state
variables change continuously with respect to time. A
forklift-moving trough the workshop is an example
of a continuous system, since state variables such as
position and velocity can change continuously with
respect to time.
A discrete event driven system is one in which
the state variables change instantaneously at
separated points in time. A post office is an example
of a discrete system, since state variables – the
number of people in the post office – change only
when a new person arrives or when a person departs
after being served. Few systems in practice are
wholly discrete or wholly continuous, but one type of
change predominates for most systems.
A complex system where the state variables can
create events in the system when a given condition

became valid and like a reverse action an event also
can cause changing of system input value or a state
variable in the continuous part of the model.
At some point in the lifecycle of most systems,
there is a need to study them, to try to gain some
insight into the relationships among various
components, or to predict performance under some
new condition. Figures 1 maps different ways in
which a system might be studied.
System

Experiment with
the actual system

Experiment with
a model of the system

Physical model

Mathematical model

Analytical solution

Simulation

Figures 1 Ways to study a system

necessary, because of the insight and handy
techniques they give to students. At the same time,
modern modeling and control knowledge, such as
soft computing, adaptive and optimal control has to
be included in the curriculum. To satisfy both tasks a
number of programs have been developed to help
visualize the conventional information (text,
diagrams, drawings, and equations) in textbooks and
lecture notes. These programs could easily be
considered as computer games. It is widely proven
that learning-by-doing is a leader among the
approaches of learning. Playing with these
simulations radically improves the understanding and
future application in real world situations.
The author in LabVIEW environment has
developed the continuous simulation packages named
TUBSIM. The package was initially developed
according to the CSSL (Continuous System
Simulation Language) recommendations.
TUBSIM for LabVIEW

CONTINUOUS-TIME SIMULATION IN
LABVIEW
Nowadays, computer-based materials are
increasingly used in education. A number of
interactive, computer-based course materials in
various disciplines and subjects, from all over the
world are available through the Internet. These
courseware materials have diverse target audiences
both in level and type of students, e.g., from primary
school to university, from regular weekly lectures to
distant-learning.
Systems engineering courses are taught prior to
Control Engineering courses at BUTE, to introduce
modeling and simulation theory, methods and
applications, not only for control, but for other
disciplines as well. Modeling and simulation theories,
methods and techniques – parallel with and serving
the needs of systems and control engineering – have
undergone a significant development during the last
century. Measurement technology achieved important
milestones too. Up-to-date instruments and principles,
accurate and fast measurements characterize today’s
measurement technology. Modern computing
resources increase data management speed and
capacity. Scientific results of the above-mentioned
fields are joined together in interdisciplinary
applications. The most recent information should be
used in education, while at the same time the basics
have to be taught, too.
Keeping the “old” knowledge and including the
new improvements poses a problem for educators.
They have to find the balance between the amount
and quality of information relayed to students. In
systems and control engineering frequency-domain
techniques are still taught, however their importance
have been reduced by the improvement in computing
and time-domain simulation. They are however
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TUBSIM is the interpretation of an analogue
computer in the LabVIEW graphical programming
environment. Analogue computers were widely used
for simulation, but they had many disadvantages
(e.g., the size of the computer grows with the size of
the model).

Figures 2 TUBSIM VI icons in LabVIEW
When digital computers became universally
available, analogue computers and analogue
simulation were soon replaced with digital
simulation. One group of the digital simulation
systems uses the same principles as analogue
simulation does. TUBSIM belongs to this group. The
TUBSIM VI (icons) Library (Figures 2) contains the
basic blocks typical to analogue computers
(summers, integrators, potentiometers, signal
generators). In addition, TUBSIM has different
Boolean blocks, typical systems engineering
elements (for example first order element, continuous
time controllers – like PI, PID –, time delay block)

and sampled time blocks. TUBSIM has successfully
been used in various applications from teaching aids
to large-scale industrial processes (e.g., the Secondary
Side Water Chemistry model of the Nuclear Power
Plant in Paks, Hungary).

package is used to give an interactive experimental
environment to study processes with uncertainties.
Attributes of existing objects in the DES
package are the follows:
•

CONTAINER: (parent object) this object allows
the development of DES subroutines, which can
be copied and renamed, so they can be applied
with the same functionality and different inputs.

•

ENTITY: this is the “working object” in the
simulation system. It could represent information
or material flow in the simulation model. It has
any number of attributes represented by
numerical or string values.

•

SOURCE: this object creates new entities. The
time duration between the produced entities is
given by different types of distributions
(Constant, Exponential, Normal, Triangular,
Uniform and User Defined).

Continuous Simulation Applications
A continuously increasing number of TUBSIM
simulation applications are used in both introductory
and advanced systems and control engineering
courses at BUTE. There are other advanced studies
(e.g. Computer Controlled Systems, MSc and PhD
theses) too, which utilize similar applications.
State-space models are particularly hard to solve
with conventional methods, especially when nonlinearity and time-delays are involved.
An example of such a complex non-linear system
from the area of biomedical engineering is the
compartment model of entherohepatic circulation.
Biomedical simulations are especially useful when
“control systems” have to be designed to compensate
the effects of illnesses. One such example is the
development of medication regimes for patients with
diabetes.
Simulation is a very appropriate way for
presenting and comparing different types of
controllers. The application of knowledge learnt in
basic control theory courses are best tested with
simulation programs. Currently the speed of
LabVIEW applications, especially the ones with a
large need of run-time calculations are considered.
When for example a fuzzy controller has to be
optimized with a genetic algorithm, DLLs (dynamic
link libraries) are used to speed up the calculation.
The advantage of developing native LabVIEW
programs lies in the ease and speed of development;
however the speed of calculation is best boosted with
the use of external function calls from a DLL. DLLs
open the world of object-oriented programming to
LabVIEW, as well.

Figures 3 Front panel of Buffer Object
•

BUFFER: this object temporarily stores entities,
till the material or information flow of the object
connected after the buffer becomes able to send
or receive the outgoing entity (Figures 3).

DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION IN
LABVIEW
The latest application library for LabVIEW is
the Discrete Event Simulator (DES) package. This
package contains approximately 140 elements, with
LabVIEW terminology VIs (virtual instruments).
Objects in the DES package for building complex
logistic systems are: CONTAINER, ENTITY,
SOURCE, BUFFER, MACHINE, SINK, JOIN,
SELECTOR, PACK, UNPACK. Beside the main
objects, there are so-called work procedures to create
and destroy entities, to calculate different distribution
functions, to set and get an object’s attributes and to
manage the task list – the heart – of the discrete event
simulation system. The Discrete Event Simulator
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Figures 4 Front panel of Machine Object
•

MACHINE: this object delays the flow of
entities with a given type of distribution
(Constant, Exponential, Normal, Triangular,
Uniform and User defined) (Figures 4).

•

SINK: this object destroys “used” entity objects
and frees the used part of memory.

•

JOIN: this object has more than one input
channels and has only one output channel. One of
the
input
parameters
the
“Join Input Channel Index,” is for selecting one
of the input channels with a given strategy. In the
next event the waiting entity from this channel is
“read”, and sends away into the information or
material flow.

•

SELECTOR: this object has one input channel
and more than one output channels. With one of
the input parameters the “Selector-ChannelIndex," the output channel is selected with a
given strategy and an entity (if exists) is sent out
on this channel.

•

PACK: with this object one or more entities can
be packed into another entity. The Pack object
has two inputs and one output. The first input
channel receives the objects to be packed the
second input channel receives a package entity.
In a packaging process, the package arrives first
and waits inside the Pack object till the required
amount of entities arrive into the package object.
When the process has finished only one entity is
sent away, but it contains a given number of other
entities.

•

UNPACK: with this object we can unpack one or
more entities from an entity (package entity). The
Unpack object has one input and two outputs.
The first output channel sends away the unpacked
objects; the second output channel is used to send
out the package object. The unpack process starts
with the arrival of a package object (entity). After
the package has arrived, the Unpack object
unpacks its content into an inner buffer and sends
them out over the first output channel as soon as
possible.

Beside the main objects there are so called work
procedures to create and destroy entities, to calculate
different distribution functions, to set and get an
object’s attributes and to manage the task list – the
heart – of the discrete event simulation system. Using
this task list the simulator establishes a next-event
time advance mechanism that always gets the most
imminent future event and copies this event’s time
part into the simulation system clock. At this time (at
the occurrence of the most imminent event), the state
of the system is updated, and future event time(s) are
determined. The process of advancing the simulation
clock from one event time to another is continued and
eventually finishes as some specified stopping
condition is satisfied.
Discrete Event Simulation Application
To introduce the possibilities of the DES package, a
simple manufacturing problem is solved, where the
material flow goes through buffers,
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Figures 5 Control surface (Front panel) of DES
simulation system
machines and a subroutine that also contains basic
DES objects. The control surface (Figures 5)
elements (fields, buttons, meters and displays) are
changing the parameters and analyzing results.
Graphical programming helps us in semantic control
too (easy search of lost connecting lines) and in the
reorganization of the logistic net.
The Discrete Event Simulator package is able to
use any number of continuous simulation systems
and to calculate them, because the continuous system
clock could send events into task list.

Figures 6 Program surface (Diagram panel) of DES
simulation system
Figures 6 shows a simple discrete event driven
system architecture in the LabVIEW based graphical
environment. Icons of the basic objects and
commands can easily be connected together with the
color identified “wires”. This wires mean different
data structures (record of different data types).
Complex Simulation Applications
Complex simulation – discrete event and
continuous simulation together in the same system
model – is becoming more and more important in the
education and different industrial applications. The
continuous system at every calculation (sampling)
time inserts a new ”calculation request” into the
discrete event simulator’s task list, that is how more
than one continuous simulation subsystems can run
together with different time steps inside the same
simulation system. This is very important because
each subsystem in the simulation model requires a

different time step in order to optimize calculation
time of the simulation. From view of discrete event
simulation, every discrete event simulation system
can contain special conditions, which need to be
calculated by using continuous simulation submodels. These complex systems cannot be solved
analytically because the stochastic behavior of
discrete events and the different nonlinearities of
continuous subsystems.
Let us look at a special queuing system of
airplanes waiting to land at an airport. It is a retrying
system; airplanes retry to get landing permission until
it is granted. The overall picture of the system
behavior will be highly influenced by numerous small
continuous subsystems, which are operating on the
airplanes and/or strongly connected to their operation.
All of these continuous subsystems can influence the
new order of the waiting airplanes. The problem can
be modeled as a complex (discrete-continuous)
simulation system with dynamic priorities in the
waiting lines.
Some modeling considerations are listed as follows:
• One of the most important conditions is the actual
content of the fuel tank of the planes, which
would make the waiting possible. The fuel
consumption of a plane is a typical continuous
simulation subsystem function. Under a minimal
level of the fuel tank responsible landing is
impossible and a queue reorganization request
has to appear promptly in the task list of the
simulation, otherwise the plane crashes.
• The number of the people on the planes is another
important aspect, in other words how many lives
are endangered because the landing queue
calculation did not use this data. This data
(number of people) is an important weighting
factor in recalculating the landing queue.
• Required landing circumstances are an important
condition for each type of planes. Huge jets can
land without disaster only if they use the regular
runway; however small airplanes are able to land
on a highway or a field if necessary.
• The state of the health of the people on the plane
is also a determinative aspect at the calculation of
the landing queue. A special event, for example a
heart attack, a pregnant woman going into labor,
urgent need of a certain medical intervention or
medicine could also reorganize the landing
queue.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper reviewed the use of continuous and
discrete event simulation as teaching aid for systems
and control engineering education. LabVIEW is the
mostly used programming environment for these
applications, with simulation packages – TUBSIM
and DES – developed by the authors of this paper.
Current research and development work includes the
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development and integration of special purpose DLLs
for fuzzy logic, neural network and genetic algorithm
applications. The Discrete Event Simulation package
and any one of the continuous time packages can be
combined to handle continuous-discrete hybrid
systems.
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ABSTRACT
.:PSim:. a LabVIEW-based simulation system suitable
for both educational and industrial purposes is
presented. Educational aspects of .:PSim:. are
emphasized below, especially in areas of systems and
control engineering as taught in various courses at
Budapest University of Technology and Economics
(BUTE). .:PSim:. is not just another simulation tool in
LabVIEW, it is a set of building blocks like LEGO that
can be combined into various constructions and can
further be extended with new elements.

Engineering Workbench, and is available in various
computer platforms, such as Linux, MacOS, Windows,
Solaris, HP-Unix. LabVIEW applications are called
virtual instruments or VIs for short. VIs have a user
interface and a block diagram, where the actual program
is built with LabVIEW’s graphical components (Fig. 1).
The ease of use and programming, together with
LabVIEW’s excellent connection to the outside world
through data-acquisition, I/O and network protocols
makes it the ideal tool for scientists and engineers.
LabVIEW has quite a number of front panel elements
that facilitate the quick and easy fabrication of
instrument-like user interfaces, naturally leaving the
opportunity to create customized elements like buttons
and displays. A similarly huge amount of functions –
mathematical, I/O, etc. – are also readily available.

INTRODUCTION
.:PSim:. started as a collection of LabVIEW VIs
developed by the author for simulating continuous time
processes, according to the CSSL (Continuous System
Simulation Language) recommendations. Later on the
traditional time-domain simulation was extended with
frequency domain methods. After implementing these
“traditional” techniques, soft computing methods,
specifically fuzzy systems and neural networks were
added to handle complex non-linear models or models
based on measured data. Bondgraph models, discretetime systems, identification, stability analysis and
compartment models were the latest enhancements in
.:PSim:.
The main goal while developing .:PSim:. was to create
an almost general-purpose simulation tool that is
suitable both for educational and industrial purposes.
.:PSim:. had to retain the characteristics of CSSL whilst
including the emerging techniques like Soft Computing.
As educational applications were the first concern an
easy to use programming environment had to be used
which is suitable both for illustration during lectures and
for student projects as well.
WHY LABVIEW?
LabVIEW from National Instruments was chosen as the
programming environment for .:PSim:. LabVIEW
stands for Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
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Fig. 1: Front Panel and Diagram Panel in LabVIEW

Years of experience in LabVIEW programming
suggested its use as a quick and easy tool to produce
spectacular and effective simulation programs to
illustrate lectures even on the fly, during a lecture.
Students also seem to be interested in just watching the
birth of a simulation program with the rather advanced
graphical programming capability, they normally do not
learn to use. Even using LabVIEW’s built-in
functionality without any add-ons impresses them,
especially when the computer is connected to a real
world system, either just to measure it or even to control
it.
According to the author’s observations students with no
previous experience in programming – not even textoriented languages – could grasp the basics of
algorithmic thinking and programming structures after
four or five lectures followed by practice at a computer.
Afterwards they are capable of solving simple
programming and – what is more important – simulation
problems with LabVIEW. They really enjoy the power
of being able to tell the computer what to do, how to
help them solve their tasks.
This explains why LabVIEW was chosen.

Furthermore, as frequency domain methods still have
their significance in system analysis, such tools like
Bode and Nyquist diagrams were also implemented. As
the classical control theory states rather simple
approximate schemes to connect frequency and time
domain properties to establish the quality of control
loops, methods like the Nyquist stability criterions were
implemented accordingly.
Mostly, but not exclusively complex system models
require the use of logical (Boolean) and non-linear
functions (e.g. hysteresis, relay).
Digital controllers can also be modeled with the use of
the discrete-time VIs.
Additional blocks are fuzzy rule-based systems that can
be used as controllers, neural networks that can be
trained to mimic a modeled system, bondgraph elements
and a simple discrete event system.
Fig. 2 shows the previously mentioned .:PSim:. function
libraries with additional VIs for file operations,
conversion among mathematical models such as
differential equation, state-space model, zero-pole-gain
representation, as well as the series, parallel and
feedback connections blocks.

.:PSIM:. FOR LABVIEW
Numerical Integration
As mentioned above, .:PSim:. started as a CSSL
implementation in LabVIEW with the characteristic
blocks of the digital implementation of an analog
computer. The most important of these blocks are
integrators with four numerical integration methods
implemented. It is of course possible to use other
formulas as well, however it was so far unnecessary to
use higher than second order integrators (e.g. AdamsBasforth) in educational applications. Numerical
integration can be accomplished with fixed time-step or
with variable time-step. To be in synch with the
mathematical knowledge of undergraduate students
fixed time-step methods are used in educational
applications.
Beyond CSSL
It very soon became evident, that systems and control
engineering courses are yearning for more powerful
simulation methods than block oriented simulation with
CSSL elements. That is why state space models and
basic transfer blocks like proportional, integrator, leadlag, PID, etc. were also implemented as sub-VIs.
Adding these sub-VIs to the block diagram of a
LabVIEW program rather complex systems may be
built. It is possible to combine all the above mentioned
system models within the same application.
As stability is an existential issue in the analysis of
dynamic systems, various stability criteria (like Routh’s
table and Hurwitz’s determinant) are also included in
.:PSim:.
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Fig. 2: .:PSim:. Function Libraries
.:PSim:. Compartment
The most recent additions to .:PSim:. are compartment
models that are widely used in pharmacological and
physiological modeling. Although compartment models
are just a special kind of state-space models, it seemed
important to further accentuate the versatility of
LabVIEW to practitioners of other, non-engineering
disciplines.
There are two compartment libraries available.
Compartment model VIs (Fig. 3) are conventional

structures, that are widely used in pharmacokinetics (to
investigate how medicines travel and transform in the
body from intake to exit). These VIs are very easy to
use with just a minimal LabVIEW expertise. Parameters
according to the compartment structure represented in
the given VI can be set, results both in graphical and
numerical format can be studied and stored in files for
further processing.

XML model description language
To facilitate data manipulation, an XML-based
compartment description language was developed.
XML stands for Extended Markup Language, and is
widely used to create custom markup languages for
various purposes. XML data files are standard text files
enhanced with the markup tags to group and identify
parts of the data. XML document can be effortlessly
read both by humans and computers, making it possible
to modify the data directly with a simple text editor.
Storing data with comments increase the efficiency of
data processing and retrieval.
Compartment model and simulation parameters are
stored in ComPSim-XML files that are based upon the
XML structure definition (ComPSim-XSD the
corresponding XML Schema Document is shown in Fig.
5).

Fig. 3: .:PSim:.Compartment Model VIs
Fig. 4 illustrates the other library of compartment
blocks. These VIs are general-purpose building blocks,
aiming users with a more advanced LabVIEW
knowledge.

Fig. 5: ComPSim-XSD XML Schema Document
There is an XML-based general purpose modeling
language under development, based on the above
mentioned compartment description language.
Source Code
So far .:PSim:. has been developed entirely in
LabVIEW that means there are now platform dependent
elements in it. There is not one DLL included, nor is
there a single code interface node (CIN). (CIN calls
code written in a text-based programming language,
such as C, directly from a LabVIEW block diagram).
SIMULATIONS AS LECTURE AIDS
It is not just the author’s experience that most
engineering subjects are taught more straightforwardly
when the lecturer utilizes the fruits of computer
simulation and multimedia. The best possible way to
show dynamical behavior of a technical system would

Fig. 4: .:PSim:.Compartment VIs for general-purpose
models
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be to have the system readily at hand in the classroom.
However only a very small minority of real-world
systems can fit in a classroom. That is where photos,
schematics, and even more videos and simulation
programs come up front.
As soon as the dynamic systems behave as in real life
and give the appropriate response to stimuli on-line,
then the style of a lecture is changed revolutionarily.
Instead of presenting the theory in a rather dry fashion,
the background and the inner workings of the system
becomes alive.
Furthermore, simulations can be provided to aid the
students’ work at home, to help them deepen their
understanding of the – for them sometimes really
arcane – processes. In essence they can “play around”
with the process, make experiments without the danger
of making something irreversibly wrong. They harness
the power of simulation to the effect of reducing risks,
time and expenses by operating the system model.

Newer additions are .:PSim:. programs used to illustrate
lectures, for example to show the connection between
time and frequency domain, or to introduce and
compare controller-tuning methods. Quite a large
number of sample applications have been (and are
continuously) developed to help students understand the
theories. These samples are open to download from the
department’s web server with the necessary run-time
application, so that they could be utilized without the
LabVIEW development system. One such example aims
to improve students’ skill in sketching approximate
Bode diagrams of transfer elements connected in series
and comparing them to the exact diagram (Fig. 7).

.:PSIM:. APPLICATIONS
The main application area of .:PSim:. is in systems and
control engineering courses at BUTE. One characteristic
example of the very first programs is a simulated
process with a controller (Fig. 6) that groups of 2-3
students have to use to prove their ability to tune
controllers according to certain criteria (stability, speed,
precision). There exist a real-world version of the
illustrated three-tank water-level control loop, so the
simulations’ results could be compared to the process’
actual responses.

Fig. 7: Sketching an Approximate Bode Diagram
CONCLUSION
.:PSim:. proved many times to be a powerful tool in
education. .:PSim:. simulations have found quite a
number of applications in systems and control
engineering courses at BUTE. For one they serve as
standalone practice assignments to test and enhance
students’ knowledge in the laboratory. They are used as
an illustration prepared to help visualize real world
dynamic processes in lectures. As a hands on tool
.:PSim:. is used to solve simulation tasks that show up
during the lecture. Furthermore students can use
.:PSim:. blocks to build LabVIEW simulation programs
of their own.
It is the nature of every program that its development
never ends, so .:PSim:. stands before further
enhancements, such as the general-purpose XML-based
language mentioned above.
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ABSTRACT
The paper introduces simulation package developed for
facilitating the education of discrete-time control theory
at undergraduate level. The aim was not only to provide
an interactive demonstration tool, but also to provide a
better understanding of the applied algorithms. That aim
was fulfilled by the choice of the LabVIEW
programming environment, which alloys the simplicity
of graphical programming with the traceability of the
analogue devices.
The simulation package provide basic blocks for
identification and control: discrete-time filter, discretetime state space models, identification blocks for output
error method and equation error method, recursive least
square estimation, Kalman-filter, state observer and
general predictive control. Furthermore, the package
contains a training purpose simulator demonstrating the
so-called RST control structure. Beside demonstration,
the simulator provides a good basis for control design.
Beyond classroom demonstration, the simulator can be
an effective tool to intensify self-study and distance
education. Several examples are shown to demonstrate
the features of the new tool.
INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, the development of educational
and industrial software and simulation tools has been
accelerated. Industrial applications focus on the
replacement of expensive equipment by software tools
(virtual equipment) and parallel the new technologies,
e.g. Fieldbus, are strongly supported by high-tech
software solutions. Also, numerous flexible software
solutions for industrial human machine interface (HMI)
and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
have appeared in the market. The university education
increasingly
integrates
such
industry-standard
programming-environment tools mainly in laboratory
processes but more and more frequently also in the
research and the classroom education. In education, the
demonstration is the most common utilisation.
Considering engineering education, demonstration
involves process modelling and simulation, imitated
data acquisition and process control. It requires highProceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
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level graphical user interface providing efficient
communication.
One of the most widespread industrial software used in
education is the LabVIEW, a National Instrument
product (National Instrument, 2003). The LabVIEW is a
block-oriented graphical programming environment
developed at first place for data acquisition and
monitoring, but process control and modelling are also
fully supported. Due to the additional toolboxes, the
application area is continuously expanding.
Control engineering toolbox, TUBSIM, for mainly
continuous-time modelling and control has been earlier
developed in (Lipovszki and Aradi, 1995). The
TUBSIM is a system simulation extension of LabVIEW
interpreting an analogue computer in graphical
programming environment. Besides the typical analogue
computers elements, the TUBSIM Library contains
different Boolean blocks, typical system engineering
elements (low order transfer function elements,
continuous time controllers like PI, PID, time delay) and
some discrete time blocks. The TUBSIM Library is
successfully used in the control engineering education at
the Budapest University of Technology and Economics
(Aradi, 1996).
Simulation-demonstration tools for discrete-time control
engineering are presented in this paper. The tools are
developed for the “Discrete-time control design” and
the “Advanced control design” courses at the University
of Oulu (Finland). A training purpose simulator
supports the first course, providing a demonstration and
control-design environment. The second is an advanced
course, where one general-purpose simulator cannot
cover all the topics. Therefore not complete simulators,
but rather elementary blocks (e.g. state-space models,
identification toolboxes) are developed and the users
should build their own simulators. This way, the
discussed algorithms can be better understood.
The paper first introduces the training purpose simulator
– the RST simulator. Then the new blocks for advanced
control engineering are described and the utilisation is
demonstrated via a general predictive control example.
RST CONTROL DESIGN
Applying the input-output, polynomial approach for
system description, the training purpose simulator is
based on the general presentation of a discrete-time

W(z)
Yref(z)

+

U(z)

T

1/S

+

+

z-dB/A

Y(z)

alternative in (Åström and Wittenmark, 1997). In that
case, the R, S and T polynomials are designed to satisfy
the requirement

–

( )

H CL z −1 =

R

Figure 1: General two-degree-of-freedom control
system.

RST simulator

controller: the two-degree-of-freedom controller, see in
Figure 1. The process to be controlled is here defined by
B
the pulse transfer function z −d . The controller is
A
constructed from the three control polynomials, R, S
and T; therefore it is called the RST control structure.
The structure is very attractive, since most of the
discrete-time controllers can be described by or
transformed to the RST structure. The control design
aims to define the R, S, and T polynomials to achieve
certain required (dynamic and steady-state) performance
for regulation and tracking, defined respectively by the
pulse transfer functions

Y(z)
B(z −1 )T (z −1 )
H CL (z ) =
=
Yref ( z ) A (z −1 )S(z −1 ) + z − d B(z −1 )R (z −1 )
−1

The required regulation dynamics may be defined by the
closed-loop characteristic polynomial, PD z −1 . Solving
the Diophantine equation

( )

( ) ( )

( )

A z −1 ⋅ S z −1 + z − d B z −1 ⋅ R z −1 = PD z −1

one can obtain the S and R polynomials. If required,
additional n integrators can guarantee zero-steady state
error in response to disturbance by replacing polynomial
S by (1-z-1)S. Zero cancellation, which has a role in
tracking, can be achieved by applying PDB+ on the right
hand side; B+ denotes the zeros to be cancelled as a
factor of B, B = B+·B-. Further tracking requirement can
be satisfied by the proper choice of polynomial T.
Guaranteeing zero-steady state error in response to
reference signal:
T(1) =

The RST simulator was developed in LabVIEW
graphical programming environment. The LabVIEW
provides a block-oriented programming structure, well
facilitated with additional toolboxes. The current
simulator requires special continuous- and discrete-time
blocks, which are available from the TUBSIM toolbox
(Lipovszki and Aradi, 1995), while others are described
in (Benyó et al. 2003).
The user interface of the simulator, shown in Figure 2,
has three main areas: the RST structure in the upper
right hand corner, the graphical windows below it, and
the parameter windows on the left hand side.
The RST structure illustrates the control structure and
provides several option for:

Y (z)
A (z −1 )S(z −1 )
H D (z ) =
=
−1
W ( z ) A (z )S(z −1 ) + z − d B(z −1 )R (z −1 )
−1

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

B z −1 B − z −1
Y(z)
.
= z −d m −1 −
Yref (z)
A m z B (1)

choosing the type of process model (continuous- or
discrete-time),
setting the parameters of the reference signal, Yref,
(amplitude, period, start time) and the disturbance
signal, W, (period and amplitude of a deterministic
stepwise signal, amplitude and mean value of a
stochastic noise),
applying (or not) integral action,
choosing the type of T (polynomial or scalar),
B
utilising (or not) a reference model, m .
Am
The graphical windows plot the reference signal, the
output signal and the sampled output (in case of
continuous-time process) in the upper window, and the
control input is shown in the lower one.

PD (1) .
B - (1)

Utilising the two-degree-of-freedom feature of the RST
structure, the polynomial T may (partly) cancel the PD
dynamics, allowing the user to define different tracking
dynamics via an external reference model, Bm/Am as:

( )

T z −1 =

( )

( ) ( )
( )

Bm z −1 B− z −1
Y(z)
PD z −1
and
.
=
B − (1)
Yref (z) A m z −1 B− (1)

Pole-placement with implicit reference model is another
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Figure 2: The user interface of the RST simulator.

The user can define the process, set the control design
criteria and calculate or set manually the controller
parameters in the parameter windows. The process
parameters are the polynomials (A, B, and C) of a pulse
transfer function (in discrete-time) with the time delay
(d) or those of a transfer function (in continuous-time).
the zeros and poles of the process are automatically
calculated and warning is given when any of those is
unstable. It has an importance, e.g., when considering
zero cancellation. After the process was defined, the
control design shall be started. The user may choose
from the list of offered controllers:
pole placement controller,
pole-zero placement controller,
dead-beat controller, and
minimum-variance controller.
The user sets the polynomial PD for pole- and pole-zero
placement controller (see under Regulation criteria), but
for dead-beat and minimum variance controllers, the
simulator automatically selects the PD as PD (z −1 ) = 1 and

( ) ( )

PD z −1 = C z −1 , respectively.

The tracking criteria are determined by the choice on:
polynomial T: if scalar then it effects only the
steady-state error, if polynomial it allows to utilise
the 2dof property,
the existence of explicit reference model; if
chosen, the Bm and Am polynomials are set here.
It is important to emphasise that the choice of
polynomial T and the reference model allows setting the
tracking behaviour to be different from the regulation
dynamics.
Based on the selected control methods, the Controller
window automatically plots the resulted control
polynomials. However, the user has the freedom to
choose those manually to test any other controllers,
which are not necessarily offered by the simulator.
Especially, when continuous-time process is chosen,
since it requires manual introduction of the control
polynomials.
Several features results in a user-friend interface, such
as displaying only the necessary elements; e.g. the
polynomials of the reference model appear only when
the user selects to apply one; or any modification in
process parameters or design criteria is immediately
updates the R, S and T polynomials. The simulation can
be paused at any time for changing signal parameters.
Demonstration example

The RST simulator offers numerous possibilities for
demonstrating or designing control structures. During
an introductory course to control theory, simple
example helps to understand the performance
degradation caused by a stepwise output disturbance
signal and how to eliminate it by applying an integrator
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in the forward loop. The difference between the
regulation and tracking trajectories can be easily
visualised by selecting the proper controller parameters
in a fast and simple manner. Later, advanced students
may design their own controllers and easily test those
using the simulator. Two demonstration examples are
here discussed: the design steps of a pole-placement
controller and the illustration of intersampling ripple
phenomenon.
Pole-placement controller
The design steps of the pole-placement controller can be
summarised the following way: a) design of the output
disturbance elimination based on the required closedloop characteristic polynomial, b) introducing additional
integration action to avoid non-zero steady-state error in
response to output disturbance, c) ensuring zero-steady
state error in reference signal following and finally d)
selecting a tracking dynamics to emphasise the twodegree-of-freedom feature of the RST control structure.

Let the process to be controlled, using h=1 sec sampling
time:
A(z-1) = 1 – 1.7z-1 + 0.72z-2,
B(z-1) = 0.4 + 0.8z-1, d = 1.
The desired regulation dynamics is
PD (z-1) = 1 – 1.2451z-1 + 0.4066z-2.
First, the simulation is run without integral action,
therefore non-zero static error remains when a step
output disturbance occurs. Applying the integration, the
error can be eliminated. As the last step, the response to
change in reference signal is tested with an explicit
reference model. The responses in these three steps can
be shown in the same graphical window, as seen in
Figure 2, to support the full understanding.
Intersampling ripple
Intersampling ripple is a specific, discrete-time control
phenomenon. Due to the sampling, information about
the process performance can be obtained only at the
sampling instants. If the continuous-time signal
oscillates between the sampling instants, intersampling
ripple occurs. Although this phenomenon has a
remarkable importance in real-time application, it can
be easily overlooked during control design when the
user applies a discrete-time model for the process.

Avoiding this mistake, the RST simulator allows to
define the process in continuous-time and to apply
discrete-time controller. Consider the following double
integrator process to be controlled, G (s ) = 1/s 2 . The
control task is to achieve an open-loop behaviour
defined by
0.2
H OL (s ) =
.
s(1 + s )
The discrete-time transfer functions assuming ZOH and

sampling-time h = 1 sec are

( )

G z −1 = 0.5

( )

H OL z −1 = 0.074

implemented methods can be found in (Ikonen and
Najim, 2002).
z −1 + z −2

(1 − z )

The new blocks can be divided into four subgroups
according to their task: process modeling, identification
tools, state observers, general predictive controller. A
pop-up help window provides a brief description of each
block.

−1 2

z −1 + 0.718z −2
.
1 − z −1 1 − 0.368z −1
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The simplest open-loop controller is
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Blocks for process modelling

)
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H z −1
1 + 0.718z −1 1 − z −1
= OL −1 = 0.148
.
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1 + z −1 1 − 0.368z−1
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The new set of blocks provides several possibilities for
process modelling: the input-output approach and the
state-space approach. The input-output approach defines
the process
by its pulse transfer function. The block
B(q −1 )
“ −1 ” represents the pulse transfer function, defined

In RST structure it can be applied as:

A(q

( )
(
)( )
S(z ) = (1 + z )(1 − 0.368z )

T z −1 = 0.148 1 + 0.718z −1 1 − z −1
−1

−1

by the coefficients of the B and A polynomials.

−1

( )

R z −1 = 0 .

The control inputs response to an impulse reference
signal is
1 + 0.718z −1 1 − z −1
U(z ) = H z −1 Yref (z ) = 0.148
1
1 + z −1 1 − 0.368z −1

( )

(
(

)(

)(

)

)
)

The critically stable pole of the control input causes the
oscillation in the control signal as therefore in the
controlled output, as shown in Figure 3.

The state-space subgroup consists of three different
blocks. The “sys SS” block defines the process model in
state-space equation. The user shall define the statespace matrices.
In control and observer design, the controllable and
observable canonical forms of the state-space equation
are generally applied. If the process model is only
available in the form of pulse transfer function (e.g.
identification in input-output approach), then the
necessary state-space equation can be obtained by the
“SS contr” (State-Space controllable) and the “SS obs”
(State-Space observable) blocks.
Blocks for identification

Figure 3: Intersampling ripple phenomenon. The upper
graphic window also shows how the continuous-time
signal oscillates while the sampled signal is constant.
ADVANCED CONTROL DESIGN

The aim of the development of the new blocks was to
facilitate the simulation of the advanced identification
and control techniques. In the present state of the
development, the new block library includes tools for
SISO discrete time systems. The algorithms of the
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The identification subgroup contains three blocks: the
recursive least square algorithm (RLS), the equation
error (EE), and the output error method (OE).
The “RLS” block estimates the parameters of a given
regression model using the recursive least square
method. The input of the block is the regression vector
and the output is the correlation vector. The covariance
matrix of the parameter adaptation algorithm can be
maintained by applying the offered methods: forgetting
method, constant trace method or the bounded
information algorithm. Since, the “RLS” block requires
only the regression vector as an input, the user has the
freedom to choose the model structure; consequently,
the user has to create that vector.
In the “EE” and “OE” blocks, the structure of the
regression model is a priori defined by the equation
error method and the output error method, respectively.
The parameter adaptation algorithm is in both cases the
RLS algorithm. The block’s inputs are the input and
output signals of the process to be identified and the
order of the model. The blocks return the estimated
transfer functions given by the coefficients of the
numerator and denominator polynomials, the output of
the regression model, and the covariance matrix.

Blocks for State observer

Among the state observer blocks, one can choose
between the Kalman-Filter (“ X̂KF ”) nd the “Fixed Gain
State Observer (“ X̂FGF ”).
The implemented Kalman-Filter estimates the state
variables at the (k+1)th sampling instant based on kth
process input and (k+1)th output measurement: x(k+1) =
f(u(k), y(k+1)). The outputs of the block are the state
vector and the trace of the covariance matrix.

Identification and state estimation
In this example, a simple parameter estimation and state
estimation problem are solved. The “unknown” process
is on-lined identified using the transfer function
approach (output error method), and the identified
model is transformed to state-space model that is used
for the estimation of the state variable (Kalman-filter).
The LabVIEW realisation, shown on Figure 4, clearly
demonstrates the simplicity of programming.

The Fixed Gain State Observer estimates the state
variables in the (k+1)th instant based on kth process input
and kth output measurement. The output of the block is
the (k+1)th state variables vector: x(k+1) = f(u(k), y(k)).
The state-observers utilise the observable canonical
form of the state-space model. The required form can be
generated by the “SS obs” (State-Space Observable)
block, which transforms the transfer function into
observable canonical state-space form.

Figure 4: The program of the simulation without the
time setting and graphical blocks.
The process is modelled by the output error method as
y( k ) =

Blocks for General Predictive Controller

( ) u ( k ) + e( k )
A (q )
B q −1

−1

There are two blocks relating to the GPC control
algorithm. The “GPC M” calculates the gain matrices of
the controller; the “GPC” block is the controller. The
block realizes a GPC for SISO process. The controller is
based on the state-space model of the controlled
process.

The pulse transfer function is changed at the 75th
sampling instants as

The inputs of the block are the state variables, the
controlled process output signal and the reference
signal. The main output of the block is the control
signal. (There is another signal for graphical purpose,
the desired future process outputs on the prediction
horizon.)

The e(k) noise is a Gaussian white noise with the
variance 0.1. Within the RLS algorithm of the OE
parameter estimation, the forgetting factor λ = 0.98 was
applied to maintain the covariance matrix.

Besides the general parameters of the GPC algorithm
(prediction, minimum and control horizons, weighting
factors of the control error and control signal in the cost
function; there is possibility to use weighting matrices
for enabling weighting the terms in the appearance of
time), the pulse transfer function of the desired closedloop behavior can be defined.
In the case of online identification, it is possible to use
the new identified model of the process in every time
step, otherwise the time demanding computation of the
gain matrices is performed only in the first time step
(Adaptive button on/off).

( ) = bq
A (q ) 1 + aq
B q −1

−1

−1
−1

=

0.2q −1
1 − 0.8q −1

⇒

0.2q −1
1 − 0.6q −1

The state-space model is simple since the process is a
first order,
x ( k + 1) = ax ( k ) + bu( k )
y( k ) = x ( k )

Figure 5a: LabVIEW graph: parameter estimates; true
parameters (dashed lines), estimated ones (solidlines)

Demonstration examples

The outlook and the utilisation of the developed blocks
are demonstrated in the following two examples. The
first example is an on-line identification combined with
state observation, while the second example presents a
GPC control structure.
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Figure 5b: LabVIEW graph: process and model state
variables “Xss” and “Xest”.

The initial values of the parameters were set [a b]t=0 = [1 0.6]. Figure 5a demonstrates the parameter
convergence while Figure 5b shows the process and
model state variables, x(k) and x̂ ( k ) , respectively.

education, especially supporting the polynomial inputoutput approach for system description. The basic
structure is the two-degree-of-freedom formulated by
the control polynomials, R, S and T.

General Predictive Control
This example demonstrates the application of the
General Predictive Control block. The process output
(y) is controlled by the GPC to follow the reference
signal (r) with a prescribed tracking behaviour. The
reference signal is a square wave signal, and the process
has Gaussian white noise type measurement noise. The
Fig. 8 shows the LabVIEW program of the simulation,
with all of its accessories for graphical purpose. The
Control Panel of the Simulation is shown on the Figure
6. On the control panel there are all of the numerical
controls with which it is possible to change the
parameters even in run-time.

Further advantage of the LabVIEW based simulator is
that it can be transformed into a self-executable file and
run it in any Windows based operation system. It
requires only a runtime engine, which is freely available
from the web site of the National Instrument.

Furthermore, all the process and control parameters are
displayed on the control panel. The results of the
simulation can be followed through the graphs and the
numerical displays.

Benyó, I.; Lipovszki, Gy. And Kovács, J. 2003.
“Advanced Control Simulation Tools In LabVIEW
Environment”, Proc. 6th IFAC Symposium on
Advances in Control Education, Finland, 275-279.
Lipovszki, Gy. And Aradi, P. 1995. “General Purpose
Block Oriented Simulation System Using
LabVIEW”, NIWeek’95, Austin, TX, USA.
National Instruments, 2002. LabVIEW User Manual at
http://www.ni.com/pdf/manuals/
Åström, K.J. and Wittenmark, B. 1997. ComputerControlled Systems (Prentice-Hall)
Aradi, P. 1996. “Using LabVIEW in Education of
Systems and Control Engineering”, NIWeek’96,
Austin, TX, USA.
Ikonen, E. and Najim, K. 2001. Advanced Process
Identification And Control, Dekker.

Figure 6: The program diagram of the simulation, with
the same signal notation as on the previous figure.
CONCLUSION

Computer-aided education may be an advantageous
solution for increasing the efficiency of control
education. The classroom education, similarly to
laboratory exercises, may be further visualised by
introducing target-oriented simulation/demonstration
environment.
A package of advanced simulation tools is developed to
serve particular courses on digital control theory and
advanced control engineering. The developed
simulation elements provide an easy-to-use and easy-tounderstand manner to deepen the enhanced knowledge
of the course.
The presented tools support the simulation of discretetime modelling, identification, state-observer and
general predictive control design. The programming
environment was chosen to be the LabVIEW due to its
attractiveness.
The RST simulator facilitates the discrete-time control
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The proposed simulator has been evaluated in practice
in a course “Digital control theory” at the University of
Oulu and will be used in co-operation with the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the first attempts to create a
simulation program for cooperative mobile robots. The
organization of the robot family is borrowed – at least to
some degree – from nature. A bee-hive was chosen as
the organizational basis of the robot family. The queen
of the hive is represented by a PC, the workers are
mobile robots. Mobile robots can only communicate
with the queen via an RF link. The task for the robots is
to patrol an area and check the state of lights
(operational, emergency, or darkness). The position of
the robots are given by ceiling-mounted cameras
directly to the queen. The queen can modify the route of
the robots with directions via RF. The simulation
system is developed in LabVIEW. Based on the results
of simulation experiments robots are being constructed
and used in a test environment similar to the simulated
one.

Edit Stevensné-Száday
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Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Budapest University of Technology
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Műegyetem rkp. 3., Budapest
H-1111, Hungary
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for assembly, welding, painting, transporting heavy
objects and other tough tasks, often in environments not
suitable for humans. Industrial robots are
characteristically fixed in arrangement; they can not
change their location, just move one or more “limbs”.
Mobile robots on the other hand are autonomous
machines, and are able to do locomotion.
Mobile Robots
A mobile robot could very well be defined as a mobile
machine that interacts with its environment through
sensors, and attempts to achieve some objective. The
objective could be relatively simple e.g. following a line
drawn on the floor, or it could be quite difficult e.g.
operating as a member of a team of robots playing
soccer. Mobile robots are to be found in toy boxes of
today’s children in an exponentially increasing number,
they even seem to be a must. Robot pets, like Sony’s
Aibo dog (Fig. 1) are equipped with a special purpose
computer, that makes the robot understand and fulfill
commands, process sensory data and handle
accordingly.

INTRODUCTION
Intelligent electronic systems penetrate everyday life as
it stands. The advent of this era began, when transistors
first appeared in the 1950s. The miniaturization of
transistor-based systems, especially of digital computing
devices opened up a totally new world in electronics.
Microprocessors,
personal
computers
and
microcontrollers are common nowadays not just in
industrial applications, but in customer electronic
products, too. Self-contained devices with onboard
processors and controllers are to be found almost
everywhere: in cars, cameras and mobile phones, just to
mention a few everyday gadgets. Household appliances,
like washing machines, refrigerators, and vacuum
cleaners are also beginning to be equipped with such a
brain. An even faster growing area in applying
intelligent electronics is the toy-market.
The word robot comes from Karel Capek and is now
applied to machines that accomplish certain tasks
without getting tired or bored, always with the same
precision and quality. Industrial robots are widely used
Proceedings 16th European Simulation Symposium
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Fig. 1. Sony’s Aibo
Robotic Kits from Toy Manufacturers
Popular construction toys like LEGO or fischertechnik
have robotic kits (Figures 2 and 3). These kits inherit
the building-block approach from their predecessors and
contain at least the few most important elements for
robot construction. Programming the robots in both toys
is done – among other freely available tools – with a
block- and function-oriented graphical language.

Let Us Simulate
An MSc thesis dealing with the development of a robotfamily has been written and successfully defended at the
Department of Informatics in June 2004. This thesis,
and all the preparations turned the attention to simulate
robot-families.
From the first development efforts it very soon
occurred, that a simulation system for such robot
families helps a great deal to create the hierarchical,
organizational and control structure of the family. As it
is very well known the power of simulation is in
reducing risks, time and expenses by operating the
system model instead of the actual system. The abovementioned advantages of simulation are especially
emphasized, when the system model is implemented as
a computer program.
That is why a simulation system for studying the
behavior of robot-families was envisioned, and is now
under development and testing.

Fig. 2. A LEGO robot

SIMULATING A ROBOT-FAMILY
The First Project
Fig. 3. fischertechnik robots
MOBILE ROBOTICS IS INTRODUCED IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATICS, BUTE
Staff and students of the Department of Informatics
(Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Budapest
University of Technology and Economics) started
designing and building mobile robots from LEGO and
fischertechnik kits in the end of 2003. These kits were
chosen because they offer a cheap and flexible
alternative to robotics kits and ready-made mobile
robots.
Stand-alone Robots vs. Robot-families
Robot-building started quite naturally with the sample
designs from the manuals, however individual designs
appeared very soon afterwards. Stand-alone mobile
robots were the first construction tasks, nevertheless
such self-contained robots require a very complicated
brain and they are prone to errors more, than a team of
similar, but a bit dumber robots organized in a “family”.
The organizational structure for the cooperative robot
family is borrowed from nature; ants and bees were
chosen as the basis, although the analogy is far from
thorough. The Robot Queen represents the central
intelligence, being the organizer in the family, and
coordinating the workers. Workers can communicate
only with the Queen as of now, however
communication among workers is also under
consideration.

First of all a suitable assignment had to be defined with
the details clearly worked out. The first project is set to
deal with a building services application. Mobile robots
move around in a building to check the operation of
certain devices, like light, heating and air conditioning.
Robots check for example, whether lights are working
properly or lights are working unnecessarily (no one is
in the room). As this task is a rather complex one, only
the operation of lights is examined first.
There is an area specified (Fig. 4), where certain parts
have to be lighted always, such as corridors leading
from offices to staircases and lifts. Lights can have three
states: normal operation, emergency and no lights at all.
Robots have to patrol the area in regular time intervals
and report the state of lights. Robots have to
communicate their position to each other, so that they
can cover the whole area optimally.

Fig. 4: Environment Layout
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Each robot is equipped with an RF transmitter, but they
can only communicate with their superior, the Queen.
The position of each robot is detected with the help of
ceiling-mounted cameras, just like in robotic soccer,
however robots can detect their position from special
markings on the ground, too and then transmit it to the
Queen. The information from the cameras goes also into
the Queen. The Queen in this case is PC equipped with
the appropriate RF devices to communicate with the
robots. In the simulated environment the Queen is a
different program task running on the same PC as the
simulation. Cameras are substituted by the continuously
computed trajectory of the robots projected on the
layout. In certain positions of the layout markings are
placed and when a robot moves over such a marking, its
detection is simulated.
The speed of the robots can either be zero or a slow
fixed speed. Acceleration to and decceleration from this
speed is almost instanteneous, that makes simulation a
lot more easier. A robot’s speed is also zero, when it has
to align its orientation according to the commands from
the Queen.
The lights can be switched by a preprogrammed
algorithm, or by the user. As of now, there are no
external obstacles allowed in the area.

Fig. 6: Block Diagram in LabVIEW
The above mentioned properties of LabVIEW make it
an ideal environment for rapid application development,
that is one of the major reasons for the authors’ choice.
Fig. 7 shows the main screen of the mobile robot
simulator program.

Implementation
National Instruments’ LabVIEW was chosen as a
development tool. LabVIEW stands for Laboratory
Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench, and is
available in various computer platforms, such as Linux,
MacOS, Windows, Solaris, HP-Unix. LabVIEW
applications are called virtual instruments or VIs for
short. VIs have a user interface as shown in Fig. 5 (front
panel in LabVIEW terminology) and a block diagram
(Fig. 6), where the actual program is built with
LabVIEW’s graphical components.
The ease of use and programming, together with
LabVIEW’s excellent connection to the outside world
through data-acquisition, I/O and network protocols
makes it the ideal tool for scientists and engineers.

Fig. 7: Mobile Robot Simulator Front Panel
The mobile robot simulation program has the following
functionality:
• maximum two robots can be simulated
simultaneously
• the operation of lights can be set to a
predefined time-sequence or
• lights can be operated manually
• the ceiling-mounted cameras’ information is
simulated by the calculated position of robots
• robots’ reports on the state of lights is written
to the screen and optionally to a log file
FURTHER PROJECT IDEAS
To check the operation of heaters and air conditioners,
temperature and humidity sensors have to be mounted
on the robots. Further on an intelligent control can be
developed, which uses the number of people in the
certain room, not just temperature and humidity values.
To accomplish this task either a passive door-mounted

Fig. 5: Front Panel in LabVIEW
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people-counter has to be used or wall-mounted cameras
are necessary or even robots can count people.
Besides it is important to develop the necessary
communication among robots, something similar to the
queen-robot RF links.
Such intelligent robotic wardens are a good alternative
in older building, where there is no building intelligence
installed. To build and intelligent building costs less,
when new premises are build, however upgrading an
existing structure could cause problems, not just the
financial art, but the noise and inconvenience of
construction work, too.
CONCLUSION
The very early development stage of a cooperative
mobile robot family was presented. During the work
quite a number of aspects came up. These aspects are
important for both the actual construction and
programming of the robots, as well as the development
of the simulation system.
The results show, that when the actual robot control and
communication is developed, previous simulation
experiments provide considerable help.
Thanks has to be expressed to FŐGÁZ Rt. for their
support to bring mobile robotics within reach.
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Abstract: The Sim-Serv Association, which was
founded with financial support by the EU, offers a range
of services to users and suppliers of simulation. The
core services for potential users are its website, the help
desk and individual consultation by a team of neutral
experts. For researchers and suppliers, there are
platforms to present themselves, to publish results and
news on achievements, to join or initiate working
groups and find partners for joint projects. The SimServ association is open to new members at any time.
The paper explains its services and how to take
advantage of them.

INTRODUCTION
Sim-Serv has been set up as a “Virtual Institute” in the
year 2001. It received financial support from the EU
Fifth Framework Programme for Research and
Development. It is one of 17 Virtual Institutes which
focus on different areas of technology. Their mission is
to stimulate and co-ordinate application oriented
research and development in dedicated areas, and to
ensure a smooth transition of results into applications in
industry and society. Each Virtual Institute (VI) is
financed by the EU for a limited period, but is meant to
operate beyond this period, hence each VI will establish
a self-financing organisation which will carry on the
activities at the end of the EU funded project. To this
end, the Sim-Serv Association was founded in spring
2004. It is a non-profit organisation where every
organisation involved with simulation (researchers,
developers, vendors, users) can become a member.
Sim-Serv (www.sim-serv.com
www.sim-serv.com) focuses on product- and
production-oriented simulation. It provides practical
support to researchers and developers, to those offering
tools and services on a commercial basis as well as to
industrial users. The following sections of this paper
provide a rough survey of the status of simulation in
Europe, explain the objectives of Sim-Serv, its
organisation, and the services it is offering to its
members and to potential users in industry.

SIMULATION IN EUROPE: THE
CURRENT SITUATION
It is commonly accepted that simulation – in spite of its
obvious power and benefits – is not widely used in
industry, clearly not as wide as it should be. The
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estimated potential for savings and improvement in
European industry, which could be achieved by proper
use of simulation, is enormous. And those companies
who used it express a high degree of satisfaction. In the
nineties, simulation was considered a rapidly growing
market, and the American Integrated Manufacturing
Technology Initiative (www.imti21.org
www.imti21.org) ranked
simulation as one of the four most important
technologies for future manufacturing. It states that ‘no
other approach offers more potential for improving
products, perfecting processes, reducing design-tomanufacture times, and reducing product realisation
costs’.
In reality however, the quantitative growth of simulation
was rather slow – the growth of its use in European
industry as well as the growth of European simulation
suppliers.
A study of the use of system simulation in UK
manufacturing industry /1/ showed a 92% satisfaction
rate amongst users, yet a penetration into industry of
less than 10%. That pattern is reported as common
across Europe /2/. A more recent study shows that not
much has changed in the last decade /3/.
We see three major reasons for this slow take-up: Sorted
by priority, they are:
1. Simulation and its benefits are still insufficiently
known in industry, especially among those who make
the decisions whether to use it or not /4/.
2. Simulation is difficult to justify from an economic
point of view. Simulation is often used to prove the
viability of a system design. But what is the added value
of such a proof in terms of money? Maybe the model
helps improve the design, but maybe the improvement
is also possible without simulation? It is very difficult to
make a convincing financial case for simulation: The
extra expenses of using it can be estimated, but not the
savings or benefits achieved.
3. Simulation appears as an extra effort, compared to the
“conventional” way of working. It is not fully integrated
in current planning and management procedures.
Problems that should indeed be solved using simulation
used to be solved without simulation in the past.
Obviously, people who work on such problems and do
not (yet) use simulation need a strong motivation to start
using it.
On the other hand, the supply side in Europe consists of
numerous small or even micro-enterprises, offering in
many cases highly specialised tools and solutions. Many

of them are recently born spring-offs from research
institutes. Their products are often of top quality, but for
such small companies it is not easy to get Europe-wide
visibility and find customers from a broad range of
industry sectors. It is especially difficult because the
market is dominated by a number of powerful globally
operating suppliers of general simulation packages with
professional marketing and sales activities. Hence, in
spite of technical brilliance, European products and
service suppliers find it difficult to survive on the
European market.

Stimulate and Co-ordinate Research and
Development in the Area of Simulation

To summarise: Excellent technology is available, but
not applied to the extent it should. Both sides –
suppliers as well as users – are suffering form this
relatively low level of application. And many
opportunities for further development are lost because
the communication of both sides is insufficient.

Support European Simulation Suppliers

THE OBJECTIVES OF SIM-SERV:
Promote the Application of Simulation in
European Industry
The main objective of Sim-Serv is to stimulate a wider
use of simulation technology in European industry and
thus help European companies (especially small and
medium-sized enterprises) meet the challenges of global
competition. What is required to achieve this wider use?
If the three barriers stated above are correct, then it is
necessary
1. to spread information about simulation to
industry managers, and provide detailed
information on the benefits achieved by other
users.
2. to gather data about cost and benefits of
simulation application in industry, in various
sectors and for a range of different problems.
3. to make simulation a standard tool for daily
work of engineers and managers, and to
integrate it into existing methodologies and
tool sets. Until this has been achieved,
simulation services of proven quality should be
easily available at reasonable cost.
Therefore, Sim-Serv’s main activity is dissemination:
providing a central entry point for those seeking
information, guidance and support. Newcomers find
general information, case studies about successful
applications (with an emphasis on the business
dimension), links to experts, suppliers and tools as well
as a help desk and a group of neutral, vendorindependent experts ready to answer any questions
regarding the use of simulation. Details of the service
offered to industrial enterprises are explained below.
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The second objective of Sim-Serv is to strengthen the
development of simulation technology in Europe. This
implies surveys of the state of the art, an analysis of
needs and gaps, and the initiation of R&D activities
addressing the identified gaps. The main mechanisms of
Sim-Serv to meet this objective are the Working Groups
which are introduced below.

Methods, techniques and tools developed in Europe
(often funded by European tax payers’ money) should
be economically exploited in Europe. This means: a
strong basis of simulation professionals is necessary:
developers and vendors of commercial tools and
solutions as well as professional service providers.
The above mentioned dissemination activities also
support European simulation suppliers in that they help
expand the market for their tools and services. Sim-Serv
is particularly keen on spreading information about
innovative techniques and tools, new application areas
etc. Through its wide dissemination and marketing
activities, Sim-Serv facilitates access to a European
market even for small or micro providers. Sim-Serv also
assists these small suppliers in developing suitable
presentation material.
On the long run Sim-Serv aims at the development of
widely accepted standards and quality criteria as well as
a suite of tools, which comply the standards and criteria
and are offered under a common brand.
The services and dissemination options available for
suppliers are explained below.

SIM-SERV’S ORGANISATION
The basic idea of Sim-Serv is to act as a neutral
“mediator” facilitating a smooth matching and
interaction of demand and supply. Wherever possible
and reasonable, this interaction should use electronic
media, however it is understood that face to face
meetings cannot always be replaced by virtual
interaction. Hence local presence is as essential as
European wide recognition.
To get started, Sim-Serv was initially funded by the
European Union. In order to continue the activities after
the end of the start-up period in October 2004, the not
for profit Sim-Serv Association was founded. This
association is open for all organisations involved in
developing, selling or using simulation technology in
Europe.
The Sim-Serv Association runs a Website and a Help
Desk which provides industry with general information
and consulting regarding the benefits of simulation and
possibilities to apply this technology.
The Sim-Serv Association and its central Help Desk are
locally supported by a network of Local Contact

Points. Local Contact Points provide information and
services in local languages and are available for face to
face meetings whenever the need arises.
The Sim-Serv Suppliers Group consists of currently
more than 60 members, the number is steadily growing.
They represent a good mix of complementary skills and
cover the majority of EU member states plus some
Central European countries. There is a good balance of
academic and commercial partners in the group.
The major role of suppliers is to provide input to the
association’s web site and to deliver customised
solutions on commercial terms, whenever Sim-Serv
received a request from an industrial user.
All suppliers are presented on Sim-Serv’s web site. The
presented material can be easily edited by the suppliers
themselves.
The Suppliers Group is open to new members at any
time. It is indeed one of the aims of Sim-Serv to expand
this group substantially.
In addition, Working Groups (WGs) are being set up
dealing with various technical or commercial issues of
common interest. WG members may be suppliers or
users of simulation tools and services, members or nonmembers of the Sim-Serv network. Currently, the
following Working Groups are operating:
• Modular Design of Simulation Tools
• Open Digital Factory
• Simulation Accuracy for Plastics and Rubber
Production
• Simulation Assisted Automation Testing
• Quantitative Benefits of Simulation
• Business and Enterprise Modelling
• Simulation of Traffic and Transportation
Systems
• Human-Centred Modelling and Simulation
• Road Map of Simulation in Process Industries
• Road Map of Simulation in Manufacturing and
Logistics
Sim-Serv also stimulates co-operation and joint
developments of suppliers. Sim-Serv supports its
members by bringing together partners with similar or
complementary aims and skills, and helping them form
consortia. Sim-Serv supports the development of
research projects and the application for research
funding.
Finally, Sim-Serv provides an overview of the state of
the art in simulation, it identifies trends and unsolved
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problems, and thus provides guidance for research and last not least – research policy. Sim-Serv will play an
active role also in future EU research programmes.
Working Groups generated elsewhere are also invited to
use Sim-Serv’s facilities and make themselves known
via Sim-Serv.

SIM-SERV’S SERVICES TO INDUSTRY
The central service of Sim-Serv is the web site. It
contains general information about simulation, a
database of technical and scientific information, news
and information on relevant events, case studies and
success stories, a list of suppliers and presentations of
simulation tools.
A relatively new service is the self evaluation tool,
which is freely available on our web site. A simple
questionnaire of 10-12 questions help an industrial user
define very roughly his situation and aims, and to check
if simulation should be applied in this particular
situation. 2-3 days after submitting the questionnaire, he
will receive a report and a recommendation written by
one of our experts.
Besides, Sim-Serv offers the following services to
potential simulation users in industry:
• the help desk answers specific questions and offers a
first and rough evaluation of problems
• independent technical consultation supports the user
in analysing his problem and checks if simulation
should be applied and how,
• a supplier-independent functional specification of
the application /solution is developed on request by
technical experts
• the best suited supplier(s) of the specified solution
are found (see below for details)
• project management support, quality assurance and
an evaluation of the solution after its implementation
are offered
Figures 1 and 2 show how these services guide a novel
user from first information and contact through to a cooperation with a member of the Sim-Serv Suppliers
Group.

Figure 1: The interaction of Sim-Serv, Users and Suppliers (part 1)
A French manufacturer of laminates was offered a new
technology for producing multi-ply laminates. They
were looking for a proof of technical and economic
feasibility of the proposed process. Sim-Serv brought
them in touch with two simulation service suppliers:
one of them developed a model of the entire process
which allowed estimating production output and cost.
The second made a very detailed model of the most
critical part of the process in order to prove technical
feasibility /8/.
An application in a German manufacturer who had to
design a new assembly line is described in /9/.
/10/ describes a simulation study carried out by an
Italian Sim-Serv member in a UIK based
manufacturing enterprise. This paper as well as /9/ is
particularly remarkable in that both describe in detail
the procedures applied by Sim-Serv to match demand
and supply. Both cases gave rise to modifications of
Sim-Serv’s procedures, and both led to an ongoing cooperation of supplier and user. Both user companies
were sceptical before the project, and now want to
continue using the model for production planning and
scheduling. This proves that Sim-Serv’ approach is
well suited to introduce simulation in enterprises which
never used this technology before.

TEST CASES: SOLUTIONS
DELIVERED TO INDUSTRY
In a number of test cases, the Sim-Serv approach
proved feasible and beneficial to both customers and
suppliers. Test cases are industrial applications of
simulation where Sim-Serv assisted the customer
analyse the problem, checked applicability of
simulation and searched for suitable suppliers. Here are
some examples of test cases:
A medium sized UK based manufacturer of aluminium
parts was looking for tools to support production
scheduling. They had already made a pre-decision for a
particular tool, but did not know how to make best use
of it. Sim-Serv established a contact to Riga Technical
University who developed a simulation model of the
plant and used it for testing out several scheduling
strategies and predicting the effects of various
configurations of the tool. As a result, the company
managed to reduce stocks of raw material by 50%
/5,6/.
A Finnish manufacturer of rubber and plastic parts had
to reduce product development time. With the support
of Sim-Serv they tested a simulation tool and decided
to introduce it. Production cost was reduces by 30% on
average /7/.
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Figure 2: The interaction of Sim-Serv, Users and Suppliers (part 2)
• working groups as a possibility to co-operate with
other suppliers
• the chance to contribute to joint (funded) research
and development projects
• professional, European- wide dissemination
activities to attract potential users to our web site,
and to acquire commercial or research projects
• offerings for additional commercial projects
acquired by the Core Team

In /11/, the introduction of a simulation based
scheduling tool in a German SME is described. This
case as well as /9/, /6/ and /7/ prove that simulation is
applicable also in SMEs.

SERVICES TO RESEARCHERS AND
SIMULATION PROFESSIONALS

Sim-Serv helps its members find partners/customers,
and it searches customers itself, e.g. by means of the
self evaluation tool. Whenever a customer approaches
Sim-Serv and asks for some simulation service, SimServ offers the services described above: neutral
advice, supplier independent development of a
functional specification, search for suited supplier(s).
The search for suppliers is done by the following
“internal bidding procedure”::

To researchers and simulation professional (suppliers),
Sim-Serv offers essentially two advantages:
• the chance to present themselves to potential users
in industry and thus to find additional partners /
customers
• the chance to network and co-operate with other
simulationists, to co-ordinate and join forces.
More specifically, the following is offered:

A functional specification is developed by Sim-Serv in
close co-operation with the customer. This
specification and an Invitation to Tender are then
circulated to the Suppliers Group or to a subset of
members pre-selected jointly by Sim-Serv and the
customer.

• space on our web site to present themselves, their
expertise, their successful
projects, and their tools
• guidance and support for the preparation of this
material
• support for its translation to other European
languages
• news and information about relevant events on the
web site
• a data base containing up to date technical
information

The members who are interested in the offered projects
submit their offers, which contains details of the
solution they offer, the price and the earliest possible
delivery date. Based on criteria defined by the
customer, Sim-Serv evaluates these offers and presents
them to the customer who makes a final selection.
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interests include conditions for simulation success and
failure, and simulation quality criteria.

In reality, some iteration may be needed, e.g. suppliers
may ask for more information before they submit an
offer, or the customer asks for modifications of the
offers. In general our experience shows that this
procedure is considered effective and fair by both
sides.
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SIM-SERV’S FUTURE
Sim-Serv as a funded project terminates end of October
2004. From then on, the Sim-Serv Association
continues providing the services and operating the web
site.
Sim-Serv closely co-operates with other virtual
institutes, mainly with the virtual institute for advanced
manufacturing technologies ADMAN (www.max-servwww.max-servcom).
com These two institutes seem to complement each
other in a most natural way.
Sim-Serv is aware of the existence of numerous
organisations active in the simulation field. The
intention is by no means to compete with them. We
rather intend to complement the more science-oriented
organisations such as the national and international
simulation societies or EuroSim, and to support the
commercial organisations in order to promote our
common goal:
To improve the general knowledge about simulation
and its benefits, particularly in industry, to stimulate
and facilitate a wider take-up, and to create an
environment for fruitful and exciting further
developments of simulation technologies.
All researchers, commercial suppliers and users of
simulation technology are invited to join Sim-Serv, use
our services and become members of the Association
in order to contribute to the shaping of the future of
simulation in Europe.

/11/ Druyen, J,, Noche, B.: Vergangenheit und Zukunft
– Der Mittelstand rüstet auf. Paper accepted for the
conference: Experiences from the Future: Simulation in
Production and Logistics. Berlin, October 4 and 5,
2004.
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